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Our underwater cultural heritage forms a significant part of humanity’s
shared heritage. Lying in the depths of the world’s oceans, lakes and
rivers are an abundance of hidden relics; shipwrecks and the ruins
of lost cities and civilizations, each containing precious historical
information that bears testimony to life across the ages.
For centuries, this heritage has remained well-preserved and to some
extent protected by the waters that surround it. In recent decades,
however, commercial exploitation of marine resources and advances
in diving technology have rendered these archaeological sites more
accessible and, therefore, more vulnerable to looting and destruction.
The vast nets of fishing trawlers drag and damage the timbers and cargo
of submerged ships; treasure hunters salvage valuable artefacts with
little regard for the archaeological context that they are dismantling,
while natural disasters and man made developments sweep away all
traces of what once existed, often before they are even discovered.
The increasing threats to this fragile archaeological resource led to
the adoption of the Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage by the UNESCO General Conference in 2001. At the
time the Convention was adopted, only a few countries in the AsiaPacific region had the expertise and equipment necessary to conduct
scientific excavation on shipwrecks found in their territorial waters. By
ratifying the 2001 Convention, States Parties can take advantage of
international cooperation to protect underwater archaeological sites
wherever they are located.
For the effective implementation of the 2001 Convention and the
Rules of its Annex, UNESCO focused its efforts on raising public
awareness on the importance of underwater cultural heritage and
in building the capacity of Member States to protect and manage
their underwater archaeological sites. In response, UNESCO Bangkok
formulated and implemented a regional capacity-building project
entitled ‘Safeguarding the Underwater Cultural Heritage in Asia and
the Pacific’ which was funded under the UNESCO-Norway Funds-inTrust Cooperation. UNESCO is especially grateful to the Norwegian
Government for their generous support to this innovative and
important project.
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Under the project, a Regional Field Training Centre on Underwater
Cultural Heritage was established in Thailand within the precinct of
the Underwater Archaeology Division of the Fine Arts Department.
UNESCO is also very grateful to the Royal Thai Government for providing
the venue, the equipment and human resources needed to run the
training courses. From 2009 to 2011, three six-week Foundation Courses
and two ten-day Advanced Courses were successfully held, benefitting
seventy national experts from sixteen Asia-Pacific Member States, as
well as one participant from Kenya in East Africa.
This publication combines all of the curriculum material developed by
our pool of international expert trainers. Designed to be both practical
and user-friendly, this training manual will be used to form the basis
for future six-week Foundation Courses hosted by the Regional Field
Training Centre. It is my sincere hope that this manual will also be used
or adapted for similar training courses in other regions.

Francesco Bandarin
Assistant Director-General for Culture
UNESCO
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INTRODUCTION
The Development of the
Regional Capacity Building
Programme on Underwater
Cultural Heritage

Authors Ricardo L. Favis, Martijn R. Manders
and Christopher J. Underwood

Welcoming banner from the First Foundation Course on Underwater Cultural Heritage. © UNESCO/Takahiko Makino

Background
At the time when the Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage was adopted
by the UNESCO General Assembly in 2001, maritime archaeology was a relatively new discipline
in Asia and the Pacific. Therefore, it was no surprise that during the UNESCO Asia-Pacific Regional
Workshop on the 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Hong Kong,
SAR China, November 2003), the delegates identified the urgent need for a regional capacity-building
programme to prepare them for the ratification of the Convention and to enable the effective
implementation of the Convention in their countries. An offer by the Sri Lankan delegation to host
a regional field training centre (hereafter referred to as the Centre) within the precinct of their
Maritime Archaeology Unit at the World Heritage Site of Galle, Sri Lanka, was welcomed and accepted.
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In response, UNESCO Bangkok formulated a project entitled ‘Safeguarding the underwater cultural
heritage of Asia and the Pacific: building regional capacities to protect and manage underwater
archaeological sites through the establishment of a regional Centre of Excellence field training
facility and programme of instruction’. The regional training programme aims to embed the capacitybuilding and human resource development through the participation of site managers and national
experts nominated by the competent national agencies responsible for safeguarding underwater
cultural heritage. Moreover, beneficiaries are expected to share the skills and knowledge
acquired from their training with their pool of national experts in their home countries.
The development goals towards which the regional project contributes are: (a) to protect
underwater cultural heritage; and (b) to foster peace and social cohesion among participating
Member States. The protection of underwater cultural heritage also has an important economic
aspect, considering that tourism may develop around underwater sites if properly managed and
interpreted in on-site museums.
Through the establishment of a Centre, the project aims to achieve the following objectives:
1 Build regional capacity in the protection and management of underwater cultural
heritage through professional training in field techniques on underwater archaeological
site inventory and mapping, non-invasive techniques of site identification, inventory
and investigation, museology techniques, and site monitoring and protection according to international professional standards. The application of the provisions of the
Annex to the Convention is particularly stressed.
2 Provide an effective networking platform among partner Member States by encouraging
close collaboration and dissemination of best practices, thereby promoting regional
cooperation through exchange of information on the conservation and management
of a shared heritage.
3 Prepare Member States in the ratification and implementation of the 2001 Convention
and its Annex.
With the approval and funding support of the Royal Government of Norway, the project started to be
implemented in March 2008 with a training course for Sri Lankan archaeologists and conservators to
prepare them to be the future trainers of trainees coming from the region.
In April 2008, a Project Steering Committee Meeting was convened in Galle, Sri Lanka to decide on
the project implementation strategy. The Committee decided to implement the project in the form
of Foundation Courses and Advanced Courses on specialized topics. Within the approved duration of
the project, two Foundation Courses and two Advanced Courses were foreseen to be organized. The
Committee also planned to organize the first Foundation Course in October 2008. After the committee
meeting, a training curriculum began to be developed and efforts were made to locate shipwreck sites
in southern Sri Lanka that would be used for the practical components of the fieldwork.
However, despite the interest and commendable effort of the Sri Lankans, the first Foundation Course
was postponed due to domestic difficulties. As these issues did not improve sufficiently during the
following months UNESCO decided to find a new location for the training centre.
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1 Thailand as Host to the Regional Field Training Centre
The Underwater Archaeology Department (UAD) of the Fine Arts Department of Thailand was
approached to discuss the possibility of transferring the venue of the Centre to Thailand. The facilities
and diving equipment of the UAD were found to be more than adequate to support the regional training
activities. The Director of the UAD expressed his interest and enthusiasm to host the Centre, using the
department’s human and technical resources. Given the positive response, UNESCO sought the approval
of the Government of Norway donor to change the venue of the Centre to Thailand, which was granted.
In May 2009, the Government of Thailand through its competent authority, the Fine Arts Department of
the Ministry of Culture, agreed to host the Centre within the infrastructure of the UAD in Chanthaburi,
Thailand, 250 kilometres away from Bangkok where the UNESCO office is located.
As the venue of the Centre, Thailand offers many advantages, as follows:
Accessibility: Thailand is centrally located in the Asia-Pacific region, thus reducing international
transport costs of students to attend training courses. Its excellent road network facilitates local
transfers between the airport in Bangkok, the Centre and coastal locations of field components
of training courses. The UNESCO Asia-Pacific Regional Office is also located in Bangkok, thereby
facilitating project supervision and monitoring.
Technical expertise and resources: The UAD has a professional staff of two maritime archaeologists
and a technical diving team of ex-navy personnel. Since 1974, the UAD has had a long experience in
underwater archaeology and collaborated closely on field surveys, scientific investigation/excavation
and training activities with the Royal Thai Navy, the Regional Centre for Archaeology and Fine Arts
of the South-East Asian Minister of Education Organization (SEAMEO-SPAFA) and the Faculty of
Archaeology of the Silpakorn University based in Bangkok, Thailand. Furthermore, the UAD has never
dealt with commercial enterprises in shipwreck excavation. The UAD is well equipped with surface
supply equipment, scuba, trimix and rebreathers. It also has a newly commissioned diving vessel
equipped with a rigid inflatable support boat, decompression chamber, adequate communication
facilities and other equipment needed for underwater archaeological activities.
Logistics: The Fine Arts Department has provided a building as a venue for the Centre. It is conveniently
located near the mooring place of the UAD diving vessel by the shore of the Chanthaburi River. The
Centre has a fully equipped lecture room and accommodation facilities for students and trainers. It
is also located near the UAD offices and the National Maritime Museum. Moreover, a modern naval
hospital in nearby Pattaya provides medical care, if required by students during their field diving
exercises.
Underwater cultural heritage sites: From 1974 to 2008, fifty-two shipwreck sites within Thai
territorial waters have been identified and recorded. Among them, fourteen shipwrecks have been
scientifically excavated by the UAD, providing a significant knowledge base and material culture
for use by the Centre.
ICOMOS-ICUCH mobilized Martijn R. Manders to assist in the project implementation in Thailand. As
an initial step, Mr. Manders alongside the UAD team conducted a survey of shipwreck sites in July
2009 to identify site(s) to be used for the practical field component of training courses. The Mannok
shipwreck (also known as the Ruea Mail) was selected. It is a steamboat located at a depth of 20
metres near Mannok Island, Kleng District in the Rayong Province, an hour away from the venue of
the Centre. The diving season of the selected site is from October to April, thus the First Foundation
Course was organized from the 26 October to 4 December 2009.
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Diving boat of the Underwater
Archaeology Division (UAD),
Fine Arts Department of
Thailand, used for the diving
exercises of the training courses.
© UAD/Apakorn Kiewmas

The Regional Field Training
Centre for Underwater
Cultural Heritage in
Chanthaburi Province, Thailand.
© Christopher J. Underwood

2 Development of the Training Courses
The Foundation Course aims to bring national experts from different academic backgrounds and
varying experience in underwater cultural heritage to a common level of understanding about the
multi-disciplinary nature of maritime archaeology. Considering that the target students often have
government jobs which they cannot leave for an extended period of time, and given the complex nature
of maritime archaeology, the project proponents decided on a six week duration for the Foundation
Course. The course was designed to cover four weeks of intensive classroom and practical sessions on
land plus two weeks of field work on underwater survey techniques at the selected shipwreck site.
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Lecture on metal shipbuilding
technology by Christopher
Underwood during the Third
Foundation Course (February
to March 2011)
© UNESCO/Montakarn
Suvanatap

Practical exercise on material
culture analysis during the
Third Foundation Course.
© UNESCO/Montakarn
Suvanatap
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Underwater survey of the
Ruea Mail site during the field
component of the Foundation
Course, Mannok Island,
Rayong Province, Thailand.
© UAD/Apakorn Kiewmas

BELOW: Recording ship
construction details of the
Ruea Mail site, Mannok Island,
Rayong Province, Thailand.
© UAD/Apakorn Kiewmas
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Through lectures, practical sessions and field work, students are introduced to the 2001 Convention and
its Annex, and trained on the basics of a number of subject areas, including: maritime archaeology, site
significance, material culture analysis, finds handling and conservation, management of underwater
cultural heritage, in situ preservation and topics related to the regional context, such as Asian ceramics
and Asian shipbuilding technology.

The Mannok shipwreck, Mannok Island, Rayong Province, Thailand. © UAD, Thailand

Advanced Courses are designed
to train students on specific topics
in more detail, using state of the
art technologies and latest developments. Based on the recommendations from students of
earlier Foundation Courses, a
ten-day Advanced Course on the
Use of Geographic Information
System (GIS) in the Management
of Underwater Cultural Heritage
was organized in September 2010,
followed by an Advanced Course
on In Situ Preservation of UnderwaterCulturalHeritageinDecember
2011. The Advanced Courses were
facilitated by international experts
who have extensive experience in
their field of expertise.
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© UAD/Apakorn Kiewmas
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Monitoring the site for changes after installation of the artificial seagrass. During the Advanced Course on In Situ Preservation
(October 2011). © UAD/Apakorn Kiewmas

3 Development of the Curriculum
The curriculum and training units for the Foundation Course have evolved over time. The curriculum
of the Foundation Course started to be developed in late 2008 by two experts representing ICOMOSICUCH and the Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS) in the Project Steering Committee. Their initial
concern was to design a curriculum that aimed to train students from different academic backgrounds
and levels of professional experience and to bring them to a common understanding of the complex
nature of maritime archaeology within a limited duration of six weeks. This entailed the identification
and selection of topics according to their relative importance in understanding underwater archaeology
and how the 2001 Convention and the Rules of its Annex are applied in the proper safeguarding and
management of underwater cultural heritage.
Given the diverse backgrounds of the students, it was decided to begin the Foundation Course with the
Introductory and Part I training units developed by NAS on Foreshore and Underwater Archaeology (a
license to use the NAS training units was secured for the Centre).
During the first Foundation Course, the trainers were requested to develop the training material for the
topics assigned to them using their knowledge and experience, building upon what was developed
earlier by the representative of ICOMOS-ICUCH. After the completion of the initial training course,
feedback from the students and trainers was evaluated and used to improve the curriculum for the
succeeding Foundation Courses. Some training units were enhanced further with the knowledge and
experience of other expert trainers who were brought in to replace those who were not available to
teach during the succeeding courses.
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The delivery of training units was dictated by the logical order of topics, with each topic building upon
the knowledge gained from the previous ones. The first week of the Foundation Course started with
lectures on the 2001 Convention and the Rules of its Annex, followed by the Introductory and Part I
NAS training units on Foreshore and Underwater Archaeology. The second week was focused on topics
such as site significance, material culture analysis, Asian shipbuilding technology, finds handling and
conservation, which are needed by the students to prepare them for their field survey exercises on an
underwater archaeological site scheduled for the coming two weeks. The last two weeks were devoted
to topics that enabled the students to prepare a management plan for the surveyed shipwreck site,
which was presented during the closing ceremony of the training course. The order of training units
was slightly altered over the first three Foundation Courses to suit the availability of selected trainers.
Practical exercises were group oriented. The organizers therefore scheduled a free day per week to
provide students with time to relax and reflect, and organized social events and weekend tours to heritage
sites to provide opportunities for team building among students. These arrangements facilitated group
exercises during the training and enabled the graduates to network after their training.

4 This Training Manual and How to Use It
This manual aims to provide a consistent curriculum for Foundation Courses and a high standard of
delivery of the training units. It also provides future trainers with a framework that enables them to
create personalized presentations, practical sessions and assessments.

The manual is divided into eighteen units, one unit for each of the topics covered in
the Foundation Course. The contents of each unit are:
t5JUMFPGUIFVOJU
t"VUIPSTJOUIFPSEFSPGDPOUSJCVUJPO
t$PSFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFVOJU
t*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIFVOJU
t'VMMUFYUPGUIFVOJU
t6OJUTVNNBSZ
t4VHHFTUFEUJNFUBCMF
t4VHHFTUFESFBEJOH
t5FBDIJOHTVHHFTUJPOT
t"EEJUJPOBMJOGPSNBUJPO

The units as presented in this manual are the result of the interaction between UNESCO, the trainers,
students and the insight that was developed during the delivery of the first three foundation courses.
This interaction resulted in the content of the units; the sequence of delivery of topics refined to maximize the educational benefits for the students. The curriculum presented here will continue to be used
after the publication of this manual.
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4.1 Assessment
The assessments on the performance of the students have been relatively informal and may take
various forms, such as verbal questions to determine to what extent the lectures are assimilated by the
students and to gauge their oral communication skills in responding to questions. Assessments are
needed to provide a basis for future trainers to improve the structure of their presentations, thereby
further enhancing the training units in future courses.

4.2 Criteria for the Selection of Students
In accordance with UNESCO protocol, notices regarding training courses are sent to the National
Commissions for UNESCO of all Member States in Asia and the Pacific. In turn, the National Commissions
are requested to notify concerned ministries and competent authorities, who in turn are requested to
nominate qualified national experts to take part in the training courses.
To ensure that only qualified parties are nominated by the competent authorities, the following criteria
for the selection of students for a Foundation Course are indicated in the official notice and on the
nomination form attached to the notices.
Education: must have a college degree from a reputable academic institution.
Profession: must be an archaeologist in a scientific institution, a site manager of an underwater
archaeological site, a conservator or college graduate with an interest in underwater cultural heritage
and/or identified by competent authorities to play a lead role in the protection and management of
underwater cultural heritage.
Commitment: must be involved in and committed to the safeguarding and proper management of
underwater cultural heritage, in accordance with the principles of the 2001 Convention and the Rules
of its Annex.
Diving qualifications: should have a minimum of fifty logged dives of which twenty dives should
have been conducted under supervision by a recognized research/academic/scientific institution.
They should have logged five dives deeper than 25 metres (considering the depth of the 20 metres
depth of the Thai shipwreck used for the field training exercises).
Health: must be medically certified to be fit for diving. A medical certification from an established
medical facility is required for a nominee/applicant to be considered eligible for selection.
Language skills: must have good comprehension, written and communication skills in English
(nominees are required to submit proof of their English skills).
For qualified nominees who have not logged the required number of dives, the UAD was able to
arrange for further dive training/experience prior to the start of the Foundation Course.
The criteria listed above should also be applied to the selection of nominees/applicants for an Advanced
Course. Moreover, ideally nominees/applicants for an Advanced Course must have completed the
requirements of a Foundation Course. In case the Advanced Course has field diving components, the
nominee must have the requisite logged dives and be covered by diving insurance.
The majority of the students have met the above criteria, but in a few circumstances exceptions have
been made to enable the participation of partner countries. In these situations additional diving
training was provided by the UAD. In other cases non-divers have been assigned other relevant tasks
during the field dive session.
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4.3 Expert Trainers
The selection of trainers is essential in ensuring a high standard of delivery of training activities. A
number of possible trainers should be identified well in advance, so that comparative assessments of
the candidates can be made, and a shortlist of trainers identified. As an initial step, the curricula vitae
of potential trainers may be obtained to provide information regarding their academic background,
areas of expertise, work experience and publications, leading to the identification of topic(s) that each
potential trainer would be capable of handling.
The selection of trainers may also depend on their availability to deliver their assigned training units
during the dates specified by the training programme. In some cases, another trainer has to take the
place of the selected trainer due to prior engagements, thus it is recommended that trainers are provided
adequate time to make themselves available during the training period. Given the cost of bringing
international trainers to the training venue, it is recommended that their contribution is maximized by
assigning each of them two or more topics.

In general, the following requirements apply to the identification and selection of
trainers for both the Foundation and Advanced Courses:
t.VTUCFQSPWFOTQFDJBMJTUJOUIFBTTJHOFEUPQJD T 
t.VTUIBWFFYUFOTJWFFYQFSJFODFJOUIFQSPUFDUJPOBOENBOBHFNFOUPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBM
heritage, in accordance with the principles of the 2001 Convention and the Rules of its Annex
t.VTUIBWFFYDFMMFOUDPNNVOJDBUJPO XSJUUFOBOEDPNQSFIFOTJPOTLJMMTJO&OHMJTI
t.VTUIBWFQSJPSUFBDIJOHFYQFSJFODFBOEUIFBCJMJUZUPEFMJWFSUIFJSUSBJOJOHVOJUTJOXBZTUIBU
are easily understood by the target students

The following expert trainers shared their expertise during the Foundation and Advanced Courses:
Karina Acton, Senior Objects Conservator, International Conservation Services, Australia.
Course(s) taught: The First Foundation Course (Finds Handling and Conservation)
Ross Anderson, President of the Australian Institute of Maritime Archaeology, Maritime Archaeologist
of the Western Australian Museum.
Course(s) taught: The First and Second Foundation Courses (co-trainer in Practical Dive Session)
Will Brouwers, Educational programme development, Museum het Valkhof, Netherlands.
Course(s) taught: Advanced Course on the Use of GIS in the Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage
Somlak Charoenpot, Former Deputy Director General, Fine Arts Department, Thailand.
Course(s) taught: The First, Second and Third Foundation Courses (Museology)
Wim Dijkman, Project Leader, Hydrography, Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management,
Region Ijssel Lake at Lelystad, Netherlands.
Course(s) taught: Advanced Course on the Use of GIS in the Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage
David Gregory, Conservation Scientist, National Museum of Denmark.
Course(s) taught: Advanced Course on In Situ Preservation
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Martijn R. Manders, ICOMOS-ICUCH, Senior Maritime Archaeologist and Maritime Heritage Programme
Leader of the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands; Lecturer at Leiden University, Leiden, and
Saxxion University, Deventer, Netherlands.
Course(s) taught: The First, Second and Third Foundation Courses (Underwater Archaeological
Resources, Managing Underwater Cultural Heritage, In Situ Preservation, GIS for Underwater Cultural
Heritage, co-trainer in Practical Dive Session), Advanced Course on In Situ Preservation, coordinator for
curriculum preparation for the Foundation Course
Bobby Orillaneda, Museum Researcher II, Underwater Archaeology Section, Archaeology Division,
National Museum of the Philippines.
Course(s) taught: The Second Foundation Course (Asian Ceramics), The Third Foundation Course
(Asian Ceramics and co-trainer in Practical Dive Session)
Charlotte Pham, Bursary of the Ecole Française d’Extrême Orient, Viet Nam/Brussels, Belgium.
Course(s) taught: The Third Foundation Course (Asian Shipbuilding Technology)
Sayan Prainchanjit, Dean of the Faculty of Archaeology, Silpakorn University, Thailand.
Course(s) taught: The First Foundation Course (Asian Ceramics), The Second Foundation Course
(Public Archaeology and Awareness Raising)
Mark Staniforth, Director, Maritime Archaeology Programme, Faculty of Archaeology, Flinders
University, South Australia.
Course(s) taught: The First Foundation Course (Significance Assessment, Desk-based Assessment,
Material Culture Analysis and Archaeological Publication)
Christopher Underwood, International Development Officer, Nautical Archaeology Society, Argentina.
Course(s) taught: The First, Second and Third Foundation Courses (NAS Introduction and Part I; supervising trainer of Practical Dive Session)
Hans Van Tilburg, NOAA Office of National Marine Sanctuaries Regional Maritime Heritage Coordinator
for Pacific Islands Region, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, United States of America.
Course(s) taught: The Second and Third Foundation Courses (Desk-based Assessment, Significance
Assessment and Archaeological Publication)
Erbprem Vatcharangkul, Director, Underwater Archaeology Division, Fine Arts Department of Thailand.
Course(s) taught: The First, Second and Third Foundation Courses (Asian Shipbuilding Technology)
Andrew John Viduka, Assistant Director Maritime Heritage, Department of Environment, Water,
Heritage and the Arts, Historic Heritage Division, Maritime Heritage Section, Australia.
Course(s) taught: The Second and Third Foundation Courses (Material Culture Analysis, Introduction
to Intrusive Archaeology, Finds Handling and Conservation)
Ricardo Favis, Culture Programme Officer and Project Coordinator, UNESCO Bangkok Office.
Course(s) taught: The First, Second and Third Foundation Courses (Introduction to the 2001 Convention)
Manitapone Mahaxay, GIS Programme Officer, UNESCO Bangkok Office.
Course(s) taught: The First, Second and Third Foundation Courses (GIS for Underwater Cultural
Heritage), Advanced Course on the Use of GIS in the Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage
Takahiko Makino, Abhirada Komoot and Montakarn Suvanatap, Course Administrators
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5 Organization of Training Courses and Cost Considerations
The Foundation and Advanced Training Courses in Thailand were successfully organized at a
reasonably low budget due to the facilities, technical resources and logistic support provided by the
UAD, the main project implementing partner. The Centre has classroom and accommodation facilities
for the students, resulting in a reduced subsistence allowance for students. The UAD has more than
adequate diving equipment and a diving boat equipped with a new decompression chamber and
communication facilities, which ensured safety and economy during the field diving exercises. The
central location of Thailand in the region and the excellent road infrastructure reduced international
and local transport costs of the students. The assistance provided to the students by the UAD technical
diving team and a medical nurse on board the diving boat during field diving exercises maximized
output and minimized injury among the students. More importantly, the proximity between the Centre
and UNESCO Bangkok Office enabled closer project coordination, supervision and monitoring.

Organizing costs were decentralized to the implementing partner (UAD) under a
service contracts covering the following cost items:
t1SPKFDUBENJOJTUSBUJPO
t1SPKFDUDPPSEJOBUJPOBOETVQFSWJTJPO
t4FDSFUBSJBUBTTJTUBODFBOENBJOUFOBODFDSFXGPSUIFDFOUSF GFFTGPSTFDSFUBSJBUTUBò 
TFDVSJUZ KBOJUPSJBM IFMQFST
t4VCTJTUFODFBMMPXBODFGPSTVQQPSUTUBò ESJWFST UFDIOJDBMEJWFST CPBUDSFX TFDSFUBSJBUTUBò 
on the days they are involved in training activities
t'PPEGPSTUVEFOUT NFBMTBOETOBDLTQSPWJEFECZBMPDBMDBUFSFS
t5SBJOJOHNBUFSJBMTBOETVQQMJFT TUBUJPOBSZ DPNNVOJDBUJPODPTUT FMFDUSJDJUZBOEXBUFS 
supplies for diving equipment such as air compressor, diving gears, diving boat)
t-PDBMUSBOTQPSUPGTUVEFOUT SFOUBMPGUSBOTQPSUWFIJDMFT GVFMGPSUSBOTQPSUWFIJDMFTBOEEJWJOHCPBU
t0UIFSPSHBOJ[JOHDPTUT
UNESCO Bangkok Office provided the students with the following:
t*OUFSOBUJPOBMQMBOFUJDLFUT NPTUFDPOPNJDBMQMBOFGBSFT
t5SBWFMBMMPXBODF
t3FEVDFEEBJMZTVCTJTUFODFBMMPXBODF FYDMVEJOHBMMPXBODFGPSBDDPNNPEBUJPOBOENFBMT
t0UIFSUSBWFMDPTUTPGTUVEFOUT WJTBGFFT BJSQPSUGFFT
UNESCO Bangkok established consultant contracts with the international expert
trainers, covering the following cost items:
t$POTVMUBOUGFFT
t$PTUPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMQMBOFUJDLFUT NPTUFDPOPNJDBMQMBOFGBSFT
t5SBWFMBMMPXBODF
t%BJMZTVCTJTUFODFBMMPXBODFGPSFYUFSOBMDPOTVMUBOUT
t0UIFSUSBWFMDPTUT

To ensure the safety of students during field diving exercises, UNESCO Bangkok secured a one year
membership and standard diving injury insurance coverage for students (without insurance coverage)
from the Divers Alert Network (DAN), the only provider of diving insurance in Asia and the Pacific.
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6 Project Achievements
Five training courses were successfully organized during the duration of the project
funded by the Government of Norway, as follows:
t'JSTU'PVOEBUJPO$PVSTF 0DUPCFSo%FDFNCFS
t4FDPOE'PVOEBUJPO$PVSTF 'FCSVBSZo.BSDI
t"EWBODFE$PVSTFPOUIF"QQMJDBUJPOPG(*4JOUIF.BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM
)FSJUBHF o4FQUFNCFS
t5IJSE'PVOEBUJPO$PVSTF 'FCSVBSZo.BSDI
t"EWBODFE$PVSTFPO*O4JUV1SFTFSWBUJPOPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF o0DUPCFS 
Seventy site managers and national experts representing seventeen Member States from in Asia and
the Pacific and Kenya, benefitted from the five training courses. The following chart shows the number
of beneficiaries from each participating Member State.
Beneficiaries of the Underwater Cultural Heritage Training Programme

COUNTRIES

First
Foundation
Course

Second
Foundation
Course

Bangladesh

1

Brunei Darussalam

3

Cambodia

Advanced
Course
on In Situ
Preservation

TOTAL

2

1

3

Fiji

1

1*

1

India

1

1

2

2

4

3*

11

Kenya

1

1*

1

Kyrgyzstan

1

1*

1

Lao PDR

2

Malaysia

2

Pakistan

3

4

2
2

1

2*

5

1

1

1*

2

Palau
Philippines

1*

5

2

2

1

1*

Third
Foundation
Course

1

Indonesia

1

Advanced
Course on
GIS for
Underwater
Archaeology

1

1
2

1

Singapore

2

(1*) 2

1*

5
1

1

Sri Lanka

2

3

2

3

2*

10

Thailand

4

3

2

3

(2*) 3

13

1

2

19

17

Viet Nam
TOTAL

15

3
(2*) 21

(14*) 15

70

* Number of students who completed the requirements of a Foundation Course and an Advanced Training Course. All students
of the Advanced Course on In Situ Preservation are graduates of an earlier Foundation Course, with the exception of a member
of the Secretariat who also participated in the training activities during earlier Foundation Courses.
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A replica of the Ruea Mail Shipwreck featured in the international exhibition ‘Saving Our Underwater Cultural Heritage’
BU4JBN0DFBO8PSME #BOHLPL 5IBJMBOE "VHVTUUP0DUPCFS ª6/&4$03PKBOB.BOPXBMBJMBP

To bring the message on safeguarding underwater cultural heritage to a wider audience, UNESCO
Bangkok Office organized the first ever UNESCO exhibition on global underwater cultural heritage in
the Asia-Pacific region at the Siam Ocean World Bangkok from 16 August to 31 October 2010. The interactive exhibit featured underwater heritage scenes from around the world, a life sized replica of a Thai
shipwreck, showcases of artefacts recovered from the seabed, special demonstrations of maritime

The Godawaya shipwreck site in Sri Lanka, surveyed by graduates of the Foundation Course during the
Project Experience Exchange Asia in 2010. © Rasika Muthucumarana
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archaeologists in action and various interactive play zones for children. The exhibit was viewed by an
estimated 150,000 local and foreign visitors. Exhibit items are now part of the permanent exhibition of
the National Maritime Museum in Chanthaburi, Thailand.
To encourage active networking and experience sharing among the graduates of our training courses,
UNESCO and the Dutch Government supported the Project Experience Exchange Asia organized
by the Central Cultural Fund of Sri Lanka in December 2010. Under the survey and research project,
students conducted a non-intrusive survey on an ancient shipwreck, located at a depth of 31 metre
in Godawaya, southern Sri Lanka. The shipwreck dates back to the first century, making it one of
the oldest shipwrecks found in Asia. UNESCO sponsored the participation of one Malaysian and one
Filipino, while the Dutch Government sponsored the participation of three Indonesians and one
Indian.They joined the maritime archaeologists of the Maritime Archaeology Unit of Sri Lanka. All
participants including the team from the Maritime Archaeology Unit of Sri Lanka are graduates of the
Foundation Course.
The project also supported the participation of five graduates of Foundation Courses during the
Inaugural Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Underwater Cultural Heritage, held in Manila, Philippines
from 8-11 November 2011. Their participation enabled them to present academic papers regarding
their maritime activities and exchange information and best practices with other international experts
and practitioners. Supported by other sponsors, twelve other graduates of the Centre participated and
presented papers. The seventeen graduates of the UNESCO training courses made a showing during
the conference which attracted more than one hundred experts and site managers from all over the
world. The proceedings of the conference have been published. (See: www.themua.org).
Being the first training courses on underwater cultural heritage that are regional in scope, the
project has achieved high visibility not only within the Asia-Pacific Region, but beyond. As a result of
the regional capacity-building programme, participating Member States have started to strengthen
their existing underwater archaeology units or establish new units. Five graduates of the Foundation
Courses have established the Underwater Archaeology Unit in Cambodia. Five beneficiaries from
the National Museum of the Philippines have initiated collaborative projects with other government
and academic institutions for a shipwreck management programme in the Philippines. Amjad Ali of
Pakistan (Second Foundation Course) has submitted project documents on underwater archaeology
to funding agencies. Using knowledge and skills learnt during the Third Foundation Course, Caesar
Bita of Kenya supervised an underwater cultural heritage impact assessment on an underwater fibre
optic cable laying project and dredging of a harbor. Eko Triarso of Indonesia (Third Foundation Course)
has mobilized a team to prepare a management and conservation plan for underwater archaeological
resources in the Natuwa Waters in northern Indonesia. Chandraratne Wijamunige (Second Foundation Course) initiated the Project Experience Exchange Asia in Sri Lanka in December 2010, participated by graduates of earlier Foundation Courses from four countries. Beneficiaries working
for the Malaysian Department of Heritage have launched an awareness campaign among divers and
coastal communities. Nia Ridwan of Indonesia (Second Foundation Course) has conducted a survey
of potential underwater archaeological resources to support the establishment of a Maritime
Conservation Area in Bangka Belitung Waters, and a survey of a ship wrecked by a tsunami in Mentawai
Waters. Other beneficiaries of the regional programme have sent their feedback on how they have
improved their strategies in the protection and management of their underwater cultural heritage.
After the Norwegian funded project expires at the end of March 2012, the Fine Arts Department of
Thailand has expressed its commitment to sustain the Centre over the long term and to nominate
the Centre to be placed under the auspices of UNESCO as a Category II Centre in the near future. To
realize these objectives, the Department shall explore long-term collaboration with the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Regional Centre for Archaeology and Fine Arts (SPAFA) of
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the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO), Silpakorn University (Thailand)
and other institutions worldwide to assist in future activities of the Centre. The Department plans to
organize an annual Advanced Course on specialized topics and new maritime archaeology technologies
and a Foundation Course every two years. To take advantage of the relatively low cost of organizing
training programmes in Thailand, national and sub-regional training initiatives are welcome to arrange
with UAD of Thailand for the use of the Centre’s facilities and to avail of the technical support of the
experienced team of UAD.
Considering the multi-disciplinary nature of maritime archaeology and given the limited knowledge
and skills acquired by students during a six week Foundation Course, participating Member States are
encouraged to support their expert’s continuing education and training in established universities
offering maritime archaeology courses, and to enable them to participate in joint underwater research
and survey activities in other countries. Relevant national agencies are therefore encouraged to seek
bilateral cooperation with countries with expertise in maritime archaeology and financial resources to
sponsor the training of their experts.

Summary
This manual includes all topics taught by trainers during the first three Foundation Courses organized
by UNESCO Bangkok Office, in partnership with the Underwater Archaeology Division of the Fine Arts
Department of Thailand, ICOMOS-ICUCH, other institutions and international experts. The curriculum
of the Foundation Course has evolved since 2008 when the representatives of ICOMOS-ICUCH and the
Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS) to the Project Steering Committee initiated its development. This
manual illustrates the quality of the training under the project supported by the donor Government of
Norway. By using this manual, other training providers will benefit from the experience gained during
the duration of the project. It is anticipated that this manual will continue to evolve as future expert
trainers contribute their own experience and expertise in succeeding Foundation Courses.

Suggested Reading: Full List
Gaur, A.S., Muthucumaran, R., Chandraratne, W.M., Orillandeda, B.C., Manders, M., Karunarathna,
S., Weerasinghe, P., Dayananda, A.M.A., Zainab, T., Sudaryadi, A. Ghani, K.A.B.A., Wahjudin, J. and
Samaraweera, N. 2011. Preliminary Assessment of an Early Historic (2000 years old) Shipwreck in
Godawaya, Sri Lanka, Bulletin of the Australasian Institute for Maritime Archaeology. No. 35, pp. 9-17.
Manders, M.R. and Underwood, C.J. 2012. UNESCO Field School on Underwater Cultural Heritage
2009-2011: Thailand Capacity Building in the Asian and Pacific Region. Tripathi, S. (ed.). Maritime
Archaeology. New Delhi, Kaveri Books.
UNESCO.The Asia-Pacific Regional Capacity-Building Programme on Underwater Cultural Heritage.
UNESCO Bangkok. http://www.unesco.org/culture/underwater/infokit_en/ (Accessed March 2012.)
UNESCO. 2010. Underwater Detectives. Voices. No.21. http://unesdoc.unesco.org/
images/0018/001869/186930E.pdf (Accessed March 2012.)
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UNIT 1
The 2001 Convention on
the Protection of the
Underwater Cultural Heritage

Author Ricardo L. Favis

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit provides students with an overview of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the
Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) and the Rules of its Annex concerning activities directed at
underwater cultural heritage.

On completion of the unit students will:
t)BWFBCBTJDVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIF$POWFOUJPOBOEUIF3VMFTPGJUT"OOFY5IFTVDDFFEJOH
VOJUTBOEBTTPDJBUFEUSBJOJOHBDUJWJUJFT TUSVDUVSFEUPJMMVTUSBUFUIFQSBDUJDBMBQQMJDBUJPOPGUIF
$POWFOUJPOBOEUIF3VMFTPG"OOFY XJMMQSPWJEFTUVEFOUTXJUIBNPSFJOEFQUILOPXMFEHFPG
UIF$POWFOUJPOCZUIFUJNFUIFZDPNQMFUFUIF'PVOEBUJPO$PVSTF

Introduction to the Unit
This Foundation Course was conceptualized and implemented primarily to promote the 2001
Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage and apply the Rules of its Annex
in the practice of maritime archaeology in the Asia-Pacific region. Therefore, students should have
a thorough understanding of the 2001 Convention before they start learning about the different
disciplines of and appropriate procedures in dealing with underwater cultural heritage.
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1 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001)
The Convention was the result of four years of intense negotiations which started in 1998 and involved
a wide range of stakeholders, including government representatives, archaeologists, lawyers and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). It was adopted by the UNESCO General Conference in 2001 and
came into force on 2 January 2009.

%FMJCFSBUJPOPOUIF$POWFOUJPOBNPOHEFMFHBUFTGSPN6/&4$0.FNCFS4UBUFTEVSJOHUIF(FOFSBM$POGFSFODFJO
BU6/&4$0)FBERVBSUFSTJO1BSJT 'SBODFª6/&4$0

The 2001 Convention is the key international treaty that sets a common framework and standard
for the protection of underwater cultural heritage against looting and destruction. The Convention
begins by providing a shared understanding of what constitutes the underwater cultural heritage. It
sets out basic principles for the protection of underwater cultural heritage and attempts to harmonize
the protection of underwater archaeological sites with that of heritage on land. It proposes a State
Cooperation System which provides a clear framework for cooperation among other States ensuring
the protection of underwater cultural heritage wherever they are located. Finally, the Annex of the
Convention provides practical rules for the treatment and research of underwater cultural heritage.
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.BSJUJNF[POFTBDDPSEJOHUPUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOT$POWFOUJPOPOUIF-BXTPGUIF4FBT 6/$-04 6OEFS6/$-04 B4UBUFVTVBMMZ
IBTFYDMVTJWFKVSJTEJDUJPOPOMZXJUIJOJUTUFSSJUPSJBMXBUFST MJNJUFEKVSJTEJDUJPOPWFSUIFFYDMVTJWFFDPOPNJD[POFBOEDPOUJOFOUBM
TIFMG BOEKVSJTEJDUJPOPOMZPWFSJUTPXOWFTTFMTBOEOBUJPOBMTBUIJHITFB4JODFUIFFYUFOTJPOPGKVSJTEJDUJPOPG4UBUFTBUTFBXBT
OPUBOPQUJPO UIF$POWFOUJPODIPTFUPGBDJMJUBUFDPPQFSBUJPOBNPOH4UBUFTBTUIFPOMZXBZUPSFTPMWFUIJTTJUVBUJPO#Z
KPJOJOH UIF  $POWFOUJPO  4UBUFT BHSFF UP QSPIJCJU UIFJS OBUJPOBMT BOE WFTTFMT GSPN MPPUJOH VOEFSXBUFS DVMUVSBM IFSJUBHF 
SFHBSEMFTTPGJUTMPDBUJPO5IF$POWFOUJPOBMTPQSPWJEFTTQFDJöDSFHVMBUJPOTGPSUIFSFQPSUJOHBOEUIFDPPSEJOBUJPOPGBDUJWJUJFT 
EFQFOEJOHPOUIFMPDBUJPOPGBOVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTJUFª6/&4$0$-VOE

To ensure the protection of underwater cultural heritage, the 2001 Convention has four
main principles:
1. 4UBUFT1BSUJFTIBWFBOPCMJHBUJPOUPQSFTFSWFVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
2.In situQSFTFSWBUJPOPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTIBMMCFDPOTJEFSFEBTUIFöSTUPQUJPO
3. 6OEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTIBMMOPUCFDPNNFSDJBMMZFYQMPJUFE
4.4UBUFT1BSUJFTTIPVMEQSPNPUFUSBJOJOHBOEJOGPSNBUJPOTIBSJOH

The Convention prohibits commercial exploitation for both trade and speculation; it also dissuades
against the irretrievable dispersal of finds. Furthermore, the Convention requires States Parties to take
measures against the illicit trafficking of cultural objects. In particular, they should prevent the entry
into their territory, the dealing in, or the possession of underwater cultural heritage that was illicitly
exported and/or recovered. States Parties are required to seize such property if it is found in their
territories. The rationale is that if treasure hunters have difficulty in selling looted objects, the financial
motivation for conducting illegal excavations will eventually decrease.
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"QQSPYJNBUFMZ QJFDFTPG
DFSBNJDTJMMFHBMMZSFUSJFWFEGSPNUIF
,MBOH"PTIJQXSFDLTJUFXFSFTFJ[FE
GSPNUIFTIJQPGBUSFBTVSFIVOUFS
JOUIF(VMGPG5IBJMBOEJO
5IFBSUFGBDUTBSFOPXTUPSFEBU
UIF/BUJPOBM.BSJUJNF.VTFVN
JO$IBOUIBCVSJ 5IBJMBOE
ª6/&4$0.POUBLBSO4VWBOBUBQ

The 2001 Convention helps to strengthen the international framework that UNESCO has been supporting in the fight against the illicit trafficking of cultural property. As an instrument dealing specifically
with underwater cultural heritage, it bridges the gap in international law and reinforces the provisions
of three other important Conventions, namely:

t5IF$POWFOUJPOGPSUIF1SPUFDUJPOPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZJOUIF&WFOUPG"SNFE$POøJDU
)BHVF BMTPLOPXOBTUIF)BHVF$POWFOUJPO
t5IF$POWFOUJPOPOUIF.FBOTPG1SPIJCJUJOHBOE1SFWFOUJOHUIF*MMJDJU*NQPSU &YQPSU
BOE5SBOTGFSPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZ 1BSJT
t5IF6/*%30*5$POWFOUJPOPO4UPMFOPS*MMFHBMMZ&YQPSUFE0CKFDUT 1BSJT
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Finally, the Convention promotes information sharing, training in underwater archaeology and technology transfer, with a view to raising public awareness concerning the significance of underwater
cultural heritage. States Parties are encouraged to cooperate and assist each other in the protection
and management of such heritage, including collaborating in its investigation, conservation, study
and presentation.
Member States can join the Convention through ratification. By ratifying the Convention, a State Party
makes absolutely clear its determination to protect underwater cultural heritage, in cooperation with
other States Parties. There are forty-one States Parties to the 2001 Convention as of January 2012, with
only two (Cambodia and Iran) from the Asia-Pacific region.

2 Annex to the 2001 Convention: The Rules Concerning
Activities Directed at Underwater Cultural Heritage
In 1994, ICOMOS-ICUCH (the International Committee on Underwater Cultural Heritage), in consultation
with other specialists started working on a document specifying standards by which activities
directed at underwater cultural heritage would be measured. The resulting Charter was adopted by
the General Assembly of ICOMOS at Sofia, Bulgaria in 1996. With few modifications resulting from the
intense multilateral negotiations on the 2001 Convention, the ICOMOS Charter was incorporated as
an Annex to the Convention. Considered by many as the heart and soul of the Convention, the Annex
was unanimously adopted by all Member States, even by those countries which have no intention of
ratifying the Convention.
The Annex to the Convention represents its archaeological substance and provides the key to the
proper management of the archaeological resource. It provides practical rules for the treatment and
research of underwater cultural heritage. The Annex aims not only to protect the underwater cultural
heritage, but also to preserve all information contained therein. The main overriding principle of the
Annex and of the 2001 Convention itself, is the protection of underwater cultural heritage through JO
TJUV preservation as the first option. If this is not possible, then proper archaeological research should be
executed to preserve information FYTJUV. The Annex dissuades commercial exploitation of underwater
cultural heritage and its irretrievable dispersal. It aims to minimize site disturbance and encourage
non-intrusive and responsible public access. The Annex also encourages international cooperation to
promote information sharing among relevant professionals.

The Annex contains thirty-six Rules on:
t)PXBQSPKFDUTIPVMECFEFTJHOFE
t$PNQFUFODFBOERVBMJöDBUJPOTSFRVJSFEGPSQFSTPOTVOEFSUBLJOHJOUFSWFOUJPOT
t1MBOOJOHBOEGVOEJOHBQSPKFDU
t%PDVNFOUBUJPOPGBTJUFBOEEJTTFNJOBUJPOPGJOGPSNBUJPO
t.FUIPEPMPHJFTPODPOTFSWBUJPOBOETJUFNBOBHFNFOU
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3FTFBSDIBOEEPDVNFOUBUJPOPGB3PNBOQFSJPETIJQXSFDLXJUITBSDPQIBHJOFBS4VUJWBOPOUIFJTMBOEPG#SBǏJO$SPBUJBJO
ª%FQBSUNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZPG$SPBUJB
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Unit Summary
The major achievements of the 2001 Convention are twofold. Firstly, the 2001 Convention has
dramatically improved the protection of underwater cultural heritage by providing a framework
for international cooperation among States Parties. This framework encourages the protection of
underwater archaeological sites wherever they are located in the open seas. Secondly, the Rules of
its Annex provide globally-accepted professional standards for activities directed at any underwater
archaeological site.
Underwater cultural heritage is considered a significant part of humanity’s shared heritage; therefore,
it is essential to build the capacities of Member States so that they can appropriately implement the
2001 Convention and the Rules of its Annex. The knowledge gained from this training manual does
not make one an expert on maritime archaeology, but it does create an awareness of other disciplines
that need to be learnt if we are to sustainably manage and better protect our rich underwater cultural
heritage over the long term.

Suggested Timetable
Introduction to the Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage
(Paris 2001)

90 mins

5ISFBUTUPVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
5IFNBLJOHPGUIF$POWFOUJPO
0WFSWJFXPGUIF$POWFOUJPO
.BJOQSJODJQMFT
4UBUF$PPQFSBUJPO4ZTUFN
"EWBOUBHFTPGSBUJGZJOHUIF$POWFOUJPO
3JHIUTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPG4UBUFT1BSUJFTUPUIF$POWFOUJPO
Break

The Rules of the Annex to the Convention
120 mins

3BUJPOBMFPGFBDISVMF
1SBDUJDBMBQQMJDBUJPO T BDUVBMDBTFTPGIPXFBDI3VMFJTBQQMJFE
-FTTPOTMFBSOUGSPNQBTUJOUFSWFOUJPOTFYQFSJFODFJOUIFöFME

Break

Wrap Up Session

8

60 mins

4VNNBSZPGIJHIMJHIUTPGUIFQSFTFOUBUJPOTEJTDVTTJPOT
2VFTUJPOTBOEBOTXFST

15 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure

U N I T 1 T H E 2 0 0 1 C O N V E N T I O N O N T H E P R O T E C T I O N O F T H E U N D E R WAT E R C U LT U R A L H E R I TA G E
UNIT

1

Teaching Suggestions
It is recommended that trainers introduce students to the 2001 UNESCO Convention through a halfday lecture and discussions. Preferably, this introductory unit should be scheduled in the afternoon of
the first day of the training course, following the opening ceremony and informal welcome activities.
Students are expected to have read about the Convention and its Annex from the online sources prior
to the start of the Foundation Course. As the time allotted for the lecture is brief, it is suggested that
during their powerpoint presentation, the trainer asks simple questions about the next slide before
opening and explaining the contents of that slide. This would enable the trainer to gauge how much
information about the Convention was absorbed by each student prior to the start of the course, their
level of comprehension and general communication skills.
During the presentation and discussions on the Rules of the Annex, the trainer is encouraged to cite
actual cases of activities directed at underwater cultural heritage to illustrate and explain each rule.
Due to the varying levels of English comprehension among students, it is useful for the trainer to
include more explanatory text than is usual on the PowerPoint slides to facilitate better comprehension
among the students.
UNESCO and its pool of international experts have previously generated information and illustrations
on how the 2001 Convention and its Annex can be practically applied. Given this, there is no need to
replicate available sources of information for this training course manual. Instead, it is recommended
that trainers should refer students to online sources of information.

The 2001 Convention sets the tone of the entire training course and provides the
rationale for the preferred procedures for the treatment of underwater cultural
heritage. As such, students upon notification of their acceptance to take part in the
Foundation Course are required to learn as much as possible about the 2001
Convention by studying the following:
t*OGPSNBUJPOCSPDIVSFPOUIF$POWFOUJPO
IUUQXXXVOFTDPPSHDVMUVSFVOEFSXBUFSJOGPLJU@FO "DDFTTFE.BSDI 
t0óDJBMUFYUPGUIF$POWFOUJPOBOEUIF3VMFTPGJUT"OOFYDPODFSOJOH"DUJWJUJFT%JSFDUFE
BU6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
IUUQXXXVOFTDPPSHOFXFODVMUVSFUIFNFTVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
DPOWFOUJPOPóDJBMUFYU "DDFTTFE.BSDI 
t5IFNBJOQSJODJQMFTPGUIF$POWFOUJPO QBSUJDVMBSMZUIFMFHBMJTTVFTBOEUIFGSBNFXPSL
GPSJOUFSOBUJPOBMDPPQFSBUJPOJOUIFQSPUFDUJPOPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF BSFWFSZXFMM
BSUJDVMBUFEJOUIF
t'SFRVFOUMZ"TLFE2VFTUJPOT '"2T 
IUUQXXXVOFTDPPSHDVMUVSFVOEFSXBUFSGBRFO "DDFTTFE.BSDI 
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In each of the training units, trainers will make references to specific articles of the Convention or Rules
of the Annex to justify or provide the rationale for what is being taught. Given this, students are
required to download a hard copy of the text of the 2001 Convention and its Annex from the website
and keep it with their training manual for constant reference throughout the Foundation Course.
Eighteen international experts on maritime archaeology collaborated in the preparation of the UNESCO
Manual for Activities Directed at Underwater Cultural Heritage. The Manual is specially designed to help
specialists and site managers understand the Rules contained in the Annex to the 2001 Convention
and to facilitate their practical application. The Manual not only articulates the rationale behind each
Rule, but also provides practical guidelines on how each Rule can be applied. As such, this Manual
should be constantly consulted by students for guidance, not only during the Foundation Course, but
also in the planning and implementation of activities directed at underwater cultural heritage.
6/&4$0.BOVBMGPS"DUJWJUJFT%JSFDUFEBU6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF (2011) is made accessible to the
general public on the website at: www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/underwater-culturalheritage/unesco-manual-for-activities-directed-at-underwater-cultural-heritage/unesco-manual
(Accessed July 2012).

Suggested Reading: Full List
ICOMOS. 1996. $IBSUFSPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOBOE.BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF Sofia.
http://www.international.icomos.org/charters/underwater_e.pdf (Accessed March 2012).
O’Keefe, P.J. 2002.4IJQXSFDLFE)FSJUBHF"$PNNFOUBSZPOUIF6/&4$0$POWFOUJPOPO6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM
)FSJUBHFLeicester, Institute of Arts and Law.
Prott, L.V. (ed.). 2006'JOJTIJOHUIF*OUFSSVQUFE7PZBHF1BQFSTPGUIF6/&4$0"TJB1BDJöD8PSLTIPQPOUIF
$POWFOUJPOPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF Leicester,UNESCO/Institute of Arts and Law.
UNESCO. 1995.5IF$POWFOUJPOGPSUIF1SPUFDUJPOPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZJOUIF&WFOUPG"SNFE$POøJDU
UNESCO Paris. http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/movable-heritage-and-museums/armedconflict-and-heritage (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO. 1995.5IF$POWFOUJPOPOUIF.FBOTPG1SPIJCJUJOHBOE1SFWFOUJOHUIF*MMJDJU*NQPSU &YQPSUBOE
5SBOTGFSPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZParis, UNESCO. http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/movableheritage-and-museums/illicit-traffic-of-cultural-property/1970-convention (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO. 1995.5IF6/*%30*5$POWFOUJPOPO4UPMFOPS*MMFHBMMZ&YQPSUFE0CKFDUTUNESCO Paris
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/movable-heritage-and-museums/illicit-traffic-of-culturalproperty/1995-unidroit-convention (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO. 2001.0óDJBMUFYUPGUIF$POWFOUJPOBOEUIF"OOFY1aris. http://www.unesco.org/new/en/
culture/themes/underwater-cultural-heritage/2001-convention/official-text (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO. 2001*OGPSNBUJPOCSPDIVSFPOUIF$POWFOUJPO Paris. http://www.unesco.org/culture/
underwater/infokit_en (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO. 2001. 'SFRVFOUMZ"TLFE2VFTUJPOT '"2T POUIF$POWFOUJPO Paris.
http://www.unesco.org/culture/underwater/faq-en (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO. 2011. 5IF"TJB1BDJöD3FHJPOBM$BQBDJUZ#VJMEJOH1SPHSBNNFPO6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
Bangkok, UNESCO. http://www.unescobkk.org/culture/uch/capacity-building (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO. 2011. 6/&4$0 .BOVBMGPS"DUJWJUJFT%JSFDUFEBU6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFUNESCO Paris.
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/underwater-cultural-heritage/unesco-manual-foractivities-directed-at-underwater-cultural-heritage/unesco-manual (Accessed March 2012).
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UNIT 2
Back to Basics

Author Christopher J. Underwood

Introduction to the Principles and Practice of
Foreshore and Underwater Archaeology
Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces students to the basics of foreshore and underwater archaeology. During the initial
training sessions in Thailand, the first two units of the Nautical Archaeology Society’s (NAS) Training
Programme were used as the first week of the foundation course. Although selected parts of the NAS
Training programme form the components of the Back to Basics unit, they need not necessarily be
considered as the only option (see Additional Information 1).

Upon completion of the Back to Basics unit, students will have an understanding of:
t4DPQFPGDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTJUFTGPVOEVOEFSXBUFSPSPOUIFGPSFTIPSF
t5FSNTOBVUJDBM NBSJUJNFBOEVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZ
t5FDIOJRVFTVTFEUPEBUFDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFNBUFSJBM
t5FDIOJRVFTUIBUBSFVTFEUPTVSWFZVOEFSXBUFSBOEGPSFTIPSFDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTJUFT
t4USVDUVSFBOEDPNQPOFOUTPGBQSPKFDUEFTJHO
t'BDUPSTUIBUBSFDPOTJEFSFEJOUIFQMBOOJOHPGUIFTBGFUZBOEMPHJTUJDTPGVOEFSXBUFSBOE
GPSFTIPSFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMöFMEXPSL
t5FDIOJRVFTUIBUBSFVTFEGPSTFBSDIJOHVOEFSXBUFSTJUFT
t3FNPUFTFOTJOHFRVJQNFOUUIBUJTVTFEUPDBSSZPVUTFBSDIFTGPSVOEFSXBUFSTJUFT
t5FDIOJRVFTGPSöYJOHUIFHFPHSBQIJDQPTJUJPOPGTJUFT

Introduction to the Unit
Due to the varying professional backgrounds and experience levels of
students, this unit is used to provide a fundamental base of knowledge
on a broad range of topics specifically relating to underwater cultural
heritage and archaeology on the foreshore and underwater.
Having established a firm base of understanding, students will continue
to acquire more detailed knowledge contained in later units of the
foundation course. Students also get the opportunity to gain further
practical field experience in surveying and recording skills (see Unit 12:
1SBDUJDBM %JWF 4FTTJPO PG UIF 'PVOEBUJPO $PVSTF 5IF .BOOPL 4IJQXSFDL
4JUF (VMGPG5IBJMBOE).

2

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 For more information
about NAS and its
Training Programme
visit: http://www.
nauticalarchaeologysociety.
org/training/index.php
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1 Introduction to the Principles and Practice of Foreshore and
Underwater Archaeology
The following section outlines the topics covered during the NAS Introduction course.

1.1 The Scope of Foreshore and Underwater Archaeology

UNIT
5

t$PNQBSJTPOCFUXFFOVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZBOEBSDIBFPMPHZPOMBOE
t%FöOJUJPOTSFMBUJOHUPUIFTUVEZPGVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZ
t5ZQFPGFWJEFODFGPVOEPOVOEFSXBUFSBOEDPBTUBMTJUFT
t1PUFOUJBMPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTFBSDIPOVOEFSXBUFSTJUFT
t$IBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTJUFT
t*EFOUJöDBUJPOPGUIFWBSJPVTUISFBUTUPUIFQSFTFSWBUJPOBOEQSPUFDUJPOPG
underwater cultural heritage sites
Suggested Reading
Adams, J. 2002. Maritime Archaeology. &ODZDMPQFEJBPG)JTUPSJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ C. Orser (ed.). Oxford.
Bass, G. F. 1990. After the Diving is Over. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF4PDJFUZPG)JTUPSJDBM
"SDIBFPMPHZ$POGFSFODF$arrell, T.L. (ed.). Tucson, Arizona.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition.
Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 2-10.
Delgado, J. P. (ed.). 2001.&ODZDMPQFEJBPG6OEFSXBUFSBOE.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ New Edition. London.
Gamble, C. 2006. "SDIBFPMPHZUIF#BTJDT New Edition. Oxford.
Green, J. (ed.). 2004. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZB5FDIOJDBM)BOECPPLLondon.
McGrail, S. (ed.). 1984. "TQFDUTPG.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&UIOPMPHZ London.
Muckelroy, K. 1978. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZCambridge University Press.
Renfrew, C. and Bahn P. 2004. Archaeology: the Key Concepts, Fourth Edition. Oxford.
Throckmorton, P. 1990. The World’s Worst Investment, the Economics of Treasure Hunting with Real Life
Comparisons. Carrell, T. L. (ed.). 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF4PDJFUZPG)JTUPSJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ
$POGFSFODF Tucson, Arizona.

1.2 Underwater and on the Foreshore Site Types
t8BUFSDSBGU
t"JSDSBGU
t1PSUTBOEBODIPSBHFT
t$PBTUBMEFGFODFT
t%XFMMJOHT
t4VCNFSHFEMBOETDBQFT

t'JTIUSBQT
t4JUFTJOMBLFT SJWFSTBOEDBOBMT
(including bridges)
t$BWFTBOEXFMMT
t*OEJWJEVBMöOET BMUIPVHIOPUVTVBMMZ
considered sites)

Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF 
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 17-22.
Delgado, J. P. (ed.). 2001. &ODZDMPQFEJBPG6OEFSXBUFSBOE.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ New Edition. London.
Muckleroy, K. 1978. Maritime Archaeology. Cambridge.
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1.3 Dating Archaeological Material
t4USBUJHSBQIZ
t5ZQPMPHZ
t3BEJPDBSCPO
t%FOESPDISPOPMPHZ
t)JTUPSJDBMBTTPDJBUJPO
t5IFSNPMVNJOFTDFODF
t1BMBFPNBHOFUJTN
t0QUJDBMTUJNVMBUFEEBUJOH
Suggested Reading
Aitken, M. J. 1998. "O*OUSPEVDUJPOUP0QUJDBM%BUJOHOxford, Oxford University Press.
Ashmore, P. 1999. Radiocarbon Dating: Avoiding Errors by Avoiding Mixed Samples. "OUJRVJUZ+PVSOBM
Vol. 73, pp. 124–30.
Bayliss, A., McCormac, J. and Van Der Plicht, F.G. 2004. An Illustrated Guide to Measuring Radiocarbon from
Archaeological Samples.1IZTJDT&EVDBUJPONo. 39, pp. 137–44. http://cio.eldoc.ub.rug.nl/FILES/root/2004/
PhysEducBayliss/2004PhysEducBayliss.pdf (Accessed November 2011).
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition.
Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 24-28.
Bowman, S. 1990. 3BEJPDBSCPO%BUJOH London, British Museum.
English Heritage. 2006. "SDIBFPNBHOFUJD%BUJOH(VJEFMJOFTPO1SPEVDJOHBOE*OUFSQSFUJOH"SDIBFPNBHOFUJD
%BUFTEnglish Heritage. http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/archaeomagnetic-dating-guidelines (Accessed November 2011).
English Heritage. 2004. %FOESPDISPOPMPHZ(VJEFMJOFTPO1SPEVDJOHBOE*OUFSQSFUJOH%FOESPDISPOPMPHJDBM
%BUFT English Heritage. http://www.helm.org.uk/upload/pdf/Dendrochronology.pdf
(Accessed November 2011).
English Heritage. 2008.-VNJOFTDFODF%BUJOH(VJEFMJOFTPO6TJOH-VNJOFTDFODF%BUJOHJO"SDIBFPMPHZ
English Heritage. http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/content/publications/docs/luminescencedating.pdf
(Accessed November 2011).
Harris, E. C. 1989. Principles of Archaeology and Stratigraphy, Second Edition. London.

1.4 Introduction to 2-Dimensional Survey Techniques
t3BEJBM
t0òTFUT
t5JFT
t%SBXJOHHSJE QMBOOJOHGSBNF
Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition.
Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 114-127.
Green, J. and Gainsford, M. 2003. &WBMVBUJPOPG6OEFSXBUFS4VSWFZ5FDIOJRVFT International Journal of
Nautical Archaeology.
Holt, P. 2003. An Assessment of Quality in Underwater Archaeology Surveys Using Tape Measurements.
*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ, Vol. 32.2, pp. 246-31.
http://www.3hconsulting.com/publications.html (Accessed November 2011).
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1.5 Practical Training Sessions
As the emphasis of the NAS Introduction Course is on the development of student’s field skills, the
introductory unit features both ‘dry’ (in the classroom) and ‘wet’ (in the swimming pool) practical
training sessions.

%SZ1SBDUJDBM4FTTJPO
The aim of the dry practical session is to provide students with the opportunity of practising survey
techniques without the complications of diving. Students will learn how to use a number of 2-dimensional
site survey techniques including:
t0òTFUT
t5JFT
t%SBXJOHHSJE QMBOOJOHGSBNF

A view of the general layout of the
‘dry’ 2-dimensional survey practical
session at the centre in Chanthaburi.
There are two baselines with one pair
of surveyors working on each side.
© Christopher J. Underwood

5IFTVSWFZPSTBSFVTJOHUIFTVSWFZCPBSEUPDIFDL
UIF¡PòTFUEVSJOHUIFAESZQSBDUJDBMTFTTJPO
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

3FDPSEJOHBUJF USJMBUFSBUJPOVTJOHBCBTFMJOF EVSJOHUIFAESZ
EJNFOTJPOBMTVSWFZQSBDUJDBMTFTTJPO"NFBTVSFNFOUJTUBLFO
GSPNBLOPXOQPJOUPOUIFBSUFGBDUUPBDPOWFOJFOUQPJOUPO
UIFCBTFMJOF"TFDPOEUJFJTSFRVJSFEUPQPTJUJPOUIFQPJOUPOUIF
BSUFGBDUª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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#&-081BSUJDJQBOUTCFJOHHJWFOBTBGFUZCSJFöOHCFGPSFUIFVOEFSXBUFSEJNFOTJPOBMTVSWFZQSBDUJDBMTFTTJPO

ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

4XJNNJOH1PPM1SBDUJDBM4FTTJPO
Once students have gained a firm understanding of 2-dimensional (2-D) site survey techniques,
they then test their knowledge underwater. Here, they practice in a swimming pool each of the
techniques learned in the classroom including:
t0òTFUT
t5JFT
t%SBXJOHHSJE QMBOOJOHGSBNF

5SBOTGFSSJOHUIF3FTVMUTPGUIF%SZ%4VSWFZ1SBDUJDBM4FTTJPOUP1BQFS
t0òTFUT
t5JFT

5SBOTGFSSJOHUIF3FTVMUTPGUIF4XJNNJOH1PPM%4VSWFZ1SBDUJDBM4FTTJPOUP1BQFS
t0òTFUT
t5JFT

1.6 Project Designs
This section provides students with an introduction to project design and understanding of:
t5IFUZQFTPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMQSPKFDUTUIBUBSFVOEFSUBLFO
t5IFTPVSDFTPGJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUDBOIFMQJOUIFGPSNBUJPOPGBQSPKFDUQMBO
t5IFQIBTFTPGBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMQSPKFDU
t5IFJNQPSUBODFPGDMFBSBJNTBOEPCKFDUJWFTGPSBQSPKFDU
t"TQFDUTUIBUBSFJODMVEFEJOBQSPKFDUQMBOXJUISFGFSFODFUP3VMFPGUIF"OOFYUPUIF
UNESCO Convention on the Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001)
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Suggested Reading
Bo
Bowens,
A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF 
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 34-37.
Elkin, D. et al. 2007. Archaeological Research on HMS 4XJGUB#SJUJTI4MPPQPG8BS-PTU0ò1BUBHPOJB 
Southern Argentina, in 1770. *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ Vol. 36, pp. 32-58.
English Heritage. 2006. .BOBHFNFOUPG3FTFBSDI1SPKFDUTJOUIF)JTUPSJD&OWJSPONFOU5IF.P31)&
1SPKFDU.BOBHFST(VJEF
English Heritage. 2005..BOBHFNFOUPG3FTFBSDI1SPKFDUTJOUIF)JTUPSJD&OWJSPONFOU ."1** 

1.7 Area Search, Survey and Position Fixing
This section provides students with an understanding of topics related to area search, survey and
position fixing.

%JWFS4FBSDI5FDIOJRVFT
t+BDLTUBZ
t$PSSJEPS
t$JSDVMBS
t4OBHMJOF
t5PXFEEJWFS
t%JWFSQSPQVMTJPOWFIJDMF
t.FUBMEFUFDUPST
Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF 
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 96-102.

3FNPUF4FOTJOH4FBSDI&RVJQNFOU
t.BHOFUPNFUFS
t4JEF4DBOTPOBS
t4VCCPUUPNTPOBS
t.VMUJCFBNTPOBS
t4JOHMFCFBNTPOBS
t4FDUPSTDBOOJOHTPOBS
t3FNPUFMZPQFSBUFEWFIJDMFT 307T
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Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF,
B
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 103-113.
Dean, M. 2006. Echoes of the Past: Geophysical Surveys in Scottish Waters and Beyond.
(PJOH0WFS0ME(SPVOEo1FSTQFDUJWFTPO"SDIBFPMPHJDBM(FPQIZTJDBMBOE(FPDIFNJDBM4VSWFZJO4DPUMBOE.
Oxford, BAR British Series 41, pp. 80-87
Fish, J. P. and Carr, H. A. 1990. 4PVOE6OEFSXBUFS*NBHFT"(VJEFUPUIF(FOFSBUJPOBOE*OUFSQSFUBUJPO
PG4JEF4DBO4POBS%BUB. Boston, MA.
Judd, P. and Brown, S. 2006.(FUUJOHUP(SJQTXJUI(14.BTUFSJOHUIF4LJMMTPG(14/BWJHBUJPOBOE
%JHJUBM.BQQJOHLeicester.
Momber, G. and Green, M. 2000. The Application of the Submetrix ISIS 100 Swath Bathymetry System to
the Management of Underwater Sites. *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ 29.1, pp. 154-162.
Papathedra, G., Geraga, M. and Ferentinos, G. 2005. The Navarino Naval Battle Site, Greece: an Integrated
Remote-sensing Survey and a Rational Management Approach.*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG
/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ 34, pp. 95–109.
Quinn, R., Breen, C., Forsythe, W., Barton, K., Rooney, S. and O’Hara, D. 2002a. Integrated Geophysical
Surveys of the French Frigate-B4VSWFJMMBOUF (1797) Bantry Bay, County Cork, Ireland. +PVSOBMPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
4DJFODF No.29, pp. 413-22.
Quinn, R., Breen, C., Forsythe, W., Barton, K., Rooney, S. and O’Hara, D. 2002b. Comparison of the Maritime
Sites and Monuments Record with Side Scan Sonar and Diver Surveys: a Case Study from Rathlin Island,
Ireland(FPBSDIBFPMPHZ 17.5, pp. 441-51.
Quinn, R., Dean, M., Lawrence, M., Liscoe, S. and Boland, D. 2005. Backscatter Responses and Resolutions
Considerations in Archaeological Side-scan Sonar Surveys: a Controlled Experiment. *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBM
PG4DJFODF, Vol. 32, pp. 1252-64.

1PTJUJPO'JYJOH5FDIOJRVFT
t(MPCBM1PTJUJPOJOH4ZTUFN (14
t%JòFSFOUJBM(MPCBM1PTJUJPOJOH4ZTUFN %(14
t5PUBMTUBUJPO
t#FBSJOHT
t5SBOTJUT
Suggested Reading
Ackroyd, N. and Lorimer. R. 1990. (MPCBM/BWJHBUJPO"(146TFST(VJEF London.
Betts, F. 1984. 4VSWFZJOHGPS"SDIBFPMPHJTUTDurham.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Underwater Archaeology: 5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF 
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 83-95.
Boyce, J. L., Reinhardt, E. G., Raban, A. and Pozza, M. R., 2004. Marine Magnetic Survey of a Submerged
Roman Harbour, Caesaria Maritima, Israel.*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ Vol 33, pp. 122-36.
English Heritage. 20038IFSFPO&BSUI"SF8F English Heritage. http://amaxus.english-heritage.org.uk/
upload/pdf/where_on_earth_are_we.pdf (Accessed November 2011).
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1.8 Project Logistics and Safety
t5IFJNQPSUBODFPGTBGFUZBOESJTLBOBMZTJTPOBMMBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFT
t5IFEJòFSFOUSPMFTUIBUOFFEUPCFöMMFEPOBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMQSPKFDUBOEXIZFBDIJTJNQPSUBOU
t5IFOFFEUPEFWFMPQBSFDPSEJOHTZTUFNCFGPSFTUBSUJOHXPSLPOBTJUF
t1SFQSFQBSFEGPSNTBOEIPXUIFZDBOCFVTFE
Suggested Reading
B
Bowens,
A. (ed.). 2009. Underwater Archaeology: 5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF 
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 38-44.
Underwood, J. C. 2011. Excavation Planning and Logistics (HMS 4XJGU1770). 0YGPSE)BOECPPL
GPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZUSA, Oxford University Press.

1.9 Training Review
To complete the Back to Basics unit, a review of the main topics and themes that have been covered
during the syllabus is presented.

Unit Summary
Although some of the foundation course participants have previous underwater archaeological
experience and therefore are familiar with the information presented in this unit, others are either not
familiar with it or still lack confidence. Those with limited prior knowledge are most likely to find that
these modules provide a useful and thorough introduction to the theme of underwater archaeology.
This unit also serves as a useful refresher of the fundamental principles and techniques applied in
underwater archaeology, even for those with previous experience.
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Suggested Timetable
*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIF1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDFPG'PSFTIPSFBOE6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ
5IFPSZ4FTTJPOT 1BSU
90 mins

Scope of Underwater and Foreshore Archaeology
Break

90 mins

Site Types and Dating Archaeological Material
Break

90 mins

Introduction to 2-Dimensional Survey Techniques

*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIF1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDFPG'PSFTIPSFBOE6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ
1SBDUJDBM4FTTJPOT
60 mins

2-Dimensional Survey Practical (Dry)
Break

60 mins

2-Dimensional Survey Practical (Dry)
Break

240 mins

2-Dimensional Survey Practical (Wet) and Debrief (including the travel time to the pool)

*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIF1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDFPG'PSFTIPSFBOE6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ
5IFPSZ4FTTJPOT 1BSU
90 mins

Project Designs
Break

90 mins

Area Search, Survey and Positioning Fixing
Break

90 mins

Project Safety and Logistics

30 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
2-Dimensional Site Survey Techniques

Student Objectives
t1MBOBTVSWFZ
t"HSFFPOBTZTUFNPGIBOETJHOBMTGPSDPNNVOJDBUJPO
t4VSWFZBNJOJNVNPGGPVSBSUFGBDUTPOPOFTJEFPOMZPGUIFCBTFMJOFVTJOHUXPTVSWFZ
UFDIOJRVFT FHPòTFUTBOEUJFT
t6TFBESBXJOHHSJE QMBOOJOHGSBNF UPSFDPSEBDMVTUFSPGPCKFDUT*GUIFSFJTUJNFUIJTFYFSDJTF
DBOBMTPCFQSBDUJDFE5IFHSJEDBOFJUIFSCFVTFEBTQBSUPGUIFCBTFMJOFFYFSDJTFPSTFUVQ
JOEFQFOEFOUMZ

How to Organise the Practical Sessions
For both the dry and wet practical sessions an artificial site is created using baselines, control points
and artefacts. The number of tape measures and artefacts is dependent on the number of students.
For example, if students work in pairs (one pair on each side of a baseline) a typical course of sixteen
students will require four tape measures, a number of artefacts and using 4 to 5 metre long baselines.

Equipment Required for Each Baseline (Two Pairs of Surveyors)
tUBQFNFBTVSFUPDSFBUFBUPNFUSFCBTFMJOF
t"IPPLPSBMUFSOBUJWFNFUIPEPGBUUBDINFOUBUFBDIFOEPGUIFCBTFMJOFUPDSFBUFUIFDPOUSPMQPJOUT
tOPOTMJQNBUT VTFEJOTIPXFSTPSCBUIT UPCFQMBDFEBUFJUIFSFOEPGUIFCBTFMJOFUPIFMQ
QSFWFOUUIFDPOUSPMQPJOUTGSPNNPWJOHBOEUPQSPUFDUUIFQPPMCPUUPNGSPNCFJOHEBNBHFE
CZUIFXFJHIUT
t%JWFSTXFJHIUTPSBMUFSOBUJWFXFJHIUTUPIFMQNBJOUBJOUIFTUSBJHIUOFTTBOEUFOTJPOPGUIFCBTFMJOF
tBSUFGBDUT NFUSFTFBDITJEFPGUIFCBTFMJOF
t PSNPSF PCKFDUTUPCFQMBDFEVOEFSFBDIESBXJOHHSJE QMBOOJOHGSBNF 
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If the drawing grids are used it is practical to have two grids that can be shared between the groups.
Pairs are required to coordinate with each other so that each pair has some time using a grid during
the practical session.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Equipment Required for Each Pair of Participants
tUBQFNFBTVSF NFUSFT 
tCPBSEGPSUIFQSJOUFE"SFDPSEJOHGPSNT
t3FDPSEJOHGPSNTGPSUIFTVSWFZUBTLTBOEESBXJOHHSJEFYFSDJTF
t1FODJMBOEFSBTFS

2 The diving technicians
of the Thai Underwater
Archaeology Division (UAD)
organized and provided the
logistical support for the
practical sessions, as well as
assistance for those students
with limited prior diving
experience.

Although 10-metre tapes are specified, the realistic maximum will be approximately 7 metres. The same
measuring tapes will be used during the diving sessions.
For more information about setting up the pool tasks, see Additional Information 2.

Recording Forms
The printed forms required for the swimming pool survey exercise need to be waterproof. This can be
achieved by printing them directly on to Mylar (plastic paper used by architects) which should have a
minimum thickness of 300 microns. Alternatively, the printed forms can be laminated.

Briefing for the Practical Sessions
During the briefing for the practical sessions, trainers should instruct students to:
t8PSLJOQBJST1BJSJOHDBOCFUIFTBNFGPSUIFESZBOEXFUTFTTJPOEFQFOEJOHPOUIF
EJWJOHBCJMJUZPGUIFTUVEFOUT
t1MBOUIFTVSWFZ
t%SBXBTJNQMFTLFUDIPGUIFTJUFCFGPSFTUBSUJOHUIFNFBTVSFETVSWFZ UIJTJTQBSUJDVMBSMZ
IFMQGVMGPSQMBOOJOHUIFTVSWFZBOEBWPJEJOHFSSPSTEVSJOHUIFTVSWFZ
t%FDJEFPOBNFUIPEPGIBOETJHOBMT JUJTHPPEQSBDUJDFUPVTFIBOETJHOBMTJOUIFESZTFTTJPO
CFGPSFUIFEJWJOHTFTTJPO4UVEFOUTDBOCFBTLFEOPUUPUBMLUPFBDIPUIFSUPTJNVMBUFXPSLJOH
VOEFSXBUFS
t4VSWFZGPVSPCKFDUTVTJOHUXPPGUIFTFMFDUFETVSWFZNFUIPET5PFOBCMFBDPNQBSJTPOPG
UIFSFMBUJWFQPTJUJPOTPGPCKFDUTXIFOUIFZBSFQMPUUFEPOQBQFS JUJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUUIFTBNF
QPJOUTPOFBDIPGUIFPCKFDUTBSFTVSWFZFEVTJOHUIFTFMFDUFETVSWFZNFUIPET
t$JSDVMBSPCKFDUTDBOCFTVSWFZFEUPUIFJSDFOUSFQPJOUBOEBNFBTVSFNFOUPGUIFPCKFDUT
EJBNFUFSXJMMQSPWJEFUIFTIBQF
t*GBOPCKFDUIBTBMFOHUI TVDIBTBDBOOPO CPUIFOETPGUIFPCKFDU BTBNJOJNVN OFFEUPCF
TVSWFZFEUPöYJUTQPTJUJPOSFMBUJWFUPUIFCBTFMJOF SFTVMUJOHJOBNJOJNVNPGGPVSNFBTVSFNFOUT
t4LFUDIUIFDMVTUFSPGPCKFDUTVOEFSUIFESBXJOHHSJE QMBOOJOHGSBNF 
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Depending on the availability of diving equipment or the size of the swimming pool it might be
necessary to divide the students into two groups.
IT IS CRUCIAL THAT THERE IS AN EXTENSIVE SAFETY BRIEFING
BEFORE THE SWIMMING POOL PRACTICAL SESSION.

Transferring the Results of the 2-D Survey Practical Sessions
to Paper and Analysis: 8IBUUP6TF

Student Objectives
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXUPUSBOTGFSUIFTVSWFZSFTVMUTUPQBQFSUPDSFBUFBTJUFQMBO
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXBTDBMFSVMFJTVTFE
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFBEWBOUBHFTBOEEJTBEWBOUBHFTPGFBDITVSWFZNFUIPE
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFSFBTPOTGPSBOEDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUZQJDBMFSSPST
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFOFFEUPQMBOBTVSWFZ
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFOFFEGPSBOFòFDUJWFNFUIPEPGDPNNVOJDBUJOHVOEFSXBUFS
Equipment Required for Each Pair of Students
tYESBXJOHDPNQBTT DNSBEJVT
tYEFHSFFTFUTRVBSF DNIFJHIUMFOHUI
tYNFUSJDTDBMFSVMF
tYTIFFUPG"QBQFSPSFRVJWBMFOU
tYQFODJMBOEFSBTFS

Briefing for the Task
During the briefing for the practical sessions, trainers should instruct students to:
t8PSLJOUIFTBNFQBJSTBTEVSJOHUIFQSBDUJDBMTFTTJPOT
t6TFUIFSFDPNNFOEFETDBMFPG
t&OTVSFUIBUUIFMFOHUIPGUIFCBTFMJOFTIPVMECFESBXOBMPOHPOFFEHFPGUIFQBQFSUPBWPJE
UIFUSBOTGFSSFETDBMFNFBTVSFNFOUTOPUöUUJOHPOUIFQBQFS
t&OTVSFUIBUUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFUXPTFMFDUFEUFDIOJRVFTBSFUSBOTGFSSFEPOUPQBQFSVTJOHPOF
CBTFMJOFSFTVMUJOHJOUXPNBSLTGPSFBDIQPJOUUIBUIBTCFFOTVSWFZFE

/#4UVEFOUTNBZOFFENPSFJOTUSVDUJPOPOIPXUPVTFUIFTDBMFSVMF
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Analysis of the Results
It is very likely that students find that the two sets of survey points do not overlap. This is normal and
JMMVTUSBUFTUIFEJóDVMUZJOBDIJFWJOHBQFSGFDUPSSJHIUBOHMFGPSUIFPòTFUTVSWFZBOEUIFQSPCMFNT
with acute or obtuse angles associated with ties. There will also be genuine errors.

The most common errors are:
t3FDPSEJOHUIFXSPOHNFBTVSFNFOU
t3FDPSEJOHUIFSJHIUNFBTVSFNFOUCVUXSJUJOHUIFSFTVMUJOUIFXSPOHDPMVNOPOUIFSFDPSE
JOHGPSN
t'PSHFUUJOHUPSFDPSEUIFXIPMFOVNCFSCFGPSFUIFEFDJNBMQPJOU GPSFYBNQMF XSJUJOH
JOTUFBEPG
t1MBDJOHUIFEFDJNBMQPJOUJOUIFXSPOHQPTJUJPO GPSFYBNQMF JOTUFBEPG
t3FBEJOHOVNCFSTPOUIFUBQFNFBTVSFVQTJEFEPXOTMPPLMJLFTBOETDBOMPPLMJLFT
EFQFOEJOHPOUIFRVBMJUZPGUIFUBQFNFBTVSFBOEVOEFSXBUFSWJTJCJMJUZ
t'PSHFUUJOHUPUBLFBNFBTVSFNFOU

Training Review: 8IBUUP6TF
Trainers can compile a list of assessment questions relating to the core knowledge of each of the
presentation which can be used as a basis for a question/answer followed by a discussion to clarify
misunderstandings.
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Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces the basic elements of underwater cultural heritage management and provides
guidance on how students can learn to facilitate the process.

Upon completion of the Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage unit,
students will:
t)BWFBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGNJUJHBUJPOJONBSJUJNFBOEVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZ
t#FGBNJMJBSXJUIEJòFSFOUUZQFTPGNBOBHFNFOUQMBOT
t,OPXIPXUPJEFOUJGZTUBLFIPMEFST
t,OPXIPXUPEFBMXJUIJEFOUJöFETUBLFIPMEFST
t)BWFTPNFJOTJHIUPOUIFFUIJDTJOUIFQSPUFDUJPOPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF

Introduction to the Unit
It is imperative that our underwater cultural heritage is carefully managed over time to ensure its
protection. Sites provide us with an abundance of information regarding our shared history and the
development of civilizations. Therefore, they cannot remain forever under the sea, ignored, forgotten or
only observed. Having been assessed for their significance (see Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU), each site
requires an appropriate plan of action, such as (limited) excavation,JOTJUV preservation or alternatively
removed from our archive of significant archaeological sites. The decisions and evaluations that are
made, the people involved and their influence on the way underwater cultural heritage is treated, all
play an important role in the overall management. This can be done at the local, regional, national and
even international level.
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U N I T 3 M A N A G E M E N T O F U N D E R WAT E R C U LT U R A L H E R I TA G E

1 What is Underwater Cultural Heritage?

UNIT

In accordance with Article 1 of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of Underwater Cultural
Heritage (Paris 2001), ‘underwater cultural heritage’ means all traces of human existence having a
cultural, historical or archaeological character which have been partially or totally under water, periodically or continuously, for at least 100 years such as:
J TJUFT TUSVDUVSFT CVJMEJOHT BSUFGBDUTBOEIVNBOSFNBJOT UPHFUIFSXJUIUIFJSBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBOE
OBUVSBMDPOUFYU
JJ WFTTFMT BJSDSBGU PUIFSWFIJDMFTPSBOZQBSUUIFSFPG UIFJSDBSHPPSPUIFSDPOUFOUT UPHFUIFSXJUIUIFJS
BSDIBFPMPHJDBMBOEOBUVSBMDPOUFYUBOE
JJJ PCKFDUTPGQSFIJTUPSJDDIBSBDUFS
C 1JQFMJOFTBOEDBCMFTQMBDFEPOUIFTFBCFETIBMMOPUCFDPOTJEFSFEBTVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
D *OTUBMMBUJPOTPUIFSUIBOQJQFMJOFTBOEDBCMFT QMBDFEPOUIFTFBCFEBOETUJMMJOVTF TIBMMOPUCF
DPOTJEFSFEBTVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
For the purpose of the 2001 Convention, 100 years was adopted as the benchmark, though some
countries may have their own minimum age of sites that they consider to be the heritage. For example,
the Netherlands used to adhere to 50 years as a minimum age while the United Kingdom (UK) does
not use a minimum age at all, opting to protect sites based on an assessment on their significance. In
2012, the Netherlands has followed the UK’s practice to only assess on significance and to remove the
minimum age.
Suggested Reading
Forrest, C. 2002. Defining ‘Underwater Cultural Heritage’. 5IF*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ
Vol. 31. No.1, pp. 3-11.

2 What is Managing Underwater Cultural Heritage?
In simplified terms the management of underwater cultural heritage can be defined as the attempt
to balance the protection of underwater archaeological sites with, for example, the availability of
funds, human resources, time and also economic development pressures such as fishing. To be able
to successfully manage sites several factors have to be taken into account. These can include different
heritage resources (known, unknown and future), threats, influences from outside, ethics, site accessibility,
documentation, reconciliation of conflicts of interests, the willingness to preserve our heritage, etc.
Foremost management is about structuring all of the information available to us, prioritising the needs
and importance of each site and making well founded decisions based on all factors.

3 Why Management?
In recent decades underwater cultural heritage has faced growing threats due to its increasing
accessibility to the larger public and more extensive exploitation. Added to this, the natural conditions
in and around a site can alter due to climate change or natural erosion.
With the beds of open seas, rivers and lakes becoming more accessible with modern diving equipment,
the number of stakeholders who may have direct or indirect impacts on the underwater archaeological
resource is increasing.
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Some important things to consider in the management of underwater cultural
heritage are:
t*UJTBQBSUPGUIFPWFSBMMMBOENBOBHFNFOUXIJDIJODMVEFTOBUVSBMBOEDVMUVSBMMBOEBOE
TFBTDBQFT
t0UIFSQBSUJFTNBZOPUDPOTJEFSUIFTJUFTJHOJöDBOUPSXPSUIZPGTBGFHVBSEJOH
t6OEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFOFFETBEWPDBUFTUPöHIUGPSJUTQSPUFDUJPO
t*UJTPVSTIBSFEIFSJUBHFBOEBQBSUPGOBUJPOBMJEFOUJUZ BDVMUVSBMTPVSDFUIBUXFDBO
BQQSFDJBUFBOEMFBSOGSPN
t-FHJTMBUJPOBOEQPMJDZHVJEFMJOFTBSFCFJOHEFWFMPQFE OPUPOMZGPSUIFQSPUFDUJPOPGVOEFSXBUFS
DVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF CVUBMTPGPSBTTPDJBUFEDPODFSOTTVDIBTUIFFYQMPJUBUJPOPGUIFTFBCFE
t6OEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFIBTUPCFDPOTJEFSFEJOBCSPBEDPOUFYUUIBUHPFTCFZPOE
JOEJWJEVBMTJUFT*UJTJNQPSUBOUUPSFNFNCFSUIBUTJUFTBSFOPUPOMZBMTPJOUSJOTJDBMMZDPOOFDUFE
XJUIUIFFOWJSPONFOU CVUBMTPUPFBDIPUIFS

The preservation of underwater cultural heritage has to be approached in a proactive, rather than
reactive way. A mission vision and a clear set of values need to be defined, alongside the development
of strategic and financial plans for managing the resource as a whole assemblage, rather than just
individual sites. In many countries underwater cultural heritage is still being managed on a day to
day basis; if a site is discovered, it must be surveyed to collect relevant information and protective
measures should be undertaken to mitigate risk to the site.
Heritage resources on land have been rather efficiently protected. With more and more underwater
archaeological sites discovered each year, the need for urgent protection has now been realised for those
sites on the seabed. With the increasing threats from on shore and off shore infrastructure development,
commercial fishing and exploitation of marine resources, underwater archaeological sites must be protected
and managed sustainably, not only for known resources, but also for the unknown and future resources
(See Unit 4:6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTPVSDFT). If the management of underwater cultural heritage is
carefully planned in advance, time, money and human resources can be more effectively utilized.
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4 How is Underwater Cultural Heritage Managed?
4.1 Structuring Processes
Processes within the management of underwater cultural heritage need
to be clearly defined. They can not only be done on a site level (such as
management plans from MoSS or English Heritage, see "EEJUJPOBM *OGPS
NBUJPO), but also on a regional, national (see Unit 4: 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBF
PMPHJDBM3FTPVSDFT) and international level (such as MACHU-GIS, see Unit 7:
%BUB.BOBHFNFOUJO.BSJUJNFBOE6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ).

4JUF-FWFM
Underwater cultural heritage sites are usually found through extensive
research and active searches by archaeologists or by others for commercial
purposes. Individually, each of these sites has to be registered, surveyed,
assessed their significance, potentially excavated or protected and monitored. There are various ways of undertaking these processes, but regardless of choice it is most important that it is done in a structured and
consistent manner. For this reason detailed management plans on a site
level are developed.
There are many existing guidelines on how to facilitate specific elements
of the management process. The best known guidelines are provided in
the Annex of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of Underwater
Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001), the ICOMOS Charter on the Protection and
Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage (Sofia 1996), and for European
citizens, The European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological
Heritage (Valletta 1992). Each of these conventions contains a detailed set
of rules concerning activities directed at underwater cultural heritage.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For more information on
Monitoring, Visualizing and
Safeguarding North European Shipwreck Sites (MoSS)
see: www.mossproject.eu
English Heritage (EH) is
officially known as the
Historic Buildings and
Monuments Commission for
England. English Heritage
is the Government’s statutory adviser on the historic
environment and is a nondepartmental public body
sponsored by the Department for Culture, Media
and Sport. Their principal
powers and responsibilities
are laid out in the National
Heritage Act (1983), which
was amended by the
National Heritage Act 2002
to include functions relating
to underwater archaeology,
and created maritime and
underwater management
function.

Suggested Reading
Forrest, C. and Gribble, J. 2006. Perspectives from the Southern Hemisphere – Australia and South Africa
in Joint Nautical Archaeology Policy Committee. The 6/&4$0$POWFOUJPOGPSUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS
$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFProceedings of the Burlington House Seminar, October 2005. Portsmouth, Nautical
Archaeology Society, pp. 30-35.
Tilburg, H. 2006. Japanese Midget Sub at Pearl Harbor: Collaborative Maritime Heritage Preservation.
)FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPO Grenier, R. Nutley, D. and Cochran, I. (eds.). ICOMOS, p. 67.

3FHJPOBM-FWFM
An archaeological site JOTJUV has a unique relationship with its environment which has to be taken
into account when managing it. Managers have to consider a number of pertinent questions: what is
the history of the area and can the site be connected to it? Are there more sites lying adjacent? How is
the area presently used? Are the identified threats or the stakeholders typical for this region? Are the
individuals or institutes on a regional level (e.g. provinces, states or municipalities) responsible for the
management of underwater cultural heritage?

/BUJPOBM-FWFM
Managing underwater cultural heritage on a national level also presents a set of particular
considerations. At this level one must take into account many aspects including the maritime history
of a country, people who are involved (the stakeholders), the protective legislation, the responsible
institution in the protection of the heritage and the establishment of an active central database.
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These central databases contain detailed documentation for each site and are called the ‘known
resource’. Using the information available from the central database, one can visualize the unknown
and future resources The unknown resource, for example, can provide information about what can
be expected to be found when an area, such as the sea, river or lake bed is disturbed, while the future
resource can help to develop future plans to ensure that over time there will be still be heritage left to
protect (see Unit 4: 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTPVSDFT).
National databases containing the known resource differ from country to country, which may prove
problematic if it is necessary to compare sites from several possible origins (many countries do have
underwater cultural heritage, usually shipwrecks, which have a verifiable link to other countries).
Keeping these databases up to date in a consistent manner (e.g. by using thesauri) is most essential,
although discrepancies can often easily be solved by using standard software and systems that are
available on the market or at fellow institutes.
At the national, regional and international levels, the management of underwater cultural heritage
can even be structured to a higher level. Databases with information of not only the archaeological
resources, but also the geology, the sedimentology, the history etc., can be combined in a Geographic
Information System (see Unit 6: (FPHSBQIJDBM *OGPSNBUJPO 4ZTUFNT (*4  JO 6OEFSXBUFS "SDIBFPMPHZ).
The information collected from these combined data sets often provides more than the sum of the
individual data sets, thus generating new data and a broader understanding.
It is also possible to think also of structuring underwater cultural heritage on a scientific level by
deve-loping national research agendas. These documents describe what is already known and what
kind of information is lacking about underwater cultural heritage from certain periods or regions.
A national research agenda can help not only to structure research, but also to help prioritize what
is really important to preserve and whether to investigate or not. Documents such as these are not
static and have to be updated constantly to remain a valuable source of insight. Within infrastructure
projects they play an integral role in the chain that starts with the design of a spatial development and
finishes with its implementation. Within underwater cultural heritage management it ensures that our
knowledge is enhanced and that the care of the heritage continues to be improved.
Suggested Reading

Bazelmans, J.G.A. 2006. To What End? For What Purpose? The National Archaeological Research Agenda
(NOaA) and Quality Management in Dutch Archaeology. #FSJDIUFOWBOEF3JKLTEJFOTUWPPSIFU0VEIFJELVOEJH
#PEFNPOEFS[PFL Vol. 46. Heeringen, R.M. and Lauwerier, R.C.G.M (eds.). Proceedings of the National Service
for Archaeological Heritage in the Netherlands, pp. 53-67.
English Heritage 2005. &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF3FTFBSDI"HFOEB"O*OUSPEVDUJPOUP&OHMJTI)FSJUBHFT3FTFBSDI
5IFNFTBOE1SPHSBNNFT

*OUFSOBUJPOBM-FWFM
Managing underwater cultural heritage at the international level can be a complex task. Shipwrecks
(that constitute a large component of underwater cultural heritage), are almost by definition relics
of international history, having crossed many borders during their voyages for reasons of trade, war,
culture and religion. Some management plans that are used on individual site level are used in several
countries, making it possible to compare multiple sites.
On a legislative level, some international laws and regulations make it possible to implement the
same policy over several countries. Examples are the European Convention on the Protection of
the Archaeological Heritage (Valletta 1992), also known as the Treaty of Valletta, and the UNESCO
Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001).
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Ultimately the extent to which our underwater cultural heritage is managed depends on the sum total
of willingness, budget, legislation, knowledge and time. With effort, each of these elements can be
improved as long as awareness is created. To successfully raise awareness it is necessary to be able to
correctly identify all the possible stakeholders and know how to reach and influence them.
Suggested Reading

Coroneos, C. 2006. The Four Commandments: The Response of Hong Kong SAR to the Impact of Seabed
Development on Underwater Cultural Heritage. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPOGrenier, R. Nutley, D. and
Cochran, I (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 46-49.
Harrison, R. (ed.). 1994. .BOVBMPG)FSJUBHF.BOBHFNFOUOxford, Butterworth & Heinemann.
Leshikar-Denton, M. E. 2006. Foundations in Management of Maritime Cultural Heritage in the Cayman
Islands. HFSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPOGrenier, R. Nutley, D. and Cochran, I (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 23-26.
Nutley, D. 2006. Protected Zones and Partnerships: Their Application and Importance to Underwater
Cultural Heritage Management. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPOGrenier, R. Nutley, D. and Cochran,
I (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 32-35.
Prott, L. V. 2006. Finishing the Interrupted Voyage.1BQFSTPGUIF6/&4$0"TJB1BDJöD8PSLTIPQPOUIF
$POWFOUJPOPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFBangkok, UNESCO.

4.2 Dare to Select
The fact that some underwater cultural heritage is so rich carries with it both advantages and disadvantages. How can we ensure that the available budgets will be used in the right way? Time and
money does not always allow for all that we would ideally set out to achieve. It is therefore imperative
that we select and prioritise what can be done and discard what cannot be accomplished. Given this,
assessments and management plans can be our most valuable tools.
The process of selecting and prioritizing is subjective, but as the formats that are used to measure the
quality and importance of sites make the process transparent, they are much more readily accepted
by others.
Although it is common practice to leave archaeological sites underwater unattended, it has proven to
be extremely difficult for an archaeologist to openly declare their intention to ‘abandon’ a shipwreck,
leaving it to nature (or by other means) to deteriorate and vanish. The same is true for sites that are
being protected by law through, for example, designation.

There are many delicate issues to consider when managing underwater cultural heritage and deciding what is important to preserve. Should we only focus on old sites or begin to take into consideration the more recent ones such as
these two fishing vessels? (Fishing vessels left behind on a shore on the Isle of Mull, Scotland). © Martijn R. Manders
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Another difficult issue is that of JOTJUV preservation versus excavation (see Unit 9: *O4JUV 1SFTFSWBUJPO).
There are many national and international regulations such as the UNESCO Convention on the
Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001), which promote the protection of sites
JOTJUV as being the first option for managers to consider. There is nothing wrong with this approach
considering its many advantages. However, the JOTJUV preservation is only one part of overall management plan and it may not be possible or desirable in some cases. Archaeological knowledge is
derived principally from scientific investigation of the archaeological resource, using a whole range of
techniques from non-destructive research to full excavations.
Archaeology is the systematic study of past human life and culture by the recovery and examination of
remaining material evidence, such as graves, buildings, tools and pottery. It is important to understand this
history to be able to determine what is and is not important, and as source orientation and identification
in the present. Therefore, it is necessary to be careful with this source, but not to be too afraid to use it.
Suggested Reading
Bernier, A. 2006. To Dig or Not to Dig? The Example of the Shipwreck of the &MJ[BCFUIBOE.BSZ
)FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPO Grenier, R. Nutley, D. and Cochran, I. (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 64-67.

4.3 Mitigation
Mitigation is another important element of archaeological resource management. Again this is a
broad term and is essentially all about avoiding unnecessary risks by implementing a series of simple,
proactive interventions taken prior to the impact of a disaster to minimize its effects, and by doing so
protect cultural heritage. Hazards, such as earthquakes, cannot be reduced, but the risk from such a
hazard can be mitigated, for example, by constructing earthquake resistant buildings or shelves that
prevent objects from sliding off (i.e. by reducing their vulnerability). For underwater cultural heritage,
mitigation measures can be employed on the excavated or unexcavated resource; undertaken JOTJUV
(e.g. underwater) or FYTJUV (as a planning measure).
There are many ways to mitigate when managing cultural heritage. Some measures are more effective
than others and may have to be built into preservation measures or the design of the development
project (See Unit 5:%FTLCBTFE"TTFTTNFOU and Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU). The implication of such
measures can be seen on site or at a higher (e.g. national and international) level.
Structural mitigation methods have a more a permanent character. Some are operational in nature
and include the use of work flows, processes and quality norms for people involved in the business,
while others are strategic. Legislation, for example, is very important and is often focused on making
the archaeological resources resistant against disasters.
Less structural mitigation methods are usually the ones executed on a smaller scale, such as negotiation and
implementation on a project and site level. Here choices have to be made about avoidance, the protection
of heritage JOTJUV or the excavation of a site. It is important to remember that although a method may be
sustainable for one site, it may not be applicable for the overall archaeological resource management.
When mitigation is first carried out on archaeological sites, the aim should be to avoid all adverse impacts.
If this is not possible, then the next best thing is to minimize these impacts as much as possible and only in
the event that this cannot be achieved, should compensation be mitigated for those unavoidable impacts.
Suggested Reading
Maarleveld, T. J. 2000. Mitigation. #BDLHSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF 
Vol. 2. Prott, L. V., Edouard, P. and Rochelle, R. H (eds.). UNESCO, pp. 299-305.
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5 Ethics
Ethics are the norms and values that both bring and bind a group (community) together, distinguishing
the group from others. After a period of time the ethics of a group can be implicit and unspoken,
however, this does not mean it does not exist.
As a community grows larger, the norms and values have to be made explicit so that each member can
know who belongs to the group and who does not. This process can be initiated and implemented
by elder group members on the basis of what has been learned in the past, or it can be a democratic
process where the whole group decides on what is good or what is bad.
Communities within the field of underwater cultural heritage work in a similar way. Their ethics, norms
and values might look more or less the same but can differ, often as a result of socio-economic factors.
When different groups have to work together it is not only important to identify the business side of
the deal, but also to spend some time on the ethical similarities and differences. Only when the ethics
of both groups remain unviolated can cooperation be possible. This is especially relevant in the field
of underwater cultural heritage, given the multiple stakeholders involved. Archaeologists themselves
also have to play different roles. An archaeologist working for a commercial archaeological company
has different corporate norms and values to keep in mind than the archaeologist working for the
government. These corporate or government ethics can even differ from that of the archaeologist’s
own personal ethics, in which case it is not appropriate to force them to take on that particular job.
A general ethical code for underwater archaeologists is included in the Annex of the 2001 UNESCO
Convention. All countries which participated during the negotiation of the UNESCO Convention on the
Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) agreed upon a code of good practice which
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had been adapted from the ICOMOS Charter on
the Protection and Management of Underwater
Cultural Heritage (Sofia, 1996). Although it has
been accepted as a code of good practice by many
countries, professional underwater archaeologists’
organizations should also adopt the Annex as part
of their ethical code.
Suggested Reading
Coroneos, C. 2006. The Ethics and Values of Maritime Archaeology, Maritime Archaeology: Australian
Approaches. 5IF4QSJOHFS4FSJFTJO6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZStaniforth, M and Nash, M (eds.), pp. 111-122.
Elia, R. J. 1999. The Ethics of Collaboration: Archaeologists and the Whydah Project. Background .BUFSJBMT
POUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF. Prott, L. V. and Ieng, S (eds.). UNESCO/Nautical
Archaeology Society, pp. 107-119.
ICOMOS. 1996. *$0.04$IBSUFSPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOBOE.BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFSofia.
Ransley, J. 2007. Rigorous Reasoning, Reflexive Research and the Space for ‘Alternative Archaeologies’.
Questions for Maritime Archaeological Heritage Management. *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ 
Vol. 36. No. 2, pp. 221-237.
UNESCO. 2001. "OOFYPGUIF6/&4$0$POWFOUJPOPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF Paris.
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Recreational divers visit underwater sites out of curiosity, interest and enjoyment. © Martijn R. Manders

6 Stakeholders
As there are many individuals and organisations involved both directly and indirectly in the
management of underwater cultural heritage, one of the most successful methods to safeguard
sites is to make sure that stakeholders (or at least the most important ones) are heard and that they
are encouraged to become active partners. Ultimately if only archaeologists think the underwater
cultural heritage is worth protecting, they may be fighting a losing battle, as there is always
likely to be other things regarded by other stakeholders as more essential. This is what makes
creating awareness among scientists (or scholars), policy makers and the general public so crucial.
Archaeologists also have to consider the broader picture and realise that they are not protecting
underwater cultural heritage only for themselves, but for others and for future generations.

6.1 Identifying Stakeholders
Anybody involved (either directly or indirectly) in the management of underwater cultural heritage is a
stakeholder. Since each stakeholder can either be a friend or an opponent, it is important to accurately
identify all those involved in the project. By gaining an insight into their needs, vision, values, culture
and ethics, it becomes possible to approach each in the appropriate manner with which to successfully
negotiate, influence and involve them.

6.2 Involving Stakeholders
Managers should always try to involve the different stakeholders to both aid understanding and to
make it easier to develop solutions for the protection of underwater cultural heritage. It is important to
keep in mind that a group is formed and bound together because of its common ethics and sustained
cooperation is only possible when each party can maintain their own. If not, then there is no other
option than for people to move from one group (with one set of ethics), to another group with a
(slightly) different set of ethics. This by its very nature is not cooperation in its truest sense as it is asking
the individuals of one group to give up the thing that binds them by convincing them they are ‘wrong’
and requesting that they choose the ‘right’ group.
Suggested Reading
MACHU Project Team. 2008. How MACHU helps European Citizens, Planners, Policy Officers and Scientists.
."$)63FQPSU1. Amersfoort, pp. 8-10.
Taylor, K. 2006. $VMUVSBM.BQQJOH&OHBHJOHXJUI$PNNVOJUJFT Asian Approaches to Conservation Research
Conference Proceedings 3-5 October 2006, pp. 152-161.
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6.3 Addressing the Stakeholders
All stakeholder groups have to be addressed in a manner that fits their own unique language, goals
and ethics, as each group will play a particular role in the process and may want different outcomes.
'PSFYBNQMF

'JTIFSNFO
Fishermen use the seas for economic gain and seldom do they only fish for their own consumption.
There are many different types of fisherman. The lone fisherman with a single line is not likely to
be a big threat to underwater cultural heritage, however, fishing trawlers may present a very real
danger. Primarily, fishermen are not interested in the archaeological value of shipwrecks, but wrecks
are considered important as they are often the places where fish gather en masse. In this context,
fishermen may very well have a vested interest in protecting these areas. Also, as people who depend
on the sea for their livelihood they have an intrinsic historical connection to it and may value maritime
heritage more than most.
Conversely, what has also been experienced is that archaeological objects caught in fisherman’s nets
are being sold for financial gain, creating some interest in ‘fishing’ for artefacts. In some sites old nets
are being used purposely to catch cultural objects which leads to significant site disturbance. This
raises a number of questions. How can these stakeholders be made aware of the archaeological value
of the place and the objects? Can they become partners in the protection of underwater cultural
heritage? And, if so, how?
Raising awareness is one of the most important tools that can be used to engage the fishing
community as a partner in the protection of sites. Using the fishing communities shared history and
common ancestries can often be a powerful route of communication coupled with a reminder on how
shipwrecks can serve as breeding places for fish. When wrecks are destroyed there is usually a marked
effect on the biodiversity in an area leading to a decline in economic potential for the fisherman. By
cooperating with these communities it is possible to find balanced solutions that not only protect
sites, but also protect the livelihoods of the fishermen.
By physically protecting sites, nets do not get entangled or damaged and it is sometimes possible for
the site to be used to cultivate mussels and oysters. There is also the potential for opening up wreck
sites to the public (recreational divers) thus providing the local fishing community with an additional
role (and revenue stream) in the protection of the site and guiding the visitors.

1PMJDZNBLFST
Policy makers are vital for the protection of our underwater cultural heritage as they are the ones
who can formulate appropriate policies and protective legislation, which are essential components
of heritage management. Policy makers can create these components if they are influenced to do so.
However, they must know how to strike a balance between budgets, politics and output. How can
they be made aware of the importance of underwater cultural heritage?
In this case raising awareness can be facilitated by developing detailed overviews of the overall
resources (known, unknown and future). Indicative maps can be created that combine all the
information about the resources with planned infrastructural projects and reveal not only the threats,
but also the possibilities for protection.
Policy makers and politicians are also very concerned with international cooperation and legislation,
so it is essential that they are fully informed in this regard.
For more information see also Unit 17:1VCMJD"SDIBFPMPHZ 3BJTJOH"XBSFOFTTBOE1VCMJD1BSUJDJQBUJPO
1SPKFDUTJO6OEFSXBUFSBOE.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ
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Suggested Reading
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McMullen, P.H. 2011. Underwater Cultural Heritage, an Assessment of Risks from Commercial Fishing.
4FBöTI3FQPSUCR 643.

3

6.4 Negotiating
When all stakeholders are known, their ethics understood and there is a clear picture of what they are
fighting for, then there is a basis for negotiating with them for the purpose of protecting underwater
cultural heritage. It is by knowing how to approach various differing groups while keeping a clear sight
of their goals, that site managers can have a stronger position in the negotiations.

Unit Summary
The management of underwater cultural heritage is a complex process that cannot be facilitated by
archaeologists alone. Cooperation among concerned stakeholders is therefore essential.
Inevitable choices have to be made on each site; some will be selected to be preserved JOTJUV, some to
be excavated and some will be left unattended. Assessments can be made and plans managed on a
local, regional, national and even international level.
It is not only the archaeologist who is involved; it may also be the fishermen, the coastal community
or recreational divers and some (or all) of these groups may not agree with the archaeologist’s point
of view. However, the better the aims and ethics of each group of stakeholders are understood, the
greater the chance that they will cooperate with one another, leading to a fruitful negotiation.
The different stakeholders may have other reasons to be involved in cultural heritage, but the goals may
be the same. It is therefore important to identify all stakeholders, to negotiate with and involve each
of these groups in the management and protection of underwater cultural heritage. The involvement
of all concerned parties has to be well-managed in order to ensure that the right sites are preserved,
researched and appreciated.
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Suggested Timetable

30 mins

Introduction to the Management of Underwater
Cultural Heritage
-8IBUJT6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
8IBUJT.BOBHJOH6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
8IZ.BOBHFNFOU

How do we Manage Underwater Cultural Heritage?
60 mins

4USVDUVSJOH1SPDFTTFT
$SFBUJOH0WFSWJFX
.JUJHBUJPO
.BOBHFNFOU1MBOT
%BSFUP4FMFDU
Break

90 mins

Ethics
Break

Stakeholders

90 mins

*EFOUJGZJOH4UBLFIPMEFST
*OWPMWJOH4UBLFIPMEFST
"EESFTTJOHUIF4UBLFIPMEFST
/FHPUJBUJOHXJUI4UBLFIPMEFST
$SFBUJOH"XBSFOFTT
Break
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90 mins

Role Play

30 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
UNIT

Throughout this unit students are provided with a short overview of the different elements that play
a role in the management of underwater cultural heritage. Discussions can help deepen the student’s
understanding and although it is not possible to cover all the aspects and views surrounding heritage
management, a few topics that are useful to discuss are listed below.

4.1.1 Site Level
Students should be made familiar with the Annex of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the
Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) and the ICOMOS Charter on the Protection and Management
of Underwater Cultural Heritage (Sofia 1996).
In particular it is important to explain Rule 10 and Rule 25 of the UNESCO Convention. The ICOMOS
Charter is almost identical to the Annex of the UNESCO Convention, however, it is important to highlight
Rule 2 and Rule 10 of the ICOMOC Charter.
A comparison of the management plans is covered in Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU, but it is worth
introducing students to this topic during this earlier unit.

6.1 Identifying Stakeholders
Students should be asked to name some universal stakeholders in underwater cultural heritage.
Stakeholders can be: archaeologists, policy makers, politicians, fisherman, dredgers, looters, sports
divers, tourists, environmentalists, etc.
Once the participants have completed this small exercise the trainer should introduce an example site,
such as the Bay of Chanthaburi, and ask students to identify the stakeholders that they would expect
to find there.
Students should also try to identify whether or not the mentioned stakeholders are partners in the
protection of underwater cultural heritage. Trainers should remember to emphasize to the students
that stakeholders can be a partner, but may also be against the site manager’s points of view. It is
important to mention to students that even though some stakeholders are not partners, they can be
convinced to be advocates for site protection in the future.

6.2 Involving Stakeholders
After covering this topic, it may be useful for trainers to have the students name a few stakeholders and
discuss what kind of role those stakeholders play in the management of underwater cultural heritage.
It is important for the participants to consider what they think archaeologists or policymakers would
want to gain from a relationship with these groups.

6.3 Addressing the Stakeholders
Trainers should provide students with two examples of stakeholders and discuss how these groups
should be involved and addressed during potential negotiations.

6.4 Negotiating
One of the most effective ways to facilitate an understanding of negotiation is to use a role play
exercise. A role play can be a perfect tool for students to practice identifying the needs of different
stakeholders and improve their negotiation skills. Some examples of role play exercises that have been
specially developed for this unit are described in the ‘Practical Sessions’ section below.
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Practical Sessions
A role play is the most effective way to place both the trainer and students in different situations and
in the role of different types of stakeholders. This practical training technique is also flexible both in
terms of difficulty and time. A role play can last anywhere from 10 minutes to a full day, depending on
how the exercise is facilitated.
'PSUIJTVOJUXFIBWFEFWFMPQFEBSPMFQMBZUIBUMBTUTBQQSPYJNBUFMZIBMGBEBZ

Role Play Exercise 1
Background: a small coastal town has been a traditional fishing centre for centuries. It is an
idyllic place, where fishing boats and a handful of dive operators leave from the old harbour
daily to visit spectacular dive spots where three shipwrecks are also found.
The town is a bit sleepy and to stimulate the economy the city council has decided to do a
feasibility study on a potential extension of the harbour. An extension would allow for the use
of large fishing trawlers and means that the harbour can also be used as a cargo terminal for
the cargo ships that may then supply the inner land beyond this coastal town.
The community is primarily divided into these stakeholder groups:
t5IFMPDBMTNBMMTDBMFöTIFSNFO
t5IFIBSCPVSGSPOUJOIBCJUBOUT
t5IFDJUZDPVODJM
t5IFEJWFPQFSBUPST
t5IF OBUJPOBM DVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFPóDF
t&OWJSPONFOUBMJTUT
t%FWFMPQFSTDPOTUSVDUJPODPNQBOZ
The trainer should divide the students into the stakeholder groups above and provide
each with material depicting the area. Each of the groups should be supplied with different
information, which will provide their unique tool for negotiation.
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3PMFQMBZTQSPWJEFTUVEFOUT
XJUIBOPQQPSUVOJUZUP
MPPLBUUIJOHTGSPNEJòFSFOU
QFSTQFDUJWFT6OEFSTUBOEJOH
UIFWJFXQPJOUPGTUBLF
IPMEFSTMFBETUPNPSF
FòFDUJWFNBOBHFNFOUPG
VOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF 'PVOEBUJPO$PVSTF 
$IBOUIBCVSJ5IBJMBOE 
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Role Play Exercise 2
Another role play for the management of underwater cultural heritage has been developed
by Flatman & Young (2008) and is called ‘Seascapes’. Although most of the material is based
on European experiences, the majority of them can be applied to the Asian Region as well.
There is a teacher and student handbook available to accompany the exercise that can be
easily obtained. It is recommended that students work on three of the cases, with each lasting
approximately 15 minutes, to keep the group stimulated and focused on the outcomes.
The first section of the exercises requires students to create a series of case studies, inspired
by real world examples. Each case study has to include the possible management options
for maritime archaeological sites, particularly those discovered, managed or investigated
as a result of commercial activities such as fishing, dredging, aggregates or hydrocarbon
extraction.
The students are then required to package these case studies in the form of user-friendly
‘trading cards’ (plus supporting documentation). The ‘trading cards’ describe each of the
various stakeholders involved in these archaeological sites and provide the basis for a role
play exploration of the different management strategies that exist for each.

Teacher and student handbooks
Flatman, J. 2006. 4FBTDBQFTB.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ3PMF1MBZStaff Handbook. UCL Institute
of Archaeology.
Flatman, J. 2006. 4FBTDBQFTB.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ3PMF1MBZ Student Handbook. UCL Institute
of Archaeology.
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Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces students to the concept of archaeological resources. It explains how to determine
and measure each of the main resource types and understand what uses they have when managing
underwater cultural heritage.

Upon completion of Underwater Archaeological Resources unit, students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEXIBUJTNFBOUCZUIFUFSNABSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDF
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFEJòFSFOUUZQFTPGSFTPVSDFT
t#FBCMFUPEFUFSNJOFLOPXO VOLOPXOBOEGVUVSFSFTPVSDFT
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFQSBDUJDBMVTFTPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFT

Introduction to the Unit
8IBUJTABSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDF
One definition for archaeological resource has been provided by the USA
Archaeological Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA):
"OZNBUFSJBMSFNBJOTPGQBTUIVNBOMJGFPSBDUJWJUJFTXIJDIBSFPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMJOUFSFTU 
/POGPTTJMJ[FEBOEGPTTJMJ[FEQBMFPOUPMPHJDBMTQFDJNFOT PSBOZQPSUJPOPSQJFDFUIFSFPG TIBMM
OPUCFDPOTJEFSFEBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFT   VOMFTTGPVOEJOBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMDPOUFYU/P
JUFNTIBMMCFUSFBUFEBTBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDF   VOMFTTTVDIJUFNJTBUMFBTUZFBSTPME
An alternative definition from the British Columbia Archeological Resource
Management Handbookstates:
"SDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFTDPOTJTUPGUIFQIZTJDBMSFNBJOTPGQBTUIVNBOBDUJWJUZ5IFTDJFOUJöD
TUVEZPGUIFTFSFNBJOT UISPVHIUIFNFUIPETBOEUFDIOJRVFTFNQMPZFEJOUIFEJTDJQMJOFPG
BSDIBFPMPHZ JTFTTFOUJBMUPUIFVOEFSTUBOEJOHBOEBQQSFDJBUJPOPGQSFIJTUPSJDBOEIJTUPSJD
DVMUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUJO#SJUJTI$PMVNCJB5IFTFSFTPVSDFTNBZCFPGSFHJPOBM QSPWJODJBM 
OBUJPOBMPSJOUFSOBUJPOBMTJHOJöDBODF  5IFTFSFTPVSDFTBSFPGUFOWFSZTVTDFQUJCMFUP
EJTUVSCBODFBOEBSFOPOSFOFXBCMFBOEöOJUFJOOVNCFS

2
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In general, the archaeological resource can be thought of as the sum
total of material remains left behind by humans in the past.
As illustrated by these two definitions, the detailed definition of
archaeological resource can vary from country to country and is often
influenced by science, politics and legislation. As a result it is often
important to set out the appropriate scope or the limits of a planned
activity, such as inventory and assessment, before undertaking the
activity. By doing so, it develops an understanding of where your
responsibilities lie as a country or as a cultural heritage manager.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Resource Definition 1 Source:
USA Archaeological Resources
Protection Act of 1979.
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Resource Definition 2 Source:
www.tsa.gov.bc.ca/archaeology/docs/resource_management_handbook/index.htm
(Accessed Nov 2011).

The definition and therefore also the content of the archaeological
resource is dependent on what is considered to be part of it, and what
is of value. The value or significance of archaeological resources is
discussed further in a separate unit (see Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU);
how it is defined is important to understand this unit.
The scope of archaeological resources is broad and it possible to
divide archaeological resource into many different categories. One
can, for example, talk about the resources of finds, discrete sites,
dispersed sites, war graves, landscapes, etc. or they can be clustered
in terms of different environments such as terrestrial, coastal, river,
lake and marine. All these definitions and clusters can lead to different
considerations, demands and constraints on resource management.
The archaeological resource is a product of man, created by social
processes and led by the need to create things that can be controlled
and managed. We will therefore limit the scope and focus of this unit
on archaeological resources in the context of underwater cultural
heritage management and categorize them into the known, the
unknown and the future resources.

1 Archaeological Resource: Static or Dynamic?
Is the archaeological resource something static that can be tightly
defined or is the resource a dynamic one? To what extent the
archaeological resource is dynamic depends a little on its definition
and the effort given to protect underwater cultural heritage, but
in general it is acknowledged that the quantity and quality of the
resource constantly change.
The quantity and quality are not only subject to definitions, but also to
influences on the resource over time, such as mechanical, biological,
chemical and human deterioration processes (see Unit 9: *O4JUV1SF
TFSWBUJPO). Activities that generate future archaeological resources like,
for example, building new houses or dredging new channels, can also
cause the destruction of older parts of the resource. This is a normal
phenomenon that has always existed. In these cases, the deterioration
process is occurring quickly, on a very large scale and causes the ‘old’
archaeological resource to shrink rapidly.
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2 Different Resources
To be able to create an accurate overview of this dynamic archaeological resource, it is important to
constantly update information databases and to divide the resources into specific groups that can be
managed. During this foundation course, the focus will be on three main archaeological resources: the
known archaeological resource, the unknown archaeological resource and the future archaeological
resource, which will be explained in detail later. However, one can distinguish additional categories of
resources, such as the original resource, the extant resource, the lost resource, the recovered resource
and the predicted resource.
Original resource: the cumulative total of anthropogenic remains that found their way into the soil,
including the remains of built or dug structures. The original resource provides us with the most
direct reflection of all human activity in the past. The actual size of the original resource can only be
estimated, as many archaeological remains have been lost over time. The estimate will generally be
less precise, as the age of the site becomes older.
Extant resource: consists of the known and unknown archaeological remains still present in the soil,
JOTJUV or otherwise (for example, reburied). It is in fact synonymous with buried history or subsurface
archaeology. It is particularly important because this is the part of the resource from which information
about the past can be derived. It is also the part that can be preserved and managed JOTJUV.
Lost resource: is the part of the original resource that has been destroyed as a result of various postdepositional biotic, abiotic and anthropogenic processes, either before or after it was documented.
Recovered resource: consists of that part of the resource that has been lost JOTJUV due to archaeological
research. The resource recovered during an investigation is by definition smaller than the resource
that was present at the location prior to the work. The recovered resource usually consists of reports,
photos, drawings, etc.
Predicted resource: comprises of both the unknown resource JOTJUV and the undocumented lost
resource. Predictive models can be used to gain some idea of the predicted resource. The predicted
resource is unlikely to correspond exactly with the extant resource as the models are simply too
inaccurate. We often do not know of all the variables that played a role in the choice to use a specified
area or the degradation of the sites in a certain area. The ultimate goal is to obtain a picture of the
predicted resource that approximates the unknown source as accurately as possible.

Original Resource
Extant Resource

Lost
Resource

Predicted Resource
4

Recovered
Resource

5IFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFT
FYUBOU MPTUBOESFDPWFSFE
SFTPVSDFTJODPNQBSJTPOUP
UIFPSJHJOBMSFTPVSDFT
ª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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The underwater archaeological resource can be partly seen as something particular and unique
(e.g. sunken ships) or in some cases it can be considered as part of a larger resource; a combined
underwater and terrestrial resource which would include, for example, prehistoric sites.
The maritime archaeological resource is a combination of both underwater and terrestrial sites,
consisting not only of shipwrecks, but also harbours, ship yards, quays, jetties and beacons.
Suggested Reading
Deeben, J. H. C., Groenewoudt, B. J., Hallewas, D. P., Rooijen, C. A. M. van and Zoetbrood, P. A. M. 2006. In
Search of the Archaeological Resource. Heeringen, R. M. Van and R. C. G. M. Lauwerier (eds.). 1SPDFFEJOHT
PGUIF/BUJPOBM4FSWJDFGPS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM)FSJUBHFJOUIF/FUIFSMBOET, Vol. 46, pp. 113-126.
Keith, D. H. 2006. Going, Going – Gone! #BDLHSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS
$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF Vol. 2. Prott, L. V., Edouard, P. and Rochelle R. H. (eds.). UNESCO, pp. 265-278.

3 What is not Part of the Archaeological Resource?
Once the archaeological resource is defined, some of the remains may not be part of it, which makes
these definitions very important. For example, if it has been defined that the known archaeological
resource consists of sites older than 100 years old, then everything younger than that is considered to
not to be a part of it. Since the age limit can be very strict, a 90 year old vessel cannot be considered a
part of the archaeological resource and is therefore considered of low archaeological value. In 10 years,
however, the vessel is 100 years old. Will it then suddenly become significant, because of its age? Age
limits are usually made for management reasons, but in order to not be forced to review our resources
every year, defining the future archaeological resource can be an option.

4 Why is it so Important to Determine These Resources?
Determining resources is one of the most basic management tools we have at our disposal. If countries
are dedicated to protecting and managing their underwater cultural heritage, then it is important to first
create an overview of what is most important to preserve. This essential component of planning enables
budget, human resources and time to be used more effectively in both the short and long term.
Once determined, information on the resources should be recorded in a central database that can be
accessed by all. This vast collection of data allows for the creation of a comprehensive summary that
enables setting of priorities or which resources should be protected or not. These overviews can even
be utilised as an important tool to advocate legislation among policy makers for the protection of
underwater cultural heritage.
The size and the speed, in which the soil, sea and riverbeds are being disturbed by large infrastructural
development, demand both quick overviews and accurate predictions of where archaeological sites
are to be found. Once this information has been collected, it can be used in negotiations to preserve
and protect the archaeological heritage.
The archaeological resource exists within a natural environment that is constantly in use. This also means
that there is a constant pressure on the resource (directly or indirectly) due to infrastructure projects
and climate change. As a result, in many countries archaeological research is undertaken alongside
these infrastructure projects. The European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological
Heritage(Valletta 1992) provides an example. In projects such as these, there is a delicate balance
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between different interests, such as the growth of a town or harbour versus the protection of the
archaeological heritage. All stakeholders have their own political or economic interest that have to be
carefully negotiated. It is therefore extremely important to have a good overview of what the
archaeological resource in a certain area is, so that it can be thoroughly discussed during the negotiation
process. By defining the resources, we can clearly illustrate the underwater cultural heritage, thus
making it easier for other stakeholders to understand what and why it needs to be protected.
Lastly, by knowing the archaeological resources, scientists are given an insight of those they can use
for future research.
For more information on the importance of determining resources, see Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOU PG
6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF

5 Who Determines What the Archaeological Resource is?
In many countries, it is either an accredited individual archaeologist or the competent authority
involved with the management of underwater cultural heritage, who determines what constitutes the
archaeological resource.
Until recently in the Netherlands, anything that was older than 50 years and of cultural historical
significance was protected under the Dutch Monuments law and therefore a part of the cultural
heritage resource. In 2012, this approach was altered to conform with the United Kingdom’s practice of
assessing each site for its own significance.
All resources have to be defined according to the definitions of archaeology. By using these definitions,
we can determine whether something is in fact ‘archaeological’ or if it should be defined in different
terms, such as ‘built heritage’.
The cultural and historical significance and the age of the object are usually determined by a senior
archaeologist. Significance can also be determined by other experts. If a community thinks a site is of
value because it is linked to their own local history, then its significance cannot be denied. (See Unit 6:
4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU .

6 What is the Known Archaeological Resource?
Known archaeological resource: this comprises of all the archaeological sites that are known to us.
Known archaeological resource can be a subject of debate, as what is ‘known’ about a site is not clearly
defined before it can be categorized as such. Has a site been assessed and deemed significant or is
it only necessary to know a fragment of crucial data about it such as its position? Does the existence
of a wreck constitute a known resource? Is it the material that the wreck is made of? Or is that not
even important? Some of the shipwreck databases also include shipwrecks that are known to have
been sunk in a certain area, but these exact positions are not known. Is this also a known resource? All
countries use different methods to assess the known resource, yet regardless of the criteria they use,
the most important factor is to measure the resources consistently in the same way.
In general, the known archaeological resource consists of all archaeological sites that are known,
registered and still existing in the soil.
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The known archaeological resource
consists of defined sites. Yet, is it
always possible to define where a
site starts and where it ends? Can
a ship barricade be considered
as one site? Or does it consist
of several individual shipwreck
sites? The same can be said about
prehistoric sites on the seabed. Is
the area where the stone artefacts
were found considered as the site?
Or does it spread far beyond that
limited location?
All these indicate that there is
a strong interaction between
the known and the unknown
archaeological resources. The
location of what has been found
may be known and with this
information, combined with other
data, such as that on seabed
morphology, we can gain an
understanding of what can be
expected to be found in the
vicinity.
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"#07&5IF#BOLBDIBJ**TIJQXSFDLJTB5IBJ+VOLGSPNUIFTJYUFFOUIDFOUVSZUIBU
XBTFYDBWBUFECZUIF6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ%JWJTJPO 6"% 'JOF"SUT%FQBSU
NFOUPG5IBJMBOEª6"% 5IBJMBOE
#&-085IFFBSMZUXFOUJFUIDFOUVSZTIJQXSFDLPG.BOOPL*TMBOEIBTCFFOVTFE
BTUIFEJWJOHMPDBUJPOEVSJOHGPVOEBUJPODPVSTFTBOEJTBMTPQBSUPGUIFLOPXO
SFTPVSDFª6"% 5IBJMBOE

6.1 Uses of the Known
Archaeological Resource
A database that contains the
known archaeological resource
is an orderly archive for archaeologists, which enables them to
easily locate sites that would be
useful to investigate and answer
their research questions. When
structured in a certain way, the
database can provide a wealth of information from which to create an overview.
A database that contains the known underwater archaeological resource is also highly important for
policy-makers because it reveals the richness of this heritage that cannot be observed by all, due
to its location. In combination with other information, such as spatial planning data derived from a
Geographic Information System (GIS) (see Unit 8: (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT (*4 JO6OEFSXBUFS
"SDIBFPMPHZ), we can determine possible threats and their impacts on underwater cultural heritage.
The known resource can then be protected either through planning (infrastructure projects) or by
protective legislation.
The known archaeological resource is also used to address the public and to create popular awareness.
It provides us with information for public consumption, encouraging dialogue between different
interest groups and stakeholders.
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5IFLOPXONBSJUJNFBOEVOEFSXBUFSSFTPVSDFTDBOCFFBTJMZSFHJTUFSFEJOBEBUBCBTFPSB(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO
4ZTUFN (*4 )FSF %VUDITIJQXSFDLTBSFSFHJTUFSFEJOUIF."$)6(*4ª3$&

5IFLOPXOSFTPVSDFTDBOBMTPCFFBTJMZQMPUUFEPOUPBQIZTJDBMNBQ)FSF UIFMPDBUFETJUFTJOUIF(VMGPG5IBJMBOE
BTQMPUUFECZUIF6"%ª6"% 5IBJMBOE
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6.2 Examples of Databases and GIS on the Known Archaeological Resource
t"3$)*4 "SDIBFPMPHJDBMEBUBCBTFPGUIF/FUIFSMBOET
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t."$)6 .BOBHJOH$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF6OEFSXBUFS XXXNBDIVQSPKFDUFV
t"WPDBUJPOBMEBUBCBTFT TVDIBT/"4"EPQUB8SFDL
t5IF6OJUFE,JOHEPN)ZESPHSBQIJD0óDF 6,)0 IUUQXXXVLIPHPWVL1BHFT)PNFBTQY
t/BUJPOBM.POVNFOU3FDPSE 6,
t%BUBCBTFT(*4JO"TJB

Suggested Reading
Hootsen, H. 2008. Building the GIS System. ."$)63FQPSU No. 1, Amersfoort, pp. 39-40.
Marasco, E. and Peerayot S. 2006. Geographic Information Systems and Heritage Management:
Computerized Management of Ancient Sites. "TJBO"QQSPBDIFTUP$POTFSWBUJPO Research Conference
Proceedings 3/5 October 2006, pp. 134-143.

7 What is the Unknown Archaeological Resource?
The unknown archaeological resource: the precise definition is dependent on that used for the
known resource. Everything that may be excluded in the known resource can be added to the
unknown, even if its existence has yet to be confirmed.
Usually, the unknown archaeological resource refers to archaeological remains whose location, nature,
age and quality have not yet been determined. The scale and quality of this part of the resource can
only be estimated, mainly on the basis of what is known about the known resource. The unknown
resource is a predictive and indicative one; essentially, it is an educated guess of what may be present
in a certain area.

7.1 How to Measure the Unknown Archaeological Resource
If a known site is defined as a site that has been assessed, then the first and simplest method to get an
indication of the unknown resource is to compare the amount of the known archaeological resource
with the number of positions known.
Moreover, the unknown resource is that which can be expected to be found. To estimate this it is
crucial to have an insight into what can be expected to be found in a certain area from various local
stakeholders.
Usually, fishing communities can usually provide a lot of information on where shipwrecks or other
obstacles are located. These are places where they fish or where their nets are caught. In some
instances, they may even have dragged or recovered artefacts from their nets.
Harbour authorities also hold a great deal of information about their harbour, the entrance and routes
to it. They may also be able to provide geophysical data of the seabed.
Recreational divers and dive schools would be familiar with the diving site. Shipwrecks are most
attractive to divers, who may know their locations that are not known to competent authorities.
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.PSFBEWBODFENFUIPET
GPSJOEJDBUJOHUIFVOLOPXO
SFTPVSDFJODMVEFUIFVTFPG
QSFEJDUJWFNPEFMMJOH)FSFUIF
TFEJNFOUBUJPOFSPTJPOQBUUFSOT
JOUIF4PVUIFSO/PSUI4FB#BTJO
BSFCFJOHQSFEJDUFE6TJOHIJOE
DBTUT XIBUIBTIBQQFOFE BOE
GPSFDBTUT XIBUXJMMIBQQFO DBO
HJWFVTDMVFTPOXIBUJTTUJMMMFGU
VOEFSUIFTPJMBOEXIBUXJMMCF
JOEBOHFSPGEFUFSJPSBUJPOXJUIJO
BHJWFOQFSJPEPGUJNF
ª."$)61SPKFDU
5IFVOLOPXOSFTPVSDFTDBO
CFQSFEJDUFECZDPNCJOJOHB
WBSJFUZPGJOEJSFDUFWJEFODF
GSPNBOBSFBTVDIBTIJTUPSJDBM 
HFPMPHJDBMBOEDMJNBUPMPHJDBM
JOGPSNBUJPO)FSF BO*OEJDBUJWF
.BQPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM7BMVF
*,"8 JTEFWFMPQFEBDDPSEJOH
UPUIFTBNFQSJODJQMFTJOUIF
/FUIFSMBOETª3$&

Furthermore, the unknown resource is also the prediction of the possible resource in an area. This can
be measured using a variety of measurement tools such as:
Geological data: understanding how the coastline has evolved provides information on the possibility
that ships have sunk in certain areas, as in cases where prehistoric sites are found. Geological data can
help to determine the age of certain sea, river or lakebed sediments, allowing us to predict where
possible sites can be located. It can also determine the type of sea, river or lakebed which can help us
estimate the quality of the expected sites.
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Geophysical data: can detect sites on the seabed by providing an indication that something is
lying at a specific spot, but with no clear idea of what it is. Multibeam sonar and single beam sonar
can be used to calculate the seabed change over time, by measuring the depth of the seabed. With
this data, one can determine whether a specific area has been eroded or sedimentary.
Sometimes models (see MACHU project: www.machuproject.eu) are used to calculate past and
future changes in the seabed. With this information we cannot only predict the unknown resource
that remains in the seabed, but also what the future will eventually bring for these resources.
Lastly, it can be useful to consider historical information to predict the unknown source. How did the
area develop? How was it used? Was it a busy sea route? Or has it always been a very shallow area?
Did it silt up after a period of time? By examining available information from these perspectives, it is
possible to predict the potential value of an area for underwater cultural heritage.

"#07&5IFHFPMPHZDBOCFVTFEUPQSFEJDUUIFQSFTFODF

BOEDPOEJUJPOPG6$)JOBDFSUBJOBSFB
ª(FPMPHJDBM4VSWFZPG5IBJMBOE
3*()5)JTUPSJDBMJOGPSNBUJPO TVDIBTUIJTNBQ DBOUFMMVT
XIFUIFSDFSUBJOBSFBTXIFSFQBSUPGJNQPSUBOUUSBEJOH
SPVUFTPSJGXBUFSXBZTIBWFDIBOHFEPWFSUJNF
$PVSUFTZ.BSUJKO3.BOEFSTDPMMFDUJPO
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7.2 Uses of the Unknown Archaeological Resource
It is very important to have obtained an educated idea of what can be expected from each category of
resource. The speed with which infrastructural development is intruding into our marine environment
(such as those in spatial planning) requires that an overview of the present resources be provided as
an input to development plans for appropriate management of archaeological resources within the
scope of infrastructure projects.
Having an insight into the unknown archaeological resource can provide an important tool in planning
research agendas (see Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF) and can also be used to
influence policy makers.

7.3 Examples of Databases, GIS and Research of the Unknown Resource

t5IF."$)6QSPKFDUXXXNBDIVQSPKFDUFV
t1SFIJTUPSJDTJUFTJOUIF4PVUIFSO/PSUI4FB#BTJO
t*OEJDBUJWF.BQT"SDIBFPMPHJDBM7BMVF UIF/FUIFSMBOET
t&YBNQMFTGSPN"TJBFHQSFEJDUJOHMPDBUJPOPG)PNJOJO4JUFTJO"GSJDBBOE"TJB

Suggested Reading
Collins, M. Holmes, K. and Brown, K.R. 2005. 1SFEJDUJOHUIF-PDBUJPOPG)PNJOJO4JUFTJO"GSJDBBOE"TJB
http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/specColl/hominids_ahrb_2003/index.cfm (Accessed Feb 2012).
Coroneos, C. 2006. The Four Commandments: The Response of Hong Kong SAR to the Impact of Seabed
Development on Underwater Cultural Heritage. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPO Grenier, R. Nutley, D. and
Cochran, I (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 46-49.
Dix, J. and Lambkin, D. 2008. Modelling Sediment Mobility to Support the Management of
Submerged Archaeological sites. ."$)63FQPSU No. 1, Amersfoort, pp. 40-41.

8 What is the Future Archaeological Resource?
Future archaeological resource: comprises of those sites that are not yet part of archaeological
heritage due to several reasons (such as age, political choices or lack of interest), but may be of interest
in the future.
In many countries sites have to be older than 100 years to be protected under heritage or archaeology law,
as provided in the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001).
Although future archaeological resources may not be of immediate interest, an understanding of what
constitute this category is useful, particularly when the future protection for some of these sites is
required.
The 5JUBOJDprovides an interesting example. Despite its popularity, the shipwreck reaches its 100 years
threshold only in 2012, which is the UNESCO age limit. Other examples are the First and Second World
War shipwrecks. Until 1989, the Second World War wrecks were not considered as archaeological
heritage in the Netherlands. That year, the first wrecks reached 50 years of submersion, the minimum
age set by the Netherlands for a monument. It also has to be of cultural and historical significance,
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but that cannot be denied for warships of the period. Almost nothing was known about these sites
and they were usually sidelined with little or no law enforcement done to protect them. As a result,
many of the First World War and the Second World War wrecks have suffered extensive looting for
both commercial and private gain. These days it will be hard to find a well preserved 7PSQPTUFOCPPU
(a German ship used to guard the Dutch and Belgian Coasts), whereas in the 80s and early 90s there
were plenty in existence. The Asian waters are full of sites related to the Second World War and other
conflicts from the late nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth Century. In some countries, these
sites are considered to be an important part of the country’s underwater cultural heritage, while in
others, their significance is marginal.
One argument to exclude the First and Second World War objects as part of archaeological heritage has
been the claim that much is already known about them. We know how they were built and where, what
they were doing and where they sank or crashed. This justification sounds logical in an era of extensive
media. Moreover, there are photos, films, written resources, collective memories, etc. Indeed, ships, planes
and tanks were built in series and the drawings still exist, so what can archaeology possibly add to this?
First of all, objects found tell us something not only about the objects themselves, but also about the
area where they were found. This narrative forms an integral part of the history of that place. Secondly,
although originally built in series, ships, for example, have their own individual history. Custom repairs
and changes in design were made specifically for the purposes. Often times, the archaeological resource
is the only evidence for this. Thirdly, archaeological research can tell us in much more detailed account
of how a ship sank or how a plane crashed. Fourthly, the objects consist of not only the ship, the plane or
the tank, but also of its content; the cargo, personal belongings etc. that are found on board. Extensive
archaeological research can reveal much about how a specific object has been used and by whom.

4IPVMETJUFTMFTTUIBOZFBSTPMECFDPOTJEFSFEBTVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFSFTPVSDFT (FSNBOXBSTIJQHipper
TJOLJOHUIF#SJUJTIEFTUSPZFS).4GlowwormEVSJOHUIFCBUUMFPG/PSXBZJOUIF4FDPOE8PSME8BS1JDUVSFUBLFOGSPN
)FJO[#POHBSU[4FFNBDIU%FVUTDIMBOE ;XFJUFS#BOE$PVSUFTZ.BSUJKO3.BOEFSTDPMMFDUJPO
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Suggested Reading
Gribble, J. 2006. The Sad Case of the SS .BPSJ. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPO Grenier, R. Nutley, D. and
Cochran, I. (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 41-44.
Jeffery, B. 2004. World War II Underwater Cultural Heritage Sites in Truk Lagoon: Considering a Case for
World Heritage Listing. 5IF*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ, Vol. 33.1, pp. 106-121.
Muthucumarana, R. 2010. SS $PODI: A Wreck with a Reputation. .BSJUJNF-BOLB2, pp. 35-40.
Wessex Archaeology. 2008. Aircraft Crash Sites at Sea. "4DPQJOH4UVEZ. Archaeological Desk-based Assessment.

8.1 Uses of the Future Archaeological Resource
As its name suggests, the future archaeological resource can help us to prepare for the near future. It
is mainly a management tool that can help create awareness not only among archaeologists, but also
policy makers and general public. Since age restricts the definition of archaeological resources, sites
of less than 100 years are not well managed. By building our knowledge of this resource, we are better
equipped to safeguard underwater cultural heritage and minimise its damage or total loss.

Future Resources

Unknown
Archaeological
Resources
Known Archaeological
Resources

High archaeological
value
5IFLOPXOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFTDPNQSJTFPGPOMZBGSBDUJPOPGXIBU
TUJMMSFNBJOTJOUIFTFBCFE0GUIJTLOPXOSFTPVSDF POMZTPNFTJUFTBSFPG
IJHIBSDIBFPMPHJDBMWBMVFBOEJUJTJNQPSUBOUUPJEFOUJGZUIFN0MEFSTJUFT
BSFVTVBMMZNPSFEFUFSJPSBUFE MJFEFFQFSVOEFSUIFTFEJNFOUBOEBSFMFTT
WJTJCMFUIBOZPVOHFSTJUFT5IFSFGPSF XFNVTUBMTPEFUFSNJOFUIFWBMVF
BOEVTFPGOFXBOEGVUVSFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFT5IFTFSFTPVSDFTBSF
IJHIMZWJTJCMF PGUFOVOEFSUISFBUBOEUIFGPDVTPGNVDIEFCBUF
ª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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Unit Summary
In general, the archaeological resource can be described as the sum total of material remains left behind
by humans in the past. It is possible to divide this broad resource into many categories, however, the
most important are the known, unknown and future resources. These three categories of archaeological
resources must be well understood to enable underwater cultural heritage to be well managed.
The definition of each category depends to some extent on what is agreed among concerned
stakeholders. How do we define, for example, what a known resource is? Is it defined only after a site
has been assessed or is it only necessary to have a fragment of information such as the exact location
of a wreck? In contrast, the unknown archaeological resource is something which is there, but we have
no information about its position or its quality. In this case, we have to identify the resource by taking
an educated guess. Having knowledge about it is crucial for long term management strategies.
Heritage is defined by the legal frameworks of each country. Often times, the age of a site determines
whether a site can be considered a heritage resource or not. Some time in the future, a site will be
acceptable as part of the heritage. This requires that these ‘new’ sites also deserve protection and
appropriate management to prevent their irrepairable damage once they are classified by law as
protected cultural heritage sites in the future.
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Suggested Timetable

15 mins

Introduction
Dividing Archaeological Resource into Sub-groups

75 mins

What is the Known Archaeological Resource?
%FöOJUJPO
6TFT
%JTDVTTJPOT
Break

90 mins

What is the Unknown Archaeological Resource?
%FöOJUJPO
)PXUPNFBTVSF
6TFT
%JTDVTTJPOT
Break

90 mins

What is the Future Archaeological Resource?
%FöOJUJPO
6TFT
%JTDVTTJPOT

Break
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75 mins

Practical Session: Defining Different Archaeological Resources of a Chosen Area

15 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
This unit introduces students to the concept of archaeological resources, how each major type of
resource can be determined and measured, and how they are used in the management of underwater
cultural heritage. Teaching suggestions designed to enhance the student’s knowledge of some of the
topics in the unit are listed below.

6 What is the Known Archaeological Resource?
Recommended questions for discussion are:
t*TUIFUFSNALOPXOSFTPVSDFVTFEJO"TJBODPVOUSJFT 
t*GJUJTVTFEJO"TJBODPVOUSJFT XIBUEPFTJUNFBO 
t*TBOFYDBWBUFETJUFBMTPQBSUPGUIFLOPXOSFTPVSDF 0SBSFUIFTFPOMZUIFJOTJUVTJUFT
t%PFTUIFLOPXOSFTPVSDFDPOTJTUPOMZPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMMZBTTFTTFETJUFT
t%PFTUIFLOPXOSFTPVSDFDPNQSJTFPGTJUFTXIPTFUIFFYBDUQPTJUJPOTBSFLOPXO
t8IBUJGXFDBOOPUEFUFSNJOFUIFFYUFOUPGUIFTJUF $BOXFUIFODPOTJEFSJUUPCFLOPXOPS
VOLOPXOSFTPVSDF
t*TUIFLOPXOSFTPVSDFSFHJTUFSFEJOBEBUBCBTF 
t*TUIFEBUBCBTFBWBJMBCMFGPSFWFSZPOFUPVTF
t8IPJTSFTQPOTJCMFGPSJU
t8IPDPOUSJCVUFTUPJU

7.1 How to Measure the Unknown Archaeological Resource
When covering this topic, it may be useful for trainers to illustrate the teaching material with examples
of underwater prehistoric sites such as those found in the Palk Strait/Gulf of Mannar (Sri Lanka), Torres
Strait (Australia), Dwarka (India), Denmark and the North Sea Basin.

7.2 Uses of the Unknown Archaeological Resource

Recommended questions for discussion are:
t*TUIFUFSNAVOLOPXOSFTPVSDFVTFEJOUIF"TJBODPVOUSJFT
t*GZFT XIBUEPFTJUNFBO 
t*TUIFVOLOPXOSFTPVSDFSFHJTUFSFEJOBEBUBCBTF 
t*TUIFEBUBCBTFBWBJMBCMFGPSFWFSZPOFUPVTF
t8IPJTSFTQPOTJCMFGPSJU
t8IPDPOUSJCVUFTUPJU
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8.1 Uses of the Future Archaeological Resource

Recommended questions for discussion are:
t%PFTUIFTUVEFOUTDPVOUSZPGPSJHJOEFBMXJUIUIFGVUVSFSFTPVSDF
t*GZFT UIFOIPXEPUIFZEFBMXJUIJU
t*GOP UIFOXIZOPUBOEXIBUJTUIFOPSNBMQSPDFEVSFXIFOTJUFTTVDIBTUIF4FDPOE8PSME
8BSTIJQXSFDLTBSFGPVOE
t$BOUIFTUVEFOUTDPNFVQXJUIFYBNQMFTPGGVUVSFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFT
t%PUIFTUVEFOUTUIJOLJUJTXPSUIQVUUJOHUJNF NPOFZ QFPQMFBOEFòPSUJOUPUIJT
BSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDF 

Practical Session
It is important that the students are provided with the practical task of defining
different archaeological resources in a chosen area. Trainers should provide students
with a range of information including:
t"TFMFDUFEBSFB
t#BTJDJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIFTJUFTUIBUBSFLOPXOJOUIBUBSFB PSUIFQPTTJCJMJUZUPBDDFTTUIF
EBUBRVJDLMZ
t)JTUPSZPGUIFBSFBBOEJUTTVSSPVOEJOHT
t*GQPTTJCMFJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFTFBCFE TJEFTDBOTPOBS NVMUJCFBN BFSJBMQIPUPHSBQIZ TBUFM
MJUFJNBHFT (PPHMF&BSUI TFEJNFOUUZQF FUD 

It is recommended that students have two hours to interpret the information provided and using the
knowledge they gained during the training, define the known, unknown and future underwater cultural
heritage resources. The conclusions of the practical sessions can be discussed in a plenary session.
In early foundation courses, the central area of Chanthaburi was chosen for analysis. Students were
given 1 to 2 hours to explore the centre, the harbour and the fishing village.

5IFSFHJPOBMöFMEUSBJOJOHDFOUSFJO$IBOUIBCVSJJTTJUVBUFEJOBNBSJUJNFFOWJSPONFOU"TBQSBDUJDBMUFTU TUVEFOUTBSFBTLFEUPTVSWFZ
UIFBSFBBOEEFUFSNJOFUIFLOPXO VOLOPXOBOEGVUVSFNBSJUJNFSFTPVSDFTª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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Core Knowledge of the Unit
The Desk-based Assessment unit clarifies the role that document or archival based surveys play in
the management of underwater cultural heritage resources, and provides students with guidance on
completing and presenting these critical assessments. As a management tool, desk-based assessments
are particularly focused on mitigating human impacts to heritage resources.
Familiarity with desk-based assessments is vital to the preservation of the underwater cultural heritage,
as these types of reports are an essential tool in the resource management kit.

Upon completion of the Desk-based Assessment unit, students will:
t%FTDSJCFUIFNBJODPNQPOFOUTPGBEFTLCBTFEBTTFTTNFOUSFQPSU
t%JTDVTTWBSJPVTJNQBDUUZQFTBOEUIFOFFEGPSBOBTTFTTNFOUSFQPSU
t#FGBNJMJBSXJUIBCSPBESBOHFPGQPUFOUJBMVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFSFTPVSDFT
t#FGBNJMJBSXJUIBCSPBESBOHFPGTPVSDFNBUFSJBMSFMBUFEUPVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
t#FBCMFUPQSJPSJUJ[FQSJNBSZBOETFDPOEBSZJOGPSNBUJPO
t#FBCMFUPQSPWJEFBTVNNBSZPGSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTOFDFTTBSZGPSUIFQSFTFSWBUJPONBOBHF
NFOUPGUIFVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFSFTPVSDF

Introduction to the Unit
Desk-based assessment reports are aimed at a comprehensive understanding of underwater cultural
heritage resources within a specific survey area, in order to mitigate or avoid impacts from ocean
development projects of various kinds. These assessments may include information from field surveys
and may also recommend (but do not necessarily require) that further field surveys be undertaken.
Essentially, desk-based assessments provide the most comprehensive overview of underwater cultural
heritage resources drawn from existing information sources for management purposes.
The process of creating a desk-based assessment report is in some ways similar to the background
historical and archival research accomplished in support of a wide range of underwater cultural
heritage projects. The assessment, however, focuses on the broad potential of underwater cultural
heritage resources within a potential impact area, rather than any single resource or resource type, and
directly addresses management issues related to resource preservation and human impacts.
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Desk-based assessments are important tools in
understanding and protecting underwater cultural
heritage and managing change. Although reports
based on desk-based assessments increasingly form
part of the planning process and are often included in
conservation management plans and environmental
assessments, many maritime archaeologists have
little or no training in researching, compiling and presenting them.
Desk-based assessment reports are comprised of
specific elements which lead to and support a set of
recommendations for the preservation of underwater
cultural heritage resources.

These elements are:
t3FQPSUJOUSPEVDUJPO
t*EFOUJöDBUJPOPGUIFTVSWFZBSFB
t&YJTUJOHQSFTFSWBUJPOMFHJTMBUJPO
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t.FUIPETBOETPVSDFT
t#BTFMJOFDPOEJUJPOT
t4JHOJöDBODFFWBMVBUJPO
t1PUFOUJBMJNQBDUT
t3FDPNNFOEFENJUJHBUJPOBDUJPOT

1 Report Introduction
At a minimum, the introduction of the desk-based assessment report needs to communicate to the
reader the time frame of the report’s production, the agencies or programs involved, the general area
surveyed and (perhaps most importantly) the reason the assessment is being produced. What agency
or action promoted the need for the assessment? The introduction needs to do all this in a clear and
succinct manner.

2 Identification of the Survey Area
A general description of the survey area must be included as part of the assessment report. The
general description features a number of parametres, including water depth (range), bottom type,
water temperature, winds, even storm patterns and frequency. These are all factors which affect the
status of underwater cultural heritage resource and site formation processes. Past and present human
uses of the marine environment within the survey area must also be considered (e.g. fishing, diving
and salvage), as changes in them may have consequences for underwater cultural heritage.
In addition to a general description, the exact boundaries of the area being considered for the
assessment need to be clearly represented in both written (text) and graphic (map or chart) formats.
Remember, these boundaries will often represent broad areas of potential project impacts, rather than
boundaries defining the spatial limits of any single archaeological site. Written descriptions generally
include a table featuring specific latitude and longitude waypoints, defining the exact boundaries of
the project area. Maps should be the most current editions available. Geographic Information Systems
(see Unit 8: (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT (*4 JO6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ) provide a powerful tool
with which to portray bounded marine areas, subsequently overlain with underwater cultural heritage
resource sites, potential impact sites and zones of protective legislation.

3 Existing Preservation Legislation
Underwater cultural heritage legislation is comprised of any legal preservation mandates and
guidelines that are aimed specifically at underwater cultural heritage resource within the survey
area. Compared with existing mandates for the protection of natural resources, cultural resource
preservation measures may be relatively unknown, even to programmes and agencies responsible for
the protection of cultural resources.
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Nations which have adopted and ratified the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) have, within its Annex, appropriate guidelines for documenting and
protecting underwater cultural heritage resource. In addition, nations may have defined laws protecting
historic properties and/or archaeological sites within their territorial waters. It is often the case that
laws which protect historic properties on land are, in fact, applicable to submerged bottomlands (and
underwater cultural heritage), though marine areas may not be specifically mentioned.
Shipwreck sites, particularly more modern resources such as those associated with the First World
War, may include materials like ordnance or fuel oil which represent potential threats to the marine
environment. Therefore, environmental protection laws which may not at first seem applicable to
the underwater cultural heritage may also need to be considered. For instance, laws requiring the
protection of marine mammal habitat can have ramifications for any activity which might damage
Second World War era shipwrecks (potentially releasing trapped fuel oil). Resource managers need to
think broadly when considering the various mandates which influence the protection of underwater
cultural heritage.
Preservation mandates are often limited in terms of geographical scope. In other words, legal
protections for the underwater cultural heritage often depend on how far the site may be from the
shoreline. Coastal zones established by the
United Nations Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 1987)
reflect changing levels of ownership and
Resource managers need to consider:
changing levels of protective management.
The location of the survey area in relation
t6OEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFMFHJTMBUJPO
to these internationally recognized marine
t"OZPUIFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFMFHJTMBUJPO
zones (e.g. internal, territorial, contiguous,
t"OZFOWJSPONFOUBMMFHJTMBUJPO
exclusive economic, continental shelf and
t0UIFSBENJOJTUSBUJWFSVMFTBOESFHVMBUJPOT
area zones) is probably the single most
important criterion for the consideration of
resource preservation.

Coastal zones as defined by UNCLOS

ª6/&4$0$-VOE
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The application of cultural heritage preservation laws is complex. Examples of
specific underwater cultural heritage protective legislation include:
t$POWFOUJPOPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM
)FSJUBHF 6/&4$0
t"OUJRVJUJFT"DU .BMBZTJB
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t)JTUPSJD4IJQXSFDLT"DU "VTUSBMJB
t.PWBCMF$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZ"DU "VTUSBMJB
t"OUJRVJUJFT0SEOBODF 4SJ-BOLB
t$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZ"DU 4SJ-BOLB
t"CBOEPOFE4IJQXSFDL"DU 6OJUFE4UBUFT
t4VOLFO.JMJUBSZ$SBGU"DU 6OJUFE4UBUFT
t"ODJFOU.POVNFOUTBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4JUFTBOE3FNBJOT"DU *OEJB
t6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM3FMJDT1SFTFSWBUJPO4UBUVUFPGUIF13$ $IJOB

It is up to the cultural resource manager to understand the various underwater cultural heritage
legal protections applicable to the identified survey area, as well as the agencies responsible for
implementing those protections. A clear summary of these mandates needs to be included in the
desk-based assessment in order to build a solid foundation of support for the pending protective
recommendations.
Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. International and National Laws Relating to Archaeology Under Water.6OEFS
XBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 45-52.
Maarleveld, T. J. 2000. Archaeological Heritage Management: Cultural and Legislative Perspective.
#BDLHSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF Paris, UNESCO, pp. 204-217.

4 Methods and Sources
The desk-based assessment creates a snapshot of underwater cultural heritage resources within a
defined area, allowing for the evaluation of potential impacts from proposed human activities and
the discussion of possible mitigation efforts. It is not, therefore, initially focused on a single site or
single type of heritage resource. The effort to gather all data pertinent to the baseline status of the
underwater cultural heritage must initially cast a broad net and consider a number of potential types
of submerged resources.
Shipwrecks are only one type of resource. The UNESCO 2001 Convention defines underwater
cultural heritage resource as including: ‘all traces of human existence having a cultural, historical or
archaeological character which have been partially or totally under water, periodically or continuously,
for at least 100 years’. Local mandates may recognize 50 years as potentially historic. This means that a
wide range of historic and prehistoric submerged sites, structures, buildings, human remains, vessels
and aircraft, along with their cargo or other contents, can be considered as underwater cultural
heritage. Methods for finding information on such a wide range of resources must, therefore, consider
a wide range of sources (see Unit 4: 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTPVSDFT).
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"#07&"4FDPOE8PSME8BSFSB
OBWBMBJSDSBGUJEFOUJöFEBTBO
"NFSJDBO4#$)FMMEJWFS
ª/0""4BODUVBSJFT
'"33*()54DPUDICPJMFSPGUIF
SS Maui;TIJQXSFDLTBSFQSPCBCMZ
UIFNPTUGBNJMJBSUZQFPGVOEFSXBUFS
DVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFª6OJWFSTJUZPG
)BXBJJ.BSJOF0QUJPO1SPHSBN
3*()54UFBNQPXFSFEXJODI

WFTTFMMBOEJOHTJUFTBOEUIF
SFNBJOTPGIJTUPSJDQJFSTGFBUVSF
DBSHPIBOEMJOHFRVJQNFOUBOEUIF
BDDVNVMBUFEBSUFGBDUTUIBUSFTVMU
GSPNEFDBEFTPGIVNBOVTF
ª6OJWFSTJUZPG)BXBJJ.BSJOF
0QUJPO1SPHSBN+$POFZ
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Types of sources that provide information on underwater cultural heritage include:
t.BQTIJTUPSJDBM TVSWFZBOEHFPMPHJDBMNBQT

t3FMBUFENBSJOFTDJFODFT
PQQPSUVOJTUJDEJTDPWFSJFT

t$IBSUTIJTUPSJDBMBOEDVSSFOUDIBSUT

t/FXTQBQFST

t"FSJBMQIPUPHSBQIT

t4BUFMMJUFJNBHFSZ

t4JUFTBOENPOVNFOUTEBUB

t/BWBMXBSUJNFSFDPSET

t8SFDLTEBUB QVCMJDBOEQSJWBUFXSFDLTJUFEBUBCBTFT

t)ZESPHSBQIJDTVSWFZ

t(FPQIZTJDBMBOEHFPUFDIOJDBMEBUB

t7JTVBMJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNUIFMPDBMQFPQMF

t-JUFSBUVSFMPDBMKPVSOBMT HB[FUUFFST CPPLT

"#07&)JTUPSJDDIBSUPG4BGBUB
)BSCPS 4BNPB TIPXJOHMBOEJOH
MPDBUJPOT BODIPSBHFTBOEQBT
TBHFTUISPVHIUIFSFFG
ª#SJUJTI"ENJSBMUZ
-&'5)JHISFTPMVUJPONVMUJCFBN

JNBHFPGUIFUSS Chehalis,TVOL
JO1BHP1BHPIBSCPS
ª/0""$3&*
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It is important to note that during this initial data collection, the assessment of significance (see Unit 6:
4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU) is not a top priority, for the resource manager must seek to first understand the
range of potential resources within the survey area in a comprehensive fashion, without bias.
Sometimes information comes from seemingly unlikely sources. For instance, fishermen often know
locations of wrecks, which some refer to as ‘hang sites’ where nets become entangled or where fish
are known to gather. Clearly, maritime archaeologists are not the only ones who find wrecks. Often
when marine biologists or geologists conduct surveys, they come across cultural heritage resources,
but (unfortunately) fail to record them as it’s not the focus of their studies. Cultural resource managers
should strive to create good working relationships with other marine scientists working in the area so
that this information is captured and shared.
The consideration of multiple information sources brings with it the challenge of dealing with both
‘good’ and ‘bad’ data. Simply put, some sources are more trustworthy than others. One way to sort the
reliable information from the questionable information is to focus on primacy. What is primary data?
What is secondary data?
Primary sources, such as ship logbooks, crew rosters, historic charts and first hand eye witness testimony
(oral or written history) are generally created at or very close to the time and place of the particular incident,
such as a shipwreck or plane crash. Secondary sources, such as books or articles based on other books,
articles or popular diving guides, are generally created long after and are distant from the time and place
of the event. Primary sources are considered more original and less subject to error and exaggeration.
Definition of primary sources: an
artefact, a document, a recording
or other source of information that
was created at the time; a source of
direct personal knowledge; often
useful in determining location of
underwater cultural heritage.
Definition of secondary sources:
a document or recording based on
original information created elsewhere or later time; often involves
analysis or evaluation; often useful
in the interpretation of underwater
cultural heritage resources.

1SJNBSZTPVSDFTTVDIBTTIJQTMPHCPPLTDBOBTTJTUJOUIFJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGUIF
VOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFª/0""4BODUVBSJFT

Judging data, however, is not an exact science. The distinction between primary and secondary sources
can be somewhat subjective and contextual. In other words, ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ are relative terms
and sources are usually judged primary or secondary in relation to specific historical contexts and time
frames. There can be poor primary sources, such as information which reflects historic cultural bias and
there can be excellent secondary sources, more objective treatments written later, but based on strong
primary data.
Resources managers should use this ‘time and place’ rule carefully, remaining aware of the many social
and cultural changes that have occurred over time, including changes in how we record and evaluate
information and how we perceive one another. Professionalism and experience must come into play
when weighting the value of a wide variety of sources. As difficult as it may be, it will be important to
note within the desk-based assessment report whether your information is based predominantly on
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primary or secondary data. Primary source material should be emphasized in the assessment report,
whereas secondary material may or may not be critical enough to be specifically noted as such in the
text. In any case, all references should be listed in the report bibliography.

The following questions may help in the determination of primary or secondary
information:
t8IFOXBTUIFEPDVNFOUXSJUUFO 8IFSFXBTJUXSJUUFO 
t)PXDMPTFJTUIJTUPUIFQBSUJDVMBSFWFOUJORVFTUJPO 
t8IBULJOEPGEPDVNFOUJTJUBOEXIPXBTUIFJOUFOEFEBVEJFODF 0óDJBM 1SJWBUF 
t*TUIFSFQPUFOUJBMGPSDSPTTDVMUVSBMCJBTJOUIFEPDVNFOU 
t)PXBVUIPSJUBUJWFXBTUIFDSFBUPSPGUIFEPDVNFOU
t8PVMEUIFZSFBMMZIBWFLOPXOBCPVUUIFTVCKFDU
t8IZXBTUIJTEPDVNFOUDSFBUFEJOUIFöSTUQMBDF 8BTUIFSFBOZVMUFSJPSNPUJWF

In order to use information most effectively in the desk-based assessment, sources must be carefully
identified. This is done by systematically citing each source, in other words, providing clear information
on each important source, so that the reader could (if so desired) locate that source on their own initiative.
Researchers should be in the habit of recording provenance information not just for artefacts, but for
documentary material as well. This includes proper bibliographic citations for books and articles, legal
citations for preservation mandates, archive location information, photographs, etc. Often specific
archives have a preferred format for citations from their collections. All references should be listed in
the desk-based assessment report bibliography.
There are different citation styles appropriate to the nature of the specific publication and audience.
For instance, UNESCO related documents produced in the Asia-Pacific region may rely on the 6/&4$0
#BOHLPL 4UZMF (VJEF GPS &OHMJTI -BOHVBHF (February 2007). See http://www.unescobkk.org/index.
php?id=publication_procedures (Accessed November 2011).
5IFJNQPSUBOUUIJOHJTUPCFDPOTJTUFOUBOEUIPSPVHIXIFOJUDPNFTUPDJUJOHZPVSDSJUJDBMSFGFSFODFT
Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Historical Research. Underwater Archaeology: 5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFT
BOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 65-70.
Manders, M. 2004. Safeguarding a Site: The Master Management Plan. .044/FXTMFUUFS. March
2004, pp. 16-19.
Viduka, A. 2006. Managing Threats to Underwater Cultural Heritage Sites: the :POHBMB as a Case
Study. 6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFBU3JTL.BOBHJOH/BUVSBMBOE)VNBO*NQBDUT pp. 61-63.
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5 Baseline Conditions
One important objective of the desk-based assessment is to provide a description of underwater
cultural heritage resources. These can be as they are known to exist (confirmed on the bottom or
known archaeological resources), or as they are suspected to exist (reported lost on the bottom or
unknown archaeological resources), within the survey area, prior to the commencement of projects
which may have an impact on them. Shipwrecks usually gain the most public attention, but are only
one category of underwater cultural heritage.

"#07&"TIBMMPXXSFDLTJUFJOBIJHIFOFSHZFOWJSPONFOUUIFCSPLFOIBSEXBSFBOEFRVJQNFOUPGUIFNFUSF
MPOHXPPEFOTBJMJOHTDIPPOFS Churchill,MPTUBUBOBUPMMJOª/0""4BODUVBSJFT
#&-08"NPSFJOUBDUXPPEFOTIJQXSFDLJOEFFQXBUFS  NFUSFT MJLFMZUIF+BQBOFTFCVJMUöTIJOHTBNQBO

Daikoko Maru,MPTUJO)BXBJJJOª6OJWFSTJUZPG)BXBJJ )BXBJJ6OEFSTFB3FTFBSDI-BC )63-
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Sections related to baseline conditions typically include a description of the underlying geology and
environment and landscape history, and a brief historical background to the study area. This material
leads directly into a discussion of the nature of underwater cultural heritage resources. Information
on various underwater cultural resources must be compiled from a wide range of sources and reflect
an attempt to be objective, rather than favour one single type of heritage resource over another. In
addition, the baseline condition section should assess the state of preservation of heritage resources
within the survey area (see Unit 4: 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTPVSDFT . This can include a description
of site formation processes.
Information from the sources will vary widely in terms of accuracy and reliability. Dealing with
everything from geo referenced side scan and magnetometer data to unconfirmed rumours will be
challenging. Furthermore, resources managers should remain aware that the standard survey tools
of underwater archaeology, particularly the magnetometer, may be biased towards representing a
greater proportion of historic shipwreck remains relative to pre-iron age sites. Detecting lithic artefacts
like stone structures, tools or such things as pre-iron age wooden fishing weirs, is much more difficult.
Remote sensing tools like side scan sonar and magnetometer have proven to be much more useful in
some environments, such as broad flat sediment bottoms of river deltas, than others, such as the spur
and groove coralline topography of oceanic atolls. Existing survey data is not always representative of
the actual resource base.
There may be a patterned distribution of underwater cultural heritage resources within the survey
area, reflecting past human seafaring behaviour, such as fishing activities or regular trade and
communication routes.
In the case of submerged palaeo-shorelines, potential archaeological remains may be clustered in
areas where ecosystem resources converge, such as estuaries where rivers and open shorelines meet.
Understanding submerged palaeo-landscapes and palaeo-shorelines (and hence possible prehistoric

,BMPLP)POPLPIBV/BUJPOBM)JTUPSJD1BSL )BXBJJTJUFTMJLFTUPOFöTIQPOETBOEöTIUSBQTQSPWJEFFWJEFODF
PGBODJFOUBRVBDVMUVSFTZTUFNTª)BOT,7BO5JMCVSH
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habitation sites) benefits from collaboration with geographers and oceanographers. The retreat of
the glaciers during the last ice age (approximately 10,000 BP) raised the ocean levels, in some places
by as much as 100 metres. The potential now exists for submerged habitation sites in many places of
the world.
Just as prehistoric habitation sites may reflect a pattern in the use of the environment, historic activities
on the coasts and seas may be patterned as well. For example, in Hawaii during the Second World War,
many naval aircraft were lost in the sea immediately upon takeoff (when the aircraft failed to maintain
sufficient power). As a result, submerged aircraft can often be found in a line extending directly from
the runway of the naval air station to the ocean. In the days of sail, harbours and coastal anchorages,
particularly those with narrow passages through the barrier reef, claimed many wooden vessels, simply
because this was where the ships had to come closest to shoreline hazards. Steam propulsion opened
parts of the coast which were previously unavailable to sail and early steam landings saw the same kind
of cumulative grouping over time. Finally, so called ‘ship traps’ can occur where maritime trade routes
converge with prevailing winds and currents upon a lee shore (or some other land obstruction).
Simply put, the distribution of many types of underwater cultural heritage is neither random nor
uniform, but patterned. Areas that have a high probability of underwater cultural heritage due to
prehistoric or historic uses should be called out in the desk-based assessment report.
In order to present a clear picture of underwater cultural heritage resources within the survey area, the
cultural resource manager must grapple with a wide variety of known and potential properties which
range from fixed (precise) or general (vague) locations. A graphic summary of submerged resources often
involves the production of some form of map. This raises two immediate issues which must be considered
when mapping known and reported losses. How can unconfirmed but reported losses be represented
graphically for an audience? And how can the position of confirmed (located) resources which may be
sensitive to potential threats be protected? Fixed points on a chart easily pinpoint the location of known

4UFBNTIJQSPVUFTBSPVOEUIF*TMBOEPG.BVJ )BXBJJEFUBJMGSPNB1PTU3PVUF.BQGPSUIF5FSSJUPSZPG)BXBJJ 4BNPBO
*TMBOET BOEUIF*TMBOEPG(VBN ª641PTU0óDF%FQBSUNFOU
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sites, but there is no single or best depiction for reported but unconfirmed losses. Various sizes of shaded
circles, diametres representative of inaccuracy in location, provide one method to accomplish this. Lists
of vessel losses within delineated zones on the map are another (see Unit 4:6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
3FTPVSDFTand Unit 8: (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT (*4 JO6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ).
When reports include sensitive information like the specific locations of shipwrecks or the nature of the
cargo, consideration must be given to the potential for negative impacts if the information is publically
distributed. Sometimes there are specific preservation mandates which allow for this protection. For
instance, in the United States agencies are allowed by the National Historic Preservation Act to protect
sensitive information like the location or character of the property or ownership when it is clearly
determined that public disclosure may:

1$BVTFBTJHOJöDBOUJOWBTJPOPGQSJWBDZ
23JTLIBSNUPUIFIJTUPSJDSFTPVSDFPS
3*NQFEFUIFVTFPGBUSBEJUJPOBMSFMJHJPVTTJUFCZQSBDUJUJPOFST

Suggested Reading
Muche, F. J. 1998. Site Location Factors. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZB3FBEFSPG4VCTUBOUJWFBOE
5IFPSFUJDBM$POUSJCVUJPOTNew York, Plenum Press, pp. 253-255.
Ruppe, R J. 1998. Sea Level Change as a Variable in Colonial American Archaeology. .BSJUJNF"SDIBF
PMPHZB3FBEFSPG4VCTUBOUJWFBOE5IFPSFUJDBM$POUSJCVUJPOTNew York, Plenum Press, pp. 247-252.

6 Significance Evaluation
From contemporary debris to prehistoric artefacts and from single anchors to complete shipwrecks,
there are many traces of past human behaviour in the sea. The question of assigning relevance or
significance to artefacts and sites, of deciding what is worthy of consideration and preservation and
what is not, is so central to the management and protection of the underwater cultural heritage that it
is taken up in its own chapter (see Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU .

7 Potential Impacts
Many places of the shallow ocean shelf are dynamic in nature and snapshot images of the seafloor do
not always capture the changing currents, scouring effects and sedimentation rates due to natural
ocean processes. But beyond these background changes, human activities usually present much
more immediate impacts to heritage resources. The Potential Impacts component lists the agencies
or programs involved in the proposed actions and agencies or programs responsible for addressing
underwater cultural heritage mitigation efforts.
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Types of ocean development which have the potential to greatly affect
the underwater cultural heritage include:
t#PUUPNESFEHJOH

t0JMBOEHBTEFWFMPQNFOU

t5SBXMJOH

t4VCTFBDBCMFTBOEQJQFMJOFT

t8IBSGQPSUNBSJOBEFWFMPQNFOU

t8BWFQPXFS JOFBSMZTUBHFTPGEFWFMPQNFOU

t0òTIPSFXJOEGBSNT

t0VUGBMMT TFXFSBHF
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t4QPJMT ESFEHFNBUFSJBMT EVNQJOH

These types of projects can have direct and immediate impacts to the heritage resource. Furthermore,
when projects introduce changes to the pre-existing ocean environment (changing current pattern
sediment transport or water quality criteria), they may also have indirect consequences for heritage
resources. Simply releasing the position of a previously unknown wreck site to the public may have
both direct and indirect impacts. Recreational diving activity may have numerous impacts such as
intentional site disturbance, excavation, looting, inadvertent anchor damage, etc. Direct and indirect
effects from human activities on the ocean must be recognized in relation to the identified known and
potential underwater cultural heritage resources. The potential impacts component provides a risk
assessment, for the identified underwater cultural heritage resources from these potential threats (see
Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF and Unit 9:*O4JUV1SFTFSWBUJPO).
Suggested Reading
Negueruela, I. 2000. Managing Our Maritime Heritage: The Case of the National Maritime
Archaeological Museum and National Centre for Underwater Research, Cartegena, Spain. #BDL
HSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFParis, UNESCO, pp. 280-297.
Sundaresh, A.S. Guar. and Nair, R.R. 1997. Our Threatened Archaeological Heritage: A Case Study
from the Tamil Nadu Coast. $VSSFOU4DJFODF Vol. 73. No. 7, pp. 593-598.

0òTIPSFPJMQMBUGPSNSJTFST QMBUGPSNKBDLFUT TVCTFBQJQFMJOFTBOEXFMMIFBETBMMQPUFOUJBMMZJNQBDUVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBM
IFSJUBHFSFTPVSDFTª/0""4BODUVBSJFT
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8 Recommended Mitigation Actions
The desk-based assessment is designed to characterize baseline archaeological information, in order
that negative impacts to the resource can be avoided or mitigated to the greatest extent possible.
Impacts to the resource provide the motivation for conducting specific investigation and/or excavation
of confirmed cultural heritage sites, or the implementation of remote sensing or diver surveys of areas
of potentially significant cultural heritage resources.
Avoidance zones can include designated areas where project impacts are prohibited, limiting all types
of ocean bottom disturbances (dredging, dumping, anchoring, etc.) for the protection of underwater
cultural heritage resources. Avoidance may be the cheapest option for the heritage resource agency
(as it does not require further
investigation, excavation, etc.) and
in many cases consists of excluRecommendations can include:
sionary zones around identified
t"WPJEBODF
wreck sites. Project planners
¡4JUFTQMBDFEXJUIJO$POTUSVDUJPO&YDMVTJPO;POFT
may then simply shift the impact
area to avoid impacts. Avoidance
zones must be large enough to
cover the main wreck site and
associated debris. Multiple zones
may be delineated when there is
no clear debris trail between sites.
Avoidance zones may be based on
side scan, magnetometer, or field
diving data, and/or on desk-based
inventory data. For larger areas
or more numerous resources,
shifting the project area may
be prohibitively costly from the
project planner’s perspective.

¡$IFBQFTUPQUJPOGPSUIFIFSJUBHFSFTPVSDF
¡8JMMCFSFTUSJDUJWFGPSUIFEFWFMPQFS
t$MBSJöDBUJPO
¡'VSUIFSTVSWFZJOPSEFSUPDMBSJGZUIFQPTJUJPO OBUVSF
BOEFYUFOUPGTJUFT

¡.BZJOWPMWFHFPQIZTJDBM 3FNPUFMZ0QFSBUFE7FIJDMF
307 BOEEJWFSTVSWFZ

t0òTFUUJOHJNQBDUTUISPVHIGVMMJOWFTUJHBUJPO
¡%JWFSSFDPSEJOHPGXSFDLTJUFTUPBOBQQSPQSJBUFMFWFM

¡&YDBWBUJPOPSFYDBWBUJPOSFDPWFSZ
t0òTFUUJOHUISPVHIDPNQFOTBUPSZXPSLT
¡1BMBFPFOWJSPONFOUBMBTTFTTNFOUBOEBOBMZTJT

¡4UBHFEBQQSPBDIUPCPSFIPMFBOBMZTJT
Where impacts may adversely
t4JUF.POJUPSJOH
affect the underwater cultural
heritage, but either the boundaries, character, or exact position
of the heritage may not be known, the ‘clarification’ recommendation can be made for side scan
and magnetometer surveys, to locate the resource site. Remote sensing would then be followed by
‘ground truthing’ the side scan or magnetometer target using Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) or
diver surveys, clarifying the site boundaries and site identification. Ideally site clarification surveys will
be able to provide position/resolution data to within one square metre. The cost for the clarification
process would be included in the project plans. Clarification simply provides additional information for
a more accurate subsequent recommendation (avoidance, investigation and compensatory works).
Unlike surveys to clarify the nature and position of underwater cultural heritage resource, the ‘full site
investigation’ recommendation focuses on the more intensive excavation, documentation and possible
recovery of an individual site. This option is chosen where significant underwater cultural heritage
resources are located and avoidance zones are not an option. Expenses are much higher for the full
excavation and documentation of the site, and even more so if the decision is made to recover the
artefacts and conserve the material. Recovery of underwater cultural heritage prior to development
projects which have no other mitigation option is sometimes called ‘salvage’ or ‘rescue’ archaeology.
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#&-083FNPUF0QFSBUFE7FIJDMF 307 TVSWFZVTFEUPEFMJOFBUFEFCSJTöFMEPGXSFDLTJUF UIFCPVOEBSZPGBQPUFOUJBM
BWPJEBODF[POFª64%FQBSUNFOUPG*OUFSJPS
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Small boat fitted out for
side scan sonar survey.
© NOAA Sanctuaries

Mitigation through compensatory works is an option in the case of unavoidable negative impacts
to significant underwater cultural heritage sites. Projects may mitigate impacts to one site or type of
heritage resource by supporting survey and preservation actions for another site or type of resource.
Mitigation in this sense is beneficial to the overall cultural landscape (for more on mitigation see Unit
3: .BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF).
Site monitoring during active projects can play a critical role once projects are underway. Here the
term ‘site monitoring’ is used in direct association with active development projects, rather than
monitoring associated with changes due to the natural environment. The archaeological monitor
remains on site during the project development providing guidance and assuring that the avoidance
zones are observed, or that further artefacts which might be revealed by dredging are accounted for
as indications of possible underwater cultural heritage resources. The process or plan for handling
accidental finds during project development must be defined prior to commencement. Checklists
can be created identifying what types of finds trigger which actions, assisting the on-site monitor
in decision-making. Site monitoring should be a project requirement when there is any potential for
accidental finds.
Suggested Reading
Nutley, D. Underwater Cultural Heritage Management. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZJO"VTUSBMJB
"3FBEFSBlackwood SA: Southern Archaeology, pp. 268-276.
Maarleveld, T. J. 2000. Mitigation. #BDLHSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS
$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF Paris, UNESCO, pp. 300-305.
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Unit Summary
Desk-based assessment reports are aimed at a comprehensive understanding of underwater cultural
heritage resources within a specific survey area in order to mitigate or avoid impacts from ocean
development projects of various kinds.
UNIT

5

The main components of the desk-based
assessment report are:
t3FQPSUJOUSPEVDUJPO
t*EFOUJöDBUJPOPGUIFTVSWFZBSFB
t&YJTUJOHQSFTFSWBUJPOMFHJTMBUJPO
t.FUIPETBOETPVSDFT
t#BTFMJOFDPOEJUJPOT
t4JHOJöDBODFFWBMVBUJPO
t1PUFOUJBMJNQBDUT
t3FDPNNFOEFENJUJHBUJPOBDUJPOT

Changes, both natural and man-made, will happen. The challenge is how we handle changes. The goal
of the desk-based assessment is not to simply stop development projects which may impact heritage
resources, but rather to mitigate impacts in favour of the protection and preservation of the underwater
cultural heritage. The desk-based assessment report is the central document in this effort.

Suggested Timetable
10 mins

80 mins

Desk-based Assessments Introduction
3FQPSU*OUSPEVDUJPO
*EFOUJöDBUJPOPGUIF4VSWFZ"SFB
&YJTUJOH1SFTFSWBUJPO-FHJTMBUJPO
.FUIPETBOE4PVSDFT
Break
#BTFMJOF$POEJUJPOT
4JHOJöDBODF&WBMVBUJPO

70 mins

1PUFOUJBM*NQBDUT
3FDPNNFOEFE.JUJHBUJPO"DUJPOT
3FGFSFODFT

20 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
The Desk-based Assessment unit clarifies the role that document or archival based surveys play in
the management of underwater cultural heritage resources, and provides students with guidance on
completing and presenting these critical assessments. Some teaching suggestions to enhance the
student’s knowledge of some of the topics covered during this unit have been selected.

3 Existing Preservation Legislation
The trainer should ask the students to provide examples of underwater cultural heritage preservation
laws from their own countries. These laws will be specific to individual nations and students are already
likely to be familiar with them. Are these examples familiar to non-marine resource managers?

4 Methods and Sources
Recommended questions for discussion are:
t8IBUPUIFSTPVSDFTBSFVOJRVFUPUIFTUVEFOUTSFHJPOT
t8IBUBSFUIFBEWBOUBHFTBOEEJTBEWBOUBHFTPGVTJOHPCTDVSFUZQFTPGJOGPSNBUJPO 
t4IPVMEUIFSFTPVSDFNBOBHFSPòFSNPOFZGPSIFSJUBHFJOGPSNBUJPO FUIJDBMEFCBUF

8 Recommended Mitigation Actions
If students have access to information regarding their course training site, the trainer could utilize the
master plan template from Appendix E: Management Plan for the Mannok Shipwreck Site and task the
students with selecting and describing site assessment factors.
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Suggested Reading: Full List
Bowens, Amanda (ed.). 2009. International and National Laws Relating to Archaeology Under Water.
6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 45-52.
Bowens, Amanda (ed.). 2009. Historical Research. Underwater Archaeology: 5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFT
BOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 65-70.
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Maarleveld, T. J. 2000. Archaeological heritage management: Cultural and Legislative Perspective.
#BDLHSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF2. Paris, UNESCO, pp. 204-217.
Maarleveld, T. J. 2000. Mitigation.#BDLHSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
Paris, UNESCO, pp. 300-305.
Manders, M. 2004. Safeguarding a Site: The Master Management Plan. .044/FXTMFUUFSMarch 2004,
pp. 16-19.
Muche, F. J. 1998. Site Location Factors. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZB3FBEFSPG4VCTUBOUJWFBOE5IFPSFUJDBM
$POUSJCVUJPOT/ew York, Plenum Press, pp. 253-255.
Negueruela, I. 2000. Managing Our Maritime Heritage: The Case of the National Maritime Archaeological
Museum and National Centre for Underwater Research, Cartegena, Spain. BBDLHSPVOE.BUFSJBMTPOUIF
1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF Paris, UNESCO, pp. 280-297.
Nutley, D. Underwater Cultural Heritage Management. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZJO"VTUSBMJB"3FBEFS
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Ruppe, R J. 1998. Sea Level Change as a Variable in Colonial American Archaeology. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ
B3FBEFSPG4VCTUBOUJWFBOE5IFPSFUJDBM$POUSJCVUJPOT. New York, Plenum Press, pp. 247-252.
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UNESCO. 2001. 0óDJBMUFYUPGUIF$POWFOUJPOBOEUIF"OOFY Paris. http://www.unesco.org/new/en/
culture/themes/underwater-cultural-heritage/2001-convention/official-text/ (Accessed March 2012).
UNESCO Information and Knowledge Management Unit. 2007. 6/&4$0#BOHLPL4UZMF(VJEFGPS
&OHMJTIMBOHVBHFBangkok, UNESCO.
Viduka, A. 2006. Managing Threats to Underwater Cultural Heritage Sites: the Yongala as a Case Study.
UOEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFBU3JTL.BOBHJOH/BUVSBMBOE)VNBO*NQBDUT pp. 61-63.
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Significance Assessment

Authors Martijn R. Manders, Hans K. Van Tilburg and Mark. Staniforth

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces the concept of significance in the management of underwater cultural heritage.
Students are provided with an understanding of the importance of significance assessments and the
role they play in the management process.

Upon completion of the Significance Assessment unit, students will:
t,OPXXIBUTJHOJöDBODFJOVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFNBOBHFNFOUNFBOT
t)BWFBCBTJDVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGIPXUPBTTFTTUIFTJHOJöDBODFPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTJUFT
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFEJóDVMUJFTBOETFOTJCJMJUJFTJOBEEJOHWBMVFUPVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTJUFT
t6OEFSTUBOEXIZTJHOJöDBODFBTTFTTNFOUJTOFFEFE
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFJOUSJOTJDWBMVFPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFTJHOJöDBODFPGDIBOHF
t)BWFBCBTJDVOEFSTUBOEJOHPG$VMUVSBM*NQBDU"TTFTTNFOUT $*" "SDIBFPMPHJDBM*NQBDU
"TTFTTNFOUT "*" BOE$POTFSWBUJPO.BOBHFNFOU1MBOT $.1

Introduction to the Unit
The UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) broadly
defines the heritage resource as, ‘... all traces of human existence having a cultural, historical or
archaeological character which have been partially or totally under water, periodically or continuously,
for at least 100 years ...’. This in itself is a clear statement on significance. The realities and limitations of
managing underwater cultural heritage, however, mean that some heritage sites must still be treated
as more significant than others. As a result, a closer examination of the concept of significance is
required.
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What is Significance?
A simple internet search can provide us with many descriptions on what
significance and other words related to significance mean.
t4JHOJöDBODFUIFRVBMJUZPGCFJOHTJHOJöDBOUPSJNQPSUBOUPSWBMVFEPSNFBOJOHGVM
PSPGDPOTFRVFODF
t*NQPSUBODFUIFRVBMJUZPGCFJOHSFDPHOJTFEBTJNQPSUBOUBOEXPSUIZPGOPUF
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t.FBOJOHGVMOFTTUIFRVBMJUZPGIBWJOHHSFBUWBMVF JNQPSUBODFPSTJHOJöDBODF
t$POTFRVFODFIBWJOHJNQPSUBOUFòFDUT WBMVFTPSJOøVFODF
4PVSDFXXXUIFGSFFEJDUJPOBSZDPN

Although we can easily find a definition of what significance means, it is less clear how it should be
interpreted in the context of cultural heritage. To understand cultural significance we need to look at
the Burra Charter (1999). The Burra Charter provides guidance for the conservation, preservation and
management of places of cultural significance and is based on the knowledge and experience of the
members of the International Council on Monuments (ICOMOS) in Australia. According to the Burra
Charter, cultural significance refers to the aesthetic, historic, scientific (including archaeological), social
or spiritual value for past, present or future generations. Cultural significance is embodied in the heritage
place (or site) itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and objects.

1 Significance Assessment
Ultimately cultural heritage depends on the importance (or significance) that a society places on them
and it is this value that has always been the reason underlying heritage conservation. It is self-evident
that no society makes an effort to conserve what it does not value.
It is necessary to gain a detailed understanding of the nature and extent of the significance that a
heritage place has to a society in order to protect, preserve and conserve the values of that place. This
requires an assessment, which if not undertaken could potentially lead to decisions being made that
diminish or destroy important aspects of the site. The process of determining the values of a heritage
place is known as the assessment of cultural significance.
The assessment of cultural significance has two interrelated and interdependent elements. The first
element is the determination of that which makes a place significant and, therefore, the type (or types)
of significance that it manifests. The second is the determination of the degree of significance that this
heritage place has for society.
Cultural significance relates to value, but exactly what kind of value can be difficult to define, especially
when it is used in this context. Value can be considered in terms of not only the economic value of a
site, but also its aesthetic and historical values and its overall uniqueness or relevance. Value also refers
to an ethical quality; the significance by virtue of material and inner standards that a society often
accords to certain objects, places and stories associated with its ancestral past.
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Although it depends greatly on who is using the definition of significance and for what purpose, it
ideally should be a balanced combination of all the values mentioned above.
A site can yield a lot of information about the past. However, when a site is not visible or when the
techniques that are available for use are not yet good enough to retrieve the data and consequently
the information, the site might have less significance for understanding the past at this moment in
time. Alternatively, a site with a high social significance (e.g. because it is highly visible in the landscape)
might be considered to have great significance, although its intrinsic value to understand the past is
not very high.
The significance of a site can also be modified or added to. Its importance can be increased by
communicating the significance to more people through the media or archaeological publications.
English Heritage has coined this process the ‘Heritage Cycle’. They believe that if people understand
the history of heritage places, they value them; by valuing the heritage places they will want to care
for them; by caring for heritage places, people will enjoy them and through this enjoyment comes a
thirst to understand more.
This process of creating value and significance happens every day. Archaeologists are not the only
stakeholders to play an integral role. Heritage managers need to also be aware that through their daily
management of underwater cultural heritage, sites that are included (and listed or protected) become
more important and, therefore, increase their intrinsic value.
Suggested Reading
Bazelmans, J.G.A. 2006. Value and Values in Archaeology and Archaeological Heritage Management.
"3FWPMVUJPOJOUIF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4ZTUFN. Heeringen, R.M. Van and Lauwerier R.C.G.M. (eds.). Proceedings
of the National Service for Archaeological Heritage in the Netherlands, Vol. 46, pp.13-25.
English Heritage. 2008. 4)"1&"4USBUFHJD'SBNFXPSLGPS)JTUPSJD&OWJSPONFOU"DUJWJUJFT1SPHSBNNFT
JO&OHMJTI)FSJUBHF

5IF)FSJUBHF$ZDMFEFWFMPQFECZ&OHMJTI)FSJUBHF©&OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
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2 Difficulties and Sensibilities in Adding Value to
$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
Assessing sites and defining the significance can be highly subjective and may also raise many questions
from other groups. It is, therefore, important to be transparent and involve the crucial stakeholders in
the process.
Often the value or significance of a site is determined by comparing it against others. To do this both a
site’s quality (how significant a site is) and its quantity (how many other sites of this type exist) have to
be considered. But what if the number of sites that have been evaluated is just a very small percentage
of the total and each one is so different that they cannot be compared with each other? Is it still possible
for significance to be assessed?
For underwater archaeology this scenario presents a very real problem. Most countries do not have
more than a few hundred weighted (valued) underwater sites. This implicitly means that most sites
that are weighted against these few and will be regarded as being of high value due to, for example,
its uniqueness. When the quantity becomes better understood through the process of inventory, it is
possible to compare the values of sites and prioritize on the basis of scientific quality.

$VMUVSBM 1PMJUJDBMBOE0UIFS4PDJBM%JGGFSFODFT
The historical significance of a European East Indiaman, for example, might be considered high in
Europe or Australia (where they are rarely found), but less significant in the former colonies where
they are more abundant. The same applies for Chinese shipwrecks that have travelled all over Asia
and beyond. Their significance for China is obvious and embraced accordingly, however, it is more
difficult to weigh their significance for the coastal state in which they are located. This issue is especially
interesting in the field of ‘shared heritage’ because it touches on the heart of the concept of mutuality.
Can we determine whether the significance of a site is the same for both countries? Are the sites
assessed on the basis of the same concepts of significance?
'"3-&'55IJTBODIPS
CFMPOHTUPBTFWFOUFFOUI
DFOUVSZ%VUDI"ENJSBMUZ
TIJQ 5IFUtrecht,XIJDI
TBOLKVTUPòUIFDPBTUPG
#SB[JM"MUIPVHIIJHIMZTBMWBHFE JUJTTUJMMDPOTJEFSFE
UPCFPGIJHIBSDIBFPMPHJDBMJNQPSUBODF EVFUPUIF
GBDUUIBUTUJMMMJUUMFJTLOPXO
BCPVUUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPG
%VUDITIJQTBDUJWFJOUIF
USPQJDTVTJOHBUISFFMBZFSFE
TIFMMQMBOLJOHª"-JNB
-&'55IJTTFBQMBOF B

$BUBMJOB1#:XBTGPVOE
KVTUPòUIFDPBTUPG#JBL 
*OEPOFTJB*UNBZFJUIFS
CFB%VUDIQMBOFGSPNUIF
3PZBM/FUIFSMBOET&BTU
*OEJFT"SNZ ,/*- PSPOF
GSPNUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT*UT
PSJHJOXJMMIFMQEFUFSNJOF
JUTWBMVFGPSFJUIFSDPVOUSZ
ª.JOJTUSZPG.BSJUJNF
"òBJSTBOE'JTIFSJFT
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The quality and quantity of a site’s significance is usually measured against other known sites in the
area. This can be different in various parts in the world, for example, shipwrecks in the Baltic Sea
(between Sweden, Poland, Germany, Denmark, the Baltic States, Russia and Finland) can be preserved
in such a state that they can hardly be referred to as wrecks, but more as virtually complete sunken
ships. This state of preservation is rare and it is clear to all that these wrecks are very well-preserved.
In the Netherlands, well-preserved shipwrecks are those that can be completely reconstructed, in
other words; if at least half of the ship (starboard or portside) is preserved. In the tropical seas, like
those in most of the Asian countries, the state of preservation is much lower due to a variety of factors
including warmer waters, the coarse sediment, lower sedimentation rates and the enormous impact
of biological deterioration (See Unit 9:*O4JUV1SPUFDUJPO). Therefore, shipwrecks such as the "WPOETUFS
(Galle Bay) and the Quanzhou ship (Houzhou) may be referred to as being very well-preserved; a large
part of the "WPOETUFS’s wooden hull is still present as well as the starboard side until the first deck, while
the Quanzhou ship is preserved to the waterline.
The memory value of a wreck is very different depending on your perspective. Something which is of
local historical value might not be of very much significance on a national or international level and vice
versa. The collective memory will usually be less on a wider scale; in villages (local) people, tradition,
land and memory are very much connected to each other, while on a national and international scale,
the binding factors are less. It also reduces further depending on the age of the site being assessed.
The collective memory of the Second World War is still great, so wrecks from this period such as HMS
7BNQJSF (1942) that sank off Batticaloa, Sri Lanka, retain a high value. This memory value is lessened
when medieval or Ming dynasty shipwrecks, such as the Royal Nanhai wreck (1490) are considered.
The aesthetic value of a heritage place is a difficult and highly subjective value to ascertain. How can
we determine what, for example, is beautiful? As a result, the aesthetic value has to be considered in a
practical sense. Sites can be assessed according to how suitable
they are for exhibition viewing
purposes or whether they could
even be used as an underwater
heritage trail. Factors to take into
consideration might include water
visibility and how often a site is
visited by recreational divers, etc.
"#07&3*()5*GBTIJQXSFDLJTDPOTJEFSFE

UPCFXFMMQSFTFSWFEJUNBZBMTPEFQFOE
POXIFSFJUJTMPDBUFE4VOLFOTIJQTJOUIF
#BMUJD TVDIBTUIJT%VUDITFWFOUFFOUI
DFOUVSZøVUFTIJQJO4XFEJTIXBUFS BSF
BMNPTUJOQFSGFDUDPOEJUJPO
©(IPTUXSFDL1SPKFDU
3*()55IFTFWFOUFFOUIDFOUVSZXSFDL
PGUIF%VUDI&BTU*OEJBNBOAvondster
JTMFTTXFMMQSFTFSWFEUIBOUIFTIJQTJOUIF
#BMUJD CVUJODPNQBSJTPOUPNBOZPUIFS
XSFDLTJOUSPQJDBMXBUFST JUJTFYUSFNFMZ
XFMMQSFTFSWFE© .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ
6OJU 4SJ-BOLB
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4IJQTGSPNUIF'JSTUBOE4FDPOE8PSME8BSTUJMMSBJTFTUSPOHNFNPSJFT UIFSFGPSFUIFJSANFNPSZWBMVFJTWFSZIJHI5IJT
BSUJDMFGSPNUIF3PZBM(B[FUUF  0DUPCFS EFBMTXJUIUIFEFTUSVDUJPOPGUISFF'JSTU8PSME8BSXSFDLTGPSUIFJSTDSBQ
NFUBMWBMVFª3PZBM(B[FUUF
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It is not usual to determine a site in terms of its economic value, at least in terms of measuring the
dollar value of material, such as ceramics, from the site. This is because archaeologists would like to
have a clear distinction between the archaeological and historical significance and the economic value.
Archaeologists will often rate a site on significance according to specific research questions and other
factors, such as how representative it is. In cultural heritage management, however, economy is an
important factor. The economic value does not have to be expressed in the value of the objects from
a site, it could also be expressed, for example, in the value it has for tourism. From this perspective,
it could be a very powerful tool to use when addressing crucial stakeholders, such as politicians. For
management reasons it might be useful to complete a cost benefit analysis which makes clear that in
some way an economic value is going to be assessed. This will influence the choice that has to be made
in infrastructure (or development) projects to remove (e.g. by excavations) or to protect sites JOTJUV
In practice, the assessment of sites on the basis of values (such as
archaeological importance) and its political or economic value will
overlap and influence each other; something of high archaeological
value will have a high political and economic value and vice versa.
Suggested Reading
Allen Consulting Group. 2005. Valuing the Priceless: The Value of
Historic Heritage in Australia.3FTFBSDI3FQPSU Heritage Chairs and
Officials of Australia and New Zealand. Sydney, November 2005.
Finney, S. 2002. The Economics of Shipwreck Management: How do
we Measure the Non-use Value of a Historic Shipwreck? #VMMFUJOPGUIF
"VTUSBMBTJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ. No. 26, pp. 1-6.
Gribble, J. 2006. The Sad Case of the SS .BPSJ. )FSJUBHFBU3JTLSpecial
Edition Grenier, R. Nutley, D. and Cochran, I (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 41-44.
Johnston, P. F. 2006 Shipwreck: Threatened in Paradise. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL
Special Edition Grenier, R. Nutley, D. and Cochran, I (eds.). ICOMOS,
pp. 88-90.
Maerr, G. 2007. 7BMVFTBOE#FOFöUTPG)FSJUBHF. A Research Review,
HLF Policy and Research Department, June 2007.

"TJUFUIBUIBTCFFOTBMWBHFEGPSJUT
FDPOPNJDWBMVFJTUIFFJHIUFFOUI
$FOUVSZ%VUDI&BTU*OEJB$PNQBOZTIJQ 
UIFGeldermalsen GPVOEJO*OEPOFTJBO
XBUFST*UTDBSHPPGNBJOMZQPSDFMBJO
XBTTPMEBU$ISJTUJFTJOGPS
BQQSPYJNBUFMZNJMMJPO&VSPTª3$&

Samuels, K. L. 2008. Value and Significance in Archaeology. "SDIBFPMPHJDBM%JBMPHVFT No. 15, pp. 71-97.
Smith, H. D. and Couper, A. 2003. The Management of the Underwater Cultural Heritage.
+PVSOBMPG$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF No. 4, pp. 25-33.

%JGGFSFOU,JOETPG)FSJUBHF
Another aspect that has to be taken into consideration is the fact that there is not just one cultural
heritage. Over recent decades, heritage has been increasingly divided into sub-categories, such as
World Heritage, Mutual Heritage, Intangible Heritage, Underwater Cultural Heritage, Vernacular
Heritage, and so on. The significance of sites can be specified within these different heritage subcategories. In addition, international, national, regional and local settings for heritage can also be
distinguished. All these categories, sub-categories and settings are important to consider before
determining the value of the place.
Suggested Reading
Palmer, R (ed.). 2008. The Rural Vernacular Habitat, a Heritage on our Landscape. 'VUVSPQB'PSB/FX7JTJPO
PG-BOETDBQFBOE5FSSJUPSZNo.1/2008. Council of Europe.
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4 Why is it Necessary to Assess Significance?
Limited resources means that not everything can be researched. Budgets, staff and time have to be
carefully utilized and it is necessary to know what the known resources of cultural heritage are, so that
sites can be assessed and prioritized. Significance also has to be measured in order to facilitate this
prioritization process. Determining the significance of a site can be highly subjective, but by developing
standards and using widely accepted methods, this process can be made as objective as possible or at
least comparable. A transparent approach also opens up the process for discussion and improvement.
Underwater cultural heritage management, like all heritage management, is driven mainly by
significance. Although it is just one step, it affects and dominates all choices that are made in the
management process. Virtually all management decisions depend on the assessment of significance,
as it is the determining factor for what is nominated for the register. It helps determine the kinds of
research questions that are being asked and leads to choices about what is preserved (JOTJUV) and what
is destroyed for research programmes (excavations to gain information) and development projects.
Overall, significance determines how sites are categorized, how they are managed, how impacts are
mitigated and the choice of whether a site is considered heritage at all.
Interestingly in archaeology, significance is used for more than just assessing the value of a site; it is also
an analytical tool for making interpretations of the past on a larger scale, such as reconstructing past
societies or as a way to question our archaeological modes of enquiry. In short, significance allows us to
reflect and question why material heritage is studied in the first place. In determining the significance
of sites it is always necessary to reflect on the work that has been done, so that we can compare one
site to another and consider if a study has any significance for the understanding of the past.

%JGGFSFOU.FUIPETPG"TTFTTJOH4JHOJGJDBODF
As has been illustrated, there are several ways to describe significance in
relation to cultural heritage. Several articles have been published on the
philosophy and the methods used to assess the significance of maritime
archaeological sites. Many of these articles provide a strong foundation
from which to base the development of local significance assessments.
There are two major aspects of significance to be distinguished; the
intrinsic value and its relation to managing change.
The intrinsic value of a site is considered to be a large variety of values
that cover the significance for scientific (or academic), cultural, social,
economic, educative, amenity, community and personal use.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 Several criteria can
be used to determine the
intrinsic value of a site.
The Australian Antarctic
Data Centre provides
additional information and
insight on each of these.
See www.aad.gov.au

The significance in relation to managing change relates to understanding how changes arise and what
the implications are in altering the intrinsic value considerations. In order to judge this, there are well
established conservation principles for heritage management. The issue here is how the significance
of change is predicted, judged and managed once a key understanding of the intrinsic values are
established (see "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO).
Suggested Reading
Staniforth, M. 2001. Assessing the Significance of Twentieth Century Underwater Cultural Heritage.
Conference Proceedings:UI$FOUVSZ)FSJUBHF0VS3FDFOU$VMUVSBM-FHBDZ. D. S. Jones. (ed.).
The University of Adelaide and the ICOMOS Secretariat, pp. 145-149.
Westerdahl, C. 1994. Maritime Cultures and Ship Types: Brief Comments on the Significance of Maritime
Archaeology. 5IF*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ 23.4, pp. 265-270.
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5.1 Intrinsic Value
This aspect of significance needs to cover a wide range of values in terms of scientific/academic,
cultural, social, economic, educative, amenity, community and personal use. All or any such values can
also be seen in terms of importance, sensitivity and potential.
Importance can be seen as reflecting the scale at which values operate. These are often considered in
terms of international, national, regional and local, but may actually be more culturally determined or
of practical output (e.g. degree of social or educative engagement).
Sensitivity is a different aspect of importance and can be seen as having more to do with not only
how strongly values are felt, but also how vulnerable they are to being lost or altered physically. Here,
it is important to consider how easily detrimental consequences may arise if the heritage becomes
devalued or overlooked. The number of people affected may increase the level of sensitivity regardless
of the importance of the heritage
1PUFOUJBM is an important issue primarily because so little is known about most sites, that much of the
assessment of the criteria used for determining significance, such as the physical state of a site, nature
of the artefacts, and the importance of a site, usually remains incomplete. There is always more that
can be done to reveal further intrinsic value and gain more public benefit.
4FWFSBMDSJUFSJBDBOCFVTFEUPEFUFSNJOFUIFJOUSJOTJDWBMVFPGBTJUF
1. The potential to yield important information about the past which is not available through
other means. It displays archaeological significance, including scientific or research significance.
2)JTUPSJDBM TJHOJöDBODF It has to be considered whether a place has significant heritage value
because of its special association with the life or works of a person (or group of persons), for its
importance or events in cultural history or for its association with people, events, places and themes.
Historically significant objects range from those associated with famous people and important
events, to objects of daily life used by more ordinary people. They include objects that are typical
of particular activities, industries or ways of living. Historically significant objects may be mass
produced, unique, precious or handmade.
3. Scientific, research or technical significance: It has to be considered whether a place is
representative of the period in terms of scientific, research or technical significance. A site or an object
may have research significance if it has major potential for further scientific examination or study.
Archaeological artefacts and collections may have research significance if they are provenanced and
were recovered from a documented context or if they represent aspects of history that are not well
reflected in other sources.
4. Aesthetic significance: A site may have significant heritage value because of the place’s importance
in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community or cultural group. This is
particularly evident for underwater cultural heritage sites which can be considered places of great
visual beauty by divers.
5. Social or spiritual significance. A site may have outstanding heritage value to a nation because
of its strong association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual
reasons. Shipwrecks can also be grave sites of special memorial significance.
6. Experience Significance: The visibility of a site within a landscape and its strong association to
memory value can create a unique mood or character that enhances a site’s significance.
10
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7. Economic Significance: A site can be of economic significance either in the present day or future.
This significance can be both a blessing and a curse. A blessing because it often has a higher
significance in the eyes of crucial stakeholders (such as politicians) and is, therefore, more likely to
be preserved, and a curse because a shipwreck with a cargo of high economic value is much more
likely to be looted.
Not all of these criteria are always used. The most common in cultural heritage are historical significance,
archaeological (scientific) significance and experiential significance.
UNIT

6

"EEJUJPOBMDPNQBSBUJWFDSJUFSJBBSFUIFOVTFEUPFWBMVBUFUIFEFHSFFPGTJHOJöDBODFGVSUIFS
1. 1SPWFOBODFderived from the French QSPWFOJS, ‘to come from’. Provenance refers to the origin or
the source of something, or the history of the ownership or location of an object or site. The primary
purpose of provenance is to confirm the time, place and, if appropriate, the person responsible for
the creation, production or discovery of the object or site. Comparative techniques, such as expert
opinions, written and verbal records and the results of various kinds of scientific tests, are often
used to help establish provenance.
Provenance also refers to the chain of ownership and context of use, of an object or site. Knowing
this history enables a more precise assessment. Provenance is central to establishing historic and
scientific significance. An object or site may be significant because its provenance; a documented
history of its existence, ownership and use, gives it a context in society at large or in the natural
world, or in the more personal world of a known individual. Provenance has very particular meaning
in some collection areas. Archaeological material should ideally be provenanced to a particular site
and to an exact stratum and location within that site. Archaeological material removed from a site
without having had its provenance recorded has little value unless it has other significance, such as
aesthetic. Even then, an object whose archaeological provenance is unknown is diminished in value
in the same way as an artwork of doubtful provenance.
2. Representativeness: something that serves as an example or type for others of the same
classification. One could give a high significance to a shipwreck and protect it because it serves as
an example for a typical kind of ship.
3. 3BSJUZVOJRVFOFTT something that is rare or scarce. Being the only one of its kind, without an equal
or equivalent; unparalleled. Rarity usually scores high in significance. One could debate whether this
is correct or not, but since the amount of assessed sites (and specifically shipwrecks) is still relatively
small, rarity/uniqueness is a category where most sites will score highly.
3. $POEJUJPO: completeness or intactness and integrity. An object may be significant because it is
unusually complete or sound, original condition. Objects with these characteristics are said to have
integrity. Changes and adaptations made in the working life of an object or site do not necessarily
diminish significance, and in fact, are also recognised as an integral part of itself and its history. This
can be measured when, for example, the range of materials being preserved is examined. When
the amount of structure of a shipwreck that remains is considered, if, for example, the inventory is
preserved, cargo, personal belongings, etc., we have to assess on what is well-preserved, and what
is not can be subjective. What is well-preserved? Is it when it still looks like a ship with the mast still
standing, such as those wrecks that are found in the Baltic Sea? Or is it well-preserved if it is possible
to reconstruct the whole ship, even though the wreck itself is completely scattered on the seabed?
4. Interpretive potential: archaeological objects, collections and sites may be significant for their
capacity to interpret and demonstrate aspects of experience, historical themes, people and activities.
11
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In the hands of a skilled museum worker, most objects have potential to tell their story and their
significance is best described in reference to one or more of the primary criteria. However, there
are some circumstances where interpretive potential is a major attribute of an object or collection,
or may indeed be the only criterion for which the object is significant. To some extent, interpretive
potential represents the value or utility the object has for a museum as a focus for interpretive and
educational programmes. It may also be significant for its links to particular themes, histories or ways
of seeing the collection. Some objects may have very limited significance under the primary criteria,
but they still may have some degree of significance for museums because of their ability to interpret
and illustrate particular themes, people or ideas. This is the case for many humble, unprovenanced
social history objects, where the object stands for or is used as a link to, wider themes or issues.
Interpretive potential can be particularly important where certain aspects of history and experience
are not well represented in museum collections. Some people’s lives are not materially rich or well
expressed in the material culture record. In museums, their lives or experience may be interpreted
though generic objects that have interpretive potential, but are otherwise of limited significance.

.BOBHJOH$IBOHF
This aspect of significance has to do with understanding how changes arise and what are the
implications are in altering or affecting the intrinsic value considerations. In order to judge this there
are well established conservation principles for heritage management. Here, the issue is how the
significance of change is predicted, judged and managed once the key understanding of intrinsic values
are established. This issue embraces consideration of ‘types of change’ which can be considered in
terms of the dynamics, process, outcomes and significance of change. These can again be considered
in terms of magnitude of change, alteration of value, risks and opportunities, sustainability, significance
of effects, regulation and management, and indicators and monitoring.

5ZQFTPG$IBOHF
Dynamics of change: can be seen as changes that are beneficial, neutral or adverse and permanent or
temporary in nature. This may also embrace whether changes are reversible or irreversible.
1SPDFTTPGDIBOHF can be considered in terms of sources of change. Activities, processes and physical
alterations to the environment can all give rise to a range of ways in which effects can occur. These
effects may be direct, indirect, synergistic (i.e. how different factors interact to create a different kind
of change) or cumulative.
0VUDPNFT PG DIBOHF can be seen in terms of what intrinsic values are altered and from which
outcomes may affect physical materials, settings, surroundings and perceptual, cultural and socioeconomic issues (education, amenity and economic aspects).
5IJTXSFDLIBTCFFO
EFTUSPZFECZESFEHJOH*UJT
BGPSNPGTVEEFODIBOHFUP
UIFFOWJSPONFOUXIJDIDBO
CFNJUJHBUFE4FF6OJU
Desk-based Assessment
ª3$&
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5IFQIZTJDBMDIBOHFTPOBTJUFDBOCFNPOJUPSFEXJUINVMUJCFBNSFDPSEJOH)FSFUXPSFDPSEJOHTGSPNEJòFSFOUZFBST
BOE EPOFPOUIF#;/XSFDLJOUIF/FUIFSMBOET5IFMPXFTUQJDUVSFBSFUIFEJòFSFODFTJOEFQUICFUXFFOUIF
UXPZFBST D 3843$&1FSJQMVT"SDIFPNBSF
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Significance of change: cannot be determined without understanding both the intrinsic values and
the types of change which may occur, including uncertainties that may exist, such as:

The magnitude of change: JTCFTUUIPVHIUPGJOUFSNTPGIPXGBSUIFJOUSJOTJDWBMVFTPG
IFSJUBHFNBZCFBMUFSFEBOEJOQBSUJDVMBSIPXUIFTQFDJBMBUUSJCVUFTUIBUHJWFJUJUTWBMVFNBZ
FJUIFSCFFOIBODFEPSEJNJOJTIFE5IJTXJMMJODMVEFIPXNVDICPUIQIZTJDBMBOEQFSDFQUVBM
BTQFDUTXJMMCFBMUFSFECZUIFWBSJPVTXBZTUIBUDIBOHFTBSJTF5IFSFJTBMTPBEJTUJODUJPOUPCF
NBEFCFUXFFOIPXNVDIDIBOHFXJMMIBQQFO XIFSFJUJTTUBSUJOHGSPNBOEXIFSFJUXJMMFOE
VQ TFFMJNJUTPGBDDFQUBCMFDIBOHF 
Risk and opportunity prediction: JTOPSNBMMZDPOTJEFSFEJOUFSNTPGXFJHIJOHVQUIFTFSJPVTOFTTPGBIB[BSEBHBJOTUUIFMJLFMJIPPEPGJUPDDVSSJOH"TJNJMBSDPODFQUDBOCFBQQMJFEUP
DIBOHFJODVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF XIFSFFJUIFSUIFJOUSJOTJDWBMVFTPGBQMBDFPSBTTFUBSFOPUGVMMZ
VOEFSTUPPE PSUIFNBHOJUVEFPGDIBOHFDBOOPUFBTJMZCFQSFEJDUFE5IFDIBOHFNBZCFFJUIFS
CFOFöDJBMPSBEWFSTF TPUIFVODFSUBJOUZNBZCFFYQSFTTFEFJUIFSBTBSJTLPSBOPQQPSUVOJUZ
Uncertainty and predictability: BSFSFMBUFEDPOTJEFSBUJPOT BTVODFSUBJOUZJTBTJNQMF
BDLOPXMFEHFNFOUUIBUOPUFWFSZUIJOHJTLOPXOUPUIFMFWFMUIBUJTEFTJSBCMF1SFEJDUBCJMJUZ
SFøFDUTBNPSFRVBOUJUBUJWFBQQSPBDIUPEFöOJOHMFWFMTPGVODFSUBJOUZ VTVBMMZCBTFEPOUIF
TBNQMJOHQBSBNFUFSTPGTUVEJFTVOEFSUBLFOUPDIBSBDUFSJ[FUIFOBUVSFPGUIFIFSJUBHFBTTFU FH
CZOPOJOUSVTJWFTVSWFZPSQIZTJDBMFWBMVBUJPO BOEPSUIFTDBMFPGDIBOHFTMJLFMZUPPDDVS*OUIF
DBTFPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFUIFTFNJHIU GPSFYBNQMF JODMVEFBQSFEJDUJPOPGJODSFBTFE
MFWFMTPGEBNBHFUPBTIJQXSFDLBTBSFTVMUPGNPSFGSFRVFOUWJTJUBUJPOCZSFDSFBUJPOBMEJWFST
Significance of effects: JTBCBMBODFCFUXFFOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGUIFDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFJORVFTUJPOBOEIPXNVDIJUXJMMCFDIBOHFEGPSCFUUFSPSXPSTF5ISFTIPMETPGTJHOJöDBODFBSFIJHIMZ
WBSJBCMF CVUDBOCFSFMBUFEUPIPXGBSUIFFòFDUTPGDIBOHFTVQQPSUBOEFOIBODFPSBSFDPOUSBSZUP TQFDJöDDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFPCKFDUJWFT QPMJDJFTPSTUBOEBSET5IJTBMTPFODPNQBTTFTFYUFSOBMDIBOHFTUIBUNBZCFDPOUBJOFEJOBWBSJFUZPGJOUFSOBUJPOBM OBUJPOBM SFHJPOBMBOEMPDBM
DPOWFOUJPOT MBXT QPMJDJFT BOEQSPHSBNNFT DPEFTPGQSBDUJDF EFTJHOCSJFGT FUD XIJDIIFMQUP
EFöOFTUBOEBSETBHBJOTUXIJDITJHOJöDBODFDBOCFKVEHFE
Sustainability of change:TFFLTUPXFJHIVQUIFCBMBODFCFUXFFOUIFTPDJBM FDPOPNJDBOE
FOWJSPONFOUBMOFFETPGTPDJFUZ XIJDIFYUFOECFZPOEUIFMJNJUTPGIPXTJHOJöDBODFJTNFBTVSFE
JOSFMBUJPOUPIFSJUBHFPSFOWJSPONFOUBMBTTFTTNFOUT5IFXBZJOXIJDIDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFTJHOJöDBODFJTKVEHFENBZBMUFSXIFOUIFTFWBMVFTBSFXFJHIFEVQBHBJOTUPUIFSOPOIFSJUBHFFOWJSPONFOUBM TPDJBMPSFDPOPNJDOFFET
Limits of acceptable change: UIFSFBSFWBSJPVTXBZTPGMPPLJOHBUUIJT CVUPGUFOQPMJDJFT
BOEMFHJTMBUJPOXJMMJOEJDBUFUIBUTJHOJöDBOUDIBOHF BTEFUFSNJOFEGSPNDPOTJEFSBUJPOTTVDIBT
UIPTFPVUMJOFEBCPWF HPFTCFZPOEBUISFTIPMEPGXIBUJTBDDFQUBCMF*OUIFQVCMJDSFBMNUIJT
NBZCFEFöOFECZMFHJTMBUJPOBOEQPMJDZ CVUGPSTPNFTJUVBUJPOTFUIJDT QSPGFTTJPOBMTUBOEBSET
PSUFDIOJDBMDPOTJEFSBUJPOTNBZEFöOFUIFMJNJUTPGBDDFQUBCMFDIBOHF1VCMJDBOEMFHBMPQJOJPO
NBZBMTPTFUUIFCPVOEBSJFTPGXIBUJTBDDFQUBCMFBOEXIBUJTOPU
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Regulation and management: JTBIJHIMZSFMFWBOUUPQJDSFMBUFEUPTJHOJöDBODFCPUI
CFDBVTFSFHVMBUPSZCPEJFTEPNVDIUPEFöOFTUBOEBSET FHTJHOJöDBOUDSJUFSJB BOECFDBVTF
UIFZXJMMPGUFOIFMQEFöOFXIBUJTPSJTOPUBDDFQUBCMF#ZEPJOHTP UIFZFOTVSFUIFBQQMJDBUJPO
PGNFBTVSFTUPBWPJE SFEVDF PòTFUPSSFWFSTFOFHBUJWFFòFDUTBOEQSPNPUFCFOFöDJBMPOFT
Indicators and monitoring:BSFGVSUIFSBTQFDUTPGDPOTJEFSJOHUIFTJHOJöDBODFPGDIBOHF
CFDBVTFUIFBDUVBMDIBOHFTUIBUIBQQFOBTBSFTVMUPGJNQMFNFOUBUJPO WFSZPGUFOEJòFSGSPN
XIBUXBTFYQFDUFE5IJTJTFTQFDJBMMZUSVFJOBSDIBFPMPHZXIFSFVOFYQFDUFEOFXEJTDPWFSJFTBSF
PGUFONBEFUIBUBMUFSUIFQBSBNFUFSTVOEFSXIJDIUIFPSJHJOBMBTTFTTNFOUXBTDSFBUFE.POJUPSJOHJT UIFSFGPSF OPUPOMZBNFBOTPGDIFDLJOHJGBTTFTTNFOUTXFSFSJHIU CVUBMTPNPEJGZJOH
BDUJPOTUPBDDPVOUGPSOFXDPOEJUJPOT*OEJDBUPSTDBOCFVTFGVMBTBXBZUPDPMMFDUCSPBEEBUB
POQBSUJDVMBSQPJOUTPGDSJUJDBMJOUFSFTUUIBUFOBCMFVTUPDPOTUSVDUBCSPBEQJDUVSF.POJUPSJOHJO
JUTGVMMFTUTFOTFBMTPNFBOTDPMMBUJOHJOGPSNBUJPOJOTVDIBXBZUIBUJUDBOBJEVTUPNBLFCFUUFS
KVEHFNFOUTPGTJHOJöDBODFJOUIFöSTUQMBDF
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As has been illustrated, significance can mean a range of things and is in many ways subjective. When it
has to be assessed, several different values have to be taken into account and weighed against each other.
As a result it is crucial that when making an assessment, we do so in a structured and consistent manner.

"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*NQBDU"TTFTTNFOUT "*" BOE$POTFSWBUJPO
.BOBHFNFOU1MBOT $.1
Resource management and understanding change have been explained in some detail, but to this
point the topic of significance has been addressed in something of a vacuum; significance has been
discussed as an important value, mainly for its own right. It is imperative, therefore, that we now apply the
assessment of significance directly to ‘real world’ practical management scenarios. Resource managers
rarely have the luxury of investigating underwater cultural heritage sites purely for archaeological or
academic purposes. Site values are typically determined in response to the direct potential impacts
they face from commercial development projects. Defining significance plays a major pragmatic role in
two critical resource management tools: the Archaeological Impact Assessment and the Conservation
Management Plan.

Impact assessments are designed:
t5PFOTVSFUIBUFOWJSPONFOUBMBOEPUIFSDPOTJEFSBUJPOTBSFFYQMJDJUMZBEESFTTFEBOE
JODPSQPSBUFEJOUPUIFEFWFMPQNFOUEFDJTJPONBLJOHQSPDFTT
t5PBOUJDJQBUFBOEBWPJE NJOJNJ[FPSPòTFUUIFBEWFSTFTJHOJöDBOUCJPQIZTJDBM TPDJBM
BOEPUIFSSFMFWBOUFòFDUTPGEFWFMPQNFOUQSPQPTBMT
t5PQSPUFDUUIFQSPEVDUJWJUZBOEDBQBDJUZPGOBUVSBMTZTUFNTBOEUIFFDPMPHJDBMQSPDFTTFT
XIJDINBJOUBJOUIFJSGVODUJPOT
t5PQSPNPUFEFWFMPQNFOUUIBUJTTVTUBJOBCMFBOEPQUJNJ[FTSFTPVSDFVTFBOE
NBOBHFNFOUPQQPSUVOJUJFT
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*NQBDU"TTFTTNFOUT
Definition: A particular type of evaluation that aims to determine
whether, and to what extent, a programme causes changes in the desired
direction among a target population or in an environment (Rossi and
Freeman 1993). All assessments should be conducted in accordance with
internationally agreed measures and activities.
Impact assessments are often designed to mitigate a wide range of
adverse environmental and other impacts that can result from large and
medium scale development projects.
All impact assessments, whether these are environmental (EIA), archaeological
(AIA) or cultural (CIA), are executed in either the manner specified below or
in a way that is fundamentally the same. See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO.
Suggested Reading
D
Dunkley,
M. 2008. )B[BSEPVT #SBDLMFTIBN#BZ 8FTU4VTTFY 
$POTFSWBUJPO4UBUFNFOU.BOBHFNFOU1MBO
English Heritage.
Manders, M. 2004. Safeguarding a Site: The Master Management Plan.
.P44/FXTMFUUFS, 3/2004, pp. 16-19.
Rogers, P. 2007. (VJEFMJOFTGPS3FQPSUJOHPOB$VMUVSBM*NQBDU"TTFTTNFOU
Smith, T. and Nutley, D. 1998. 44-BEZ%BSMJOH  . Conservation Plan,
Heritage Office NSW.
Smith, T. 2007. Wreck of the Japanese Type ‘A’ Midget Submarine M24.
1SFMJNJOBSZ"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4VSWFZ3FQPSU. Heritage Office NSW. Department
of Planning. Underwater Cultural Heritage
Programme.
Steinberg, D. 2001. The Historic Shipwreck Australian: A Plan of
Management. ."(/53FTFBSDI3FQPSU, No. 9.
Ward, S. 2006. HMS $PMPTTPT Site Management Plan.

&OWJSPONFOUBM*NQBDU"TTFTTNFOUT &*"
Definition: studies undertaken in order to assess the effect on a specified
environment when a new factor is introduced, which may upset the
current ecological balance.
EIA guidelines: the process of identifying, predicting, evaluating and
mitigating the biophysical, social and other relevant effects of development
proposals prior to major decisions being taken and commitments made.
General Environmental Assessment guidelines are provided by the Asian
Development Bank.
1SJODJQMFT PG &*" CFTU QSBDUJDF a process of identifying, predicting,
evaluating and communicating the probable effects of a current or proposed development policy or action, on the cultural life, institutions
and resources of communities. The findings and conclusions are then
integrated into the planning and decision making process, with a view
to mitigating adverse impacts and enhancing positive outcomes. (See
International Association for Impact Assessment: www.iaia.org).
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2 A brief outline of the
sections required in an
Archaeological Impact
Assessment report was
adapted from:
Cameron, E. and Van den
Bergh, J. 2003. 5IF$)*"
4ZTUFNJO)POH,POH
BOE#FZPOE. Paper
presented at 4th Annual
KAPI Conference, Manila,
Philippines, 23-25 October
2003.
A detailed overview of
Archaeological Impact
Assessment guidelines can
also be found at: www.for.
gov.bc.ca/archaeology/docs/
impact_assessment_
guidelines/preface.htm
(Accessed Feb 2012).
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The International Finance Corporation Performance Standard 8 is also a useful document that aims
to protect irreplaceable cultural heritage and to guide clients on preserving cultural heritage in the
course of their business operations. (See International Finance Corporation Performance Standard 8
on Cultural Heritage: www.ifc.org).

"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*NQBDU"TTFTTNFOUT "*"
Definition: a process where a trained professional looks at an archaeological site and develops plans
to determine what impact the proposed development will have on it.

UNIT

6

Archaeological impact assessment studies are initiated in response to development proposals that will
potentially disturb or alter archaeological sites. The role of the assessment is not to prohibit or impede land
use and development, but rather to assist a government agency and/or private sector in making decisions
that will ensure effective management of archaeological resources, as well as optimal land use.
A brief outline of the sections required in an archaeological impact assessment report is as follows:
1. The identification of all known heritage sites or areas with potential for underwater cultural heritage.
This can include such things as shipwrecks and submerged cultural landscapes, which are shown to
contain archaeological potential during a baseline review. The review will determine the need for
appropriate field surveys. An archaeological survey will consist of field scans, survey, and excavations
and a desk-based survey of written, photographic and map documentation on all identified and
potential archaeological sites.
2. The identification of the impacts associated with the project and how (or if) they will affect the
identified heritage sites. These include both direct impacts, which can damage or destroy heritage
sites, as well as indirect impacts, such as a change in the environmental setting of a shipwreck site.
3. The presentation of mitigation recommendations designed to remove or at least minimize
any identified impacts to acceptable levels. These can include changing alignments to avoid
archaeological sites or the implementation of a rescue excavation, if avoidance is not possible. This
should also include a schedule for the implementation of the mitigation measures.
4. Archaeological impact assessment studies should be required where potential conflicts have been
identified between archaeological sites and a proposed development. Sites need to be located
and recorded and site significance evaluated, in order to assess the nature and extent of expected
impacts. The assessment includes mitigation recommendations to manage the expected impact of
development on the site.

These mitigation recommendations may include:
t"WPJEJOHUIFTJUF
t3FDPWFSJOHBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFJOGPSNBUJPOQSJPSUPMBOEBMUFSJOHBDUJWJUJFT
t.POJUPSJOHGPSBEEJUJPOBMBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFJOGPSNBUJPOEVSJOHEFWFMPQNFOUBDUJWJUJFT
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5IFQVSQPTFPGANBOBHFNFOU
PGDIBOHFJTUPNPOJUPSBMMUIF
UISFBUTBOEDIBOHFTJOBOBSFB
TPUIBUOFHBUJWFFòFDUT TVDIBT
ESFEHJOHBOEDPOTUSVDUJPOXPSLT
DBOCFNJUJHBUFEBHBJOTU
ª1FSJQMVT
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Assessments may require a heritage inspection permit issued by the relevant authority. Permitted
archaeological impact assessments are used to identify site locations, evaluate site significance and
determine the magnitude of development related impact when sites cannot be avoided.
The relevant authority would review the application and permit deliverables, such as a report, manage
consultation with local and indigenous communities and provide management directions for the sites.
If the site is found to be highly significant and development cannot avoid disturbing these values,
systematic data recovery excavations may be required to retrieve information that will be destroyed
as part of the development. These studies may answer general questions such as the age of the site,
the type and nature of the site. Detailed systematic data recovery can be expensive, but is relatively
rare, as most developments have the flexibility to minimize disturbance to archaeological sites by
avoiding them.
If development activities that disturb the seabed, such as wind farms, building bridges or marinas, laying
subsea oil or gas pipelines, need to be conducted within the boundaries of a recorded archaeological
site. The development may need to be moved or a site alteration permit may be required. These
permits may be issued by the relevant authority. Permit applications may be prepared by a qualified
professional archaeologist on behalf of the developer (such as the assessment undertaken by the
University of Southampton for the BritNed project – a pipeline being laid between Britain and the
Netherlands), and are designed to minimize and mitigate impacts to the archaeological site.

Screening
Screening should be based on a development proposal and so needs be undertaken during the
early part of the planning stage. This will help to determine whether a development proposal should
be subject to an impact assessment and if so, what level of detail is necessary to determine which
proposals may cause potentially significant effects.

Scoping
Scoping is used to identify both the issues and impacts that are likely to be important and to establish
terms of reference for an impact assessment. Qualified, experienced and competent staff within
government agencies are required to undertake both screening and scoping.

Submission
Usually an impact assessment should be undertaken by an independent consultant or expert, although
an alternative is for a government agency to take responsibility for it. Regardless of who undertakes the
impact assessment, the resulting submission should be evaluated by qualified staff from a government
agency. In the event of a conflict of interest, one solution can be to have an independent evaluation of
the report.

Consultation
Where a project may affect cultural heritage, the expert (or the government agency) should consult
with affected communities and other stakeholders within the country who use, or have used within
living memory, the cultural heritage for cultural purposes. This will help identify significant cultural
heritage and to incorporate into decision-making process the views of the affected communities.
Consultation will also involve the relevant national or local regulatory agencies that are entrusted with
the protection of cultural heritage.

Consideration
Ultimately one party, usually a Minister on behalf of a government, has to consider the impact
assessment. During this part of the process, the Minister should be guided by expert evaluation from
within government agencies. Finally, the decision can be finalized and the result announced.
For more information on assessing sites see Unit 5:%FTLCBTFE"TTFTTNFOU
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.BOBHFNFOU1MBOTGPS6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
A management plan is a tool that structures the work that has to be or has been undertaken at a site.
If well structured, all sites utilizing a management plan can be compared and used for planning time
and budget. Due to the fact that maritime history and archaeology, especially regarding shipwrecks,
has an international setting, trials are being undertaken to structure the way individuals observe,
assess and overall manage, archaeological sites world wide. In the future it might be possible to
compare assessed sites from Sri Lanka with those from Indonesia and European countries. In that way,
information gathered will be available and of use by all researchers and policy-makers regardless of
where they are from.

.P44.BOBHFNFOU1MBO
A management plan developed within the MoSS project (Monitoring, Safeguarding and Visualizing
North European Shipwreck Sites: www.mossproject.com) has been executed in several EU countries
and is available in English. The plan has been especially designed for sites underwater and is a dynamic
document that requires updating each time something changes on the site. This design, for example,
has been used by the Maritime Archaeological Unit of Sri Lanka.
.BOBHFNFOUQMBO
PGUIFVrouw Maria
XSFDLJO'JOMBOE BTJU
XBTEFWFMPQFEXJUIJO
UIF.P441SPKFDU
©.P441SPKFDU
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The MoSS-project management plan is based on the following principles:

5IFGPSNBUIBTUPCFUIFTBNFJOBMMDPVOUSJFTXPSLJOHPOUIF.P44QSPKFDUBOEBMMDPVOUSJFT
TIPVMECFBCMFUPVTFJU
"NBOBHFNFOUQMBOTIPVMECFNBEFGPSBMMLJOETPGTIJQXSFDLTJUFT
"NBOBHFNFOUQMBODBOCFCBTFEPOWFSZMJUUMFJOGPSNBUJPO
UNIT

5IFNBOBHFNFOUQMBOJTOPUBTUBUJDEPDVNFOUJUTIPVMEEFWFMPQPWFSUIFZFBST

6

"MMTVCKFDUTTIPVMECFDMFBSUPFWFSZPOFBOEXIBUUPQVUJOFBDITFDUJPOPGUIFQMBOTIPVMECF
TFMGFWJEFOU
8SFDLTTIPVMECFEFTDSJCFEJOUIFTBNFXBZ
5IFJNQPSUBODFPGUIFXSFDLGPSNBSJUJNFBSDIBFPMPHZTIPVMECFTUBUFE
"MMUZQFTPGSFTFBSDIDBOCFJODPSQPSBUFE
5IFNBOBHFNFOUQMBOTIPVMECFBDDFTTJCMFBOEVOEFSTUBOEBCMFGPSEJòFSFOULJOETPGQSPGFTTJPOBMT
&BDIQBSUPGUIFNBOBHFNFOUQMBOTIPVMECFBCMFUPCFVTFEBTBOJOEFQFOEFOUEPDVNFOU
*UJTVOMJLFMZUIBUFWFSZCPEZXIPOFFETUPPCUBJOJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNUIFNBOBHFNFOUQMBOXJMMSFBE
UIFDPNQMFUFEPDVNFOU*UJTUIFSFGPSFJNQPSUBOUUIBUUIFGPSNBUTIPVMECFEFTJHOFEJOTVDIBXBZ
UIBUUIFSFJTBHFOFSBMTVNNBSZBOEJOEFYXIJDIXJMMBJETJNQMFOBWJHBUJPOUISPVHIUIFQMBO

The format used for the MoSS developed Master Management Plan consists of the following chapters:

.BOBHFNFOU1MBOPG</BNF>4IJQXSFDL
Site
0.0 Administrative details
1.0 Introduction
1SFWJPVTTUVEJFT
)JTUPSJDBMDPOUFYU
2.0 Assessment of the site
%FTDSJQUJPOPGSFTFBSDI
XPSLJOHQSPDFEVSF
3FTFBSDISFTVMUT
3JTLBTTFTTNFOU

3.0 Cultural valuation of shipwreck
&YQFSJFODFBTQFDUT
1IZTJDBMRVBMJUZ
2VBMJUZPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBM
JOGPSNBUJPO
$PODMVTJPO
4.0 Site management agenda

Date of re-evaluation by different professionals should also be indicated in the plan. Interested
parties, such as scientists and policy makers, should be able to gain access to at least some parts of
the management plan. It is, therefore, very important that everybody understands each other, as
miscommunication can be disastrous for maritime heritage.
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Unit Summary
It is necessary to understand in detail the nature and extent of the significance that a heritage place has
in society, in order to protect, preserve and conserve the values of that place. What is of value and what
is not, may and often will, differ from person to person, or country to country. In order to determine
significance for heritage management purposes, it is important to establish criteria, specifically designed
to help heritage managers examine all of the factors that need to be taken into consideration. The intrinsic
archaeological significance and the significance of change are important in this respect. Working with
cultural impact assessment forms or management plans can help to further standardize assessments of
archaeological significance. A summary of criteria covered in this unit are outlined below.

7BMVFBOE4JHOJGJDBODF"4VNNBSZ5BCMF
Is there enough of a wreck here to be significant?
Provenance
Representativeness
Rarity/uniqueness
Condition/completeness
Interpretive potential
Capacity to inform us about the past
Does this wreck have intrinsic significance/value?
Potential to yield important information
Associated with important events or people
Distinctive characteristics of a period
Representativeness
Social or spiritual significance
Significance in experience aspects
Economic value in the present time and future
What are the implications of change to this value?
Dynamics of change
Beneficial/ neutral/adverse
Permanent/temporary
Process of change
Sources (causes)
Direct/indirect
Synergistic/cumulative
Outcomes of change
Physical fabric
Setting and surroundings
Perceptual and cultural issues
Socio-economic aspects
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Suggested Timetable
15 mins

Introduction
Assessing Underwater Cultural Heritage Significance I

75 mins

*OUSPEVDUJPO
4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOUT
UNIT

%JóDVMUJFTBOE4FOTJCJMJUJFTPG"EEJOH7BMVFUP$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF

6

Break

Assessing Underwater Cultural Heritage Significance II
90 mins

%JòFSFOU,JOETPG$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
8IZJTJU/FDFTTBSZUP"TTFTT4JHOJöDBODF
%JòFSFOU.FUIPETPG"TTFTTJOH4JHOJöDBODF

30 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
Throughout this unit students are introduced to the concept of significance in the management of
underwater cultural heritage. The unit provides students with an understanding of the importance
of significance assessments and the role they play in the management process. Some topics covered
require more detailed guidance and explanation by the trainer than others. A few topics that may
require additional teaching time or illustrated examples are listed below.

%JGGJDVMUJFTBOE4FOTJCJMJUJFTJO"EEJOH7BMVFUP$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
When covering this topic it may be useful for trainers to illustrate the teaching material using heritage
examples from both within and outside the region. Ideally, these examples should demonstrate how
value is added to cultural heritage on land (built heritage and archaeology).

%JGGFSFOU.FUIPETPG"TTFTTJOH4JHOJGJDBODF
When covering this topic it is crucial that trainers highlight two fundamental aspects; that there is an
intrinsic significance that determines the initial value of a site and there is the significance of change
that determines the stability of the site and the value it will keep over time.

5.3 Archaeological Impact Assessments (AIA) and Conservation Management Plans (CMP)
Management plans and Archaeological and Cultural Impact Assessments are some of the most
complex topics presented in this unit. Additional time and guidance should be provided by the trainers
to ensure that students have a solid understanding of each.

1SBDUJDBM4FTTJPO
It is important that the students are provided with the practical task of applying significance assessment
to at least one chosen area. Trainers should select two underwater archaeological sites and provide
data and information regarding both for the students to consider. Students should be briefed to
undertake a significance assessment based on several criteria explored in the unit and determine the
overall significance of the site.
Alternatively students can be invited to bring data and information from a site in their own country
to undertake a significance assessment. The advantage of this is that the results may be used and can
serve as a blue print for how to do significance assessments in the student’s own country. Be sure
to brief students well in advance so that they have enough time to gather the relevant information
required to complete a thorough assessment, prior to the start of the course.
It is recommended that students have one hour to interpret the information using the knowledge gained
during the training. The conclusions of the practical assessment can be discussed in a plenary session.
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UNIT 7
Data Management in Maritime
and Underwater Archaeology

Author Peter R. Holt

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces students to data management in maritime and underwater archaeology and
provides guidance on some of the techniques and methods that can be implemented during projects.

Upon completion of the Data Management in Maritime and Underwater
Archaeology unit, students will:
t#FBCMFUPJEFOUJGZBOEVOEFSTUBOEUIFNBJOJTTVFTTVSSPVOEJOHUIFNBOBHFNFOU
PGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMEBUB
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFJNQPSUBODFPGNBOBHJOHEBUB
t#FGBNJMJBSXJUIUFDIOJRVFTBOENFUIPETBQQSPQSJBUFUPFBDITUBHFPGBQSPKFDU

Introduction to the Unit
This unit focuses on the issues relating to the management of digital data in maritime or underwater
archaeology. It is important to take into account that although the problems and solutions often also
relate to terrestrial and intertidal archaeology, the topics covered in this unit only mention these parallels
where necessary.
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1 Archaeological Archives
Archaeological fieldwork has the potential to generate a vast amount of data in the form of an archive.
As a result, it is essential that the results of any fieldwork are properly documented, particularly as
excavation is destructive, so that data and information can to be preserved by record.

The archive should contain all of the information available about the site, including:
t*OJUJBMQSPKFDUQSPQPTBMT
t1SPKFDUEFTJHOEPDVNFOUT

UNIT

t1SJNBSZSFDPSET
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t%SBXJOHT QIPUPHSBQITBOEWJEFP
t"OBMZTJTSFTVMUT
t3FTFBSDISFQPSUTBOEJOUFSQSFUBUJPOT
t1VCMJDBUJPOT
t$PNQVUFSHFOFSBUFENPEFMT

As the archive is used as the basis for future publications, project planning and museum displays, it
is essential that the recorded information is both easy to recover and easy to use. A recording system
used to capture site data can be as simple as a paper notebook or as sophisticated as a computerized
digital information management system.
The data may be held on different media storage devices (such as CDs, DVDs, flash drives, etc.), which
can often result in a variety of incompatible formats evolving as the project progresses. Any recording
system must be capable of storing, managing and allowing access to this disparate set of data in an
efficient way. It is, therefore, imperative that publication and archiving should be a central function of
any recording system rather than an afterthought.
Suggested Reading
Andresen, J. and Madsen T. 1996. IDEA – The Integrated Database for Excavation Analysis, Interfacing the
Past. CAA95. "OBMFDUB1SBFIJTUPSJDB-FJEFOTJB 28, pp 3-14.
Brown, D. 2007. Archaeological Archives: A Guide to Best Practice in Curation, Compilation, Transfer and
Curation."SDIBFPMPHJDBM"SDIJWFT'PSVN. London.
Drap, P. and Long, L. 2001. Towards a Digital Excavation Data Management System: the (SBOE3JCBVE'&TUSVTDBO Deep Water Wreck. 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF$POGFSFODFPO7JSUVBM3FBMJUZ "SDIBFPMPHZBOE$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
Eiteljorg, H. 2007. "SDIBFPMPHJDBM$PNQVUJOH. Centre for the Study of Architecture. http://archcomp.csanet.org
(Accessed October 2011).
Greene, K. 2002. "SDIBFPMPHZBO*OUSPEVDUJPO, Fourth Edition. London, Routledge.
Richards, J. 2004. *OUFSOFU"SDIFPMPHZhttp://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue15/richards_index.html
(Accessed 30 November 2011).
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2 Recording System Types
Recording systems used on maritime archaeological projects vary widely in their content and complexity. They are usually based on one of the methods outlined in this section.

2.1 Paper-based Systems
Paper based recording systems are appealing as the paper records are physical, can be created by
anyone and they can be inspected or modified at any time.
"OFYBNQMFPGB
QBQFSCBTFETZTUFN
© 1FUFS3)PMU

/PUFCPPLT

Paper-based systems usually come in the form of notebooks. Some of the
benefits and drawbacks of using notebooks are:
t5IFZBSFSFBEJMZBWBJMBCMFBOEFBTZUPVTF
t'MFYJCMFFOPVHIUPCFBCMFUPSFDPSEBOZJOGPSNBUJPO BMMPXJOHGPSCPUIUFYUBOEJMMVTUSBUJPOT
UPCFNBEFPOUIFTBNFQBHF
t6OMJLFBEJHJUBMTZTUFN BOPUFCPPLDBOCFSFBEBUBOZUJNFXJUIPVUUIFOFFEGPSFMFDUSJDBM
QPXFSPSBTVJUBCMFDPNQVUFS
t6OGPSUVOBUFMZ JUJTEJóDVMUUPCFDPOTJTUFOUJOUIFJOGPSNBUJPOSFDPSEFEJOBOPUFCPPL 
FTQFDJBMMZJGNPSFUIBOPOFQFSTPOJTDPNQJMJOHUIFEBUB
t5SBJOJOHQFPQMFJOUIFVTFPGUIFOPUFCPPLTDBOCFEJóDVMUJGMJUUMFDPOTJEFSBUJPOIBTHPOF
JOUPUIFTUSVDUVSFBOEDPOUFOUPGFBDICPPL
t'PSMBSHFQSPKFDUT UIFVTFPGOPUFCPPLTSBQJEMZCFDPNFTVONBOBHFBCMFBTUIFOVNCFSPG
OPUFCPPLTJODSFBTFT
t/PUFCPPLTBSFIBSEUPDPQZBOE UIVT IBSEUPBSDIJWF UIFZBSFBMTPCPUIFBTZUPMPTFBOEBSF
FBTJMZEBNBHFE TPEBUBTFDVSJUZDBOCFBQSPCMFN
t5IFJOGPSNBUJPOJOBOPUFCPPLJTIBSEUPQSPDFTTBOEPGUFOIBSEUPSFDPWFS FTQFDJBMMZJGUIF
IBOEXSJUJOHJTJMMFHJCMF
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1SF1SJOUFE'PSNT
t1SFQSJOUFEGPSNTBMMPXJOGPSNBUJPOUPCFTUSVDUVSFEVOEFSUIFEFTJHOBUFEGSBNFXPSLPG
öFMET XJUIFBDIöFMEBDUJOHBTBQSPNQU5IJTNBLFTUIFSFDPSEJOHPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPONPSF
DPOTJTUFOUBOEFBTJFSUPMPDBUFBOEBOBMZTF5IFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUBTJUFDBOCFTVCEJWJEFE
JOUPTFQBSBUFGPSNT GPSFYBNQMF GPSSFDPSEJOHTLFUDIFT DPOUFYUBOETUSVDUVSBMGFBUVSFTPG
JOEJWJEVBMPCKFDUT
t6OTUSVDUVSFEUFYUOPUFTDBOBMTPCFSFDPSEFEPOBSFBTPGUIFGPSNBMMPDBUFEGPSUIBUVTF
UNIT
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2.2 Digital Systems
Computer-based or digital recording systems are a modern alternative to paper-based
systems and offer a range of advantages:
t%JHJUBMTZTUFNTPGUFOXPSLXJUIQSFQSJOUFEGPSNTBTBOJOUFSJNTUFQXIFSFEJSFDUFOUSZPG
EBUBJTOPUQPTTJCMF GPSFYBNQMF GPSSFDPSEJOHTVSWFZNFBTVSFNFOUTVOEFSXBUFS
t*OGPSNBUJPOJOBEJHJUBMEPDVNFOUBSZBSDIJWFJTFBTJMZEJTQMBZFE SFUSJFWFE TIBSFEBOE
DPQJFE MFBEJOHUPJODSFBTFEQSPEVDUJWJUZBOESFEVDFEEBUBMPTT
t%JHJUBMSFDPSEJOHQMBDFTHSFBUFSEFNBOETPOUIFBDDVSBDZBOEBWBJMBCJMJUZPGUIFEBUB XIJDI
TVCTFRVFOUMZJNQSPWFTUIFRVBMJUZPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPOSFDPSEFE
t%JHJUBMTZTUFNTPòFSJNQSPWFNFOUTJOFóDJFODZBOEDBOBMMPXTJUFSFDPSETUPCFVQEBUFEJO
UIFöFME
t0òFSUIFQPUFOUJBMUPQVCMJTICPUISBQJEMZBOEXJEFMZVTJOHPOMJOFEJHJUBMBSDIJWFT

'JWFUZQFTPGEJHJUBMTZTUFNTIBWFCFFOEFWFMPQFE

4QSFBETIFFU4ZTUFNT
A simple, but effective recording system can be created using a spreadsheet programme, such as
Microsoft Excel. A single spreadsheet contains rows and columns of cells that can be used to contain
information. Each column can contain one particular property or item of information and each row can
relate to one particular object. Separate sheets can be created within the same file for recording different
categories, such as survey measurements, artefact information or details about features and contexts.
Each column can be configured to accept the correct type of information, such as text in a ‘Description’
column or numeric data in a ‘Length’ column. For cells that have a limited number of options it is possible
to create a spreadsheet that only allows entry of a limited set of options, which can provide a solution to
the problem of data validation. It is also possible to add links to cells, so that an image or text document
can also be displayed. This can be useful for linking artefact images with artefact records.
The data contained within the spreadsheet can be searched and filtered simplifying the subsequent
processing. The contents can be exported to files that can be read by other programs and the data can
also be printed.
Spreadsheet systems are very easy to set up, use and extract information from, but are rather limited in
capability compared with the other digital options.
5
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%BUBCBTF4ZTUFNT
Although similar to a spreadsheet, database systems offer more powerful data entry, searching, export
and reporting options, which for larger projects can offer some advantages over a spreadsheet.
Database systems are usually more difficult to set up and manage than a simple spreadsheet, requiring
expert knowledge to do all, but basic tasks.
"OFYBNQMFPGBEBUBCBTF
BSUFGBDUSFDPSE
© 1FUFS3)PMU

$PNQVUFS"JEFE%FTJHO $"% 4ZTUFNT
Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems are used to create drawings and 3-dimensional models. By
providing a means of recording spatial information missing from a database, these systems can work in
conjunction with a database to record the dataset for an entire archaeological project. Some modern
CAD systems can be tightly coupled with a database, allowing properties to be recorded along with
spatial information, blurring the edge between what is a CAD and what is a Geographical Information
System (GIS).

(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFN (*4 
One major disadvantage of both spreadsheets and database systems is their inability to display maps.
The position of objects is very important in archaeology, so the ability to display spatial information is a
great benefit, as it helps us identify patterns not easily determined from non-spatial records. In its most
simple form, Geographic Information System can be thought of as a database that can manage spatial
data, so it can be used to display information on a site plan, therefore, increasing clarity and accessibility
of the information. See Unit 8: (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT (*4 JO6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ.
Most low cost commercial GIS are not designed for one particular task, but can be used to display
and process any spatial data. These systems need to be configured for recording archaeological
information, so they also require expert knowledge in their set up and usage.

*OGPSNBUJPO.BOBHFNFOU4ZTUFNT *.4 
Information management systems that are designed for recording archaeological data have been
developed. These systems incorporate the best features of database systems and GIS, but also include
many other useful features not found in generic systems. As well as being more powerful than generic
systems, they are also easier to use and have the advantage of being designed for the task, containing
only tools that are useful.
Some of these systems are capable of managing data collection and processing in real time, an essential
feature where timescales and funding are constrained or data is being collected at a very high rate.
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Processing the data as it is collected allows problems
to be identified and rectified before leaving the field.
It also dramatically reduces the work that has to be
done after the fieldwork is complete.
An example of such a system is 3H’s Site Recorder,
which has been used on sites in over twenty
countries including: the "WPOETUFS (Sri Lanka), .BSZ
3PTF (United Kingdom), Kizilburan Wreck (Turkey), -F
'PSOJDIF (France) and 1BOEPSB(Australia).
UNIT

2.3 Disadvantages with Digital Systems
As well as providing a significant number of
benefits, there are some disadvantage to using a
digital recording system. The most significant problem is the need
for a computer to be available before the records can be viewed.
This restricts the use of the recording system to sites where power is
available and the working environment allows the use of a computer.
Netbooks might provide an interim solution to the lack of mains supply,
as they tend to have a longer battery life than most laptops and the
battery can either be replaced with a spare or recharged overnight.
Digital records are sometimes seen as fragile or ephemeral and can
be easily accidentally deleted or destroyed. Although this is true,
problems can be avoided by a carefully designed recording system
that is accompanied by a robust backup and archiving policy. It is
important for measures to also take into account potential problems
associated with the unknown lifetime of digital systems and changes
in formats.

7

5IFMary RoseIVMMBOECPX
QPTJUJPOTTIPXOJO4JUF3FDPSEFS
© 1FUFS3)PMU
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Further information about
the use of Site Recorder on
sites around the world can
be found on 3H’s website:
http://www.3hconsulting.
com/SitesMain.htm
(Accessed February 2012).

2.4 Digital Recording System Requirements

Although systems may differ in what information they record, the basic requirements
for any system are very similar. They include:
t*OGPSNBUJPODBQUVSF
t&BTFPGVTF
t4IBSJOH
t#BDLVQBOEBSDIJWJOH
t4FBSDIJOH TPSUJOHBOEBTTPDJBUJOH
t%BUBWBMJEBUJPO
t$PMMFDUJPONBOBHFNFOU
t1VCMJTIJOH
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Suggested Reading
Hildred, A. (ed.). 2001. 70$"OOJWFSTBSZ4IJQXSFDL1SPKFDUo3FQPSUPOUIF&YDBWBUJPOPGUIF%VUDI&BTU
*OEJBNBO7MJFHFOU)BSU. Private Publication.
Holt, P. 2007a. %FWFMPQNFOUPGBO0CKFDU0SJFOUFE(*4GPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ.PUJWBUJPO *NQMFNFOUBUJPO
BOE3FTVMUT. CAA2007. Southampton.
Holt, P. 2007b. 5IF4JUF3FDPSEFS%BUBCBTF4DIFNB http://www.3hConsulting.com/Research/research_
schema.htm (Accessed October 2011).
Lledo B. 2004. Field Example of a Database System Applied to Underwater Archaeology, the FileMaker Pro
Approach. 5"3"6%456"$POGFSFODF. Bodrum.
Nickerson, S. 1994. A Site Information System (SIS): CADD/Database Integration for Field Use. "15#VMMFUJO 
pp. 56-62.

3 Recording System Requirements
3.1 Information Capture
The most important requirement of any recording system is to be able to capture sufficient information
about a site in a systematic way. The aim is to record a site accurately and completely, and to do the
work efficiently. The recording system needs to be able to capture all of the diverse information about
a site: the spatial information defining the positions of things, the descriptive information defining the
properties of objects and the temporal information that records what happened and when. Information
that is not recorded may be lost forever if the site is being excavated or if the site is damaged or
destroyed at a later date.
The systems should primarily deal with information as hard facts and clearly separate these from
interpretation, which being based on experience and background allows for different opinions.
Interpretations of what things are or what they are used for should be kept separate from absolutes,
such as position or dimensions.

3.2 Ease of Use
The second most important requirement is that the system is simple to set up and
to use. The factors to consider are the same as those for any software application
development and include:
t&OTVSJOHUIBUUIFNPTUDPNNPOUBTLTBOEBDUJPOTBSFTJNQMFBOEDBOCFFBTJMZDPNQMFUFE
t5IFXBZUIFTZTUFNXPSLTTIPVMECFDPOTJTUFOU TPUIBUUIFDPOUSPMTGPSTJNJMBSUBTLTDBOCF
HSPVQFEUPHFUIFS
t5IFJOGPSNBUJPODPOUBJOFEXJUIJOUIFTZTUFNTIPVMECFXFMMPSHBOJ[FE DPOWFOJFOUMZ
BDDFTTJCMFBOEFBTJMZSFUSJFWFE
t5IFTZTUFNNVTUCFTDBMBCMFJUNVTUXPSLKVTUBTXFMMGPSSFDPSEJOHBTJNQMFTVSWFZ BTJUEPFT
GPSBGVMMFYDBWBUJPO
t5IFTZTUFNNVTUCFFóDJFOUBOENVTUSFTQPOEXJUIJOBSFBTPOBCMFUJNF"MMDPNNPOBDUJPOT
TIPVMECFDPNQMFUFEXJUIJOTFDPOEGPSUIFTZTUFNUPGFFMSFTQPOTJWF SBUIFSUIBOTMVHHJTI
t5IFTZTUFNNVTUCFMPXDPTUBOEFBTJMZJNQMFNFOUFE"OZTZTUFNUIBUJTUPPFYQFOTJWFUPVTF
XJMMOPUCFVUJMJ[FEBOEBOZTZTUFNUIBUJTUPPEJóDVMUNBZCFVTFEJODPSSFDUMZ
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3.3 Sharing Information

Processing drawings in the field. © Peter R. Holt

Information about a site can be
readily shared using a digital recording system. The complete set of
records about a site may be held on
several DVDs, external hard drives
or flash drives, which enables the
entire dataset from a project to be
made available online.

3.4 Metadata
An integral part of the recording
system is the additional information
about the data that it contains,
known as metadata. The metadata
provides information about what has been recorded, how and when it was recorded, who did the work
and who owns it. Metadata provides a useful summary and can be used by people and computers to
determine whether the information is of interest, without having to examine a full set of data.

3.5 Backup and Archiving
It is easy to copy electronic information, make backups and create an archive. Having multiple copies
of essential information mitigates loss or damage to the original and overcomes some of the problems
associated with the fragility of digital data.

3.6 Searching, Sorting and Associating
Another powerful feature of a digital system is the ability to search rapidly and accurately through
thousands of records, something that is impossible with paper records. Associated with this is the
ability to filter records so that sub-sets of the data can be displayed in lists and on charts.
The ability to search and filter by object name, object type or any other property is essential. Keywords
can be appended to each object to help with targeted search, so long as they are known in advance.
Just as powerful is the ability to associate or relate information within the system, as this adds value to
the data.
Associations form a direct cross-referenced connection between objects in the recording system,
allowing a seamless jump between one and the other. An example of this would be to allow associations
between information about dives recorded in dive logs with artefact records. From the artefact record,
it is then possible to retrieve the dive record on which the artefact was discovered, along with the
notes and sketches the diver made at that time.

3.7 Data Validation
A digital recording system limits the opportunities for making mistakes, either when adding data or
when searching for information. This feature is less significant when data is added to the system by
only a small number of key team members.
Some information entered into a digital system can be restricted to ensure that only valid information
is provided. Examples of this include limiting input to only one of a set of valid values or ensuring that
a numeric value entered is above or below a given number. This restriction of choice can be applied to
descriptive terms, as well using a list of valid words defined in a word list or thesaurus, such as those
that are part of the Information Management System, Site Recorder.

9
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3.8 Collection Management
As well as being used as a repository for information, the recording system may be used as a tool for
managing the collection of cultural material. The system contains information about each artefact in
the material archive, so can be used to track its progress from discovery through recovery, registration,
conservation and storage.

3.9 Publishing Information
Access to data is a major driving force in archaeology today and publication is a natural extension to
the role fulfilled by a recording system. A digital recording system should allow for public access to
primary data, perhaps even before preliminary and final interpretations have been made. Publishing
information from a digital system is a simple process as the digital information can readily be converted
to a format used by other computer programs. Information in a digital form can also readily be
converted into a form that can be deployed on the Internet, either by using fixed pages of information
or by using dynamic pages fed with data from an online database. Archaeological site information
published online can then be directly searched by anyone or any program on the Internet.
4JUFJOGPSNBUJPO
QVCMJTIFEPOUIF
JOUFSOFU
© 1FUFS3)PMU

Suggested Reading
Madsen T. 1998. %FTJHO$POTJEFSBUJPOTGPSBO&YDBWBUJPO3FDPSEJOH4ZTUFN %FTJHOBOEVTFPG'JFME
*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT, CAA-NL98.
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4 Recording Systems: What Should be Recorded?
It is important to make sure that the recording system is capable of handling all of the different types
of information that need to be recorded. The system may use a basic design and be limited to simple
survey work or it may be more powerful and used for managing data from an excavation.
The first step is to make a list of all the information to be recorded about the site. The information can
then be sorted into groups according to information type.

4.1 Information Types
Having decided on the scope of the system, the requirements can then be defined in detail. The aim
is to record both the information contained in the archaeological site and that relating to the work
undertaken to acquire it, as this helps with later analysis.

4.2 What Needs to be Recorded?
Primary data: original recordings taken at the site by archaeologists and site recorders.
Activities: what has been done at the site in terms of recording, excavation and monitoring activity.
Historical records: any documents or images relating to the site.
Reference documentation: information regarding other similar sites and historical events.
An archaeological site and the work done on that site can be recorded in a set of individual records
that relate to each phase of work.
These records can include events that have already happened and any fieldwork planned for the
future. Different records or different units of information in common records, will be required for
each of the phases of work on a site: planning, searching, mapping, excavating, conserving, publishing
and monitoring. By identifying what is to be recorded at each stage, the data can be defined and be
managed by the recording system.

4.3 Records as ‘Objects’
Computer records are most easily modelled as an individual ‘object’ rather than as something in a
simple list. Recording ‘objects’ can be thought of as physical ‘things’ inside the computer, even though
they do not physically exist. The advantage of using objects is that we can make our records more
useful, as they can be associated with one another.

4.4 Object Properties
The framework of a database schema can be determined once what will be recorded has been decided.
This involves determining which objects will be recorded and what properties they contain.
Object properties are the items of information that need to be recorded. Each recording system
contains objects and each object contains a list of properties. For example, for an artefact it might be
necessary to record properties such as its name, position, length, width and height. For a dive log, a
record of the name of the diver, supervisor, time in, time out and maximum depth will be required.

4.5 Names and Object Identification
One of the fundamental requirements of a recording system is that every object must have a unique
identifier so that it can separate one object from another. The name of the object is often used to do
this. Using the name as the identifier means that two objects with the same name cannot be allowed
to exist in the system, even by accident.
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In practice, appending an object type identifier to the name can help interpretation of maps and charts.
For example, all artefact objects use the prefix ‘A’, while all survey control points use the prefix ‘CP’.
Adding a year code seems to be helpful in practice, even though it is not necessary, as the next free
number can be used at the start of a new season and the date of recovery should identify the year.
Two digit year codes are usually sufficient as the metadata associated with the site should identify the
specific millennium. The year should be added at the front of the name, forming, for example, a name
that reads ‘12A1564’ for artefacts recovered in 2012.
Objects that are special and few in number, such as guns and anchors can have a specific numbering
scheme for ease of recognition. ‘Gun 12’ is more readily identifiable than some generic artefact name
such as ‘12A1284’.
The names used for dive logs should
be chosen with care as often other
things are associated with the logs,
such as photographs or video. The
computer recording system may
have an upper limit to the number
of characters allowed in a name, but
it is sensible to limit them anyway as
shorter names are easier to remember. There may also be a limit to the
characters that can be used in a
name. Often such characters as ‘ , ;
/ . : \ “ ? * | ’ are not allowed as they
have special meanings.

All artefacts should be clearly marked with a unique identification.
© Peter R. Holt

4.6 Notes
Another essential unit of information for almost every object is simple free form text to be used for
adding notes. The recording system is unlikely to have sufficient scope to be able to record everything
that you want to say about an object, so the notes are a useful place for the additional information.

4.7 Units
The units of length, weight, etc. used for recording will vary between projects. The most basic recording
system may be fixed so that it uses only one set of units, an acceptable decision so long as the metadata
associated with the project states which units are being used. A more flexible approach would be for
the recording system to be able to display information in different units, but it will still need to work
internally using only one particular set.
The majority of sites are recorded using the International System of units (SI); metres for survey
measurements and millimetres for recording artefacts (although centimetres are used too). Weights
should be measured in kilograms.

4.8 Time
An artefact on the seabed may be moved during the course of work on a site. The position of the
artefact before moving is just as important as the position afterwards, so a recording system needs
to be capable of recording both. This suggests that any artefact has a position at a given time, so it is
important from the outset to consider this when recording positions.
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4.9 Measurement Recording
A recording system should be capable of handling information about survey points, including both
the measurements made at each survey point and between the survey points. Unfortunately, many
of the measurements that are made will be mistakes, so it is important to make sure that these can be
identified and removed. Later work may show up problems with measurements made earlier, so it is
important that the raw measurements are recorded and not just the processed survey results.

4.10 Object Drawing
Ideally the recording system should also record shape information. For example, an artefact on the
seabed can be represented on a site plan in a number of ways.
The simplest representation is as a point shape that identifies the position of the artefact. The size,
colour and style of the point is used to identify some other property, such as the type or recovery date.
A more detailed representation
would show a drawing of the
artefact on the plan. Most site
plans are drawn from above, so
the artefact can be shown JOTJUV
as a 2-dimensional drawing on a
plan view.

Drawing timbers at 1:1 scale. © Peter R. Holt

The most complex representation
would show a 3-dimensional (3D)
image or model of an artefact
that can be viewed from any
position of the site.
For each artefact there are two different sets of information. The first set of information is the drawing
or 3D digital representation of the object. The other set is the recorded properties of the artefact, such
as the material it is made from, its condition or weight.

4.11 Site Code
A unique code should be given to each site. Site codes need to be unique as they are used to form part
of the name of every object, so that objects can be differentiated from one site to another.
With digital systems it is easy to make comparisons of datasets between sites. It is possible that the
names of objects from one site are the same as those from another, so it is necessary to be able to
make a distinction. To ensure that this distinction is made, the full name of each object should include
the prefix of the site coded. For example, at POMR (Portsmouth - .BSZ3PTF), an object can be labelled
POMR/94/A1234 (location – site – year – artefact number), while at GAAV (Galle - "WPOETUFS) an object
can be labelled GAAV/94/A1234.

4.12 Recording Associations
Archaeological objects can be associated with each other, providing extra information about the site
and how it was recorded. This provides a way of relating groups of objects found in the same area that
have some meaningful relationship, building up a hierarchy of associations within the site.
The relationship between these objects gives clues about their use, so the recording system should
allow these relationships to be in a formal manner and provide tools to visualize them. The result is a
hierarchical tree of relationships between artefacts, features and sectors.
13
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3FMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
PCKFDUT© 1FUFS3)PMU

Associations between objects include:
Next to:BMPPTFTQBUJBMSFMBUJPOTIJQ
Above:BMPPTFTQBUJBMSFMBUJPOTIJQNPSFTQFDJöDUIBOAOFYUUP
Below:BMPPTFTQBUJBMSFMBUJPOTIJQNPSFTQFDJöDUIBOAOFYUUP
Contained by:BUJHIUTQBUJBMSFMBUJPOTIJQ
Part of: BUJHIUSFMBUJPOTIJQ

Objects can only be associated ‘upwards’ by being related to a ‘parent’ object. The ‘parent’ can have
many ‘child’ objects below it, each linked once to the parent itself. An object does not have to be
associated with a ‘parent’ and can remain unrelated to anything else.

The use of these associations can be
represented by an example:
t"XSFDLTJUFIBEBOFYDBWBUJPOUSFODIEFöOFE
CZUIFCVMLIFBETPGUIFDBSQFOUFSTDBCJO
t*OUIFUSFODIXBTGPVOEUIFMJEPGBCPY
t#FMPXUIFMJEXBTGPVOEBCPY UIFMJEGPVOE
FBSMJFSXBTUIFDPSSFDUTJ[FUPöUUIFCPY
t'PVOEJOTJEFUIFCPYXFSFBDIJTFMBOEBNBMMFU
t"MTPJOTJEFUIFCPYXBTUIFAHIPTUPGBDMPUICBH 
OPDMPUISFNBJOFEKVTUBEJòFSFOUDPMPVS
TFEJNFOU
t*OTJEFUIFACBHXFSFGPVOEJEFOUJDBM
DPQQFSOBJMT
3FQSFTFOUBUJPOPGBSFMBUJPOBIJQCFUXFFOPCKFDUT©1FUFS3)PMU
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This image, taken from Site Recorder, shows the relationships between all archaeological objects in
a hierarchy. The site is at the top,
followed by sectors, features and
artefacts. The type of relationship
is shown in square brackets [ ]
At the top of the ‘tree’ is the
site itself and below this is an
object that represents Trench 1.
Contained by Trench 1 is the Box,
shown as Artefact A0002.

UNIT
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Below the Box is the Lid, Artefact A0001. The Lid is shown below the Box as it is related by being ‘part of’
the Box. Also below the Box are the Chisel and the Mallet represented by Artefacts A0003 and A0004.
Feature A0005 represents the remains of the Bag, also ‘contained by’ the Box. Contained by the Bag
feature are the 10 Copper nails, represented by Artefact A0006.
Suggested Reading
Andresen, J. and Madsen, T. 1996. IDEA Integrated Database for Excavation Analysis. CAA95.
"OBMFDUB1SBFIJTUPSJDB-FJEFOTJB. No. 28, pp 3-14.
Quinn, R. 2001. The Assimilation of Marine Geophysical Data into the Maritime Sites and Monuments
Record, Northern Ireland. )JTUPSJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ

5 Other Development Considerations
This section examines the more technical issues related to maintaining data quality, data description
and data sharing.

5.1 Controlled Vocabularies, Wordlists and Thesauri
One disadvantage of paper-based recording systems is the difficulty in maintaining consistency in
the information that is recorded. Consistency is not only essential for ensuring the accuracy of the
information, but also simplifies the process of searching and sorting. Digital systems can go further
by limiting the choice of options available for some object properties using a controlled vocabulary,
similar to the wordlists available in Site Recorder or the Inscription wordlists. For more information see
http://www.fish-forum.info/i_lists.htm (Accessed Feb 2012).
A controlled vocabulary is a collection of words that are allowed to be used and are useful in situations
where clarity and consistency are important. Controlled vocabularies have many uses, but are
particularly important where language translation occurs, as it is much easier to translate documents
containing a limited selection of well defined words.
A digital recording system can readily enforce a controlled vocabulary by only offering the user
the option of selecting one word or phrase from a list, known as a wordlist. Long wordlists can be
laborious to work through, so the alternative is to offer a hierarchical ‘tree’ of options known as a
hierarchical wordlist or thesaurus (Pl. thesauri). With a list, all the items are offered to the user at the
same time, which may be difficult to manage if the list is long. With a thesaurus, the user can ‘drill
down’ into the set of options starting with some general types at the top and more specific examples
15
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or component parts at the bottom. If we use a sword as an example, the user is initially offered a simple
‘sword’, but further down the options may include specific types of sword, such as ‘rapier’ or ‘cutlass’.
This method can also be used to offer words to describe components of a sword, such as ‘sword hilt’
or ‘sword blade’.
Using and sharing standard wordlists brings benefits to a project, particularly as time goes on and
the same lists are used by more projects, providing uniformity within not only that project, but also
between other projects.
The image above shows an artefact record in Site Recorder where the material type of an artefact can
only be selected from a list of options and an incorrect or new option cannot be added directly. The list
of available materials can be modified or extended, but this is usually done as a separate exercise.
Consistency within a dataset can be maintained using your own wordlists, but consistency between
datasets can also be achieved using standard wordlists and thesauri.

16
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5.2 Documenting the Archive
It is important to document the dataset so it will allow others to see what it contains and how it is
structured, as well as defining the formats and conventions it uses.

The documentation includes:
t.FUBEBUB
t1SPKFDUUJUMF
t)JTUPSZPGUIFQSPKFDU
t1VSQPTFPGUIFQSPKFDU

UNIT
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t5PQJDTPGSFTFBSDI
t(FPHSBQIJDBOEUFNQPSBMFYUFOUT
t*OGPSNBUJPOBCPVUNFUIPET
t.FUIPETVTFEUPDSFBUFUIFEBUBTFU
t'JOETSFDPSEJOHNFUIPET
t4VSWFZBOEHFPSFGFSFODJOHNFUIPET
t4BNQMJOHTUSBUFHZ
t%FUBJMTPGTPVSDFNBUFSJBMT
t"SDIJWFTVTFEGPSJOJUJBMBTTFTTNFOU
t.BQTBOEDIBSUT
t%FTDSJQUJPOTPGQSFWJPVTXPSLPOTJUF
t,OPXODPQZSJHIUT
t$POUFOUBOETUSVDUVSF
t-JTUPGöMFOBNFTBOEBEFTDSJQUJPOPGDPOUFOUT
t%FTDSJQUJPOPGOBNJOHDPOWFOUJPO
t-JTUPGDPEFTBOEXIBUUIFZNFBO JGVTFE
t%FTDSJQUJPOPGBOZLOPXOFSSPST
t%FTDSJQUJPOPGBOZLOPXOBSFBTPGXFBLOFTT
t8PSEMJTUT UIFTBVSJ
t/BNFTPGUIFQSJNBSZQSPKFDUTUBò
t)JTUPSZPGGPSNBUDIBOHFTUPUIFEBUBTFU
t"SDIJWFTBOEQVCMJDBUJPOT
t#JCMJPHSBQIJDSFGFSFODFTUPQVCMJDBUJPOTBCPVUUIFTJUF
t*OGPSNBUJPOBCPVUBOZNVTFVNTPSBSDIJWFTXIJDIIPMESFMBUFENBUFSJBM
t*OGPSNBUJPOBCPVUBOZOPOQVCMJDSFMBUFENBUFSJBM

5.3 Exporting and Publishing Data
The recording system may only be suitable for collecting data rather than in depth analysis or public
dissemination. As the data is to be used for analysis and in publications, it is necessary to ensure that
the data in the system can be extracted easily and reliably.
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Although any format for the data could be used, more widespread re-use would be possible if the data
were in a standard format. The ideal mechanism for data interchange is now available as the extended
Markup Language (XML), which is a non-proprietary standard available to all.
Coupled with related formats for graphics called Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) and Geographic
Markup Language (GML), both data and graphical elements can be exchanged. Use of these data
formats brings with it the ability to easily exchange information between different types of computers
(or computer systems), something which was a problem in the past. Another benefit is the ability to
automatically validate the information before use and so avoid corruption of crucial data.

5.4 Archiving
The site data on a computer is vulnerable to deliberate or accidental destruction and steps should be
taken during and after a project to ensure its survival. A computer used in the field may get stolen,
dropped, water damaged or damaged by a poor quality power supply. The files containing the site
data may get corrupted, deleted, overwritten or lost.
The first and most simple security measure is to make electronic copies of the dataset, in the hope that
at least one of these copies survives if the original gets destroyed. To do this you only need to save a
copy of the relevant files onto an external hard drive, CD or memory stick.
If multiple copies exist then it is essential to be able to tell which the master copy is. Each dataset
that is copied should have a unique version number, so that older copies (usually with lower version
numbers) can be easily identified.
Using the date stamp on a file for version control is not recommended as it is too easily altered. The
date stamp on a file is the date and time shown in Windows Explorer or similar program. It is simply the
date and time that the file was last saved, so you can get an older version of a file then save it, which
would give it a new date stamp of a younger, more up to date version of the same data file.

5.5 Media Survival
The dataset can be copied to any media large enough to hold it. The favoured media include: external
hard drives and DVDs for large projects or USB memory sticks for small projects. It is essential that the
copies can survive on the media they are written on. As all digital storage media have a limited life,
true long term survival of the data may require the use of redundant data servers and a robust data
backup strategy.
The format of the data stored in the archive should also be considered, as curation problems can
occur with proprietary data formats. Ideally, the digital data should be archived in a generic and open
format, so the data can be recovered even if the viewing software is no longer available. However, it
is essential that no data, links or associations are lost when converting the dataset from a proprietary
format to the open format used for archiving.
The content of the documentary archive for a digital system is often self-documenting, especially if
metadata has been included and digital copies of the final reports are linked to the archive.
For security reasons it is often desirable to produce a paper copy of the site records. This will be a
‘snapshot’ of the archive at the time of printing, so needs to be clearly identified with a date, time and
version number.
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5.6 Existing Standards
Wherever possible, it is recommended that recording systems are developed so that they comply with
any existing international or local standards, such as Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe
(INSPIRE), so that any information gathered can be used directly with no translation. Adhering to existing
standards allows for a more ready exchange of information between one system and another that may
wish to use or archive that data. In addition, you gain the benefit of the knowledge embedded in the
standard, as the creators may have considered an issue that you have overlooked. Reviewing more
than one standard may also provide ideas about additional information that you may wish to record.

6 Data Sources for Each Project Phase

UNIT

Projects go through a number of phases during their lifetime, from initial inception through to the final
end of project archiving. Each phase requires a different set of tasks to be undertaken using the recording
system, to ensure that the information contained within it is accurate, comprehensive and up to date.
5IFQIBTFTPGBUZQJDBMNBSJUJNFPSVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZQSPKFDUBSF

▼

Planning and Assessment

▼

Search

▼

Survey and Marketing

▼

Excavation

▼

Conservation

▼

Analysis and Interpretation
Publication and Archiving

1IBTFTPGBQSPKFDUª1FUFS)PMU

6.1 Planning and Assessment
During the planning phase, it is usual to gather together all of the readily available information about
a site or its location. The information that exists can then be collated and reviewed to see what can be
obtained from it or to determine what is missing.

5ZQJDBM4PVSDFTPG*OGPSNBUJPO
Typical sources of information include:
t.PEFSODIBSUTBOENBQT

t/FXTQBQFSBSUJDMFT

t0MEDIBSUTBOENBQT

t8FCTJUFT

t3FQPSUTGSPNQSFWJPVTXPSL

t&OWJSPONFOUBMSFQPSUT

t&YJTUJOHTJUFQMBOT

t1IPUPHSBQIT
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5ZQJDBM5BTLT
Typical tasks include:
t1PTJUJPOTJUF HFPEFTZ OPSUI
t4DBOBOEJNQPSUPSEJHJUJTFDIBSUT DIBSUDPQZSJHIU
t*NQPSU HFPSFGFSFODFBOEEJHJUJTFTJUFQMBOT
t*NQPSUEJHJUBMTJUFQMBOT
t4DBOBOEMJOLJNBHFT
t4DBOBOEMJOLEPDVNFOUT DPQZSJHIU
t$SFBUFBUJNFMJOFPGFWFOUT

6.2 Search
If the project involves a search phase then geophysical survey techniques will be employed. Geophysical
survey equipment produces georeferenced measurements of depth, magnetic field or sonar signals
which can be incorporated into the recording system. The measurements themselves can be added or
a more simple approach is to add just the list of targets detected by each survey. Often the raw survey
data can be quite large in size; by processing survey data and extracting the position and size of any
anomalies, a large raw data set can be reduced to a more manageable list of targets.

5ZQJDBM4PVSDFTPG*OGPSNBUJPO

Typical sources of information include:
t.BHOFUPNFUFSEBUB
t4VCCPUUPNQSPöMFSUSBDFT
t3BXNVMUJCFBNFDIPTPVOEFS .#&4 EBUB
t.#&4EBUBBTBQPTUQSPDFTTFEJNBHF
t4JEFTDBOTPOBSEBUBBTBQPTUQSPDFTTFENPTBJD
t-JTUTPGUBSHFUT

5ZQJDBM5BTLT

Typical tasks include:
t*NQPSUUBSHFUMJTUT
t*NQPSUSBXTVSWFZEBUBBOESFQSPDFTTUPDSFBUF
UBSHFUMJTUT
t*NQPSUTJEFTDBOTPOBSNPTBJDTBOENVMUJCFBNJNBHFT
t$IFDLNFUBEBUB
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6.3 Survey and Monitoring and In Situ Protection
Once a site has been located, the first task is to undertake a survey to record the site as it was found.
This work may be a simple assessment survey which aims to create a simple site plan quickly and
efficiently. A more accurate pre-disturbance survey is usually required in advance of any intrusive
fieldwork; this has to be done carefully as the work cannot be repeated at a later date. High accuracy
survey work usually continues during excavation as more of the site is uncovered.
*OTJUV recording of artefacts and features can be undertaken at this stage. It is not necessary to excavate
or recover finds to be able to record them sufficiently for identification or dating.
If a site is to be monitored, then this usually involves the recording of changes to the site over time.
Typical measurements include the movement of tracer objects and relative movement of a structure
as a way of monitoring gradual collapse, or the measurement of sediment depth in and around a site.

5ZQJDBM4PVSDFTPG*OGPSNBUJPO

Typical sources of information include:
t1SJNBSZ TFDPOEBSZBOEEFUBJMDPOUSPMQPJOUT
t%JTUBODF EFQUI IFJHIU PòTFU UJFTBOESBEJBMNFBTVSFNFOUT
t4VSGBDFQPTJUJPONFBTVSFNFOUTGSPNB(MPCBM1PTJUJPOJOH4ZTUFN (14
t4VCTFBQPTJUJPONFBTVSFNFOUTGSPNBO"DPVTUJD1PTJUJPOJOH4ZTUFN "14
t%SBXJOHGSBNFESBXJOHT
t1IPUPNPTBJDT
t1PJOUQPTJUJPOTGSPNEJNFOTJPOBMQIPUPHSBNNFUSZ
t5JEFNFBTVSFNFOUTGPSDPSSFDUJOHEFQUIT
t4VSWFZNFBTVSFNFOUTEFöOFEBCPWF
t4FEJNFOUEFQUINFBTVSFNFOUT


5ZQJDBM5BTLT

Typical tasks include:
t%FTJHOUIFTVSWFZDPOUSPMQPJOUOFUXPSL
t"EETVSWFZQPJOUT
t"EETVSWFZNFBTVSFNFOUT
t1SPDFTTNFBTVSFNFOUT
t4DBO JNQPSUBOEEJHJUJ[FESBXJOHGSBNFESBXJOHT
t*NQPSUBOEHFPSFGFSFODFQIPUPNPTBJDT
t*NQPSUQPJOUQPTJUJPOTGSPNEJNFOTJPOBMQIPUPHSBNNFUSZ
t$PSSFDUEFQUINFBTVSFNFOUTGPSUIFFòFDUTPGUJEF
t$IBOHFTPOTJUFBGUFSin situQSPUFDUJPO
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6.4 Intrusive Fieldwork
If a site is excavated, then information becomes available about artefacts, features, samples and trenches,
however, the process of recording finds may start earlier with the recording of finds JOTJUV during the
survey phase.

5ZQJDBM4PVSDFTPG*OGPSNBUJPO
Typical sources of information include:
t"SUFGBDUSFDPSET
t"SUFGBDUin situQIPUPHSBQITBOEWJEFP
t"SUFGBDUSFDPWFSZQIPUPHSBQITBOEWJEFP
t"SUFGBDUSFHJTUSBUJPOQIPUPHSBQIT
t"SUFGBDUESBXJOHT
t'FBUVSFBOEDPOUFYUSFDPSET
t5SFODIFTBOEBSFBT
t4BNQMFSFDPSET
t(FOFSBMTJUFQIPUPHSBQITBOEWJEFP
t4FDUJPOTBOETUSBUJHSBQIJDSFDPSET
t%JWFMPHT


5ZQJDBM5BTLT

Typical tasks include:
t"EEBSUFGBDU GFBUVSF USFODIBOETBNQMFSFDPSET
t"EEMJOLFEJNBHFT
t"EEEJWFMPHT
t4DBO JNQPSUBOEEJHJUJ[FBSUFGBDUESBXJOHTPS
QIPUPHSBQITBOEBEEUPUIFTJUFQMBO

6.5 Conservation
During conservation work, further information is recorded about the artefacts being conserved.
The artefacts will need to be cleaned and recorded before conservation, and then recorded after
conservation to note any differences. The conservation treatments applied to each artefact will also
need to be recorded as the artefact may need further treatment at a later date.
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5ZQJDBM4PVSDFTPG*OGPSNBUJPO

Typical sources of information include:
t1SFBOEQPTUDPOTFSWBUJPOBSUFGBDUSFDPSET
t"SUFGBDUDPOTFSWBUJPOQSPDFTTSFDPSET
t"SUFGBDUQSFBOEQPTUDPOTFSWBUJPOQIPUPHSBQIT

UNIT

6.6 Analysis and Interpretation
During analysis and interpretation, the recording system will be used as a source of information about
everything to do with the site and its environment. Information will be added in the form of results
taken from the analysis of samples taken during fieldwork.

5ZQJDBM4PVSDFTPG*OGPSNBUJPO
Typical sources of information include sample analysis reports.

6.7 Publication, Deposition and Curation
The publication of the site archive does not usually involve the addition of information to the recording
system. The process of deposition may require the creation of indexes and summary documents, as
specified by the archive repository. Curation involves the management of the archive to ensure its long
term survival, but also includes management of access to the information; neither task should alter the
archive itself.

Unit Summary
This unit highlights the importance of archaeological archives as the means for the long term
preservation of archaeological information. The advantages of digital documentary archives and the
problems associated with them have been illustrated. The significance of the quality recording of
all aspects of the fieldwork has also been highlighted, as has the need for widespread re-use of the
captured information.
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Suggested Timetable
15 mins

Introduction to Data Management

75 mins

Data Management Part I
4JUF"SDIJWF
'JOET
4BNQMFT
%PDVNFOUBSZBSDIJWFJOJUJBMQSPKFDUQSPQPTBMT
1SPKFDUEFTJHOEPDVNFOUT
1SJNBSZSFDPSET öOETSFDPSET EJWFMPHT
%SBXJOHT QIPUPHSBQITBOEWJEFP
"OBMZTJTSFTVMUT
3FTFBSDISFQPSUTBOE*OUFSQSFUBUJPOT
1VCMJDBUJPOT
$PNQVUFSHFOFSBUFENPEFMT
.FUBEBUB
Break

30 mins

30 mins

30 mins
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Data Management Part II
1SFTFSWBUJPOCZSFDPSE
3FDPSEJOHTZTUFNUZQFT
1BQFSOPUFCPPLTBOEQSFQSJOUFEGPSNT
Data Management Part III
0CKFDUESBXJOH
4JUFDPEFT
3FDPSEJOHBTTPDJBUJPOT
8PSEMJTUTBOE5IFTBVSJ
"SDIJWFWFSTJPODPOUSPM
%PDVNFOUJOHUIFBSDIJWF
%BUBTFDVSJUZ
&YJTUJOHTUBOEBSET
4PVSDFTPGEBUBGPSQSPKFDUQIBTF
%BUBTPVSDFToQMBOOJOHBOEBTTFTTNFOU
%BUBTPVSDFTTFBSDI TVSWFZBOENPOJUPSJOH JOUSVTJWFBDUJWJUJFT DPOTFSWBUJPO
Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
The topics covered during the unit provide students with the theoretical knowledge required to
understand the importance of recording data in a systematic way and the advantages of using these
digital systems.
This unit is linked to Appendix D: )PXUP6TF4JUF3FDPSEFSand the survey and practical experience
gained during Unit 12: 1SBDUJDBM%JWF4FTTJPOPGUIF'PVOEBUJPO$PVSTF. Aside from activities included
in these units, there is also the opportunity for students to practice using the full licensed version of
Site Recorder held by the centre, or the demo version, which allows most of the software’s tools to
be used.
To provide students with further insight and understanding of data management, it may be useful to
include additional presentations prepared by 3H Consulting. These presentations can be downloaded
from their website: www.3hconsulting.com.

PowerPoint lecture
.BOBHFNFOUPG%JHJUBM%BUBJO.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ
XXXIDPOTVMUJOHDPN%PXOMPBET4311@.BOBHFNFOU0G%JHJUBM%BUB7@QEG
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
Notes
.BOBHFNFOUPG%JHJUBM%BUBJO.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ
XXXIDPOTVMUJOHDPN%PXOMPBET43%$@.BOBHFNFOU0G%JHJUBM%BUBQEG
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
Site Recorder Database Schema
XXXIDPOTVMUJOHDPN%PXOMPBET5IF4JUF3FDPSEFS%BUBCBTF4DIFNBQEG
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*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT. CAA-NL98.
Nickerson, S. 1994. A Site Information System (SIS): CADD/Database Integration for Field Use. "15#VMMFUJO 
pp.56-62.
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UNIT 8
Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) in Underwater Archaeology

Authors Manithaphone Mahaxay, Will Brouwers and Martijn R. Manders

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces students to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and provides guidance on how
they can be utilized in underwater archaeology.

On completion of the Geographic Information Systems unit students will have an
understanding of:
t8IBUB(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNJT
t)PX(*4XPSLTBOEXIZJUJTJNQPSUBOU
t5IFCFOFöUTPGVTJOH(*4BOEEBUBTIBSJOH
t5IFBQQMJDBUJPOTPGB(*4JOUIFöFMEPGVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZ

Introduction to the Unit
The number of shipwrecks discovered each year has grown so rapidly that there is no longer enough
capacity to undertake the research required to investigate each wreck. As on land, underwater
archaeological sites are becoming more easily accessible. Equipment that can ‘look’ through water of
even low visibility (side scan sonar and multibeam sonar) has developed quickly, alongside equipment
that can penetrate deep into the seabed (sub-bottom profilers). This has caused more archaeologically
interesting shipwrecks to be listed in monument registers and other archaeological databases all over
the world. This burgeoning access to information about our maritime past has created an immense
problem; to be able to keep pace with the amount of wreck sites reported every year and to investigate
those that can be reached, the maritime archaeological community would need thousands more
archaeologists to do the job.
A fundamentally important factor of site management is to know where sites are located and to know
what factors threaten their preservation. With so many existing sites there is an enormous amount of
information that needs to be managed.
An effective tool to deal with this is a Geographic Information System which has the capacity to combine
all disciplines concerning the management of underwater sites. The idea is to create an online archive
of underwater cultural heritage that is accessible for scientists, policy-makers and to a lesser extent the
general public. A GIS or numerous regional or national GIS’ will be helpful tools for the preservation
and management of the underwater cultural heritage.
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1 What is a GIS?
A Geographic (or Geographical)
Information System captures, stores,
analyses, manages and presents
(digitized) data that is linked to
one or more locations on a map.
The system is computer based and
stores data in a series of layers.
Combing layers or data (mostly
stored in a database) provides new
information and insight concerning
a site or collection of sites.

UNIT

One of the most important features
&YBNQMFPGUIFTQBUJBMSFMBUJPOTIJQPGBTIJQXSFDLBOEJUTTVSSPVOEJOHBSFB 
of a GIS is the ability to query data. QSFTFOUFEBTNBQMBZFSTJOB(*4ª."$)61SPKFDU
Location may be annotated by x, y,
and z coordinates of longitude, latitude and elevation, or by other geocode systems such as ZIP codes
or highway mile markers. Any variable that can be located spatially can be fed into a GIS.
‘Every object present on the Earth can be georeferenced’, is the fundamental key of associating any
database to a GIS. Here, the term ‘database’ is a collection of information about things and their
relationship to each other. Georeferencing refers to the location of a layer or coverage in space defined
by the coordinate referencing system (e.g. WGS84 as used in Google maps).

1.1 The History of GIS
Linking spatial information to maps is something that has been done
for centuries. The next evolutionary step was to plot research data on
a map. This produces, together with the spatial data, information that
can be analysed and forms new spatial-dependent data, on which
decisions can be made. The first individual to do this was Dr. John Snow
who, in 1854, depicted a cholera outbreak in London using points to
represent the locations of individual cases. His study of the distribution
of cholera led to the source of the disease, a contaminated water pump
within the heart of the cholera outbreak. While the basic elements of
topography and theme existed previously in cartography, the John
Snow map was unique as it used cartographic methods not only to
depict, but also to analyse, clusters of geographically dependent
phenomena. See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 See www.csiss.org/classics/
content/8
(Accessed February 2012)
and Stamp (1964).

In 1962 the world’s first true operational GIS was developed in Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada by the federal Department of Forestry and Rural
Development. Developed by Dr. Roger Tomlinson, it was called the
‘Canada Geographic Information System’ (CGIS) and was used to store,
analyse and manipulate data collected for the Canada Land Inventory
(CLI). The Canada Land Inventory was an initiative that determined
the land capability for rural Canada by mapping information about
soils, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, waterfowl, forestry and land use
at a scale of 1:50,000. A rating classification factor was also added to
permit analysis.
3
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Tomlin was one of the first to recognize the benefits of combining all kinds of data in a computer
programme and using it to analyse and manage land use in Canada. Since then computer use and
technology has advanced rapidly. Today, GIS is a multi-billion dollar industry employing hundreds of
thousands of people worldwide. GIS is taught in schools, colleges and universities throughout the
world. Professionals in every field are increasingly aware of the advantages of thinking and working
geographically.
It should be noted that any task begins and ends with the real world, which is what data is all about.
Out of necessity, any system can only provide an abstraction, a model; it is not possible (or desirable)
from them to handle every last detail. After the data is analysed, information has to be compiled for
decision-makers and based on this information, actions are taken and plans implemented.
Public access to geographic information is dominated by online resources such as Google Earth
and Google Maps. Some of them, such as Google Maps and Open Layers, expose an Application
Programming Interface (API). An API enables users to create custom applications. These toolkits
commonly offer street maps, aerial/satellite imagery, geocoding, searches and routing functionality.

1.2 GIS in Archaeology
In archaeology, linking bits and pieces
of information to maps is so essential
that one can say that without mapping
there is no archaeology. Only by connecting single objects to their context
can we reconstruct the past on the
basis of the material resources. This is
the core of archaeology. Linking data
to maps has always existed, but since
the digital revolution this linking has
grown exponentially and as a logical
consequence, GIS use in archaeology
is now widespread.
Geography influences the degree
of exposure of archaeological sites
and the impacts that they face from
human activity and natural forces.
GIS facilitates mapping to analyse
depositional patterns as well as to
catalogue and quantify artefacts. It
can provide a well-structured descriptive and analytical tool for identifying spatial patterns.
GIS technology is not only widely
used in science and research
(history and archaeology), but is also
especially useful as a tool to assist
decision-makers, as it can indicate
various alternatives in development
and conservation planning. These
alternatives can then be modelled
into a series of potential outcomes
for the scenarios identified.
4
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1.3 GIS in Maritime Archaeology
Over the past few decades, maritime archaeology has evolved from an object related profession into
one that encompasses underwater cultural heritage; a non-renewable resource that provides a unique
opportunity to investigate and learn from our past. Shipwrecks are essentially time capsules (closed finds)
and their informative strength is the assemblage value of all the associated objects; the ship itself, its
inventory, personal belongings and cargo collectively. Every shipwreck has its own unique story to tell.
This source or resource has to be managed in a responsible and sustainable manner (see Unit 4: 6OEFSXBUFS
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTPVSDFT and Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF). Management means
that sites or information from these sites, are being secured over a long period of time. Sites have to be
investigated according to international standards such as those presented in the Annex of the UNESCO
Convention for the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris, 2001) and more often sites
are also being protected JOTJUV(See Unit 9: *O4JUV1SFTFSWBUJPO). Archaeologists, conservators and policymakers are now all involved in the management of underwater cultural heritage. A GIS of sites, research
and management can form an integral component of this management process.

1.4 UNESCO and GIS
UNESCO has been supporting and utilizing GIS technology in the Asia-Pacific region since 1992. GIS
was first used for World Heritage sites to assist in the preparation of site management plans, as part of
the World Heritage nomination process. During the past few years, UNESCO Bangkok has implemented
GIS in a number of projects related to education, culture and social science sectors, such as projects on
Trafficking, HIV/Aids and Cultural Mapping. For more information see: www.unescobkk.org.
At present, underwater cultural heritage
data and information sharing across the
Asia-Pacific region is still limited and usually
unavailable to decision-makers, managers,
planners, conservation practitioners, scientists, researchers and the general public. In
most countries located in this region, data (in
both spatial and non spatial formats) has been
individually collected, stored and managed.
Shipwreck Asia is an online database of shipwrecks in Asia. Available to the public, the site
gives basic information on (excavated) shipwrecks, their (preservation) status, position,
date, etc.
Another GIS database that describes underwater cultural heritage is that of the Managing
Cultural Heritage Underwater (MACHU)
4IJQXSFDL"TJBJTBSFHJPOBMTIJQXSFDLEBUBCBTF
project. This system not only provides a des- XXXTIJQXSFDLBTJBPSH ª4IJQXSFDL"TJB
cription of wrecks and sites, it contains also
layers for management (legislation, research and projects). The information is not public due to
governmental restraints and management reasons (e.g. to prevent uncontrolled diving on vulnerable
sites). However, with all the discussions on the rights to have access to data in the European domain, it
is possible that soon much more information will be in the public domain. For more information see:
http://inforrm.wordpress.com/2010/12/15/eu-law-freedom-of-information-and-data-protection-part1-aidan-oneill-qc/ (Accessed February 2012).
However, not all countries are using GIS when managing their underwater cultural heritage.
5
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%BUBSFMFWBOUGPSNBOBHJOH
VOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
JOB(*4ª."$)61SPKFDU

Suggested Reading
Arnoff, S. 1989. (FPHSBQIJD*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT".BOBHFNFOU1FSTQFDUJWFOttawa, Canada.
Burroughs, P.P. and McDonnel, R.A. 1998.1SJODJQMFTPG(*4Oxford University Press
Conolly, J. and Lake, M. 2006. (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNTJO"SDIBFPMPHZCambridge University Press.
Longley, P. A. 2005. (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT1SJODJQMFT 5FDIOJRVFT .BOBHFNFOUBOE"QQMJDBUJPOT.
John Wiley & Sons.
Shunji M. 1999. (*48PSL#PPL7PMVNF 'VOEBNFOUBM$PVSTF BOE7PMVNF 5FDIOJDBM$PVSTF 
Stamp, L. D. 1964. "(FPHSBQIZPG-JGFBOE%FBUICornell University Press.

2 Defining GIS
A typical GIS can be defined in various ways:
t"DPNQVUFSCBTFEUPPMGPSNBQQJOHBOEBOBMZ[JOHUIJOHTUIBUFYJTUBOEFWFOUTUIBUIBQQFO
PO&BSUI
t#VSSPVHI  EFöOFE(*4BTBATFUPGUPPMTGPSDPMMFDUJOH TUPSJOH SFUSJFWJOHBUXJMM 
USBOTGPSNJOHBOEEJTQMBZJOHTQBUJBMEBUBGSPNUIFSFBMXPSMEGPSBQBSUJDVMBSTFUPGQVSQPTFT
t"SOPò  EFöOFT(*4BTBADPNQVUFSCBTFETZTUFNUIBUQSPWJEFTGPVSTFUTPGDBQBCJMJUJFT
UPIBOEMFHFPSFGFSFODFEEBUBEBUBJOQVU EBUBNBOBHFNFOU EBUBTUPSBHFBOESFUSJFWBM 
NBOJQVMBUJPOBOEBOBMZTJT EBUBPVUQVU

Overall, GIS is looked upon as a tool to assist in decision-making and management of attributes that
needs to be analysed spatially.
Suggested Reading
Conolly, J. and Lake,M. 2006.(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNTJO"SDIBFPMPHZCambridge University Press.
Longley, P. A. 2005. (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT1SJODJQMFT 5FDIOJRVFT .BOBHFNFOUBOE"QQMJDBUJPOT
John Wiley & Sons.
Shunji M. 1999. (*48PSL#PPL7PMVNF 'VOEBNFOUBM$PVSTF BOE7PMVNF 5FDIOJDBM$PVSTF 
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3 Advantages of GIS
A Geographic Information System is an effective tool for the management of cultural heritage and
especially underwater cultural heritage.

The use of GIS has been popular primarily due to the following advantages:
t1SPKFDUQMBOOJOHBOENPEFMJOHBSFQPTTJCMF
t"CJMJUZUPNBLFCFUUFSEFDJTJPOTCFDBVTFNPSFEBUBBOEJOGPSNBUJPODBOCFJODPSQPSBUFE
BOEDPNQBSFE
t7JTVBM"OBMZTJT
t-PXDPTU SFNPUF SFTFBSDI

UNIT
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t$BODPNCJOFJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNNBOZTUBLFIPMEFST BSDIBFPMPHZ IZESPHSBQIJDTFSWJDFT 
PòTIPSFJOEVTUSZöTIFSNBO 6/&4$0 OBWZ FUD

Suggested Reading
Shunji M. 1999. (*48PSL#PPL7PMVNF 'VOEBNFOUBM$PVSTF BOE7PMVNF 5FDIOJDBM$PVSTF 

4 Components of GIS
A GIS constitutes of five key components:
t)BSEXBSF DPNQVUFSBOE TDBOOFS
t4PGUXBSFUPSVOHFPHSBQIJDSFMBUFEQSPHSBNT5IFCFTULOPXOJT(PPHMF.BQT&BSUI
t%BUB EBUBCBTFTBOE JOGPSNBUJPOGSPNBMMLJOETBWBSJFUZPGöFMET
t1FPQMF VTFSTBOEEFWFMPQFST QPMJDZNBLFST TDJFOUJTUTBOEUIFHFOFSBMQVCMJD
t.FUIPE TUBOEBSEGPSNBUT JOGPSNBUJPOBOEQSPDFTTJOH

4.1 Hardware
The hardware consists of the computer system on which the GIS software will run. Scanners are used
to convert a picture into a digital image for further processing. The output of the scanner can be stored
in many image formats, for example (with extension): TIFF, BMP, JPG, etc.

4.2 Software
GIS software provides the functions and tools needed to store, analyse, and display geographic information. Popular GIS software includes in use are Google Maps/Earth, MapInfo, ARC/Info and AutoCAD
Map, etc.

4.3 Data
Geographic data and related tabular data can be collected in house or purchased from a commercial
data provider. The digital map forms the basic data input for a GIS. Tabular data related to the map
objects can also be attached to the digital data. A GIS will integrate spatial data with other data resources
7
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and can be incorporated into a database management system (DBMS) used by most organizations to
maintain and manage their data.

4.4 People
GIS users range from technical specialists who design and maintain the system, to those who use it to
help them perform everyday tasks, such as scientists, researchers and policy-makers.

4.5 Making Maps for GIS
There are various techniques used to create a map. This can either
be made using an automated raster to vector creator (software
that recognizes raster drawings and automatically transforms
them into geometrical features such as vectorised points, lines
and polygons) or it can be manually vectorised using scanned
images. The source of these digital maps can either be prepared
by a survey agency or by using satellite imagery.
Suggested Reading
C
Conolly,
J. and Lake, M. 2006.(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNTJO
"SDIBFPMPHZCambridge University Press.
Longley, P. A. 2005. (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT1SJODJQMFT 
5FDIOJRVFT .BOBHFNFOU BOE"QQMJDBUJPOT John Wiley & Sons.
Shunji M. 1999. (*48PSL#PPL7PMVNF 'VOEBNFOUBM$PVSTF and
7PMVNF 5FDIOJDBM$PVSTF 

3BTUFSBOEWFDUPSEBUBTUSVDUVSFTBOEIPX
UIFZSFQSFTFOUSFBMXPSMEGFBUVSFT
ª-JODPMO6OJWFSTJUZ

5 Major Areas of Application
t(*4DBOCFVTFEJOEJòFSFOUTUSFBNTPGQMBOOJOH TVDIBTVSCBOQMBOOJOH IPVTJOH USBOTQPS
UBUJPOQMBOOJOHBOEVSCBOEFTJHO
t4QFDJöDNBSJUJNFFYBNQMFTBSFXJOEGBSNQMBOOJOH QMBOOJOHPGESFEHJOHBSFBT TFBMFWFM
SJTJOHNPOJUPSJOH FUD
t(*4JTBMTPVTFEJOUIFNBOBHFNFOUQSPDFTT'PSFYBNQMF BTQBSUPGBNBOBHFNFOUBOE
FOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDUBOBMZTJTPGXJMEBOETDFOJDSFDSFBUJPOBMSFTPVSDFT øPPEQMBJO XFU
MBOET BRVJGFST GPSFTUTBOEXJMEMJGF%VSJOHBXJMEMJGFIBCJUBUTUVEZ JODPSQPSBUJOHB(*4DBO
IFMQGBDJMJUBUFNBOBHFNFOU
t(*4DBOBMTPMPDBUFVOEFSHSPVOEQJQFTBOEDBCMFTGPSNBJOUFOBODF QMBOOJOHBOEUSBDLJOH
FOFSHZVTF5IJTNBLFTJUJOUFHSBMJOBSDIBFPMPHZBOEUIFNBOBHFNFOUPGDVMUVSBMSFTPVSDFT
t*UDBOBMTPQSFEJDU NBSJUJNF BSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFTJOTQFDJöDBSFBTVTJOHTUBUJTUJDBMNPEFMT
CBTFEPOQSFWJPVTMZJEFOUJöFETJUFMPDBUJPOTBOEPSIJTUPSJD TFB NBQT
t(*4DBOGBDJMJUBUFNPEFMMJOHCZTJNVMBUJOHDIBOHFTJOQBTUMBOETDBQFTBOEGVUVSFDIBOHFTPG
UIFTFBCFE TFEJNFOUFSPTJPO 5IJTIFMQTQSFEJDUXIFSFVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFXJMMCF
JOEBOHFSJOUIFGVUVSF
t(*4BTBUPPMPOTJUFMFWFMBOBMZTJT
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Suggested Reading
Delgado, J. P. 1997.&ODZDMPQBFEJBPG6OEFSXBUFSBOE.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZBritish Museum Press
Conolly, J. and Lake, M. 2006.(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNTJO"SDIBFPMPHZCambridge University Press.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition.
Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell.
Longley, P. A. 2005. (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT1SJODJQMFT 5FDIOJRVFT .BOBHFNFOUBOE"QQMJDBUJPOT
John Wiley & Sons.
UNESCO. 1999. GIS and Cultural Resource Management. .BOVBMGPS)FSJUBHF.BOBHFST. Keen Publishing
Thailand Co. Ltd.

6 What is Unique about a GIS?
6.1 Information Retrieval
This is a crucial component of GIS since it greatly affects the user’s ability to interact with the data,
and the way the user is able to restructure the data to solve specific problems. Many variations of the
data are retrievable, for example, by specified area or region, theme or class, etc. These may also be
retrieved using two separate retrieval systems; one for map data (lines, points, polygons) and one for
non-map data e.g. attributes.

6.2 Topological Modelling
A GIS can recognize and analyse the spatial relationships between mapped phenomena. For example,
between 2009 and 2012 a pipeline (Northstream) was planned and built between Russia and Germany
in the Baltic Sea. During the project a variety of data could be fed into a GIS to plan and manage the
construction. Questions could be asked such as: what is the geological condition of the seabed? What
9
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5IFXPSMEUPQPHSBQIZBOECBUIZNFUSZNBQXJUINBSJUJNFCPVOEBSJFTª.BOJUIBQIPOF.BIBYBZ

.BQTIPXJOHUIFXPSMENBSJUJNFCPVOEBSJFTBOECBUIZNFUSZPOXPSMETBUFMMJUFJNBHFª.BOJUIBQIPOF.BIBYBZ

is the known infrastructure (e.g. pipes and cables)? What are the known archaeological resources?
And the unknown archaeological resources? Are there any other obstacles (such as explosives from
Second World War) to be considered? What are the conditions of adjacency (i.e. what is next to what),
containment (i.e. what is enclosed by what), and proximity (i.e. how close something is to something
else)? All these questions can be determined with a GIS.

6.3 Networks
When nutrients from farmland run off into streams, it is important to know the direction in which the
streams flow and which empty into other streams. This is done by using a linear network. It allows the
computer to determine how the nutrients are transported downstream. Additional information on
water volume and speed throughout the spatial network can help a GIS determine how long it will
take the nutrients to travel over a given distance.

10
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6.4 Overlay
GIS can also produce a series of new map layers or can be used to overlay natural conditions and human
interventions.

6.5 Data Output
A critical component of a GIS is its ability to produce graphics on the screen or on paper, to convey
the results of analyses to the people who make decisions about resources. Wall maps, Internet-ready
maps, interactive maps and other graphics can be generated, allowing decision-makers to visualize
and thereby understand the results of analyses or simulations of potential events.

UNIT
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Suggested


Reading
Harmon, J. E. and Anderson S. J. 2003 5IF%FTJHOBOE*NQMFNFOUBUJPOPG(FPHSBQIJD*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT
John Wiley & Sons Inc.
Shunji, M. 1999.(*48PSL#PPL7PMVNF 'VOEBNFOUBM$PVSTF BOE7PMVNF 5FDIOJDBM$PVSTF 
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7 GIS Tasks
General purpose geographic information systems GIS essentially perform six
processes or tasks:
t*OQVU
t.BOJQVMBUJPO
t.BOBHFNFOU
t2VFSZBOEBOBMZTJT
t7JTVBMJ[BUJPO
t.BOJQVMBUJPO
t#FGPSFHFPHSBQIJDEBUBDBOCFVTFEJOB(*4 UIFEBUBNVTUCFDPOWFSUFEJOUPBTVJUBCMF
EJHJUBMGPSNBU5IFQSPDFTTPGDPOWFSUJOHEBUBGSPNQBQFSNBQTJOUPDPNQVUFSöMFTJTDBMMFE
EJHJUJ[JOH

Modern GIS technology can automate this process fully for large projects using scanning technology;
smaller jobs may require some manual digitizing (using a digitizing table). Today many types of
geographic data already exist in GIS compatible formats. This data can be obtained from data suppliers
and loaded directly into a GIS.

7.1 Transformation
It is likely that data types required for a particular GIS project will need to be transformed or manipulated
in some way to make them compatible with an in-house system. For example, geographic information
is available at different scales (from detailed street centreline files to less detailed census boundaries
and postal codes at a regional level). Before this information can be integrated, it must be transformed
to the same scale with the same degree of detail or accuracy. This could be a temporary transformation
for display purposes or a permanent one required for analysis. GIS technology offers many tools for
manipulating spatial data and for weeding out unnecessary data.

7.2 Management
For small GIS projects it may be sufficient to store geographic information as simple Excel (.xls) files.
However, when data volumes become large and the number of data users becomes more than a few,
it is often best to use a database management system to help store, organize and manage data. A
database management system is nothing more than computer software for managing a database.
Database management systems can have one of many different designs, but in a GIS the relational
design has been the most useful. In the relational design, data is stored conceptually as a collection of
tables. Common fields in different tables are used to link them together. This simple design has been
widely used primarily because of its flexibility and its widespread deployment in applications both
within and without GIS.

12
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7.3 Query and Analysis

Once a GIS contains geographic information, simple questions can be asked, such as:
t8IPPXOTUIFDPBTUBMMBOEBEKBDFOUUPUIFQSPQPTFEEFTJHOBUFEXSFDLTJUF
t)PXGBSJTJUCFUXFFOUXPXSFDLTJUFT
t8IFSFJTUIFTFBCFE[POFEGPSJOEVTUSJBMVTF 
t8IFSFBSFUIFNJOFSBMFYUSBDUJPO[POFT
Alongside analytical questions such as:
t8IBUVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFXJMMCFBòFDUFECZFYUFOEJOHUIFIBSCPVS
t8IBUBSFUIFEPNJOBOUTFBCFEDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTDMPTFUPUIFQSPUFDUFEDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF

UNIT

8

t*GBDPOUBJOFSQPSUJTCVJMUIFSF IPXXJMMUIFTVCNFSHFEDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFCFBòFDUFE
t8JUIIJTUPSJDBMEBUB NBQT XIFSFDBO*FYQFDUPSFWFOQSFEJDUVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF

A GIS provides both simple point-and-click query capabilities and sophisticated analysis tools that provide
timely information to managers and analysts alike. GIS technology really comes into its own when used
to analyse geographic data to identify patterns and trends, and to undertake ‘what if’ scenarios.

7.4 Visualization
For many types of geographic operations, the end result is best visualized as a map or graph. Maps are
very efficient at storing and communicating geographic information. While cartographers have created
maps for millennia, GIS provides new and exciting tools to extend the art and science of cartography.
Map displays can be integrated with reports, three-dimensional views, photographic images, and
other output, such as multimedia.
Suggested Reading
Conolly, J. and Lake, M. 2006. (FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNTJO"SDIBFPMPHZ. Cambridge University Press.
Shunji M. 1999. (*48PSL#PPL7PMVNF 'VOEBNFOUBM$PVSTF BOE7PMVNF 5FDIOJDBM$PVSTF 

8 How Does a GIS Work?
8.1 Relating Information from Different Sources
The power of a GIS comes from the ability to relate different information in a spatial context and to
reach a conclusion about this relationship. Most of the information we have about our world contains
a location reference, placing that information at some specific point on the globe. A GIS, therefore, can
reveal important new information that leads to better decision making.

8.2 Data capture
How can a GIS utilizese the information in a map? If the data to be used is not already in digital form, that
is, in a form the computer can recognize, various techniques can capture the information. Maps can be
digitized by hand-tracing them using a with a computer mouse on the screen or on a digitizing tablet,
to collect the coordinates of features. Electronic scanners can also convert maps to digits. Coordinates
from Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers can also be uploaded into a GIS.
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8.3 Data Integration
A GIS makes it possible to link or integrate information that is difficult to associate through any other
means. Thus, a GIS can use combinations of mapped variables to build and analysze new variables.

%BUBJOUFHSBUJPOJTUIFMJOLJOHPGJOGPSNBUJPOJOEJòFSFOUGPSNTUISPVHIB(*4ª.BOJUIBQIPOF.BIBYBZ

8.4 Projection and Registration
Projection is a fundamental component of map making. It is a mathematical means of transferring
information from the Earth’s three-dimensional, curved surface, to a two-dimensional medium e.g.
paper or a computer screen. Different projections are used for different types of maps because each
projection is particularly appropriate for certain uses. The most common projection is the Mercator
projection, while the most used coordinate system is the World Geodetic System (WGS84).

.FSDBUPSQSPKFDUJPOª.BOJUIBQIPOF.BIBYBZ
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8.5 Data Structures
The data model represents a set of guidelines to convert the real world entity to the digitally and logically
represented spatial objects that consisting of the attributes and geometry. There are two major types of
geometric data model: the vector and the raster model.

7FDUPS.PEFM
Vector model uses discrete points, lines and/or areas.
t7FDUPS(*4EBUBMBZFSTSFQSFTFOUSFBMXPSMEGFBUVSFTVTJOHCBTJD(*4FMFNFOUT TVDIBT
MJOFT QPJOUTBOEQPMZHPOT
t-JOFTSFQSFTFOUMJOFBSGFBUVSFTTVDIBTTUSFBNT SPBET QPXFSMJOFTBOE QJQFMJOFT
t1PJOUTSFQSFTFOUTQFDJöDMPDBUJPOT TVDIBTTIJQXSFDLTPSUPXOT

UNIT
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t1PMZHPOTSFQSFTFOUDPNQMFYTIBQFT TVDIBTMBOECPVOEBSJFT TJUFMPDBUJPOTPSSFTFBSDIBSFBT

"OFYBNQMFTPGWFDUPSEBUBTUSVDUVSF
ª.BOJUIBQIPOF.BIBYBZ

"OFYBNQMFPGSBTUFSEBUBTUSVDUVSF
ª.BOJUIBQIPOF.BIBYBZ

3BTUFS.PEFM
Raster model uses regularly spaced grid cells in specific sequence. An element of the grid cell is called a
pixel (picture cell). In the raster data structure, the area of interest is divided up into equal sized pixels.

Each cell contains data that is used to represent:
t"SFBMXPSMEGFBUVSFPSBQPSUJPOPGBGFBUVSF
t"TQBUJBMMZEJTUSJCVUFERVBOUJUZ FHQSFDJQJUBUJPO UFNQFSBUVSFPSFMFWBUJPO

As compared to the vector data structure, the raster data structure is not particularly accurate at
representing discrete features; that is those features that have a distinct boundary or shape.
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8.6 Data Modelling
It is impossible to collect data over every square meter of the Earth’s surface. Therefore, samples must
be taken at discrete locations. A GIS can be used to depict two and three-dimensional characteristics
of the Earth’s surface, subsurface and atmosphere, from points where samples have been collected.
Suggested Reading
Longley, P. A. 2005.(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT1SJODJQMFT 5FDIOJRVFT .BOBHFNFOUBOE"QQMJDBUJPOT
John Wiley & Sons.
Shunji M. 1999. (*48PSL#PPL7PMVNF 'VOEBNFOUBM$PVSTF BOE7PMVNF 5FDIOJDBM$PVSTF 

9 GIS Case Study
The MACHU project is an example of cooperation and joint management of underwater cultural
heritage in Europe. The countries involved are Germany, Belgium, Poland, Portugal, England, the
Netherlands and Sweden and the project is sponsored by the European Union’s Culture 2000 program.
One of the main project outputs was the building of a web-accessible GIS application that contains
archaeological and historical information on underwater sites. The application includes, soundings,
multibeam and side scan sonar images, geological, climatological, geochemical and biological
information, and information about relevant human activities.
The main objective of the project is to find better and more efficient ways to manage the underwater
cultural heritage and serve as a network for international cooperation and exchange.

9.1 MACHU and GIS
Much of the information that is important for the management of the underwater cultural heritage
has a spatial component and is, therefore, related to a specific location or area. This again means that
it is possible to link this information to other area related subjects.

5IF."$)6(*4POMJOFWJFXFSª."$)61SPKFDU
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To establish whether a site is in danger of deterioration or not, or if a site is of major archaeological
importance, one needs to take a lot of information into consideration. So it would be ideal to have
a single system at our disposal that contains all the information we need and
presents it in a structured way. This was
the starting point for the development
of a Geographical Information System as
part of the MACHU project: a platform
and a tool to combine and interpret data
from archaeological sites underwater, to
be known as the MACHU GIS.
For example, a shipwreck is located at a
certain location on the seabed. Depending
on the location, there may be conditions
that directly affect the state of the shipwreck, such as human activities (e.g. ship- )VNBOBOECJPMPHJDBMBDUJWJUJFTBòFDUJOHVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
ª."$)61SPKFDU
ping, dredging, fishing, construction of
wind farms, looting) or natural processes (e.g. sedimentation, erosion of the seabed or biological degradation by shipworm). The state of the shipwreck might also be subject to indirect influences, such as legislation concerning the surrounding area or measures taken to preserve the wreck site.

9.2 International Cooperation and Data Exchange

&YBNQMFPG(*4EBUBPOPCKFDUTJUFMFWFMª."$)61SPKFDU

Protecting and managing underwater cultural heritage means that many stakeholders have to work
together. In maritime archaeology this often involves international cooperation and the exchange
of information. A uniform way to describe and present data in a GIS (such as using standardized
language) is essential. This can include soundings, multibeam and side scan sonar images, geological,
climatological, geochemical and biological data, and information about relevant human activities.
17
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The GIS stores and presents information that can be used over and over again in different combinations.
It therefore, not only preserves information on underwater cultural heritage, but especially in
combination with other data and information, also generates new information. Storing information
that is accessible for others is important because, for example, something that is excavated will never
again attain its original form as excavation is inherently destructive.
It is not easy to ascertain what is important in the selection procedure to determine which wreck should
be actively preserved and which should not. Important factors, however, are age and the level of
preservation; the condition of the site and the level of integrity (is it undisturbed? Does the ship still have
its cargo?). If stored in a database and accessible through GIS, this information can be easily obtained.
Since it is important to know what will be protected, a non intrusive assessment on the site is executed.
This assessment will give answers to some basic questions like its intrinsic value, the threats, the extension
of the site, the condition of the environment and the object, how old the wreck is and whether it has a
cargo on board (See Unit 5: %FTLCBTFE"TTFTTNFOUand Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU . The information
is very helpful if in the future, we are looking for an object to answer a specific scientific question. All this
basic information can be stored in a GIS, similar to the one developed within the MACHU project.

9.3 MACHU Content Management System (CMS)
The location of the ship remains, combined with information on historic events or environmental
conditions in the area, may help to reveal the history of the wreck. To describe the story of a shipwreck
and how it came to its end is an important factor in creating awareness with the general public. Creating
awareness is an important step in protecting underwater cultural heritage (see Unit 17: 1VCMJD"SDIBFPMPHZ 
3BJTJOH"XBSFOFTTBOE1VCMJD1BSUJDJQBUJPO1SPKFDUTJO6OEFSXBUFSBOE.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ).
Combing Wikipedia and YouTube facilities in an international underwater cultural heritage CMS would
be an effective way to present information to the general public. There are a range of websites, such
as Shipwreck Asia (www.shipwreckasia.org) and Wreck Site (www.wrecksite.eu) that carry written
information and (if possible) images, video and audio to satisfy our modern way of communication.
The description of the wrecks in the MACHU CMS adheres to the formats agreed by the MACHU
partners for the information in the GIS.
The fields also function as buttons. Click on ‘Description’ and
the available information will
appear on the right. The right side
is reserved for the extras activated
by clicking a field on the left. The
Type Entry tells you more about a
given ship type (if possible).
The descriptive section also gives
information on the archaeological
background of the site, stories
associated with it and/or historical
information. Impressions of how
8SFDLBOETJUF*%JO."$)6$.4ª."$)61SPKFDU
a ship might have looked (artist’s
impression or an animated movie) can be added in the ‘specials’ section. Subjects like navigation,
ordnance and maritime warfare in relation to the wreck can also be discussed.
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In this way the MACHU CMS gives additional descriptive information on shipwrecks that is not provided by
the MACHU GIS. The MACHU GIS essentially acts as more of a container that includes scientific raw data.
The cultural aspects of the sites are not extensively described in the MACHU GIS. The general public
will probably not be very interested in the management of the underwater cultural heritage in itself.
However, they will be drawn to the subject of management indirectly if it is incorporated into stories
about sites and wrecks as in the MACHU CMS.
Combining a database of underwater cultural heritage with special features is what makes this method
of presenting the underwater cultural heritage a very powerful tool for creating awareness. Visibility on
the Internet depends to a large extent on extras such as these that can attract an audience. If a wreck
or object can be seen in its historical and archaeological context, it will be much more appreciated.
Suggested Reading
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Manders, M., Oosting, R. Brouwers, W. (eds.) 2009. ."$)63FQPSU. No. 2, January 2009.
Manders, M. FUBM (eds.). 2010. ."$)6'JOBM3FQPSU. No. 3.
Oosting, R. and Manders, M. (eds.). 2008. ."$)63FQPSU. No. 1.
&YBNQMFPGEFTDSJQUJWFJOGPSNBUJPOPGBXSFDLTJUFª."$)61SPKFDU

Unit Summary
A geographic information system (GIS) captures, stores, analyses, manages and presents (digitized)
data that is linked to one or more locations on a map. The power of a GIS comes from the ability to
relate different information in a spatial context and to reach conclusions about these relationships.
Much of the information that is important for the management of the underwater cultural heritage
underwater has a spatial component and is, therefore, suitable to be used in a GIS. Management means
that sites or information from these sites, are being secured over a long period of time. A GIS of sites,
research and related information, can be an integrated part of the management process.
An example of a GIS used to manage and describe underwater cultural heritage is the MACHU GIS.
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Suggested Timetable
15 mins

Introduction

Introduction to GIS

45 mins

-%FöOJOH(*4
"EWBOUBHFTPG(*4
$PNQPOFOUTPG(*4
.BKPS"SFBTPG"QQMJDBUJPO

Break

Using GIS
90 mins

8IBUJTVOJRVFBCPVU(*4
(*45BTLT
)PXEPFT(*48PSL
%FNPOTUSBUJPOPG"SD(*4

Break
90 mins

GIS Case Study: MACHU Project
Break

70 mins
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Teaching Suggestions
This unit introduces students to geographic information systems and provides guidance on how they
can be used in underwater archaeology. It is recommended that the information should be presented
to students in the form of two lectures, followed by a demonstration and practical session. In advance
of the training session, trainers should brief students to collate a selection of raw data concerning
underwater sites from their home country.

Demonstration
A practical demonstration of a GIS system provides students with the opportunity to gain a better
understanding of how the information is stored and how it can be used.
Trainers should demonstrate the functions and capabilities of a system (such as Arc GIS) and then run
through a basic analysis using selected GIS spatial and attribute data. Students should then be shown
how to upload their own underwater cultural heritage database and how to manipulate the data.
It can also be useful for trainers to demonstrate
how to create a GIS database formed from
other underwater cultural heritage databases,
such as those that can be purchased from
www.shipwreckregistry.com.
Demonstration sessions can either be
scheduled at the end of the introductory
lectures or split according to topics.
Discussions can also be a useful way for students to explore the issues presented in the
unit. If there is time available, trainers should
facilitate a discussion with students regarding
how underwater cultural heritage data is
managed and shared in their home countries.

Practical Session
The MACHU Content Management System is a
simple form of GIS. The system can be accessed
at: www.machuproject.eu/wrecksites-cms.
htm (Accessed February 2012).
During the practical session, trainers should
then task each student to upload a site or
wreck ID on to the MACHU Content Management system (CMS). This can include information such as site name, location, history
of the wreck, situation of sinking, historical
political background, trade routes cargo,
type of ship, etc.
5PMPHJOUPUIFNBDIVXSFDLTJUFWJFXFS HPUP
www.machuproject.euBOEDMJDLPOXSFDLTJUFWJFXFS
5IFSFZPVDBONBLFZPVSPXOQSPöMFBOEMPHPOUPUIFTJUF
ª."$)61SPKFDU
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Instructions on how to upload data to
the CMS can be downloaded from: www.
machuproject.eu/machu_cms/docs/machu_
cms_help.pdf (Accessed February 2012).
By uploading new shipwrecks to the
database, students will be able to see the
location of the wreck, learn more about the
site’s environment and its relationship to
other wrecks in the vicinity.
To complete the practical session, it is
recommended that trainers discuss with the
students what opportunities the MACHU
system presents and how the additional
information can be used.
8JUIUIJTQSPöMFZPVDBODSFBUFXSFDL*%TBOETIBSF
UIFNUISPVHIUIJTTJUFXJUIUIFSFTUPGUIFXPSME
ª."$)61SPKFDU
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UNIT 9
In Situ Preservation

Author Martijn R. Manders

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces students to in situ preservation, what it means and the techniques that can be
used to preserve underwater cultural heritage sites from deterioration.

Upon completion of the In Situ Preservation unit, students will:
t)BWFBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFQSJODJQMFTPGin situQSFTFSWBUJPO
t(BJOCBTJDLOPXMFEHFPOXIFOUPVTFJU
t(BJOCBTJDLOPXMFEHFPOIPXUPBQQMZJU
t#FBCMFUPFWBMVBUFEJòFSFOUUFDIOJRVFTUIBUBSFVTFEBSPVOEUIFXPSME

Introduction to the Unit
Article 25 of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris
2001) states that in situ preservation of underwater heritage shall be considered as the first option
before engaging in any activities directed at the heritage site. However, to be able to apply in situ
preservation, one must first know what it entails. Does it mean leaving sites at the place they have been
found? Or do the sites also require physical protection? Are excavations still possible? Once preserved
in situ, what is the next step? This unit will discuss all these aspects and explore different techniques
that can be used to physically protect underwater sites.

2

U N I T 9 I N S I T U P R E S E R VAT I O N

1 In Situ Preservation
Over the past few decades, maritime archaeology has evolved from an object related profession, into
one that encompasses underwater cultural heritage; a non-renewable resource that provides a unique
opportunity to investigate and learn from our past. Shipwrecks are essentially time capsules (closed
finds) and their informative strength is the assemblage value of all the associated objects: ship, inventory,
personal belongings and cargo. Every shipwreck has its own unique story to tell.
This resource has to be managed in a responsible and sustainable manner. Management means that
the sites and the information they can yield, are secured over a long period of time. Sites have to be
investigated according to international standards such as the UNESCO Convention for the Protection
of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001). Archaeologists, conservators and policy makers are
all involved in the management of underwater cultural heritage. The in situ preservation of sites is an
integral component of this management process.
Recent international standards state that in situ preservation should be the first option to be considered
when managing a site. However, what does in situ preservation of underwater heritage sites mean?
Why should we protect them using this method? How can sites be physically protected underwater
and against what threats?

2 Why In Situ Preservation?
There are many reasons why in situ preservation is the first option by international
standards.
t/FFEUPQSFTFSWFUIFIFSJUBHFTJUFGPSUIFGVUVSF
t8FMMEFWFMPQFEQSPUFDUJPOTZTUFNCZMBX
t&OPSNPVTBNPVOUPGOFXMZEJTDPWFSFETJUFT
t$PTUFòFDUJWFOFTT
t5JNFHBQCFUXFFOEJTDPWFSZBOEFYDBWBUJPO
t-BDLPGDPOTFSWBUJPOLOPXMFEHF

Over the years, in situ preservation of archaeological sites has become increasingly important. This
is also the case for those sites located underwater. The reasons to do so are pragmatic or based on
philosophical thoughts on how to manage our common maritime heritage.
A representative proportion of our maritime past has to be preserved for future enjoyment
and research. The ‘stock’ of archaeologically interesting shipwrecks is immense and unarranged.
It is therefore important to investigate underwater sites ans determine their value and significance.
This can be achieved by evaluating these wreck sites. After evaluation, the state or condition of these
selected wrecks should be preserved, considering that without active safeguarding, many excellent
examples of maritime heritage will be lost forever.
Practiced since 1980s, in situ preservation aims specifically at keeping something for future
generations. Projects, such as MoSS (Monitoring of Shipwreck Sites) and BACPOLES, have proven
that in situ preservation can slow down degradation. However, it is impossible to completely stop
3
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the deterioration of shipwrecks (this is also the case for shipwrecks preserved FYTJUV). It is therefore
important to know how long a wreck can be preserved underwater by taking certain kinds of measures.
The idea is to create an underwater ‘archive’ that is accessible for monitoring, making sure that the
‘files’ are kept intact until they are opened for serious research. For this reason it is important to have an
idea how long the site has to be protected (for 5 years, 20 years or 100 years). The protective measures
have to be selected in such a way that deterioration of the site can be brought down to a minimum
and that it is still possible to access the site in the future for archaeological research.
To know the extent of the protection, a non intrusive assessment on the site is executed. This
assessment will give answers to some basic questions such as the extension of the site, the condition
of the environment and the object, how old the wreck is and whether it has a cargo on board. The
information is very helpful if, in the future, it is necessary to look for an object to answer a specific
scientific question.
Most countries nowadays have a well developed law and regulation system concerning the
protection of maritime archaeological heritage. This is a precautionary principle. It means that
these countries have taken the responsibility to preserve not only their own, but also common maritime
past. In situ preservation is therefore the logical method for afeguarding UCH on such a large scale.
Some international regulations concerning the protection of maritime heritage underwater go even
further by stating that the conservation in situ should be the first option. The best examples of these
regulations are UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) and
the ICOMOS Charter on the Protection and Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage (Sofia 1996).
The amount of shipwrecks discovered grows fast and there is not enough capacity to do
the research. Not only on land, but also underwater archaeological sites are getting more easily
accessible. Nowadays diving has become a popular hobby. Equipment that can look through water of
even the lowest visibility (side scan sonar and multibeam sonar) has been rapidly developed, as well as
equipment that can penetrate into the seabed (sub-bottom profilers). This has measured the number
of archaeologically interesting shipwrecks that are listed in monument registers and other databases
all over the world. These more advanced survey methods make it possible for almost everyone to
explore the underwater world at a reasonable cost. This upsurge of newly discovered sites has created
an immense problem; to be able to keep pace with the number of wreck sites reported every year, the
maritime archaeological community would need a lot more workforce to investigate them.
The excavation of an underwater wreck is very expensive. Even though diving is no longer an
exclusive activity, interventions underwater are still costly. It is still necessary to use special equipment
and to be able to work accurately, it is crucial to spend a lot of time underwater. In some countries, the
underwater archaeologists need special training and licences. This makes an underwater excavation
far more expensive than an excavation on land.
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Even if a wreck is likely to be excavated, there is usually a prolonged period of time between
the discovery of objects and the actual excavation.

The following points need to be fulfilled before excavation can be started:
t5IFSFIBTUPCFBOPOJOUSVTJWFBTTFTTNFOU
t5IFSFIBTUPCFBQSPKFDUEFTJHO
t5IFSFIBTUPCFGVOEJOHJOBEWBODFGPSUIFFOUJSFQSPKFDU
t5IFSFIBTUPCFBUJNFUBCMF
t5IFSFIBTUPCFSFTFBSDIPCKFDUJWFT
t%FUBJMTPGUIFNFUIPEPMPHZBOEUFDIOJRVFTUPCFFNQMPZFENVTUCFTFUPVUJOUIFQSPKFDUEFTJHO
t5IFJOWFTUJHBUJOHUFBNNVTUCFDPNQFUFOU BQQSPQSJBUFUPUIFUBTLBOEIBWFUIFSJHIU
RVBMJöDBUJPOT
t4PNFUJNFTQPMJUJDBMPSMFHBMJTTVFTIBWFUPCFTPMWFE GPSFYBNQMF UIFPXOFSTIJQPGBXSFDL 
CFGPSFBOFYDBWBUJPODBODPNNFODF
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3FGFSUP3VMFPGUIF"OOFYPGUIF6/&4$0$POWFOUJPOGPSUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJ
UBHF 1BSJT 
The research objectives of an excavation are essential. If something is excavated, it will never again attain
its original form, since excavation in itself is destructive. This is the basic premise on why these rules
have been laid out to regulate archaeological excavations. It is not possible to extract all information
that a site contains. For example, studying the cargo or construction of a ship could well bring about
hundreds of questions. Yet by excavating the cargo and trying to answer a few questions, you remove
the source, making it impossible to answer other questions that could have been asked just as well. It
is therefore important to know the scope of research and to focus on the research objectives before
starting an excavation. In this way, the most essential questions can be answered.
Not all wrecks can be physically protected. Large scale protection may not be necessary, if the site
is located in a stable natural environment, such as the case of the 7SPVX.BSJB site in the Baltic Sea
(Finland). On the other hand, some environments are very hostile to underwater archaeological
sites and much effort has to be done to stabilize the site, such as at the BZN 10 site (Netherlands) or
the "WPOETUFS wreck site in the Bay of Galle (Sri Lanka). Some sites may not be considered worthy of
spending that much time, effort and money on physical protection. In this case, the choice may be to
leave a wreck unattended as is, i.e. not physically and legally protected. This selection of wreck sites
to be protected is pragmatic and the efforts for doing research and preserving wrecks in situ should
always be balanced.
It is not easy to determine which site has to be protected or not. Important factors to consider are
the age and the state of preservation, the physical condition of the site and the level of integrity (Is
it undisturbed? Does the ship still have its cargo?). See Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOU PG 6OEFSXBUFS $VMUVSBM
)FSJUBHF
Declaring a wreck archaeologically interesting and worthy of protection means that responsibility for
its preservation has to be taken. This is not exclusively the task of maritime archaeologists, but also
of the policy makers. Therefore, one of the best ways to safeguard our maritime past is to engender
public interest and support.
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In addition, a reason to preserve archaeological sites in situ is the
lack of knowledge on how to treat certain processes of deterioration.
As an example, the sulphur problem is damaging the hulls of the 7BTB and
the .BSZ3PTF. See Unit 11: CPOTFSWBUJPOBOE'JOET)BOEMJOH and"EEJUJPOBM
*OGPSNBUJPO.
Suggested Reading
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1 The majority of text in
this section is taken from:
Manders. M. 2004. Why
do We Safeguard Shipwrecks. .P44/FXTMFUUFS.
3/2004, pp. 4-6.

Sandström, M., Fors, Y. and Persson, I. 2003. The 7BTB’s New Battle: Sulphur,
Acid and Iron. 7BTB4UVEJFTStockholm.

3 Threats to Underwater Archaeological Heritage
Some of the primary threats to underwater archaeological heritage are:
t1IZTJDBMNFDIBOJDBM
t#JPMPHJDBM
t$IFNJDBM
t)VNBO

Why is it so important to physically protect archaeological sites underwater? Legislative protection is
important to minimize human threats, but there are also physical, chemical and biological threats to
contend with.
In fact there are many factors influencing the course of deterioration over time. Muckelroy (1975)
developed a model on the process of deterioration that still stands, but more have also been developed
(e.g. Ward 1999). The models are there, but observation and monitoring are required to determine the
most important threats to a particular site.

3.1 Physical-mechanical Threats

t&SPTJPOBOEBCSBTJPOCZDVSSFOUT UJEBMNPWFNFOUTPSDIBOHFTJOXBUFSDJSDVMBUJPO
t&SPTJPOPSNFDIBOJDBMEFUFSJPSBUJPOEVFUPESFEHJOH öTIJOHPSBODIPSJOH

Physical-mechanical threats can result in objects being removed and displaced. Objects becoming
exposed are therefore more vulnerable to deterioration. Surfaces of objects get eroded and parts of
the site may disappear.

6
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.FDIBOJDBMEFUFSJPSBUJPO
PGBCBTLFUOFBSBO*CFSJBOKBS
#;/XSFDL UIF
/FUIFSMBOET 8JUIJOBGFX
IPVST EVFUPUIFBCSBTJWF
FòFDUTPGDVSSFOUTDBVTFE
CZUIFUJEBMøPX UIFCBTLFU
EJTBQQFBST© 3$&
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3.2 Biological Threats
The biological threats to in situ underwater sites are, for the most part, dependent on
the presence of oxygen. Examples of biological deterioration (in decreasing order of
severity) include:
t.BSJOF#PSFST FTQFDJBMMZ5FSFEPOBWBMJTPSTIJQXPSN t'VOHJt#BDUFSJB

Research in the Netherlands and Australia has shown that shipworm can cause deterioration of wood
within a few months. The shipworm is also one of the biggest biological threats in Asia. Research on
the "WPOETUFSwreck in the Bay of Galle in Sri Lanka has shown the disastrous effects of shipworms on
exposed wood.
The shipworm is dependent on saline and aerobic water of higher temperatures. The effect of gribble
-JNOPSJBMJHOPSVN) is generally less destructive than that of5FSFEPOBWBMJT (which also requires a similar
environment), but over an extended period of time wood strength can be compromised and important
archaeological information may be lost.
The most severe attackers of wood exposed above water are fungi: Soft Rot, Brown Rot and White
Rot. The underwater environment in contrast, is not favourable for most fungi and it rarely exists,
especially in saline waters. However, sometimes Soft Rot does occur. In some instances old fungi that
were present in the timbers of a ship at the time of sinking become active again once they are taken
from the seabed into the dry, oxygen rich environment.
Tunnelling bacteria may attack wood when the conditions are still slightly aerobic. As timbers or parts
of timbers become buried in the sediments, they will be degraded by organisms that require less
and less oxygen until they are only subjected to the relatively slow action of (near) anaerobic erosion
bacteria, in both fresh and marine environments.
The European Union (EU) funded project, Preserving Cultural Heritage by Preventing Bacterial Decay
of Wood in Foundation Poles and Archaeological Sites (BACPOLES) revealed that bacterial decay of
wood in marine sites is often less than in fresh water environments.
Generally, due to the manner of anaerobic bacterial attack of organic materials, very little archaeological
information is lost; it is mainly the strength of the organic structure that is reduced.
Research (MoSS project) investigating the deterioration of modern wood blocks buried in marine
sediments, showed that burial 10 cm under the surface of the seabed is usually sufficient to prevent the
action of wood boring organisms and fungi. However, shipworm can be 40 cm long and it only needs to
have a small part of its body in the open water. In theory therefore, it can attack wood at deeper levels.
At a depth of 50 cm microbiological activity is significantly reduced. In a stable environment, only
the first few millimetres of sediment is usually aerobic and below this level more anoxic conditions
prevail, but the size of the aerobic/anaerobic range is very dependent on the sediment type. However,
irrespective of sediment type, bioturbation, scour, erosion by currents and tidal movements or human
action, can expand the aerobic zone and consequently increase degradation. Therefore, burial of a site
under at least 50 cm of sediment, where stable, anoxic conditions prevail and which excludes the effect
of wood boring organisms, is generally recommended for the long term preservation of underwater
cultural heritage sites that contain large quantities of organic structural and artefactual materials.
8
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Rust is a form of chemical deterioration
(Mannok site, Rayong, Thailand).
© UAD, Thailand

Examples of human threats:
t5SFBTVSFIVOUJOH
t4QPSUTEJWJOH
t'JTIJOH
t%SFEHJOHFHNJOFSBMFYUSBDUJPO
t-BSHFJOGSBTUSVDUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUXPSLT
t1PMMVUJPO
t4IJQNPWFNFOUT
t"SDIBFPMPHZ
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3.3 Chemical Threats
Chemical processes can also affect the integrity of archaeological objects. One of the most common
processes is the corrosion of iron and other metals, which happen especially in oxygen rich
environments. Generally, the less oxygen, the less corrosion occurs. However, even under anaerobic
conditions, corrosion of iron can occur, producing reduced iron corrosion products, such as iron
sulphides. These can diffuse into the degraded structure of organic materials, such as wood, that are
lying in close proximity to the corroding iron. Also, iron sulphides and other sulphide species can be
formed by sulphate reducing bacteria under low oxygen conditions. Once the organic materials are
recovered from a site the incorporated sulphides may be oxidised in the presence of free oxygen.
These oxidation reactions produce acidic iron sulphates and other sulphate species, such as sulphuric
acid that destroy cellulose, lignin and collagen by assorted chemical reactions. These processes have
occurred on several ships recovered from the seabed, such as the 7BTB in Sweden, the .BSZ3PTF in
England, the #BUBWJB in Western Australia and the BZN 3 and BZN 15 wrecks from the Wadden Sea, the
Netherlands. See Unit 10: $POTFSWBUJPOBOE'JOET)BOEMJOH.

3.4 Human Threats
The threat of man to the underwater cultural heritage is enormous. A major problem is treasure
hunting, which results in loss of much information. Treasure hunting is also promoted in movies and
other forms of media, thus sending a wrong message to the public. However, other human threats are
just as destructive as treasure hunting.
Suggested Reading
Gibbs, M. 2006. Cultural Site Formation Processes in Maritime Archaeology: Disaster Response,
Gi
Salvage and Muckelroy 30 Years on. 5IF*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ. 35.1, pp. 4-19
Hamer, M. 2002. Ships Wrecked. /FX4DJFOUJTU 5 October 2002, pp. 38-40
Huisman, D.J., Manders, M., Kretschmar, E., Klaassen, R.K.W.M. and Lamersdorf, N. 2008. Burial Conditions
and Wood Degradation on Archaeological Sites in the Netherlands. *OUFSOBUJPOBM#JPEFUFSJPSBUJPOBOE
#JPEFHSBEBUJPO No. 61, pp. 33–44.
Manders, M. 2004. Protecting Common Maritime Heritage. The Netherlands Involved in two EU-Projects:
MoSS and BACPOLES. .FEJUFSSBOFVN Vol.4. Fabio Maniscalco (ed.), pp. 279-292.
MoSS. 2004. Monitoring Newsletter..P44'JOBM3FQPSU 2/2004.
Muckelroy, K. 1975. A Systematic Approach to the Interpretation of Scattered Wreck Sites. *OUFSOBUJPOBM
+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZNo. 4, pp. 173 – 190
Sandström, M., Fors, Y. and Persson, I. 2003. The 7BTB’s New Battle: Sulphur, Acid and Iron. 7BTB4UVEJFT.
Stockholm.
Ward, A. K., Larcombe, P. and Veth, P. 1999. A New Process-based Model for Wreck Site Formation. +PVSOBM
PG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4DJFODF. No 26, pp. 561-570
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5IJTTJUFJTDPWFSFEXJUIöTIJOHOFUT DBCMFTBOEXJSFT .BOOPLTJUF 5IBJMBOE ª6"% 5IBJMBOE

"öTIUSBQQMBDFEBMPOHTJEF
UIF.BOOPLXSFDLTJUF
ª6"% 5IBJMBOE
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4 Measuring the Extent of Deterioration
4.1 Monitoring
When archaeological sites are preserved in situ, they should be monitored
to measure changes that might occur to the condition of the site and the
effectiveness of the chosen protection strategy and to be able to act on
any detrimental changes. Although often forgotten, monitoring is a critical
part of the overall management programme.
The extract below was taken from an article written by the author for
the EU-MoSS project (See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO) and illustrates the role
that monitoring plays in the management process.
The MoSS project consists of three research aspects: monitoring,
safeguarding and visualising. Why was this approach chosen? And what is
the value in combining these three aspects? The whole project is designed
to find effective ways to preserve our common maritime heritage underwater. This not solely the concern of maritime archaeologists, but is also
a much broader public issue. Our heritage is only well protected if it has
extensive public support. The public should consist of scholars, decisionmakers and the people who consider these shipwrecks as part of their
own history. For them it has to be clear what can still be found underwater,
how these finds can be used to reconstruct the past, why wrecks are
deteriorating, how these processes can be stopped or slowed down,
and at what cost. In other words, the shipwrecks on the seabed and their
threats have to be investigated and visualized to create understanding
and arouse public interest.
If a site is to be successfully protected, it is important to first know what is
threatening it. This requires observing and recording what is happening
to the site over an extended time period, in order to understand any
damaging effects. By systematically observing wrecks (monitoring) it is
possible to understand more about the major degradative processes. If,
for example, it is possible to mitigate the major factors that degrade wood,
it is obvious that the degradation rate would decrease. Safeguarding
therefore, depends to a great extent, on the information gained from
monitoring wrecks. After safeguarding a wreck it is also important that
monitoring continues to keep track of the development of the site and
the effectiveness of the protective measures.
Visualization is an important part of documenting and investigating a
site. Wrecks underwater are usually not easily accessible and research
on these sites is usually concentrated over a very short period of time.
The visualization of excavation, monitoring and safeguarding, enables
scientists to do research even when they are not physically present on
the site. Since archaeological research can take years to complete, visual
documentation is essential to keep track of everything that has been
carried out. Visualization also enables the opening up an archive of
archaeologically interesting shipwrecks to a wider audience. There are
many ways to do this. The 7SPVX.BSJB wreck (Finland) and the &SJD/PSEFWBMM
14
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(Sweden) are so well preserved, that although other methods have been utilised, the conventional ways
of documenting a site by photography and video registration have been enough to create widespread
public interest and to highlight the importance of these wrecks for reconstructing our past.
The Darsser Cog site (Germany) is the oldest of the investigated wrecks, although requires some more
work to make the wreck accessible to a wider audience. This particular site has been documented and
visualised by photographic mapping. The BZN 10 wreck (the Netherlands) is also well preserved, as
at least half of the ship is still protected in the sediment. Despite the fact it has been broken up, the
remains can still be reconstructed by the scientists and translated to the public.
Not long ago there was only one kind of visual monitoring. Back then, the only information about the
condition of a shipwreck were the written accounts of what had been seen by the researchers. It is still
important to register these visual changes, but now there are many more techniques to quantitatively
measure the condition of the wreck. These methods, like the use of a data logger to measure the
environmental conditions, are potentially more objective and can be more easily compared. It is
however, very important that this data is accessible and can be understood by more people than just
the researchers working on the site. To do this it is important to illustrate these numbers by using, for
example, graphics.
The safeguarding of shipwrecks is a long term process and does not simply stop after physical protection. Over the years, the situation in and around a wreck site can change or protective measures
may become ineffective. For example, if there is heavy erosion on a site, the wreck can be physically
protected by covering the site in sediment. This has been achieved with polypropylene nets at the
BZN 10 and other sites in the Wadden Sea. This method is very effective, however, the erosion in the
vicinity of the site continues. After a long period of time, the seabed around the protected wreck
can be extensively eroded, so much so, that sand starts to flow away from under the protective nets.
Regular monitoring can identify this threat at an early stage and other measures can be implemented
to ameliorate this problem.
In conclusion, monitoring helps to select the right measures to safeguard a site. Safeguarding a site is
a long term process. This process has to be monitored to ensure that the measures taken are still valid
after many years. The monitoring can also provide new information that may force a change to the
mitigation strategy applied to protect the site.
Raw data gained from the monitoring can be made visual for a wider audience, such as other scientists,
policy makers and the general public. It is important for them to know why and how wrecks are
threatened, what kind of measures have been taken to preserve maritime heritage, and at what cost.
Monitoring should always be compared to baseline data. The most ideal procedure would be to
have data prior to undertaking physical in situ preservation. Then after installation the same data is
collected and a time line for further monitoring is developed. This time line is an indication of how
often a site is going to be monitored in the future. However, this can change over time for a number
of reasons, (e.g. new information might indicate that severe changes are occurring and the site has to
be visited more often).
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4.2 Open Seawater
In open seawater, parameters such as dissolved oxygen, salinity, temperature and depth will affect
colonisation of exposed timbers by wood borers. However, this data also provides a picture of the
environment. When the condition of the site changes, it is necessary to compare that change with the
change in the environment.

This data can be obtained from:
t5FDIOJDBMEFWJDFTTVDIBTEBUBMPHHFST5IFTFBSFQJFDFTPGFRVJQNFOUUIBUNBZDPOUBJO
TFWFSBMTFOTPSTUPDPMMFDUEJòFSFOUEBUB GPSFYBNQMFTBMJOJUZ UFNQFSBUVSFBOEEJTTPMWFE
PYZHFO PWFSMPOHQFSJPETPGUJNF"EBUBMPHHFSBVUPNBUJDBMMZSFDPSETUIFEBUBPODFJUJT
JOTUBMMFEBOEDBOCFSFUSJFWFEXIFOUIFEBUBMPHHFSJUTFMGJTDPMMFDUFEPSUISPVHIBXJSFMFTT
DPOOFDUJPOXJUIUIFEFWJDF

A diver with a data
logger on the seabed.
This apparatus measures the changes in
several parameters such
as salinity and dissolved
oxygen. It can help us to
see the changes in the
site environment and
detect or predict threats
(BZN 10 wreck, the
Netherlands). © R. Obst

t#ZPCUBJOJOHJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNMBSHF PDFBOPHSBQIJD JOTUJUVUFTUIBUBSFNFBTVSJOHVTF
GVMQBSBNFUFSTGPSPUIFSQVSQPTFT5IFBEWBOUBHFPGIBWJOHZPVSPXONFBTVSJOHEFWJDFTJT
UIBUJUDBOCFQMBDFEBOZXIFSF FHPOBXSFDLTJUF BOEUIFBSDIBFPMPHJTUDBODIPPTFXIBU
QBSBNFUFSTUPNFBTVSF5IFEJTBEWBOUBHFTBSFUIBUUIFTFJOTUBMMBUJPOTBSFVTVBMMZWFSZ
FYQFOTJWFUPCVZBOEFTQFDJBMMZEJóDVMUUPNBJOUBJO5IFBEWBOUBHFPGPCUBJOJOHEBUBGSPN
PUIFSJOTUJUVUFTJTUIBUJUJTVTVBMMZJOFYQFOTJWF PGUFOGSFFPGDIBSHF BOEJUFTUBCMJTIFTDPPQ
FSBUJPOCFUXFFOEJòFSFOUTUBLFIPMEFST IPXFWFS JUJTPGUFOEJóDVMUUPJOøVFODFUIFQPTJUJPO
JOHPGUIFTFEBUBMPHHFSTBOEUIFQBSBNFUFSTUIFZBSFNFBTVSJOH
t"OPUIFSXBZUPNFBTVSFUIFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFXBUFSDPMVNOJTUPQMBDFTBDSJöDJBM
PCKFDUTJOUIFXBUFSBOENFBTVSFUIFJSEFUFSJPSBUJPOSBUFPWFSUJNFCZUBLJOHXBUFSTBNQMFT
BOEDPOEVDUJOHQPTUSFDPWFSZBOBMZTJT
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4.3 The Seabed
Erosion or sedimentation of the seabed can assist in determining whether a site is in danger and
deciding whether to measure only the site itself or also to monitor the surrounding seabed over a
larger area. Both are important to monitor. Measuring a larger area can provide information about the
overall seabed changes occurring in an area due to, for example, changes in currents or large infrastructural works in the area. Measuring the seabed at site level can provide information about erosion
on the site. Erosion can be caused by the fact that a physically protected site may provide a hard
surface, an obstacle on the seabed, from which toe scouring can occur around the edges.

The seabed can be measured in a few ways.
t7JTVBMMZ VOEFSXBUFSCZEJWFSTBOE3FNPUFMZ0QFSBUFE7FIJDMFT
t'SPNUIFXBUFSTVSGBDFXJUIHFPQIZTJDBMNFUIPETMJLFTJOHMFCFBN NVMUJCFBN TJEFTDBOTPOBS
t'SPNUIFXBUFSTVSGBDFXJUIUSBEJUJPOBMTPVOEJOH TPVOEJOHMFBE 
t'SPNUIFBJSXJUIMBTFS BFSJBMQIPUPHSBQIZBOETBUFMMJUF
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WJTVBMJTFDIBOHFTJOUIFTFBCFENPSQIPMPHZ 
GPSFYBNQMF EVFUPTFEJNFOUFSPTJPOQSP
DFTTFT #;/XSFDL UIF/FUIFSMBOET 
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4.4 (Marine) Sediments
Marine sediments are usually very low in oxygen except in the first couple of centimetres and this
concentration decreases rapidly with increasing sediment depth, until anaerobic conditions are
attained. However, due to changes in the seabed, caused by erosion, this may alter. Also, as previously
mentioned, deterioration can still occur under close to anoxic conditions.

The effect the burial environment has on the deterioration of materials can be
measured by:
t1MBDJOHNJDSPFMFDUSPEFTJOUIFTFBCFE DPOOFDUFEUPBEBUBMPHHFS
t6TJOHTBDSJöDJBMPCKFDUT XIJDIBSFCVSJFEJOUIFTFBCFEBOENFBTVSFEGPSEFUFSJPSBUJPOPWFSUJNF
t4BNQMJOHBOEBOBMZTJOHPSJHJOBMFMFNFOUT PCKFDUTBOETFEJNFOUTSFDPWFSFEGSPNUIFTJUF

In the future, it will be important to develop quality standards for different materials and to make an
effort to apply these standards at a universal level. In this way, comparisons crossing administrative
borders could be possible as well as assisting in the prioritization of sites in a broader setting. Some standards can be copied from terrestrial archaeology, whilst others will have to be developed specifically
for underwater archaeology.
The parameters that have to be measured may differ, however there is some critical data for sediment
and water.

Sediment:
t)PXFBTJMZJUDIBOHFTGSPNPYZHFOSJDIUPBOPYJD SFEPYQPUFOUJBM
tQ)
t#JPUVSCJEJUZ
t$IFNJDBMQPMMVUJPO
t4VMQIVSDPOUFOU
Water:
t4BMJOJUZ
t8BUFSUSBOTQPSU
t5FNQFSBUVSF
t%JTTPMWFEPYZHFO
t5VSCJEJUZ
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4.5 The Object
Overtime the object can be monitored in a general way. Archaeologists can consider: is the overall
condition of the site deteriorating? Are elements falling apart? Is the relationship between the
components weakened?

When monitoring a single object made of different materials, it is important to
consider the following indicators:
Wood
t.FBTVSJOHUIFXBUFSDPOUFOUBTBOJOEJDBUPSPGUIFEFUFSJPSBUJPOPGUIFXPPE
t7JTVBMEFUFSJPSBUJPO FHEVFUPCPSFSTPSBCSBTJPO
Iron
t"NPVOUPGJSPOMFGUJOUIFPCKFDU
t7JTVBMEFUFSJPSBUJPO BNPVOU TIBQFBOEDPMPVSPGUIFDPSSPTJPO
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'JOBM3FQPSU&7,$5Dr. René Klaassen (ed.), pp. 45-54.
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5 Examples of Techniques used for In Situ Preservation
5.1 Sandbags
Advantages
t1SPUFDUJPOBHBJOTUMPPUFST

Sandbags used to stabilise a log boat
(Roskilde, Denmark) © WreckProtect Project

t1SPCBCMZFODPVSBHFTUIFGPSNBUJPOPG
BOBOBFSPCJDFOWJSPONFOU
t-POHUFSNQSFTFSWBUJPO
t.BUFSJBMFBTZUPPCUBJO
Limitations
t)JHIMBCPVSDPTUT
t%JóDVMUUPNPOJUPS
t8FJHIUPOUIFXSFDLTJUF
t4USPOHTDPVSJOHBSPVOEUIFQSPUFDUFETJUF
t4PNFUZQFTPGTBOECBHTNJHIUEFUFSJPSBUFFBTJMZ FHOBUVSBMNBUFSJBMTMJLFDBOWBT

5.2 Polypropylene Debris Netting:

Advantages
t&BTZUPDSFBUFBOPYJDFOWJSPONFOU
t*OFYQFOTJWF
t&BTZUPJOTUBMM
t/BUVSFEPFTUIFXPSL
t.BUFSJBMFBTZUPPCUBJO
t&BTZUPSFNPWFXJUIQSPQFSFRVJQNFOU
t&BTZUPNPOJUPS JOBOEPVUTJEFUIFNPVOE
t#FDPNFTQBSUPGUIFFOWJSPONFOU
Limitations
t8PSLTPOMZJOTQFDJöDFOWJSPONFOUT
t8PSLTPOMZPOXSFDLTUIBUEPOUQSPUSVEFFYUFOTJWFMZBCPWFUIFTFBCFE
t$BOCFFBTJMZBOERVJDLMZEBNBHFEBGUFSJOTUBMMBUJPO
t0SHBOJDHSPXUINBZNBLFJUMFTTFòFDUJWF
t)BTUPCFJOTUBMMFEJOBTQFDJöDXBZ
t3FTFBSDIPOUIFFOWJSPONFOUIBTUPCFDBSSJFEPVUJOBEWBODF
t4PNFTDPVSJOHNBZPDDVSBSPVOEUIFFEHFT
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1SFQBSJOHUIFQPMZQSPQZMFOF
EFCSJT OFUTPOUIFCFBDICFGPSF
UBLJOHUIFNVOEFSXBUFS5IF
FOETPGUIFOFUTBSFXFJHIUFE
EPXOXJUIQBSUMZöMMFETBOE
CBHT AvondsterXSFDL 
4SJ-BOLB ª."6

UNIT

9

1SFQBSJOHUIFQPMZQSPQZMFOF
OFUT SPMMJOHQBSUMZöMMFETBOE
CBHTJOCPUITJEFTPGUIFOFU
Avondster XSFDL 4SJ-BOLB 
ª."6

"OFUBMSFBEZQBSUMZöMMFE
XJUITBOE AvondsterXSFDL 
4SJ-BOLB ª."6
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Advantages:
t"DPNCJOBUJPOPGNFUIPET UBJMPSFEUPUIBUPOFTJUF
Advantages (Cuijk example):
t(PPE TUSPOHQSPUFDUJPO
t"OBFSPCJDDPOEJUJPOT
t"SDIBFPMPHJDBMMBZFSTBOEMBUFSEFQPTJUFETFEJNFOUTFQBSBUFE
t/PPSHBOJDUSBOTQPSUCFUXFFOMBZFST
t&BTZNPOJUPSJOH
Limitations:
t*UJTUBJMPSNBEFGPSBTQFDJöDTJUFTPNBZOPUCFTVJUBCMFGPSPUIFSTJUFT
Limitations (Cuijk example):
t)JHIDPTUTGPSJOTUBMMBUJPO
t4DPVSJOHBSPVOEUIFQSPUFDUFEBSFBNBZCFTFWFSF

Layer of geotextile

Debris nets with strong galvanised wire connected to it
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Layer of clay

6TVBMMZXFIBWFUPUBJMPSPVS
NFUIPEPMPHJFTUPQSPUFDUTJUFT
VOEFSXBUFS8FDBO IPXFWFS 
CBTFPVSTPMVUJPOTPONFUIPET
USJFETPNFXIFSFFMTF
)FSF B3PNBORVBZJOUIF3JWFS
.FVTFJOUIF/FUIFSMBOETJT
CFJOHQSPUFDUFEXJUIBMBZFSPG
HFPUFYUJMF BCPWF MFGU GPMMPXFE
CZBMBZFSPGDMBZ BCPWF EFCSJT
OFUTXJUITUSPOHHBMWBOJTFEXJSF
DPOOFDUFEUPJU MFGU BOE
TBOECBHT© 3$&
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5.3 Specific ‘Hands On’ Solutions
It is important when applying an in situ preservation method to focus on the needs of a specific site,
considering its relevant parameters, the threats to it and its important features that need maximum
protection. A customized or ‘hands on’ solution is therefore always good to consider. It may be a
combination of methods already known or may require the development of completely new methods.
The solution for a Roman Quay in Cuijk in the Netherlands, for example, consists of a combination of
established techniques. This particular site is threatened by currents of the river as well as by large river
barges that destroy the riverbed with their engines. The site had to be protected for only a maximum
of three years, before it was planned to be excavated.
First a layer of geotextile to cover the exposed archaeological layer was placed over the site, then a
layer of clay, then a layer of debris netting with galvanized steel entwined in it and finally some sandbags to keep everything down.

5.4 Sand Deposition
UNIT

9

Advantages
t*OFYQFOTJWF
t1SPEVDUFBTZUPPCUBJO
t$BOCFEFQPTJUFEJONBOZXBZTFHXBUFSESFEHFBOETIJQ
t/BUVSBMQSPEVDU
Limitations
t5IFQIZTDJBMFOWJSPONFOUSFNBJOTUIFTBNF TPJODBTFTPGFSPTJPO UIJTNFUIPEDBOPOMZCF
FòFDUJWFGPSBWFSZTIPSUQFSJPE
t4BOENBZCFFSPEFE CZDVSSFOUT BOEEFQPTJUFETPNFXIFSFFMTF XIFSFJUJTOPUXBOUFE
t4BOEGSPNBOPUIFSQMBDFJTJOUSPEVDFEPOUIFTJUF

5.5 Road Barriers
Advantages
t4USPOHTUSVDUVSF
t1PTTJCMFUPHFUHPPEBOBFSPCJDBOPYJDFOWJSPONFOU
t&BTZUPPWFSDPNFIFJHIUEJòFSFODFT
Limitations
t&YQFOTJWF
t/PUFBTZUPIBOEMF
t/PUFBTZUPJOTUBMM
t8JUIUIFVTFPGTBOECBHT JTJUFBTZUPDSFBUFBOBOBFSPCJDFOWJSPONFOU
t#JHUISFBUPGUPFTDPVSJOH
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5.6 Artificial Sea Grass

Advantages
t8PSLTXFMMUPDSFBUFBOBOBFSPCJDFOWJSPONFOU
t-PPLTOBUVSBM JGOBUVSBMDPMPVSTBSFVTFE
t)BTOBUVSFEPUIFXPSLBGUFSJOTUBMMBUJPO
t$BOCFJOTUBMMFEFBTJMZ
Limitations
t7FSZFYQFOTJWFJGCPVHIUPOUIFNBSLFU
t-BCPVSJOUFOTJWFXIFOTFMGGBCSJDBUFE
t7FSZTFOTJUJWF JUNBZXPSLGPSBTIPSUQFSJPEVOUJMUIFGSPOETCFDPNFPWFSHSPXOXJUIBMHBF
BOEUIFOTFUUMFøBUPOUIFTFBCFE
t)BTUPCFJOTUBMMFEDBSFGVMMZ
t/PQPTTJCJMJUJFTUPPWFSDPNFTJHOJöDBOUIFJHIUEJòFSFODFT
t4DPVSJOHNBZPDDVSVOEFSBOEBSPVOEUIFNBUT

"SUJöDJBMTFBHSBTTDBOCFCPVHIUPSNBEFCZIBOE)FSF UIF6"%JO$IBOUIBCVSJBSFNBLJOHUIFJSPXOTFBHSBTT
CZBTTFNCMJOHMBSHF BQQSPYJNBUFMZNFUSF GSPOETPOöTIJOHOFUTª6"% 5IBJMBOE
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-JLFEFCSJTOFUTBOEHFPUFYUJMF 
JUJTFBTJFSUPJOTUBMMUIFBSUJöDJBM
TFBHSBTTPOUIFTFBCFEXIFOJU
JTöYFEUPBIFBWZJSPOQPMF©
6"% 5IBJMBOE

UNIT

9

"SUJöDJBMTFBHSBTTJTCFJOH
JOTUBMMFEPOUIFTFBCFE5IJT
TFMGNBEFHSBTTJTUFNQPSBSZ
DPWFSFEXJUIBTIFFUUPQSFWFOU
UIFGSPOETGSPNøPBUJOHVQ
XIJMFJOTUBMMJOHJU
© 6"% 5IBJMBOE

"SUJöDJBMTFBHSBTTQMBDFE
POBUFTUTJUFEVSJOHUIFIn
Situ"EWBODFE$PVSTFPGUIF
6/&4$0öFMETDIPPMJO
5IBJMBOE© 6"% 5IBJMBOE
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5.7 Covering with Geotextiles

Advantages
t&BTZUPCVZ
t%JòFSFOUUZQFTBWBJMBCMF
t1SPUFDUJPOBHBJOTU5FSFEPOBWBMJT
t1SPUFDUJPOBHBJOTUBCSBTJPO
t4PNFUZQFTPGUFYUJMFTDBOTFBMPòUIFTJUF XIJMFTPNFDBOCFQFOFUSBUFECZöOFTFEJNFOU
Limitations
t&YQFOTJWF
t3FRVJSFTLOPXMFEHFPOTVJUBCMFUZQFTPGHFPUFYUJMFGPSEJòFSFOUDJSDVNTUBODFT
t%JóDVMUUPJOTUBMM FTQFDJBMMZJOBSFBTXJUIDVSSFOUTBOEXBWFT

(FPUFYUJMFJTCFJOHöYFEUP
BIFBWZJSPOQPMFCFGPSF
UBLFOJOUPUIFXBUFS XIJDI
SFEVDFTUIFCVPZBODZ
©6"% 5IBJMBOE
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UNIT

9

501(FPUFYUJMFIBTCFFOJOTUBMMFEPOBXSFDL "EWBODFEIn Situ$PVSTFUFTUXSFDL 5IBJMBOE © 6"% 5IBJMBOE
"#07&-&'5(FPUFYUJMFVTFEPOBTIBMMPXTJUFPGBMPHCPBUOFBS3PTLJMEF %FONBSL© 8SFDL1SPUFDU1SPKFDU
"#07&3*()5(FPUFYUJMFVTFEPOBTIBMMPXMPHCPBUTJUFJO%FONBSL%VFUPJUTCVPZBODZUIFUFYUJMFOFFETUPCFXFJHIUFEEPXO

*OUIJTFYBNQMF BUJMFJTVTFE© 8SFDL1SPUFDU1SPKFDU

Suggested Reading
Camidge, K. 2005. ).4$PMPTTVT4UBCJMJTBUJPO5SJBM'JOBM3FQPSU. CISMAS.
Camidge K. 2008. ).4$PMPTTVT4UBCJMJTBUJPOBOE3FDPSEJOH1SPKFDU3FQPSUCISMAS.
Coroneos, C. 2006. A Cheap and Effective Method of Protecting Underwater Cultural Heritage. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL
4QFDJBM&EJUJPO. Grenier, R., Nutley, D. and Cochran, I. (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 55-58.
Godfrey, I. M., Gregory, D. Nystrom, I. and Vicki Richards. 2004. In Situ Preservation of Archaeological Materials
and Sites Underwater. .FEJUFSSBOFVN, Vol.4. Fabio Maniscalco (ed.), pp. 343-351.
Godfrey, I.M., Reed, E., Richards, V.L., West, N.F. and Winton, T. 2005. The +BNFT.BUUIFXT Shipwreck – Conservation Survey and In Situ Stabilisation. 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIFUI*$0.(SPVQPO8FU0SHBOJD"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.BUFSJBMT$PO
GFSFODF $PQFOIBHFOP. Hoffmann, K. Strætkvern, J.A. Spriggsa and Gregory, D. (eds.). The International Council of
Museums, Committee for Conservation Working Group on Wet Organic Archaeological Materials, pp.40-76.
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Heldtberg, M., MacLeod, I.D., Richards, V.L. 2004. Corrosion and Cathodic Protection of Iron in Seawater: a Case
Study of the +BNFT.BUUIFXT (1841). 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF*$0.$$.FUBM8(*OUFSJN.FFUJOH.&5"-, pp. 75-87.
Manders, M. 2004. Safeguarding a Site: the Master-Management Plan. .P44/FXTMFUUFS, Vol. 3/2004, pp. 16-20.
Manders, M., Gregory, D. and Richards, V. 2008. The In Situ Preservation of Archaeological Sites Underwater:
an Evaluation of Some Techniques. Heritage Microbiology and Science. Microbes, Monuments and Maritime
Materials. Eric May, Mark Jones, Julian Mitchel (eds.). The Royal Society of Chemistry, pp. 179-204
Staniforth, M. 2006. In Situ Site Stabilization: The William Salthouse Case Study. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPO.
Grenier, R., Nutley, D. and Cochran, I. (eds.). ICOMOS, pp. 52-54.
Winton, T. and Richards, V. 2005. In Situ Containment of Sediment for Shipwreck Reburial Projects. 1SPDFFEJOHTPG
UIFUI*$0.(SPVQPO8FU0SHBOJD"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.BUFSJBMT$POGFSFODF $PQFOIBHFOThe International Council of
.
Museums, Committee for Conservation Working Group on Wet Organic Archaeological Materials, pp.77-91

6 Conclusion
Presently, not many sites in Asia are physically protected. In Sri Lanka a part of the "WPOETUFS shipwreck
(Dutch East Indiaman) has been protected against deterioration covered with polypropylene nets.
Protecting effectively an underwater archaeological site is a process of trial and error. By testing out
different methods, archaeologists can learn more about the environment and decide which method
can be best used in a paticular site. Trial and error implicitly means that mistakes can occur.
Suggested Reading
M
Manders,
M.R., Chandraratne, W.M., Dayananda, A.M.A., Muthucumarana, R., Weerasena, K.B.C. and
Weerasingha, K.D.P. 2004. The Physical Protection of a 17th Century VOC Shipwreck in Sri Lanka.
$VSSFOU4DJFODF. 86, 9, pp. 101-107.
Manders, M. and Weerasinghe, P. 2007. Protecting the "WPOETUFS. Excavation Report of the VOC ship
"WPOETUFS(1659). Parthesius (ed.). $FOUSF GPS*OUFSOBUJPOBM)FSJUBHF4UVEJFT4QFDJBM1VCMJDBUJPO No. 1,
pp. 157-166.

Unit Summary
In situ preservation is the first rule in the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) and is considered as the first option for archaeologists to consider. In
situ preservation means many things and requires legal and specific physical protection of the site.
Deciding to protect a site carries a responsibility to preserve it for a period of time. This may be done
for scientific reasons or for popular enjoyment. The reasons for protecting a site often have some
bearing on the preservation methods to be used. For enjoyment, we may to see some parts of the
site displayed, on the other hand, a site may have to be completely covered as protection for future
research purposes.
Different threats also determine the way sites are protected. If the site has to be protected against
shipworms, it is necessary to create an anaerobic environment on the site. However, if the site is
protected to prevent looting, then the physical protection should be as non-penetrable as possible
and legal protection should also be in place and enforced.
Involvement on the site does not end when the in situ technique has been applied; periodical monitoring
of any changes on site is also required to preserve the heritage site to perpetuity.
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Suggested Timetable
15 mins

Introduction

45 mins

Why In Situ Preservation?
1SFTFSWFGPSUIFGVUVSF
8FMMEFWFMPQFEQSPUFDUJPOTZTUFNCZMBX
&OPSNPVTBNPVOUPGOFXMZEJTDPWFSFETJUFT
$PTUFòFDUJWF
5JNFHBQCFUXFFOEJTDPWFSZBOEFYDBWBUJPO
-BDLPGDPOTFSWBUJPOLOPXMFEHF
Break
UNIT

90 mins

9

Threats to Underwater Archaeological Heritage
1IZTJDBM
$IFNJDBM
#JPMPHJDBM
)VNBO
Break

90 mins

Measuring the Extent of Deterioration
.POJUPSJOH
&WBMVBUJOHBOEBDUJOHPOJU

Break
90 mins

Examples of Techniques Used for In Situ Preservation
Break

90 mins

Practical Session

10 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
Students are provided with an introduction to in situ preservation, what it means and the techniques
that can be used to preserve underwater cultural heritage sites from deterioration. To help deepen
student’s understanding of the topics presented, a selection of teaching suggestions are included
below.

1 Introduction
When introducing in situ preservation, it is important to give a brief overview of management of the
underwater cultural heritage. Trainers should explore aspects such as surveying, assessment, selecting
sites, excavation, etc. See Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF.
It is also useful for trainers to present and explain the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the
Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001), the ICOMOS Charter on the Protection and Management of
Underwater Cultural Heritage (Sofia 1996), and any relevant local or regional agreements such as the
European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage (Valletta 1992).

2 Why In Situ Preservation?
During this section it is important to provide examples of underwater cultural heritage that the trainer
and the students are familiar with.
This section is also particularly useful for connecting conservators to the topic of in situ protection.
With the knowledge and/or the prediction about the state of the archaeological site and its individual
objects, a conservator can develop their conservation plan and select the most effective strategies for
removing objects from the seabed.

3 Threats to Underwater Cultural Heritage
This section is best illustrated by a series of visual examples of potential threats in Asia and how they
have caused the destruction of particular sites. It is important to emphasize that fishing activities might
be one of the biggest threats of all to the underwater cultural heritage.

5 Examples of Techniques Used for In Situ Preservation
The techniques discussed during this section are focused primarily on archaeological sites. It may be
useful for trainers to expand on this and also discuss aspects such as preserving metal wrecks, objects
using zinc anodes (anodizing) or other sacrificial methods.

Practical Session
Students should be given a practical task that utilizes the knowledge gained during this unit. One
useful test to set students, used during early foundation courses, was to develop an in situ preservation
strategy for one of the below archaeological shipwreck sites in Thailand:
The Ruea Mail or Mannok Shipwreck Site near Mannok Island: this is a (river) steam boat. It dates
from the early twentieth century and is an iron ship with possible Asian features. It contains material
from as well the French Colonial Period as typical Asian artefacts.
The Ruea Rang Kwian Shipwreck Site: this is a fourteenth century Chinese or Thai junk. During the
first investigation in 1989, as part of a cooperative effort between the Thai and the Australians (Western
Australian Maritime Museum), the ships’ hull was recorded. The hull was investigated again at the
SEMEO Regional Centre for Archaeology and Fine Arts (SPAFA) training a few years ago.
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The Bangkachai II Shipwreck Site: this is a Chinese junk of approximately 400 years old. The site
lies at a depth of not more than 8 metres, near the shore and river outlet. There is often bad visibility.
The site has been extensively excavated in five years (between 1993 and 1998) and remarkable well
preserved (organic) material has been raised. A one to one scale model is present at the maritime
museum. The wreck itself, including one of the three discovered wooden anchors, is still in place.
The Samed Ngam Shipwreck Site: this site consists of a 200 year old dockyard and a shipwreck of an
Asian junk. The inside of the ship was first investigated in 1982. The second investigation of the outside
of the ship took place during the SPAFA training of 1989. The site now consists of a small part of the
dockyard that has been restored and within that dockyard, the remains of the wreck just below the
water level. It is now part of a community museum which includes a building that holds an exhibition
about the site and the archaeological work that has been executed on it.
The second suggested practical test is similar, but completely focused on developing an in situ
preservation scheme for the Mannok Island wreck site. This shipwreck is used for the diving practical
dive session held during Unit 12: 1SBDUJDBM%JWF4FTTJPOPGUIF'PVOEBUJPO$PVSTF .BOOPL4IJQXSFDL4JUF 
UIF(VMGPG5IBJMBOE.
This site can play an important role in the discussion on in situ preservation. Students can be tasked
with developing methods for the site in the light of future use. Does it need to be protected against
natural deterioration? Or against looting or fishing?
In prior foundation courses the methods developed ranged between making the site accessible for
controlled diving only, to avoiding fishing on the site and full covering of the wreck to create an anoxic
environment.
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UNIT 10
Intrusive Techniques in
Underwater Archaeology

Author Andrew J. Viduka

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces students to intrusive techniques that can be used in underwater excavations.
Students are provided with an ethical, regulatory and archaeological framework to understand when
to use intrusive techniques on an archaeological site and what techniques are available.

On completion of the Intrusive Techniques in Underwater Archaeology unit students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUJOUSVTJWFBDUJWJUJFTBSFEFTUSVDUJWFBOETIPVMEPOMZCFVOEFSUBLFOXJUI
DMFBSBSDIBFPMPHJDBMKVTUJöDBUJPOT
t#FBCMFUPEJTDVTTUIFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGVOEFSXBUFSFYDBWBUJPOT
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGEJòFSFOUJOUSVTJWFUFDIOJRVFTBOECFBCMFUPEJTDVTTUIFJSVUJMJUZJO
WBSJPVTDPOEJUJPOTPOBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUF
t)BWFFYBNJOFEBSBOHFPGDBTFTUVEJFT
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPGBOBSDIBFPMPHJTUBTTPDJBUFEXJUIBOFYDBWBUJPO

Introduction to the Unit
The overall aim of the 2001 UNESCO Convention is to encourage the responsible protection of
underwater cultural heritage, with a special focus on JOTJUV preservation as the first option to consider. The
convention does not preclude excavation. In the Annex of the Convention a framework for project
design, funding, conservation and site management are outlined so that when intrusive activities
are undertaken a standard can be achieved that maximizes positive archaeological outcomes.
Intrusive techniques can be used in assessment, searching, sampling and excavation. These techniques
require skill, knowledge and a thorough understanding of the implications of decisions in the short,
medium and long term. Like survey, excavation should be taught and discussed because interventive
techniques are the primary tool for archaeologists to uncover new information about the past.

2
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Excavation is a part of the overall management of underwater cultural heritage. The Rules
included in the Annex of the UNESCO Convention for the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage
(Paris 2001) state:
Rule 1. The protection of underwater cultural heritage through JO TJUV preservation shall be
considered as the first option. Accordingly, activities directed at underwater cultural heritage
shall be authorized in a manner consistent with the protection of the heritage, and subject to
that requirement may be authorized for the purpose of making a significant contribution to
protection or knowledge or enhancement of underwater cultural heritage.
Rule 3. Activities directed at underwater cultural heritage shall not adversely affect the underwater cultural heritage more than is necessary for the objectives of the project.
Rule 4. Activities directed at underwater cultural heritage must use non-destructive techniques
and survey methods in preference to recovery of objects. If excavation or recovery is necessary
for the purpose of scientific studies or for the ultimate protection of the underwater cultural
heritage, the methods and techniques used must be as non-destructive as possible and
contribute to the preservation of the remains.

UNIT

In the history of archaeology it is not difficult to find examples of excavations which have resulted in
incomplete reports, sites not being actively managed post the excavation and recovered objects not
being well cared for. Whatever the reasons for these outcomes, the results are the same, the loss of part
or all of a site and its record for future interpretation and study.
The concept of JOTJUV preservation as a first option is in part a response to indiscriminate or poorly
conceived, planned, reported and budgeted for excavations. The Rules of the Annex aim to articulate a
uniform framework for activities directed at underwater cultural heritage. These rules stipulate not only
general principles on how activities should proceed, they also aim to have archaeologists prepare clear
project designs and put in place appropriate levels of funding, conservation, site management and
reporting outcomes as part of the initial project plan. The aim of this is to minimize the potential of sites
not being correctly excavated and reported, while retaining the maximum archaeological information
for the future, by effective ongoing post-excavation management and monitoring.
It is important to emphasize that while JOTJUV preservation should be considered as the first option, it
is not the only option. Excavation and other interventive techniques are vital tools for archaeologists
to uncover new information about the past, in order to reconstruct past culture or life and to discover
information that will assist in the management of the site. This unit emphasizes that interventive
activities should only commence under the right circumstances and with the sound justifications, with
the correct budget and framework in place.

1 Excavations: When do you Decide to Use Intrusive
Techniques on an Archaeological Site?
Excavating on land is hard enough, but some people like to make things extra difficult for themselves,
and working underwater is the archaeological equivalent of standing up in a hammock (5IF#MVòFST
(VJEFUP"SDIBFPMPHZ 2004, pp. 31).

3
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As an archaeological site contains unique records of the past which the process of excavation will
dismantle (and by so doing destroy), it is essential to understand that excavation can only be
justified in certain circumstances. The archaeologist must have a clear understanding of the reasons
for undertaking the excavation (be it rescue or for research purposes), an understanding of the
techniques and methods that will be used, and the effects these techniques and methods will have
on the archaeological record. If the excavation is solely for research purposes, then it is important
that the archaeologist is clear on what research questions need to be answered by the excavation.
Can these questions be answered differently? Is the excavation necessary? Only when questions
such as these cannot be answered by other means, can an excavation be justified. Adequate budget,
storage, conservation and work facilities, together with trained archaeological staff to handle the
material, are absolutely essential before excavation can be considered (Green, 2004, pp. 235).

1.1 Underwater Excavation
This unit will explore the following aspects of an excavation:
t8IFOUPVTFJOUSVTJWFUFDIOJRVFTPOBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUF
t"QQSPBDIFTUPFYDBWBUJPO
t*OUSVTJWFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMUFDIOJRVFT
t3FTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPGBOBSDIBFPMPHJTU

Suggested Reading
Baker, P. 1986. 6OEFSTUBOEJOH"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&YDBWBUJPO. London, ISBN 0-7134-3632-8.
Baker, P. 1977. 5IF5FDIOJRVFTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&YDBWBUJPO. London. ISBN 0-7134-2739-6.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF, Second Edition.
Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 135-147.
Green, J. 2004. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ"5FDIOJDBM)BOECPPL. Second Edition. Elsevier Academic Press, pp. 235.
Underwood, C. 2011. Excavation Planning and Logistics (HMS 4XJGU 1770). 0YGPSE)BOECPPLGPS.BSJUJNF
"SDIBFPMPHZUSA,Oxford University Press.

1.2 Responsibilities
By choosing to undertake an excavation, certain responsibilities are implicit on the archaeologists. Pre
and post-excavation obligations are as important as on-site obligations. The Rules of the Annex of the
UNESCO Convention for the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) articulates the
responsibilities that an archaeologist must embrace in relation to: project design (Rules: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13);
preliminary work (Rules: 14, 15); project objective (Rule 16); methodology and technique; funding (Rules: 17,
18, 19); competence and qualifications of participants (Rules: 22, 23); conservation and site management
(Rules: 24, 25); documentation (Rules: 26, 27); safety (Rule 28); environment (Rule 29); reporting (Rules: 30,
31); curation of project archives (Rules: 32, 33, 34); and dissemination (Rules: 35, 36).
Suggested Reading
UNESCO. 2001. $POWFOUJPOPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF. Paris.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF Second Edition.
Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 45.
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1.3 Pre-disturbance Surveys
Pre-disturbance surveys are always carried out prior to excavation. A primary rationale for a predisturbance survey is to understand the archaeological significance of a site. Pre-disturbance surveys
also enable an understanding of the area of the site, depth of overburden, site’s condition, extent and
material types of the archaeological assemblage (Richards, 2001).

1.4 Test Pits: Exploratory Trenches
A pre-disturbance survey may be followed by an exploratory excavation of a (1 m x 1 m or larger)
test pit/trench to confirm the extent of site, depth and material variety of the archaeological deposit.
These test pits can be at specific locations such as the bow, stern or even in the midships section,
thus enabling the excavation to use the structure as a guide, rather than an arbitrary grid system. This
information forms the basis for planning a more comprehensive excavation strategically and from an
operational perspective, i.e. how long the work will take, storage and conservation facilities required
and budget implications (Atkinson and Nash, 1991).
Suggested Reading
Atkinson, J. and Nash, M. 1991. Report on the Excavation of the )BEEB. "VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFPG.BSJUJNF
"SDIBFPMPHZ. 11.2, pp. 17-24.
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1.5 Practical Approaches to Excavation
Green (2004, pp. 237) states that there are two simple approaches to
excavation. One is to excavate over large areas of the site, layer by layer
and the other is to work the site in small sections (either grid or trenches),
layer by layer, repeating section by section across the site. While Green’s
statement could imply that the whole site will invariably be excavated,
it is more common today that the latter technique is used in small areas
only, to answer concise research questions. .BSZ 3PTF 7BTB, -B #FMMF
and #BUBWJB type excavations are increasingly rare. For example, in the
Netherlands, trenches are generally first made around the bow and stern
areas of the wreck, then near the middle of the wreck (as near to the
main mast step as possible), as part of an extended assessment and/or
before excavating the rest of the wreck. This utilizes the pre-disturbance
model and provides the potential for being able to escalate it into a full
blown excavation if required. Underwood (2011, pers. comm.) feels that
there is a third option available for excavation when sediments are so
sufficiently compacted that they do not slump. This third option involves
beginning excavations with a small trench and then working, layer by
layer, to reveal the stratigraphy of the site. This is followed by working in
elevation, rather than as a ‘plan view’ excavation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 The Australian
Heritage Shipwreck
Protection Project commencing in April 2012,
is an example of a multidisciplinary research driven
excavation of a shipwreck
site. The project addresses
research questions on
early ship construction in
Australia, site formation,
developing preservation
strategies, reburial, data
management and policy
guideline development.
In conjunction with these
clearly articulated research
questions, the project
has been meticulously
budgeted and planned
Today, time and budget constraints are everyday realities that require prior to initiating
excavation activities.
detailed planning to maximize restricted opportunities in the available
See: www.ahspp.org.au
excavation time. This fiscal reality lends itself to the excavation of small (Accessed March 2012).

areas to address concise questions. Smaller trenches also have the
major benefit of leaving the majority of the archaeological deposit
undisturbed, as a control for the future study.
See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO
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Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp.125.
Green, J. 2004. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ"5FDIOJDBM)BOECPPL, Second Edition. Elsevier Academic Press, pp. 237-244.

1.6 Grid Systems
Grid systems can be rigid, such as metal scaffolding, or less rigid, such as plastic or rope. They can cover
the entire site or comprise of smaller sections that can be moved around. All have the same purpose; to
divide the site into areas which provide orientation and defined sectors. On sites where construction
is left, the construction may be the main feature to define work areas. Recording where the grids are is
very important. Logistically, gridding smaller areas is much simpler and less vulnerable, than the time
consuming and expensive total grid system.
Green (2004, pp. 238) states that the use of a particular grid system on a given site needs careful
consideration. There are both advantages and disadvantages to rigid and non-rigid systems dependant
on environment, construction, staff experience and the knowledge of the site.

1.6.1 Rigid Grid Frames
Rigid grid frames are used on many excavations, including that of the +BNFT .BUUIFXT and HMS
1BOEPSB
Grids are usually accurately surveyed into the site plan and the location of loose finds and fragments
are approximately recorded inside the grid. The location of more important objects and structures are
generally more accurately recorded.

*NBHFPGBSJHJEHSJETZTUFNVTFEPOUIFJames Matthews)FSF BEJWFSJTSFDPSEJOHUIFIVMMBMPOHTJEFQBSUPGUIFDBSHPPGSPPöOH
TMBUFTª+FSFNZ(SFFO
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Advantages of rigid grids:
t5IFZHJWFPSJFOUBUJPOUPUIFTJUFBOEEFöOFEXPSLBSFBT XIJDIJTQBSUJDVMBSMZIFMQGVMJOMPXWJTJCJMJUZ
t0òFSTVQQPSUGPSUIFFYDBWBUPSTUPBWPJEEJTUVSCJOHUIFTJUFBOENJUJHBUFBHBJOTUQPUFOUJBM
QPPSCVPZBODZDPOUSPMPGEJWFST
Disadvantages of rigid grids:
t3JHJEHSJEGSBNFTDBOQPUFOUJBMMZEBNBHFBSUFGBDUT BMUIPVHITBOECBHTQMBDFECFOFBUIUIF
AGFFUPGUIFHSJEDBOIFMQUPSFEVDFUIFJNQBDUPGUIFXFJHIUPGUIFHSJE
t"SFFYQFOTJWFUPDPOTUSVDU JOTUBMMBOENBJOUBJO
t5IFHSJEGSBNFTMFHTDBOCFBòFDUFECZUIFSFNPWBMPGTFEJNFOUEVSJOHUIFFYDBWBUJPOBOE
GSPNTDPVSBDUJPOPOTJUFTXIFSFUIFSFBSFTUSPOHDVSSFOUT
t7FSZWVMOFSBCMFUPCFJOHNPWFEPSEBNBHFECZöTIJOHPSESFEHJOHBDUJWJUZBOEDBOCF
CVNQFECZEJWFST6OMFTTUIFHSJEGSBNFJTDPNQMFUFMZJNNPCJMF JOBDDVSBDJFTBSFMJLFMZUP
PDDVSJOUIFTVSWFZSFTVMU*GUIJTIBQQFOTBOEUIFHSJEJTUIFCBTJTPGUIFTJUFTVSWFZ UIJTXJMM
BMNPTUDFSUBJOMZOFHBUFUIFQSFWJPVTSFTVMUT7BMVBCMFEJWFUJNFXJMMUIFOCFUBLFOVQIBWJOH
UPSFDPOTUSVDUBOESFJOTUBMMUIFHSJEJUTFMG
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t(SFFO  QQ OPUFTUIBUSJHJEHSJETGSBNFTDBODBVTFQSBDUJDBMEJóDVMUJFTEVSJOH
FYDBWBUJPOBOESFDPNNFOETUIFVTFPGMBSHFNHSJETUPPòTFUQPUFOUJBMQSPCMFNT

1.6.2 Non-Rigid Grid System
An alternative to the rigid grid frame is the non-rigid system which is also plotted into the site plan. A series
of parallel lines or bars are laid across the site. The lines marking the grid can be scaled so that its relative
position can be determined. George Bass used string grid lines on the Tektas Burnu site in Turkey.

"OPOSJHJEHSJETZTUFNJOVTFBUUIF5FLUBT#SVOVTJUFJO5VSLFZª+FSFNZ(SFFO
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Advantages of non-rigid grids:
t"OFYQFSJFODFEUFBNDBOFYDBWBUFRVJDLMZBOEFóDJFOUMZ
t(SFFO  QQ TUBUFTUIBUDPNQMFYTUSVDUVSFTDBOCFFYDBWBUFEJOPOFQJFDF 
JFHSJEMJOFTDBOCFBEKVTUFEFBTJMZUPFOBCMFFYDBWBUJPOPGBOFOUJSFGFBUVSF
t"CBSPSUBQFDBOCFVTFEUPLFFQUIFFYDBWBUJPONPWJOHBDSPTTUIFTJUF
t&BTZUPCBDLöMMJOUPBQSFWJPVTMZFYDBWBUFEUSFODI
t"HPPENFUIPEGPSTJUFTXJUIMJUUMFWFSUJDBMTUSVDUVSF (SFFO  QQ
Disadvantages of non-rigid grids:
t5IFXIPMFTJUFJTOFWFSTIPXODPNQMFUFMZFYDBWBUFE BMUIPVHIBTFDUJPOCZTFDUJPO
QIPUPNPTBJDDBOTUJMMCFQSPEVDFE
t1PTJUJPOJOHUIFOPOSJHJEHSJETZTUFNBOEDPOOFDUJOHUIFNBMMUPHFUIFSJTMJLFMZUPCF
NPSFEJóDVMU
t3FDPSEJOHMPDBUJPOTBDDVSBUFMZEVSJOHUIFFYDBWBUJPOJTNPSFEJóDVMU
t.PSFEJóDVMUUPDPOUSPMFYDBWBUJPOXJUIPVUGSBNFT

&YDBWBUJOH8JUIPVUB(SJE %VFUP1PPS&OWJSPONFOUBM$POEJUJPOT
On sites in the surf zone or where there are strong underwater currents or intense wave action, the
use of grids of any type is much more difficult. Some sites are also prone to fishing or nearby dredging
activity, which could damage or move the grid. The additional time required to regularly replace or
reconstruct due to these factors, makes the use of a grid impractical and costly.
In such conditions, it is likely that the main guide or reference for the excavators is the wreck itself.
Consideration can be given to using known points on the structure to guide the excavation. Control
points can be placed on the structure itself or depending on the substrate, poles can be placed in the
seabed around the site. Temporary baselines can also be positioned between control points to guide
the work.

1.7 Caissons and Cofferdams
Caissons and/or cofferdams are watertight structures generally used in shallow waters, that come in
a range of formats; from large scale and sophisticated double walled interlocking metal ‘sheets’ with
compacted sand fill between each wall, such as that used in the excavation of -B#FMMF(Bruseth and
Turner 2005), to single rigid plastic or metal systems, such as those used on the Skuldelev ships excavations in Denmark (Crumlin-Pederson and Olsen, 2002, pp. 34). Caissons come in smaller arrangements such as a small 44 gallon drum (Green, 2004, pp. 243) or the soft sided Pochin enclosure system.
Caissons can also be sealed at the top. Most, if not all, cofferdams and caissons so far used in archaeology have been open to the air systems. They have generally employed where visibility was going
to be a serious issue or where significant cost reduction and other efficiencies could be created by
excavating on dryer land.
In large scale caisson/cofferdams, the area around the site is made water proof through the insertion
of barriers into the sea or riverbed, which completely contain the site. Once contained, the water over
the site is removed, allowing for excavation ËMB terrestrial archaeology.
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"1PDIJOFODMPTVSFTZTUFN 
)BNCMF3JWFS
ª$IBSMFT1PDIJO
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"OFBSMJFSWFSTJPOPGBO
FODMPTVSFTZTUFN"EJWFS
VTFTBXBUFSESFEHFBOE
VUJMJ[FTUIFøPBUJOHAHSJEGPS
TVQQPSUXIJMFFYDBWBUJOH
ª$IBSMFT1PDIJO
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However, the use of cofferdams does not necessarily mean that water is precluded. In the case of the
Yorktown shipwreck, a cofferdam was placed in 7 metres of water, surrounding the site. The rationale
for the cofferdam was as a means for improving conditions of the excavation, as the site was located
in Yorke River, Virginia and was subject to strong currents and near zero visibility. By using this system,
water inside the enclosure could be filtered and clarified to improve working conditions (Broadwater,
1985, pp. 301-303).
In the case of the Skuldelev ships, where a cofferdam was built around an area of approximately 2,500
m2 (Crumlin-Pederson and Olsen, 2002, pp. 30), water was not removed immediately from inside
the cofferdam walls, but was lowered gradually in line with excavation of the site. The rationale for
the gradual reduction was to minimize any increased weight by ballast stones on the deteriorated
timbers (Crumlin-Pederson and Olsen, 2002, pp. 33). In the case of the -B#FMMF the water was removed
completely from the cofferdam to facilitate excavation.
Another variation currently being used in Piraeus Harbour by the Zea Harbour Project, is the Pochin
enclosure system. This system incorporates inflated pontoons with a continuous solid but flexible
sheet of plastic that can be attached to the seafloor. This soft caisson system, when used in relatively
calm waters, enables greater clarity in turbid waters, as sediment can settle to the bottom through
reduced agitation in the water column.
$MFBSXBUFSFODMPTVSF
TZTUFNCFJOHVTFECZUIF
;FB)BSCPVS1SPKFDU
ª#KPSO-PWFO
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Advantages of the dry caisson system:
t"SDIBFPMPHJDBMQSPDFTTFTBSFOPUDPOTUSBJOFECZEJWFUJNFMJNJUBUJPOTBOE
EFQFOEFODZPOEJWJOHMPHJTUJDT
t"SBOHFPGOPOEJWJOHTQFDJBMJTUTDBOCFJOWPMWFEJOUIFöFMEXPSL
t*UJTQPTTJCMFUPNBLFDBSFGVMSFDPSETPGUIFEJòFSFOUMBZFSTFYDBWBUFE
t"CJMJUZUPHFUWFSZHPPEWJTVBMEPDVNFOUBUJPO
t*EFBMJOTIBMMPXTJUFTXIFSFFYDBWBUJPONVTUQSPDFFERVJDLMZ JFSFTDVFBSDIBFPMPHZ
t#VEHFUJOHGPSFYDBWBUJPOTBOEUJNFNBOBHFNFOUCFDPNFTJHOJöDBOUMZFBTJFS 
BTXFBUIFSEFQFOEFODZBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMWJTJCJMJUZJTTVFTBSFSFNPWFE
t$POUBJONFOUXBMMTDBOCFSFOUFEBOEUIFJSJOTUBMMBUJPOBOEEFDPOTUSVDUJPODBOCFJODMVEFE
BTBLOPXOöYFEDPTU
t3FTFBSDIESJWFOFYDBWBUJPOTDBOMPPLGPSDPSQPSBUFTQPOTPSTIJQ BTUIFJOGSBTUSVDUVSF
XJMMCFFZFDBUDIJOHBOEOFXTXPSUIZ
t"TXJUIUIF4LVMEFMFWFYDBWBUJPO QVCMJDBDDFTTGPSOPOEJWFSTDBOCFJODMVEFEBT
BTJHOJöDBOUGFBUVSFPGUIFFYDBWBUJPO
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Disadvantages of the dry caisson system:
t7FSZTJHOJöDBOUTFUVQBOECSFBLEPXODPTUT -B#FMMFTDPòFSEBNDPTU64NJMMJPOJO
 /PUFUIBUUIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMFYDBWBUJPOEPFTOPUSFBMMZOFFEUPPXOUIFTIFFUQJMJOH
BOEUIFNBUFSJBMJTSFVTFBCMF&YQFOTFTBSFBTTPDJBUFEXJUITFUVQ CSFBLEPXOBOESFOUBMPG
DBQJUBMFRVJQNFOU'VSUIFSNPSF VOMJNJUFEBDDFTTNBZXFMMNBLFUIFQSPDFTTDPTUFóDJFOU
JOQBSUJDVMBSDJSDVNTUBODFT TVDIBTMBSHFTDBMFFYDBWBUJPOTPSSFTDVFFYDBWBUJPOTXIJDI
OFFEUPCFDPOEVDUFESBQJEMZ EVFUPEFWFMPQNFOUQSFTTVSFT
t/FFEGPSBOFBSDPOUJOVPVTTQSBZJOHQSPHSBNUPTUPQUIFFYQPTFENBUFSJBMESZJOHPVU
5IFSFBSFQPUFOUJBMJTTVFTBTTPDJBUFEXJUITQSBZJOHBOEUIFIFBMUIPGXPSLFST BTOPUFEPO
UIF4LVMEFMFWFYDBWBUJPO
t-JNJUFEUPSFMBUJWFMZTIBMMPXXBUFST
t&YDBWBUJPOTNVTUCFVOEFSUBLFODBSFGVMMZBTBSDIBFPMPHJTUTNVTUUSZUPOPUEBNBHF
NBUFSJBMXIJMFXPSLJOH
t$PòFSEBNTDBOVTVBMMZPOMZCFFòFDUJWFMZVTFEGPSESZQVNQJOHXIFOUIFZDBOCF
GPVOEFEVQPOBOJNQFOFUSBCMFMBZFSPGTFEJNFOU
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Crumlin-Pedersen, O. and Olsen, O. (eds.). 2002. 5IF4LVMEFMFW 4IJQT*5PQPHSBQIZ "SDIBFPMPHZ )JTUPSZ 
$POTFSWBUJPOBOE%JTQMBZ Ships & Boats of the North, Vol. 4.1, pp. 30.
Green, J. 2004. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ"5FDIOJDBM)BOECPPL, Second Edition. Elsevier Academic Press, pp. 243.
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2 Intrusive Techniques
2.1 Probing
Probing is a physical attempt to locate structures beneath the surface layers and is usually carried out
in a systematic manner (along a line at fixed distances), to understand the extent of a site and depth of
burial. The results of a probing survey are dependent on feel and are difficult to accurately measure.
Prior to the introduction of non-destructive remote sensing techniques, such as sub-bottom profiling,
(which does not disturb the archaeological layers), probing was used because it is a simple and
relatively effective technique. However, today the technique should be used with caution, due to the
potential of damaging artefacts. The inclusion of this intrusive technique in this unit reflects the fact
that the Foundation Course caters to a wide range of students, with differing access to remote sensing
equipment, and recognizes that in certain circumstances the method remains a useful tool. Two broad
questions that can be answered by careful use of this technique are: at what depth is the structure?
And where does the site structure stop and start?

4PMJE3PE1SPCJOH
Solid rod probing requires a rod that is thick enough to not bend and thin enough to be able to be
pushed into the sediment. Due to the limitations of this method, even when people are being careful,
solid rod probing has been known to cause damage to objects.

8BUFSBOE"JS1SPCFT
Water probes consist of a narrow hollow tube, down which low pressure water or air can be pumped.
Water and air probes are capable of penetrating sediments more readily than a solid rod and can, in
the case of water probes in particular, easily damage organic archaeological material. The aim is to feel
contact with an object. Green (2004, pp. 259) notes that experienced users can detect the difference
between pottery, wood or metal, through the sound of the contact.
By using this method, oxygen rich air or water is introduced into anaerobic environments which
accelerates deterioration in that location for a period of time (dependant on depth, size, shape,
composition of the overburden). New South Wales Heritage conducted a water probe survey when
searching for the )JWF shipwreck and their observations regarding the efficacy of the system provide
an interesting insight into the technique (Smith, 1995).
8BUFSQSPCFJO
PQFSBUJPOPOUIF
)JWFTJUF "VTUSBMJB
ª"OESFX+7JEVLB
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2.2 Taking Samples
A sample is a representative amount of material that has been collected from an archaeological or
natural context (Bowens, 2009, pp. 139).
Samples are collected for a range of reasons, though usually for material identification of artefacts
(Peters, 1996), dating, environmental analysis (biofacts) (Gorham and Bryant, 2007) and comparative
background assessment, such as typological analysis.
Like any excavation, the sampling process requires its own plan prior to collection (Gorham and
Bryant, 2007). Sampling requires a defined set of objectives that outline what is being sampled and
why, so that a plan can be developed. These objectives will form a basis for the sample analysis and
the selection of the analytical analysis technique to be used. For example, a metal artefact can be
sampled for its metallurgical or chemical composition. Both methods require a physical sample to be
collected, however, the sample size is different and preparation processes also vary. Chemical analysis
is not only used to identify the parent metal composition for comparative analysis. It may also be
used to ascertain the compounds formed on the deteriorated object’s surface, which can assist in
conservation. Consequently, a clearly defined sampling plan document is vital. No excavation should
be undertaken without a detailed sampling plan and either the capacity to undertake the necessary
analysis or to store the samples for future study.

5ZQFTPG4BNQMJOH
On-site sampling can be broadly broken down into environmental and artefactual material. A limited
selection of objects can be collected as samples for identification, analysis or dating purposes. Sampling
also continues once objects are recovered and are in conservation. Recovered objects often contain
contents (Peters, 1996) or are themselves sampled and materially analysed (Viduka and Ness, 2004).
On-site environmental sampling aims to give an indication of everything natural or that, that has
been introduced into the site by human activity, as well as the actual physical formation processes
(stratigraphic, climatic, environmental or ecological data), prevailing on or near the site. Sampling is
also used to understand the preservation values of the site (Oxley, 1998; Richards, 2001; Oxley and
Gregory, 2002; Jensen and Gregory, 2006) and to obtain dates (Manders FUBM 2009).
*OTJUV sampling normally takes three forms: spot, core and column.
Spot sampling: refers to small sample sizes. There are numerous publications which refer to the
actual methodology, including those by Bowens, 2009 and Gorham and Bryant, 2001. For example,
underwater wood spot samples are collected for dendrochronology, to undertake dating and/or for
timber analysis with which to answer questions regarding ship construction. Samples are most easily
collected by sawing a portion of wood that contains a significant residual core of solid timber for
analysis. Wood exposed to an aerobic environment and/or located near the surface or ends of timber
pieces, is more likely to be deteriorated from a combination of hydrolysis, bacteria or marine borers. If
possible, it is better to select a sample from a piece of structural timber and/or from a larger piece of
timber that has been partially or wholly buried.
13
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Core sampling: produces a cylindrical section of whatever is sampled. Due to the huge variety of
mediums to be sampled, there are a large range of different coring units and techniques, including the
hand held auger. The physical make up of the medium helps identify the technique to be used and
core size to be collected. Common techniques of coring include, but are not limited to: vibracoring,
gravity coring drilling and rotary side wall coring.
Columns: (or monoliths) involve containers being pushed into sediment. This method requires good
profiles to avoid contamination and achieve accuracy. It is a sampling technique used more often on
terrestrial sites, than maritime.
Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF
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Buglass, J. and Rackman, J. 1991. Environmental Sampling on Wet Sites.8FU4JUF&YDBWBUJPOBOE4VSWFZ
Coles, J. M., and Goodburn, D. M. (eds.). WARP Occasional Paper No. 5, Exeter, ISSN 0950-8224.
Coles, J. M. 1990. 8BUFSMPHHFE8PPE London, English Heritage. ISBN 1-85074-335-5.
Coles, J. M., Coles, B.J. and Dobson, M. J. 1990. 8BUFSMPHHFE8PPEWARP Occasional Paper No. 3,
Exeter, ISSN 0950-8244.
Eckstein, D. et al. 1984. %FOESPDISPOPMPHJDBM%BUJOH Handbooks for Archaeologists No.2, Strasbourg,
European Science Foundation. ISBN 2-903148-39-2.
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2.3 Loosening or Removing Sediment
The choice of tool to excavate a site depends on the nature of the sediments covering a site, and the
condition and material type of objects being excavated. Since the aim of archaeological excavation is
to meticulously excavate and document artefacts, the need to rapidly remove sediment (other than
sterile overburden) is not a primary concern. Most maritime archaeologists agree that the hand is the
most sensitive excavation tool. Hand fanning in conjunction with a water dredge or airlift, enables
the controlled removal of many sediments that would cover a site. Apart from in very cold water (less
than 10 degrees), the hand should be un-gloved. For example, on the excavation of the HMS 4XJGU in
Argentina, archaeologists tended to wear gloves with the fingers cut off to provide the sensitivity that
is needed in most situations.

)BOEGBOOJOHBUUIFTektas BurnuTIJQXSFDL 5VSLFZª+FSFNZ(SFFO

Where it becomes impractical to remove binding sediment using a combination of hand fanning and
dredge or airlift, other tools can be used. These tools are generally used specifically for that particular
task. Crumlin-Pederson reported that in the excavation of the Skuldelev ships (a cofferdam excavation),
they brought a collection of kitchen scrapers and toy shovels to help excavate the ships, instead of the
normal archaeological trowels. These were rapidly replaced by garden hoses with a trigger jet nozzle
(Crumlin-Pederson and Olsen, 2002, pp. 34).
It is likely that every conceivable hand tool has been used at one time or another and in some
circumstances tools have been created with a particular job in mind. Brushes, dental picks, trowels,
hammers, chisels, shovels, crowbars, thermal lancers, pneumatic and hydraulic tools have all been
used to free an object from its matrix. In exceptional circumstances explosives have also been used to
help facilitate an excavation, but these were selected only after careful consideration of the impact on
artefacts (Rule, 1982, pp. 128 and Green, 2004, pp. 268).
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"JSMJGUT
Airlifts can be constructed in various ways. A common feature is a long discharge pipe (usually
made of PVC or aluminium) with a diver controlled on/off tap, which can also be used to regulate
the airflow and strength of the suction. Regulation of
airflow can alternatively be controlled on the surface,
but this necessitates good communications between
the diver and deck. Other design variations also exist.
Martijn R. Manders (pers. comm., 2012) states that in the
Netherlands they have, ‘developed an airlift that can be
regulated on the mouth piece, which is a flexible tube
running horizontally over the seabed into the excavation pit. The tube itself is away from the pit. With a
special system we can open and close the sides of the
tube; hence suck less or more on the mouth piece.’

An airlift design.
© Christopher J. Underwood

Demonstration of
operating an airlift.
© Mark Beattie-Edwards
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In broad terms, airlift efficiency increases with water depth because the air expands as it ascends.
Practical qualifications to this statement exist in that to obtain the increased efficiency, the discharge
pipe must reach the surface and with greater depth there is a reduction in air pressure through friction
in the air delivery hose. Airlifts are also less effective in water depths of less than 5 m.
The head size of an airlift pipe designed for archaeological purposes can range from approximately
10 to 15 cm in diameter. Airlifts of a larger diameter would require considerably more power to run,
which increases the danger of rapid ascent should a blockage occur. As airlifts get bigger, they also can
become increasingly difficult for individual divers to handle. Preference for particular bore sizes can be
related to the task at hand. Where there is no danger to the site it may be preferential to use a bigger
pipe diameter, particularly if you are removing overburden or backfill to a protective layer. A smaller
bore airlift may be preferred when exposing small and fragile artefacts.
Divers should expose artefacts by carefully removing the sediments (ensuring that the context is
recorded), using a hand, finger or hand fanning in light sediments, or another appropriate tool, such
as a brush, for fragile organic materials. Small trowels can be used for more robust inorganic materials.
Operation of the airlift requires it’s near proximity to artefacts when excavating. The gently disturbed
sedimentary material goes into the water column. The airlift suction then pulls the loose sediment into
the pipe, removing it from the excavated area. The airlift is not in itself a digging instrument, but acts
as a wheel barrow would on a terrestrial site and removes excavated material.
Controlled regulation of airflow, distance of pipe mouth from an excavated area and controlled hand
fanning, mitigates the chance of any fragile organic or light objects being sucked up the pipe. Even
experienced divers can occasionally lose artefacts up the pipe. On the HMS 1BOEPSB excavation, several
very small intaglios were subsequently found in the spoil heap, consequently it is important that the
spoil heap is monitored and checked. Some individuals recommend having a basket or sieve at the
other end of the pipe.
The most common problem with airlifts is that large pieces of coral, bedrock or ballast can get drawn
into the mouth of the pipe and become jammed as they ascend. If the airlift becomes even partially
blocked it will become buoyant, sometimes dramatically. A cross of wire placed across the intake will
prevent most blockages. This potential buoyancy hazard can be prevented by anchoring the airlift
to the seabed, but this will partially reduce its mobility and care has to be taken to avoid placing the
anchors on sensitive archaeological areas of the site.
The power of the suction is also dependent on the difference in depth-related pressure between the
top and bottom of the tube, and the amount of air injected. Consequently the size of the compressor
will depend on the number of airlifts being used at any one time, the depth of the site and the diameter
of suction tube. As a rule of thumb, large compressors need larger platforms to work from.
Similar to water dredges, discharged spoil can affect visibility unless the tidal flow is used to help carry
fine sediment away from the site.
Airlifts can pose a threat in that the diver can inadvertently be carried rapidly upwards if an airlift
becomes blocked by an artefact or the diver’s equipment. An advantage of airlifts is that they carry
spoil high up above the site and when utilizing the current, can carry debris even further away (Green,
2004, pp. 258). The downside to this, however, is that the spoil heap is dispersed more widely and,
therefore, it becomes more difficult to inspect it for lost finds.
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8BUFS%SFEHFT
Water dredges operate on the principles of the Venturi effect. The dredge is designed with a 90° elbow
located near either the suction or discharge end, which enables pumped water to enter the dredge pipe
through a restriction, creating a Venturi effect. The flow of water increases in velocity as it passes through
the restriction, with a corresponding
drop in pressure. The practical effect
of this is dependant on the position
and size of the restriction valve, and
the working end of the dredge. Strong
suction can be generated, resulting in
an intake of water or other material
into the dredge.

8BUFSESFEHFFRVJQNFOU
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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Water dredges can be made from a range of materials, though commercial models tend to have
stainless steel suction nozzles and a system for ease of handling, such as an arm loop and adjustable
handle. The exhaust can be made with flexible hoses or PVC piping and can range in length up to about
15 m. Flexible hoses are easy to pack and transport, and are probably more common. The diameter
of the dredges can also range from 7 cm to 15 cm. A hose from a low pressure, high volume water
pump on the surface is attached to the Venturi elbow juncture. As with the airlift, material is sucked
into the pipe and discharged at the end. This excavation technique is ideal in shallow waters, but is
also employable at depths to approximately 50 m, although pressure losses due to hose friction can
reduce performance.
One advantage of water dredges is that they are safer to use than airlifts, as there is no risk of rapidly
increased buoyancy. Water dredges are also a good tool for shallow sites and have been used
effectively at depths of around 30 m to 35 m. Water pumps are also generally smaller and lighter than
an equivalent air compressor.
Water dredges, however, also have a number of disadvantages. One of the most prevalent of these
is that dredges have no inherent buoyancy and operator fatigue can become an issue. Air filled
containers attached to the solid pipe do make it more manageable and anchoring the dredge will
prevent it from creeping forward from the force caused by the water discharging. As with airlifts,
short hose/pipe lengths means that the discharged spoil from dredging can reduce visibility and tidal
flow needs to help carry material away. Green (2004, pp. 258) notes that dredges do not work well
when inclined upwards (although this can be resolved by running a flexible tube down into the hole),
and that the ability of the dredge to discharge spoil beyond 5-10 m with a medium sized pump can
cause problems when excavating a large site. This limitation based on the pump size requires careful
planning to work around.
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8BUFS+FU
Water jet excavation involves a pump, a hose and a tapered nozzle.
The constant volume of water being pushed through a small hole
in the tapered nozzle causes the water particles to accelerate, which
gives the water a cutting ability. Various industries utilize ultra-high
pressure water jets to cut through materials, including metal. For
example, in North Queensland, Australia, the technique is commonly
used to cut all types of materials (including houses in half), so that they
can be easily transported to another site. See: http://www.nlbcorp.
com/water_jet_cutting.html (Accessed February 2012).
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For archaeological purposes, excavation involves the use of a relatively
low-pressure pump (5.5 Hp), with a hose approximately 1.5 times
the working depth and a tapered nozzle. The length of the hose is
dependent on the strength of currents, which also adds significantly
to the drag on the hose and increases the need for seabed anchoring.
By adjusting the flow, either at the pump or by using the diver’s on/
off control, a gentle flow of the water can be controlled that induces
a localized current over the excavation area, or alternatively, on full
power, the water jet can be strong enough to cut through and remove
hard-packed clays and sand (Underwood, pers. comm. 2011).
Its use as an excavating tool in an archaeological sense, is limited to
situations where the water jet will not damage artefacts or the integrity
of archaeological deposits, before they are mapped. A water jet was
used extensively in preparation for the recovery of the hull of the .BSZ
3PTF to cut away the sediment under the hull, a relatively benign
archaeological area. These ‘excavations’ revealed the ends of the
threaded ‘pins’ that had been inserted through the ship’s hull timbers, to
which were affixed the load bearing plates that enabled the successful
recovery of the hull. If a full power water jet is used, the nozzle should
have small holes for permitting a backward thrust of water. This eliminates the recoil and allows the operator to stabilize the hose.
Despite these advantages, Jeremy Green (2004, pp. 259) finds water
jets of limited archaeological use underwater because of their propensity to create zero visibility. In these conditions its continued use
would obviously have significant potential to damage the site. Green
notes anecdotally that a water jet has an entertainment value, as a
water jet (without reverse thrust to balance the backward force of the
jet) can cause a diver to move in ‘a random, uncontrolled and quite
spectacular way around the site’.

5IJTTFRVFODFJMMVTUSBUFTUIFQSPDFTT
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Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF,
Second Edition. Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell, pp. 147.
Crumlin-Pedersen, O. and Olsen, O. (eds.). The Skuldelev Ships I. Topography, Archaeology,
History, Conservation and Display. 4IJQT#PBUTPGUIF/PSUI, Vol. 4.1, pp. 34.
Green, J. 2004. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ"5FDIOJDBM)BOECPPL. Second Edition. Elsevier Academic Press,
ISBN 0-12-298632-6.
Underwood, C. 2011. Excavation Planning and Logistics (HMS 4XJGU 1770). 0YGPSE)BOECPPLGPS
.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZUSA, Oxford University Press, pp. 153-155.

Unit Summary
Intrusive techniques are used in many aspects of underwater archaeology: to undertake survey and
assessment of a site, in searching, sampling and of course, in traditional excavation.
The emphasis of the UNESCO 2001 Convention on JO TJUV preservation does not preclude the use
of intrusive techniques (see Unit 9: *O4JUV1SFTFSWBUJPO). *OTJUV preservation is to be considered as a
first option, however, excavation remains the archaeologist’s most important tool to answer specific
research questions and for understanding the sites that they are managing. It is only through careful
excavation, which includes meticulous documentation and object management, that an artefact can
retain its provenance and association with other objects and the site. The range of intrusive techniques
outlined in this unit make up the toolbox of methods available to maritime archaeologists, so that their
work can be done in the most effective manner.
Without a focus on retaining all contextual information with an object, the line between archaeology
and treasure hunting is crossed. It is only through the post-excavation analysis of recovered material
and its associated information, that an archaeologist can give insight into past cultures and life.
Excavation is a fundamental and necessary tool for archaeologists, requiring skill and knowledge. The
use of intrusive techniques also requires an understanding of the implications of their decisions in the
short, medium and long term. Consequently and critically, the rationale for excavation must always be
done under the right circumstances and with the appropriate justification.
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Suggested Timetable
15 mins

Introduction

75 mins

Introduction to Excavation
8IFOUPVTFJOUSVTJWFUFDIOJRVFTPOBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUF
"QQSPBDIFTUPFYDBWBUJPOT
5FDIOJRVFT
3FTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
Break

90 mins

Intrusive Techniques
1SPCJOH
5BLJOHTBNQMFT
5ZQFTPGTBNQMFT

UNIT
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Break
45 mins

Group Discussion

30 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
This unit provides students with an ethical, regulatory and archaeological framework to understand
when to use intrusive techniques on an archaeological site and what techniques are available. It is
recommended that the information is introduced to students in the form of a half-day introductory
lecture. As excavation has long occurred in many parts of the world, most students will be familiar with
a range of techniques and methodologies.
It is recommended that the introductory lectures are followed by active student discussions to help
facilitate a deeper understanding of the presented material. Language and culture issues need to be
considered by the trainer so that as many students as possible can participate in the discussion.
The group discussion should introduce the ethics in archaeology and the idea that something can be
legal, but unethical. The concept of JOTJUV preservation as a first option should be discussed in depth as
it provides the maximum archaeological potential for information recovery now and in the future.

Group Discussion
A primary aim of this unit is to have students understand the responsibilities that archaeologists
have associated with an excavation. Using either small group discussions or a class led approach (or a
combination of both), pose the question, when is it necessary or appropriate to excavate?
Alternatively, trainers can examine the Rules of the Annex included in the UNESCO Convention for the
Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) and discuss the implications of the Rules on
the archaeologist. It is important to highlight their obligation to prepare project plans, employ as nonintrusive techniques as possible, seek approval from competent authorities, funding, conservation and
site management, documentation, reporting, curation and dissemination.
Trainers can also utilize the Ethics Press Kit from the Advisory Council on Underwater Archaeology
(ACUA). The press kit can be downloaded from: http://www.acuaonline.org/assets/2011/03/02/
e313d3ce2e2ff7dc8f6c55b824ed4060.pdf (Accessed February 2012).
Trainers can discuss the differences between ethics and legality and their relationship to maritime
archaeology and pose the question, can treasure hunting and maritime archaeology be reconciled?
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Useful Websites
t6/&4$0VOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFQPSUBM
www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/
underwater-cultural-heritage
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t5IF/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ4PDJFUZ
www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t5IF"VTUSBMBTJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ
aima.iinet.net.au "DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t*OTUJUVUFPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ 5FYBT".6OJWFSTJUZ
nautarch.tamu.edu/academic
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t.VTFVNPG6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZXXXVSJFEVNVB
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ
www.wiley.com/bw/journal.asp?ref=1057-2414
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
4FFAdditional Information 2
t*$0.04*OUFSOBUJPOBM$PNNJUUFFPOUIF6OEFSXBUFS
$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF *$6$) 
www.icuch.org/artman/publish

2 The International
Journal of Nautical
Archaeology covers
all aspects of nautical
archaeological research.
The journal’s themes are
seas, ships, cargos, and the
sailors of the past; subjects
that have excited interest
throughout history. The
journal keeps readers
abreast of the latest explorations, discoveries and
technical innovations in the
field. Studies about ancient
ships, harbours and cargoes,
whether from excavations
or documentary sources,
will be of interest to the
naval architect, historian and
archaeologist. Information
on the well-preserved artefacts discovered through
techniques of underwater
archaeology is especially
valuable since these
materials are seldom, if
ever, found in excavations on land.
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"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t$PNNFSDJBMDPNQBOZBEWPDBUJOHUIFBCJMJUZPGXBUFSKFUT
www.nlbcorp.com/water_jet_cutting.html
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
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Oxley, I. 1991 Environmental Sampling Underwater. Coles, J. M., and Goodburn, D. M. (eds.). 8FU4JUF
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UNIT 11
Conservation and Finds Handling

Author Andrew J. Viduka

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit provides students with an understanding of on-site conservation processes, including object
recovery and first aid for finds. Students will also become aware of long term issues related to object
recovery and ethical differences between conservation and restoration.

Upon completion of the Conservation and Finds Handling unit students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFFUIJDBMBOEöOBODJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPCMJHBUJPOTQMBDFEPOBSDIBFPMPHJTUT
JGUIFZXBOUUPSBJTFPCKFDUTGSPNBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUF
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGEJòFSFOUNBUFSJBMUZQFTQSFTFSWFEJOBNBSJUJNFFOWJSPONFOU
t)BWFJOTJHIUJOUPNBUFSJBMTBOEUIFJSEFUFSJPSBUJPOin situ BOEXJUIJOBNVTFVNDPMMFDUJPO
TUPSBHFBOEEJTQMBZDPOUFYU
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGBSBOHFPGNFUIPEPMPHJFTGPSMJGUJOHNBUFSJBMT
t#FBXBSFPGBSBOHFPGöSTUBJEQSPDFEVSFTGPSVOEFSXBUFSöOET
t)BWFFYBNJOFEBSBOHFPGDBTFTUVEJFT
t#FBCMFUPEJTDVTTUIFFUIJDBMBOEQSBDUJDBMEJòFSFODFTPGDPOTFSWBUJPOWFSTVTSFTUPSBUJPO

Introduction to the Unit
The overall aim of the 2001 UNESCO Convention is to encourage the responsible protection of underwater
cultural heritage, with a special focus on JOTJUV preservation. Although finds handling implicitly focuses
on the lifting of objects, both the International Committee of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (ICUCH)
and UNESCO realize that excavation is an important part of underwater cultural heritage management.
It is, therefore, necessary for students to have an understanding of JOTJUV and FYTJUV conservation, so
that they may appropriately protect sites and handle finds should they be recovered. 
While JOTJUV preservation is dealt with extensively in Unit 9: *O4JUV1SFTFSWBUJPO, it is necessary to include
aspects of this knowledge into the context of this unit, yet primarily focus on creating an understanding
of materials, how they deteriorate and first aid for finds from the marine environment.
‘Conservation is part and parcel of archaeology; without it much archaeological information is lost or
left unexploited’ (Cronyn, 1990).

2
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1 Conservation
1.1 Conservators
To begin understanding conservation, we must first understand what conservation is and what it is
that conservators do.
The Heritage Collections Council, in their publication SF$PMMFDUJPOT$BSJOHGPS$PMMFDUJPOT"DSPTT"VTUSBMJB,
(1999) provides a definition of conservation that states,
$POTFSWBUJPOTFFLTUPIBMUUIFEFUFSJPSBUJPOPGBOPCKFDUVTJOHDIFNJDBMPSQIZTJDBMNFBOTUIBUBSF
JEFBMMZSFWFSTJCMF*UTQVSQPTFJTUPTUVEZ SFDPSE SFUBJOBOESFTUPSFUIFDVMUVSBMMZTJHOJöDBOURVBMJUJFT
PGBOPCKFDUXJUIUIFMFBTUQPTTJCMFJOUFSWFOUJPO
Alternatively, conservation-restoration, also referred to as conservation, is a profession devoted to the
preservation of cultural heritage for the future. Conservation activities include examination, documentation, treatment and preventive care. All of this work is supported by extensive research and education.
The traditional definition of the role of the conservator involves the examination, conservation and
preservation of cultural heritage using ‘any methods that prove effective in keeping that property in
as close to its original condition as possible, for as long as possible’.
However, today the definition of the role of conservation has widened and would more accurately be
described as that of ethical stewardship.

The conservator applies some simple ethical guidelines, such as:
t.JOJNBMJOUFSWFOUJPO
t"QQSPQSJBUFNBUFSJBMTBOENFUIPETUIBUBJNUPCFSFWFSTJCMFBOEUPSFEVDFQPTTJCMF
QSPCMFNTXJUIGVUVSFUSFBUNFOU JOWFTUJHBUJPOBOEVTF
t'VMMEPDVNFOUBUJPOPGBMMUIFXPSLVOEFSUBLFO

The conservator should aim to take into account the views of the stakeholder and to apply their
professional expertise accordingly.
Critical points are those of minimal intervention and reversibility, though the ideal of the latter is not
always achievable in reality (for example, the .BSZ3PTF or 7BTB removal of Polyetylene glycol (PEG) treatment). All treatments impose a certain degree of alteration to wood. With PEG treated wood, the wood’s
appearance can change and darken. The wood can take on a waxy appearance if too much PEG has
been applied. With archaeological wood that is impregnated with iron corrosion products or still has iron
pins or bolts JOTJUV, this material usually contains unstable sulphides which can oxidize to sulphates and
eventually to sulphuric acid (Sandstrom FUBM, 2002). This leads to the destruction of the timbers.
Conservators are specialists who employ a range of chemical and physical techniques to achieve the
preservation of objects. These techniques are selected by conservators based on their knowledge of
the materials used in the artefacts construction, the deterioration process of that material in a particular
micro-environment and the science behind methodologies used to achieve stability.
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Conservators are typically trained at university level and their course requires them to study a significant
component of chemistry, which ideally includes analytical chemistry. Many conservators specialize in
a range of disciplines. These can be Paper, Paintings, Textiles, Photographic/Digital Media and Objects.
Objects are usually broken down into a further range of sub-disciplines that can be split on material lines,
such as organic or inorganic. Within inorganic objects, conservators can further specialize into ceramics
and glass, iron, copper/alloy or large objects (sculpture or working machinery). Equally, conservators
specializing in organic objects can become specialists in areas, such as bark paintings or wood.
Conservators can also specialize in other ways. Some conservators focus on being preventive conservation officers, looking at preserving collections through the management of the environment within
buildings. In regards to this unit, some conservators specialize as archaeological objects conservators.
Unlike other conservators, archaeological objects conservators need to be competent and capable of
dealing with all material types and must equally be focused on the task of preserving the object. This
includes the collection of information from the excavated artefact that will add to the pool of interoperable data from the site.
Suggested Reading
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. Introducing Archaeological Conservation. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO
London, Routledge, pp. 1-10.
Florian, M-L-E. 1987. The Underwater Environment, $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUTPearson,
C(ed.). London, pp.1-20.
Robinson, W. 1998. 'JSTU"JEGPS6OEFSXBUFS'JOET Nautical Archaeology Society and Archetype Publications,
pp. 7-12.
Oxley, I. 1998. 5IF&OWJSPONFOUPG)JTUPSJD4IJQXSFDL4JUFT"SFWJFXPGUIF1SFTFSWBUJPOPGNBUFSJBMT 4JUF'PSNBUJPOBOE4JUF&OWJSPONFOUBM"TTFTTNFOU. Submitted Thesis, Degree of Master of Science, School of Geography
and Geosciences, University of St Andrews, St Andrews.
English Heritage. 1991.Phase3 Assessment of Potential for Analysis. .BOBHFNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM1SPKFDUT.
http://www.eng-h.gov.uk/guidance/map2/map2-6.htm#sect6 (Accessed February 2012).

1.2 Deterioration
The susceptibility of a material to deterioration varies according to the nature of the
material and its immersion environment. Key factors include:
t.BUFSJBMDPNQPTJUJPO
t8BUFSDPNQPTJUJPO PYZHFOBOENJOFSBMDPOUFOU
t&YUFOUPGXBUFSNPWFNFOU
t$PNQPTJUJPOPGUIFCVSJBMFOWJSPONFOU
t%FQUIPGCVSJBMPSTVCNFSTJPO
t5FNQFSBUVSF
t%FWFMPQNFOUPGFODSVTUBUJPO
t1PTJUJPOBOESFMBUJPOTIJQUPPUIFSNBUFSJBMT
t1FSJPEPGJNNFSTJPO
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For archaeologists working in a maritime and underwater environment, the potential for organic finds
is significantly higher than that on land. The reason for this is mostly environmental, though the effect
of reduced human activities on underwater sites has a very significant impact. For an object at a microenvironmental level, this translates to reduced physical abrasion and mechanical action, reduced
anaerobic environmental conditions and a depth of burial that limits or totally precludes access by a
marine organism.

%SBXJOHPGBOJOEJDBUJWF
DPNQBSJTPOPGUIFQSFTFS
WBUJPOPGNBUFSJBMTPO
&VSPQFBOESZMBOEBOE
XFUMBOETJUFT
ª"OESFX7JEVLBBGUFS
$PMFT  öH
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This chart shows the differences between how well materials are preserved in both dry and wet land
environments.

5SFBUNFOUT
Treatments that are carried out on objects by conservators are known as remedial or interventive
conservation. Treatments are primarily implemented when objects are so unstable that they cannot
be successfully kept in perpetuity through preventive conservation management alone. Interventive
treatments are carried out based on a number of criteria, the most important of which are: the significance
of the object from an archaeological context, the level of conservation required to stabilize the object
and what type of storage or display environment the object will end up in. Selected treatments are, as
stated earlier, ideally reversible.

$POTFSWBUJPO4ZTUFNGPS1SJPSJUJ[BUJPO
The conservation of objects is predicated on their chemical and physical stabilization, however,
archaeological material does not always warrant treatment and in some cases no conservation or the
most minimal conservation treatment is awarded. For example, large quantities of ceramic or glass
excavated from a particular site may simply be cleaned to facilitate assessment and documentation
prior to bagging, storage or backfill. Prioritizing treatments allows us manage and reduce costs in the
post excavation process and can potentially allow research findings to be published more quickly.
To achieve this, treatment planning must take into consideration the utility of the archaeological
object for chemical analysis, typological, historical research or display, within the framework of
answering archaeological questions. This helps to maximize both the effectiveness and efficiency
of the conservation laboratory. Careful planning using guidelines provided by MoRPHE or Phase III
of Management of Archaeological Projects (MAP2 English Heritage) can provide an assessment of
potential for analysis.
For more information see English Heritage: http://www.eng-h.gov.uk/guidance/map2/map2-6 htm#sect6
(Accessed February 2012).
5
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Due to the sheer volume of objects that can be recovered from a site and the need to rapidly analyse
objects for interpretation and publication, artefacts from an excavation may be divided into five
categories. These categories are outlined by Janey Cronyn in her book &MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
$POTFSWBUJPO and included within guidelines published by the United Kingdom Institute of Conservators Archaeological Section (UKIC Archaeological Section, 1982). They are as follows:

1 Display conservation:GVSUIFSDMFBOJOH BEEJUJPOBMSFTUPSBUJPOBOEDPTNFUJDUSFBUNFOUNBZ
CFSFRVJSFEJOBEEJUJPOUPDBUFHPSZ
2 Full conservation:XPSLJTVOEFSTUPPEUPJODMVEFQIPUPHSBQIZ 9SBEJPHSBQIZ FYBNJOBUJPOTBOEJOWFTUJHBUJPO DMFBOJOH BDUJWFTUBCJMJ[BUJPOBOEDFSUBJOSFDPOTUSVDUJPO"QQSPQSJBUF
BOBMZUJDBMJOGPSNBUJPOUPCFQSPWJEFEXIFSFSFRVJSFE
3 Partial conservation:XJMMJODMVEFXPSLJODBUFHPSZBOEBIJHIEFHSFFPGDMFBOJOHXJUIPS
XJUIPVUBDUJWFTUBCJMJ[BUJPO5IJTDBUFHPSZNBZJODMVEFSFBTTFNCMZPGCSPLFOPSEFUBDIFEGSBHNFOUT CVUOPUSFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGNJTTJOHBSFBT
4 Minimal conservation:UIJTDBUFHPSZJODMVEFTAöSTUBJE 9SBEJPHSBQIZBOEQIPUPHSBQIZ UIF
NJOJNVNBNPVOUPGJOWFTUJHBUJWFDMFBOJOH BOETVJUBCMFQBDLBHJOHPSSFQBDLJOHGPSTUBCMFTUPSBHF
5 No conservation:OPXPSLPGBOZLJOEJTVOEFSUBLFOCZUIFMBCPSBUPSZFYDFQUGPSIBOEMJOH
BOEDIFDLJOH $SPOZO  QQ 

For finds from a marine environment, no conservation is not a realistic option, unless rapid reburial in
a marine environment is planned. Duty of care requires that to achieve the minimum conservation
standards, the objects must have soluble salts removed before they are repacked for stable storage.

$PMMBCPSBUJPO
Throughout the process, conservation must be considered an archaeological project designed to
maximize outcomes that preserve artefacts and reveal information. It is also important in terms of
recognizing the ongoing financial commitment that institutions have to make.
These commitments cover all stages of the conservation process, including planning, excavation and
finds handling, condition assessments, prioritizing and undertaking treatments, storage and display,
ongoing monitoring, maintenance and additional conservation treatments.
Collaboration in conservation is the only ethical approach. Without it information is lost and time
is wasted. The collaboration must be between all those who have interest in the excavated archive,
such as the excavators, finds specialists, curators, analytical scientists, and conservators (Cronyn,
1990, pp. 10).
On-site care of finds requires the cooperation of everyone, from the site director to the first season
diggers. Artefacts need to be properly treated from the moment of exposure, until their arrival at the
conservation laboratory. Thus it is important that transport to the laboratory, as well as stabilization,
lifting, restricted cleaning and packing is catered for (Cronyn, 1990, pp. 10-11).

6
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1.3 Conservation Versus Restoration
3FTUPSBUJPO
1. The act of restoring or state of being restored, as to a former or original condition, place, etc.
2. The replacement or giving back of something lost, stolen, etc.
3. Something restored, replaced, or reconstructed
4. A model or representation of an extinct animal, landscape of a former geological age, etc.

$POTFSWBUJPO
Conservation is about preventing damage and loss to our cultural heritage. Conservation aims to
minimize change to collection material, protect items from the adverse effects of climate and chemical
deterioration, and to safeguard our heritage not only for ourselves, but for future generations.
Conservation activities may include preservation, restoration, examination, documentation, research,
advice, treatment, preventive conservation, training and education.
The term ‘preservation’ refers to the protection of cultural property through activities that minimize
chemical and physical deterioration, such as improved storage conditions and environmental control.
The primary goal of preservation is to prolong the existence of cultural material.
‘Restoration’ involves treatments that enhance the interpretation of cultural heritage, for example,
inpainting losses in an oil painting so that the original appearance of the image is maintained.
Restoration may also involve the reassembly of displaced components, removal of extraneous matter
or integrating new materials or components, in order to stabilize and strengthen the original artefact.
Even when performing restoration work, conservators choose methods of ‘minimal intervention’,
focusing on stabilization and retaining the original material. Conservators also use materials with good
ageing characteristics and, where possible, select treatment methods that are reversible. Conservators
also document the condition of an object through written reports and photographs, both before and
after treatment, in order to retain records of what has been changed for future owners and caretakers.
Unlike conservation which strives for minimal intervention and reversibility of interventive methods, the
aim of professional restoration is to return or restore an object back to its original appearance. This often
involves what conservators would deem ‘destructive’, non-reversible interference with the object.
Another illustration of this debate can be found in ceramic conservation. For display purposes, there
can be a desire for an object to be made ‘whole’ by filling gaps completely with plaster. From an
archaeological perspective, the object only requires fills if the object needs to be built up for display
and/or study, and even then, the fills only need to be structural, so that the object does not collapse.
Consequently restoration creates the potential for imposing an interpretation on an object that may
not have otherwise existed.
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%FGJOJUJPOTCZ*OUFSOBUJPOBM$PVODJMPG.VTFVNT *$0. o
$PNNJUUFFGPS$POTFSWBUJPO $$
ICOM-CC has adopted the following terms: ‘preventive conservation’, ‘remedial conservation’ and ‘restoration’ which together
constitute ‘conservation’ of tangible cultural heritage. These
terms are distinguished according to the aims of the measures
and actions they encompass.
The definitions of the terms are as follows:
#MVFUSBOTGFSXBSFCPXMBGUFS

1 Conservation: all measures and actions aimed at safeguarding tangible DPOTFSWBUJPOBOESFTUPSBcultural heritage while ensuring its accessibility to present and future UJPO ).4Pandora BSUFGBDU
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN
generations. Conservation embraces preventive conservation, remedial
conservation and restoration. All measures and actions should respect
the significance and the physical properties of the cultural heritage item.
2 Preventive conservation: all measures and actions aimed at avoiding and minimizing future deterioration or loss. They are carried out within the context or on the surroundings of an item, but more often
a group of items, whatever their age and condition. These measures and actions are indirect – they do
not interfere with the materials and structures of the items. They do not modify their appearance.
Examples of preventive conservation are appropriate measures and actions for registration, storage,
handling, packing and transportation, security, environmental management (light, humidity, pollution
and pest control), emergency planning, education of staff, public awareness and legal compliance.
3 Remedial conservation: all actions directly applied to an item or a group of items aimed at arresting
current damaging processes or reinforcing their structure. These actions are only carried out when
the items are in such a fragile condition or deteriorating at such a rate, that they could be lost in a
relatively short time. These actions sometimes modify the appearance of the items.
Examples of remedial conservation are disinfestation of textiles, desalination of ceramics, de-acidification of paper, dehydration of wet archaeological materials, stabilization of corroded metals,
consolidation of mural paintings, removing weeds from mosaics.
4 Restoration: all actions directly applied to a single and stable item aimed at facilitating its appreciation, understanding and use. These actions are only carried out when the item has lost part of its
significance or function through past alteration or deterioration. They are based on respect for the
original material. Most often, such actions modify the appearance of the item.
Examples of restoration are retouching a painting, reassembling a broken sculpture, reshaping a
basket, filling losses on a glass vessel.
Conservation measures and actions can sometimes serve more than one aim. For instance, varnish
removal can be both restoration and remedial conservation. The application of protective coatings
can be both restoration and preventive conservation. Reburial of mosaics can be both preventive and
remedial conservation.
Conservation is complex and demands the collaboration of relevant qualified professionals. In particular,
any project involving direct actions on the cultural heritage requires a conservator-restorer.
See ICOM-CC’s The Conservator-Restorer: a Definition of the Profession and ICOM’s Code of Ethics for
Museums: www.icom-cc.org/242/about-icom-cc/what-is-conservation/ (Accessed February 2012).
8
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2 Materials: Their Deterioration and Conservation
As the aim of this unit is to broadly introduce students to conservation and not make them into
conservators, it is inappropriate to include detailed information related to materials and their deterioration.
It is, however, important that students understand a little about the materials being treated, so that any
first aid treatment that is undertaken on an artefact is selected on informed principles.
As Robinson very correctly points out, this is crucial because some materials may respond well to
one type of treatment, while others will not, and if a find has potential for scientific analysis or dating,
special treatment (or no treatment at all) might be required. Knowing the particular risks a find might
be subject to and how quickly it can be expected to change, will enable the prioritization of treatments
and arrange first aid processing to make best use of time and resources (Robinson 1998, pp. 23).
To illustrate materials, their deterioration and conservation this unit will draw upon examples of finds
from HMS 1BOEPSB.

Case Study
HMS 1BOEPSB
Background
HMS 1BOEPSB (1791) was a 24 gun frigate sent to pursue the H.M.A.V #PVOUZ. The vessel
sailed extensively throughout the Pacific at a time when the concept of museums was just
beginning, in the form of gentlemen’s curiosity cabinets. Objects were collected either
directly or by proxy, at a time when social advancement was often connected to patronage.
The HMS 1BOEPSB was unsuccessful in its mission to capture all of the HMAV #PVOUZ
mutineers and was eventually wrecked in Far North Queensland while trying to navigate
through the outside edge of the Great Barrier Reef. The Queensland Museum conducted a
number of expeditions to the site; the last excavation was carried out in 1999.
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2.1 Inorganic Objects
4UPOF $FSBNJDBOE(MBTT
The archaeological excavations conducted on the wreck site of HMS 1BOEPSB recovered a vast amount
of inorganic objects. These objects provide a unique insight about life on board the ship, some of the
landfalls of the HMS 1BOEPSB crew during the search for HMAV #PVOUZmutineers and information
about the ship itself.

Some of the objects that have been recovered include:
t#VUUPOT

t4FBTIFMMT

t"XBUDI

t1PJQPVOEFST

t"OJOLXFMM

t4UPOFBE[FIFBET

t%SJOLJOHHMBTTFT

t*OUBHMJPTFBMT

t%JOOFSQMBUFT
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The conservation of inorganic materials can be achieved by a
number of different methods. The chosen method is usually
selected because of the condition of the object, the conservator,
the time available, the equipment and materials available to
work with, and the final storage or display environment.
There is no one fixed approach to object conservation, though
a conservator may prefer one method over another. Inorganic
maritime object conservation primarily focuses on the removal
of chemically-free (not bound in a reaction) chloride ions from
the artefact, generally termed as ‘salts’.
Most objects recovered from a marine environment will rapidly
degrade in air if no effort is made to remove these salts from
the object.

%SJQTUPOFGSPN).4Pandora
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

The general treatment processes for both ceramic and glass
artefacts may involve deconcretion, stain removal, desalination,
rejoining and gap filling (where structural losses exist). Following
the completion of the desalination treatment, further chemical
degradation of ceramic and glass objects can be controlled
by storing them in environmentally stable conditions. Stain
removal, assembly and gap filling are only required when
they contribute to archaeological interpretation or display. In
addition, if the delicate nature of these objects is a concern,
specialized display packing or supports are usually required.
1PJQPVOEFSGSPN).4Pandora

In a marine environment, soluble salts can enter and chemically
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN
react with ceramic and glass objects. These salts need to be
removed before drying as they will cause the deterioration of
objects in air. If soluble salts have entered into the body of an object they cause significant physical
damage through a process known as deliquescence. The damage caused by deliquescence is irreversible, leading to cracking and lifting of glazes, or cracking and flaking of the ceramic or glass body
itself. Soluble salts are easily removed by washing the object in successive baths of fresh water. The
salt levels are usually monitored by conductivity measurements. Desalination is continued by simply
changing water baths until the salt levels remain constantly low.
Alkali leaching is the major form of chemical degradation for glass. In a marine environment, this
process is significantly faster than in ambient conditions. Glass that has deteriorated in this manner is
easily recognised by an iridescent, flaky surface that is often easily damaged by handling. This process
can continue out of water if relative humidity levels fluctuate and can be recognised by the presence
of ‘sweat’ droplets on the surface of the object.
One example is a transfer printed earthenware dish from the HMS 1BOEPSBwhichwas discovered as
pieces embedded in the concretion, adjacent to a six-pounder cannon. The pieces were separated
from the concretion mechanically using a pneumatic drill and dental tools. Vestiges of concretion
that remained adhered to the surfaces were removed chemically with an acidic solution to avoid
mechanically damaging the fragments.
Some staining which had occurred from contact with the corroding iron cannon, was ‘removed’ using
a bleaching agent. Chelating agents, such as Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) or oxalic acid can
also be used to remove organic and inorganic stains.
10
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Once desalination was completed and the ceramic pieces
dried, the pieces were reassembled using a reversible
acrylic adhesive. The plate
was then in-filled with plaster
of Paris to provide structural
support and to achieve an
aesthetic finish.
Suggested Reading
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. Siliceous
and Related Materials. 5IF
&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
$POTFSWBUJPO. London,
Routledge, pp. 102-159.
Pearson, C. 1987. Deterioration
of Ceramics, Glass and Stone,
$POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.).
London, pp. 99-104.

#MVFUSBOTGFSXBSFQMBUFGSPN)."7#PVOUZ 1JUDBJSO*TMBOEFYDBWBUJPO 
VOEFSHPJOHDPOTFSWBUJPOª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

Pearson, C. 1987. Conservation of Ceramics, Glass and Stone, $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT.
Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp. 253-267.
Robinson, W. 1998. 'JSTU"JEGPS6OEFSXBUFS'JOET. Nautical Archaeology Society and Archetype Publications.
pp. 71-80.
Sandstrom, M., Jalilehvand, F., Persson, I., Gelius, U., Frank, P. and Hall-Roth, I. 2002. Deterioration of the
Seventeenth Century Warship 7BTB by Internal Formation of Sulphuric Acid. /BUVSF, Vol. 415, pp. 893-901.
Hamilton, D. L. 1996. #BTJD.FUIPETPG$POTFSWJOH6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.BUFSJBM$VMUVSF United States
Department of Defense Legacy Resource Management Program. Washington, D.C., pp. 19-24.

2.2 Metals
*SPO
For metals, washing an object free of salts is a significant step towards stabilization, however, most
metals also require a corrosion inhibitor and coating systems to further promote stability. The corrosion
inhibitor locks up metal ions that could react with the environment to form stable corrosion products.
The coating system impedes the access of oxygen and water to the metal surface, which limits the rate
at which corrosion can occur. Depending on the material and its condition, other steps may be needed
before an artefact is exhibited, stored or studied.
An example of a metal object that was conserved utilizing this methodology was a gun from the
HMS 1BOEPSB. The HMS 1BOEPSB as a 24 gun frigate was armed with three types of cast iron gun: six
pounders, eighteen pounders and swivel guns (half-pounders).
A six pounder gun was selected for recovery after an JOTJUV assessment of its condition revealed that
the gun was suitable for conservation. Assessment involved measuring the depth of corrosion and the
thermodynamic state of the object. This data, when combined with other site specific information,
enabled an appreciation of the object’s rate of annual deterioration to be determined.
11
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The gun was winched onto the back deck of the
work boat and then registered and packed wet
for the return boat trip to Townsville. It was vital
for the conservation treatment process that the
gun did not dry out during transport, as new
corrosion would increase the chances that the
gun’s surface which holds all the historical detail,
such as foundry markings, would later disbond
during or after treatment.
Upon arrival at the Museum of Tropical Queensland, the gun was documented in detail, drawn
and photographed, before mechanical deconcretion was started.

$PODSFUFETJYQPVOEFSHVOGSPN).4PandoraPOBUSFBUNFOU
DSBEMFª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

It was not possible to acquire an X-ray image
of this six pounder gun, but an X-ray image of
a much smaller half pounder swivel gun was
acquired, in part to get a general understanding
of the corrosive nature of the microenvironment.
Once the exterior of the gun was mechanically
deconcreted, the barrel had to be cleaned of
concretion, otherwise it would harbour significant quantities of chloride ions that would later
promote deterioration.
"OESFX7JEVLBXPSLJOHPOCPSJOHPVUUIFCBSSFMPGBTJY
QPVOEFSHVOGSPN).4PandoraQSJPSUPFMFDUSPMZTJT
USFBUNFOUª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

To release the chloride ions trapped in the graphitized corrosion product layer of the gun, the
object was connected to an electrical circuit. The
electrical circuit reduced the iron corrosion products to a different electrochemical state, which assisted in the removal of chloride ions by diffusion in alkaline solution.
After deconcretion, the gun was sampled to get a baseline understanding of the chemically bound
and free chlorides. This chloride concentration data is used in calculations to provide an approximate
time frame for the duration of treatment and the mass of chloride ions to be extracted through an
electrolysis/diffusion process.
Once sufficient chloride ions were released, the object was washed to remove all vestiges of the sodium
hydroxide solution. After this, the object was taken out from the tub and excess water was chemically
removed, before the gun was sprayed with an inhibitor that reacts with chemically available iron ions,
to create a stable compound. The gun was then placed into a stable environment to slowly air dry,
before being wax consolidated.
The process of wax consolidation involves immersing the gun in a bath of hot microcrystalline wax,
which is solid at room temperature. The wax permeates the porous corroded (graphitized) surface of
the cannon and consolidates the surface, as well as acting as a barrier to moisture.

12
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$PQQFSBMMPZ

Significant quantities of copper and copperalloy objects were also recovered from the HMS
Pandora. Objects made from these materials
were used in various applications:
t4IJQQBSUT
t'VSOJUVSFBOEöUUJOHT
t8FBQPOT
t5PPMT

A sextant was also found during the
1999 expedition. The navigational
instrument is a composite object primarily made of brass (a mixture of
copper and zinc), with glass optical
components. After the concreted
sextant was recovered on-site, it was
registered, photographed and then
wrapped to keep it wet and protect it
from any physical damage during its
return voyage to the museum.

t*OTUSVNFOUT
Initial observations of the concretion
of this artefact revealed that there
t6UFOTJMT
were a number of objects associated
t$MPUIJOH
in the one concretion. What appeared
to be a sextant was heavily concreted,
t"DDFTTPSJFT
with the ‘bulky end’ of the concretion
appearing to contain both wood and
corroded iron. There were three areas
on the sextant proper where metal was exposed and each of these areas appeared to be in good
condition. There was also a section of a wooden handle exposed.
t%PNFTUJDFRVJQNFOU

Before starting to deconcrete the object, it
was necessary to take a number of X-rays. The
X-rays made it possible to identify separate
materials in the concretion, their number,
condition and associated location. They also
revealed that the sextant was complete.
With this information to guide the process, it
was possible to successfully deconcrete the
artefacts using a small pneumatic pen.
After deconcretion, the brass components
of the sextant were placed into a solution
containing a corrosion inhibitor for copper,
commonly called BTA (benzotriazole). The
chloride ion release was monitored until a
level was achieved that indicated the process
was complete. The brass components of the
sextant were then immersed in acetone to
dry the metal quickly, removing any vestiges
of water that could initiate corrosion. Finally,
the object was air dried.

Conserved
sextant from
HMS Pandora.
© Queensland
Museum

-FBE
Lead objects from the HMS 1BOEPSB include musket shot, touch-hole covers and various types of
weights. In comparison with other metals, lead is fairly resistant to corrosion in a marine environment
and is usually only covered in a thin layer of concreted matter. Lead is prone, however, to physical damage
13
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due to its softness. For this reason, it is important
that lead artefacts be carefully retrieved to
avoid further surface impacts. On-site, lead
is stored in seawater which is then replaced
by normal tap water, sometimes with the
addition of other salts, such as sodium sulphate, back at the laboratory. This prevents the
material from deteriorating during treatment.

$PODSFUFETFYUBOU
GSPN).4Pandora
QSFUSFBUNFOU
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

The primary focus for lead conservation is to retain
any historic information, such as maker’s marks that
may be retained in the corroded surface layer. The majority of
concretion is usually mechanically removed. To avoid surface damage, any remaining small traces of concretion are chemically removed using an
acidic solution. If no historical information is present as part of the corrosion layer,
the object can then be stripped using the chelating properties of the disodium salt of
EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid). If historically important surface detail is revealed,
the corrosion product can be reduced to metallic lead by electrolysis and then consolidated.
An alloy of lead and tin, pewter is harder than lead. Pewter is used to manufacture different types of
objects, commonly decorative and household items.
The pewter pot from the HMS 1BOEPSB featured a ‘pustuled’
surface, typical of pewter corrosion in a marine environment.
This effect occurs as corroding metal tries to force its way
through a surface layer of tin oxide. Most of the surface
concretion was removed very carefully under a compound
microscope, using wooden picks and a scalpel. The pustules
are kept intact, as removal only reveals a gaping hole. The
pot was then covered with microcrystalline wax, not only as
a barrier against moisture, oxygen or pollutants, but also to
help consolidate the fragile surface.
Suggested Reading

1FXUFSQPUGSPN).4Pandora
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

Cronyn, J. M. 1990. .FUBMT UIF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO. London, Routledge, pp. 160-237.
North, N. 1987. Conservation of Metals. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.).
London, pp. 207-252.
North, N. and MacLeod, I. D. 1987. Corrosion of Metals, $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson,
C. (ed.). London, pp. 68-98.
Robinson, W. 1998. 'JSTU"JEGPS6OEFSXBUFS'JOET. Nautical Archaeology Society and Archetype Publications,
pp. 51-70.
Hamilton,D. L. 1996. #BTJD.FUIPETPG$POTFSWJOH6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.BUFSJBM$VMUVSF. United States
Department of Defense Legacy Resource Management Program. Washington, D.C., pp 42-47, 55-107.
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2.3 Organic Materials
t8PPE
t0UIFSQMBOUNBUFSJBMT
t-FBUIFS
t#POF TIFMM JWPSZ
t)PSO UPSUPJTFTIFMM CBMFFO IBJS

The archaeological excavations conducted on HMS 1BOEPSB have revealed that approximately 30 per
cent of the ship’s timbers remain. Found within the hull remains were a significant number of small
organic objects associated with either the function of the ship or the possessions of the crew.

Examples of the organic objects
recovered from the HMS Pandora include:
t'PPEDPOEJNFOUT

t-FBUIFS

t8JOF

t3PQF

t&TTFODFT

t$PSL

t4QSVDFCFFS

t5FFUI

t$PDPOVUT

t*WPSZ

t8PPE

t#POF

Whilst there is no one fixed approach
to organic object conservation, the
basic stabilization process can be
divided into three separate stages:
t$MFBOJOHBOEEPDVNFOUBUJPO
t$POTPMJEBUJPOBOEPSEFTBMJOBUJPO
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t%SZJOH

t&UIOPHSBQIJDBSUFGBDUT
All of these activities are regulated by the need to maintain a dimensionally-stable object. Failure to
treat an organic object correctly, results in the loss of its original shape and an unacceptable level of
damage caused by internal drying stresses. Damage usually manifests as cracking, warping, checking
or collapse of the original surface.
Like most other conservation laboratories conserving wet organic materials (National Museum of
Denmark Skudelev ships, .BSZ 3PTF, 7BTB, Bremen Cog), the Queensland Museum used a synthetic
polymer called Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) and Hoffman’s two step method of PEG consolidation (Hoffman, 1985, 1986 and 1996).
Objects treated with this consolidation material are dried either by vacuum freeze-drying (VFD), freezedrying or controlled air drying depending upon the object’s size and significance. VFD reduces or
removes internal stresses caused by conventional drying and helps to keep an object’s shape and condition. Controlled air drying does not work for wooden objects that have suffered significant degradation. Internal stresses are caused by the most careful of procedures and only an object’s inherent
condition will save it from deterioration. As a result, controlled air drying should be reserved solely for
wet wooden artefacts which are in very good condition and feature only minor surface deterioration.
Another method for consolidation of particularly fragile organic objects and for composite objects is a
consolidation treatment called the Cellusolve Method. This method was developed by Inger BojesenKoefed, Ion Meyer, Poul Jensen and Kristiane Straetkvern from the National Museum of Denmark. Due
to the potentially carcinogenic nature of the chemicals used in this method, only initial trials on corks
recovered from the HMS 1BOEPSB were carried out.
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8PPE
All of the wood recovered from the HMS 1BOEPSB required consolidation to avoid loss of the historical
shape and surface detail. In the 1999 season, a waterlogged wooden fish hook was recovered. This
artefact is one of many ethnographic ‘curiosities’ from the South-Pacific Islands collected by the crew
of the HMS 1BOEPSB. The fish hook was defined as being waterlogged, meaning that the wood’s
cellulose structure had been degraded and replaced with bound water. While the water held within
the cell walls provided temporary support to the weakened cells, it created a false impression that
the hook was in a stable condition. If the fish hook was allowed to dry without consolidation, its cell
walls would have collapsed from internal stresses, causing irreversible damage, such as dimensional
shrinkage, cracking, checking and delamination.
Following documentation, treatment began with basic surface cleaning. The hook was gently washed
and brushed under running deionised water. After wet cleaning, the hook was placed into a solution of
synthetic wax called Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) which replaces bound water by osmotic diffusion. This was
a long process in which various grades of PEG (a grade is determined by the length of the polymer chain)
were progressively added in increasing concentration, to avoid osmotic shock and possible cell collapse. By
filling the lumens and cell cavities of the wood with PEG, the hook was given greater structural support.
Following consolidation, the hook was frozen and then vacuum freeze-dried, a procedure that involves
the conversion of water from its frozen state into a gaseous phase. This type of procedure is used to
avoid drying stresses that would cause damage to the deteriorated object. Once dry, excess PEG that
had solidified on the surface was mechanically cleaned. Fragments of the object were joined and rope
strands were consolidated using a chemically stable and reversible adhesive. Finally, the object was
packed so it could be viewed for study without necessarily handling it.
The desalination wash treatment of an organic object is an identical process to that performed for
glass and ceramic objects.
Suggested Reading
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. Organic Materials. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
$POTFSWBUJPO. London, Routledge, pp. 160-237.
Florian, M-L, E. 1987. Deterioration of Organic Materials Other than Wood. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp. 238-293.
Grattan, D.W. 1987. Waterlogged wood, $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp.55-67.
Hamilton, D. L. 1996. Basic .FUIPETPG$POTFSWJOH6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
.BUFSJBM$VMUVSF U.S Department of Defense Legacy Resource Management
Program. Washington, D.C. pp. 16-18, 25-41.
Hoffman, P. 1985. On the Stabilization of Waterlooged Oakwood with PEG.
Molecular Size Versus Degree of Degradation. OE*$0.8BUFSMPHHFE8PPE
8PSLJOH(SPVQ$POGFSFODF. Grenoble, pp. 95-115.

'JTI)PPLGSPN).4Pandora
BGUFSUSFBUNFOU
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

Hoffman, P. 1986. On the Stabilisation of Waterlooged Oakwood with PEG. II
Designing a Two Step
Treatment for Multi-quality Timbers. 4UVEJFTJO$POTFSWBUJPO Vol. 31, pp. 103-113.
Hoffman, P. 1996. The Conservation of the Bremen Cog – Between the Steps. 6UI*$0.(SPVQPO8FU0SHBOJD
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.BUFSJBMT$POGFSFODF York, pp. 527-545.
Jenssen, V. 1987. Conservation of Wet Organic Artefacts Excluding Wood. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp. 122-163.
Robinson, W. 1998. 'JSTU"JEGPS6OEFSXBUFS'JOET. Nautical Archaeology Society & Archetype Publications. pp. 25-50.
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2.4 Composites
One of the largest finds of the 1999 season was an earthenware ceramic olive
oil jar. This was the fourth ‘Ali Baba jar’ recovered from the HMS 1BOEPSB
This earthenware jar, however, was quite different from its three predecessors.
After the olive oil had been consumed, this jar had been reused as storage
for a number of objects: tacks, roves, nails, rivets and hammer heads.
An artefact with parts made from a number of material types is termed a
‘composite object’. In this case the object was made up of ceramic, leather,
fibre, wood, iron, copper and stone. Until excavation in the laboratory
could separate the individual artefacts, the contents of the jar had to be
stabilized as a composite object.

-BSHFSPVHIFBSUIFOXBSFKBS
GSPN).4Pandora
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

The conservation treatment to stabilize a composite object is generally a
compromise between what would be ideal for each material type individually,
and what is ideal for the whole. Upon arrival at the museum, the first step in the conservation process
for the Ali Baba jar was to place the entire object into a solution with a near-neutral pH, in conjunction
with a number of corrosion inhibitors.
The objects located inside the jar had not been exposed to any physical damage during their 200 year
burial and had a reduced corrosion or biological deterioration rate, because of the lack of oxygen in
the burial environment. Chemical deterioration of the internal iron and leather objects was primarily
caused by sulphate-reducing bacteria. This type of deterioration, for example, is significantly slower
than corrosion of iron in an oxygenated environment. As such, the inorganic artefacts inside the jar
were in good condition and the organic artefacts were still preserved.
Due to the density of the object, no X-ray images of the jar’s contents or their arrangement was
possible. Since the first priority in the treatment of a composite object was to separate the object
into parts and treat each material individually when possible, excavation of the jar was immediately
required to simplify the conservation process and extract the maximum archaeological information
from the artefact.
Suggested Reading
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. Organic Materials. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO. London, Routledge,
pp. 93-101.
North, N. 1987. Conservation of Metals, $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.).
London, pp. 247-248.
Robinson, W. 1998. 'JSTU"JEGPS6OEFSXBUFS'JOET. Nautical Archaeology Society and Archetype Publications,
pp. 81-85.
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3 Finds Handling ‘First Aid’
3.1 General Artefact Processing
Conservators are responsible for recovered artefacts on site at all times. A conservator’s job on an excavation is to minimize the shock experienced by an object as it moves from a stable environment where
it has come into some form of equilibrium, to one where it is exposed to rapid deterioration potential
by excavation. If it is wet, keep it wet. If it has come from the sea, put it into sea water; if from a fresh
water lake, put it into lake water. Ianna and Richards (1996) give a very good summary of the roles and
responsibilities of the on-site conservator and much of the information in this section is drawn from
that document.
Lifting objects is often a collaborative affair. Dependant on the environment where the object is being
recovered from, the lifting techniques can vary significantly. It is sufficient to encourage people to
work from first principles and remember that the aim is to mitigate shock, vibration and movement, as
the object moves to the surface. It is best if objects are placed into containers that are ‘snug fits’, i.e. if
the container is slightly too big for the object, it is advisable to put some sand in with it.
General assumptions are often made about material types recovered from the excavation to promote
effective processing in the lab. Objects deemed
fragile could include glass, ceramics, bone,
Divers recovering large earthenware jar from HMS
ivory, rope, leather, textile, parchment, pewter,
Pandora in 1999. © Queensland Museum
silver, gold and any extensively corroded small
objects. Wood can be fragile (a classic example
of much deteriorated wood is timber from the
bog site of Nydum Mose, Denmark), however,
all wooden surfaces are usually fragile. Sound
objects are generally inorganic objects, larger
metal objects, stone, shell and concreted
masses. Wood can be sound, but the surface
can also be marked easily and should be treated as fragile.
Artefacts should only be handled and packed once. Those artefacts that are in pieces should be kept
together in one bag. Packing for transport back to the laboratory should be carried out straight away
and it is imperative that objects (even if in crates) are not left out in direct sunlight. Objects should only
be handled by the designated person, i.e. during their removal from crate or container, into storage or
a solution. This gives clear lines of responsibility and removes the potential for mistakes.
Sea water is acceptable as the storage medium (always for lead). There are a number of storage
solutions for particular material types. The basic aim of all these storage solutions is to help stabilize
the object. For example, an iron object is placed into a solution that passivates the metal by increasing
the alkalinity of the sea water from approximately pH8 to a pH11+.
Artefacts, especially organic materials, should be kept moist with a spray bottle of water during
photography, sketching, publicity and assessment for analysis potential. Fragile artefacts should be
photographed quickly and packed for transport.
If possible, the majority of marine organisms from objects should be removed, this reduces excess
weight and enables for more objects to be collected with limited supplies.
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Light and heavy artefacts should be stored separately. It is important to differentiate between material
types and store accordingly, as some objects actively promote deterioration of others. If in doubt of an
object’s material type, it is best to store it separately. Metals should not be stored with organics, except
in the case of composites.
Objects impregnated with metal corrosion products (wood) should not be stored with objects not
impregnated. Look for staining (generally a reddish iron oxidation colour or green for copper) on the
object’s surface as an indicator of contamination with corrosion products. If unsure, treat as impregnated. Biocides should be used in the storage solutions of organic materials (0.05 per cent Panacide is
an example of a biocide and the low concentration needed to control fungal activity). This is particularly
the case in the tropics.
Label both the artefact and the storage container, and then label the contents of all storage solutions
on the containers.
Larger timbers can be stored in tanks or holes in the ground lined with plastic. If this is not possible
then wrap them in Hessian that has been soaked in sea water and a biocide, and seal the object in a
plastic bag. Additional water should be added prior to sealing.
Leskard (1987) and Kimpton (1985) focus on lifting, supporting and packing for transport large deteriorated
timbers. Other good examples of lifting timbers can be
found from the excavation of the Skudelev ships and
La Salle’s -B #FMMF by Texas A&M.
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Do not pack heavy artefacts with light artefacts. All
artefacts require wrapping to help retain a high humidity
around the object during transit (usually a combination
of paper cloth/towel with bubble wrap on the outside).
Do not use tissue, cotton or wool that is likely to leave
fibres. Exfoliating glass or ceramics can be wrapped
in fine gauze (Stabilex) to keep the surface intact or to
contain disbonded surface pieces.
To achieve minimum movement in storage container,
wrap the artefact in wetted cloth and place in a sealed
plastic bag as soon as possible. Do not add additional
water to bag prior to sealing. Small objects can then
be further put into small sealable boxes and finally into
larger plastic bins (50 litre sized bins).

$POTFSWBUPSXPSLJOHPOUIFCBDLEFDLEVSJOHUIF
).4PandoraFYQFEJUJPOª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

Jon Carpenter (1987) from the Western Australia Museum
very successfully used Agrosoak as another medium in
which to transport objects from the field. Agrosoak not
only helped keep objects, but also offered support to
small glass and ceramic objects. This is particularly useful
when working from a dive platform as sea conditions can
be variable.
0OTJUFDPOTFSWBUJPO).4 Pandora 
ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN
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Some finds, such as Mercury, are dangerous to your health. When handling finds on site, particularly
if the archaeology/history suggests that such finds are likely, use gloves at all times. If the object is a
liquid, keep the bottle or container upright, pad to avoid breakages and keep the object fully immersed.
All material that has come into contact goes into the container. Containers should be sealed with tape
and labelled very clearly, before being placed into cold storage.
If bone or ivory finds are recovered and there is capacity on site, pack objects and place into a cold
environment (cooler chest with freezer blocks) or a fridge. A target steady temperature of 10 0C is suitable.
Suggested Reading
Carpenter, J. 1984. 5IF$POTFSWBUJPOPG4IJQXSFDL"SUFGBDUTJOUIF'JFME. Department of Material Conservation
and Restoration. Freemantle, Western Australia Museum.
Carpenter, J. 1984. "$POTFSWBUJPO8PSL5BCMFGPS6TFBU4FB. Unpublished Report.
Carpenter J. 1987. The Uses of Soil Stabilising Gel Media in the Conservation of Large and Small Shipwreck
Artifacts. IJNA, Vol. 16.2, pp. 95-107.
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. Introducing Archaeological Conservation. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO.
London, Routledge, pp. 4-10.
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. General Techniques of Conservation. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO.
London, Routledge, pp 43-101.
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. Siliceous and Related Materials. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO. Routledge,
London, pp 102-159.
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. Organic Materials. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO. London, Routledge,
London, pp. 160-237.
Cronyn, J. M. 1990. .FUBMT 5IF&MFNFOUTPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO. Routledge, London, pp. 160-237.
English Heritage.1991.Phase3 Assessment of Potential for Analysis. .BOBHFNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM1SPKFDUT.
Florian, M. E. 1987. The Underwater Environment, $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C.
(ed.). London, pp.1-20.
Florian, M. E. 1987. Deterioration of Organic Materials Other Than Wood. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp. 238-293.
Grattan, D. W. 1987. Waterlogged Wood. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.).
London, pp. 55-67.
Heritage Victoria. 2004. "SDIBFPMPHJDBM"SUFGBDUT.BOBHFNFOU(VJEFMJOFT Version 2.
Hunter, K. 1988. Conservation Guidelines No.1: Excavated Artefacts and Conservation – UK Sites. UKIC,
Archaeology Section.
Ianna, C. and Richards, V.L. 1996. (VJEFMJOFTGPS0OTJUF$POTFSWBUJPOPG1BOEPSB  4IJQXSFDL4JUF.
Unpublished Report.
Jenssen, V. 1987. Conservation of Wet Organic Artefacts Excluding Wood, $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF
"SDIBFPMPHJDBMPCKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp.122-163.
Kimpton, G. 1985. Lifting Heavy Artefacts from the Wreck Site. 5IF "VTUSBMJBO#VMMFUJOPG.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ
Leskard, M. The Packing and Transport of Marine Archaeological Objects. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp.117-121.
North, N. 1987. Conservation of Metals. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT. Pearson, C. (ed.).
London, pp.207-252.
North, N. And MacLeod, I. D. 1987. Corrosion of Metals. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT.
Pearson, C. (ed.). London, pp. 68-98.
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Peachy, C. 1990. Taking Conservation Underwater at Ulu Burun. */"/FXTMFUUFS. No. 17.3, pp. 10-13.
Pearson, C. 1977. On Site Conservation Requirements for Marine Archaeological Excavations. *+/" No. 6.1.
Pearson, C. 1987. Deterioration of Ceramics, Glass and Stone. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT.
London, pp. 99-104.
Pearson, C. 1987. Conservation of Ceramics, Glass and Stone. $POTFSWBUJPOPG.BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM0CKFDUT.
London, pp. 253-267.
Robinson, W. 1998. 'JSTU"JEGPS6OEFSXBUFS'JOET Nautical Archaeology Society and Archetype Publications,
pp. 7-12, 25-50, 51-70, 71-80, 85-112.
Singley, K. R. 1981. Caring for Artefacts after Excavation - Some Advice for Archaeologists. )JTUPSJDBM
"SDIBFPMPHZ. No.15.1, pp. 36-84.
UKIC. 1990. (VJEBODFGPS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTFSWBUJPO1SBDUJDF. Archaeology Section.
UKIC. 1993. $POTFSWBUJPO(VJEFMJOFT/P1BDLBHJOHBOE4UPSBHFPG'SFTIMZ&YDBWBUFE"SUFGBDUTGSPN
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4JUFT. Archaeology Section.
UKIC. 1993. Conservation Guidelines No.3: Environmental Standards for the Permanent Storage of Excavated
Material from Archaeological Sites. Archaeology Section.
Watkinson, D. and Neal, V. 1998. 'JSTU"JEGPS'JOET 3&4$6&BOE"SDIBFPMPHZ4FDUJPO, Third Edition. UKIC.

4 Casting
In archaeological conservation, the main purpose of casting is to obtain a three-dimensional record of
an object or arrangement of objects that could be lost through excavation, deconcretion or treatment.
Casting is also used to provide replicas for display or education purposes. Casting is a very useful tool
for revealing information hidden within concretions. The on-site conservator needs to be able to cast
so that valuable information is not lost.
Over a period of time on the seabed, calcareous matter can grow over an object, often obscuring it
and creating what is known as a concretion. Iron objects covered by concretions continue to corrode,
and the corrosion products move into the surrounding concretion. If there is sufficient time and the
environmental conditions are conducive to promoting corrosion, an iron object can corrode away
completely, sometimes leaving a nearly perfect negative of the original form. This negative space is
called a pseudomorph.
For concretions in which pseudomorphs have formed, casting is the only way the shape can be revealed
in the positive. It is important that the casting is done well as it is often the case that the concretion
has not been sectioned prior to casting, so it will need to be destroyed in order to remove the cast
form. Typically, wrought iron objects, rather than cast iron objects, corrode away entirely within a
concretion, producing a pseudomorph suitable for casting. Taking an initial X-ray of the concretion
can help to ascertain how much of the original metal still remains and whether casting may be the
best option. Often X-raying concretions does not reveal a lot of information as the strength of the
X-ray is too limited for the industrial application at hand. Fine detail, such as makers’ marks, broad
arrows and other engravings, can often be revealed from casting.
There are a variety of materials and methods that can be used to cast concretions. At the Queensland
Museum, a two part silicone-based product (base and catalyst) was used, which provides good
working and setting properties, and is chemically stable long term. The flexible silicone cast can be
recast with hard epoxy resins if required. When recast with an epoxy resin, appropriate colours can be
added to resemble the original object.
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The silicone casting mixture is poured into the top of a concretion, which has had all other exit holes
blocked. The silicone cast, which cures in 24 hours, is removed by simply pulling it free of the concretion.
For more complex forms, the concretion needs to be broken to free the cast.
It is also possible to cast a concretion in two parts and then join them together afterwards to produce
the entire form. This is a helpful technique when the form is complex. The advantage of this method is
that the concretion can be retained for further casts or used for display purposes.
Cast of a wrought iron object from a pseudomorth
found on the HMS Pandora. © Queensland Museum

Unit Summary
Conservation can be defined as all measures and actions aimed at safeguarding tangible cultural
heritage, while ensuring its accessibility to present and future generations. Conservation embraces
preventive conservation, remedial conservation and restoration. All measures and actions should
respect the significance and the physical properties of the cultural heritage item.
Conservation is a specialization that has its own ethical parameters. It is important to understand
the concept of conservation ethics and the difference between conservation and restoration, with
reference to the ICOMOS – CC definitions.
On-site conservation requires planning and coordination to be carried out effectively. There is a need
for conservators and archaeologists to follow excavation planning processes regarding the types of
objects to be recovered and the sampling methodologies to be employed on-site and above water. The
need for sampling procedures and methodologies has to be established pre-excavation to ensure the
maximization information is recovered. Following this, the above water first aid treatments for a range
of organic and inorganic objects that are typically recovered from shipwreck sites can also be outlined.
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Careful consideration must be given to an artefact’s potential for preservation JOTJUV and any conservation issues that may arise once recovered and stored in particular environments.
The conservation of objects is predicated on their chemical and physical stabilization, however,
archaeological material does not always warrant treatment and in some cases no conservation or
the most minimal conservation treatment is awarded. Prioritizing treatments allows us manage and
reduce costs in the post-excavation process and can potentially allow research findings to be published more quickly. To achieve this, treatment planning must take into consideration the utility of
the archaeological object for chemical analysis, typological, historical research or display, within the
framework of answering archaeological questions.

Suggested Timetable
15 mins

Introduction to Finds Handling and Conservation

75 mins

Materials, their Deterioration and Conservation
Break

90 mins

First Aid for Finds
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Break and Transfer to Next Site
90 mins

Site Visit 1 *O4JUV Archaeological Site or Conservation Laboratory
Break and Transfer to Next Site

90 mins

Site Visit 2 Museum - Group Activity and Discussion

20 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
This unit introduces students to conservation and finds handling techniques. Trainers should present
the information in a series of lectures, followed by field visits and practical group activities as outlined
in the suggested timetable.
Discussions can be useful way for students to share knowledge and perspectives, further enhancing
their understanding of the material. Language and culture issues need to be considered by trainers so
that as many students as possible are included in the discussion.
Since the vast majority of students will be underwater cultural heritage managers or maritime
archaeologists, it is important that the trainers do not attempt to turn them into conservators, but
instead should focus on communicating with the audience in an engaging way. The best way to do
this is to explain what conservation does for archaeology; essentially the capture and preservation of
information that can then be interpreted. It is also useful to highlight where this specialization may
contribute to planning fieldwork and what responsibilities a conservator will undertake in the field as
well as in a museum context.
Please note that there exists a cultural difference in the concept of conservation and restoration, and
these differences are often embodied in the training given to conservators from different countries.
Trainers will need to be sensitive to these differences and be able to modify their lectures accordingly.

Practical Sessions
4JUF7JTJU
Students should visit an archaeological site or conservation laboratory where they can see a range of
archaeological material types in different conditions. Ideally these materials should not be conserved
or going through conservation. The aim of this site visit is to get students out of the class room environment so that they can apply and re-iterate information given to them in the lectures. If a conservation laboratory is available and specific treatments are currently underway, trainers should take
the opportunity to discuss with students the object, the treatment methodology being used and the
rationale behind these choices.

4JUF7JTJU
During the second site visit, students should be divided into small groups. Each group should be asked
to walk around the displays and using the knowledge provided in the series of lectures, assess the
condition of objects, the display cases and their location within the building space and the museum
environment.
The aim of this exercise is to get students to look at objects and apply some of the conservation
principles that have been discussed throughout the unit. Trainers should also encourage students to
also look at objects as a responsible archaeologist and propose a methodology that could be used to
recover certain materials from a given site. It is important that students take into account issues related
to location, depth, available bottom time, current, sea conditions and weather.
Students should also look for fragile or large organic and inorganic objects, and consider their conservation needs from the site to the Museum. Students should be able to demonstrate an understanding
of the logistics and approximate costs required for recovering items of that nature. Remember to highlight an archaeologist’s ethical responsibilities, at all times.
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$POTFSWBUJPO1SFQBSBUJPO1MBOOJOH&YFSDJTF
This additional exercise can be given to students as an overnight activity.
Trainers should provide students with a scenario that outlines a particular site, ideally related to the site
selected for the practical diving project. The scenario should describe the nature of the site, the likely
material culture to be found, environmental conditions, depth, current, accessibility and visibility.
Students should form small groups and be given the task of preparing a conservation plan for that site.

The plan should include the following sections:
t4JUF
t&YQFSUJTFQFSTPOOFM
t1MBOOJOH.BOBHJOH
t1SPKFDUQSPDFTTFT
t*OGSBTUSVDUVSF
t&RVJQNFOU
t.BUFSJBMT
t8PSLTQBDFTUBTLT
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t-POHUFSNJTTVFTBSJTJOHGSPNSFDPWFSFENBUFSJBMT

Due to the diverse nature of training groups and the fact that English is not necessarily the first, second
or third language for some students, use assessment through group participation where possible.

Additional Individual Exercise
Using your knowledge of site formation, think about what types of materials you have seen in high
energy sites (waves breaking on shore) and in low energy sites (like deep lakes). Is there a difference?
Why? Look at the key factors above and think about it from the perspective of those parameters and
their inter-relation.
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UNIT 12
Practical Dive Session of
the Foundation Course

Author Christopher J. Underwood

The Mannok Shipwreck Site, Gulf of Thailand

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit provides students with the opportunity to use the knowledge they have gained during the
Foundation Course and participate in a practical diving project on the Mannok Island shipwreck.

Working as a team, students will have to:
t6OEFSUBLFBOBTTFTTNFOUPGUIFXSFDLTJUF
t$SFBUFBTJUFQMBOBOETJUFBSDIJWF
t%FWFMPQBNBOBHFNFOUQMBO
t$PMMFDUJOGPSNBUJPOGPSUIFTUPSZCPBSET
On each day of the diving project students can expect to:
t3FDFJWFBEBJMZQSFEJWJOHTBGFUZCSJFöOH
t3FDFJWFBEBJMZQSFEJWJOHUBTLCSJFöOH
t3FDFJWFBEBJMZQPTUEJWJOHQSPKFDUVQEBUF
t3FWJFXBOZEJWJOHTBGFUZPSNFEJDBMJTTVFT
t1SPDFTTEBUBBOEQMBOOJOHGPSOFYUEJWFT

Introduction to the Unit
Similar to most types of fieldwork, the two weeks of diving are more complicated to organize than the
units that precede or follow it. There are a number of variables such as the weather and underwater
visibility over which the trainers have no control, but nonetheless must be taken into account when
planning the day to day tasks. The unpredictable nature of this type of fieldwork means that for trainers,
flexibility is the key to achieving their goals.
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For some students, taking part in a diving project might be a new experience. Most will be looking
forward to the challenges, but some may well be anxious about the diving and how they will perform
in front of their peers. For others, the two weeks will be a test of their physical limits.
With this in mind, at no point must any of the students be encouraged or persuaded to do something
that is beyond their level of experience or fitness. Those responsible for the diving must be aware of
the student’s physical well-being and where necessary, be ready to take appropriate action such as
suggesting additional breaks between dives. The project has scheduled rest days to provide time to
catch up with administrative tasks and provide recuperation. Both trainers and students should feel
fit and sharp right up until the last day of diving. Tiredness can lead to a lack of concentration and
mistakes, which could easily result in a diving accident with potentially serious consequences.
The organization of the project is a team effort between the trainers who advise and assist the students
in achieving the project objectives, and those who provide the essential logistical and safety support.
The overall success of the field project depends on the combined cooperation of everyone.

1 Mannok Shipwreck
The wreck site selected for the diving project is the Mannok shipwreck, which is situated in the Rayong
Provinceof ThailandDiscovered in 1992 by Mr Vichien Singhatothong of 5PZ5PVST (a local dive operator),
the wreck was once a steamship that operated between various ports along the coast of the Gulf of
Thailand. Artefacts recovered from the site during the Underwater Archaeology Division’s (UAD) original
survey suggest that the vessel sank after 1917, although the precise details of the sinking are not known.
As well as the characteristics of the wreck site, the prevailing environmental conditions are an important
consideration in the choice of the site. However, the details of the discovery and description of the wreck
site itself (other than what is necessary for dive safety) are not provided to the students prior to the
project. It is expected that students will assess the condition of the site based on their own observations,
as well as learning about the discovery and likely origin of the wreck from local sources. Students should
use Appendix E: .BOBHFNFOU1MBOGPSUIF.BOOPL8SFDL4JUF as a guide to the information required.

2 Environmental Conditions and Site Description
The wreck lies in 20 metres of water, several miles off the coast of Mannok Island in the Gulf of Thailand.
As the site is located in unsheltered waters it is subject to sea swells and although the underwater
currents are not strong, some students have commented that they experienced difficulty staying in
position over the drawing grids (planning frames). Visibility is usually between 5 and 10 metres, although
this has been reduced on a few occasions.
The Mannok shipwreck(sometimes also called 3VFB.BJM, which means ‘Mail Boat’) is approximately 41
metres long, 6.5 metres wide and is relatively two dimensional, rising from the sea bed at a height of no
more than 1.5 metres.
The bow section of the vessel is clearly visible and forms a ‘triangle’ of integral structure from the stem to
a bulkhead running across the vessel and is largely covered with fishing nets. There are frames running
down both the port and starboard side and side plating is also visible, particularly on the starboard side.
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Between the bow and the middle section of the site, there are substantial breaks in the side outline of
the vessel on both port and starboard sides up until approaching midship, at which point the framing
and side plating resumes.
Although the main structural features are metal, in the flat section of the wreck, between the bow
and the boiler, there are parts of what is likely to be the original wooden deck, as well as evidence of
possible cargo and the ship’s fixtures and fittings.
At the approximate centre of the Mannok shipwreckthere is the remains of a single steam boiler, the
top of which has been badly damaged, revealing what is left of the steam pipes and stays. Although
the circumferences of the boiler ends are incomplete, it is still easy to identify them when approaching
from bow or stern, but not so easy when directly overhead.
To the stern and sides of the boiler there are scattered parts of the engine, as well as other parts of the
vessel and cultural objects. Behind the boiler on the starboard side, there is evidence of a lower metal
deck or engine room walkway.
The vessel’s stern frame and arch above the propeller are visible, as is the top few centimetres of
the rudder, the back edge of which faces forward on the port side. The propeller is not visible, so its
presence cannot be confirmed without some excavation.
Throughout the shipwreckthere is evidence of damage caused by salvage and fishing activity. There
are numerous clusters of rocks netted or tied together, acting as net weights or as simple anchors.
Large fish traps have also been found. The site is also a popular recreational dive site, but the direct
impact of this activity is difficult to quantify.
The partly two and partly three dimensional nature of the wreck site, recognizable structural
components, ship’s fixtures, cultural material and the impact of the activities noted above, all combine
to provide a realistic challenge for students.

3 Project Organisation: Selecting Teams
On previous courses it was convenient to divide the students into three teams, with each of the teams
being given the task of assessing, either the bow, middle or stern sections of the wreck. However, this
decision is dependent on the number of diving students and their level of diving experience and,
therefore, shouldn’t be assumed to be the only option.
As well as the student’s diverse professional backgrounds, their diving experience is also varied. Typically
the courses have included those who have only recently completed their diving training, scuba diving
instructors, ex-military divers, experienced underwater archaeologists and archaeological technicians.
Prior to the diving project, the only opportunity to assess individual diving abilities (apart from what
is recorded in their resumes) is during the practical session held in Unit 2: #BDLUP#BTJDT*OUSPEVDUJPOUP
UIF1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDFPG'PSFTIPSFBOE6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ. Therefore trainers and technicians
need to be observant and to make a provisional assessment during this exercise. During the previous
Foundation Courses in Thailand the Underwater Archaeological Division (UAD) of the Fine Arts Department was responsible for the logistics of and safety during the diving.
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The aim of the team selection is to achieve a balance of diving and professional skills within each team,
while also taking into account the possibility of language issues, bearing in mind that the level of
proficiency in English is also variable. It has been necessary to keep nationals together to enable better
team communication, but selecting teams by nationality is not a priority criteria.
During the initial two diving days of the project, students are given the opportunity to familiarize
themselves with their diving equipment and the wreck site. Students are encouraged to make initial
observations or sketches of parts of the wreck site, (dependent on their level of diving skill and confidence), but the task loading is kept deliberately low. During the previous courses, each student buddy
pair has been accompanied by a UAD dive technician, providing safety backup.
It is recommended that the team selection is made definitive after the first two days of the project
when there has been an opportunity to see everyone in action.
If the option to divide the wreck site into sections is adopted, it is important to remind the teams that
they need to coordinate their tasks with each other, to ensure that the surveys can be joined together
to form a single site plan.

3.1 Non-Divers
It is expected that there will be at least one non-diving course student. Non-divers can be given several
tasks, nominally under the title of ‘Data Manager’. The main and most important task is to ensure that
each day the archaeological logs are completed, collated and added to the site archive. The logs can
either be completed on the diving vessel or in the evening, but must be completed the same day.

Other tasks assigned to non-divers include:
t#FUIFMJBJTPOCFUXFFOUIFUFBNTBOEUIFTVQQPSUUFBN
t)FMQJOHDPMMFBHVFTQSFQBSFGPSEJWJOHBOEUIFVOEFSXBUFSUBTLT
t-FBSOJOHBCPVUTDVCBEJWJOH
t-PHLFFQJOH

4 First Day Project Briefing
Each day (usually before leaving the quayside) there is a safety and project briefing. It is essential that
all those associated with the project are present, including students, trainers and those responsible for
the diving.
The briefing on the first day includes a few additional points and is, therefore, likely to be longer
than normal. The briefing enables all relevant topics to be explained in detail and gives everyone the
opportunity to ask for clarification of any point that is not fully understood.
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The following points are specific to the first day briefing:
t*OUSPEVDUJPOTUPUIFEJWJOHTVQQPSUWFTTFMTDSFX
t3FTQPOTJCJMJUJFTBOESPMFTPGTUVEFOUT USBJOFSTBOEUIPTFSFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFEJWJOH
t*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIFPOCPBSENFEJD
t0OCPBSESPVUJOFT FHTBGFUZFRVJQNFOUBOEUIFVTFPGXBUFSGPSTIPXFST
t.FBMBSSBOHFNFOUT
Safe diving practices (reminders are also given during the daily briefings):
t,JUUJOHVQ
t#VEEZDIFDLT
t4JHOBMT
t*OXBUFSTBGFUZSPVUJOFT TVDIBTXIBUUPEPJGTFQBSBUFEGSPNBCVEEZPSJOUIFFWFOUPG
FRVJQNFOUGBJMVSF

4.1 Daily Briefing
Ideally, a white board is used to display the expected surface conditions and dive parameters that are
updated daily by the dive supervisor. A sketch of the site on the white board is used to illustrate the
main features of the wreck site to help orientation.
The daily briefing includes:

&OWJSPONFOUBM$POEJUJPOT

t8JOETQFFE
t4FBTUBUF
t6OEFSXBUFSDVSSFOU
t%BOHFSPVTNBSJOFBOJNBMT

¡4QJOZTFBVSDIJOT
¡.PSBZFFMT
¡+FMMZöTI
¡4UPOFöTI
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5IF%JWJOH3PVUJOF
t.BYJNVNCPUUPNUJNF
t/PTUPQUJNF
t4BGFUZTUPQ
t#VEEZEJWFUFBNT TUVEFOUT USBJOFSTBOETBGFUZUFBNT 
t.JOJNVNTVSGBDFJOUFSWBMUJNF
t1PTJUJPOPGBTDFOUBOEEFTDFOUMJOFT

1SPKFDU#SJFGJOH
The trainers are responsible for providing students with both a general update for the benefit of the
entire team and any additional advice to the teams that may be required. They must also ensure that
individual team surveys are coordinated, so that they can be merged into one overall site plan.
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-&'51SPKFDUCSJFöOHª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
"#07&%JWFSJOGPSNJOHUIFEJWFTVQFSWJTPSBOEMPHLFFQFS
CFGPSFEJWJOHª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
#&-08%JWFMPHLFFQJOHBOJNQPSUBOUUBTLGPSOPOEJWFST
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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501-&'5%JWFSVTJOHBESBXJOHHSJEUPSFDPSEUIFTJUFTPVSDF

ª6"%",JFXNBT
5013*()5%JWFSTöYJOHUIFCBTFMJOFGPSUIFTVSWFZPG
UIF.BOOPL*TMBOEXSFDLª6"%"QBLPSO,JFXNBT
"#07&%JWFSTSFDPSEJOHTUSVDUVSFPGUIF.BOOPL*TMBOEXSFDL
ª6"%"QBLPSO,JFXNBT
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Other daily reminders and considerations:
t%BJMZNFEJDBMJTTVFTBOEDIFDLT
t%POPUEJWFJGGFFMJOHVOXFMM BOYJPVTPSGPSBOZPUIFSSFBTPO
t/PUJGZJOHUIFEJWFTVQFSWJTPSBOEMPHLFFQFSCFGPSFEJWJOHBOEPOSFUVSOJOHUPUIFEJWFCPBU
BGUFSUIFEJWF
t%JWFUJNFTBOEEJWFUBOLDPOUFOUT CBST BSFSFDPSEFE

Depending on the day to day requirements of the team, it may be necessary to mention additional
factors, such as the use of a small boat that is sometimes required.

Each team should provide:
t"EBJMZVQEBUFPOUIFQSPHSFTTPGFBDIUFBN

"GUFS%JWJOH
UNIT

Once the daily dives are complete it is essential that each of the students do the
following:
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t%JTBTTFNCMFUIFEJWFFRVJQNFOU
t8BTIEJWFFRVJQNFOUJOUIFGSFTIXBUFSUVCT
t4UPSFUIFEJWFFRVJQNFOUJOUIFDIBOHJOHBSFBPOUIFSFBSEFDL
t$PNQMFUFUIFEBJMZQSPKFDUEJWFMPH
t3FMBY
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4.2 End of Day Debrief
At the end of each day spent diving, it is important that the trainers debrief the students. This usually
takes place at the quayside before leaving the boat.

4VNNBSZPGUIF1SPKFDU1SPHSFTT

The debrief should summarize the progress made on the project and remind students
about the daily tasks that include:
t$PNQMFUFQSPKFDUMPHT QFSTPOBMEJWFMPHTBOEEFTDSJQUJPOPGUBTLTEPOF
t%FWFMPQUIFNBOBHFNFOUQMBO
t1MBOUIFOFYUEBZTUBTLT
t0SHBOJ[FCVEEZUFBNT
t1SBDUJDFVTJOHFRVJQNFOU TVDIBTUIFTVSWFZTPGUXBSF 4JUF3FDPSEFS
t$PVOUSZQSFTFOUBUJPOT BTIPSUQSFTFOUBUJPOBCPVUUIFDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFPGFBDI
DPVOUSZSFQSFTFOUFEPOUIFDPVSTF

1MBOOJOHUIF'PMMPXJOH%BZT%JWF5BTLT

Once debriefed, the dive tasks for the following day should be planned.
Decisions must be made regarding:
t8IBUUBTLTOFFEUPCFEPOF
t)PXNBOZEJWFSTBSFSFRVJSFEGPSFBDIUBTL
t3PMFPGFBDIEJWFS
t*GBOZCPEZJTOFFEFEUPIFMQXJUIUIFUBTL
t8IBUFRVJQNFOUJTSFRVJSFE

¡.FBTVSJOHUBQFT
¡%SBXJOHCPBSET QFODJM EJWFTMBUFT
¡%SBXJOHHSJET QMBOOJOHGSBNFT
¡1SPöMFCBST
¡8IPJTHPJOHUPDBSSZUIFFRVJQNFOU

5 Setting up the Site
Although other options are possible, in previous Foundation Courses a baseline has been laid from
the stern frame to the stem to facilitate the survey. The baseline also provides a convenient method
of orientation around the site. Usually the dive technicians are responsible for laying the baseline and
where necessary, placing and recovering other equipment on the site.
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6 Project Task and Skill Development
Students are provided with an opportunity to continue to develop their professional skills and to gain
valuable diving experience on a wreck site, under the guidance of the trainers and dive technicians.

During the project students will practice:
t'SFFIBOEESBXJOH
t0òTFUTVSWFZ
t5JFTBOEUSJMBUFSBUJPOTVSWFZ
t%JSFDU4VSWFZ.FUIPE %4.
t7FSUJDBMQSPöMFT
t%SBXJOHHSJE QMBOOJOHGSBNF
t8SFDLTJUFBTTFTTNFOU
t*OUFSQSFUBUJPOPGTUSVDUVSBMDPNQPOFOUTPGBNFUBMTIJQXSFDL
t6TFPG4JUF3FDPSEFS

UNIT

7 Project Archive
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Each diver is expected to complete an archaeological log, recording the objectives and results of the
dive. This log creates a project archive for each section of the site, which will be merged together at
the end of the project.

8 Introduction to the Storyboards
One objective of the diving project is to create storyboards that can be used for display purposes. By
creating storyboards, students make the transition from using data and information gathered by them
for scientific use, to bringing the story of the site to life for the wider public. From the information
gathered during the diving project, the group has to prepare a series of storyboards and final
presentations about the wreck site they have been working on.

Unit Summary
The diving project is a major component of the Foundation Course and objectives, such as the development of the management plan and museum storyboards, are dependent on its success.
Trainers need to help students remain focused on these goals, particularly as the daily diving routine
is tiring. Despite the rest days, some students will struggle to dive every day and complete all of the
associated non-diving tasks. The project follows the trajectory of a normal archaeological project, with
the daily changes to environmental conditions on the wreck site contributing to the ebb and flow
of the project’s progress. Occasionally days are lost through bad weather or when the underwater
visibility becomes poor, which inevitably has an impact on the work schedule.
11
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The project is also important in continuing the development of teamwork, which is such an important
aspect of fieldwork. During previous courses students have generally excelled in this area, but nonetheless
trainers need to be vigilant and ready to intervene if team relationships show signs of strain.
Students tend to enjoy this part of the Foundation Course, as its realistic challenges and experiences
give them a tremendous base on which to build when they return to their respective countries.

Suggested Timetable
Time as
arranged

Meet on the project vessel
Briefings
4BGFUZCSJFöOH

30 mins

.FEJDBMJTTVFT
5BTLCSJFöOH
0UIFSBTSFRVJSFE
Leave for the dive site
#SFBLGBTU
5FBNTQSFQBSFUIFJSEJWFFRVJQNFOUBOESFWJFXUIFJSEJWFQMBOT
Arrive on site
"TDFOUEFTDFOUMJOFTBSFBUUBDIFEUPUIFXSFDLCZUIFTVQQPSUJOHUFBN

120 mins

90 mins

120 mins

First dive by each of the student teams
Surface interval
-VODI
Second dive by each of the student teams
Leave the site and arrive at the harbour

De-brief
4UVEFOUUFBNTHJWFVQEBUFTPGUIFJSEBZTQSPHSFTT
5SBJOFSTHJWFBSFWJFXPGUIFEBZTBDUJWJUJFT
3FWJFXPGNFEJDBMJTTVFT
3FNJOEFSBCPVUUIFFWFOJOHUBTLT
30 mins
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t%FWFMPQNBOBHFNFOUQMBO
t1MBOUIFOFYUEBZTUBTLT
t0SHBOJTFCVEEZUFBNT
t1SBDUJDFVTJOH4JUF3FDPSEFS
t$PVOUSZQSFTFOUBUJPOT
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Teaching Suggestions
Prior to beginning of the practical diving, trainers must provide students with a one hour introductory
lecture. The lecture must cover the following broad topics:

Objectives of the fieldwork
t1SBDUJDFTJUFBTTFTTNFOUBOETVSWFZUFDIOJRVFT
t%FWFMPQNFOUPGBNBOBHFNFOUQMBOGPSUIF.BOOPLXSFDLTJUF
t$PMMFDUJOGPSNBUJPOBOEJNBHFTGPSTUPSZCPBSET
Introduction to the wreck site
t(FOFSBMTJUFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT TVDIBTFOWJSPONFOU EFQUI OPSNBMSBOHFPGWJTJCJMJUZ EJWFUJNFT FUD
Daily routines
t%JWFFRVJQNFOU
t#SJFöOH EJWFQMBOOJOH FUD
t4BGFUZDPOTJEFSBUJPOT
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Asian Ceramics

Author Bobby C. Orillaneda

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit provides students with an introduction to the subject of Asian Ceramics and its importance
in understanding maritime trade in the South-East Asia region.

Upon completion of Asian Ceramics unit, students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFEFöOJUJPOBOECBTJDDMBTTJöDBUJPOPGDFSBNJDT
t#FBCMFUPEJTUJOHVJTIUIFUZQFTPG"TJBODFSBNJDT
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFJNQPSUBODFPGDFSBNJDTJOUIFJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFT
t#FGBNJMJBSXJUIUIFEJòFSFOUUZQFTPGTIJQXSFDLTJO4PVUI&BTU"TJBOXBUFSTDBSSZJOH
DFSBNJDDBSHP

Introduction to the Unit
Although this unit focuses on Asian ceramics, it is important to note that some examples of the
shipwrecks that contained Chinese and South-East Asian ceramics were not excavated following modern
archaeological procedures, and priority was often given to the recovery of ceramics for commercial
purposes. This has led to a considerable loss of contextual information, not only about the ceramics
themselves, but also of the ship’s other equally important, non-commercial cargo and the ship itself.
This lost information could have helped to further elucidate the overall story of the ship and its role in
maritime history. Hopefully, to prevent this being repeated, future maritime archaeology projects in the
Asian region will focus more on the entire ship and its material assemblage, and follow the guidelines
set out in the UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001).

1 What are Ceramics?
The term ceramics is believed to be derived from the Greek word LFSBNJLPT, which is said to have originated from the Indo-European word LFS, meaning heat. It is produced as clay is transformed through
heat, producing hard and durable products. The earliest ceramic artefacts in the archaeological record
were fired clay figurines, found in the site of Dolni Vestonice in the Czech Republic some 26,000 years
ago. It is hypothesized that the production of ceramics is related to the transition of humans from
mobile, wandering societies, to increased sedentism and food production in most parts of the world.
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Although there are many types of ceramics found in different archaeological sites, this unit will focus
only on four types of ceramics that are generally found in underwater sites in Asia.
Terra Cotta: fired to temperature of less than 900 OC, coarse and porous, usually red.
Earthenware: fired to temperature of 900 - 1200 OC, porous, often brown or red.
Stoneware: fired to temperature of 1200 - 1350 OC, porous, often brown or red.
Porcelain: fired to temperature above 1350 OC, with vitrified bodies, usually white and translucent.

2 Why do we Study Ceramics?
There are numerous reasons for studying ceramics:
t*ONPTUBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFTDFSBNJDTSFQSFTFOUUIFNPTUBCVOEBOUNBUFSJBMSFNBJOT 
IFODFUIFQSJNBSZUZQFPGBSUFGBDUDPMMFDUFECZBSDIBFPMPHJTUT
t1BTUTPDJFUJFTXJUIEJòFSFOUDPNQMFYJUJFTIBWFVTFEDFSBNJDTBTVUJMJUBSJBOJUFNT 
TVDIBTGPPEQSFQBSBUJPO DPPLJOHBOETUPSBHFWFTTFMT
t$FSBNJDTSFøFDUIVNBOCFIBWJPVS BTPCKFDUTPGUFOBSFBOFYQSFTTJPOPGIVNBODSFBUJWJUZ 
DSBGUTNBOTIJQ DFSFNPOJFTBOESJUVBMT
t$FSBNJDTBSFBMTPVTFEGPSFYDIBOHF USBEFBOEPUIFSDPNNFSDJBMBDUJWJUJFT
t*OTPNFTPDJFUJFT DFSBNJDTBSFTZNCPMTPGQPXFSBOEFDPOPNJDQSFTUJHF
t$FSBNJDTBSFJNQPSUBOUCBSPNFUFSTGPSFTUBCMJTIJOHUFNQPSBMDISPOPMPHZBOEEFUFSNJOJOH
HFPHSBQIJDBMEJTUSJCVUJPO
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t'PSNBSJUJNFBSDIBFPMPHZ DFSBNJDTSFWFBMBOBCVOEBODFPGJOGPSNBUJPOPONBOZBTQFDUT 
TVDIBTNBSJUJNFUSBEFQBUUFSOT NBSJUJNFSPVUFTBOENJHSBUJPO

To obtain the most comprehensive data on ceramics, archaeologists perform four types of analysis:
2.1 Experimental studies: these consist of controlled experiments used to replicate how ancient
ceramic objects were produced. From these studies, archaeologists gain valuable information on firing
techniques, firing temperatures and the properties of various tempers, glazes and paints. In addition,
archaeologists also make ethnographic observations of pottery production by extant societies to
understand the manufacture, use and reuse of pottery.
2.2 Form and function analysis: studies the various ceramic shapes and how they were used. It is
based on the assumption that form follows function. However, there are many factors that need to be
considered, which make this analysis very complex. Despite these considerations, this type of analysis
can be very effective in learning the production, consumption and distribution aspect of human
economic behavior when conducted well.
2.3 Stylistic analysis: examines the different decorative styles of ceramic vessels in the form of under
and over glaze painted designs, pre and post-firing incising, pre-firing embossing, appliques and other
surface treatments. One of the results of this kind of study is the formulation of classification systems
that can trace social change through time.
3
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2.4 Technological analysis: focuses on the materials from which ceramic objects are made. The clay’s
chemical composition and tempering materials are studied. The objective for this type of analysis is to
know the provenance or source of the clay used, to determine origin, production, use, route and the
final destination of ceramic vessels. This is important, as they were often used as utilitarian, exchange,
and trade vessels by different early societies. The technological analysis examines the trace element of
the clay and temper and is conducted in a number of ways using different techniques, such as neutron
activation analysis, X-ray diffraction and ceramic petrology.
Suggested Reading
Rice, P. M. 1987. Pottery Analysis: a Sourcebook. Chicago, University of Chicago Press.
Sinopoli, C.M. 1991. Approaches to Archaeological Ceramics. New York, Plenum Press.

3 Ceramic Shape Terminology

Ceramic typology.
© Eduardo D. Bersamira
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4 Ceramic Kiln Sites
There are four ceramic producing countries whose products are found in shipwreck sites in South-East
Asia: China, Viet Nam, Thailand and Myanmar.

4.1 China
Ceramic artefacts have been produced in China since the Neolithic Period (5,000–2,200 BC) in the form
of hand molded earthenware that were used as utilitarian and ritual vessels. Archaeological evidence
shows that glazed pottery appeared during the Zhou Dynasty period (1,100–771 BC), but are most
common during the Han Dynasty (206 BC–220 AD). High quality celadon wares in both glaze color and
body clay were introduced during the Six Dynasties period (265–588 AD), alongside the production of
glazed proto-porcelain.
The earliest types of Chinese ceramics discovered in shipwrecks in South-East Asia belong to the Tang
Dynasty (609–960 AD). Most of the export wares were produced from the kilns in Changsha and Yueh,
in the north of the country. During this period, three coloured (yellow, green and white glazes) wares
of different forms (bowls, vases and figurines) were made. High quality greenwares or celadons with
bluish green glaze were also perfected and attracted a great demand from overseas.
By the ninth and tenth centuries, new manufacturing sites in the Guangdong province supplied the
overseas trade. Guangdong wares then dominated the market until the thirteenth century, when
whiteware from Fujian and celadon wares from Zhekiang (Longquan kilns included) were also exported
and competed for popularity. Thirteenth century cargoes also carried small amounts of ceramic wares
from the inland potting centre of Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, where the imperial porcelains of the
Ming and Ching Dynasties would eventually be produced.
The blue and white porcelains were believed to have been first produced during the Yuan dynasty
(1280-1367 AD), although early examples recovered from the Belitung shipwreck in Indonesia dated
to the early ninth century. Early blue and whites were of poor quality due to the scarcity of imported
cobalt from the Middle East. This culminated in the much appreciated blue and white wares produced
in the Jingdezhen kilns in Jiangxi, during the Ming Dynasty period (1368–1644 AD) and the succeeding
Ching Dynasty period (1644–1918 AD), that are found in so many archaeological sites and museum
collections worldwide.
Ceramic production reached its peak during the seventeenth century, due to an increase in demand in
Europe and an observed improvement in all types of ceramics, including the blue and whites, celadon,
polychrome (multicoloured) wares, as well as the stoneware vessels. As the Qing Dynasty collapsed
and trade patterns shifted, the production and export of Chinese ceramic wares decreased.

4.2 Viet Nam
The Vietnamese produced pottery as early as the first century BC in the Tonkin, Annam and Cochinching
areas, during the Han conquest. However, Vietnamese ceramics only began to be exported sometime
in the fourteenth century. Archaeological evidence from Japan shows that Vietnamese bowls were
already in use there by about 1350 AD and these examples are similar to the type excavated from
the Turiang shipwreck in Malaysia. At some point, Vietnamese potters introduced underglaze blue,
perhaps in the late fourteenth century, during the early years of the Ming ban where the Chinese
government internalized and forbade overseas trade, or else in the early fifteenth century when Viet
Nam was annexed by China (1407-1427 AD).
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There are currently two known kilns sites that produced ceramics found in various underwater
archaeological sites outside Viet Nam. The Chu Dau kilns in the North and the BinhDinh kilns in central
Viet Nam. The Chu Dau kilns are located in Hai Duong province and fourteen production centres have
been archaeologically identified since 1983. A number of underglaze blue decorated wares have been
produced in these kilns that have been found in a number of South-East Asian shipwrecks, starting
from the late fourteenth century. The blue and whites are similar to Chinese design which suggest a
Chinese influence or, as some scholars believe, the migration of Chinese potters into Viet Nam.
Archaeological surveys in the 1990s along the Con River in the BinhDinh province, identified five kiln
complexes of which two kilns were excavated. These kilns were believed to have operated during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and only ceased production when the area was invaded by
Viet military forces in 1471 AD. Examples of BinhDinh ceramic wares have been found in significant
quantities in the Pandanan shipwreck and in burial sites in the Philippines, during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

4.3 Thailand
The origin of glazed pottery in Thailand is still obscure. By the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
however, sizeable potting centres were scattered across northern Thailand, most of them associated
with former Thai states of that region. The Sukhothai kingdom supported two major export-oriented
potting centres. Sukhothai, located in the ancient city of the same name and Sisatchanalai or
Sawankhalok, located north of the city. Two other groups, from the Suphanburi and MaenamNoi (or
Singburi) potting centres are known primarily from shipwrecks. Both of these kiln sites are located in
central Thailand, not far from the former capital of Ayutthaya (1351-1767 AD). The Suphanburi potters
made large majestic jars with stamped decoration round the shoulder. The MaenamNoi produced
a variety of storage jars along with other sorts of utilitarian items. The Suphanburi kilns were active
in the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, before they apparently closed. Only jars from the
MaenamNoi complex are found on shipwrecks from the mid-fifteenth century onwards. A date for
the end of production is elusive, but by the beginning of the seventeenth century neither Sukhothai
nor Sisatchanalai ceramics appear in archaeological sites. The last of the kilns in the old Sukhothai
kingdom may have finally closed during an invasion by the Burmese in the 1580s.

4.4 Myanmar
Archaeological excavations at Beikthano and Sri Ksetra in central Myanmar have yielded unglazed
earthenware pots and jars dated between the fifth and ninth centuries. The earliest use of glaze was
mentioned in the ninth century Chinese text .BO4IV (Book of the Southern Barbarians), which referred
to the seventh century kingdom of Piao, the capital of which was enclosed by a circular wall, faced with
green-glazed bricks. This claim, however, has been disputed by a Chinese scholar who believes the
reference has been misinterpreted and that the mentioned architectural objects were not glazed.
Buddhist structures dated from the tenth to late thirteenth centuries provide, the earliest archaeological
evidence of glazing. Bricks and plaques with green-glaze adorning the exterior walls of these structures
can be found in Bagan, in central Myanmar. By the fourteenth to fifteenth centuries, however, Myanmar
potters had begun producing high fired stonewares in the form of big, brown-glazed storage jars
commonly known as NBSUBCBOT, which were traded to South-East Asia and even the Middle East.
In the late 1990s, archaeologists unearthed hundreds of ancient kilns in the Twante District. Based on
the green-glazed stoneware shards, misfired wares, discards and firing supports, it was concluded
that the kilns produced greenwares. These are more commonly known as celadon. The wares were
previously unidentified in terms of provenance and were thought to have been produced in Thailand,
China or Viet Nam. Many of these wares have been found in South-East Asian shipwrecks, such as the
Brunei, Lena Shoal and Santa Cruz shipwrecks.
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Suggested Reading
Aoyagi Y. 1992. Asian Trade Ceramics in the Philippines Ninth to Sixteenth Centuries. 5IF+PVSOBMPG4PQIJB
"TJBO4UVEJFT 10, pp. 144-175.
Aoyagi Y. 2000. &YDBWBUJPOPGUIF(P4BOI,JMO$PNQMFY $IBNQB$FSBNJDTJOUIF)JTUPSZPGUIF.BSJUJNF3PVUF
PG4JML3PBE. Japan, Institute of Asian Cultures, Sophia University.
Aoyagi, Y., Hasebe, G., Momoki, S., Morimoto, A. and Ogawa, H. 2000. Archaeological Research of Old Kiln
Sites in Viet Nam 1992 Preliminary Report. +PVSOBMPG&BTU8FTU.BSJUJNF3FMBUJPOT 2, pp. 19-27.
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5 South-East Asian Shipwrecks with Asian Ceramic Cargo
The remainder of this unit examines a selection of shipwrecks that were found in South-East Asia and carried
significant amounts of ceramics as part of the ship’s cargo. These wrecks have contributed knowledge on the
production, trade and distribution of ceramics that forms a vital part of the maritime history of the region.
The list of shipwrecks is organized chronologically to track the current knowledge of entry and
distribution of Asian ceramics, as they became part of international maritime trade. The number
of shipwrecks included in this course is by no means complete and exhaustive and there are other
shipwrecks that have been excavated that are not included. Furthermore, the summaries are very
general and students are encouraged to read more on the appended references.

5.1 The Belitung Shipwreck "% *OEPOFTJB
The earliest shipwreck found that carried Chinese tradeware ceramics in substantial quantities is the
Belitung shipwreck. The site was accidentally discovered by a sea cucumber diver in 1998, at a depth
of 17 metres, just off the shore, north of the main town and port of Belitung Island, Tanjung Pandan.
Excavations and salvage were carried out in 1998 and 1999 by a private company.
Based on the (limited) analysis of the ship construction, the Belitung wreck is similar to an Arab or Indian
ship, as evidenced by the lashed and stitched boat construction, which contrasts the use of wooden
dowels by South-East Asians and iron fastening typically used by Chinese. The ship was rendered
watertight through extensive caulking, had a sharp bow with little rake, through beams stitched to the
hull, removable ceiling planks, a keelson, stringers and the use of a composite iron and stone anchor.
This is the first Arab or Indian ship to have been discovered in South-East Asia.
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#FMJUVOHTIJQXSFDLNPEFM
ª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB

The cargo comprised of some 60,000 trade goods. The majority of the cargo (98 per cent), comprised of
Chinese glazed ceramics (that represent the major types of wares produced during the ninth century):
Changsa wares from Hunan province, Yueh wares possibly from either Hunan or Zhejiang provinces,
white wares possibly from Hebei province and green-splashed wares and coarse green stonewares from
Guangdong province. The majority of the ceramics consisted of Changsa bowls that were produced in
the kilns of Tongguan, Shizhu and Gucheng in the Hunan province. These wares were made during the
latter part of the Tang Dynasty (618–906 AD), with the earliest piece bearing an inscription, ‘the third
year of Kaicheng’, which is the equivalent to 838 AD. Chinese characters decorating one of the Changsa
bowls have been interpreted as ‘the 16th day of the 7th month of the 2nd year of the reign of Emperor
Jingzong’ (or 16 July 826). Another bowl has three characters which interpret as ‘the year 826’. Also
recovered were the earliest examples of porcelains with underglaze blue decoration and a number of
Chinese coins, produced between 618 and 626 AD, at the beginning of the Tang Dynasty.
Besides the ceramic cargo, gold and silver objects of high quality were also recovered that represent
Tang period metal working examples. There were ten gold and twenty four silver vessels, eighteen
inscribed silver ingots and thirty bronze mirrors.

-&'5#FMJUVOHTIJQXSFDLHSFFOTQMBTIFETUPOFXBSFDVQTª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
.*%%-&#FMJUVOHTIJQXSFDLTUPOFXBSFKBSTª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
3*()5#FMJUVOHTIJQXSFDL$IBOHTBCPXMTª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
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-&'5#FMJUVOHTIJQXSFDLCMVF
BOEXIJUFEJTI
ª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
#&-08$JSFCPOTIJQXSFDL
TUPOFXBSFCPXMT
ª/BUJPOBM$PNNJUUFFPG*OEPOFTJB
#&-08.*%%-&$JSFCPOTIJQXSFDL
TUPOFXBSFWBTF
ª/BUJPOBM$PNNJUUFFPG*OEPOFTJB
#0550.$JSFCPOTIJQXSFDL
TUPOFXBSFCPYFTXJUIMJE
ª/BUJPOBM$PNNJUUFFPG*OEPOFTJB

This ship provides a very strong archaeological evidence for direct trade between the western Indian
Ocean and China during the latter part of the first
millennium, proving early Chinese and Arabic texts
that mention the direct trade between China and
the East.

5.2 The Cirebon Shipwreck
T"% *OEPOFTJB
In 2001 or 2002, local fishermen caught a number
of ceramic pieces in their nets about 110 nautical
miles off the coast of Cirebon, West Java. Preliminary
investigations revealed a shipwreck with ceramic
cargo. In 2004 and 2005, the site was salvaged by a
Dubai based firm in collaboration with an Indonesian
commercial company.
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Approximately 500,000 pieces consisted mostly of
Chinese ceramics (est. 75 per cent) dated to the Five
Dynasties period, along with Near East and Indian
glassware, gemstones (sapphires and rubies), a pair
of gold daggers, utilitarian and ceremonial objects
and other raw materials. The ceramic inventory
consisted of Yueh bowls, plates and dishes, white
wares, porcelain jars, vases, basins, boxes and ewers.
A bowl with a date of 968 AD and coins from the Nan
Han Period (917-942/971 AD) suggest that the ship
sunk during the tenth century.
The Cirebon ship measured 31 metres long and
approximately 10 metres wide. The ship was identified
as a ‘lashed-lug’ vessel, based on a boat construction
technique that uses wooden dowels and frames
lashed onto UBNCVHV lugs. The wood of the ship was
identified to be found only in Sumatra and West Kalimantan and indicated the ship was locally built.
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5.3 The Nanyang Shipwreck DB"% .BMBZTJB
The Nanyang shipwreck was found 10 nautical miles from Pulau Pemanggil, at a depth of 54 metres below
sea surface level. The wreck was found to be carrying the earliest examples of Sisatchanalai celadon
plates from Thailand. The plates have distinctive spur marks on the centre, which is a characteristic of
early Sisatchanalai plate production. The spur marks are scars in the glaze caused by the tiny feet of discshaped spacers that were used to separate stacked plates in the kiln. Besides the Sisatchanalai celadon
plates, there were large storage jars from the Suphanburi kilns, as well as celadon bottles, jars, jarlets
and small jars from the MaenamNoi kilns. Both kilns are located in central Thailand.
The ship (which measures 18 metres long and 5 metres wide) is an early example of hybrid South China
Sea shipbuilding traditions and incorporates both Chinese shipbuilding techniques (bulkheads), with
the South-East Asian technique of using wooden dowels in joining planks. The construction of the ship
suggests the possible migration of Chinese shipbuilders to South-East Asia as a result of the Ming ban.

5.4 The Longquan Shipwreck DB"% .BMBZTJB
The Longquan shipwreck belongs to another South China Sea shipbuilding tradition. It was found at
a depth of 63 metres, approximately 23 nautical miles from the nearest landmass of eastern Malaysia.
The ship measures 30 metres long and 8 metres wide.
Discovered in 1996, the wreck was subjected to a preliminary investigation that revealed a ceramic
cargo mixture of Chinese celadon and Sisatchanalai celadon, underglaze black Sukhothai wares and
storage jars from Suphanburi kilns of Thailand. Initial estimates were 40 per cent Chinese, 40 per cent
Sisatchanalai and 20 per cent Sukhothai. The ceramic cargo is notable for its high quality and the
absence of underglaze blue and white porcelain.
The shipwreck was not fully investigated due to its great depth and the similarity of the ceramic wares
to those found in other Malaysian shipwrecks investigated earlier (Turiang and Nanyang). In 2001,
the site was visually rechecked by scuba divers, which revealed the site’s total destruction by fishing
trawlers. This shows the priority often given in the Asian region to investigate and recover ceramics
and other objects with commercial value, while less attention is paid to the ship’s construction and
its historical and archaeological significance. This is partly due to the immediate human threat from
looting and the destruction arising from the worldwide demand for Asian ceramics.

-&'5-POHRVBOTIJQXSFDL5IBJDFMBEPOCPUUMFª4IFSNBO4BVó
3*()5-POHRVBOTIJQXSFDL5IBJEJTIXJUIVOEFSHMB[FCMBDLª4IFSNBO4BVó
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5.5 The Rang Kwien Shipwreck o"% 5IBJMBOE
Also known as the Chinese Coin wreck for its large amounts of Chinese coin cargo, the Rang Kwien
wreck was found 21 metres below sea surface level in the KoKhram Channel. The wreck was located
about 800 metres from the Rang Kwien islet which is 10 kilometres west of the Bangsare district in the
Chonburi province.
The site was archaeologically
3BOH,XJFOTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFDFMBEPOCPXMª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
excavated by the Fine Arts
Department of Thailand from
1978 to 1981. The South-East
Asian Ministers of Education Organization Project in Archaeology
and Fine Arts (SEAMEO-SPAFA)
sponsored another excavation in
2003 as a training venue for an
underwater archaeology workshop for South-East Asian archaeologists. Besides the Chinese
coins that dated to 1398, the
wreck contained elephant tusks.
Approximately 264 ceramic
pieces were recovered, of which
50 per cent possibly came from
Thai kilns. About 28 per cent are
Vietnamese transitional ceramics
and 10 per cent are Chinese wares that include storage jars. Ten Suphanburi storage jars, nine Sawankhalok vessels and one plate from the northern Thai Sankampaeng kilns were also recovered.
The wreck’s wooden remains included the keel, planks from the hull, ribs and the carved decorated
pieces for the after deck. The vessel was constructed using the even-edged-joined technique and
contained roundhead wooden pegs to fasten planks to ribs. No bulkheads were observed that would
indicate a South-East Asian vessel.

5.6 The Ko Khram Shipwreck o"% 5IBJMBOE
Alternatively called the Sattahip site, this wreck was found in the Ko Khram Channel that faces
Sattahip Bay, Chonburi province, at a depth of 38 to 43 metres. Systematic underwater archaeological
surveys and excavations in 1975 and 1979 were carried out by the Fine Arts Department of Thailand in
cooperation with the Royal Thai Navy.
Structural remains included wooden planks from the hull that contained thirteen bulkheads and ribs.
The vessel was built using an even-edge-joined building technique with a double-planked hull. Wooden
pegs and bolts were used to hold the planks together. The cargo walls were fastened to the wooden floor
planks with iron nails, while split bamboo flooring lined the floor. Presumably, the Sattahip vessel is a
flat junk and has no keel. Radiocarbon analysis yielded two conflicting dates: 1520±140 and 1680±270.
Thai ceramics from the Sukhothai and Sawankhalok kilns account for almost two-thirds of the cargo.
These included celadon bottles, bowls, dishes and jarlets from Sawankhalok and underpainted fish
plates and bowls from Sukhothai. A smaller number of Vietnamese wares, such as a blue and white
jarlet and green-glazed saucers with an unglazed ring in the inside centre, were identified in 1975 by
Roxanna Brown, a noted South-East Asian ceramic specialist, as probable Cham.
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-&'5,P,ISBNTIJQXSFDL5IBJDFMBEPOEJTIª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
3*()5,P,ISBNTIJQXSFDL7JFUOBNFTFDFMBEPOCPXMTª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB

5.7 The Pandanan Shipwreck DB"% 1IJMJQQJOFT
A pearl farm diver accidentally discovered this wreck at a depth of 40 metres, some 250 metres
from Pandanan Island, southern Palawan. A preliminary survey was done in 1993 and subsequent
archaeological excavations were carried out from February to May 1995. The entire archaeological
project was realized through a joint effort between the National Museum of the Philippines and a
private company, Ecofarm Resources Inc.

"#07&-&'51BOEBOBOTIJQXSFDL7JFUOBNFTF

CPXMJOTUPSBHFª/BUJPOBM.VTFVNPGUIF
1IJMJQQJOFT
"#07&3*()51BOEBOBOTIJQXSFDLCMVFBOE

XIJUFCPXMJOTUPSBHF
ª/BUJPOBM.VTFVNPGUIF1IJMJQQJOFT
-&'51BOEBOBOTIJQXSFDL7JFUOBNFTF

CMVFBOEXIJUFEJTIJOTUPSBHF
ª/BUJPOBM.VTFVNPGUIF1IJMJQQJOFT
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The excavation recovered 4,722 archaeological materials. The ceramic assemblage of the Pandanan
shipwreck consisted of a vast array of Vietnamese, Thai and Chinese wares. Vietnamese export wares
in the form of celadon bowls, blue and white bowls and dishes, cups, saucers, blue and white jars and
stoneware jars, made up more than 70 per cent of the ceramic load. Most of these were manufactured
in the BinhDinh region, central Viet Nam, while a lesser number were produced in northern Viet Nam.
Most of the blue and white porcelain pieces were identified as belonging the Chinese early Ming period,
specifically to the Interregnum Period (1436–1464 AD). The Thai wares were from the Sawankhalok and
Sukhothai kilns. Other archaeological materials included glass beads, earthenware pots, a stove, metal
artefacts, such as bronze gongs, iron cauldrons, small cannons and sharpening or grinding stones.
On the basis of a Chinese copper coin ascribed to the Yong-Le period (1403-24AD) and the latest
ceramic pieces, a fifteenth century date for the Pandanan shipwreck was assigned. It is also believed to
be a South-East Asian trading ship (probably Indo-Chinese), measuring approximately 25 to 30 metres
long and about 6 to 8 metres wide.
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5.8 The Royal Nanhai Shipwreck DB"% .BMBZTJB

"#07&-&'51BOEBOBOTIJQXSFDL

In 1995, a shipwreck measuring 28 metres long and 8 metres wide
was discovered 40 nautical miles off eastern Malaysia, at a depth of 46
metres. This South China Sea shipbuilding tradition type of vessel was
named Royal Nanhai, after Nanhai, the old name of the South China Sea.
Sisatchanalai celadon in the form of bottles, dishes and jars comprised
the bulk of approximately 21,000 ceramics, along with lesser quantities
of brown-glazed Chinese bowls, jarlets and black-glazed storage jars
from the MaenamNoi kilns of central Thailand.

"#07&3*()51BOEBOBOTIJQXSFDL
7JFUOBNFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFKBSJO
TUPSBHFª/BUJPOBM.VTFVNPG
UIF1IJMJQQJOFT

7JFUOBNFTFTUPOFXBSFKBSJO
TUPSBHFª/BUJPOBM.VTFVN
PGUIF1IJMJQQJOFT

#&-083PZBM/BOIBJTIJQXSFDL
5IBJDFMBEPOEJTIª4IFSNBO4BVó

The date of the Royal Nanhai was based on five Chinese
blue and white bowls that were found in a hidden
compartment beside the keel. The blue and whites were
identified as belonging to the reigns of Chinese emperors
Jingtai and Tiensun of the Interregnum period (1450–
1464 AD). Besides the blue and white porcelains, a greenglazed Chinese bowl, two Vietnamese blue and white
covered boxes, as well as a red and black lacquer box, an
ivory sword handle and a bronze seal were also found.
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5.9 The Ko Si Chang III Shipwreck o"% 5IBJMBOE
The Ko Si Chang wreck measured approximately 20 metres long and 6 metres wide, and was found at a
depth of 24 metres, about 5.9 nautical miles from the northern end of the island of Si Chang. Members
of the Australian Institute of Maritime Archaeology (AIMA) and the Underwater Archaeological Division
(UAD) of the Fine Arts Department of Thailand, systematically excavated the wreck in 1986. Trainees of
the SEAMEO Project in Archaeology and Fine Arts (SPAFA) also participated in the excavation as part of
their training in underwater archaeology. Results revealed a small trading vessel transporting mainly
provisions, such as resin, eggs, etc. A radiocarbon date 1410±70 was given to the wreck.
The ceramic cargo retrieved comprised mostly of Thai ceramics, followed by Vietnamese and Chinese
wares. The main ceramic items found on this site were Thai stoneware storage jars, lids, possible
Sukhothai bowl, a brown-glazed jarlet from Sisatchanalai, an ovoid bottle, kendis and jarlets of
probable Chinese or Vietnamese origin.
Earthenware pots and a stove were also
recovered. Other associated materials
include metal objects, such as copper
and lead ingots and bronze lime pots,
Areca nuts and elephant tusks.

5.10 The Santa Cruz Shipwreck
o"% 1IJMJQQJOFT
The Santa Cruz shipwreck is a late fifteenth century trading vessel discovered
off the waters of Santa Cruz municipality,
Zambales province, Northwest Luzon.
Subsequent underwater archaeological
excavation in 2001 by the National
Museum of the Philippines and the Far
Eastern Foundation for Nautical Archaeology (FEFNA), a private research outfit,
revealed a wooden vessel in a remarkable
state of preservation with a predominantly
ceramic cargo. Blue and white wares,
celadons and stoneware jars from China,
Viet Nam, Thailand and Myanmar consti- 501-&'5,P4J$IBOH***5IBJMBSHFTUPOFXBSFKBSª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
tute about 98 per cent of the total cargo. 5013*()5,P4J$IBOH***5IBJTUPOFXBSFKBSª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
Stylistic analysis of the ceramics puts the "#07&,P4J$IBOH***TUPOFXBSFMJETQIPUPª#PCCZ$0SJMMBOFEB
date of the Santa Cruz wreck during the
Hongzhi period of the Ming Dynasty (1488-1505 AD). Other materials recovered include earthenwares,
iron cauldrons and iron and bronze implements, glass and carnelian beads, ornaments, such as glass and
bronze bracelets, weaponry, such as guns and small cannons, and organic and inorganic remains.
Research on this shipwreck and its ceramics was conducted by the author for his master’s thesis. The
research revealed the ship’s importance in addressing questions regarding long distance ceramic trade
during the end of the fifteenth century, an important period immediately preceding the European
arrival in South-East Asia. It provides background on the Chinese and South-East Asian ceramic
trade during the early period of the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644 AD), where foreign trade prohibitions
restricted the outflow of Chinese export ceramics and also shows the participation of other SouthEast Asian ceramic producing countries, such as Thailand and Viet Nam and Myanmar in the regional
ceramic trade. Finally, it also elucidates the role of the Philippines in this vibrant maritime trade.
14
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5.11 The Lena Shoal Shipwreck (o"% 1IJMJQQJOFT
The Lena Shoal wreck was discovered in February 1997 by a group
of fishermen on the northwestern
side of Busuanga Island, northern
Palawan. The wreck and its cultural
deposits lie 48 metres below sea
surface level. Using the local hookah system, the fishermen looted
the site, retrieving porcelain blue
and white wares and stoneware
jars that were sold to antique
dealers in Manila.
After preventing further looting
activities and reconnaissance
dives at the site, archaeological
excavation commenced with the
National Museum as the lead proponent in collaboration with the
Far Eastern Foundation for Nautical
Archaeology (FEFNA).
The site yielded 6,958 archaeological specimens, including a significant portion of ceramic cargo
dated to the Chinese Hongzhi Dynasty period (1488–1505 AD). Blue
and white porcelain, celadon and
stoneware jars of different morphology and styles were found along- #05)*."(&4-FOB4IPBMDFSBNJDTBOE$IJOFTFDFMBEPOPOTJUF
side earthenware, bracelets, bronze ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
gongs, elephant tusks, lead and iron ingots. The hull, measuring 18.3 metres long and 5 metres wide,
was remarkably intact due to the accumulation of iron ingots and the sand overburden that protected
the wood from further deterioration. Examination of the ship building technology revealed the Lena
Shoal wreck to be a trading vessel that was constructed using an edge-pegged plank measuring
approximately 24 metres long, with a tonnage of 100 tons.

Lena Shoal Chinese celadon. © FEFNA/Franck Goddio
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5.12 The Brunei Shipwreck o"% #SVOFJ
The Brunei shipwreck was discovered by Elf Petroleum Asia during an oil exploration survey in 1997,
some 40 kilometres off the coast of Brunei. Systematic archaeological excavations were conducted
from May to August 1998, involving more than 130 specialists from all over the world.
The excavations yielded about 13,500 artefacts composed mainly of high-fired blue and white and
stoneware trade ceramics from China, Thailand and Viet Nam, that were dated to the Hong-zhi period
(1488–1505 AD) of the Chinese Ming Dynasty. It is interesting to note that no physical remains of the
wreck were unearthed. This is the first wreck found inside the territorial waters of the Sultanate of Brunei
and are exhibited in the country’s
only maritime museum. Together
Brunei shipwreck blue and white ceramics on exhibit at the Brunei
with similar ceramics that have also
Maritime Museum. © B. C. Orillaneda
been archaeologically recovered on
coastal and terrestrial sites in Brunei,
it provides some inconclusive evidence that Brunei was a trading
centre during the fifteenth century.

5.13 The Xuande Shipwreck
DB"% .BMBZTJB
The Xuande site was named after
five blue and white dishes and one
blue and white ewer found as part
of the ceramic cargo that bore reign
marks of Chinese emperor Xuande
(1426–1435 AD). The wreck was found in 1996, approximately 60 nautical miles from the nearest land.
Besides the blue and white porcelains, covered boxes in underglaze black, jarlets with brown-glazed
spots from the Sisatchanalai kilns were found, alongside bowls decorated with chakra and starburst
motifs from Sukhothai kilns. This shipwreck illustrated the reappearance of blue and white Chinese
porcelains in the South-East Asian trade and the corresponding decline of Thai and Vietnamese
ceramic exports.
After further research of the ceramics and other shipwreck related objects, such as the cannons, it was
revealed that the shipwreck was 100 years younger than previously assumed. The porcelains from the
Xuande reigns were actually copies made by potters who worked during the reigns of later Chinese
emperors. The cannons were thought to have been produced no earlier than 1520 AD, which dates the
Xuande site to the middle of the sixteenth century.
It is remarkable to note that no shipwreck fragments were found at the site, although it was estimated
based from the mound, that the shipwreck could have measured 28 metres long and 8 metres wide.

5.14 The Wanli Shipwreck o"% .BMBZTJB
This shipwreck was named after its predominantly Chinese ceramic cargo that consisted of blue and
white porcelains produced during the reign of Chinese emperor Wanli (1573–1620 AD). A fisherman
inadvertently discovered this wreck in 1997, after a large blue and white bowl was snagged in his trawler
net. The site was investigated in 2004 and resulted in the discovery of the shipwreck at 40 metres
below sea surface level, approximately 6 nautical miles off Tanjong Para, in the state of Terengganu.
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Extensively damaged by fishing trawlers, nine tons of broken ceramic pieces were recovered from the
site. The porcelains were identified to be ‘Kraak’ wares, manufactured in the kilns of Jingdezhen. Further
research in Jingdezhen discovered similar ceramic wares in the Guanyinge kiln site.
The ship itself was approximately 17 metres
long and constructed with a ribbed framework,
suggesting a European style of shipbuilding.
However, the wood used was a tropical type
most frequently found in the Philippines and
India. The outermost planks were made from
a temperate species that grows in China or
Europe. Therefore, it appeared that this is a
European type vessel which had been built
in South-East Asia or India and had later
additional ‘sacrificial’ planks added in China to
compensate for woodworm damage.

8BOMJTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFEJTIª4IFSNBO4BVó

The Wanli ship sailed during an interesting
period in history. It was during this time that
Europeans actively participated in Asia’s
maritime trade, distributing an array of
products for different markets. It is believed
that the Kraak wares were primarily destined
for Europe, while others could be traded in
local South-East Asian markets.

5.15 The San Diego Shipwreck
%FDFNCFS"% 1IJMJQQJOFT
The 4BO%JFHP was a Spanish warship that sunk
during a battle with the Dutch vessel .BVSJUJVT
on 14 December 1600, off the waters of Nasugbu in the Batangas province, southwest
of Luzon. The survey and excavation of this
shipwreck has been a seminal undertaking
between the Underwater Archaeology Section
of the National Museum of the Philippines and
the European Institute of Underwater Archaeology (IEASM).

8BOMJTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFEPVCMFHVBSEFECPUUMF
ª4IFSNBO4BVó

Archival research on the possible location of the
site was conducted in the libraries and archives
of Spain, Holland, Italy and France. In April 1991,
exploration activities commenced. Due to the 8BOMJTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFLFOEJª4IFSNBO4BVó
conflicting historical accounts regarding the
exact location of the sinking, the survey took longer and covered a lot of area before the shipwreck was
discovered. The actual wreck site was only determined after a series of verification dives on one of the
numerous anomalies detected. The wreck was finally discovered approximately 1 kilometre northeast
of Fortune Island, lying 54 metres below sea surface level, on a mound of stoneware jars and cannons,
which covered an area of approximately 40 by 200 square metres.
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501-&'5San DiegoTIJQXSFDLCMVF

BOEXIJUFEJTIª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
#&-08-&'5San DiegoTIJQXSFDL

CMVFBOEXIJUFWBTFT
ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
501.*%%-&San DiegoTIJQXSFDL

$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFCPXMT
ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
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5IBJTUPOFXBSFKBST
ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
"#07& San Diego TIJQXSFDL$IJOFTF
TUPOFXBSFKBSTª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP

The first excavation season was conducted from 10 February to 28 April 1992, while the second
excavation season commenced in 1993. The second excavation season focused on the recording of
the shipwreck’s wooden vestiges.
More than 34,000 archaeological specimens were retrieved and accessioned including ceramics
(porcelain, stoneware and earthenware), armaments (cannons, samurai swords and katanas, swords,
muskets, ammunitions), silver coins and silver wares, metals anchors (helmets, buckles, lead weights
and ingots, bells, etc.), glasswares, jewelry and personal ornaments, gold objects (seal, coin, neck and
finger ring and rosary), necklace, kitchenwares, wooden objects and implements, rope, floral and
faunal remains and other unidentified objects.
Significant archaeological objects recovered include: navigational instruments (astrolabe and compass)
and implements, fourteen bronze cannons, Chinese blue and white porcelain (Kraak and Zhangzhou
wares), more than 750 Chinese, Thai, Burmese and Spanish or Mexican stoneware jars and over 70
Philippine made earthenware potteries.
The4BO%JFHP was the first galleon to be systematically excavated in Asia. It is a tangible evidence of
the fabled galleon trade that lasted for 250 years, making the Philippines one of the world’s central
trading hubs during that period. The4BO%JFHP is also important in elucidating the inter-island trading
activities during the early days of European influence.
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5.16 The Griffin Shipwreck "% 1IJMJQQJOFT
The (SJóO foundered in the Sulu Sea in 1761. The vessel was part of a convoy sailing to the Sultan of Jolo
to negotiate the treaty leading to the creation of a trading post by the Honourable East India Company
(HEIC). The wreck is related to the expansionist
aspirations of the HEIC to establish a trading
post that would serve as a support base for the
development of trade for the English Empire.
The search for the (SJóO commenced with
the examination of the archival documents in
England, Paris, Madras, Brunei, St. Helena and
Manila to gather a comprehensive and accurate
historical picture of the vessel, before and during
the sinking.
Magnetometer surveys that were carried out in
1986, led to the discovery of the (SJóO inside
the Pilas group of Islands in Basilan, southern
Philippines. The on-site excavation period lasted
420 days, covering two excavation years.
The ship’s cargo consisted of Chinese porcelain,
silk and tea destined for Europe. The porcelain
numbered more than 7,000 pieces. There are
sets of blue and white octagon ‘crab’ plates, a set
of cups with floral decorations, a set of saucers
and bowls in the ‘tea house’ patterns and a set
of punch bowls, as well as mugs and vases that
were produced in the kilns of Jingdezhen. There
are also whitewares in the form of figurines that
were manufactured in the Dehua kilns in Fujian
province.
The ship was classified as a merchant ship,
measures 29 metres long and was perfectly
preserved under 6 metres of sand. It was built in
Blackwall, England and officially had a tonnage
of 499 tons, but in actuality it could have been
between 600 to 690 tons, based on similarities
of boat building technology of the period.
The ship has three masts and a massive hull to
accommodate a substantial cargo.
'30.501GriffinTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUF

ADSBCQMBUFTJOTJUVª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
GriffinTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFUBCMFXBSFT
ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
GriffinTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFWBTFT
ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
GriffinTIJQXSFDLöHVSJOFT
ª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP
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3PZBM$BQUBJOTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVFBOEXIJUFDFSBNJDTª'&'/"'SBODL(PEEJP

5.17 The Royal Captain Shipwreck %FDFNCFS"% 1IJMJQQJOFT
On 17 December 1773, the 3PZBM$BQUBJO, another HEIC ship, struck a reef and sunk. She was part of a convoy
of three ships that traveled from China to Balambagan, Borneo, an HEIC settlement, carrying more than
4,000 tea chests, bundles of silk, Chinese porcelain, barrels of Arrack and three chests of silver dollars.
The 3PZBM$BQUBJO was located based on archival research of the ship’s log that detailed the sinking of
the ship. In 1985, a magnetic survey was carried out by the National Museum of the Philippines and
the European Institute of Underwater Archaeology (IEASM) that discovered metal objects related to

Royal Captain shipwreck Chinese blue and white ceramics. © FEFNA/Franck Goddio
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the vessel, but the wreck itself was not found. It was believed that the vessel sunk in deeper waters
or floated away from the reef. Another investigation was carried out in 1995, this time with Remote
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and submarines. The wreck was found 350 metres below the sea surface level
and the ship’s bell was located 110 metres deeper than the site.
After a failed investigation in 1996 due to technical difficulties of excavating such a deep site, systematic
excavation was finally conducted in 1999. A state of the art high-precision acoustic system, laser measurement system and special photographic equipment was used to map the site. A customized elevator
operated by submersibles was used in the recovery of the artefacts. The objective of the endeavor was
to systematically excavate a limited area and leave the rest of the wreck intact for future research.
About 1,847 artefacts, constituting approximately 5 per cent of the entire shipwreck cargo were
recovered. Along with the Griffin shipwreck, the two vessels were instrumental in explaining the
history of the HEIC and its attempt to establish a free port in South-East Asia to attract Chinese trade.

5.18 The Desaru Shipwreck DB"% .BMBZTJB
In 2001, a shipwreck was discovered about 2 nautical miles from Desaru Beach, on the east coast of
Johor, in 20 metres of water. A preliminary investigation was conducted in April of the same year,
while mapping and site measurements were completed in 2002. A plan to do further research on the
site in 2003 was not fulfilled due
to the total destruction of the site
by fishing nets.
Based on the presence of
traverse bulkheads, it is believed
that the Desaru shipwreck was
constructed using Chinese shipbuilding technology based on the
presence of transverse bulkheads.
More than 7,000 artefacts were
retrieved, of which the majority
comprised of large stoneware
storage jars produced by the
Maenam Noi kilns of Thailand.
These storage jars occupied all
except two of the bulkheads
which contained porcelains,
including 53,000 blue and white
spoons and other blue and white
wares of excellent quality. It is
interesting to note that many of
the storage jars contained Yixing
teapots and small stoneware
pieces, including covered boxes,
bowls and beakers.

501%FTBSVTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVF

BOEXIJUFEJTIª4IFSNBO4BVó
-&'5%FTBSVTIJQXSFDL$IJOFTFCMVF
BOEXIJUFKBSQIPUPª4IFSNBO4BVó
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Unit Summary
The unit provides a general introduction to the subject of Asian ceramics and its importance in
understanding maritime trade in the South-East Asian region. Each South-East Asian shipwreck
containing ceramic cargo discussed in the unit has provided important archaeological information in
terms of temporal sequence, delineation of different trade practices and distribution of trade goods.

Suggested Timetable

30 mins

Introduction to Asian Ceramics
8IBUBSFDFSBNJDT
8IZEPXFTUVEZDFSBNJDT
$FSBNJDTIBQFUFSNJOPMPHZ
$FSBNJDLJMOTJUFT

60 mins

South-East Asian Shipwrecks with Asian Ceramic Cargo
UNIT

13

Break
80 mins

Visit to the open storage of the National Maritime Museum’s ceramic collections

10 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
To supplement student knowledge, it is recommended that trainers organize a visit to a ceramic
storage in a museum to look at actual ceramic specimens from shipwreck sites. The students should be
encouraged to identify pieces and describe the type of ceramics, provenance and its possible use, e.g.
utilitarian, ceremonial, etc.
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UNIT 14
Asian Shipbuilding Technology

Author Charlotte Minh-Hà L. Pham

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit introduces students to shipbuilding technology around the world, with a particular focus on
South-East Asia. The unit will explore boat traditions in the region (basic boat types, terminology and
construction methods) and examine how they evolved over time.

On completion of Asian Shipbuilding Technology unit, students will:
t#FGBNJMJBSXJUITQFDJöDTIJQCVJMEJOHUFSNJOPMPHZ
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGBWBSJFUZPGCPBUUSBEJUJPOTBSPVOEUIFHMPCF QBSUJDVMBSMZJO4PVUI&BTU"TJB
t#FBCMFUPJEFOUJGZNBJOGFBUVSFTPGTQFDJöDCPBUT TIJQCVJMEJOHUSBEJUJPOTPSDVMUVSFT
t#FBCMFUPVOEFSTUBOEBTIJQXSFDLPSCPBUSFNBJOT JOUFSQSFUBOESFMBUFJUTGFBUVSFTUP
LOPXOUSBEJUJPOT
t"QQSFDJBUFUIFJNQPSUBODFPGQSFTFSWJOHUSBEJUJPOBMCPBUTBOEIPXNVDIXPSLJTSFRVJSFE
UPJODSFBTFFYJTUJOHLOPXMFEHF
t#FBCMFUPBQQMZLOPXMFEHFJOUPBAQSBDUJDVNPOUSBEJUJPOBMCPBUSFDPSEJOH

Introduction to the Unit
The study of watercrafts, vessels or boats is part of the academic discipline of maritime archaeology. It is
important to remember that such studies are not exclusively related to shipwrecks and are in fact based
on various aspects of humanity’s past activities on or near water (Muckelroy, 1978). Traditional crafts
that take place along the coast, local boatyards, ports and harbours also form part of the study area for
a maritime archaeologist. By exploring these key areas, we can gain a more complete understanding of
past maritime activities, may they be as a result of trade, war, exploration or subsistence.
A boat is not constructed only according to its environment, but is also dependent on the materials
available or functional factors that are at the heart of these maritime activities. The actual construction
and use of a boat are essential components of a society’s economic and social organization, and to
understand the boat in its broader context is just as important as understanding the practical and
technological aspects of it.
This unit, therefore, will examine technological aspects that will provide tools for describing and interpreting boat finds, as well as offering a broad overview of boat traditions in the region to provide context
and infer comparisons. Looking at or studying a boat goes further than only describing the number of
2
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masts or the types of fittings contained, nonetheless, a mastering of the
diversity of different boat types and of the terminology and of regional
traditions is essential to understand this technology in a broad setting.
Acquiring knowledge of boat technology also helps to pinpoint data,
such as cargo sizes, distances travelled, seaworthiness or speed that
are elements only seldom used in building arguments in history.
Students should also refer to Appendix B: #BTJD 5FSNJOPMPHZ PG
4IJQCVJMEJOH, for a description of the basic components of watercraft
referred to in the text.

1 General Boat Technology
Ancient seafaring, navigation methods, construction technologies,
boat origins and evolution, ports, harbours and boatyards are all
intimately related to our understanding of archaeological boat
remains. By studying each of these different aspects we can build
a clearer and more complete picture of the past. The boats that we
can study, under or above the water, have a deeper meaning that
‘is much broader than timbers and technology’ (Adams, 2006, pp. 6)
and are tightly intertwined with all of these different aspects.
Boats are mirrors of culture. They reflect a wide array of aspects of
our maritime (and non-maritime) ancestors’ daily lives. Nowadays,
traditional boats and boat remains can be studied for what they
can reveal not only about technological features, transfers and
achievements, but also about social organization, material resources,
ideology and traditional beliefs, symbolism (Crumlin-Pedersen
and Munch-Thye, 1995; Ballard et al, 2003), political intentions or
economical systems (Hasslöf et al, 1972; Adams, 2003; Blue, 2003).

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 The vocabulary
and definitions included
in this section are essentially
compiled based on Steffy,
1994 and McGrail, 2001.
Descriptions of the main
South-East Asian boat
traditions are based on
McGrail, 2001 and Manguin,
1985 and 1993 (see
Suggested Reading).
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Maritime archaeology, as Westerdahl states, ‘…includes the prominent
interests of water transport technology, trade and exchange, waterborne industries, seafaring, coastal settlements, harbours and waterfronts, ritual and funerary deposits…and arguably, the whole entity
forming the ‘maritime cultural landscape’ (Adams, 2002, pp. 328).
The breadth of maritime archaeology enables us to examine the
different aspects, linkages and connections to other disciplines, and
to stimulate interdisciplinary study in order to get a bigger, better and
more precise image of the past. This also brings a unique insight into
the realities of humanity’s activities on the sea.
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1.1 The Basics of Boats, Ships, Vessels and Watercraft
What is the difference between a boat and a ship? According to Richard Steffy (1994, pp. 7) a boat is
a small, open vessel, whereas a ship is a large sailing vessel (with a bowsprit and three to five squarerigged masts). But it is more practical to classify boats as small vessels designed for operating in sheltered waters and ships as large vessels designed for deepwater navigation. Sometimes duty rather
than size controls the designation.
Boats, ships and watercraft all float. Following the concept of Archimedes, they float because they
are not as dense as water and displace an amount of water that is equal to (or greater than) their own
weight. To summarize, Steffy (1994, pp. 9) states,
UIF XFJHIU PG B TIJQ BOE BMM JU DBSSJFT  QVTIFE EPXOXBSE CZ B GPSDF LOPXO BT HSBWJUZ  JT TVQQPSUFE BU BMM
TVCNFSHFEQBSUTPGJUTIVMMCZBOFRVBMGPSDFCVPZBODZ#VUUIBUJTBOJEFBMDPOEJUJPOUIBUFYJTUTPOMZJOTUJMM
XBUFS"TTPPOBTBXBWFPSHVTUPGXJOEDBVTFTUIFIVMMUPMJTUBOEUIFSFCZDIBOHFTUIFBSFBPGEJTUSJCVUJPOPG
XBUFSBHBJOTUJUTTVSGBDF UIFDFOUSFTPGCVPZBODZBOEHSBWJUZBMTPDIBOHF BOEUIFIVMMCFDPNFTVOTUBCMF

How a ship is constructed and the different features incorporated into its design are meant to keep
hulls stable in dynamic waters. A vessel not only has to be buoyant and steady, it also needs to be
strong enough to withstand the worst weather it is likely to encounter.
Each feature of each type of boat is designed for a different purpose that do not just relate to functional
or environmental factors. The design of a ship, its concept, overall purpose and construction sequence
are dictated by the people who construct and use them, by the materials that are available and also
the political, social and economical backdrop of the time.

1.2 Basic Boat Types
How different boatbuilding traditions developed and in what order in different parts of the world, is still
an area of controversial debate, with many development models being presented by different archaeologists and historians. Although these models can not all be covered in this introductory unit, more
information can be found by the books presented in the Suggested Reading at the end of this section.
For simplicity, this unit will use the model developed by Basil Greenhill. In proposing the ‘roots of
boatbuilding’ (1995, pp. 74-101) he suggests that boat diversity originates from four main models from
which all other kinds derived (the raft, the skin boat, the bark boat and the log boat) and that they
evolved differently according to the properties of their construction material.
Although these types are at the basis of most of the large ships present in the contemporary record,
most of these ‘primitive’ types still survive and can be found today in South-East Asia.

#BSL#PBU
In a bark boat or canoe, the bark is the main strength member that determines the shape of the boat.
It is then supported by an internal framework. This type of construction is called ‘shell first’ and is
particularly associated with Native Americans who are known to have built particularly sophisticated
crafts. The ones used in Australia, South America and Africa were often simpler.

3BGU
A raft is any structure with a flat hull that floats on water. It is one of the most basic types of boat
design. Rafts can be made of logs, bamboo poles or reed bundles.

4
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Usually, the bamboo poles or the logs are set in parallel, braced and lashed together with bamboo
strips, rattan or husk. Rafts are quite flexible as their structure allows water to flow through the deck,
which makes them relatively stable when navigating through swells and heavy waves.
Rafts are known to have existed since c. 3500 BC and although basic in terms of construction, they
were developed for the sea, fitted with a mast, sails and centreboards (for controlling leeway). This type
of seagoing raft still exists along the coast of thee Thanh Hoa province in Viet Nam, but are quickly
disappearing (Burningham, 1994).
These Vietnamese rafts appear to be similar to the rafts of Formosa as described by Needham in 1971. If
following the proposal that an Austronesian speaking group crossed from China to Taiwan aboard such a
kind of raft, and that North Annam is its initial point of distribution (Paris, 1942, pp. 423), then these rafts may
relate to the earliest Austronesian speaking groups who dwelled between central and northern Annam.
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In 1994, Tim Severin explored the legend of the Chinese general Xu Fu, who is said to have crossed from
Asia to America on a huge bamboo raft between 219-210 BC. As part of his study, Severin reconstructed
a very large oceangoing sailing raft to demonstrate that it is possible that such a vessel could have
physically sustained a voyage of 5000 miles in the open sea (Severin, 1996).
In China, where the earliest boats were riverine and later evolved in seagoing junks, Greenhill (1995, pp.
80) suggests that many of the complex patterns of boats on the coasts and rivers of China may have
evolved from plank-built copies of rafts of the Formosan type, formerly used on the coasts of China
and from where they were probably introduced in Formosa. This highly developed form of raft with its
drop keel, rudder and sail was one of the most sophisticated in the world; it was built of bamboo poles
lashed together illustrating in rudimentary form several characteristics of some Chinese boats and big
plank-built Chinese vessels.

4LJO#PBUT#BTLFU#PBUT
Skin or basket boats involve the concept of tying a skin or woven mat around a frame. In the skin boat, an
animal skin forms a watertight cover. The construction is usually ‘skeleton built’ (based on the framing)
and derives its shape from the frame around which it is built. On a basket boat, a woven bamboo mat is
covered with resin to produce a watertight shell and is set inside a bamboo framing.
5
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The Eskimo culture, being largely dependent on what could be won from the sea, perfected the skin
boat to perhaps its finest form in modern times. As a maritime hunting people that existed in a very
hostile environment, lacking in timber, but rich in skins (with driftwood and whalebone also available),
they developed one of the most specialized boat types; the kayak. Skin boats are also found in Bronze
Age Europe, such as coracles in Wales, or curraghs or curach in Ireland. In India, coracles were described
by Herodote (480-420 AD) and the shells of the Irakian kuffahs are also made of woven reed.
Basket boats in Viet Nam are not thought to have developed from the skin boat or the woven reed
kuffah. Vietnamese basket boats are from a very specific tradition of their own and are nowadays
found all along the coast, from north to south. There are many different kinds of basket boats that
differ from one another in terms of size, shape and use. They can be seagoing, riverine, found in the
rice fields, used as small floating shops or even as a dinghy to a larger boat.
From the small round thuyên thúng chài to the longer boat-shaped thuyên nan, bamboo boats are
favoured for being cost effective, utilizing available materials, relatively quick to construct, easily
adapted to fit family businesses and needs, and importantly, can be easily manoeuvred. All types can
be fitted with a mast and a helm. In central Viet Nam, this type of craft evolved into larger seagoing
fishing vessels (over 10 metres long), the hull being extended by planks and known as a ‘mixed hull’.
The great advantage of using bamboo is that it is resilient to wood-boring organisms. The material
contains a high level of silica, not favoured by Xylophagidae and Teredinadae (such as the shipworm
5FSFEPOBWBMJT and #BOLJBTQ.), as the bamboo laths are usually too thin to host them (Aubaile-Sallenave,
1987, pp. 81).

"TNBMMSPVOECBTLFUCPBULOPXOMPDBMMZBTB(IF5IVOH$IBJª$PMJO1BMNFS
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-PH#PBUT %VHPVUTBOE.POPYZMPOT
Log boats, dugouts, dugout canoes (but be aware, the word canoe implies a way of moving forward
with a paddle), or monoxylons (from the Greek word NPOP meaning single and YZMPO meaning tree)
are essentially formed from a hollowed out tree trunk. The trunk is worked by hand tools, before being
opened up and made larger by burning the interior of the trunk.
Several trunks can be assembled together, to form boats similar to those used for racing in Cambodia.
The inside of these hollowed trunks can be fitted with floor timbers or benches to reinforce the structure. A well made log boat from a small log can be efficient, light and seaworthy. In the larger versions,
because of the dimension of the tree from which it is made, the dugout is long and narrow. These
boats derive their stability from their length and are suited for use on rivers and lakes. The efficiency of
larger log boats was greatly improved by softening the sides with fire and water and then forcing them
apart with wooden struts (Greenhill, 1995, pp. 102).
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According to Greenhill (1995, pp. 104),
UIFVOEFSUBLJOHPGNBLJOHBMPHCPBUJTBDPOTJEFSBCMFPOF4VJUBCMFUSFFTNVTUCFBWBJMBCMFOFBSUPUIFXBUFS 
BOEUIFDPNNVOJUZDPODFSOFENVTUIBWFBHSFBUEFBMPGUJNFBWBJMBCMFGPSUIJTLJOEPGTQFDJBMJ[FEXPSL GPS
NBLJOHBMPHCPBU GSFRVFOUMZUBLFTNPSFUJNFUIBOCVJMEJOHIPVTFTPSDBUUMFQFOTPSGFODJOHöFMET*UJTBLJOE
PGMBSHFTDBMFDBQJUBMJOWFTUNFOUSFRVJSJOHBTVóDJFOUTVSQMVTPGGPPEQSPEVDUJPOUPFOBCMFUIFMPHCPBUNBL
FSTUPHJWFUIFDPOTJEFSBCMFBNPVOUPGUJNFEFNBOEFECZUIFXPSL5IFZNVTUIBWFSFBTPOBCMZFóDJFOUUPPMT
*UGPMMPXTUIBU UPNBLFTVDIBCJHJOWFTUNFOU UIFDPNNVOJUZNVTUCFBQSPTQFSPVTPOFJOBDFSUBJOTUBHFPG
UFDIOJDBMEFWFMPQNFOU

The dugout construction technique is universal and examples can be found throughout the world
since the early times. In Egypt, images on temple walls depict how to make planked boats on a possible dugout base (Hornell, 1946, pp. 48). In terms of material evidence, the earliest dugout dates to
8000 cal. BP and was found in South-East China, in the region of Kuahuqiao. The site of the dugout also
contained three paddles, pieces of bamboo or cane matting attached to a wooden frame and working
tools, which suggests that the site was once associated with a workshop for making or repairing canoes
(Leiping and Li, 2005).
The lines of the descendants of dugouts are very complex and the evolution towards plank-boats
cannot be addressed in depth here, but put simply, by adding planks to the edges of the canoe it
is most likely that the dugouts later evolved into a basic planked boat. First, the planks would have
been sewn or lashed together and then fixed with tenon and mortises, then fully dowelled to form a
watercraft. From this form of watercraft, many different types of boats later emerged.
Clear evidence of a probable origin of an expanded and extended log boat is provided when a boat
type features solid or block ends to a planked hull, in the place of a stem and sternpost or transoms.
These block ends represent the solid ends of almost all log boat structures.

The development from this rudimentary design to a craft of higher quality moved
along two lines:
t#ZXBZPGUIFFYUFOTJPOPGFYQBOEFEMPHCPBUT XIJDIFWFOUVBMMZCFDBNFOPNPSFUIBO
CPUUPNTIFMMT
t#ZXBZPGUISFFQBSUPSöWFQBSUCPUUPNQMBOLCPBUT XIJDIXFSFTIBQFEUPDMPTFMZ
SFTFNCMFUIFGPSNPGUIFMPHCPBU5PTPMWFUIFQSPCMFNPGUIFQMBOLFOET IPMMPXFEPVU
NBTTJWFCBVMLTPGUJNCFSXFSFVTFE

Dugouts can still seen today along the Mekong River or on Inle Lake in Myanmar. Simple dugouts can
be fitted with ribs, expanded with planks or elongated to form long canoes. In Cambodia, dugouts can
reach as long as 30 metres (Walker-Vadillo 2010, pers. comm.).

4FXO1MBOLT
In the times before the ready availability of iron fastening material, wooden plank boats have been
fastened by wooden pegs or dowels. This method of fastening was also used in combination with
binding and lashing, using locally available materials and techniques developed through experience.
This practice is seen across the globe and has been followed from prehistory to classical times and
through to the present day (Greenhill, 1995).
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There are various techniques for fastening the planks together. Essentially, it is possible to either sew
them in a continuous way, similar to the basic Indian Ocean tradition or else stitch them together in a
discontinuous way, usually only visible from the inside, which represents the general South-East Asian
tradition (Manguin, 1993, pp. 260). These differing techniques suggest they are independent, rather
than culturally linked traditions.
The stitched tradition seems be widespread throughout South-East Asia and homogenous across the
whole Austronesian range. The hulls were built by raising planks on each side of a keel piece, which
indicates having evolved from a dugout base (Manguin, 1993, pp. 258). The fastening technique is
referred to as lash-lug, with lashing and protruding cleats (Horridge, 1982).
The earliest material evidence that exists for this type of sewn technology is the ship that dated back
to 2500 BC and was found in a chamber in the pyramid of Cheops. First, the strakes (planking) were
joined together by pegs and then lashed together forming the hull. Once complete, the internal
strengthening structures were added.
In South-East Asia, there is material evidence from the third to fourteenth century, but it is thought
that this tradition existed during at least the whole of the first millennium, producing ocean going
vessels which were large enough to carry large cargos. The evolved lash-lug technology (Horridge,
1982) is considered one of the strongest common South-East Asian traditions.
The series of the Butuan ships found in the Philippines also indicated an evolution in the technique, with
boat remains dating from 320 until 1250 AD and moving from a lash-lug tradition to a fully dowelled
fastening system (Green et al., 1995).
Boats with planking fastened by bamboo fibre cords were recorded from the seventeenth to the
twentieth century in Malaysia, Borneo, Sarawak, Moluccas and the Philippines. This traditional technique can still be seen today in the form of small river crafts used in the region surrounding the ancient
capital city of Hue in Central Viet Nam.
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1MBOLFE#PBUT
Planked boats are essentially all types of craft (including sewn boats) that are not rafts, dugouts or skin/
basket boats. Although the principles remain the same, changes in design, shapes, sizes and specific
features will vary tremendously from regions and time periods.
Evolution can be quite slow and most of the time it is not well documented, due to a substantial lack
of material evidence. However, some general traditions for South-East Asia have been identified and
are discussed in this section.
1MBOLFECPBUBHPMFLBOBMTP
LOPXOBTUIFA.BEVSBUSBEFS
PSJHJOBUFGSPN.BEVSB%JTUJODUMZ
EJòFSFOUGSPNCPBUTJO+BWB UIF
HPMFLBOIBWFBTIBMMPXGPSNBOE
TNBMMDBQBDJUZ CVUBSFTUSJLJOHDSBGUT 
XJUIBOJOUSJDBUFMZEFDPSBUFETUFN
BOETUFSOª,VSU4UFOSPTT

"MBSHFKBOHHPMBOXJUIUIFTBJMJOH
SJHSFNPWFE MBJEVQGPSUIFNPOTPPO
*O.BEVSB KBOHHPMBOTBSFEFEJDBUFE
UPGSFJHIUXPSL VTVBMMZDBSSZJOHBTBMU
DBSHPª,VSU4UFOSPTT

5IJTMFUFMFUFVOEFSDPOTUSVDUJPOJO
(BZBN 4BQVEJJTBHPPEFYBNQMFPG
BQFSBIVT5IJTDPOUFNQPSBSZEFTJHO
IBTCFFOJOøVFODFECZ%VUDICPBU
CVJMEJOHJOUIF.BEVSBSFHJPO
ª,VSU4UFOSPTT
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1.3 Specific Purposes and Categories
Any wooden ship or boat can be classified into one of four categories: transport, naval, fishing or utility.
Each of these categories places specific demands on hull design (Steffy, 1994, pp. 10), for example,
construction of transporters or carriers focuses on the hold and on the storage spaces, whereas war
ship designs are conceptualized to accommodate new forms of aggression and defence; to support
archers, catapults, guns or to contain the numerous rowers to propel the ship.
To more accurately describe ships and boats from South-East Asia, additional sub-categories can be
added: troop transporters, merchant ships, coasters, fishing vessels, floating houses or floating markets, racing canoes, ceremonial and festival boats, and royal barges. They can also be distinguished
according to their environment: coastal, inland (lakes) or riverine and high seas.

However, boats and ships can also be described according to their propulsion systems,
to their sizes or purpose, for example:
t8IBMFSTBSFSFMBUJWFMZOBSSPXWFTTFMTUIBUBSFQPJOUFEBUCPUICPXBOETUFSO5IFJSEFTJHO
FOBCMFTUIFNUPNPWFFJUIFSGPSXBSEPSCBDLXBSETFBTJMZ0SJHJOBMMZEFWFMPQFEGPSXIBMJOH 
UIFTFWFTTFMTCFDBNFQPQVMBSGPSXPSLBMPOHCFBDIFTTJODFUIFZNBOPFVWSFFBTJMZBOEEP
OPUOFFEUPCFUVSOFEBSPVOEGPSCFBDIJOHPSSFøPBUJOH
t$BSBWFMTBSFIJHIMZNBOPFVWSBCMFTBJMJOHTIJQEFWFMPQFEJOUIFöGUFFOUIDFOUVSZCZUIF
1PSUVHVFTFUPFYQMPSFUIF8FTU"GSJDBODPBTUBOEUIF"UMBOUJD0DFBO
t4DIPPOFSTBSFTBJMJOHTIJQTDIBSBDUFSJ[FECZUIFVTFPGGPSFBOEBGUTBJMTPOUXPPSNPSF
NBTUT XJUIUIFGPSXBSENBTUCFJOHOPUBMMFSUIBOUIFSFBSNBTUT4DIPPOFSTXFSFöSTU
VTFECZUIF%VUDIJOUIFTJYUFFOUIPSTFWFOUFFOUIDFOUVSZBOEGVSUIFSEFWFMPQFEJO/PSUI
"NFSJDBGSPNUIFFBSMZFJHIUFFOUIDFOUVSZ
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In South-East Asia specific terminology is seldom used in this way. Terms, such as sampan, junk, praus/
perahu are used often, but with little care for precision. As a result, it is even more important that the
design and features of a vessel are examined when trying to identify boats or ships in the region.

2 Asian Shipbuilding Technology: Main Traditions
Each period of history produced vessels with distinctive hull designs in specific geographical areas.
Some of these designs survived for centuries, even millennia where civilizations were stable. Certain
features remained constant or were often adopted in other areas because of their practicality and
function. Overall, each seagoing society throughout the world produced distinctive design and
construction features that evolved as the society developed.
Greenhill (1995, pp. 20-21) states,
#PBUTIBWFEFWFMPQFEBMMPWFSUIFXPSMEJOEJòFSFOUXBZTBOEBUEJòFSFOUTQFFET5IFJSEFWFMPQNFOUIBTCFFO
DPOEJUJPOFECZUIFHFPHSBQIZPGUIFMPDBMXBUFST DMJNBUF QVSQPTFTGPSXIJDIUIFCPBUXBTOFFEFE BWBJMB
CJMJUZPGNBUFSJBMTGPSUIFJSDPOTUSVDUJPO USBEJUJPOPGDSBGUTNBOTIJQXIJDIHSFXVQBNPOHUIFCPBUCVJMEFST
BOEUIFHFOFSBMTUBUFBOEOBUVSFPGUIFDVMUVSFPGUIFQFPQMFCVJMEJOHUIFN5PBQQSFDJBUFBCPBUPOFNVTUCF
BXBSFPGUIFGBDUPSTUIBUHJWFSJTFUPIFSCVJMEJOH UIFUJNCFSBWBJMBCMF UIFHFOFSBMFOWJSPONFOU UIFCVJMEJOH
USBEJUJPOTPGUIFTPDJFUZXIJDIQSPEVDFEIFS BOEBCPWFBMM UIFQVSQPTFTIFXBTCVJMUGPS
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It is also noteworthy that evolution in ship technology is a relatively slow process. Steffy (1994, pp. 8)
explains,
8BUFSJTOPUPVSOBUVSBMFOWJSPONFOUIVNBOTBSFJOTUJODUJWFMZVODPNGPSUBCMFXJUIJU*UJTVOTUBCMF QSFTFOU
JOHTUSVDUVSBMQSPCMFNT8IFOXBUFSJTDPNCJOFEXJUIXJOETBOEUJEFT TUSVDUVSBMQSPCMFNTJODSFBTFESBNB
UJDBMMZ8PSTFZFU XIFOWFTTFMTTBOLJOUIJTVOGSJFOEMZFMFNFOUUIFSFXBTOPIBWFOGPSUIFJSPDDVQBOUTUIFZ
DPVMEOPUXBMLBXBZGSPNBEJTBCMFETIJQBTUIFZDPVMEGSPNBCSPLFOXBHPO OPSDPVMEUIFZDPNFCBDLMBUFS
BOESFUSJFWFJUTQBZMPBE*UJTOPXPOEFSUIBUTIJQCVJMEFSTXFSFTPDBVUJPVTXJUIOFXEFTJHOTBOEUIBUHMPCBM
USBWFMFWPMWFETPTMPXMZ

Bajau children and their
small boats in Tawi-Tawi.‘
The Tawi-Tawi Bajau have a
great variety of boats. Islands,
sometimes even villages, tend
to be associated with certain
boat types. Thus, a survey
of the boats throughout the
archipelago might reveal patterns of movement and diffusion. Such a survey is urgently
needed since the widespread
use of inboard and outboard
motors in recent years is drastically altering traditional
boat-building’ (Nimmo, 1990).
© Jo-Marie Acebes

2.1 A Continuitya
There is no direct evidence for water transport until the Mesolithic period and it is not until the Bronze
Age (c. 2000 BC) that vessels, other than log boats, appear. Nevertheless, there is sound evidence for
their use in lakes and rivers and for overseas voyages from earlier times.
South-East Asia was the scene for one of the most crucial steps in human evolution, namely the
completion of the first sea crossings. Mainland South-East Asia is considered as a stepping stone for
early colonisations of South-East Asian islands that later extended to more remote destinations as far
afield as Australia and Oceania.
Although archaeological evidence from Australia suggests that the world’s earliest sea crossings occurred
by )PNPTBQJFOT ca. 50-40,000 BP, little is known about their seafaring capacities or about the types
of watercraft that existed. The sea level fluctuations during the Pleistocene are a radical taphonomic
factor, which as a result, have eliminated most coastal archaeological evidence from that early period.
12
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Ethnographical data of the area, as well as archaeological record from the mainland has, however,
provided knowledge about the prehistoric shipbuilding traditions. In Sundaland (the continental shelf
zone, that includes present day Malaya, Sumatra, Java, Borneo and Palawan), the earliest boats that
have so far been discovered date back to the second century (McGrail, 2001, pp. 283).
As archaeological remains are scarce, it is the accounts from European travellers (sixteenth to
seventeenth centuries onwards) and contemporary ethnographic studies that provide the most important sources of data. Evidence illustrates an increasing technological complexity, yet, also shows that
many of the fundamental features of early boat types were never superseded and were still used in the
region during recent times (McGrail, 2001, pp. 304).

2.2 Early Sea Crossings and the Austronesian Outrigger Boats
Very little is known about early seafaring, although taking the fluctuations of sea level into account, it is
possible to estimate the distances which )PNPTBQJFOT would have had to have crossed. The lowering
of sea level (ca. 60-53,000 BP) opened up routes and pathways (Borneo, Sumatra, Java or Palawan were
undoubtedly settled through land bridges) and reduced distances between the Wallacean islands.
Later, rising sea levels (ca. 53-45,000) diminished Sundaland by a third and increased the isolation of
some islands along the Wallacea line. During periods of lower sea level, it appears that a minimum
of 90 km of sea travel had to be achieved, a distance which required travelling out of sight of land,
keeping a heading at night, particular navigational skills, as well as seaworthy watercraft.
Moving forward in time (from ca. 4,500 BC), the dispersal of the Austronesian speaking groups and
the introduction of their domesticated agricultural system in newly colonized islands indicates the
existence of well-established and continuous maritime activity. There is also evidence to suggest that
present day native populations of South-East Asia share ancestries with the ethno-linguistic group of
the Austronesians in terms of culture, language and genotype.
There are different theories regarding how this Austronesian speaking group may have spread, with
additional insight being provided by advances in linguistics and DNA analysis. Following Bellwood
(1997), the most accounted theory is the suggestion that they originated from Fujian, China, then
moved to Taiwan and then on to the Philippines. By doing so, they achieved the most widespread
dispersal of their time; over 4,000 years, they spread over 7,000 km, reaching as far as Polynesia and
Easter Island to the east and Madagascar to the west.
These journeys would have primarily been conducted over small distances, but on a great scale. To
achieve this, the group would have had to have utilized seaworthy crafts, capable of carrying cargo,
viable units of males and females and possibly domesticated animals and crops.
During the early Austronesian period it is suggested that the vessels would have comprised of seagoing
rafts or sewn-planked crafts while later, outrigger canoes were adopted as their emblematic vessel.
Ethnographical observations of this period confirm their wide range distribution use and support, as
well the common tradition of lash-lug planked boats (Finney, 1996; Horridge, 2006).
The early period occurred ca. 4500-3000 BC, when their diffusion expanded from China to Taiwan (160
km), then to the Philippines (480 km) and eventually west, towards the Malay Peninsula. The very early
Austronesian tool kit included ground stone adzes, stone mortars and pestles, stone pads, slate spear
points, slate-reaping knives and baked spindle whorls (Bellwood et al., 2006, pp. 107) made out of
basalt or clamshell, with drills fashioned from shark’s teeth or shell.
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Bamboo rafts are the most likely option, as bamboo is found in abundance over South-East Asia and can
be easily cut with stone tools (Birdsell, 1977; Horridge, 2006). Lightweight and strong enough to support
multiple people, bamboo also does not become waterlogged due to its high silica content. By observing
the simple tools used by )PNPTBQJFOT, bamboo could have easily been prepared and lashed together
with vegetable fibres. Ethnographical data also reveals that bamboo rafts are still traditional in Indonesia,
Philippines, Melanesia and in the area of Sam Son in Viet Nam (McGrail, 2001; Horridge, 2006).
The later period occurred from approximately 1500 BC onwards, when Austronesian speaking peoples
crossed very important stretches of water; from the Bismarck Islands to Melanesia, Polynesia and finally
Oceania. To try to identify the type of watercraft used during this expansion, linguistic study offers
some clues (Blust, 1995; Pawley and Ross, 2006). Amongst the words that have been reconstructed are
those for sail, mast, outrigger and outrigger boom. Linguistics specialists claim that these words and
the artefacts they describe could be 5,000 years old (McGrail, 2001, pp. 317).
Before reaching eastern Melanesia, this migrant group must have known that there were further islands
beyond the horizon. Given this, watercraft technology would have to have been advanced enough to
build boats which were not only capable of longer voyages, but were also able to carry plants and
animals (Irwin 1990, 1992; Finney, 1988)
The band of islands stretching from mainland South-East Asia to the Solomon Islands was in a relatively
sheltered equatorial position between cyclonic areas, with predictable seasonal reversals of winds and
currents. This formed a ‘voyaging corridor’ (Irwin, 1992, pp. 4), from where most of the islands remained
in sight of land. This vast archipelago was thus well placed to become a springboard for exploratory
journeys to the north and the east, with the island network from Western Melanesia to the Solomons
acting as a safety net on return (McGrail, 2001, pp. 314).
Although the evidence for watercraft from c. 1500 BC to 1300 AD is negligible (McGrail, 2001, pp. 338),
linguistics suggests that Proto-Polynesians began their oceanic voyaging abroad outrigger boats with
sails. Otherwise, it is on European accounts, starting with the travel logs of Magellan and Del Cano’s
circumnavigation voyage of 1520 that an image can be formed, completed with ethnographic data
relative to much later periods. The late eighteenth century and the nineteenth century are golden ages for
pre-ethnographic studies done by captains, seamen and intellectuals who accurately recorded the boats
they encountered on their travels. The work of Admiral Pâris (1843), the father of nautical ethnography, is
an excellent example of the interesting descriptions compiled on traditional crafts of the region.
.PEFSOFYBNQMFPGBO
PVUSJHHFSCPBU LOPXOBT
BCBODBJOUIF1IJMJQQJOFT
#BUBOHBT#BZ 
4BJOU#FSOBSEJOP4USBJU
ª3PCFSU8IJUFIVSTU
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Suggestions on early watercraft and on the boats potentially used by Austronesian speaking groups
are, therefore, essentially based on contemporary data. Contemporary records show the use in the
wide regions of Oceania of floats, bundle boats or rafts, as well as log boats around the islands which
had suitable trees for boat building or driftwood logs.
Early oceanic voyaging boats could also have been log based boats, extended by sewn planks with
treenails (McGrail, 2001, pp. 339). This Neolithic boatbuilding tradition was based upon lashings,
protruding pierced lugs and a hollowed base for the hull with added planks, sewn to the sides
(Horridge, 2006, pp. 144). Ethnographically, the distribution of sewn plank boats over Europe, Asia and
Oceania indicates that this type of boat may have persisted since the Austronesian speaking peoples
(Manguin, 1984; Horridge, 2006).

In summary, the Europeans identified four essential types of seafaring vessels:
t0DFBOHPJOHSBGUT
t5IFTJOHMFIVMMQMBOLFECPBU
t5IFQMBOLFECPBUXJUIPVUSJHHFS
t5IFEPVCMFIVMMFEPSQBJSFEQMBOLCPBU

These boats share some construction characteristics as they are all shell first, with planks sewn together
and framing lashed to the planking (lash-lug tradition). Under the waterline, the hulls are usually
double-ended, while above the waterline they are unequal-ended. All are probably log boat based,
although the sizes and shapes of planks would have depended on the availability of timber.
Boats with two outriggers have been used in western Melanesia and in Indonesia from at least the
eighth to the ninth century, as witnessed on the Borobudur relief in Java (Manguin, 1980; Jahan, 2006).
Yet, from eastern Melanesia eastwards, there is no evidence for such crafts. Instead, in all European
accounts for the region, boats with only one outrigger are recorded.

"EPVCMFPVUSJHHFS
CBODBPOUIFCFBDI
#BUBOHBT#BZ
ª3PCFSU8IJUFIVSTU
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Their hulls are usually slender, sometimes double-ended (either end being usable as the bow) or
sometimes showing a clear distinction between both ends and with the outrigger on port side. The
dissimilar ended, have their mast stepped towards the bow and the position of the mast determines
how the boat is handled when changing direction relative to the wind.
Some boats with dissimilar ends sometimes have balance boards, which jut out from the boat on the
side opposite the outrigger. When the float is to leeward, the boat can be brought more upright by
stationing crew on the balance board. Ethnographically, the distribution of outrigger canoes corresponds to the distribution of Austronesian people and they are still used in present day Polynesia,
which is located at the tips of the eastern migration.
Outrigger boats and paired boats are the most advanced crafts, clearly capable of ocean voyages
when Europeans encountered them. Both types may have been used for ocean voyages during the
settlement of Oceania, however, for reasons of speed, manoeuvrability and capacity, it may have been
that outrigger boats were preferred for exploratory voyages and paired boats for colonization.

"NPEFSOPVUSJHHFS
CPBUJO.JOEBOBP 
4BSBOHBOJ#BZ 
1IJMJQQJOFT
ª+P.BSJF"DFCFT

2.3 Stitched Boats: the Early South-East Asian Tradition
The technique of sewing planks together to make a watercraft is considered as the earliest common
South-East Asian tradition. There is also ethnographical evidence to show the pattern of distribution of
the stitched boats and to support their common traits across the region. Associated with most of these
vessels is also the complimentary lashed-lug technique that features protruding cleats or lugs carved
out on the inner side of the planks, with hollowed out holes in them.
Both traditions have survived under a variety of forms and were found in all areas from Hainan and Viet
Nam to the Philippines and Eastern Indonesia, well into the 20th century. (Horridge, 1982; Manguin,
1985; McCarthy, 2005).
The first evidence of this technique came in the form of the Pontian boat which was found in Malaysia
in 1926. The boat was dated to 260-430 AD (Evans, 1927; Gibson-Hill, 1952) and featured flush-laid
planking sewn together and fastened with occasional dowels, as well as carved out lugs to which
framing timbers were lashed. The ties pass through paired L-shaped holes (Manguin 1985C, pp. 333),
16
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the treenails protrude from the edges of the planking and the stitching is discontinuous. In this design
the treenails are clearly auxiliary and supporting the lashings of the sewn boat. It is the earliest example
of fastening technology recorded for South-East Asia.
The planks of the Khuan Luk Pat boat of Kolam Pinsi were found in Palembang and dated to the fifth to
seventh century. The planks clearly appeared to have belonged to a sturdy hull that had been stitched
together and fastened to the frames by way of lashed-lugs (Manguin, 1993, pp. 261).
-BTIMVHCPBUTEJTQMBZFE
BUUIF#VKBOH7BMMFZ
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.VTFVN
ª/PFM5BO

0OFPGUIF#VUVBOCPBUT 
1IJMJQQJOFT/BUJPOBM.VTFVN
ª/PFM5BO
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Little remains of the hull of the early tenth century Intan shipwreck, that was found in the Java Sea, but
structural details indicate that the ship was a lashed-lug craft. It is thought that the ship was probably
bound to Central or Eastern Java from Palembang. Her cargo ‘provides a unique insight into the nature
of cosmopolitan trade in the tenth century Western Indonesian, at the height of the Srivijayan power,
and enhances our understanding of the ceramic models circulating in South-East Asia, including Cambodia’ (Flecker, 2001B; Guy, 2007).
The Cirebon shipwreck, found in the Java Sea and dated to the late tenth century, also belongs to
the lashed-lug tradition. Investigated in 2004, the ship’s cargo was found to consist of 75 per cent
Chinese ceramics and an array of valuable trade goods from Indonesia, Thailand, Viet Nam and Persia.
Artefacts included pearls, rubies, sapphires, garnets, gold jewellery, lapis lazuli, Fatimid rock crystal,
Iranian glassware, Chinese bronze mirrors and Indonesian bronze statues. See: cirebon.mariemont.
museum/home-6.htm?lng=en (Accessed March 2012).
In the Philippines, the Butuan boat remains, which range from the third to the thirteenth century,
illustrate an evolution in technology. Recovered artefacts show a clear transition from lashed-lugs
boats to a fully dowelled fastening system (Green et al., 1995).
From the eighth century onwards, shipbuilding technology evolved towards treenails as a primary
fastening technique. This is best demonstrated by the remains of three boats found in Sambijero,
Indonesia (one of which dated to 610-775 AD) which features not only lashings between the planks,
but also treenails as the essential fastening method (McGrail, 2001 pp. 298).
Boat remains found in Paya Pasir, Butuan (dated from the twelfth to thirteenth century) demonstrate
this technique, while the technique was also still described in the sixteenth and seventeenth century
by European authors (Horridge, 1982) and can still be seen present day in Bali and Madura.

2.4 Kunlun Ships
Even if during the first millennium China was already highly involved in maritime trade, the principal
long distance carriers belonged to the ‘South Sea people’ (also known as Kunlun), or the Malay people.
The term Kunlan was ‘probably originally used for the maritime peoples of Indochina and later extended
to the Indonesian population’ (Nguyên Thê Anh, 1996, pp. 108) or to the Malay people.
There is evidence to show that during this time the main shippers were essentially from Srivijaya and
that between the eighth and twelfth centuries, it was these foreign shippers that transported most of
the Chinese cargos (Flecker, 2007, pp. 83). In Chinese sources, there are descriptions dating to the third
and eighth century of large Kunlun oceangoing vessels called Bo (Needham, 1971, pp. 459). These are
understood to be very large ships (measuring up to 50 metres in length) with a capacity of between
500 to 1,000 tons, holding about 1,000 passengers.
These ships were said to be lashed together, featuring multiple masts and a deep V-shaped multisheathed hull with a keel that made them sturdy in the open sea (Manguin, 1993, pp. 262). The fact that
these vessels were made without the use of a single piece of iron and that their rudders were lateral
rather than axial, make them easily differentiable from the Chinese tradition.
Unfortunately, there is no material evidence for these ships. However, their existence suggests a long
technological evolution that resulted in the Chinese developing a seagoing fleet during the Song
Dynasty, which retained some of these distinctive features.
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2.5 From Srivijaya to Majapahit, Javanese Jong: the South-East Asia Tradition
After the evidence which attests to the South-East Asian stitched tradition, the textual and archaeological
data related to vessels from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries indicates a radical shift to fully
dowelled ships. There is little data to document this progressive evolution (Manguin, 1993, pp. 265),
but data relative to South-East Asian ships from the sixteenth century onwards, is relatively complete
and allows us to form a firm image of the technology used at that time.
From the fifteenth century onwards, European textual evidence provides descriptions of large seagoing
ships called ‘jong’ in Malay (or Javanese) or ‘junco’ in Portuguese and makes it possible to understand
the design of the trading shippers of the region.
Following the earlier stitched plank tradition, jongs were assembled only using wooden dowels and
without iron. Related to their Kunlun ancestor’s bo, the jongs were very large vessels, capable of
carrying up to 500 tons with a large capacity for passengers. Their V-shaped hull was formed on a
keel piece and consisted of a multiple sheathing of hard wood, probably constructed near the teak
forests of North Java and South Borneo (Manguin, 1980). Jongs were fitted with multiple masts (and a
bowsprit), rigged with canted or lug sails and steered with two lateral rudders.
As these boats are classic examples of South-East Asian tradition, from the sixteenth century the words
junco, jonque and junk are terms commonly used to describe all kinds of large ships encountered in
the region (McGrail, 2001, pp. 308), as well as Chinese ships.
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2.6 The Chinese Junks
Prior to the Song Dynasty, the Chinese vessels were essentially fluvial (Manguin, 1980, pp. 276) and it is
only since then that the Middle Kingdom started to build powerful oceangoing fleets. By the thirteenth
century, the Yuan Dynasty took control of the seas (and later shipbuilding technology) and seafaring
culminated during the Ming Dynasty with the voyages of the General Zeng He.
The earliest material evidence of Chinese river boats that date back earlier than the tenth century,
consists of three planked river boats (Peng, 1988, pp. 32) and of the remains of the Tang Dynasty Rugao
river boat (Green, 1986). Additional information provided by the Qing Ming scroll (1085-1145 AD) gives
a more accurate idea of what the fluvial junks looked like. From here, it is possible to identify the basic
characteristics of the Chinese fluvial junks that were retained until later periods.
"OBOKJOHPSTBOETIJQIBT
BøBUCPUUPNUIBUBMMPXTJU
UPUIFPSFUJDBMMZCFCFBDIFE
PSUPUSBWFMJOSJWFSDIBOOFMT
0OUIJT$IJOFTFNFSDIBOU
TIJQEFQJDUFEPOUIF
FJHIUFFOUIDFOUVSZQJDUVSF
TDSPMMA5PTFOOP;V .BUTVSB
)JTUPSJDBM.VTFVN JUJT
QPTTJCMFUPDMFBSMZTFFUIF
øBUUSBOTPNBOEUIF
MFFCPBSET5IJTUZQFPG
TIJQCFMPOHTUPB/PSUIFSO
UZQFPG$IJOFTFCPBU
CVJMEJOHUSBEJUJPO
ª.BUTVSB)JTUPSJDBM
.VTFVN+VO,JNVSB

"GV[IPVTIJQJTUZQJDBMMZ
B4PVUIFSO$IJOFTFTIJQ
CVJMEJOHUSBEJUJPO*UJT
QPTTJCMFUPSFDPHOJ[FUIF
CBNCPPCBUUFOFETBJMT 
BDMFBSIBOHJOHBYJBM
SVEEFSBOEBLFFM5IJT
TIJQBMTPöHVSFTPOUIF
FJHIUFFOUIDFOUVSZQJDUVSF
TDSPMMA5PTFOOP;V .BUTVSB
)JTUPSJDBM.VTFVN 
ª.BUTVSB)JTUPSJDBM
.VTFVN+VO,JNVSB
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The Chinese junks were constructed shell first with a single layer of carvel planking and fastened
with iron nails and clamps. They have a flat bottom design to suit their riverine environment, an
overhanging flat transom and the stern is typically the largest part of the vessel.
Another important construction feature of the boats in China is the conception of bulkheads or
wooden partitions that provide the transversal strength (instead of frames) and creates watertight
compartments within the ship. There is evidence of bulkheads since before the Tang Dynasty, as
illustrated by the Rugao boat.
In terms of propulsion and steering systems, there is little information available to identify the poles
or steering oars that could have been used, yet, it is possible that the yuloh (a sculling oar over the
stern) appeared during the Han Dynasty (McGrail, 2001, pp. 356). It is also quite plausible that in early
times, the boats were towed from the river banks. From at least the second century onwards, the axial
suspended rudder was commonly used (Manguin, 2010, pp. 336). The Chinese use of sails (most likely
the square sail) appears to have begun in the Han Dynasty, followed by the introduction of lug sails
somewhere around the time of the twelfth century.
As a result of cross-cultural influences and the presence of foreign ships in Chinese harbours, by the
late tenth century the Chinese started developing what became a great oceangoing navy. By the
thirteenth century, the Yuan Dynasty (the Mongols) under Kublai Khan followed in their ancestor’s
footsteps and set about expanding their territory.
In 1274 and 1281 AD, enormous fleets were sent to invade Japan, but both times a ‘divine wind’
called Kamikaze destroyed the fleets. The Yuan also had views on northern Viet Nam, but there, the
fleet was destroyed at the famous naval battle site of Bach Dang, where the Vietnamese planted
wooden stakes in the river, so that when the river ebbed, the fleet was impaled in a forest of stakes
and finally annihilated.
Later, in 1293 AD, a large invasion fleet was sent to Java to punish King Kertanegara for having
refused to pay tribute. So it is possible that at this time, the South-East Asian shipbuilders adopted
the Chinese feature of transverse bulkheads. The defeats of Kublai Khan’s navy in Japan, Viet Nam
and Java paved the way for
the downfall of the Yuan
Dynasty (Delgado, 2009, pp.
168). Unfortunately in terms
of material evidence, there
is little remaining about the
boats that existed during
that time period (Kimura
2006; Sasaki, 2006).
#PBUCVJMEJOHJO
/PSUIFSO7JFU/BN 
EFNPOTUSBUJOHUIF
$IJOFTFUSBEJUJPOPG
VTJOHJSPOOBJMT
ª$PMJO1BMNFS
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The Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368) was followed by the Ming Dynasty. It is during this period that the
famous treasure fleet of General Zeng He was constructed in Nanjing for world exploration. It is said
that these ships could reach 120 metres long, had nine masts, a beam of 50 metres (more or less the
size of a football field) and a capacity of 1,500 tons. Between 1405 and 1433 AD, the General made
thirteen voyages. However, the fleet was destroyed along with all the documents related to these
voyages in 1465 AD, when the successors of Emperor Yonle shifted China’s foreign policy inwards. The
Haijin laws, which enacted a strict ban on private maritime activity until they were abolished in 1567
AD, included restrictions on ships sizes in shipbuilding, banned overseas trade (apart official tribute
missions), shut coastal facilities and overall, limited foreign contact.
These events consequently had a great influence on the rest of the trade and shipbuilding in the region
and potentially lead to the conception of the ‘hybrid’ tradition of the South China Sea.

2.7 The South China Sea ‘Hybrid’ Tradition
From the fifteenth century onwards, both Chinese and South-East Asian vessels sailed the seas, the
respective features of each, appearing on ships around the region. These features can be clearly
identified on multiple shipwrecks dating from the late fourteenth to the late sixteenth century, and
suggests a hybrid tradition that Manguin proposed to term ‘South China Sea tradition’ (1984: 199). This
term is used to define this group, which still allows individual traits and distinctive characteristics, but
demonstrates a common international trend in shipbuilding.
This tradition is closely linked to the context of economic changes along the South China Sea and is the
result of maritime trade and cultural, political and commercial interactions of the time. For example,
when the Ming issued their edict on the ban of private overseas trade it triggered the rise of new
production centres, such as the ceramics from Thailand and Dai Viet’s kilns. The predominance of
shipwrecked hybrid ships in the Gulf of Thailand and along the Malaysian coast reflects this surge in
Thai production (Flecker, 2007, pp. 81). Certainly, by restricting the commercial activities, shipbuilding
declined and this had a specific impact on boat designs in the region.
By this point in history, a new maritime power had risen in Java, the Majapahit. They sailed jongs and
increased the presence of South-East Asian ships on the seas. South-East Asian shipyards also provided
ships to the Chinese diaspora when they settled in local harbours and commercial centres (Manguin,
1993, pp. 274). Manguin (2010, pp. 348) wrote,
BTBDPOTFRVFODF UIFIZCSJE4JOP4PVUI&BTU"TJBOTIJQCVJMEJOHUSBEJUJPO UIBUIBEDBNFJOUPCFJOHJOFBSMJFS
UJNFT BQQFBSTUPIBWFFYQBOEFEVOEFSUIF.JOH BOEUPIBWFHSPXOJOUPBSFHVMBSDPOöHVSBUJPOGPSTIJQT
SFHVMBSMZQMZJOH4PVUI$IJOB4FBXBUFST*UDPFYJTUFEXJUIUIFTUJMMMJWFMZJOEJHFOPVTUSBEJUJPOTPGCPUI$IJOB
BOE*OTVMBS4PVUI&BTU"TJB BTBMFHJUJNBUFPòTQSJOHPGWBSJPVTEFHSFFTPGJOUFSBDUJPOCFUXFFOTFBPSJFOUFE
FUIOJDHSPVQTMJWJOHPOUIFTIPSFTPGUIF"TJBOA.FEJUFSSBOFBO

Shipwreck remains show vessels from this period are a blend of designs; the V-shaped hull, the keel and
a thin pointed bow of the South-East Asian tradition, with the partitioning of the hull in compartments
following the Chinese tradition. Yet, these ‘bulkheads’ are not watertight and frames share the structural
strength. Additionally, shipwreck remains show the use of iron nails similar to those used by the Chinese,
alongside wooden dowels. In some instances, the ships included either Chinese steering systems with
an axial rudder or South-East Asian with a lateral rudder (MgGrail, 2001, pp. 299-301, Flecker, 2007).
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3 Various Shipbuilding Traditions in the Region
3.1 The Malay Archipelago
The Malay Archipelago encompasses the Philippines, Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, East Malaysia,
Timor-Leste and the islands of Indonesia. It is a region rich with maritime tradition and considered the
cradle of great ancient seafaring nations, such as Srivijaya, the Majapahit or the secular Bajau. In this
region, maritime trade and boat construction are usually connected to particular groups of people,
including the Bugis, the Madurese, the ‘Sea Gypsies’ Bajau, the Mandar or the Butungese. As each
of the independent cultural traditions of these groups are difficult to isolate, it is important to gain
knowledge of the islands, their interactions and cross-cultural contexts to better understand boat
building and boat use in the region.
Outrigger boats and perahu are commonly considered the most representative types of boat of the
archipelago, but the boat traditions in the region are much more diverse. Prau or perahu is actually
a generic term that varies in time and according to geographic location. There are multiple ways
to spell the word, including praw, prauwe, proa, perahu, or prau. According to Hawkins (1982, pp. 7)
the spelling ‘prau’ is the most accurate to those who built and sailed such vessels. However, that
name is narrow in scope as Indonesian linguistic groups have specific names for various watercrafts,
which can range in size from canoes to multi-masted sailing traders (May et al., 2009, pp. 3). Liebner,
Burningham and Stenross, who are specialists in boat traditions in Indonesia, tend to use the word
‘perahu’, to describe wooden vessels that are particularly used for transportation work. As Stenross
(2007, pp. 2) explains,
JUDBOSFGFSUPBOZTPSUPGTNBMMWFTTFM)PXFWFS JONBSJUJNFUSBOTQPSUDJSDMFTJUSFGFSTUPTVCTUBOUJBMXPPEFODSBGU
PGUSBEJUJPOBMPSTFNJUSBEJUJPOBMTUZMF JOUFOEFEGPSDBSHPXPSL*O.BEVSB TNBMMPQFOWFTTFMTPGVQUPNJO
MFOHUIXIJDINBZCFVTFEGPSFJUIFSöTIJOHPSTIPSUIBVMUSBOTQPSUBSFSFGFSSFEUPBTATBNQBOBXPSECPSSPXFE
GSPN$IJOFTF BMUIPVHIUIFCPBUTCFBSOPSFTFNCMBODFUPUIFWBSJPVTTNBMM$IJOFTFWFTTFMTLOPXOCZUIJTOBNF
oXIJMFUIFUFSNQFSBIV JO.BEVSFTF QBSBP JTSFTFSWFEGPSMBSHFSWFTTFMT VTVBMMZEFDLFEPWFS"TIJQJTSFGFSSFEUP
BTLBQBM4PNFMBSHFQFSBIVBSFFòFDUJWFMZTNBMMTIJQTBOEJOEFFEOPXBEBZTEFTJHOBUFETPGPSPóDJBMQVSQPTFE
CVUUIFZBSFOFWFSUIFMFTTSFGFSSFEUPJODPNNPOQBSMBODFBNPOHUIPTFXIPVTFEUIFNBTAQFSBIV

It is impossible to address here in depth the myriad of boat traditions of the region or even to name
them all. Therefore, for each country, only some main references (in English language) are listed, with
a brief summary on boat types and/or the archaeological evidence or relevant excavation, investigation or project.

3.2 Malaysia
#PBUT5ZQFT
The sailboats of Malaysia (or perahu besar) come in two types, the bedar and the pinas. Similar to
broad South-East Asian traditions, boats in Malaysia are built without a plan, constructing the hull first
and fitting the frames later. The planks are fire bent and joined edge on edge using ironwood dowels.
Before the new plank is hammered on, a strip of the bark of a tree is placed over the dowels. The planks
are usually separated by a 1 to 2 mm layer of a natural material which contains sealing properties. This
is an ancient and unique building technique, the origin of which might date back to the Proto-Malay
migrations that colonized the archipelago thousands of years ago.
There are several types of fishing boats around the Malay Peninsula, such as kolek, payang, bedar and
sekoci, alongside four types of perahu besar, such as the dogol, pinis dogol, pinis gobel and anak bedar.
The perahu besar vessels plied the trade routes around what is modern day Viet Nam and Indonesia.
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"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&WJEFODF-PH#PBUT
In Sarawak, graves dated to the mid-second millennium BCE to the mid-first millennium BCE include
log coffins with plank lids, or coffins made of stitched bamboo strips. Such burial coffins are also found
elsewhere in Malaya and Viet Nam (Dong Son log boat coffins).
Three log boats used for burial purposes were found in a site in Malaya (Kuala Selinsing), yet only one
was excavated and was dated to the second to third century. The excavated log boat provided the
earliest evidence for the feature which has become a diagnostic characteristic of the South-East Asian
tradition of plank boats; series of integral pierced rectangular cleats with spacing between series,
which suggests that one or more strakes had been added to give a greater freeboard. In more recent
plank boats traditions, flexible ribs were lashed to such cleats (McGrail, 2001, pp. 294).
There is also evidence of a treenailed boat, on a fragment of planking found south of Kuala Lumpur
and dated to 465-655 AD (Manguin, 1996), and the previously mentioned Pontian boat remains, dated
to 260-430 AD and belonging to the lash-lug tradition.

/BHB1FMBOHJ1SPKFDUT
Christoph Swoboda, reconstructed a 14 metre perahu bedar, named the /BHB1FMBOHJ. Once complete,
this traditionally rigged vessel was sailed around the world and became the first contemporary
indigenous Malay sailing boat to finish a circumnavigation, thus proving the seaworthiness of this type
of craft. In 2003, Christoph started the construction of a second boat, this time of a pinas type with a
length of over 20 metres, named the /BHB1FMBOHJ**.
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3.3 Indonesia
#PBU5ZQFT

There are several types of boats found in Indonesia, including:
t1BEFXBLBOHPG4PVUI4VMBXFTJ -JFCOFS 
t1JOJTJR WBSJPVTMZTQFMMFEQJOJTTJ QJOJTJ PSQIJOJTJ MBNCBQBMBSJ -JFCOFS 
t1FSBIVKVLVOH UIFUSBEJUJPOBM#BMJOFTFCPBU 4QPFIS )FSSPO  
t5FOBPG-FNCBUB VTFEGPSUSBEJUJPOBMXIBMFöTIJOH #BSOFT #VUDIFS 
t5IFLPSBLPSBPGUIF.PMVDDBT )PSOFMM )PSSJEHF B  
t1FSBIVNBZBOHPG+BWB 4UFOSPTT 
t.BEVSFTFCPBUTHPMFLBO KBOHHPMBOBOEMFUFMFUF 4UFOSPTT 
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*DPOPHSBQIJDBM&WJEFODFUIF#PSPCVEVS4IJQT +BWB
The carvings on a relief at Borobudur are the earliest depictions of South-East Asian vessels, with or
without outriggers, yet their true origin is still debated as they are not considered as being typically
Javanese sailing crafts (Manguin, 1980; Burningham, 2004; Jahan, 2006).

"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&WJEFODF
In the region of Palembang (South Sumatra), the ancient capital of Srivjiaya, twenty-four discovered
planks seem to be related to the stitched tradition. The planks have stitched fastenings and cleats to
which ribs were lashed and appear to belong to a large and sturdy hull. The calibrated date of the
wood sample gives 434-631 AD (Manguin, 1993, pp. 257).
Other remains of a boat found near Sambirejo elucidate the evolution of the lash-lug to the treenailed
tradition. Dated to the 610-775 AD, the remains show stitches that supplement the unlocked treenails,
ensuring that the planking was held fast. It may be classified as a treenail fastened boat (McGrail, 2001,
pp. 198); the framing timbers are lashed to cleats integral with the planking.
Remains of large sewn-plank ships at Paya Pasir (North Sumatra) found with Chinese ceramics and
hence dated to the twelfth to fourteenth century, show treenails, cleats and a lashing system. This was
not a flexible framing, but a reinforcing framing for a relatively large vessel, possibly up to 30 metres
in length (Manguin 1996).
Suggested Reading
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3.4 Brunei Darussalam
#PBU5ZQFT
Brunei Darussalam was also an essential fraction of the Malay Peninsula, a maritime empire who, during
the sixteenth century, controlled the entire island of Borneo, as well as parts of the Southern Philippines
and Northern Java and traded with all the countries in the region.
During an exhibition in 2006 and as part of the collection of the Malay Technology Museum in Kota
Batu, several boat types were described including the tongkang, pengabat, pelauk, bagong, pedayong,
kumpit and bidar temuai.

"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&WJEFODF
In this region there are two primary sites of interest, the Limau Manis River archaeological site and the
Kota Batu site. Investigations at Kota Batu revealed that boat building industries have existed in Brunei
Darussalam for a long time, as ceramics found in the area dated back to the fourteenth to seventeenth
centuries and were mainly from the Ming Dynasty. The site of Kampung Limau Manis is older. More than
tens of thousands of ceramic shards ranging from the Song to the Yuan Dynasties (tenth to fourteenth
centuries) were found on the site, alongside the remains of small boats, believed to be have been built
during the same era (Rozan, 2010).
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5IF#SVOFJ4IJQXSFDL
Lost during the reign of the Sultan Bolkiah (1485-1524), the commonly called ‘Brunei shipwreck’ was
transporting Chinese and Thai products when it sank 40 km off the coast of Brunei Darussalam. In
1998, French maritime archaeologists (Association for the Development of Maritime Archaeological
Research) conducted an excavation and a survey.
Identified as belonging to the Chinese tradition, some 13,000 artefacts recovered originated from
Thailand, Viet Nam and China illustrate the flourishing trade belonging to Brunei Darussalam some
500 years ago.
The ships from Brunei Darussalam were exporting local products to the Philippines, Siam or the
Moluccas, yet little is known of their return journeys, so this shipwreck provides a unique insight into
Brunei Darussalam’s consumption of foreign goods and the ship’s voyage back home. China at that time
was isolating itself and had banned all forms of seafaring trade, so most foreign merchants who wanted
to deal directly with China came bearing tributes to the Chinese Emperor. Local traders were forced to
smuggle exported goods if they wanted to take part in international trade, which in turn lead them to
contribute to the hybridisation of naval technology (L’Hour, 2001; Pirazzoli-t’Serstevens, 2011).
Suggested Reading
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3.5 Philippines
#PBU5ZQFT
Banca or bangka: is the most commonly used term to refer to boats in the Philippines, such as nonhouseboats, with or without outriggers. The Bajau do not have a general term comparable to the
English word ‘boat’ that applies to all watercraft, but rather have a term for each boat type. These terms
are often used casually, for example, two Bajau may use different names for the same boat, and similarly
the names used for the parts of the boats may vary from person to person (Nimmo, 1990, pp. 60).
The balangay: (balangai) or Butuan boat is considered as the oldest means of transportation by which
the Filipinos or people of Samar migrated to the country. The earliest boat finds (the Butuan boats)
were all balangays; a name that originates from the Austronesian word for ‘sailboat’.
The birau: is similar to a boggo. The only difference is that the Birau is designed so that the bow and
stern both slope inward, whereas those of the boggo drop perpendicularly or outward.
The bitok: features a wider beam and a shallower hull than that of either the boggo or birau. It also
rarely has outriggers or added planks.
The junkun: typically consists of a simple dugout hull, although a plank is frequently added to either
side. It occasionally features outriggers. Typically 2.5 to 8 metres in length, this type of boat is used for
fishing or short distance travel.
The tonda’an: is a fishing boat which is essentially a smaller version of the pilang, shorter, with fewer
planks and usually lacking elaborate carving. The outrigger attachment is also typically much simpler.
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Other notable boat types include:

"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
&WJEFODF

Only three of the nine ‘Butuan
boats’ were excavated, out of
t1JMBOH-JQB EPVCMFPVUSJHHFS
which one is dated to 320 AD,
t-JQBBOEQJEMBTPG5BXJ5BXJ /JNNP  QQ
one to 1250 AD, while one is still
t5BXJ5BXJCBKBVCPBUT
undergoing preservation treatment (the remainder are pret#FUUV MJHIUXPPESJWFSDSBGU
served JO TJUV). The planking of
t1FEEB øBUIBSEXPPEEVHPVU
the Butuan finds is edge-joined
t#JSPL SPVHIIFXOEVHPVUGPSöTIJOH 
with treenails, and cleat blocks
(lugs) integral to the framing had
t#PHHPI TBJMCPBUGPSUSBOTQPSU
pairs of holes through which the
t#PHHP BTJNQMFEVHPVU UPNFUSFTJOMFOHUI
framing was lashed to the planking (Clark et al., 1993; Green et
al., 1995). The planks, which were
made from a type of hardwood called doongon in the Philippines ()FSJUJFSBMJUUPSBMJT), were fastened
together every 12 centimetres, where holes were driven on the edge of each plank. On the inner side
of the boat the planks were provided, at regular intervals, with raised rectangular lugs, carved from
the same plank, through which holes were bored diagonally from the sides to the surface (Casal et al.,
2003). The National Museum of the Philippines is expected to conduct further research on the remaining Butuan boats in 2012.
t7JOUBPG.JOEBOBP %PSBO %PSBO 

5IF#BMBOHBZ3FQMJDB
In the summer of 2009, the National Museum in cooperation with Bajaus carpenters from Sibutu and
Sitangkai carpenters from Tawi-Tawi, built under the driving force of Art Valdez, a replica of a balangay,
called /HBOEBIJH. The result was not an exact copy of the ancient boat, but one that incorporated
the design and construction methods of the Samar people. The main aim of the project is to sail on
the routes used by the Filipino Ancestors during the waves of Austronesian settlement that spread
throughout the Malay region and the Pacific. In 2009, the project covered seven legs around the
Philippines, covering 2,108 nautical miles before culminating at the tip of Sulu. In 2010, South-East Asian
waters were sailed, while in 2011, the Balangay retraced the voyages to Micronesia and Madagascar.
In 2012, the balangay will sail across the Pacific onward to the Atlantic, all the way around the world,
before heading back home to the Philippines in 2013.
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3.6 Viet Nam
Located at a crossroads along the trade routes of South-East Asia, the long coast of Viet Nam enjoys
incredible boat diversity. There are two main trends in boatbuilding are clearly related to the two main
groups who controlled the region; the Dai Viet and the Champa. Each trend reflects their own cultural,
political and economical ties and connections; the Dai Viet linked to its Chinese heritage and influence
and the Champa sharing common traits with South-East Asian traditions. A blend of these two main
influences can be seen in the features of the planked boats of Viet Nam, but other types of crafts are also
still seen along the beaches and lagunas that demonstrate how ‘primitive’ traditions may have evolved.
The great diversity of boats in Viet Nam can be categorized in six groups if looking only at the hull
construction: bamboo rafts, basket boats, mixed hulls (basket and planking), stitched boats, planked
boats, and log boats (Pham et al., 2010).

4IJQXSFDLT'PVOEJO7JFUOBNFTF8BUFST
Several underwater investigations occurred between 1992 and 2002, before a law that prevents illegal
treasure hunting and underwater investigations was issued in July 2005 (The Decree No. 86/2005/
ND-CP on Management and Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage).
These explorations produced significant information, maybe not for the archaeological understanding
of the shipwrecks themselves, but for the improved knowledge of the different regional trade patterns
through the recovered ceramic cargoes. Five wrecks were officially excavated in Vietnamese waters
(Nguyen Dinh Chien and Pham Quoc Quan, 2008). None originate from Viet Nam or belong to a
Vietnamese tradition, yet, they still add knowledge of the main boat building traditions in South-East
Asia and their cargo happened to be very significant in terms of art history (Guy, 2001; Flecker, 2002;
Guy, 2005, 2007). The excavations were officially conducted by Vietnamese experts, but were initiated
by foreigners and supported by international investments.
1. Hon Cau wreck (1620), also called the ‘Vung Tau’ wreck, was investigated in 1990 to 1991. The
work was conducted by Viet Nam National Salvage Agency (VISAL), Hallstrom Holdings Oceanic
and Michael Flecker (Flecker, 1992; Jörg and Flecker, 2001).
2. The Phu Quoc wreck, also called the ‘Hon Dam wreck’ was dated to the fifteenth century. The
ship remains yielded about 16,000 artefacts comprising of celadon and brown porcelain from
Sawankhalok’s kiln in Thailand (Flecker, 1994; Brown, 1997). The wreck lay at a depth of 40 metres
and the investigation was mainly conducted by VISAL, Michael Flecker and Warren Blake.
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3. The Cu Lao Cham wreck was investigated in 1997 and considered to be the biggest and most
costly salvage conducted in Viet Nam. The wreck lay at a depth of 72 metres, so required an
array of advanced technology to recover some 200,000 ceramic artefacts. Various bodies were
involved in the investigation and recovery, including VISAL, Mensun Bound, Saga Horizon
(Malaysia) and the National Museum of Vietnamese History of Hanoi.
4. The Ca Mau wreck (1723-1735) was discovered 36 metres beneath the surface and was investigated
between 1998 and 1999. The project recovered a large cargo of about 60,000 blue and white
porcelains from China. The work was conducted by VISAL, the National Museum of Vietnamese
History and the Museum of Cau Mau.
5. The Binh Thuan wreck (1573-1620) was investigated between 2001 and 2002 by Michael Flecker
with the collaboration of VISAL and the Museum of Vietnamese History (Nguyen Dinh Chien
and Flecker, 2003; Flecker, 2004).
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3.7 Cambodia
Boat traditions in Cambodia have not been extensively studied, although there is an interesting
diversity in the three main bodies of water that belong to Cambodia, namely the coast of the Gulf of
Thailand, the Mekong River and the great Ton Le Sap Lake.

#PBU5ZQFT
Dugouts: various kinds of dugouts can still be found, such as palm boats which are found in flood
plains, or the long racing boats that are constructed to compete in dragon boat races during the
annual Khmer water festival (Groslier, 1921; Walker-Vadillo, 2010, pers. comm.).
Plank boats: there are also different types of plank boats. For example, on the Mekong near Stung
Treng, there is a narrow-shaped flush-laid plank boat that features a raised, pointed bow, thus
exhibiting a strong Laotian influence (Nugent, 2009). Most of the river boats are narrow and long,
essentially evolving from a dugout base with added planking. These long canoes are present all along
the river from south to north of Cambodia. Some long boats are so elongated that they are referred
to as ‘needle boats’ (Ken Preston, 2010, pers. comm.). In addition, there is the typical Khmer ‘pirogue’
which is found throughout the country and has a very distinctive hull shape, being sat very low to the
water. There are a few variations regionally to propulsion and steering.
Additional boat types include the tuk chaleum (from the Mekong delta), the tuk prabel and tuk chap ky.

*DPOPHSBQIJDBM&WJEFODF
The twelfth century bas reliefs from the Bayon and Banteay Chmar temples feature incredibly detailed
depictions of the boats used in times of leisure or war. An interpretation of their nautical features can
be found as part of research conducted by Walker-Vadillo in 2008.
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3.8. Laos
There is very little English language knowledge of boat traditions in Laos. At this stage it is only possible
to note that the transition between the upper and lower Mekong, which is located at the border
between Laos and Cambodia, implies changes in boat traditions. The boats on the Mekong in Laos
are long, narrow, flat bottomed and made with just a few thin planks, in comparison to the heavier
Cambodian hulls (Ken Preston, 2010, pers. comm.)
Suggested Reading
Preston, K. 2010. 5IF8PPEFO8PSLJOH#PBUTPG*OEPDIJOB. www.boatsandrice.com (Accessed March 2012).

3.9 Thailand
#PBU5ZQFT
‘The boats of the Siamese are innumerable. They are of many sizes and styles, but always beautifully, if
simply, constructed from teak. No people in the world, indeed, have such variety of craft, or craft with
lines so invariably graceful’ (Whitney, 1900, pp. 628-630).

t5IFNBKPSJUZPGCPBUUZQFTBSFCBTFEPOUIFSVEJNFOUBSZMJOFTPGUIF3VB$IBOH
t%VHPVUTVTFEPOUIFDBOBMT
t3PZBMSBDJOHDBOPFT
t3PZBMCBSHFT

"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&WJEFODF
In terms of archaeological remains, various shipwrecks belonging to the South-East Asian tradition or
to the South China Sea tradition (with treenailed planking) have been found in the Gulf of Thailand.
The Pattaya was found off the east coast of Thailand and dated to fourteenth or fifteenth century.
This boat features a keel, a round hull and Chinese bulkheads, but is also constructed according to the
South-East Asian tradition of treenailed planking (three layers).
The Ko Si Chang 3 was a trading vessel of over 20 metres in length and dated to the fifteenth or sixteenth
century. The elements excavated included a keel, six strakes of inner planking, some outer planking and
possible sheathing, nine bulkheads, frames and a mast step timber (McGrail, 2001, pp. 301). The inner
planking is fastened edge to edge with treenails.
The Ko Kradat shipwreck also featured edge to edge planking, fastened with treenails. The pottery artefacts recovered from the site dated to the sixteenth century.
The Ko Si Chang I also has bulkheads, planking fastened edge-to edge, a keel and may have been measured approximately25 metres in length.
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3.10 Myanmar
5IF0OF-FHHFE3PXFSTPG*OMF-BLF
Most transportation on Inle Lake is traditionally conducted by either small boats or by somewhat larger
very long and shallow draft boats, fitted with outboard motors. One of the most distinctive sights on
the Inle Lake, however, is the local fishermen and their unique rowing style which involves standing at
the stern on one leg and wrapping the other leg around the oar to manoeuvre.
This rowing style probably evolved because of the natural conditions on the lake as it is quite shallow
and covered with reeds and floating plants, which make it difficult to see beyond while sitting. Standing
provides the rower with a clearer view and easier steering. To fish, the local fishermen push conical
traps down vertically with one hand, while their other hand and leg manoeuvre the boat.

5IF,BCBOHPGUIF.PLFO4FB(ZQTJFTPGUIF"OEBNBO4FB
The Moken or Sea Gypsies spend almost half of their life in a kabang, travelling in fleets of ten to forty
boats. In the Moken culture, people and boat are almost inseparable and to understand their boat
technology, one needs to understand their cultural and symbolic context (Ivanoff et al. 1997, 1999).
The kabang are used for cooking, sleeping and as a work space throughout most of the year. When
the monsoon rains started to fall, the Moken would go ashore and build shelters on small islands to
wait out the rainy season.
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3.11 Bay of Bengal
&BTUFSO$PBTUPG*OEJBUIF"OEISB1SBEFTI$PBTU
In India, the diversity of boats is as overwhelming as the diversity of its population and history. Each
region and location has its own distinctive traditional boats and boat building technology. For example,
the Andhra Pradesh coast is known for four types of traditional boats constructed for cargo transport,
fishing and ferrying purposes: catamarans (teppa), dugout canoes, stitched-planks built boats and
nailed-planks built boats. Teppas are simple floating devices, but are the predominant traditional sea
craft along the Andhra Pradesh. Some keeled planked boats that are locally called padavas are also
common vessels along the Andhra coastline (Thivakaran and Rajamanickam, 1993; Tripati, 2006).
Orissa is famed for its maritime trade and vast network of maritime contacts that were established
during the Early Historic period. Notable shipbuilding traditions include the Boitas (or Voitas) that were
built in during the heyday of the Kalinga Empire, and the Patia. The Patia demonstrates a specific boat
tradition, as it is constructed with the reverse clinker technique (in the planking, the lower strakes lap
each other in the opposite manner to that used in the Northern European tradition of clinker planking).
Visually stunning with its sweeping strakes, the patia is one of the most complex traditional boat
constructions in the world.
Frame-first vessels of Tamil Nadu include the vattai and the vallam. These boats are interesting because
they are built frame-first (unlike all other traditional plank boats observed on the east coast of India)
and they are generally similar in structure and form. Furthermore, they are designed using variants of
a standard technique which was probably brought to India by Europeans, possibly by the Portuguese
in the sixteenth century. Vallam are either extended log boats with a rounded bottom and flared or
narrow ‘carvel-built’ plank boats. The Vattai, in comparison, is an open fishing boat that features three,
sometimes two masts, balance boards and leeboards (Blue et al. 1998; Kentley et al., 2000)

#PBU5ZQFTPG#BOHMBEFTI
Basil Greenhill (1957, 1966 and 1971) provided one of the earliest analysis and system of classification of
the boats from Bangladesh.

As a result of the inconsistencies in boat names, Greenhill classifies them based on
their features, as follows:
t3PVOEIVMMFE TNPPUITLJOOFE CJOFLBUBJO#BOHMB
t3PVOEIVMMFEDMJOLFS EJHFLBUB
t$MJOLFSCPBUTPGUIF6QQFS(BOHFT
t$IJOFCVJMU TNPPUITLJOOFEPG%IBLBSFHJPO
t'MBUCPUUPNFECPBUT LPTIBT
t%VHPVUT MPHCPBUT

5IF0SVPG4SJ-BOLB
The oru, an outrigger boat with a dugout hull from the south and west coasts of Sri Lanka, is probably
the most representative type of boat for the region. Thirty-five types of this vessel were extensively
documented by Kapitan (2009) in his beautiful collection of scale drawings and photographs.
Based on types of fishing and environment, Kapitan identified five different kinds of watercraft in Sri
Lanka; the raft, vallam, oru, angula and ma-del-paru.
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3.12. West Indian Coast and Goa
#PBU5ZQFTPG(PB
Goa is a former Portuguese colony on the west coast of India. Here, the fishing boats are named after
saints, and the owners and crew of the vessels make offerings to the relevant saint on his or her feast day.
Different kinds of boats can still be seen along the Goan coast, including dugouts, plank boats of different
sizes and shapes (with or without outrigger), sewn-planked boats and motorized fishing boats.

4PNF#PBU5ZQFTPGUIF8FTU*OEJBO$PBTU
On the Kerala coast, there are different kinds of rafts, dugouts and plank built boats (stitched and
nailed). The smallest craft of the Karnataka region is a canoe, known as a hudi, which is scooped out of
a single tree trunk. Here, mid-sized crafts are known as doni (boat) while the largest crafts are known
as machchwa (ship). (Gaur, 1993; Sundaresh, 1993).
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3.13 The Arabian Sea/Oman/Pakistan
Arabia and Persia were two distinct and independent trading nations, but from historical evidence
alone it is impossible to distinguish clearly between Arabian and Persian ships, as the interaction and
inter-influence across the Arabian Sea was so great (Flecker, 2001C).
Stitched hull construction was the only technique used by both Indians and Arabs, until iron nails were
introduced by the Portuguese (Hourani, 1995, pp. 93). Evidence on this early tradition is presented
in the chapters of the 1FSJQMVTPGUIF&SZUISBFBO4FB (first century) and continues to be mentioned in
descriptions of this region from the sixth century to the present (Hornell, 1942; McGrail, 1996).
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5IF%IPX
A dhow is a traditional Arab sailing vessel, easily recognisable with its triangular lateen sails, pointed
overhanging bow, sheer rising to a high poop and a racked transom. It is primarily used to carry heavy
items, such as fruit, along the coasts of the Arabian Peninsula, Pakistan, India and East Africa to China,
through the Straits of Malacca. Larger dhows have crews of approximately thirty people, while smaller
dhows typically have crews of around twelve. Dhows are much larger than feluccas, another type of
Arab boat usually used in fresh water in Egypt, Sudan and Iraq (Hawkins, 1977).

#PBUUZQFTPG0NBO
Some of the traditional boat of Oman recorded by Vosmer and his team (1992; 1997; 2000) are as
follows:
Badan: there are two basic types of badan, the fishing badan and the larger cargo badan, both known
locally as a uwaissiyyah.
Baggarah: a long, narrow vessel with long raking stem and radically upswept stem sections.
Baghlah: large cargo vessel distinguished by its elaborately decorated high poop and quarter galleries.
Battil: a type of double-ended vessel with club shaped stem head and stem profile, in the shape of a
stylized dog’s head. The end of the stems of these vessels are usually covered in goat skin.
Boom: a double ended vessel which features a sharply raking stem and less sharply raked stempost.
The stem is normally painted with a black and white motif and bears one or two masts.
Ghanjan: very similar to the baghlah, but less elaborately decorated. Its stemhead features a distinctive
decoration of concentric circles surmounted by a trefoil crest.
Houri: dugout canoe or extended dugout.
Jalibut: a transom-sterned vessel with vertical stem.
Karib: large fibreglass dinghy that is powered by an outboard motor and used for fishing.
Shashah: a small one or two person vessel made from the spines of date palm fronds.
Shu’I: a transom-sterned vessel with straight stem that ends in an ogee curve. Commonly used for fishing.

5IF#FMJUVOH8SFDL
Located near the island of Belitung (Indonesia), the Belitung wreck (also known as the Tang wreck) is an
Arabian or Indian ship dated to the ninth century whose cargo includes ceramics from the Tang Dynasty
(618-906 AD). The wreck provided the first evidence that clearly demonstrated direct trade between the
Indian Ocean and China during the latter part of the first millennium.
The analysis of its construction method, hull form and timber species shows similarities with both
traditions. Wood analysis could have helped determine the origin of the ship, but the analysis was
inconclusive due to the poor state of the wooden samples (Flecker, 2001C, pp. 347).

+FXFMPG.VTDBU
The +FXFMPG.VTDBU is a replica of a ninth century sailing ship whose reconstruction was based on a
range of historical sources, including the findings of the Belitung wreck. The 18 metre ship was built
without nails and the planks were sewn together with coconut fibre. Her voyage started in February
2010, in Oman, with stops in India, Sri Lanka and Malaysia, before ending in Singapore four months later.
The journey retraced part of the historic maritime trade route between Arabia and the Far East.
The project was funded and supported by the governments of Oman and Singapore. Every stage of the
+FXFMPG.VTDBU’s construction and voyage was documented and can be seen at: www.jewelofmuscat.tv
(Accessed March 2012).
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Unit Summary
This unit explores the terminology, building techniques and boat types of Asia and even further a field.
Having been introduced to different construction methods, students have the basic interpretation
tools required to identify future underwater finds.
By exploring the traditions of the region, we can clearly illustrate how each feature of each type of
boat is designed for a different purpose that do not just relate to functional or environmental factors.
The design of a ship, its concept, overall purpose and construction sequence are dictated by the
people who construct and use them, by the materials that are available and also the political, social
and economical context of the period. Boats reflect a region’s history and help archaeologists and
historians to place local traditions in a wider maritime historical landscape.
It is important to remember, however, that although this unit introduces numerous boat types and
building traditions, knowledge is still lacking in countries, such as Myanmar and Cambodia. Even in
areas where we appear to have a great understanding, documentation and data is often hard to access
(particularly in the English language) and much of the information presented has not been collected
during archaeological excavations.
Unfortunately, through events such as the Tsunami in 2004, these traditions are disappearing much
faster than is anticipated and further research is required to preserve maritime cultural heritage and
craft traditions. It is hoped that in the next few years new archaeological excavations, that incorporate
a holistic approach, will increase the knowledge of past Asian shipbuilding technology.

4NBMMUSBEJUJPOBMCPBUTBSFTUJMMVTFE CVUBSFGBTUEJTBQQFBSJOHBMPOHXJUIUSBEJUJPOBMDSBGUTBOEXBZTPGMJGF
*OMF-BLF .ZBONBSª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN
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Suggested Timetable
15 mins

Introduction to Asian Shipbuilding Technology

Break

60 mins

General Boat Technology
5IF#BTJDTPG#PBUT 4IJQT 7FTTFMTBOE8BUFSDSBGU
#BTJD#PBU5ZQFT
4QFDJöD1VSQPTFTBOE$BUFHPSJFT
Break

120 mins

Practical Session: Boat Terminology
Break

60 mins

Asian Shipbuilding Technology: Main Traditions
Break

60 mins

Practical Session: on Each Country: Part I
Break

60 mins

Practical Session on Each Country: Part II
Break
UNIT

60 mins

Present 5 Minute Description of One Specific Boat Type
per Country
$PNQMFUFSFGFSFODFMJTUPOCPBUUSBEJUJPOT
&YDIBOHFEPDVNFOUT

10 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
Trainers should present the various aspects of Asian shipbuilding technology through a series of lectures
and practical exercises. The practical sessions will help students put the appropriate terminology to
use and help them become more familiar with boat diversity in the region.
The lecture can be split into three parts: a short lecture on general boat technology, one that covers
boat terminology (combined with a practical exercise) and finally a lecture and long practical exercise
on Asian and South-East Asian shipbuilding traditions.

Practical Session: Terminology
The aim of the first practical session is to help students familiarize themselves with boat terminology.
To begin the practical session it is recommended that trainers introduce students to the different names
for each component of a boat. Students should be encouraged to take notes and request translations
and further explanation where needed.
The practical session gives students a chance to test their knowledge and reflect on each of the terms.
Trainers should prepare and provide each student with a folder that contains pictures of different types
of boats from around the region. The pictures can either be discussed as part of the lecture to illustrate
the theoretical material and/or used as part of a group exercise.
In small groups, students should be asked to think about how each of the boats can be categorized e.g.
boat types, rudder types, construction types, etc. This not only allows students to practice identifying
specific characteristics, but also highlights the great technological diversity to be found in the region.
Alternatively (or in addition), if the training centre is in the proximity of a small harbour, trainers could
take the students and discuss the types of boats encountered.
The lecture introducing the main traditions of Asian shipbuilding technology provides students with a
basic list of boat types found in the region. This is meant to form a foundation, from which to develop
further knowledge. The aim is to then encourage students to share the knowledge they have on their
countries respective boat types, by selecting one representative boat for each country and presenting
the main features and characteristics of that boat to their fellow students.
It is important that the list of boat types in each country evolves and that additional references and
boat types are added to create more comprehensive and up-to-date information. As it is not possible
to browse through all the regions and boat types collectively in one lecture, it is recommended that
a practical session be conducted. Students should be divided into small groups, e.g. by region or by
sea or river network. In their groups, students should begin by assessing the existing reference list
and adding more references or boat types as appropriate. The students also need to assess how much
knowledge is available and what more research needs to be undertaken.
Next, each group needs to select one representative boat that they want to share with the rest of the
classroom. Students need to accurately identify the different features, characteristics and most essential
terminology belonging to that boat. It is useful if students can also include anecdotal, historical, or
environmental information that will help other students remember the craft. Students must select a
picture and prepare a short presentation (maximum of 5 minutes) for the rest of the class.
All of the documents, articles and essays related to the groups selected boat should be saved in a
central database (CD or USB) and circulated to the other students. The aim is for each student to create
a reference folder of information (including pictures and reference documents and articles) with which
to build on after the Foundation Course is complete.
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UNIT 15
Material Culture Analysis

Author Andrew J. Viduka

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit aims to introduce students to the theories, methods and issues related to
material culture analysis.
t0ODPNQMFUJPOPGUIF.BUFSJBM$VMUVSF"OBMZTJTVOJUTUVEFOUTXJMM
t#FJOUSPEVDFEUPUIFUPQJDPGNBUFSJBMDVMUVSFBOBMZTJT
t(BJOLOPXMFEHFPGEFTJHOBOEDVMUVSFBOBMZTJTUIFPSJFT DPODFQUT NFUIPETBOEJTTVFT
t(BJOJOTJHIUJOUPIPXUIFPSJFT DPODFQUT NFUIPETBOEJTTVFTSFMBUFUPNBUFSJBMJUZ 
FEVDBUJPOBOEMFBSOJOH
t(BJOJOTJHIUJOUPIPXBNBUFSJBMDVMUVSFBOBMZTJTDBOCFVTFE

Introduction to the Unit
Archaeology is about the systematic study of materials left behind by people in the past. Material
culture analysis is, therefore, an important part of an archaeologist’s everyday work. This types of
analysis can and will be influenced by the theoretical models of archaeological interpretation, such
as antiquarianism, processual and post-processual archaeology. The systematic study of artefacts,
features, ecofacts and manuports can tell us much about past life. Further insight can also be gained
by taking into consideration the context these objects are in. This unit will examine how theory and
context not only influences the way we look at objects, but also how we interpret them.
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1 Definitions
Archaeology can be considered as the study of the physical remains and traces of human activity,
ranging from pottery and bottle fragments, to plough traces and cargo. It can be found on land
and underwater, in structures (including, monuments, buildings and wrecks) or in the open field;
they can be isolated finds, but also related to a context. To reconstruct past human life and culture a
proper methodology must be used, so that as much information as possible can be retrieved from the
source. To undertake analysis, excavated material culture has to be identified, interpreted. The data
and information obtained has to then be ‘translated’ into something others can also comprehend.
Material culture encompasses the study of the creation, uses, meanings and interpretations of the
tangible products of human endeavour. As any object can have many different values to a wide range
of people, the study of material culture needs to be interdisciplinary in nature to take into account
historical, iconographical, aesthetic, cultural, scientific and behavioural perspectives (See Unit 5: %FTL
CBTFE"TTFTTNFOU and Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU).
The translation (archaeological theory analysis) of the material culture of a past people is done through
subjective and/or objective interpretation, largely dependant upon the theoretical approach of the
individual interpreting the material.
Suggested Reading
Prown, J. D. 1982. Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method. Winterthur
Portfolio, Vol. 17, No. 1. The University of Chicago Press, pp. 1-19.

2 Archaeological Theories
2.1 Antiquarianism
Possibly the most well-known archaeological theory is antiquarianism, which was the dominant
paradigm for the ‘interpretation’ of material right up until the end of the nineteenth century.
Antiquarianism is characterized by the detailed recording and description of a collection of artefacts,
buildings or sites. This is strongly linked with the early periods of classical archaeology and museology
(see Unit 16: .VTFPMPHZ).
Antiquarianism is associated with the cabinets of curiosities that were so popular in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, and which subsequently formed the basis for several major institutions.
The British Museum, for example, was founded in 1753 using Sir Hans Sloane’s extensive collection of
curios that ranged from manuscripts and drawings, to natural history specimens and antiquities from
around the world.
Today, Antiquarianism is viewed as limited in its attempts at interpretation of the past societies which
manufactured these materials.

2.2 Cultural-historical Archaeology
Cultural-historical archaeology developed in the mid to late nineteenth century (post-Darwin and the
Industrial Revolution). The theory is based on the idea of different, yet distinct cultural groups which
can be identified through their material culture.
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Changes in the culture of a historical society were ascribed to the diffusion of ideas or migration and
mixing of peoples. Elizabeth Wayland Barber (1994) in her book 8PNFOT8PSLUIF'JSTU ZFBST
utilized aspects of this theory. In her study of women’s work in textiles, Barber explored the existence
of the cultural characteristics of weaving and how they could be used to illustrate the spread of
people and ideas.
Changes in a society’s material culture can be viewed as being the result of either diffusion or migration.
A diffusion of ideas could be assisted by trade, inter-marriage and other small scale movements
of people. Migration can be categorized as large scale movements of people which could be also
stimulated by war or through the act of war.
The concept of the independent development of ideas by other cultures was not integrated into this
model. This became an issue of contention with evolutionary archaeologists who considered that the
same idea could be independently concluded in different locations. John Giacobbe supplies a concise
but detailed analysis of the current role of evolutionary theory in archaeological thought. See: www.
nakedscience.org/evol1.htm (Accessed March 2012).

2.3 Processual Archaeology
Processual archaeology was a rebellion against cultural-historical archaeology paradigms and its
‘limited’ interpretation of artefacts. The aim of processual archaeology was to move away from the
simple description of material culture (to catalogue, describe and create timelines based on the
artefacts), towards interpreting the material with the aid of quantitative methods of analysis.
Processual archaeology focused on more scientific and anthropological approaches to answer
questions about past humans and their societies. This archaeological theory originated in America and
England in the 1960s with Lewis Binford and David Clarke both publishing aspects of the theoretical
approach. This alignment of anthropological ideas with archaeology is characterized by the oft quoted
‘archaeology is anthropology or it is nothing’ (Willey and Phillips, 1958, pp. 2).
Processual archaeological drew on the biology systems theory, which argued that knowledge about
one portion of a system, enables knowledge of other components of a system to be inferred. The
method enables study within a system and looks at a system’s relationship and interactions with other
systems, and the environment that these interactions are occurring in. See: http://www.statpac.org/
walonick/systems-theory.htm (Accessed February 2012).
Proponents of processual archaeology claimed that with the rigorous use of the scientific method it
was possible to get past the limits of the archaeological record and learn something about how the
people who used the artefacts lived. Thus the archaeological record evolved from data to interpreted
information about the past.

2.4 Post-processual Archaeology
Post-processual archaeology originated in England in the 1970’s with work by Ian Hodder (Trigger,
2007, pp. 450). Through his spatial analysis research of Iron Age and Roman Britain archaeological
sites, Hodder concluded that even when using the processual approach, very different conclusions
could be put forward from the analysis of the same data. In his view, this countered the assertion from
processual archaeology theory, that only by using scientific method could objective fact be derived
from the archaeological record (Johnson, 1999, pp. 98-99).
Post-processual archaeology took an opposing view to processual archaeology, in that it viewed
data as not being objectively derived through the scientific method, but alternatively suggested that
archaeological interpretation was inherently subjective and a product of the archaeologist’s viewpoint.
4
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Matthew Johnson stated that, ‘post-processualists suggest that we can never confront theory and
data; instead, we see data through a cloud of theory’ (Johnson, 1999, pp. 102).
Essentially, post-processualism assumes that material culture will always be influenced by subjective views
and as a result, conflicts with those that believe conclusions should be based on scientific objectivity.

2.5 Scientific Method
The scientific method refers to the process by which phenomena is investigated, resulting in ‘reliable,
consistent and non-arbitrary data’. The scientific method attempts to minimize the influence of the
scientist’s bias on the outcome of an experiment.

The scientific method has four defined steps:
1 0CTFSWBUJPOBOEEFTDSJQUJPOPGBQIFOPNFOPOPSHSPVQPGQIFOPNFOB
2 'PSNVMBUJPOPGBIZQPUIFTJTUPFYQMBJOUIFQIFOPNFOB
3 6TFPGUIFIZQPUIFTJTUPQSFEJDUUIFFYJTUFODFPGPUIFSQIFOPNFOB PSUPQSFEJDU
RVBOUJUBUJWFMZUIFSFTVMUTPGOFXPCTFSWBUJPOT
4 1FSGPSNBODFPGFYQFSJNFOUBMUFTUTCZTFWFSBMJOEFQFOEFOUFYQFSJNFOUFST

It is important that each of these steps must be repeatable, in order to dependably predict any future
results.
See: http://teacher.pas.rochester.edu/phy_labs/appendixe/appendixe.html (Accessed February 2012).
Within the scientific method there is the principle of full disclosure which aims to fully document and
archive data. This data and methodology must then be shared, to enable other researchers and scientists
to validate the original findings and check the reliability of statistics.

2.6 Hypotheses, Models, Theories and Laws
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In the scientific method, the terms hypotheses, model, theory and laws have explicit
meaning:
t"OIZQPUIFTJTJTBMJNJUFETUBUFNFOUSFHBSEJOHDBVTFBOEFòFDUJOTQFDJöDTJUVBUJPOT
t5IFUFSNNPEFMJTSFTFSWFEGPSTJUVBUJPOTXIFOJUJTLOPXOUIBUUIFIZQPUIFTJTIBTBUMFBTU
MJNJUFEWBMJEJUZ
t"TDJFOUJöDUIFPSZPSMBXSFQSFTFOUTBOIZQPUIFTJT PSBHSPVQPGSFMBUFEIZQPUIFTFT XIJDI
IBTCFFODPOöSNFEUISPVHISFQFBUFEFYQFSJNFOUBMUFTUT

4PVSDFIUUQUFBDIFSQBTSPDIFTUFSFEVQIZ@MBCTBQQFOEJYFBQQFOEJYFIUNM "DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 

Broad theories can often bring a number of independently derived hypotheses together in a coherent
framework. This in turn may help form new hypotheses or place groups of hypotheses into context.
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Suggested Reading
Clarke, D. L. 1981. Analytical Archaeology, Second Edition. Colombia University Press.
Johnson, M. 1999. Postprocessual and Interpretative Archaeologies. Archaeological Theory:
An Introduction, Blackwell Publishers Ltd.
Schnapp, A. 1996. The Discovery of the Past: The Origins of Archaeology. London, British Museum Press.
Trigger, B. G. 2007. A History of Archaeological Thought, Second Edition. New York, Cambridge
University Press, pp. 450.
Willey, G, R. and Phillips, P.1958. Method and Theory in American Archaeology. Chicago, University
of Chicago Press.

Useful Websites
t4JS)BOT4MPBOFhanssloane.com/history.php "DDFTTFE.BSDI 
t(FOFSBMTZTUFNTUIFPSZwww.statpac.org/walonick/systems-theory.htm 
"DDFTTFE.BSDI 
t4DJFOUJöD.FUIPEteacher.pas.rochester.edu/phy_labs/appendixe/appendixe.html
"DDFTTFE.BSDI 
t*OUFSOBUJPOBM$PVODJMPG.VTFVNT
icom.museum/who-we-are/the-vision/museum-definition.html
"DDFTTFE.BSDI 

3 Material Culture
Material culture is the manifestation of culture through material products, e.g. the production of
objects, artefacts, relics, etc. It includes buildings, ships, tools and other objects that constitute the
material evidence of (usually past) societies. It also considers natural materials that are unmodified
(such as stone and ecofacts), human created materials (such as pottery and glass), as well as human
remains (skeletal material).
Mot importantly material culture not only exists in a context, but also helps form that context. It is not
just a backdrop; it is instead the stage and props for human action (Randall McGuire, 1992, pp. 104)

3.1 What does Cultural or Anthropogenic Material Consist of?
"SUFGBDUT
An artefact is any object that was produced by a human. This can include everything from tools and
toys, through to artwork, clothing, buildings and altered landscapes. Each artefact, regardless of its
form, is inherently an expression of our human culture.
This tangible evidence of human culture is collected by museums (see Unit 16: .VTFPMPHZ), though the
vast majority of material culture exists outside of museums, in people’s homes and workplaces and the
surrounding landscape.
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4UPOFIFOHF POFPGUIFXPSMETNPTUGBNPVTBSUFGBDUTª"OESFX+7JEVLB

'FBUVSFT
Champion (1980, pp. 48) describes a feature as, ‘any constituent of an archaeological site which is not
classed as a find or a small find’, i.e. any dug or built evidence of human activity.

&DPGBDUT #JPGBDUT
Ecofacts are flora and faunal materials (natural materials) that have been used by humans (Champion,
1980, pp. 40). These materials, when recovered from archaeological sites or other sealed deposits,
are relevant to the study of ancient environments and ecology. Examples of ecofacts include animal
bones, seeds, shells, waterlogged wood and pollen.

.BOVQPSUT
Manuports are unmodified natural objects transported and deposited by hominids; a primate from
the family Hominidae, which includes modern man (Homo sapiens) and the extinct precursors of man.
(Source: Collins English Dictionary.)
The word ‘Manuport’ is derived from the Latin words manus, meaning ‘hand’ and portare, meaning
‘to carry’. Manuports are distinguishable by being of a material clearly foreign to the sediment deposit
they occur in.
Suggested Reading
Barber, W. E. 1995. Women’s Work: The First 20,000 Years: Women, Cloth, and Society in Early Times.
W. W. Norton & Company.
Bryant, V. M. 1974. Pollen Analysis of Prehistoric Human Faeces from Mammoth Cave. Mammoth Trumpet,
Vol. 18. No. 3. June 2003.
Bryant, V. M. 1998. Microscopic Evidence for the Domestication and Spread of Maize. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences. 104.
Bryant, V. M. 1998. Pollen Analysis of Ceramic Containers from a Late Iron Age II or Persian Period Shipwreck
Site Near Haifa, Israel. New Developments in Palynomorph Sampling, Extraction and Analysis. American
Association of Stratigraphic Palynologists Foundation. Contributions Series Number 33, pp. 61-74.
Bryant, V. M. 2007. The Search for Starch Grains at Archaeological Sites. Mammoth Trumpet, Vol. 22. No. 4
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Champion, S. 1980. Dictionary of Terms and Techniques in Archaeology. Phaidon Press Limited, Everest
House Publishers, pp. 48.
Hodges, H. 1995. Artifacts: An Introduction to Early Materials and Technology. Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd.
McNiven, I. J. 1998. Aboriginal Archaeology of the Corroboree Beach Dune Field, Fraser Island: Re-survey
and Re-assessment. Memoirs of the Queensland Museum, Cultural Heritage Series, pp. 1-22.
Randall-McGuire 1992. A Marxist Archaeology. Orlando, Academic Press, pp. 104.

Useful Websites
t)PNJOJE%FöOJUJPOwww.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/hominid
"DDFTTFE.BSDI 
t0CKFDUT"SUFGBDUT &DPGBDUTBOE.BOVQPSUT
escrapbooking.com/escraps/objects/index.htm "DDFTTFE.BSDI 

4 Material Culture Analysis
Material culture has a life history which can provide insight on:
t1SPEVDUJPO DSFBUJPOPSNBLJOHUIFDBQBDJUZPGUIFTPDJFUZUIBUFOBCMFTUIJTQSPEVDUJPO
t'VODUJPOBOETUZMF DPOUJOVJUZBOEDIBOHF
t.FBOJOH
t$POUFYU
t&YDIBOHF USBEF
t$POTVNQUJPO
t5SBOTGPSNBUJPO DIBOHJOHVTF

4.1 Production
Production refers to the creation or the making of artefacts. The investigation concerning the production evolves around the method that a
certain object was made. In the aspect of material culture analysis, the
study focuses upon what this object was made from. The analysis can be
deepened by the concept of archaeometry, that is, by adapting techniques
and knowledge in chemistry, physics, engineering, physical and biological
sciences to find out the materials used to produce the studied objects. The
analysis of production tells us about technological capability at the time of
the producers; what these people could make and how they made it.
Suggested Reading
Hodges, H. 1989. Artifacts. An Introduction to Early Materials and Technology.
London, Duckworth.
4FF"EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO
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1 ASUJGBDUT"O*OUSP
EVDUJPOUP&BSMZ.BUFSJBMT
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ (1989) is
one of the most thorough
and comprehensive examinations of production
process, classifying the
analysis by types of historical materials used
to produce artefacts.
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3FDPOTUSVDUJPOPGB7JLJOHTIJQBUUIF7JLJOH4IJQ.VTFVN 3PTLJMEF %FONBSLª"OESFX+7JEVLB

4.2 Function
Function refers to the use or purpose of an
artefact, structure or site; what it was for or
what it did for user. There are numerous
points to consider when studying functions:
The interrelationship between shape and
function: i.e. shape indicates function and
function dictates shape. For instance, a container has to be able to contain.
UNIT
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Assumption-based investigation:
function is not always obvious or straightforward. What has been assumed as the
function of a certain object might not be its
direct or only function. In fact the analysis of
function is based on presentism; that is, we
believe that a certain object was used for
a certain purpose in the past, considering
the present day perspectives of our own
culture, rather than considering the sociocultural context of the society in which the
object was created.
Changeability and fluidity of functions:
functions can change over time or can be
different in different cultures.
"DPOTFSWFEBOEBTTFNCMFE7JLJOH4IJQ Skuldelev I 
7JLJOH4IJQ.VTFVN 3PTLJMEF %FONBSL
ª"OESFX+7JEVLB
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&UIOPHSBQIJDBMPCKFDUTDPMMFDUFEJOUIF1BDJöDCZUIFDSFXPG).4Pandora ª2VFFOTMBOE.VTFVN

In brief, when a function analysis is performed, it needs to
answer the following points:
t.BUFSJBM UZQF
t.PSQIPMPHZ TIBQFPSGPSN
t1SPEVDUJPO PSNBOVGBDUVSF
t%BUF BOEQSPWFOBODF
t$POUFYU PSSFMBUJPOTIJQ
t6TFMJGF VTFXFBSBOESFTJEVF
t"OBMPHZ PSDPNQBSJTPO
t&YQFSJNFOU

The result of the analysis can provide insight on four primary aspects:
Function in everyday life: e.g. eating, drinking, human behaviour.
Function in diet: e.g. edible plants (almonds and carbonised grain),
animal bones, items related to food processing and preparation.
Function in warfare: e.g. type(s) of ships and armaments.
Function in technology: e.g. technology utilised by ship itself or its cargo
4FF"EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO 

10
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2 Cooperage is a term
that describes the
production of barrels
or casks. On a sixteenth
century Basque vessel
wrecked in Red Bay,
Canada, there was
evidence of whale oil casks
made entirely of organic
components (Ringer, 2007,
pp. 180-196). This particular
type of barrel is liquid
tight and known as dry
cooperage. The recovered
casks were made up of three
main components: staves,
heads and hoops.
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-JGFPOCPBSEUIFWarriorª"OESFX+7JEVLB

5JNCFSCBSSFMGSPNUIFRapid  CFJOHBTTFNCMFEQPTUDPOTFSWBUJPOª8FTUFSO"VTUSBMJB.VTFVN
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When analysing the functions of a ship, we need to divide it by its main components
based on different functions (Reinders, 1988):
t5IFTIJQJUTFMG FHBODIPSTBOESJHHJOH
t&RVJQNFOUTJOUIFTIJQ FHDBSHPIBOEMJOHHFBS EBWJUT
BOEXJODIFT BOEBSNBNFOU HVOBOEBNNVOJUJPO
t*OWFOUPSZ FHOBWJHBUJPOBMJOTUSVNFOUT HBMMFZ WJDUVBMT
t0CKFDUTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFDSFXBOEQBTTFOHFST 
FHQFSTPOBMQPTTFTTJPOT
t$BSHP FHUSBEF

4.3 Style
Style refers to the distinctive pattern or decoration on an artefact, structure or site.
t4UZMFDBODIBOHFEFQFOEJOHPOUJNF DVMUVSFPSTQFDJBMJTU
t4UZMFQMBZTBTJHOJöDBOUSPMFBTUIFCBTJTGPSUZQPMPHZ DMBTTJöDBUJPOPSDBUFHPSJ[BUJPO
t$ISPOPMPHZBOEUFNQPSBMDIBOHF
t4FSJBUJPO DIBOHFJOTUZMFPWFSUJNF
t$POUJOVJUZ USBEJUJPOBOEQFSTJTUFOUUFDIOPMPHZ
t$IBOHF JOOPWBUJPOBOEWBSJBUJPO
t4UZMFBTTPDJBMDPNNVOJDBUJPO SFDPHOJUJPO NBLJOHTFOTFPGUIFXPSME
t$PNNPOVOEFSTUBOEJOH DVMUVSBMOPSNT
t4UZMFBTDPOTUSVDUJPO JFTUZMFJTDPOTUSVDUFECZQFPQMFBOEDBOCFDSFBUFEWJBTPDJBMBDUJPO 
JOUFSBDUJPOT JTPMBUJPOBOEFYDIBOHF

-FBUIFSTIPFGSPNUIF/ZEBN.PTFCPHTJUF %FONBSLª"OESFX+7JEVLB
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)PX%PFT4UZMF$IBOHF
Style can evolve over time as a result of a diffusion of ideas, innovation, the movement of people (via
migration, exogamy or war), the movement of goods (trade or distribution networks) or by changes in
the means of production (mass production, industrial technology and globalisation).
It is important to note that a similar style in two geographically separate locations is not necessarily
evidence of a link; it may be an example of parallel development.

4.4 Meaning
Function and style contribute to our understandings of meaning. Objects have life histories and meanings that are attached to them. Many aspects of these cultural meanings are attached by different
people, at different times and from different places. They can be examined from two anthropological
perspectives:
Emic meaning: is a term for an insider perspective, i.e. for people at the time.
Etic meaning: is a term for an outsider perspective, i.e. for observers, such as archaeologists.

4.5 Context
Context is the place where an object is found and
the relationship or association of the object to everything around it (usually other artefacts). Its chronological position is inferred by its location within the
stratigraphy. The careful documentation of context
enables an artefact to be interpreted through various
archaeological theories. Without context, an object
loses much of its interpretive value and can be considered a loose find. A loose find is any artefact that
cannot be accurately placed in context.

.BDSPTDBMF$POUFYU

5IJT0WPJEFBSUIFOXBSFKBSXBTCSPLFOBOESFQBJSFEJO
BOUJRVJUZ*UXBTMBUFSSFVTFEBTBCVSJBMVSOBOEGPVOE
DPOUBJOJOHUIFCPOFTPGBEPHª"OESFX+7JEVLB

As artefacts exist within multiple frameworks of interpretation at any one time, it is possible to consider
them on both micro and macro scales. A shipwreck is, for example, a discrete and contained (closed)
deposit. Artefacts recovered from this type of site can be interpreted in such a way that they provide
us with a broader understanding of the site and its association with the societies and cultures that the
artefacts belonged to.
Studies such as this enable a larger scale analysis that can encompass other sites from other periods.
Mike McCarthy’s excavation and analysis of the449BOUIP (1872) enabled, for example, a detailed study
of the Broadhurst family, examining the life and ingenuity of early Western Australian settlers using a
detailed study of a trunk engine recovered from the site.
For more information see: http://museum.wa.gov.au/broadhurst/ (Accessed February 2012).
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.JDSPTDBMF$POUFYU

As a shipwreck can been considered a time capsule, it enables micro-scale context
analysis. Archaeologists have to consider:
t8IBUJTUIFBSUFGBDUTSFMBUJPOTIJQUPPUIFSPCKFDUT
t0VUPGDPOUFYUXIBUEPFTJUNFBO
t"TJOHMFJTPMBUFEBSUFGBDUDBOMPTFJUTBTTPDJBUJPOT DPOUFYU 
t8IBUPUIFSPCKFDUTXFSFXJUIUIJTPCKFDUXIFOJUXBTGPVOE
t)PXXBTUIJTPCKFDUQBDLBHFEGPSUSBOTQPSU  4PVUFS BOE4UBOJGPSUI  

"ODIPSTBSFDPNNPOMZGPVOEBTJTPMBUFEPCKFDUTXIJDIDBOOPUCFMJOLFEUPBTJUF5IJTBODIPSJTBQBSUPGUIFAerd
Van Ness  TJUVBUFEPOUIF(SFBU#BSSJFS3FFGª"OESFX+7JEVLB
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Suggested Reading
Buranasiri, B. 1992. Ceramic Wares Found in Koh Talu Wreck Site: Their Usage and Life. #VMMFUJO
PGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF Vol.16:1, pp. 7-12.
Campbell, J. 1997. Eighteenth Century Wooden Clubs from HMS 1BOEPSB: A Preliminary Analysis.
#VMMFUJOPGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF, Vol. 21:1.
Coleman, R. A. 1998. The Currency of Cultural Change and Eighteenth Century Pacific Exploration.
#VMMFUJOPGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF Vol. 12:1, pp. 41-50.
Hodges, H. 1995"SUJGBDUTBO*OUSPEVDUJPOUP&BSMZ.BUFSJBMTBOE5FDIOPMPHZ Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd.
ISBN 0-7156-2316-8.
Reinders. R. 1988. Verspreiding van de Voorwerpen. &FO0WFSJKTTFMT7SBDIUTDIJQ 7FSHBBOJO.
Flevobericht 292. Rijkdienst voor de Ijsselmeerpolders, Lelystad, pp. 26-28.
Ringer, R. J. 2007 Cargo Lading and Ballast. 5IF6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZPG3FE#BZo#BTRVF4IJQCVJMEJOH
BOE8IBMJOHJOUIFUI$FOUVSZ7PMVNF*73JHHJOH 7FTTFM6TFBOE3FMBUFE4UVEJFTGrenier, R., Bernier, M.-A.
and Stevens, W. (eds.). Parks Canada, pp. 180-196.
Souter, C. 2009. Archaeology of the Iron Barque: Stowage on the 4FQJB*SPO 4UFFMBOE4UFBNTIJQ"SDIBFPMPHZ
1SPDFFEJOHTPGOE"VTUSBMJBO4FNJOBS )FMEJO'SFNBOUMF .FMCPVSOFBOE4ZEOFZ 2006. McCarthy, M. (eds.).
Australasian Institute for Maritime Archaeology No.15, pp. 159-164.
Staniforth, M. 1996. Tracing Artefact Trajectories – Following Chinese Export Porcelain. #VMMFUJOPGUIF
"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF20.1, pp. 13-18.

Useful Websites
t8FTUFSO"VTUSBMJBO.VTFVN449BOUIPmuseum.wa.gov.au/broadhurst
"DDFTTFE.BSDI 
t8FTUFSO"VTUSBMJBO.VTFVN"SDIBFPMPHZ$PMMFDUJPOwww.museum.wa.gov.au/
research/collections/anthropology-and-archaeology/archaeology-collection
"DDFTTFE.BSDI 
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5 Exchange Trade
For centuries, colonization, as well as international and long-distance commerce in goods, was dependent upon a trade network of ships and boats that allowed the flow of goods from the place of
production, to the place of consumption.
Trade patterns and the goods that circulated as a result, can provide valuable insights into the cultural
attitudes of people by revealing what was considered to be ‘suitable’ goods, e.g. food, drinks and textiles.
Sometimes only the containers survive, rather than their contents. As a result, we may know more about
barrels and amphora, than their liquid contents, such as wine or we may know more about the construction of the ship, than what it was carrying and to where it was carrying it.
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3FQMJDBPGUIF%VUDI&BTU
*OEJB$PNQBOZWFTTFM
Batavia  JO-FMZTUBE 
UIF/FUIFSMBOET
ª"OESFX+7JEVLB
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%VUDI&BTU*OEJB$PNQBOZFNCMFNPOUIFXBMMPG(BMMF'PSU 4SJ-BOLBª"OESFX+7JEVLB

Case Study
"NTUFSEBN (1949)
While all shipwrecks can be analysed on both micro and macro-scales, the"NTUFSEBm is
a particularly good example of a shipwreck that offers a broad context for artefacts (see:
http://shipwreck-heritage.org.uk/maritime-shore/amsterdam-wreck/).
The wreck itself is significant (see Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF "TTFTTNFOU) due to the high
preservation value of the site, which have resulted in numerous organic and inorganic
objects being preserved, as well as a significant portion of the ship’s structure. The site
can be studied and interpreted as a discrete site, yet its value increases once it is placed
in context with the broader historical setting, offering a unique insight into the period
and the development of the Dutch East India Company (VOC) (Marsden, 1974).
The VOC was established in 1602 when the Estates-General of the Netherlands granted
the company a twenty-one year monopoly to carry out colonial activities in Asia. Issuing
stocks, the VOC became the world’s first multinational corporation and remained an
important trading concern for almost two centuries, until it became bankrupt and was
dissolved in 1798.

18
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The Amsterdam was a VOC ship that ran ashore at Bulverhythe, near Hastings in southern
England in January 1749. Located in the surf zone, the ship appears to have rapidly sunk
approximately 6 to 8 metres into the mud. As a result of this burial, the Amsterdam is the
best preserved VOC shipwreck that has been found (to date) anywhere in the world.
The shipwreck is complete up to the upper gun deck on the port side and the lower
gun deck on the starboard side. Excavation work was concentrated on a 15 metres long
section of the vessel, located at the stern (seaward end) of the site. About 3 metres of
largely undisturbed archaeological deposit was excavated which consisted of a dense
layer of artefacts and organic materials. These materials included ecological components
and ecofacts, such as insects, botanical and faunal remains.

UNIT
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The wreck of the Amsterdam in Hastings, UK. © English Heritage
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Suggested Reading
Staniforth, M. 2006. Artifact Studies. .BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ"VTUSBMJBO"QQSPBDIFTNew York, Springer,
pp. 27-40.
Beck, S. 1999. Ceramic Links: An Interim Report of the Archaeological Investigation of the Ceramic
Armbands Recovered from the Wreck of the Queensland Labour Trader 'PBN#VMMFUJOPGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUF
GPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF No. 23, pp. 11-17.
Buranasiri, B. 1992. Ceramic Wares found in Koh Talu Wreck Site: Their Usage and Life. #VMMFUJOPGUIF
"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF Vol. 16:1, pp. 7-12.
Campbell, J. 1997. Eighteenth Century Wooden Clubs from HMS 1BOEPSB: A Preliminary Analysis.
#VMMFUJOPGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF21(1&2), pp. 1-8.
Coleman, R.A. 1998. The Currency of Cultural Change and 18th Century Pacific Exploration. #VMMFUJO
PGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF12.1, pp. 41-50.
Lenihan, D. J. 1983. Rethinking shipwreck Archaeology: A History of Ideas and Considerations for
New Directions.4IJQXSFDL"OUISPQPMPHZ Gould, R. (ed.). University of New Mexico Press.
Marsden, P. 1974. 5IF8SFDLPGUIF"NTUFSEBN. Hutchinson of London.
Staniforth, M. 1996. Tracing Artefact Trajectories – Following Chinese Export Porcelain. #VMMFUJO
PGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF20.1, pp. 13-18.
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Unit Summary
Archaeology is the study of the material culture left behind by people. Ships are time capsules and can
often be compared to unique terrestrial heritage sites, such as Pompeii, that contain a rich diversity
of objects that can be studied. Shipwrecks can be preserved in remarkably good condition, offering
an enormous amount of information about a short period of history, which can be examined in detail.
Some of the artefacts contained within shipwrecks, such as such as their cargoes, armament or items
related to life on board, can not be found in sites elsewhere.
The material culture recovered from sites can reveal much about the lives, living conditions, behaviour
and technology of people who lived in past eras. However, this requires detailed analysis and an interpretation (explanation) of artefacts, which is what, essentially, material culture analysis is.
Material culture analysis encompasses the study of the creation, uses, meanings and interpretations
of the tangible products of human endeavour. As the study of material culture is interdisciplinary by
nature, artefacts have to be studied from multiple perspectives: historical, iconographical, aesthetic,
cultural, scientific and behavioural. Added to this there are also numerous frameworks and theories
which individual researchers can utilize to interpret their data.
In this unit, students have been briefly introduced to the theoretical and practical approaches to
material culture analysis. To gain a deeper understanding of this topic, it is recommended that students
further explore traditional formal analyses of artefacts and recent studies that focus on consumption,
perception and social self-definition (see 4VHHFTUFE3FBEJOH).

Suggested Timetable
15 mins

60 mins

Introduction
Material Culture Analysis
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM5IFPSZ
4DJFOUJöD.FUIPE
)ZQPUIFTFT
.PEFMT
5IFPSJFTBOEMBXT
.BUFSJBMDVMUVSFBOBMZTJT
&YDIBOHFUSBEF
$BTFTUVEZ
Break

60 mins

Workshop Activity
Break
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45 mins

Group Presentations and Discussion

15 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
It is recommended that trainers introduce material culture analysis to students in the form of a lecture,
followed by a group exercise where students can utilize the ideas and concepts presented to them. The
objective of the practical session is for students to draw, measure, analyse and discuss an artefact.
For further teaching aids and suggestions see "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO.

How to Organise the Practical Session
To facilitate the practical session, trainers should first select a range of objects that are, or could be
described as, an artefact, manuport or an ecofact. If the location allows for it, features can also be
included in the selection. Trainers should prepare a short biography for each object that provides the
students with contextual information that offers insight into the object’s significance.
It is recommended that trainers divide students into equal sized groups of no more than four. Each
group must select one object to study.
1. Trainers should instruct the students to:
2. Examine their selected object, measure and draw it on the scale paper provided.
3. Identify whether the object is an artefact, feature, ecofact or manuport.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Consider what information can be interpreted from the
object, such as:
t1SPEVDUJPO DSFBUJPOPSNBLJOH
t5FDIOPMPHZ FHTIJQCVJMEJOH
t'VODUJPOBOETUZMF DPOUJOVJUZBOEDIBOHF
t.FBOJOH
t$POUFYU
t&YDIBOHF USBEF
t$POTVNQUJPO
t5SBOTGPSNBUJPO DIBOHJOHVTF

3 Additional teaching
materials that can be used
to facilitate a practical
session on material culture
analysis can be found at:
http://www.cyberbee.
com/culturalanalysis.pdf
(Accessed February 2012).
Provided by the library of
Congress American Memory
Summer Institute, this guide
can be easily adapted and
modified by trainers to suit
requirements.

Trainers should allow students approximately one hour to complete the exercise and should spend
time with each group, actively directing their efforts.
After a short break, a representative from each group should present the results of their analysis to the
rest of the class. Trainers should encourage questions from the other groups and re-enforce important
topics and ideas covered in the unit.
Equipment Required for Each Group of Students

t4DBMFQBQFS

t1FODJMT

t1MBJOQBQFS

t&SBTFS

t3VMFS

t.BHOJGZJOHHMBTT

If available and relevant include: a thread
counter, stereo-microscope, Munsell colour
charts, small torches or desk lamps. 4FF"EEJ
UJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO

t%SBXJOH$PNQBTT
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Suggested Reading: Full List
Barber, W. E. 1995. 8PNFOT8PSL5IF'JSTU :FBST8PNFO $MPUI BOE4PDJFUZJO&BSMZ5JNFT
W. W. Norton & Company.
Beck, S. 1999. Ceramic Links: An Interim Report of the Archaeological Investigation of the
Ceramic Armbands Recovered from the Wreck of the Queensland Labour Trader 'PBN. #VMMFUJO
PGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF Vol. 23, pp. 11-17.
Bryant, V. M. 1974. Pollen Analysis of Prehistoric Human Faeces from Mammoth Cave. .BNNPUI5SVNQFU,
Vol. 18, No. 3.
Bryant, V. M. 1998. Microscopic Evidence for the Domestication and Spread of Maize. 1SPDFFEJOHT
PGUIF/BUJPOBM"DBEFNZPG4DJFODFT
Bryant, V. M. 1998. Pollen Analysis of Ceramic Containers from a Late Iron Age II or Persian Period
Shipwreck Site Near Haifa, Israel. /FX%FWFMPQNFOUTJO1BMZOPNPSQI4BNQMJOH &YUSBDUJPOBOE"OBMZTJT
American Association of Stratigraphic Palynologists Foundation. No. 33, pp. 61-74.
Bryant, V. M. 2007. The Search for Starch Grains at Archaeological Sites. .BNNPUI5SVNQFU, Vol. 22. No. 4.
Buranasiri, B. 1992. Ceramic Wares Found in Koh Talu Wreck Site: Their Usage and Life. #VMMFUJO
PGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF Vol. 16:1, pp. 7-12.
Campbell, J. 1997. Eighteenth Century Wooden Clubs from HMS 1BOEPSB: A Preliminary Analysis.
#VMMFUJOPGUIF"VTUSBMJBO*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OTUJUVUF, Vol. 21:1 & 2, pp. 1-8.
Champion, S. 1980. %JDUJPOBSZPG5FSNTBOE5FDIOJRVFTJO"SDIBFPMPHZ. Phaidon Press Limited,
Everest House Publishers.
Clarke, D. L. 1981. "OBMZUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ, Second Edition. Colombia University Press.
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Museology

Authors Somlak Charoenpot, Barbera Boelen and Martijn R. Manders

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit provides students with an understanding of the role of museums and their importance in the
preservation of underwater cultural heritage.

Upon completion of the Museology unit, students will:
t)BWFBCBTJDLOPXMFEHFPGNVTFPMPHZ
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUNVTFPMPHZDBOCFVTFGVMGPSJOUFHSBUJOHUIFLOPXMFEHFPGNBOZöFMET
SFMBUFEUPVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUIFBSDIBFPMPHJTUBOEUIFNVTFVN
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFFUIJDBMJTTVFTTVSSPVOEJOHNVTFVNDPMMFDUJPOT
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGIPXUPQSFQBSFBOFYIJCJUJPOBOEDSFBUFTUPSZCPBSET

Introduction to the Unit
A museum is usually regarded as a public building which showcases objects of artistic, cultural, historical or scientific interest, through permanent or temporary exhibitions. Museums have a story
to tell people; the story that is presented may be influenced by archaeologists in order to convey
a message that they think is important. By providing a floor to disseminate information, museums
play an important role in raising awareness, which in turn assists the preservation of cultural heritage.
This unit will explore both the practical and theoretical aspects of museums and how they can be
employed for maritime archaeological purposes.
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0QFOFEJO UIF5FZMFST.VTFVNJTUIF
/FUIFSMBOETöSTUBOEPMEFTUNVTFVNª3$&

1 What is Museology?
Museology is the theoretical study of museum practices, encompassing the history and development
of museums, infrastructural organization and museum management.
There are an enormous variety of subjects that can be taught under Museology. This unit will focus on a
selection of topics that are of specific interest for underwater archaeologists: the objects, the museum
and its functions, and society. These issues are all important to understand when archaeologists have
to work together with museum institutions.

1.1 The Object
In museology, it is not the aesthetic value of an object that matters, but the meaning within the object.
In the same way this can be said for archaeologists, for whom an object has value because of the information it contains.
In principle, museology focuses on the responsibility for preserving an object or heritage and making
it accessible. This also encapsulates the responsibility for presenting information and taking advantage
of intellectual opportunities concerning an object.
3
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Sometimes museums present objects to the public because they are beautiful (aesthetical value) or
valuable (economical value). This is often the practice in art museums. For objects in archaeological
museums, archaeologists customarily provide detailed context to create valuable meaning for artefacts
(see also Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU 

A surgical instrument
found on the Dutch
East India Company
ship the Rooswijk
(1737), wrecked at
Goodwin Sands,
United Kingdom.
© Martijn R. Manders

*OGPSNBUJPO
An artefact not only contains information about its physical state, material, form, etc., but also
information about its function and meaning. We can determine aspects such as how and why it was
used, by whom and by which culture, etc (see Unit 15: .BUFSJBM$VMUVSF"OBMZTJT)

$POUFYU
To learn more about the context of an object, information concerning the object has to be collected
and studied. As an example, a pen is a familiar object that can be used for writing. It is not a particularly
special object in itself, however, an ‘everyday’ pen may have been used to write an important text,
agreement or treaty, which transforms it into an object of high historical or cultural significance.
A good maritime example of this is that a normal ceramic creamware plate costs a few dollars, whereas a
creamware plate from the White Star Line costs approximately US$50 to US$100. In comparison, a creamware plate from the White Star Line that was recovered from the Titanic costs approximately US$900 (at
auction). This has everything to do with the added value provided by context and provenance.

7BMVF
An object can be of great value because of its high economic value or if it provides a missing link or
holds a fascinating story (see Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU).
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)VOESFETPGDFSBNJDTQMBUFTCFJOHTUPSFEBUUIF)PSOJNBO.VTFVNBOE(BSEFOTJO-POEPO 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
0OMZUIFDPOUFYUPGBOJOEJWJEVBMQMBUFXPVMENBLFJUTUBOEPVUBHBJOTUUIFPUIFSTª##PFMFO

1.2 Functions of the Museum
A museum has three basic functions regarding
the artefacts or collections, these are:

1SFTFSWBUJPO
Preservation is also known as collection management. It involves acquisition, registration, documentation, conservation and restoration.
Museums can obtain artefacts in many ways, from
collector’s bequests, loans from other museums,
trade with private sectors, to acquisition from
the field. Fieldwork is an important source from
which archaeological museums, in particular,
can establish new collections with the direct
involvement of archaeologists. Through fieldwork documentation, detailed information concerning the context of an object can be obtained,
however, collecting through fieldwork often has
ethical and legislative problems.
"DPOTFSWBUPSJTDIFDLJOHUIFöOETUIBUIBWFCFFOFYDBWBUFE
GSPNUIFAvondster  XSFDLTJUF 4SJ-BOLBª."6

A collection usually consists of objects from
different backgrounds that have been brought
5
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together. These objects do not
necessarily have to come from the
same source, but instead, are often
combined to convey a theme or a
narrative that the museum wants
to present to public. By doing this,
a collection creates a vibrant image
of the past.
The way the objects are displayed
or collected is the choice of the
curator. Even within the collection
of one shipwreck, choosing what to
display takes careful consideration.
Should only the precious finds be
displayed? Or can other finds, such
as the wood from the ship or the
cargo of wheat, also help tell a
larger story? The story of the daily
life of the crew is a very different
narrative to the grandeur of a story
regarding the ‘treasures’ that are
found on a wreck site.
#&-085IF8FTUGSJFT.VTFVN )PPSO 

UIF/FUIFSMBOET DSFBUFEBOFYIJCJUJPO
USBDJOHUIFWPZBHFPG4DIPVUFOBOE
-FNBJSF"SUFGBDUTSFDPWFSFEGSPNUIF
Hoorn  XSFDLTJUF DPNCJOFEXJUI
PUIFSPCKFDUTGSPNEJòFSFOUTJUFTBOE
QFSJPET XFSFVTFEUPDSFBUFBVOJRVF
BUNPTQIFSFª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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Wooden anchors from
the sixteenth century
Bankachai II wreck,
await conservation in
a fresh water basin.
© Martijn R. Manders
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$PNNVOJDBUJPO
Communication with the public
in a museum is done through
presentation (exhibitions), education and publications. The most
effective way that a museum can
communicate with the public, is
through an exhibition.
This process of communication is
analysed in 5IF .VTFVN &YQFSJ
FODF (Falk en Dierking, 1992)
and is known to take place in
the interaction between three
contexts:
The personal context: knowledge,
experience and expectations of
the individual. This defines the
way a visitor looks at and understands the exhibition.
The social context: the social
environment, family members
and friends. Is the visitor alone
or with a small or large group?
The accompanying individuals
can influence a visitor’s museum
experience.
The physical context: not only
the exhibition itself (the showcases, colors used and the lighting), but also the building or
museum complex.

7JTJUPSTBUUIF4BNFE/HBN$PNNVOJUZ.VTFVNJO5IBJMBOEª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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Different types of exhibitions can be distinguished. Objects can be arranged in different orders:
chronological, by theme, by using a story as a starting point, etc.

3FTFBSDI
Collections are often used for research. Not only are the objects themselves used, but even more
importantly, the information about their original context is studied. This contextual information is
usually entered into a database system as soon as the objects are collected and arrive at the museum.
This information is crucial for researchers who were not present when the archaeological objects were
originally found or excavated.
One example of such a database is "EMJC: www.adlibsoft.com (Accessed February 2012).
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1.3 The Museum
According to the International Council of Museums (ICOM), the definition of a museum evolves over
time, in line with developments in society. Since its creation in 1946, ICOM has updated their definition
in accordance with the realities of the global museum community. The most recent definition was
adopted in 2007 during the 21st General Conference in Vienna, Austria, and states,
"NVTFVNJTBOPOQSPöU QFSNBOFOUJOTUJUVUJPOJOUIFTFSWJDFPGTPDJFUZBOEJUTEFWFMPQNFOU PQFOUP
UIFQVCMJD XIJDIBDRVJSFT DPOTFSWFT SFTFBSDIFT DPNNVOJDBUFTBOEFYIJCJUTUIFUBOHJCMFBOEJOUBO
HJCMFIFSJUBHFPGIVNBOJUZBOEJUTFOWJSPONFOUGPSUIFQVSQPTFTPGFEVDBUJPO TUVEZBOEFOKPZNFOU
Source: http://icom.museum/who-we-are/the-vision/museum-definition.html (Accessed February 2012).
This definition can be used as a reference for the international community. According to it, a museum
is involved with all kinds of heritage concerning mankind and its environment. There are many categories of museums, including zoological (collecting animals) and botanical gardens (collecting plants),
archives, libraries and institutions for nature and monument preservation. Each will have its own
specific interest of collection. This collection needs to be well preserved, conserved and researched, in
order to disseminate the insight provided through exhibitions to society.

#SPDIVSFTCFMPOHJOHUPNBSJUJNFNVTFVNTGSPNBMMPWFSUIFXPSMEª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST

In the last few years museums have been established in the field; the archaeological site itself has
become the museum. There are underwater museums, for example, shipwrecks open to the public that
have been established all over the world. This is not in conflict with the ICOM definition, but for many
people it is still difficult to accept this concept as a museum.
8
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One example of a museum which is very much worth emphasizing here is that of the
ecomuseum. The term ‘ecomuseum’ describes ecological activities which aim to make a
region a living museum. There are three elements:
t5IFQSFTFSWBUJPOPGEJòFSFOULJOETPGIFSJUBHFJOBSFHJPO JODMVEJOHOBUVSBM DVMUVSBM
BOEJOEVTUSJBM
t5IFNBOBHFNFOUBOEFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQPGUIJTIFSJUBHF XIJDIBMMPXTQBSUJDJQBUJPO
PGUIFMPDBMTGPSUIFTBLFPGUIFJSGVUVSF
t5IFGVODUJPOPGQSFTFSWBUJPOJTTJNJMBSUPUIBUPGBNVTFVN

One such example in Thailand is the Samed Ngam wreck site that
consists of a 200 year old dockyard and a shipwreck (Asian junk). The
first investigations in 1982 explored the ship’s interior, followed by
further external investigations during the SPAFA training in 1989 (see
"EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO).
Today the site consists of a small part of the remaining dockyard
and within that dockyard, the wreck is preserved JOTJUV just below
the water level. The site is also now part of a community museum
that includes an exhibition centre that examines the site and the
archaeological work that has been executed on it.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 SEAMEO-SPAFA, the
Regional Centre for Archaeology and Fine Arts. The
Centre is under the aegis of
the Southeast Asian Ministers
of Education Organization
(SEAMEO) and is hosted by
the Government of Thailand.
For more information see:
http://www.seameo-spafa.org
(Accessed January 2012).

Suggested Reading
Ohara, K. 1998. The Image of ‘Ecomuseum’ in Japan1BDJöD'SJFOET Vol. 25. No. 12, pp. 26-27. http://members.jcom.home.ne.jp/ikko-ohara/the%20image%20of%20ecomuseum%20in%20Japan.PDF
(Accessed February 2012).
Meijer, M. & van Mensch, P. 2008. Teaching Theory, Practice and Ethics of Collecting at the Reinwardt
Academie. $PMMFDUJOHOFU pp. 6-7.
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5IFNVTFVNBEKBDFOUUPUIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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1.4 Society
According to the ICOM definition, museums are in the service of society. Here, we need to consider
what society is and the role it plays in determining displays in museums.
The Universal Declaration of the Human Rights (Paris 1948) stipulates that everybody should have the
right to participate in the cultural life of a community, to enjoy it and to share in scientific advancement
and its benefits. Derived from this point of view, the Council of Europe developed the Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society, (Faro 2005), which emphasizes the rights of the
public to give meaning to heritage and aid its preservation. In this way, the public has been given its
own voice and to allow them to participate, cultural heritage management and museums will have to
adopt a bottom up approach. Is this in service of society or is it even more; is it determined by society?
(See Unit 17: PVCMJD"SDIBFPMPHZBOE3BJTJOH"XBSFOFTT).
Suggested Reading
HREA. 2003. Right to Culture. http://www.hrea.org/index.php?doc_id=423 (Accessed February 2012).
United Nations. 1948. 5IF6OJWFSTBM%FDMBSBUJPOPGUIF)VNBO3JHIUT. Paris. http://www.un.org/en/documents/
udhr/index.shtml#a1.Article 27 (Accessed February 2012).

2 Museums at Work
Although museums have often been established out of interest from a collector, they have become a
learning institution for society. People can gain knowledge from visiting museums and studying the
collections.
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As a consequence, it is necessary that the museum has in-house trained professionals in museum
management (i.e. curator, conservator, exhibition designer and educator) in order to be well equipped
for raising awareness with the general public, supporting the scientists and managing both the
collection and museum in general. These different duties may be done by one single person or by
several people in larger museums.
Once a collection enters into the museum, it must be registered and recorded. The information
recorded will include a variety of detailed data about an object, such as its provenance. The object will
then be preserved and either displayed or safely stored.
"SUFGBDUTSFDPWFSFEGSPNUIF
)PPSO  XSFDLTJUFJO
"SHFOUJOB BSFCFJOHDMFBOFE
BOESFHJTUFSFEª+8JKOBOET

The curator, who is responsible for the overall collection or a specific part of the collection, is also
responsible for the research that gives each object a place in the collection. The curator has to then deliver the content of an exhibition, permanent or temporary. This function may be executed by or with the
help of archaeologists. When an exhibition is created about a specific shipwreck, an archaeologist who
has excavated the site may be invited to take up the position as a (guest) curator.
For an exhibition, a curator will have to work together with many professionals from different disciplines,
including other specialists in the field of a collection, conservators, designers, technicians, educators
and archaeologists.
Ideally, public relation officers and educators should be involved in the early stages of the creation of an
exhibition, so that they can begin to prepare for the learning process and marketing of the exhibition.
These individuals have an excellent understanding of the target audience and how they should be
addressed in order to best convey a story.
12
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3 Museum Ethics
In order for archaeologists and museums to work well together, it is important to acknowledge the ethics
of both groups. There has to be a common ground or at least an understanding of ethical guidelines in
order to work together effectively (see Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOUPG6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF).

Some issues that can come up when collecting or making an exhibition include:
t%JTQMBZJOHIVNBOSFNBJOTUIBUDPVMECFQBSUPGUIFöOETPGBTIJQXSFDL
t*MMJDJUUSBEFPOöOET4FFUIF6/&4$0$POWFOUJPOPOUIF.FBOTPG1SPIJCJUJOHBOE
1SFWFOUJOHUIF*MMJDJU*NQPSU &YQPSUBOE5SBOTGFSPG0XOFSTIJQPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZ 1BSJT
 BOEUIF*OUFSHPWFSONFOUBM$PNNJUUFFT3FUVSO1PMJDZPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZ 1BSJT
t)PXUPIBOEMFAEJóDVMUIFSJUBHF FHöOETSFHBSEJOHTMBWFSZPOCPBSE PSJMMFHBMUSBEJOH

These days national heritage is a complex topic and includes repatriation and legal issues regarding the
acquisition of museum collections and archaeological finds. Museum staff, those who are responsible
for working with the collection, must learn about international laws and act on the code of ethics of
each profession very carefully, in order to avoid becoming involved in an illegal procedure or a legal,
but ethically controversial issue.
Suggested Reading
ICOM. 1986. Museum Code of Ethics. http://icom.museum/what-we-do/professional-standards/code-ofethics/preamble/L/0.html (Accessed February 2012).
UNESCO. 1970. $POWFOUJPOPOUIF.FBOTPG1SPIJCJUJOHBOE1SFWFOUJOHUIF*MMJDJU*NQPSU &YQPSUBOE
5SBOTGFSPG0XOFSTIJQPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZ Paris. http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13039&URL_
DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html (Accessed February 2012).
UNESCO. 1985. *OUFSHPWFSONFOUBM$PNNJUUFFGPS1SPNPUJOHUIF3FUVSOPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZUPJUT$PVOUSJFTPG
0SJHJOPSJUT3FTUJUVUJPOJODBTFPG*MMJDJU"QQSPQSJBUJPO. Athens. http://portal.unesco.org/culture/en/ev.php-URL_
ID=35283&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html (Accessed February 2012).
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For many decades, museums exhibited finds that were salvaged from the seabed and the relationship
between museums and underwater archaeology only extended as far as the acquisition process. This
was to be expected; back then, the underwater world was inaccessible and everything that came to
the surface was mysterious and often without context. The only context that could be given was a
historical one, derived from written sources. Often, underwater archaeological objects were simply an
illustration of something that was already known.
This relationship has however changed over time. Today the seabed has become more accessible
through new technology that have been recognized by the museum world. Large exhibitions and
even specialized museums have been created that focus solely on underwater cultural heritage.
Sometimes, they are dedicated to a specific ship find, such as the .BSZ3PTF in Portsmouth, United
Kingdom (UK), Strandingsmuseum 4U (FPSHF in Thorsminde (Denmark), the Vikingship Museum in
Roskilde (Denmark) and the 7BTBin Stockholm (Sweden).
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"OJOGPSNBUJPOQMBUFQSPWJEFTJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIFSS Copenhagen 1PNQBOP#FBDI 'MPSJEB)FSJUBHFUSBJMT JODMVEJOHUIPTF
VOEFSXBUFS IBWFCFDPNFBDPNQPOFOUPGUPVSJTUJOGSBTUSVDUVSFJONBOZDPVOUSJFT5IFSS Copenhagen6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFP
MPHJDBM1SFTFSWFCFDBNFB4UBUF1SFTFSWFBOE'MPSJEB)FSJUBHF4JUFJOª'MPSJEB#VSFBVPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTFBSDI

Other museums are devoted to regional
underwater cultural heritage, such as the
maritime museum in Texel (the Netherlands),
Hastings Shipwreck Heritage Centre (UK)
and many other local maritime museums.
National maritime museums today often
emphasize research techniques specifically
used for underwater archaeology. Centralne
Museum Morski in Gdansk (Poland), Musée
de la Marine in Paris (France) and National
Maritime Museum in Chanthaburi (Thailand), for instance, study not merely the
historical and iconographical information,
but also the material culture.
This evolution has continued, taking the
museum out the building and into heritage
trails and publicly accessible underwater
sites. Museums even exist on the Internet,
for example The Museum of Underwater
Archaeology (MUA). See: www.uri.edu/mua
(Accessed March 2012).
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The Viking Ship Museum in
Roskilde (Denmark) is dedicated
to maritime archaeology. The
museum’s main exhibits are the
Viking ships found at Skuldelev.
© Martijn R. Manders
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These new forms of museums have been created
by professionals and avocationals, governments
and the wider public, using both a top down and
bottom up approach. Creating impressive visitor
experiences has become ever more important,
either by artificially creating the underwater world
in a building or getting the public themselves
under water (see Unit 17: 1VCMJD"SDIBFPMPHZBOE
3BJTJOH"XBSFOFTT).

#&-086TJOHEJHJUBMUFDIOJRVFT JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUVOEFSXBUFS
TJUFTDBOCFCSPVHIUJOUPBNVTFVN"UUIF8FTUGSJFT.VTFVN
)PPSO UIF/FUIFSMBOET WJTJUPSTDBOHPPOBOJOUFSBDUJWF
KPVSOFZ GPMMPXJOHUIFFYQFEJUJPOPG4DIPVUFOBOE-FNBJSF
ª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST

4.1 Underwater Museums and
Heritage Trails
Below are examples of well-established underwater museums around the world (see also "EEJ
UJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO).
Maritime Historical Underwater Park,
Finland
Opened in 2000, the Maritime Historical Underwater Park is situated near the wreck of the Kronprins Gustav Adolf (Helsinki). Divers can access
the wreck by following a line around the site.
While exploring the site, visitors can read a series
of twelve signs that contain information about
the wreck.
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFF
www.nba.fi/en/mmf_park (Accessed February 2012).
Underwater Museum Project, Egypt
The Underwater Museum Project exhibits sculptures and objects
found in the harbour of Alexandria. During a UNESCO meeting it was
decided that the museum should include not only an above water
exhibition room for the interpretation of the archaeological finds, but
also an accessible underwater area, such as an aquarium with tunnels.
By creating this unique structure, visitors have the opportunity to see
in situ protected objects and underwater archaeologists at work.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

2 For additional information on underwater
museums and dive trails,
see: www.unesco.org/
culture/underwater/
underwater_museums_en
(Accessed February 2012).
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'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFF
www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/underwater-culturalheritage/about-the-heritage/underwater-museums (Accessed July 2012).
The Sunken Harbour of Ceasarea, Israel
Opened in 2006, this museum claims to be the first underwater museum in the world. Following a
network of underwater trails, divers and snorkellers can explore a Roman wreck, a ruin of a lighthouse
and other structures.
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFF
www.sacred-destinations.com/israel/caesarea-underwater-museum.htm (Accessed February 2012).
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Baiheliang Underwater Museum in Chongqing, China
Opened in 2009, the Baiheliang, (which translates to the White Crane Ridge) is an archaeological site in
China, now submerged under the waters of the newly built Three Gorges Dam. The museum displays
some of the world’s oldest hydrological inscriptions, recording 1,200 years of changes in the water level
of the Yangtze River, north of the Fuling District of the Chongqing Municipality.
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFFwww.whatsonchengdu.com/travel-msg-32.html (Accessed July 2012).

Unit Summary
Museology is the study of museum theory that encompasses not only the object itself, but also the
functions concerning the object, the museum and society.It is not the aesthetic value of an object that
matters, but the meaning of the object. Museology focuses on the preservation of an object or heritage and the responsibility for disseminating information concerning it, in an educational form.
There are many types of museums, each with their own specific interest of collection. Every collection
needs to be well preserved, conserved and researched, in order to disseminate what can be learnt from
it through forms of presentation; most prominently, exhibitions.
Once a collection enters into a museum, it must be registered and recorded. The information recorded
will include a variety of detailed data about an object, such as its provenance, possible dating, etc. The
object will then be conserved and either displayed or safely stored away.
When working with other individuals or organizing an exhibition, ethical choices have to be made.
Contentious issues can include illicit trading, displaying human remains or dealing with taboo. The laws
regarding these issues have to be understood and the ethical consequences examined carefully.
For decades, the relationship between museums and underwater archaeology did not extended
further than exhibiting finds salvaged from the seabed. This is rapidly changing and nowadays, larger,
more informative exhibitions, heritage trails and underwater museums have been developed around
the world.
It is, therefore, necessary that contemporary underwater archaeologists, whose responsibilities are
now so closely linked with museum sectors, understand the museological aspects of their work. They
will need to understand the museum’s perspective and work together closely with them in the way
that benefits their investigation and interpretation of the excavated finds. This collaboration can
result in better awareness raising for underwater archaeology and greater public engagement in the
protection of the heritage.
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Suggested Timetable
30 mins

Introduction

90 mins

What is a Museum and What is Museology? Part I
Break

60 mins

What is a Museum and What is Museology? Part II
Break

60 mins

Museums at Work

30 mins

Museum Ethics
Break

30 mins

Museums and Underwater Archaeology

60 mins

Storyboards

30 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
This unit provides students with an understanding of the role of a museums and their importance in
the preservation of cultural heritage. Some teaching suggestions, designed to enhance the student’s
knowledge of some of the topics in the unit, are listed below.

Introduction
Discussion can often be an ideal way to engage students with a new topic.
Trainers may want to introduce this unit by asking the students the following questions:
t%PZPVSFHVMBSMZWJTJUBNVTFVN
t%PZPVHPUPNVTFVNTQSJNBSJMZGPSXPSLPSMFJTVSF
t)BWFZPVFWFSXPSLFEXJUINVTFVNTUBò
t)BWFZPVFWFSXPSLFEPONVTFVNFYIJCJUJPOT
t%PZPVUIJOLNVTFPMPHZJTJNQPSUBOUGPSGPVOEBUJPOLOPXMFEHFPGVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZ 

1.1 The Object
Trainers should select an object and ask the students what kind of information they can obtain, just
by looking at it. It may be useful to ask students if they can think of other examples from their own
countries, as often things are more valuable when placed in a specific socio-cultural context.
It can also be interesting to discuss the fact that an archaeologist may be able to provide an object’s
context, which immediately gives them a higher monetary value. This is one of the reasons why
commercial salvage companies often undertake their own archaeological research.

1.2 Functions of the Museum
The function of a museum is an excellent topic for facilitating lively discussion.
It is recommended that trainers ask students the following questions:
t8IBUDIPJDFTDBOBDVSBUPSNBLF 4IPVMEUIFZDIPPTFUPEJTQMBZPOMZUSFBTVSFTGSPN
TIJQXSFDLTPSBMUFSOBUJWFMZ BMTPFYIJCJUUIFHSBJOGPVOEPOBXSFDL JOPSEFSUPUFMMBCSPBE
OBSSBUJWFBCPVUUSBEJOH
t4IPVMEBNVTFVNUFMMPOMZUIFQPTJUJWFTUPSJFTPSBMTPUIFOFHBUJWFTUPSJFT AXSPOHIFSJUBHF 
)PXJTUIJTEFBMUXJUIJOUIFTUVEFOUTDPVOUSJFT 
It may also be worth initiating a discussion on the following topics:
t$POUFYUTIBWFBTJHOJöDBOUJOøVFODFPOBWJTJUUPBOFYIJCJUJPO$BOTUVEFOUTHJWFFYBNQMFT
GSPNUIFJSPXOFYQFSJFODF 
t&YIJCJUJPOTXJUIGBNJMJBSTVCKFDUT"SFUIFZEJòFSFOUGSPNFYIJCJUJPOTZPVLOPXOPUIJOH
BCPVUQSJPSUPUIFWJTJU 
t)PXEPFTWJTJUJOHBNVTFVNBMPOFEJòFSGSPNBHSPVQWJTJU 
t5PXIBUFYUFOUEPFTBOFYIJCJUJPOXIJDIJODPSQPSBUFTMPUTPGDPMPVSBOEEFTJHOIBWFB
EJòFSFOUJNQBDUGSPNPOFXJUIXIJUFXBMMTBOENJOJNBMEFTJHO *TPOFCFUUFSUIBOUIFPUIFS 
t4UVEFOUTXJMMWFSZQSPCBCMZVTFBOBSSBUJWFPSEFSGPSUIFTUPSZCPBSE*UJTIPXFWFSJOUFSFTUJOHUP
EJTDVTTXJUIUIFNIPXUIFFYIJCJUJPOXPVMEMPPLJGJUXBTPOFPGUIFPUIFSFYIJCJUJPOUZQFT
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1.3 The Museum
The definition of a museum may trigger a few discussions:
t8IBUJTNFBOUCZOPOQSPöU %PFTJUNFBOUIBUBNVTFVNTIPVMEOPUNBLFBOZNPOFZ
t0SEPFTOPOQSPöUNFBOUIBUöOBODJBMHBJOTIPVMEOPUCFUIFNBJOHPBMPGBNVTFVN 
)PXXPVMEJUBòFDUUIFQVCMJDJGUIJTXBTUIFNBJOHPBM
t8IBUBCPVUUIFAQFSNBOFOUJOTUJUVUJPO 8IBUUZQFTPGJOTUJUVUJPOTBSFFYDMVEFECZUIJT
EFöOJUJPO %PZPVGFFMBOJOTUJUVUJPOXJUIOPQFSNBOFOUDPMMFDUJPODBOCFDBMMFEBNVTFVN
It may also be interesting to discuss what constitutes a museum with students.
t*TBOVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFBNVTFVN #ZQMBDJOHJOGPSNBUJPOCPBSETBUBTJUF 
EPFTJUUIFOCFDPNFBNVTFVN 
t8IBUFYBNQMFTDBOTUVEFOUTUIJOLPGGSPNUIFJSPXODPVOUSJFT 

2 Museums at Work
Trainers should discuss with students how archaeological artefacts are depositioned in a museum.
Again, it is interesting to examine the similarities and differences between countries.

Ask students:
t%PBSUFGBDUTIBWFUPCFIBOEFEPWFSJOBDPOTFSWFETUBUVT
t%PBMMUIFBSUFGBDUTIBWFUPCFCSPVHIUJOBUUIFTBNFUJNF *ODMVEJOHBMMUIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBM
SFQPSUT 0SEPUIFBSUFGBDUTIBWFUPCSPVHIUUPBEFQPUBOEUIFNVTFVNTDBOPCUBJO CPS
SPX UIFPCKFDUTGSPNUIFSF
t8IPQBZTGPSUIFDPOTFSWBUJPO 8IPQBZTGPSUIFFYDBWBUJPO

It is important to also examine the differences between conservation and restoration. Conservation
is the treatment of objects to ensure their condition is stable, while restoration is the preparation of
objects for exhibition.
For example, a small shipwreck:
Conserving the wreck: is looking after the wood in order to keep the condition of the wreck in such
a state that it can be kept for a long time.
Restoring the wreck: is putting it back together to make it look like a ship again. This may include
reconstructing parts of the ship in order to complete the structure.

3 Museum Ethics
Trainers can engage students in a discussion on the 6/&4$0$POWFOUJPOPOUIF.FBOTPG1SPIJCJUJOH
BOE1SFWFOUJOHUIF*MMJDJU*NQPSU &YQPSUBOE5SBOTGFSPG0XOFSTIJQPG$VMUVSBM1SPQFSUZ 1BSJT and the
Intergovernmental Committee’s Return Policy of Cultural Property (Paris 1978). Trainers can begin the
discussion by posing the question: have the students encountered similar issues in their own country?
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Trainers can then further discuss the tensions between what is considered
academically correct and what is attractive, for example:
t%PTUVEFOUTMJNJUUIFNTFMWFTUPQJDUVSFTPOMZGSPNUIFFYDBWBUJPOUIBUUIFZBSFTUVEZJOHPS
XPSLJOHPO GPSVTFJOUIFJSFYIJCJUJPOTPSQVCMJDBUJPOT 0SEPUIFZCPSSPXJMMVTUSBUJPOTGSPN
PUIFSFYDBWBUJPOTUPNBLFUIFTFRVFODFPGUIFJSOBSSBUJWFTDPNQMFUF $BOUIJTCFBQSPCMFN
t$BOBOFYIJCJUJPOPOBTIJQXSFDLGPDVTTPMFMZPOUIFDFSBNJDTUIBUIBWFCFFOGPVOE 
0STIPVMEUIFSFCFBMTPBOFNQIBTJTPOUIFTUPSJFTBCPVUIPXUIFTIJQXBTDPOTUSVDUFEBOE
UIFMJWFTPGUIFDSFXPOCPBSE
t$BOTUVEFOUTJEFOUJGZBOZPUIFSQPUFOUJBMUFOTJPOT

4 Museums and Underwater Archaeology
It may be useful for trainers to illustrate this section by also referring to UNESCO’s exhibition on
underwater cultural heritage in Thailand. For more information see: www.unescobkk.org/culture/uch/
exhibition (Accessed February 2012).

Practical Session
The Storyboards
One objective of the Foundation Course is to create storyboards that can be used for display and
raising awareness. By creating storyboards, students use the archaeological data gathered during the
training and ‘translate’ it in such a way that the story of the site is brought to life for the wider public.
In the process of doing so, students will learn how an exhibition is constructed.
The subject of the storyboard is the Mannok Island shipwreck. The shipwreck is an early twentieth
century steel boat, with possible Asian features and contains material from the French Colonial period,
as well as typical Asian artefacts.
The students have to develop the story they want to tell and the message that they want to transmit
to the wider public. In this case, the audience will be visitors to the Maritime Museum in Chanthaburi,
Thailand. During both fieldwork and the post-fieldwork processing, students have to keep in mind what
kind of information they need to collect in order to be able to tell the story in an engaging manner.
The students should be provided with a maximum of six A0 posters that they can use to tell the story.
The students need to consider all the possible options and come to a collective agreement on what
story they want to show and tell.
After deciding the theme of their exhibition, students (usually in their fieldwork groups), have to divide
the story into three segments and assign each one to a fieldwork group. Each group must then consider
what data and pictures they have and draft the contents into a series of storyboards. Once complete,
each group should present their storyboard and merge all of the boards from the different groups, to
form one complete six-panel exhibition set.
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A series of storyboards created by students during the Third UNESCO Foundation Course. © UNESCO
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Raising Awareness and Public Participation Projects in Underwater and Maritime Archaeology

Core Knowledge of the Unit
Many archaeologists and heritage managers consider raising public awareness as one of the most
effective ways to protect underwater cultural heritage. To be able to encourage the participation of
stakeholders in the protection and management of underwater cultural heritage, one should be able
to identify the different stakeholder or interest groups and know how to influence each group. Only
then can their mind sets be changed to be supportive of the protection and appropriate management
of underwater cultural heritage.

This unit consists of two parts:
Part I: provides a general introduction to community or public archaeology.
Part II: explores a number of projects aimed at raising awareness and helping the public to
appreciate the importance of underwater cultural heritage. These projects have been specifically formulated to include the public and to minimize the impact of recreational diving on
underwater archaeological sites, while maintaining professional archaeological standards.
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Part I: Raising Public Awareness

Core Knowledge of Part I
On completion of Part I of the Public Archaeology, Raising Awareness and Public
Participation Projects in Underwater and Maritime Archaeology unit, students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFDPODFQUTPGQVCMJDPSDPNNVOJUZBSDIBFPMPHZ SBJTJOHQVCMJDBXBSFOFTT
t#FBCMFUPBQQMZUIFDPODFQUTJOUIFöFMEPGVOEFSXBUFSBSDIBFPMPHZ
t3FDPHOJ[FUIBUUIF6/&4$0$POWFOUJPOPOUIF1SPUFDUJPOPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHF
1BSJT IBTQSPWJTJPOTSFMBUJOHUPUIFQVCMJD
t3FDPHOJ[FUIBUQVCMJDBSDIBFPMPHZJTBLFZDPNQPOFOUPGBIFSJUBHFNBOBHFNFOUGSBNFXPSL
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUSBJTJOHQVCMJDJOUFSFTUDBOJOøVFODFBQQSPQSJBUFQPMJDJFTSFMBUJOHUP
underwater archaeology

Introduction to Part I
Public archaeology is used to describe archaeology’s relationship with the public. It is essentially ‘archaeology by the people for the people’.

According to Uzi Baram (New College of Florida), public archaeology:
t4UJNVMBUFTQVCMJDJOUFSFTUJOUIFTUVEZPGBSDIBFPMPHZUISPVHIUIFEFNPOTUSBUJPOPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMUFDIOJRVFTBOEBOBMZTFT XPSLTIPQT USBJOJOHJOFYDBWBUJPOBOESFDPWFSZPGBSUFGBDUT
and features, site tours, displays and exhibits, or the development of educational programs
and materials
t1SPNPUFTBXBSFOFTTPGDVMUVSBMSFTPVSDFTBOEIFSJUBHFQSFTFSWBUJPO
t'PTUFSTJOEJWJEVBMPSDPMMFDUJWFFòPSUTUPBEWBODFUIFFUIJDBMQSBDUJDFPGBSDIBFPMPHZ
UNIT

The scope of public archaeology comprises of many facets. The design, goals, communities and
methods used in projects can vary greatly, but there are two general aspects that are common to all.
First, public archaeology involves communities having an input into the decision making process,
particularly in cases where construction, infrastructure or research projects have a direct link to those
communities. Secondly, public archaeologists generally believe they are making an altruistic difference
by providing advantages to the communities.
There are also a number of common goals in public archaeology. Similarities can even be found in
different countries and regions, due to commonalities in archaeological communities, laws, institutions
and types of societies.
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Common goals of public archaeology include:
t&ODPVSBHJOHIJTUPSJDQSFTFSWBUJPO DPOTFSWBUJPOBOEQVCMJDFEVDBUJPO
t5IFFYQMPSBUJPOPGQVCMJDNFNPSZ MPDBMJ[FEIFSJUBHFBOEDPNNFNPSBUJPOTPGUIFQBTU
t'BDJMJUBUJOHBOBDUJWFFOHBHFNFOUXJUIMPDBMBOEEFTDFOEBOUDPNNVOJUJFTSFHBSEJOHUIFJS
history and cultural landscape
t4VTUBJOJOHIJTUPSJDQMBDFTBTMPDBMJUJFTGPSDJWJDFOHBHFNFOUBOEDJWJMEJTDVTTJPOTBCPVUUIFQBTU
t"UUFNQUJOHUPNBLFBSDIBFPMPHZNPSFJODMVTJWFBOENVMUJWPDBM

4PVSDF6[J#BSBNIUUQGBDVMUZODGFEVCBSBNQVCMJD@BSDIBFPMPHZIUN "DDFTTFE.BSDI 

Suggested Reading
Grenier, R. Nutley, D. and Cochran, I. (eds.). 2006. )FSJUBHFBU3JTL4QFDJBM&EJUJPO ICOMOS.
Historic Scotland. 2005. 5PXBSETB4USBUFHZGPS4DPUMBOET.BSJOF)JTUPSJD&OWJSPONFOU
Schandler-Hall, T. (ed.). 2012.1VCMJD"SDIBFPMPHZ Maney. http://maney.co.uk/index.php/journals/pua/
(Accessed February 2012).

1 Raising Awareness
Raising awareness is often regarded as the best possible way to preserve our cultural heritage.
Essentially, it is any activity that promotes an understanding and acceptance for the meaning and value
of heritage, with the aim to conserve it for future generations. Only when we understand and accept
not only the richness, beauty and historical significance of our heritage, but also how it is threatened,
can we make judgements on how to treat it.
According to the classical trinity of heritage management, the future perspective of a tangible
past is determined by political commitment, public awareness and economic feasibility. Without
public awareness, political commitment will lose its legitimacy and economic feasibility will lose its
sustainability. For that reason the support of public awareness is of primary importance.
To do this we must consider who the public is and how to effectively address them. Should this be a
one way dialogue? Do cultural heritage professionals have the sole task in creating this awareness or is
it the responsibility of everyone?

1.1 Raising Awareness of Cultural Heritage
The management of cultural heritage can only be effective when the main stakeholders are aware and
actively participate in the management process. Stakeholder groups may differ; they can be school
children, local communities, cultural experts or government units at the local, regional and national
levels. Each of these different groups has to be approached in a specific manner, e.g. through school
education, public archaeology projects, practices of communities, etc.
One effective way to raise awareness is to organize public participation projects that help non-professional stakeholders understand the value of research, protection and appreciation of cultural heritage.
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1.2 A Focus on Underwater Cultural Heritage
Public participation plays a fundamental role in the management and protection of underwater cultural
heritage. This has been recognized in the 2001 UNESCO Convention, as well as other international conventions and national policy documents. The ‘public’ is normally defined as stakeholders that are not
professionally involved in heritage; this can either refer to the people as a whole or segmented into
smaller, defined target groups.
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$PVSUFTZ.BSUJKO3.BOEFSTDPMMFDUJPO
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Fishermen, recreational divers or the navy often discover shipwrecks. As
a result, these groups have become the eyes and ears for underwater
archaeologists. Despite being recognized as discoverers of underwater
archaeological sites, these stakeholders have not always played an active
role in the overall management of sites. However, there is a now a growing
effort to recognize and include them in the process.
Protection of underwater cultural heritage can often be most effective
on a local level, facilitated by communities that have an understanding
of their shared heritage and history. In this case, archaeologists and other
heritage professionals can facilitate as guides and advisors, and in the
process help raise awareness. Examples of cooperation between underwater cultural heritage professionals and other stakeholders can be found
in many countries, such as in Thailand, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Australia,
United States, Canada, United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
The UNESCO Convention (Paris 2001) has brought focus on underwater
cultural heritage in many countries. Although only forty countries have
ratified the Convention so far, many more are taking the management of
underwater cultural heritage seriously. Many of them have adopted the
code of good practice in accordance with the rules of the Annex of the
UNESCO Convention and in compliance with national legislation that is
already in place.
As underwater cultural heritage has a unique international character, the
need for cooperation between governments (e.g. neighbouring countries
or countries with a shared past) and other stakeholders, has become
increasingly important. Most countries are connected by culture, religion
and trade. The connection between countries may have been beneficial
to both countries or may have been advantageous to only one. Whatever
the nature of their past connection was, the concerned countries and their
nationals must be informed about their shared or common heritage.
Underwater, we can find relics of these past connections between
countries, often in an excellent state of preservation and providing us
with ‘time capsules’ of the past. Unfortunately, most of these important
sites are inaccessible at the present time or are under severe threat by
natural or human interference. See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO.
Our shared or common heritage sites found underwater need to be
preserved in an appropriate manner. In some cases, they may be equally
important or significant for more than one country (see Unit 6: Significance
"TTFTTNFOU). Given this, information about the sites should be shared.
Article 19 of the 2001 UNESCO Convention specifically mentions the
sharing of information among interested States.

1.3 Inductive and Deductive Approaches
Article 20 of the 2001 UNESCO Convention directly relates to public awareness, stipulating that ‘Each State Party shall take all practicable measures
to raise public awareness regarding the value and significance of underwater cultural heritage and the importance of protecting it under the
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1 Every shipwreck tells
us something about the
period of time when they
sunk. Therefore, they can
be considered as time
capsules. Shipwrecks
that yielded so much
information about the past
include the well-known
Vasa in Sweden, the
.BSZ3PTFin the UK, the
17th century Dutch flute
(IPTUXSFDL and the Vrouw
.BSJB, an 18th century
Dutch snow found in the
Baltic Sea. The )BNJMUPO
and the Scourge (1812)
found on the floor of the
Great Lakes in the USA are
also very well preserved.
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convention’. This insinuates a top down approach, from the government to the citizens, which may or
may not be the most effective way to move forward.
Awareness of cultural heritage can be created by collecting and sharing information, either in an
inductive or deductive manner. An inductive approach builds upon experiences from the past and is
illustrated by cooperation between the discoverers of wrecks and the diving amateur archaeologists
(see Part II of this unit). Increasingly, some groups are entrusted with more responsibility and freedom
to decide what to do with the sites they have discovered.

"NBUFVSBSDIBFPMPHJTUTJOEJTDVTTJPOXJUIBQSPWJODJBM
BSDIBFPMPHJTU"WPDBUJPOBMEJWFSTIBWFQMBZFEBMBSHF
QBSUJOSFTFBSDIJOHUIF3PNBOTJUFPG/FIBMFOOJBJO
UIFQSPWJODFPG;FFMBOE UIF/FUIFSMBOET
ª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST

A deductive approach creates heritage awareness by working from a theoretical base on how to do so.
In the last decade, quite a few of these theoretical approaches have come into force, such as the Malta
Convention, Faro Convention or even the Dutch Belvedere programme, all of which have a political
backing. Although developed within a scientific framework, the thoughts have been taken over at
a political level and put into force often within legal or policy frameworks. Essentially, a deductive
approach is an effective, vigorous and professional approach that is similar to what is promoted by the
2001 UNESCO Convention.
In recent years the deductive approach has become more popular in Europe. By definition, a deductive
approach is more methodical than an inductive approach. However, using a deductive approach may
alienate some stakeholder groups, as it is predominantly based on academic setting. Furthermore,
with little concern to stakeholder groups outside the professional cultural groups, heritage can easily
be too dependent on external or government financing.
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The inductive approach, which is often applied in Asia, typically works on a bottom-up approach.
It depends primarily on the enthusiasm and commitment of the public. In this case, heritage is
accepted as a functional part of the society and, therefore, maintains its relevance and importance in
contemporary life. After all, shared cultural heritage is in the public domain; without public support
heritage may disappear. The weakness of this approach may lie in the fact that it relies so much on the
efforts of non-professionals, thus this approach can often become less effective and less vigorous. The
inductive approach also runs the risk of using ethical standards that may differ from the professionally
established norms. This may lead to serious conflicts regarding the interpretation of the significance of
sites and ethical ways to deal with underwater cultural heritage (see Unit 6: 4JHOJöDBODF"TTFTTNFOU).
The inductive cooperation among other stakeholders can be beneficial if the professionals deal with
the public at an equal level. The challenge lies in how to encourage cooperation and create awareness
with mutual respect for all stakeholders. Is it possible for different interest groups to cooperate at the
same level? How can an ethical basis for heritage protection be discussed and decided upon by all
concerned groups?
Suggested Reading
B
Bowens,
A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF, Second Edition.
Nautical Archaeology Society. Blackwell. pp. 11-14.
CoastNet. 2007. %JWF4USBJHIU*O"%JQJO3FTPVSDFGPS&OHBHJOHUIF1VCMJDJO.BSJUJNF*TTVFT
United Kingdom, CoastNet.
Halsey, J. 1985. .JDIJHBOT(SFBU-BLFT#PUUPNMBOE1SFTFSWFT.BSJOF1BSLT$POTFSWBUJPO$IBMMFOHFBOE
1SPNJTF Vol. 2. Lien, J. and Graham, R. National and Provincial Park’s Association of Canada, pp. 65-76.
Hannahs, T. 2003. Underwater Parks versus Preserves: Data or Access. 5IF1MFOVN4FSJFTJO6OEFSXBUFS
"SDIBFPMPHZ4VCNFSHFE$VMUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOU1SFTFSWJOHBOE*OUFSQSFUJOH0VS4VOLFO.BSJUJNF
)FSJUBHF Spirek, J. D. and Scott, D. A. New York, Kluwer/Plenum, pp. 76.
Ringer, R .J. and Folkes, P. 1991. ".BSJOF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4VSWFZPG'BUIPN'JWF/BUJPOBM.BSJOF1BSL
Canada, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Environment.
Rule, M. 1982. 5IF.BSZ3PTF5IF&YDBWBUJPOBOE3BJTJOHPG)FOSZ7***T'MBHTIJQ. London, Conway
Maritime Press.
Scott-Ireton, D.A. 2003. Florida’s Underwater Archaeological Preserves. 5IF1MFOVN4FSJFTJO6OEFSXBUFS
"SDIBFPMPHZ4VCNFSHFE$VMUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOU1SFTFSWJOHBOE*OUFSQSFUJOH0VS4VOLFO.BSJUJNF
)FSJUBHFSpirek, J. D. and Scott, D. A. New York, Kluwer/Plenum, pp. 76.
Underwood. C. 2009. Public Archaeology. 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF4IBSFE)FSJUBHF4FNJOBS 4DIPPMPG-FHBM
Studies, University of Wolverhampton 2008. English Heritage.

2 In Situ Preservation: A Blessing or a Curse for Raising
Awareness of Heritage?
In situ preservation has been the preferred option for archaeological heritage management for the
last 15 to 20 years (See Unit 9: In Situ 1SFTFSWBUJPO). Legal and policy frameworks, such as the Council of
Europe’s Treaty of Valletta (1992), ICOMOS Charter on the Protection and Management of Underwater
Cultural Heritage (Sofia 1996) and UNESCO’s Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural
Heritage (Paris 2001) support this. However, this strict approach has led to negative reactions claiming
that politicians and cultural heritage managers are not giving some sites the attention they deserve. They
argue that sites are left on the seabed and sometimes even covered with a protective layer, so that not
even the recreational divers can enjoy them. There could be some truth in these claims, as it has become
increasingly difficult to investigate the past through the material source in an intrusive manner.
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Even more problematic is the fact that sites are often left in situ without proper regard for its sustained
protection in the future. Divers and fishermen are the first to complain, for they feel that access to
these sites and the opportunity to enjoy the sites, which form a part of their environment, are already
restricted. At present, heritage professionals are now becoming aware of the benefits of having other
stakeholders involved in the management process. They now realize that local communities have a
major stake about the heritage in their environment. Keeping the sites in situ strengthens their relationship with the environment and, therefore, strengthens the communities around it. It is important the
wishes of all concerned stakeholders, including the source communities (which originally owned the
site) should be respected.
Creating awareness and instilling shared responsibility offer greater opportunity for the successful
protection and management of a site. The process of attributing significance to these sites should no
longer considered the exclusive domain of the heritage professionals; instead, source communities
and other stakeholders should also be invited to assist in determining site significance.
To successfully implement the in situ policy while involving other stakeholders in the process, strict
rules must be made flexible. If history has to be learnt and shared to enrich our lives, then research
may have to be done in both non-intrusive and intrusive manner. It is important to select wisely for the
right reasons, with the right stakeholders and within the appropriate timeframe. This entails a delicate
balance between research that may use some intrusive processes and in situ preservation for future
enjoyment and investigation.
Heritage awareness is also about sharing responsibility. However, the specific roles of the professionals
and other stakeholder groups need to be carefully determined and agreed upon.

2.1 Data, Information and Access to Sites
To effectively raise awareness of underwater cultural heritage, data and information regarding the
sites have to be made available. The kind of information depends very much on the target group.
Stakeholders can range from school children, local community members, the general public, the
government or the archaeological community.
The government would need to know about the importance and significance of underwater
archaeological site, and its positive effect on national identity. It may also need to know about the
threats that the underwater cultural heritage is facing. To provide this kind of detailed information
and analysis, some expertise is required, which is one reason why the heritage site managers need to
participate in the UNESCO Foundation Course.
With assistance from Asian and European governments, underwater archaeologists and cultural
heritage managers from the Asia-Pacific region have been trained. Through capacity-building
programmes such as this, national governments are now more aware of the need to protect their
underwater cultural heritage. In the process, national governments are now more knowledgeable and
better equipped to raise public awareness through inductive and deductive approaches.
Other stakeholder groups have to be approached in different ways. As many as 500,000 recreational
divers visit Thailand each year to dive. Even the dark and cold waters of the Netherlands are dived by
more than 60,000 recreational divers each year. This significant global diving community wants to
enjoy the natural environment with underwater archaeological sites. The opportunity to learn from
the past undoubtedly increases the attractiveness of diving enthusiasts.
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In many coastal communities, a strong sense of cultural awareness has been developed. Due to
their shared heritage, cooperation exists among the community members, the diving community,
the service providers to divers and local authorities, as a result of the socio-cultural and economic
benefits that responsible diving around underwater cultural heritage sites can provide. The diving
communities are establishing their own shipwreck databases and are actively involved in discussion
forums regarding their environment.
Here, the role for government agencies (often the competent authorities for underwater cultural
heritage management) should be to facilitate and influence the discussions regarding research,
protection and the accessibility of sites. To achieve this, authorities should have the right information
and willing to share appropriate information with other stakeholders, including those from outside
their country.
An example of this initiative is the development of MACHU, a Geographical Information System that
can be used in the management of underwater cultural heritage. Funded by the European Union, this
system contains data about underwater archaeological sites that can be shared through the Internet.
At present, ideas are being explored to develop a similar kind of system in Asia (See Unit 8: Geographical
Information Systems).
Although it is imperative that information about sites is shared, many databases are only available to
heritage professionals, due to the sensitivity of the information contained therein. The exact locations
of archaeological sites are considered restricted information, not readily disclosed to non-professionals,
despite the fact that some locations may have originally been reported by these groups. This attitude,
however, creates an atmosphere of distrust, which may result in a decrease of sites being reported.
Partly to overcome this problem, a content management system has been developed by the same
creators of the MACHU project. Accessible online, the system allows everyone to share their stories
about underwater cultural heritage sites.
Stakeholder groups may have their own opinions regarding underwater cultural heritage that differ
from those of the heritage professionals. Professionals have to think carefully about how these
stakeholder groups should be approached and appropriately dealt with, so that an active dialogue on
sharing of responsibilities can be facilitated.
There is, however, a disadvantage of identifying a target group and dealing with it separately. In the
process, other groups may feel excluded or alienated. At times, stakeholders who have had a prolonged
involvement in the management of a site may feel excluded if focus is suddenly shifted to a group
who has not been involved from the very start. This is particularly experienced by professionals who
suddenly appear to show their concern for a site.

10
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Part II: Public Participation, the Advantages of
Working Together

Core Knowledge of Part II
The aim of Part II of this unit is to explore some initiatives that raise awareness and encourage public
participation in the protection and management of underwater cultural heritage sites.

Upon completion of Part II of the Public Archaeology, Raising Awareness and Public
Participation Projects in Underwater and Maritime Archaeology unit, students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUUIFSFJTBCSPBESBOHFPGJOJUJBUJWFTBJNFEBUSBJTJOHQVCMJDBXBSFOFTT
about the importance of underwater cultural heritage and the threats to its preservation
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUCZQSPWJEJOHQVCMJDBDDFTTUPBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFT UIFSFJTBQPUFOUJBM
threat to the preservation and protection of underwater cultural heritage
t3FDPHOJ[FUIBUUIFQVCMJDDBODPOUSJCVUFUPPVSLOPXMFEHFPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
t3FDPHOJ[FUIBUUIFQVCMJDDBOCFDPNFFòFDUJWFDVTUPEJBOTPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUQVCMJDJODMVTJPOQSPKFDUTTIPVMEIBWFTQFDJöDPCKFDUJWFTBOEGPMMPXB
series of guidelines

Introduction to Part II
Part I of this unit highlights some of the main issues and challenges
regarding the relationship between the professionals and the
public. The initiatives presented in Part II of the unit represent a
selection of initiatives implemented to raise awareness and involve
the public in archaeological projects.

1 Involving the Public

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

2 The introduction to
the UNESCO Convention
on the Protection of the
Underwater Cultural
Heritage (Paris 2001) notes
the ‘growing public interest
in and public appreciation
of underwater cultural
heritage’, alongside the
‘public’s right to enjoy
the educational and
recreational benefits of
responsible non-intrusive
access to in situ underwater
cultural heritage, and of the
value of public education
to contribute to awareness,
appreciation and protection
of that heritage’.

As public interest in cultural heritage is increasing (as recognized
in the 2001 UNESCO Convention, see "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO), it is
not surprising that public archaeology has become one of the most
rapidly developing sectors of archaeology. This rapid development
poses a problem, as this sector is absorbing a significant part of
management resources which could be used in research, planning
and actual management of sites. Unfortunately, the budget for
archaeology has not increased to accommodate the rapid expansion of this sector. Therefore, any financial support for this sector
needs to have both meaningful and measurable outcomes to justify the investment, such as in the
form of a cost-benefit analysis.
Over the recent decades, an increasingly wide range of initiatives have been implemented, designed to
raise the public’s awareness and provide direct or indirect public access to archaeological projects. Many
of these initiatives have been implemented by non-profit, non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
whose activities are often funded by grants received from donors that includes cultural agencies. Some
of the more common public archaeology initiatives are outlined in the following sections.
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1.1 Stickers, Leaflets, Information Booklets and Posters
Stickers and leaflets usually aim to convey simple ‘impact messages’ to the public. Booklets and
posters provide more space, so the message can be expanded to include more detailed information
and examples of cultural heritage. If the message is focused on threats to preservation, booklets and
posters can provide important information, such as who to contact in the event that a site is discovered,
or when damage to a heritage site has been noted.

‘Danger in the Sea: Some destroy our history, don’t be one of them’. Such simple initiatives usually form part of a wider range of
BDUJWJUJFTª'VOEBDJØO5FSSB'JSNF$BSMPT%FM$BJSP$BUBMJOB(BSDJB
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5IFTFMFBøFUTJMMVTUSBUFIPXNBSJUJNFDVMUVSFIBTCFDPNFBUPVSJTUBUUSBDUJPOBDSPTTUIFHMPCF GSPN1PSUTNPVUIJO&OHMBOEUP
*UBQBSJDB*TMBOEJO#SB[JMBOEUIF*TMBOEPG8JFSJOHFOJOUIF/FUIFSMBOETª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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1SPNPUJPOBMMFBøFUTPOUIFQSPUFDUJPOPGUIFVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHFª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST

1.2 Exhibitions
In 2010, UNESCO Bangkok organized a major exhibition on underwater cultural heritage, particularly
from the Asia-Pacific region. Held at the Siam Ocean World in Bangkok, Thailand, the interactive
exhibition featured underwater heritage scenes from around the world, a life-sized replica of an
actual Thai shipwreck, showcases of artefacts recovered from the seabed, special demonstrations of
maritime archaeologists in action and various play zones for children. The exhibition was visited by an
estimated 150,000 local and foreign visitors over a three month period. Exhibit items now form part of
the permanent collection of the National Maritime Museum in Chanthaburi, Thailand.

UNESCO organized the first
exhibition on global underwater cultural heritage in
the Asia-Pacific region at the
Siam Ocean World, Bangkok.
In the picture, the divers were
holding the sign that said
“Saving Our Underwater
Cultural Heritage, during
the opening ceremony of the
exhibition. © UNESCO
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1.3 Conferences and Lectures
Due to its unique nature, underwater archaeology has always been a discipline where the public and the
professionals have easily interacted. Archaeologists often attend and present papers at archaeological
conferences, such as Europe’s International Congress on Underwater Archaeology or the USA’s Society
of Historical Archaeology annual meeting. These archaeologists are often the ones who discover and
investigate new sites, offering professionals an interesting perspective on pertinent issues.

1.4 Marine Sanctuaries, Preserves, Protected Areas and Parks
Across the world, unique underwater heritage trails and site museums have been established, such as
the ,SPOQSJO[(VTUBW"EPMGUnderwater Park in Finland, the Oceanário in Portugal and the Baiheliang
in China. Others, such as the Biak Underwater Park in Indonesia are currently under development.
In Europe, divers in the Baltic region will soon be able to gain access to the well-preserved wrecks
located in the Nordic Blue Parks, while in the Netherlands, a large underwater museum/park is being
developed in Lake Oostvoornse.
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The E.B Allen POFPGUIFNPSFUIBOöGUZTJUFTJO5IVOEFS#BZ/BUJPOBM.BSJOF4BODUVBSZª/0""5BOF$BTTFSMFZ

5IF(SFBU-BLFT.BSJUJNF)FSJUBHF$FOUSFIBTDPOTUSVDUFEBSFQMJDBPGBXPPEFOTDIPPOFS EFTJHOFEUPTJNVMBUFBTIJQXSFDL
5IF$FOUSFIBTBMTPDPOTUSVDUFEBTFSJFTPGPWFSIFBEUVOOFMTUIBUBMMPXTWJTJUPSTUPWJFXUIFAXSFDLBTJGUIFZXFSFEJWFST
ª/0""5BOF$BTTFSMFZ
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1.5 Museums, Memorials (National or Community)
These can be traditional ‘bricks and mortar’ buildings, such as the community museum in Chanthaburi,
Thailand (see Unit 16: .VTFPMPHZ) or virtual concepts, such as that of Florida State Department’s Museums in the Sea. Here, visitors can gather information from video guides about Florida’s Underwater
Preserves and Museum of Underwater Archaeology via their website.
For more information see: www.flheritage.com/archaeology/underwater/seamuseum/index.htm and
www.themua.org. (Accessed February 2012).

1.6 Publications and Reports
Aside from printed reports, field reports are now increasingly made public from online sources.

1.7 Terrestrial Maritime Cultural Heritage Trails
Heritage trails can take different forms. Some feature both natural and cultural heritage, while others
focus on foreshore and underwater cultural heritage sites, such as the Underwater Shipwreck Discovery
Trail in Victoria, Australia, the Cayman Islands Maritime Heritage Trail, and the 100 x Maritiem Texel in
the Netherlands.
Viewing points, placed close to where the sites are located, usually have boards or even audiocasts
that provide explanatory information. However, visitors may have to use their imagination to fully
appreciate underwater sites and as such, site interpretation is a major challenge for site managers.
Site managers have to be creative to raise public awareness and appreciation of site significance.

Y.BSJUJFN5FYFM
explores maritime history
on and around the island
PG5FYFMJOUIF/FUIFSMBOET
5IFCPPLJMMVTUSBUFTPOF
hundred sites on land,
as well as underwater.
ª6OJFQFST6JUHFWFST
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5FYFM 5IF/FUIFSMBOET5IJTNBQIBTCFFOQVCMJTIFEUPHFUIFSXJUIUIFCPPLY.BSJUJFN5FYFMª3$&

5IJTIFSJUBHFUSBJMJOUIF$BZNBO*TMBOETGFBUVSFTUIJSUZTJYIJTUPSJDBMNBSJUJNFTJUFT JODMVEJOHMJHIUIPVTFT NBSJUJNFBSDIJUFDUVSF 
TIJQCVJMEJOHBOEBODIPSBHFTª.-FTIJLBS%FOUPO
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The Sarmiento ArgentinaJTQBSUPGBIFSJUBHFUSBJMBSPVOE1VFSUP.BEFSP BOJOFUFFOUIDFOUVSZQPSUJO#VFOPT"JSFT
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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1.8 Maritime Heritage Trails for Watercrafts
Various countries have established marine or even freshwater heritage trails using watercrafts, such as
glass bottom boats, kayaks, canoes and even submarines. In the Cayman Islands, tourist submarines
offer the non-diving public the opportunity to visit reefs and shipwrecks, while in Scapa Flow, Scotland,
visitors can view the wrecks of the German High Seas Fleet, through the eye of a remotely operated
vehicle (ROV).

2 Public Archaeology Initiatives Aimed at Recreational Diving
The popularity of recreational diving has grown rapidly over the last 40 years. The increased diving
activities pose a major threat to the preservation and protection of underwater cultural heritage. This
threat has to be balanced with the possibility that divers can also monitor underwater archaeological
sites, acting as the ‘eyes and ears’ of archaeologists and site managers.
See Unit 3: .BOBHFNFOUPGUIF6OEFSXBUFS$VMUVSBM)FSJUBHFand "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO and 4.
Divers are a special stakeholder group. Unlike the general public, divers have access to underwater
cultural heritage sites in situ, an activity that is often unregulated. While enjoying their sport, divers
sometimes discover new sites, some of which are archaeologically or historically important. Therefore,
heritage managers and archaeologists should maintain good relationships and regular contact with
divers, the dive shops and owners of chartered boats, so that new discoveries are reported and known
sites monitored.

3FDSFBUJPOBMEJWFSTQSFQBSJOHUPFYQMPSFXSFDLTJOUIF0PTUWPPSOTDIF.FFSJOUIF/FUIFSMBOETª.BSUJKO3.BOEFST
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Educating divers about the fragility of sites and leaving them undisturbed is very important. In countries where diving is a relatively new sport,
there is the opportunity to raise awareness among the diving community before problems develop. This is particularly relevant in SouthEast Asia, where the recreational diving industry is developing rapidly.
Other initiatives are aimed specifically at divers and snorkellers.
Public archaeology programmes, for example, typically focus on
educating divers about the threat they pose to the preservation of
the heritage. Aside from poor diving techniques that can disturb the
site environment, artefacts and parts of shipwrecks are also taken as
souvenirs by divers.

Wrecks in shallow water can be seen by snorkellers or even by those in small
boats. © NOAA/John Brooks

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

3 Between 1970 and
2010 the number of
PADI Diver training
certifications (all level
of qualification) awarded
annually has risen from
24,000 in 1970 to over
920,000 in 2010. A copy
of the PADI statistics
report is available at:
www.padi.com/scuba/
uploadedFiles/2010%20
WW%20Statistics.pdf
(Accessed February 2012).
4 New technical diving
techniques using trimix,
semi and closed circuit
rebreather systems
are enabling divers
to access wrecks in
deeper waters. Wrecks
that were traditionally
beyond the reach of
the majority of divers
have become accessible.
Raising awareness and
encouraging a ‘look
and don’t touch’ policy
provides a continuing
challenge.
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2.1 Underwater Heritage Trails
Public access to underwater archaeological sites poses a number of significant challenges for site managers. Site managers should ensure that access to the sites does not accelerate site deterioration. By
the very nature of the sites, monitoring the impact of site visitation on a daily basis is very difficult,
if not impossible. if not impossible, particularly as the sport divers are not usually accompanied by
archaeologists or guides.
In the United Kingdom, recreational divers can apply for a license to dive in any of the protected sites.
Permission to dive in specific sites can be restricted, depending on site fragility and whether the site
is currently being researched. This restriction conforms with Rule 7 of the 2001 UNESCO Convention
that states, ‘Public access to in situ underwater cultural heritage shall be promoted, except where such
access is incompatible with protection and management’.

A diver about to begin the underwater trail around the site of the Swan
in the Sound of Mull, Scotland. © Christopher J. Underwood
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Though the remains of the German High Seas Fleet in Scapa Flow, Scotland are protected by legislation,
a diving license on the site is not required. In this case, divers must be encouraged to adopt a ‘look but
don’t touch’ approach. Monitoring of this site is obviously difficult, thus the cooperation of the local
diving industry is required to effectively safeguard the site.

2.2 Low Impact Diving
This Canadian initiative encourages divers to treat sites with respect and to adapt a ‘look but don’t
touch’ approach. The initiative includes a code of non-intrusive diving that aims to reduce a diver’s
impact on sites. The code encourages improved diver’s buoyancy skills, non-disturbance of artefacts
and the protective silts, avoidance of physical contact with parts of the shipwrecks and not to anchor
on the sites. An information leaflet about the initiative includes a ‘Crime Stoppers’ telephone number,
so that anchoring at shipwreck sites or the removal of artefacts can be reported.

"MFBøFUQSPNPUJOH
low impact diving.
ª4BWF0OUBSJP4IJQXSFDLT
7MBEB%FLJOH

2.3 Respect Our Wrecks Initiative
This initiative, which has similar aims to Low Impact Diving, is specifically designed to curb poor wreck
diving practices. Adopted by various international diving organizations, such as the Professional
Association of Diving Instructors (PADI), British Sub-Aqua Club (BSAC) and the Confédération Mondiale des Activités Subaquatiques (CMAS), the initiative encourages codes of ethical diving practices, reminds divers about their responsibilities and describes the importance of respecting the
integrity of wreck sites.

2.4 Protecting Sites from Anchor Damage
Initiatives, such as Low Impact Diving and Respect our Wrecks, aim specifically at preventing damage
from anchoring directly on a site. Anchor damage has a measurable impact on wrecks. Grapple anchors
are sometimes used to drag the seabed to find the wreck prior to beginning diving. It has also been
quite a common practice to tie a line to a part of a wreck to make diver’s access and egress easier. Over
time, these parts weaken and are tear away from the wreck. These factors accelerate the ‘wrecking
process’. Raising awareness of the impact of these processes and by creating fixed anchors close to, but
not on the site help to reduce the impact of sport divers to the underwater archaeological sites.
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2.5 Training Courses
A number of heritage and archaeological organizations run training courses for the public, such as
the Nautical Archaeology Society, the Florida Public Archaeology Network’s (FPAN) and the Maritime
Archaeological and Historical Society’s (MAHS). Recreational diving organizations, such as PADI also
have special courses that focus on archaeology and raising awareness.

3 Inclusion of Recreational Divers in Archaeological Projects
The concept of involving recreational divers in archaeological projects is contentious, with the opinions
of heritage professionals divided on whether or not amateurs should be involved. Most, if not all,
accept that managed public access to in situ cultural heritage sites is acceptable, provided adequate
safeguards are put in place to minimize impacts. Access to the most fragile and important sites should
remain restricted.
Fewer are convinced that amateurs should have a more direct role, such as working on sites either
with or without the supervision or presence of a trained archaeologist. Questions are raised about the
value of their contribution, whether the results meet acceptable professional standards or whether
amateurs can be trusted (see Case Studies on pp. 29-36).
These issues are not discussed here, as the focus of this unit is to illustrate how public involvement can
be successfully managed to provide positive results. It is not suggested that recreational divers should
participate in commercial marine infrastructure projects, but it can be valuable to provide them with a
defined role that enables them to make a positive contribution. In cases where amateurs are included
in archaeological projects, there are a number of recommended principles.

3.1 Principles
t"SDIBFPMPHJDBMTUBOEBSETNVTUCFNBJOUBJOFE5SBJOFEBSDIBFPMPHJTUTTIPVME
provide guidance and support amateurs
t7PMVOUFFSTNVTUSFDFJWFUSBJOJOHBOECFBCMFUPEFNPOTUSBUFTLJMMTJOUIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBM
techniques required for the project
t7PMVOUFFSTNVTUCFRVBMJöFEGPSUIFBOUJDJQBUFEEJWJOHDPOEJUJPOT
t7PMVOUFFSTNVTUCFGVMMZCSJFGFEBOEQSPWJEFEXJUIBMMBQQSPQSJBUFJOGPSNBUJPO
about the project
t4BGFEJWJOHQSBDUJDFTNVTUCFBEPQUFEBUBMMUJNFT
t5IFSFTVMUTPGUIFQSPKFDUTIPVMECFEJTTFNJOBUFEBTXJEFMZBTQPTTJCMF

3.2 Archaeological Standards
All archaeology projects should meet acceptable archaeological standards, a principle that should not
be sacrificed because a project includes volunteers. Rule 10 of the Annex of the UNESCO Convention
on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (Paris 2001) provides a suitable framework for
the development of a project plan, which includes the following components:
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t"OFWBMVBUJPOPGQSFWJPVTPSQSFMJNJOBSZTUVEJFT
t5IFQSPKFDUTUBUFNFOUBOEPCKFDUJWFT
t5IFNFUIPEPMPHZUPCFVTFEBOEUIFUFDIOJRVFTUPCFFNQMPZFE
t5IFBOUJDJQBUFEGVOEJOH
t"OFYQFDUFEUJNFUBCMFGPSDPNQMFUJPOPGUIFQSPKFDU
t5IFDPNQPTJUJPOPGUIFUFBNBOEUIFRVBMJöDBUJPOT SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTBOEFYQFSJFODFPG
each team member
t1MBOTGPSQPTUöFMEXPSLBOBMZTJTBOEPUIFSBDUJWJUJFT
t"DPOTFSWBUJPOQSPHSBNNFGPSBSUFGBDUTBOEUIFTJUF JODMPTFDPPQFSBUJPOXJUIUIF
competent authorities
t"TJUFNBOBHFNFOUBOENBJOUFOBODFQPMJDZGPSUIFEVSBUJPOPGUIFQSPKFDU
t"EPDVNFOUBUJPOQSPHSBNNF
t"TBGFUZQPMJDZ
t"OFOWJSPONFOUBMQPMJDZ
t"SSBOHFNFOUTGPSDPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUINVTFVNTBOEPUIFSJOTUJUVUJPOT JOQBSUJDVMBS T
cientific institutions
t3FQPSUQSFQBSBUJPO
t%FQPTJUJPOPGBSDIJWFT
t"QSPHSBNNFGPSQVCMJDBUJPO
t1SPKFDUEJSFDUJPO

To help achieve acceptable archaeological standards, it is strongly recommended that volunteers are
supervised by a trained archaeologist. However, the level of supervision will depend to some extent
on domestic regulations and the aims of the individual projects.

3.3 Qualifications of Volunteers
Volunteers must be qualified to dive on the site, noting that diving organizations specify parameters,
such as the recommended maximum depths. They must be experienced or trained in archaeological
techniques, to help ensure that they are competent enough to be able to successfully achieve the
archaeological objectives of the project.
UNIT

3.4 Resources
It is important that archaeological projects are appropriately resourced. For the projects outlined in
the case studies at the end of this unit, this has been achieved through successful grant applications that
provide funds for archaeological direction, logistical support and for diffusion/publication of the results.
In addition, it is normal practice for volunteers to contribute:
t5PUIFEJSFDUDPTUTPGUIFQSPKFDU
t5PUIFDPTUTPGUSBJOJOH
t#ZQSPWJEJOHUIFJSPXOEJWJOHFRVJQNFOU
In some cases, local community support has been provided to cover some of these
associated costs mentioned above.
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3.5 Safety
The projects must comply with relevant safety legislation, have a competent person responsible for
diving safety and have safety protocols appropriate to the prevailing conditions of the site.

3.6 Dissemination
The results of projects involving the public should be treated in exactly the same way as those involving
professionals. Results must be published. Depending on resources and the aims of the project, the
results of a project may be disseminated through an academic publication, newsletter, public media,
websites, posters, leaflets and presentations.

3.7 Conclusion
Before involving the public in projects, the possible consequences of public participation should be
carefully considered. Factors such as archaeological standards and outcomes for projects are important
and should not be compromised. However, under the right circumstances and with a high level of
archaeological direction, the results can be worthwhile.
Suggested Reading
Nautical Archaeology Society. 2009. #FODINBSLJOH$PNQFUFODF3FRVJSFNFOUTBOE5SBJOJOH0QQPSUVOJUJFT
SFMBUFEUP.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ. www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/research/images_PDFS/
benchmarkingcompetency_final_report.pdf (Accessed February 2012).
Underwood, C.J. 2008. The Development of the Nautical Archaeology Society’s Training Program and
Diving with a Purpose. $PMMBCPSBUJPO $PNNVOJDBUJPO*OWPMWFNFOU.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ&EVDBUJPOJOUIF
TU$FOUVSZ Pydyn, A. and Flatman. J. (eds.). Toruń, Nicolaus Copernicus University.

Useful Websites
t/"4DVSSFOUMJTUPGBEPQUFETJUFT
www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/projects/wrecks.php "DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t3FNPUFMZ0QFSBUFE7FIJDMF 307 UPVSJTUFYQFSJFODFwww.orknet.co.uk/rov/rov.html
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t5PVSJTUTVCNBSJOFTwww.caymanislandssubmarines.com "DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t'MPSJEB1VCMJD"SDIBFPMPHZ/FUXPSLwww.flpublicarchaeologynetwork.org
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t4BWF0OUBSJP4IJQXSFDLT
www.saveontarioshipwrecks.on.ca/_Downloads/SOS_LID_brochure.pdf
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t#SJUJTI4VC"RVB$MVC
www.bsac.com/page.asp?section=1006&sectionTitle=Underwater+Heritage
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
t1SPKFDU"8"3&www.youtube.com/watch?v=z02J4P4WWjo "DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
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Unit Summary
Raising public awareness is recognized as a key factor in the effective management of underwater
cultural heritage. Raising awareness is not only about influencing broad public opinion by the cultural
heritage managers. It should also target the different stakeholders, such as the governments units at
the local, provincial or national levels, local and federal enforcement agencies, coastguards, divers,
diving instructors, school children and even cultural heritage managers themselves.
It takes skill to convince different stakeholder groups; they need to be approached at their own
level and using the language that they understand. It is important for groups to be involved in data
gathering and information sharing. For the effective management of underwater cultural heritage, it is
important to provide a platform for an active dialogue among the various stakeholder groups, letting
them speak openly and play their roles. Raising awareness of heritage can utilize either a deductive
(top-down) or an inductive (bottom-up) approach.
Regardless of the approach to be used, professionals have their own role to play. Underwater cultural
heritage managers should provide guidance and be part of an underwater cultural heritage community
consisting of different stakeholders sharing the same aim - the research, protection and enjoyment of
their shared underwater cultural heritage.
This unit has described a number of initiatives that effectively raised public awareness. A number of
organizations, such as Florida’s Public Archaeology Network (FPAN), has been established with the
engaging sole purpose of the public in the field of underwater archaeology.

Suggested Timetable
30 mins

Introduction: Raising Awareness

40 mins

Examples of the Deductive and Inductive Approaches From the Asian-Pacific Region
Break

30 mins

In Situ Preservation

20 mins

Introduction: Public Participation Projects

30 mins

Discussion: Public Participation, the Effectiveness of Working Together
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Break

40 mins

Lecture:
*OUSPEVDUJPOUP1VCMJD"SDIBFPMPHZ*OJUJBUJWFTJO'PSFTIPSFBOE6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ

40 mins

Public Participation: Case Studies

20 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
Throughout this unit students are introduced to public archaeology and awareness raising, and are
provided with an understanding of how they can be used in the protection of underwater cultural
heritage. Discussions can enhance the student’s understanding. Although not all relevant aspects can
be covered, a few topics that may be most useful to talk about are listed below.

Part I: Raising Awareness
To complement the first series of lectures, it is recommended that trainers discuss:

t5IFHPBMTPGQVCMJDBSDIBFPMPHZ
t&YBNQMFTPGEFEVDUJWFBOEJOEVDUJWFBQQSPBDIJODPVOUSJFTJOUIF"TJB1BDJöDSFHJPO
t5IFHFOFSBMQVCMJDTQFSDFQUJPOPGJOTJUVQSPUFDUJPO

Part II: Public Participation, the Effectiveness of Working Together
It is recommended that before the lecture begins, trainers encourage students to discuss the benefits,
risks and associated ethical issues involved in raising awareness and allowing recreational divers and
the public to participate in archaeological projects. A discussion before the lecture has the benefit of
enabling the students to express their personal views and experience of public participation, without
being influenced by the trainer’s own views.
Trainers need to take into account that other countries have different recreational diving traditions.
The United Kingdom (UK), for example, has a well established practice that is highly focused on wreck
diving. Not all countries share the same tradition. In the UK, diving is relatively unregulated and divers
have access to all but a relatively small number of protected sites within defined boundaries, without
prior permission.
To conclude, trainers should explore whether the unit lectures have changed the opinions of the
students or revealed other issues that were not raised during the opening discussion.
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Case Studies: Projects for Amateurs
The projects outlined in the following case studies have similar aims, such as:
t5PFODPVSBHFUIFQVCMJDUPQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIFSFDPSEJOHBOEQSFTFSWBUJPOPGVOEFSXBUFS
cultural heritage
t5PQSPNPUFMPDBMDVTUPEJBOTIJQPGTJUFT
t5PQSPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSUIFQVCMJDUPUBLFQBSUJOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMQSPKFDUTUIBU
contribute information to local and national cultural heritage site archives
t5PVUJMJ[FUIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTLJMMTMFBSOFEEVSJOH/"4USBJOJOHDPVSTFT
t5PEJTTFNJOBUFUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFöFMEXPSL

Case Study 1
Sound of Mull Archaeological Project (SOMAP)
The Sound of Mull is a 34 km long stretch of water that separates the Isle of Mull from the
Scottish mainland and has provided a relatively sheltered passage for watercraft since
prehistoric times.
The area has an important and diverse underwater cultural heritage resource that
includes two sites, Swan (1653) and Dartmouth (1690) which are both designated under
the Protection of Wrecks Act (1973). A variety of steamships, sailing vessels and isolated
finds can also be found. The Sound of Mull has become a very popular dive location due
to the diversity of the wrecks, many of which are in excellent condition with abundant
marine life and surrounded by spectacular coastal scenery.
Introduction to the Project
The project was initiated in 1994, utilizing volunteers to resurvey the site of the Dartmouth
(1690), a protected wreck and the +PIO 1SFTUPO, a nineteenth century schooner and
unprotected wreck, from where artefacts are suspected to have been removed.

UNIT
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Archaeologists provided on-site training and supervision, to help maintain archaeological
standards throughout the fieldwork.
The resurvey of the Dartmouth revealed that two cannons and two anchors were either
missing or buried in the sediment (the absence of the cannon and anchors was confirmed
in 2003 by the government’s archaeological inspection team). A baseline survey of the
+PIO1SFTUPOwas also achieved. Subsequent diving seasons were under the supervision
of a local archaeologist, with grants from Historic Scotland. Approximately 200 volunteers
participated in the project between 1995 and 2005.
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Project Objectives
The scope of the Sound of Mull Archaeological Project
widened from its original objectives on the two sites to
include additional initial assessments of more wreck sites,
anchorage sites, structural remains and isolated finds. These
assessments were designed to determine the extent, character, condition, date and origin of each of these sites. Outputs
from the assessments included baseline maps, accurate
locations, seabed bathymetry and recorded evidence of
human activity (see "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO).
The project involved desk-based research, diver and geophysical surveys. In total, public and private support enabled
four geophysical surveys to be carried out, although these
were undertaken separately from the volunteer field activities.
Further to this, licensed visitor schemes on the Swan (1653)
and the Dartmouth (1690) were implemented.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

5 SOMAP
Geophysical Surveys
1995: Sonar search by the
Royal Navy in two sections
of the project area
1999: Side scan and proton
magnetometer survey
by the School of Ocean
Sciences, University of Wales
1999: Side scan sonar on
two wreck sites in the area
2004: Sound of Mull
Mapping Consortium
utilizing multibeam sonar.

Interdisciplinary Approach
The project adopted an interdisciplinary approach. Voluntary research was carried out
on the character of the burial environments, followed by metallurgical and biological
assessments on the Thesis and the 1FMJDBO. The Marine Conservation Society also utilized
its own volunteers and undertook qualitative biological mapping of several of the wrecks
in the study area.
Archive
On completion of the SOMAP monograph in 2007, the entire site archive was deposited
with the Royal Commission on the Archaeological and Historical Monuments of Scotland
(RCAHMS), which will curate the archive. The site continues to be managed by Historic
Scotland.
Results of the Project
The project produced preliminary surveys of a number of the sites in the project area,
with a more detailed recording of the steamship Thesis, the schooner +PIO1SFTUPO and
an isolated group of cast iron cannons. The Thesis and the +PIO1SFTUPOhave been subsequently adopted under the NAS’ Adopt a Wreck programme.
Reports and Publications
The results of the fieldwork (1994 to 2005) and information gathered from project reports
were published in a monograph (BAR 453, 2007).
Acknowledgement of the Project’s Success
The project’s success is recognized in the policy document Towards a Strategy for Scotland’s
.BSJOF)JTUPSJD&OWJSPONFOU The document stated that, ‘projects such as the Sound of Mull
Archaeological Project have been successful in developing skills at the community level
and in involving the public in the recording and conservation of historic assets around
Scotland’s coasts’ (Historic Scotland, 2005).
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Suggested Reading
Collyer, T. 2000."4POBSBOE.BHOFUJD4VSWFZPGUIF4PVOEPG.VMM "SHZMM. Unpublished
BSc Dissertation, Geological Oceanography, Bangor, University of Wales.
Cook, J.K. and Kaye, B. 2000. A New Method for Monitoring Site Stability In Situ.
/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ2000/4. Nautical Archaeology Society.
Historic Scotland. 2005. 5PXBSETB4USBUFHZGPS4DPUMBOET.BSJOF)JTUPSJD&OWJSPONFOU Historic
Scotland, pp. 29.
Robertson, P. 2003. The Visitor Schemes on the Historic Shipwrecks of the Swan and
HMS %BSUNPVUI5IF1MFOVN4FSJFTJO6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ4VCNFSHFE$VMUVSBM3FTPVSDF
.BOBHFNFOU1SFTFSWJOHBOE*OUFSQSFUJOH0VS4VOLFO.BSJUJNF)FSJUBHFSpirek, J.D. and Scott, D.
A. New York, Kluwer/Plenum, pp. 76.
Robertson, P. 2005. Sound of Mull Remote Sensing Report Project Report. Data Structure
3FQPSUGPS)JTUPSJD4DPUMBOEArchived with the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland.
Robertson, P. 2007. 5IF4PVOEPG.VMM"SDIBFPMPHJDBM1SPKFDU (BAR 453).
Nautical Archaeology Society.

Useful Websites
t4PVOEPG.VMM"SDIBFPMPHJDBM1SPKFDU
www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/projects/somap.php "DDFTTFE.BSDI 
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Case Study 2
Adopt a wreck
Introduction to the Project
The Adopt a Wreck scheme was created after the UK’s Wreck
Amnesty (2001), during which discussions concluded that divers
should be encouraged to take more responsibility for the wreck
sites which they dived (see Additional Information 6).
The scheme, with funding from PADI’s Project Aware, enabled the
development of a project starter pack that promoted the scheme
and disseminated results through a series of newsletters.
Aims and Objectives
The aim of the scheme is to encourage volunteer teams to
develop a sense of ownership and stewardship for coastal
and underwater cultural heritage.
The objectives are to:

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

6 In 2001, the UK Maritime
and Coastguard Agency
held a three-month
amnesty from prosecution
for failing to declare
artefacts retrieved from
wreck sites, a statutory
duty defined by the
Merchant Shipping Act
(1995). Over 30,000 objects
were reported, with
approximately 900 of
them considered historic
(over 100 years old).

t"EEJOGPSNBUJPOUPUIFSFDPSETPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
t%JTTFNJOBUFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUDPBTUBMBOEVOEFSXBUFSTJUFTUPUIFQVCMJD
t&OIBODFBOEXJEFOUIFVOEFSTUBOEJOHBOEBQQSFDJBUJPOPGVOEFSXBUFSDVMUVSBMIFSJUBHF
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFJNQBDUUIBUGBDUPST TVDIBTSFDSFBUJPOBMEJWJOH BSFIBWJOHPOVOEFSXBUFS
cultural heritage.
t$POEVDUCBTFMJOFTVSWFZT
t.POJUPSTVCTFRVFOUDIBOHFTUPUIFBEPQUFETJUF
t$POEVDUXJEFSIJTUPSJDBMSFTFBSDI
t%JTTFNJOBUFUIFSFTFBSDISFTVMUT
Baseline Surveys
Adopt a Wreck encourages groups to conduct baseline surveys and to monitor changes
noted during subsequent visits to sites. Groups can use a variety of techniques, such as
video, still photography, sketches and tape measure survey. Although the project initially
targeted recreational divers, non-divers are also encouraged to participate.
Project Pack
A ‘project pack’ CD, supporting the initiave, includes:
t$BTFTUVEJFTGSPNQSFWJPVTXJOOFSTPGUIF"EPQUB8SFDL"XBSE
t(VJEBODFPOXPSLJOHTBGFMZ
t*OGPSNBUJPOPOVTFGVMFRVJQNFOU
t*OGPSNBUJPOPOQSPKFDUQMBOOJOH SFDPSEJOHBOESFTFBSDI
t'PVSUFFOEJòFSFOUSFDPSEJOHGPSNT
t3FMFWBOUMFHJTMBUJPOUIBUNJHIUBòFDUQSPKFDUT
t(VJEBODFPOSFQPSUJOH BSDIJWJOHBOEGVOEJOH
t"QQMJDBUJPOTGPSUIF"EPQUB8SFDL"XBSE
t*OGPSNBUJPOPOBQQSPQSJBUFUSBJOJOH
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Annual Award
As an incentive, an annual award is presented to the ‘person or group that has made the
most significant contribution to maritime archaeology and research through the adoption
process’ (NAS, 2011).
The Award criterion includes:
t/VNCFSPGQFPQMFJOWPMWFE
t5JNFTQFOUPOTJUF
t5ZQFPGXPSLVOEFSUBLFO TVDIBTWJEFP QIPUPHSBQIZBOETLFUDIFT
t%JTTFNJOBUJPOPGIJTUPSJDBMSFTFBSDIUISPVHIWBSJPVTNFEJB TVDIBT57 SBEJP OFXTQBQFST 
websites and lectures, and whether information has been submitted to competent authorities
as contribution to historic records
Summary
One hundred and twenty sites have been registered under the scheme, mostly in the UK,
with others in Gibraltar, the Maldives and Poland. Not all of the adoptees remain active, but
it can be concluded that the scheme has proven successful in providing a framework for
groups to fulfil the project’s original aims and objectives. It is hoped that the achievements
of these outstanding groups will inspire others to undertake similar projects on sites that
are not yet protected and, therefore, under the jurisdiction of state management.
Trainers should note:
t5IBUUIFTDIFNFJTUPUBMMZWPMVOUBSZ
t5IBUUIFSFJTBOBENJOJTUSBUJWFQSPDFTTUPBEPQUBTJUF CFUXFFOUIFBEPQUFFTBOE
the concerned competent authority responsible for the site
t5IBUBOBEPQUJPOEPFTOPUSFTVMUJOBOZMFHBMFOUJUMFNFOUPSGFFTQBZBCMF
Suggested Reading
Bailey, C. Georma, F. Mayger, C.M.G. Micha, P. Sa Pintao, S. Soussi, E. and Taylor, J. 1998.
4JUF3FQPSUPOUIF$BOOPO4JUFBU4DBMMBTUMF#BZ 4PVOEPG.VMM 4DPUMBOE. Unpublished MA
Dissertation, Dept. of Archaeology, University of Bristol.
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Useful Websites
t"EPQUB8SFDLTDIFNFwww.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/projects/adoption.php
"DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 
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Case Study 3
The Big Anchor Project
Introduction to the Project
This project is aimed at members of the public from all age groups. The archaeological
justification for this project is that although anchors are a ubiquitous symbol of maritime
heritage, little archaeological work has been done to collate where they are or the
information that they may contain.
Anchors have been used by seafarers for millennia and have become emblematic of the
maritime landscape and represent humanity’s relationship with the sea. They come in
many shapes, sizes and are made of a variety of materials. Each represents evidence of
technology, shipwrecks, trade and exploration.
They can be found in many locations:
t"TTPDJBUFEXJUIBTVOLFOWFTTFM
t"TBOJTPMBUFEöOEMPTUBTBSFTVMUPGCFJOHGPVMFEPOUIFTFBCFEPSEVSJOHBTBJMJOHJODJEFOU
t*ONBSJUJNFBOEPUIFSMPDBMNVTFVNT
t1SJWBUFBOEQVCMJDQMBDFT
The image of the anchor is also used in other contexts:
t"TMPHPTGPSCVTJOFTTBOENFSDIBOEJTF
t5IFGPVMFEBODIPSJTUIFTZNCPMPGUIF#SJUJTI"ENJSBMUZEBUJOHCBDLNPSFUIBOZFBST
BOEBQQFBSTPOFRVJQNFOUVTFECZUIF/BWZBOE3PZBM.BSJOFT
t"TUIFOBNFPGQVCMJDNFFUJOHQMBDFTXJUINBSJUJNFOBNFTTVDIBT5IF"ODIPSPS4IJQ
BOE"ODIPS
t%FDPSBUJWFMZJOUIFGPSNPGCPEZBSUUBUUPPT
Educational Resource
To help participants record anchors, the project has developed a set of recording forms
that can be downloaded from the website. These records can then be uploaded to a
database that can also be used for research purposes.
Specialist courses are also organised to help participants to categorize, record and date
anchors.
Range of Anchor Types
The project database and the reporting procedure are currently divided into two broad
categories: stone anchors and stock anchors. The database will also include information
about stockless anchors in due course.
Results
To date, 500 anchor records have been submitted by the 120 registered users from Europe,
Asia and the Americas.
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ABOVE: A recording form used as

part of the Big Anchor Project.
© Nautical Archaeology Society
RIGHT: A rare bronze stocked anchor
that was recovered from Monterey
Bay in 1944.
© Christopher J. Underwood
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A broad range of anchors have been recorded, from ancient to relatively modern stone
fishing anchors, as well as various metal anchors. A significant number of these anchors
are of rare patent types rather than the common admiralty pattern anchors. Some may be
unique, but this needs to be verified through further research.
Future Developments
Subject to funding, the project intends to develop an interactive GIS world map of anchors
featuring the records of those submitted. This would be followed by the creation of a Big
Anchor App, allowing participants to record and upload submissions from smart phones,
direct to the anchor database.
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIF#JH"ODIPS1SPKFDUTFFXXXCJHBODIPSQSPKFDUDPN "DDFTTFE
'FCSVBSZ 
Suggested Reading
Bandodkar, S. N., Sundaresh, Gaur, A. S., Tripati, S., Gudigar, P., Vora, K. H. and Bandodker, S. N.
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UNIT 18
Archaeological Publication

Authors Hans K. Van Tilburg and Mark Staniforth

Core Knowledge of the Unit
This unit highlights the importance of publishing archaeological research and provides students with
guidelines and best practices for writing and illustrating reports.

On completion of the Archaeological Publication unit students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEXIBUGPSNBMQVCMJDBUJPOJTBOEXIZJUJTJNQPSUBOU
t6OEFSTUBOEXIBUCBTJDFMFNFOUTBOBDBEFNJDBSUJDMFNVTUDPOUBJO
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXUPXSJUFBOEJMMVTUSBUFBOBDBEFNJDBSUJDMF
t6OEFSTUBOEJTTVFTSFMBUFEUPDPQZSJHIUBOEQFSNJTTJPOTPGVTFGPSDPQZSJHIUFENBUFSJBM
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFQSPDFTTFTJOWPMWFEJOHFUUJOHBOBSUJDMFQVCMJTIFE
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFSPMFPGUIFFEJUPSPGBOBDBEFNJDKPVSOBM

Introduction to the Unit
What do we mean by publication? Publication means presenting your findings (results or ideas) in an
organized, formal way to the public, usually in written form. There are other ways, such as presentations,
exhibitions and broadcasts, but these do not have the permanency of print publication and cannot be
referred to by others in the future.
Archaeological fieldwork should be fun, but it is also hard physical work and while doing it, the dayto-day activity can absorb a lot of time and effort. Despite this, it is necessary and important to think
beyond the fieldwork. Fieldwork will of course achieve results in terms of understanding the site and
its finds, in terms of paperwork and in terms of personal satisfaction. The fund raising required to get
it going and the publicity during it, may be good for a career, but all the information that has been
gained will be lost to the wider world if it is not published.
Publication is crucial, as without it the advancements in knowledge gained through great effort and
often great expense may vanish in time. It is not an optional extra; it is a core part of the process of
archaeology and is now recognized as such by grant-giving bodies.
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According to Bluff your Way in Archaeology, the reasons why so many archaeologists
fail to publish are:
t-B[JOFTT MFUIBSHZPSDPNQMBDFODZ UIPTFXJUIUFOVSFEKPCT
t*ODPNQFUFODF TPNFUJNFTFYUSFNFVOUJEJOFTT
t5FSSPS GFBSPGFYQPTJOHPOFTFMGUPDSJUJDJTN
t#FJOHUPPCVTZ VTVBMMZXJUIDBSFFSCVJMEJOH
t5IFDPOWFZPSCFMU NPWJOHPOUPUIFOFYUQSPKFDU TPZPVBSFUPPCVTZUPQVCMJTIUIFMBTU

Suggested Reading
Bahn, P. G. 1989. #MVòZPVS8BZJO"SDIBFPMPHZRavette Publishing Ltd.
Martin, P. 2008. 8SJUJOHXJUI3FGFSFODFT. Portsmouth, Nautical Archaeology Society.
Strunk, W. Jr. and White, E.B. 1959. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG4UZMF. Pearson Education Company.

1 Writing for Publication
This unit is about final publication, which involves the presentation of ideas as well as facts. There are
formulas for writing straightforward archaeological reports for archiving, but what is discussed here is
the writing of academic articles or monographs that require not just formulas, but also thoughts and
ideas. The fieldwork may be completed, but the analysis and interpretation of that work continues
into publication.
The final publication described in this unit is aimed at an academic audience familiar with the field of
archaeology. Writing for an academic and archaeologically astute audience means that writing needs
to contain the following elements:

1.1 Introduction
Setting the scene (succinctly), explaining why the project was undertaken, etc.

1.2 Data
Either primary data, i.e. the results of your survey or excavation, presented as objectively as possible,
or a synthesis of secondary data, i.e. that is produced by others.

1.3 Analysis of the Data
Whether it’s primary or secondary data, a thorough analysis needs to include the discussion of what
the data means.

1.4 Conclusions
An article should present solid conclusions which are both more original and more thorough than a
top line survey of secondary sources, which might be produced as a student essay. It is also important
to include more analysis than would be found in a simple archaeological report.
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The best way to tackle a sizeable writing project is to break it down into manageable sections. The
material needed for an archaeological publication can be divided into text and illustrations, and each
of these can be subdivided into several categories. Each category has been developed over the years
to provide a way of presenting information as clearly and concisely as possible.
It has been said that ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’. This is often true and can also be applied to
other ways of presenting information such as tables, graphs and charts.

"OFYBNQMFPGBTJUFQMBO MBCFMMFEXJUIBTDBMFBOESFGFSFODFDPNQBTTª/0""4BODUVBSJFT

An article (or monograph or book) should include most (or all) of the following:
t.BJOUFYU
t5BCMFT EBUB
t"QQFOEJDFT EBUB
t"DLOPXMFEHFNFOUT
t$BQUJPOTBOEDSFEJUT
t3FGFSFODFTCJCMJPHSBQIZ
t(SBQIJDT DIBSUT HSBQIT FUD
t1IPUPT
t.BQT
t-JOFESBXJOHT

Although it is relatively easy to write, to produce a successful publication it is necessary to create something which the reader wants to read. Editors assure that publications meet public demands, so we can
gain additional insight by looking at publication from their perspective.
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2 Hints for Writing an Academic Article
2.1 Text
The bulk of an article or monograph should consist of flowing text,
avoiding abbreviations, jargon, slang expressions, bullet points or
other devices which may be suitable for a report or training manual.
Paragraphs should be of a reasonable length and keep in mind that
it is very sloppy and distracting to use single sentence paragraphs.
Good paragraphing helps guide the reader; the beginning of a new
paragraph serves the same purpose as a subheading, directing the
reader to the next important point.
Use inverted commas for quotations, not italics. Italics should be
reserved for book titles, ships’ names and occasionally for emphasis.
Keep quotations as short as possible. If words are omitted from within
a block of text, then the missing words should be represented by
three dots, separated from the adjacent words by a space. It may also
be necessary to add one or more words in square brackets to make
new sentences grammatically correct. For example, if words need to
be omitted ... [they] should be represented by three dots. Alternatively
it may be preferable to split the quotation in two, with other words in
between. It is not necessary to add three dots at the beginning or end
of every quotation, though this should be considered occasionally to
highlight the incompleteness of the material being quoted.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 Bulletin Notes for
Authors: "VTUSBMBTJBO
*OTUJUVUFGPS.BSJUJNF
"SDIBFPMPHZ (AIMA). http://
www.aima.iinet.net.au/
publications/aimapub.html
(Accessed February 2012).
Notes for Authors:
*OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMGPS
/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ (IJNA).
http://www.wiley.com/bw/
journal.asp?ref=1057-2414
(Accessed February 2012).

Try not to use unnecessary words and avoid flowery or emotive prose.
Adjectives and superlatives are often redundant. Plan the structure of
your topic and progress logically through it, establishing and building
upon arguments as you go along. Long words and over elaborate
sentences can detract from the clarity of an argument. Try splitting
long sentences into two or more shorter ones. Varying sentence and
paragraph lengths can often improve your writing. Finally, remember
that correct grammar is not pedantic; it helps to write in a clear and
unambiguous manner.
Unless the article is being self-published or the publisher asks for a
camera ready copy, keep formatting to an absolute minimum. Leave
presentational details such as these to the final editor or typesetter.
Unnecessary formatting can be very time consuming to undo. This
includes not using automatic footnoting unless it is all right to do so.
Publishers often use different software and during the changeover it
is possible for some things to get lost or distorted.
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Ask for a copy of the Notes for Contributors and try to keep within the
guidelines provided. This saves everyone time and energy. It is especially important to get the layout of the bibliography right, which will
greatly please the editor and get the author-editor relationship off on
a good footing. See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO
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2.2 Tables
Tables are very useful as they can present information more clearly and much more concisely, than flowing
text. They can be produced in Word. Try to avoid elaborate formatting and limit the table to one page.
A smaller type size than the main text can be used or alternatively the table can be turned sideways.
Remember to caption tables clearly, including a reference to the source or sources of the data.

2.3 Appendices
Appendices are useful places to put blocks of data whose sum contributes to the argument, but which
would be too detailed to fit into the text. It could be data which is too big to use in a table, but usually
in archaeology it is specialist reports which are put in appendices. It is often fairly obvious whether this
is the right solution to the problem.

2.4 Acknowledgements
Do not forget to acknowledge formally any help that has been received from others, whether scholarly,
physical, financial or in kind. It never does any harm to say thank you and if in doubt as to whether to
mention someone, play it safe and include them.

2.5 Captions and Credits
All illustrations should have a caption describing what it shows. It may be very simple, such as ‘Location
map’ or it may need to explain things like the angle the photo was taken from, or the size of the
divisions on a scale. Seeing things from the point of view of the reader becomes very important.
Credits should give the name of the person who created the image. The author may also need to credit
the individual or institution that provided a copy of the image. If an image comes from a library, museum
or archive, they may provide a precise wording to be used in the credit. Make sure to use this wording.

2.6 References and Bibliography
Keep precise notes of all references when doing research, otherwise a lot of time will be lost later
tracking down missing citations or page numbers. One of the advantages of using a word processor
or software such as Endnote (www.endnote.com) is that it allows the writer to continuously build up a
bibliography and/or footnotes. This is a valuable facility, so be sure use it.
References have two purposes. One is to validate what has been written. The other, often forgotten,
but in the long term more important, is to allow scholars, perhaps many years hence, to follow up
particular points that have been made, perhaps because they coincide with or contradict their own
research, or perhaps out of sheer curiosity. All references, therefore, must obey certain rules in order to
be of use to future scholars.

2.7 Published Works
References should be to published material, giving enough detail for that material to be located easily.
Generally this means the name and initials of all authors, full title, date of publication and place of
publication. The name of the publisher is not always necessary, though it may be helpful to include the
name of the organization backing a publication, or perhaps the ISSN or ISBN numbers, especially if it is
part of a series. In the case of a chapter within a book, the name(s) of the editor(s) must be included as it is
under these names that the book would be catalogued. In the case of a journal, the title, year and volume
number must be included and it is helpful to include the page numbers of the specific article as well.
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2.8 Unpublished Material
Unpublished material should only be cited if it could theoretically be consulted. It has long been
acceptable to refer to an unpublished thesis, as a copy will be lodged with the university concerned
(and it could also be accessed through inter-library loan). Other unpublished material, such as archaeological reports, should really only be referenced if the host institution has a library within which reports
are lodged and catalogued. If in doubt, try to think whether an enquirer in twenty years time could
access a copy.

2.9 Forthcoming/In Press
Reference can only be made to work not yet published if that work has been accepted by a journal or
in the case of a book, a contract has been signed with a publisher and a title agreed. In other words, it is
definitely going to appear within a reasonable time frame. Anything more vague, such as an article still
being refereed (and therefore not even accepted) or a dissertation not yet completed (or examined)
is not acceptable. Either another reference needs to be used or it has to come under ‘pers. comm.’. We
can all think of publications which have been ‘forthcoming’ for many years! If in doubt, think of the
hypothetical future researcher.

2.10 Websites
Websites vary from online versions of respectable works of reference, to the obscure and the ephemeral.
They should be used sparingly and only where there is no printed alternative. The name of the individual
or institution responsible should be cited, the date it was last updated and the date the material was
accessed. If a site does not have a clearly named responsible individual or organization, avoid it.

2.11 Personal Communication
All other material must be referred to as ‘pers. comm.’. This category covers not only conversation with
the person concerned or unpublished papers heard at a conference, but also conference posters and
all similar material. If in doubt,
think about the hypothetical
scholar in years to come. Personal
communications or ‘pers. comm.’
should be used as little as possible, as it is unverifiable and the
whole point of referencing is to
verify what has been written.
Some people are now including
‘pers. comm.’ information within
their list of references. This has
attractions as it allows the author
to give additional information
such as date, place, title of conference paper/poster, or the institution to which the person is
attached (thereby explaining the
reasons the person is qualified to
provide such information). The
disadvantage, however, is that it
encourages such references to be
regarded as proper references.
Sample references. © UNESCO
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2.12 Checking the Work
This vital process will almost certainly take more time than expected. Be prepared to go through several
drafts, each time improving both the tightness and flow of the written argument and its presentation.

Spell checkers are excellent tools, but they cannot:
t5FMMXIFUIFSBXPSENBLFTTFOTFJOJUTDPOUFYU
t1JDLVQUZQJOHFSSPSTXIJDIBSFDPSSFDUXPSET CVUOPUXIBUBSFJOUFOEFE GPSFYBNQMF 
BOJOTUFBEPGBOE PSJUTJOTUFBEPGJUT
t5FMMUIBUUIFBVUIPSJTCFJOHJODPOTJTUFOU*GBVUIPSTIBWFCVJMUB$VTUPN%JDUJPOBSZ 
JUJTFTTFOUJBMUIBUPOMZPOFWFSTJPOPGBXPSEJTFOUFSFE
t5FMMUIBUBDPSSFDUMZTQFMMFEXPSEJTVTFE CVUJUTNFBOJOHIBTCFFONJTVOEFSTUPPE

If in doubt, consult an old fashioned dictionary. Allow plenty of time for final corrections and improvements. It is easier to be self-critical if there is the time to take a break from the material for a few weeks
and come back to it fresh. This helps it to be read as others will. Another good way to check the writing is
to read it out loud. Alternatively, let a sympathetic (but honest) colleague read and comment upon it.
This should have given some idea about what needs to be considered before submitting an article to
an editor or publisher. It is a duty to publish, and for career building, it is in the author’s best interests
to do it well.
Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Presenting, Publicizing and Publishing Archaeological Work.6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ
5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF, Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 189-197.

3 Illustrating the Article
Bar Charts, Graphs, etc. are easy to create in Excel. Once again, keep them as simple and straightforward
as possible. Remember to include a caption (separately, not within the chart or graph) and any reference
to source(s).
If the final version will be published in black and white, then the author will need to be aware of this
and make suitable changes. In grayscale, for example, four lines are about as many as a small graph
can handle. But the facility to create graphs and bar charts on the computer is wonderful, especially
as their proportions can be altered to show a trend without exaggerating it and see what it looks like
at every stage.

3.1 Photos and Drawings
It is very easy when writing essays or assembling PowerPoint presentations to download images from
the web or copy them from books. For proper publication you cannot do this for two reasons: one is
quality, the other is copyright.

8
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3.2 Quality
All images for publication should be of a suitable resolution. This is normally at least 300 dots per
inch (dpi) for color photographs, 600 dpi for black and white photographs and at least 800 dpi for
line drawings. Images should have this resolution or higher at publication size, the size they will be
reproduced. It is no good thinking that the resolution of an image can be increased in Photoshop;
you cannot create more pixels than are in the original image; all that can be done is enlarge the whole
image, which reduces the quality.
It is necessary to think carefully about background, lighting, composition and scale, as well as the
overall quality. Let’s look first at the question of background.

3.3 Background
Here is an example of a bottle fragment taken against two different backgrounds. Which do you think
looks best?
The red background in the ship’s wet lab is too overpowering, too dominant and therefore distracting.
The white background under controlled lighting conditions reveals the most details on the artefact itself.

"#07&#PUUMFGSBHNFOUGPVOEBUBXIBMJOHWFTTFMXSFDLTJUF 1FBSMBOE)FSNFT"UPMM ª/0""4BODUVBSJFT

Here is another example, a wooden sheave from a small block. The patterned background is too similar
to the patterned object, confusing the image.
8PPEFOTIFBWFBTTPDJBUFEXJUI
B#SJUJTIXIBMJOHXSFDL 
ª/0""4BODUVBSJFT
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Although contrast, brightness and color levels all can be adjusted in image software programs like
Photoshop, it is always better if the original photograph is high quality. All manipulation of images means a
subsequent loss of original image data; there are limits to what can be achieved by photo manipulation.

3.4 Lighting
The aim of photographic lighting is to highlight the key features of the object, while avoiding distracting
reflection and minimizing shadows. For an initial record photograph, daylight may well be best and
simplest. It is easiest when there is good light, but not direct sunlight. Lighting is most difficult to control
underwater, meaning that the most care should be given to the selection of JOTJUV artefact photographs.
The underexposed image of these brass sheathing tacks, embedded in the coralline reef substrate,
make them almost unnoticeable. Over exposing the image of the sheathing tacks can lead to the same
result, a poor image.

4NBMMTIFBUIJOHUBDLTFNCFEEFEJOUIFDPSBMMJOFBMHBFª/0""4BODUVBSJFT

Indoors, using photographic lights means that you can control the direction the light is coming from
and use reflectors to minimize shadows. However, it is necessary to adjust the camera to artificial light
for the best results.

3.5 Composition
Images should be crisp, clear and framed, concentrating on the central feature without a large blank
surround, or distracting and irrelevant material in the photo. These images of a ship’s hawse pipe and a
ship’s block have a single artefact in the centre.

4IPSUFODSVTUFEIBXTFQJQF XSFDLTJUFPGUIFTDIPPOFS
$IVSDIJMM MPTUBU'SFODI'SJHBUF4IPBMT
ª/0""4BODUVBSJFT
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In this poor quality image of copper sheathing
partially buried in the sediment, the data on the
magnetic sign board is centered in the picture, but
the artefact itself is cropped, cut off at the top.
Good image composition underwater can be
essential to dealing with another challenge; contrast. Particularly on wreck sites where artefacts
and features are heavily encrusted, it may be
difficult to discern objects from the natural background. Changing the perspective (angle) from
which the image is taken and altering the height
above the artefact, can lead to better contrast
through composition. In the first image of the
$PQQFSTIFBUIJOH UPSOBOECFOUJOTFEJNFOUª/0""4BODUVBSJFT
heavily encrusted iron cannon at the edge of a
sediment channel, it is difficult to discern the artificial feature. The cannon, though encrusted, is more
apparent in the second image.

"IFBWJMZFODSVTUFEJSPODBOOPOBUUIFXSFDLTJUFPGUIF#SJUJTIXIBMFS Pearl,MPTUBU1FBSMBOE)FSNFT"UPMM  ª/0""4BODUVBSJFT

3.6 Scale
By scale we mean two things. The first is getting things in scale with each other. For instance, measuring
small objects with much larger references is a poor practice. The second is how and when to use a photo
scale. The answer is, is that one must be used if it is a record photograph. In the field, it is important
to take a bit of time to get it right. Try not to rely on a convenient coin or diving knife, but instead take
the trouble to carry a scale in your camera bag. However, sometimes for publication purposes, images
without a photo scale are desired and as an alternative, measurements can be included in the text of
the caption.
Some thought should be given to the careful placement of the photo scale in record shots. Scales
should be close and alongside (not obscuring) the artefact or feature. Black and yellow tape is often
used for marking scales, as white tape can, under certain conditions, ‘wash out’ and be over exposed
in the photograph.

11
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Of course, to be at all useful, the photo scale
must be perpendicular to the lens of the camera.
Photo scales recorded at extreme angles to the
camera are meaningless and cannot be used as
references.

Anchors at the wreck site of the schooner Churchill,
lost at French Frigate Shoals 1917. © NOAA Sanctuaries

It is often useful in popular publications to
include divers in the underwater images, helping
to maintain reader interest and make a more
human connection to the site. Instead of photo
scales, which may be overly academic to the
layperson, divers can be used in the composition
to give a general sense of scale to large features.

3.7 Resolution and File Types
Images should be saved as .tif or tiff files. They
may be captured as jpegs and converted later.
In fact many digital cameras can do nothing else
other than produce a jpeg format. However,
jpeg is a compressed format and each time any
changes or manipulations are made to an image,
some of the original image data will be lost. As a
result, when transferring photographs from the
camera to a computer, or when being manipulated on the computer the first thing to do is
save the original images as tiffs.

Keel fasteners emerging from the sediment.
© NOAA Sanctuaries

The general resolution rule for publishing digital
images is that images need to be at least 300 dpi
at their full publication size or greater. Guidelines
for authors will have specific instructions regarding image resolution.

3.8 Drawings
Everything we have said about composition,
size of scale, etc. in photographs also applies to
drawings, though much more alteration can be
done on the computer.

3.9 Scanning Line Drawings
The first rule with line drawings which are not
computer-generated is to scan them the right
way and to high enough quality. Often publications require line drawings to be scanned at a
much higher resolution than photographs (for
instance, 1200 dpi). Guidelines for authors will
have specific instructions regarding line drawing resolution.

12

Diver near the rudder of the wrecked navy vessel
USS Macaw, lost at Midway Atoll 1944.
© NOAA Sanctuaries
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1MBOWJFXESBXJOHPGUIF#FJIBJKVOL 1PSUMBOE0SFHPO
ª)BOT,7BO5JMCVSH

It is very important to use grayscale rather than line art to scan line drawings. Here is the same drawing
scanned two ways; the first is grayscale and the second is line art (raster or vector black and white scan).
To further illustrate this, here is a drawing in both formats. Notice how the lines in the second line art
image are stepped.
UNIT
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The irregularities on the grayscale image are due to the shaky hand of the illustrator and could be
cleaned up a bit in Photoshop, but there is nothing that can be done to improve the stepped line of
the line art image.
Images, titles, scales, compass arrows and labels should be as large as necessary to be clear.
Reproductions of old maps, for example, can be a total waste of space if reproduced so small as to be
illegible. It is also common for people to waste space by putting a caption, scale or north pointer a long
way from the main drawing. These elements can be copied and moved in the drawing, allowing for
larger scale images and easier reading.

Wreck site location map, SS Hornet, aground on
the north shore of Lanai Island, Hawaii, 1924.
© NOAA Sanctuaries

3.10 What Should You illustrate?
Obviously the number and type of illustrations depends on what is available and any limitations
imposed by the editor or publisher. There are, however, some essentials which include a location map.
Ideally every place mentioned in the text should be located, either visually on a map or by giving
information such as the county, so that it could be found on an easily available map (such as a road
atlas). Producing original maps is the best way to focus on the applicable information.

14
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Here is an outline of the North
Pacific Ocean region, one which
has been used to describe the
international movements of a
particular vessel.

Outline sketch of the North Pacific region. © Hans K. Van Tilburg

The ship’s service areas can be
shaded (or coloured).

Specific ports of call can be
labelled. Additionally, symbols
and further information can be
added to highlight any necessary
aspects.
UNIT
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Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Archaeological Illustration. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFT
BOE1SBDUJDF, Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp.170-180.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Photography. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF,
Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 71-82.

4 Copyright and Permissions
Copyright covers all forms of publication, including broadcast and electronic. It is automatic and does
not need to be formally registered. In many cases, the author will also have the right to be identified on
their work and to object if that work is distorted. The copyright of an image belongs to the photographer
or illustrator, unless they had produced the image for an employer who holds the copyright.
Copyright is a form of intellectual property rights and like physical property, can be bought and sold,
inherited or otherwise transferred. Copyright is not held by the publisher of the image, nor by the
editor or the author of the book within which the image is published, unless it specifically says so in
the book. The author (emphatically) does not acquire copyright by taking his or her own photograph
of someone else’s image.
Copyright exists independently of the
medium on which a work is recorded.
So, if say one buys or inherits a painting,
they only own its copyright, if that
also has been transferred to them.
Otherwise, the copyright still rests
with the artist. Sometimes copyright
expires. For instance, in the United
States, copyright in a literary, dramatic,
musical or artistic work (including a
photograph) lasts until seventy years
after the death of the creator.
There is no universal copyright law,
so be aware of changes from country
to country.
Permissions are often required by the
copyright process. Written permission is needed from the copyright
holder in order to legally reproduce
their work. If a work is rare or unique,
permission may also be needed to
reproduce it from the individual or
organization which holds the work
and supplied the image, even if the
work itself is out of copyright. This
is usually a library or museum, but
might also be the private owner of a
painting or drawing.
16
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It is permissible to copy a drawing and then alter it for your purposes. In this case, credit should be
clearly stated as ‘after’ A. N. Other, with a precise reference to where you could find the original. This is
sometimes done when re-drawing just part of a larger drawing. You cannot legally put ‘after’ meaning
‘exactly copied from’, therefore, you should never use ‘after’ to describe a photograph. Nor should you
alter a drawing just to avoid copyright, but thereby diminish the original.
The copyright process is very similar to using quotations and references in written work. Some publishers
are becoming lax in this respect, but the legal and moral position is absolutely clear and it is the author’s
responsibility to be clear about copyright issues. Every image should have a caption and a credit, even if it
is the author’s own, so that readers and future researchers can be guided as to where the copyright rests.
If despite all the effort, copyright for a necessary image still cannot be located, it may still be permissible
for use in the publication. In this case, the editor may suggest language, such as, ‘A best effort was
made to locate the original copyright for each of the images in this publication. If you have additional
information, please contact the publisher’.

5 What Happens after the Article is Submitted to a Publication?
Authors need to be familiar with the submission process and the editorial role in publication. What does
the editor of an academic journal do?
5IFFEJUPSBDLOPXMFEHFTFWFSZUIJOHUIBUJT
SFDFJWFE NPTUPGUFOWJBFNBJM6TVBMMZUIJTJT
BGPSNBMTVCNJTTJPO CVUPDDBTJPOBMMZQFPQMFXJMMTFOEBQSPQPTBMUPUIFFEJUPSGPSDPNNFOU5IFFEJUPSNBZBMTPCFBQQSPBDIFE
BCPVUUIFTVJUBCJMJUZPGBUPQJDPSCFBTLFE
BCPVUEFBEMJOFTGPSTVCNJTTJPOT
5IFFEJUPSSFBETUIFUFYUUIPSPVHIMZ JOPSEFS
UPNBLFBOBTTFTTNFOUBOEUPUIJOLBCPVU
XIPNJHIUCFBTVJUBCMFSFGFSFF
5IFFEJUPSMPPLTBUUIFQJDUVSFT BTTFTTJOH
UIFNJOUFSNTPGRVBMJUZBOEJOUFSNTPGDPQZSJHIUPSQFSNJTTJPOT

*GUIFSFGFSFFSFDPNNFOETSFKFDUJPO UIF
FEJUPSXJMMDPNQPTFBTZNQBUIFUJDBOE
FODPVSBHJOHDPWFSJOHMFUUFS*GUIFBSUJDMFJT
UPCFBDDFQUFE JUXJMMCFNBEFDMFBSBOEBO
&YDMVTJWF-JDFOTF'PSNFODMPTFE$PQZSJHIU
XJMMCFEJTDVTTFEMBUFS
6TVBMMZUIFBVUIPSTIPVMEBDDFQUNPTU JGOPU
BMM UIFSFGFSFFTDPNNFOUTBOENBLFUIF
OFDFTTBSZDIBOHFT5IJTDBOUBLFTPNFUJNF 
BTGPSNPTUQFPQMFUIJTIBTUPCFöUUFEJOUP
BCVTZMJGF+VTUBTöFMEXPSLJTNPSFFYDJUJOH
UIBOXSJUJOHVQ TPEPJOHUIFöOBMDIBOHFT
UPBOBSUJDMFJTOPUBTFYDJUJOHBTHFUUJOHJU
XSJUUFOJOUIFöSTUQMBDF
UNIT
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UIFCJCMJPHSBQIZBOEWJDFWFSTB&NBJMNBLFT
UFYUTFOUCBDL5IFFEJUPSUIFOXBJUTGPS
UIJTEJBMPHVFNVDIFBTJFS
BSFBDUJPO
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This all sounds very organized, but of course the editor is handling a large number of articles all at
different stages and if they are not dealt with quickly enough, then there is a risk of forgetting where
they have got to in the process and doing some things twice. The editor has devised checklists to help
minimize this, as well as remind the author of all the things that need to be checked.
One result of this experience is that the editor is ideally placed to give some hints about what not to do.

%JBHSBNPGTVCNJTTJPOTUFQTJOBSUJDMFQVCMJDBUJPOª.BSL4UBOJGPSUI

6 Conclusion
Always remember that the purpose of both text and illustrations is to convey an argument accurately
and convincingly, not to impress or overawe readers. Simplicity of expression is the keynote, especially
if the concepts under consideration are difficult and the evidence complex. Clear, objective and
explicit writing comes naturally to very few authors; it has to be worked at with energy and patience
and demands a high level of understanding and logic. Badly structured, circumlocutory or pompous
wording is the antithesis of good scholarship and invariably reveals a muddled and uncritical mind
behind the argument.
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Unit Summary
Upon completion of this unit, students should have an understanding of: 1) what is meant by publication;
2) the processes involved in getting an article published; 3) best practices for illustrating articles for
publication; and 4) issues related to copyright and permissions for us of copyrighted material.
There are many aspects to successful publication and so it is important to become familiar with the
basic components that should be included in an academic article:
Introduction: setting the scene (succinctly), explaining why the project was undertaken, etc.
Data: either primary data, i.e. the results of a survey or excavation, presented as objectively as possible,
or a synthesis of secondary data, i.e. that is produced by others. Whether it’s primary or secondary data,
a thorough analysis needs to include the discussion of what the data means.
Conclusions: it is also important to be familiar with all of the elements which enhance those components:

t5BCMFT EBUB
t"QQFOEJDFT EBUB
t"DLOPXMFEHNFOUT
t$BQUJPOTBOEDSFEJUT
t3FGFSFODFTCJCMJPHSBQIZ
t(SBQIJDT DIBSUT HSBQIT FUD
t1IPUPT
t.BQT
t-JOFESBXJOHT

Sometimes publication is perceived as an extra or optional step. Publication of the results of your
fieldwork, however, is a core component of archaeology and a professional responsibility.
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Suggested Timetable

90 mins

Basics of Publication
8SJUJOHGPSQVCMJDBUJPO
)JOUTGPSXSJUJOHBOBDBEFNJDBSUJDMF
*MMVTUSBUJOHBOBSUJDMF
$PQZSJHIUBOEQFSNJTTJPOT
8IBUEPFTUIFFEJUPSPGBOBDBEFNJDKPVSOBMEP
$PODMVTJPO

Break
60 mins

Selected Publications for the Asia-Pacific Region

30 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure

Teaching Suggestions
Trainers should present the various aspects of formal publication to the students during a 1.5 hour lecture.
Ideally, the lecture should be followed by a secondary session where students are asked to evaluate a
selection of articles from regional publications. Trainers should have students to break into small groups
and discuss both the exemplary elements of each article and those that need further work.

Suggested Reading: Full List
Bahn, P. G. 1989. #MVòZPVS8BZJO"SDIBFPMPHZRavette Publishing Ltd.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Archaeological Illustration. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFT
BOE1SBDUJDF, Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp.170-180.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Photography. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF,
Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 71-82.
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. Presenting, Publicizing and Publishing Archaeological Work.6OEFSXBUFS
"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF, Second Edition. Portsmouth, NAS, pp. 189-197.
Joffe, A.H. 1999. "SDIBFPMPHZT1VCMJDBUJPO 1SPCMFN. Hershel Shanks (ed.). The University of Chicago Press
Stable. http://www.jstor.org/stable/546163 (Accessed March 2012).
Martin, P. 2008. 8SJUJOHXJUI3FGFSFODFT. Portsmouth, Nautical Archaeology Society.
Strunk, W. Jr. and E.B. White. 1959. 5IF&MFNFOUTPG4UZMF. Pearson Education Company.
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APPENDIX A
Ethnographic Boat Recording
Practicum

Author Charlotte Minh-Hà L. Pham

Core Knowledge of the Appendix
This appendix introduces students to the practice of maritime ethnography and demonstrates how it
can be a valuable research tool.

On completion of the Ethnographic Boat Recording Practicum, students will learn:
t6OEFSTUBOEXIBUNBSJUJNFFUIOPHSBQIZJTBOEJUTBEWBOUBHFTBOEQPUFOUJBM
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXUPQMBOCPBUSFDPSEJOHTFTTJPOT
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXUPUBLFUIFNFBTVSFNFOUTSFRVJSFEUPNBLFBUSBEJUJPOBMMJOFESBXJOH
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGXIJDILFZFMFNFOUTOFFEUPCFBEESFTTFEJOBSFQPSU

Introduction to the Appendix
Although maritime trade was central to the development of South-East Asia and the body of knowledge
is growing, there is still little information about the vessels that facilitated these activities. Historical
documents, iconography or archaeology provide some insight, but seldom address the boats used in
accurate detail.
In the absence of archaeological evidence, maritime ethnography can provide a rich alternate source of
data to inform us about ancient seafaring and early boat building traditions. It provides a key to forming
a clearer picture of the actual shipbuilding process, navigation techniques and the diversity of boat use.
When financial support or specific training is not available to conduct underwater excavations or
surveys, it is still possible to build knowledge of boat traditions and develop an understanding of the
maritime aspects of culture, through the practice of maritime ethnography. This approach can be a
stepping stone in the development of maritime archaeology in regions where the discipline is not
yet practiced to its full potential. When done accurately, maritime ethnography can be a powerful
research tool to complement our understanding of the role of boats and boatbuilding in a historical,
political, economical, environmental and cultural context.
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In this appendix the definition, potential and advantages of maritime ethnography are discussed, as
well as its practical application and preparation. Although a full record of a boat cannot be conducted
during this practicum (which would include recording a full construction sequence, specific vocabulary
or interviewing the boat builder or boat owner), it will address the practical aspects of preparing a
systematic recording, and outline the essential steps required to produce an accurate drawing.
This practicum adopts a traditional recording method that can be conducted with limited budget,
time and materials.
See Unit 14: "TJBO4IJQCVJMEJOH5FDIOPMPHZ and Appendix B: #BTJD5FSNJOPMPHZPG4IJQCVJMEJOH.

1 Maritime Ethnography
Maritime ethnography ‘is the study of contemporary maritime cultures and their materials, through first
hand observation’ (Blue, 2003, pp. 334) and simply aims to record present day maritime material culture.
Maritime ethnography enables the study of boat building traditions, relating them to cultural
elements of a society. Not only can this kind of study help us to understand more deeply the reasons
for technological changes or choices, but can also show how the story of the boat can mirror history,
social change and organization, beliefs or customs. Because a boat is not only a means of transportation
solely dictated by function or environment, its study can provide additional data and a more practical
understanding of boat use and production, reflecting the associated culture that influenced its shape,
construction and use. As Mckee (1997, pp. 44) explains, ‘The shape of boats must depend a great deal
upon the personality of the men who build and use them’.
The factors that are thought to influence the features of boats
most particularly include function, technology, material
resources, environment, economy and socio-religious
context or ideology (Adams, 2001). ‘Some criteria no
doubt are more important than others in dictating
boat shape; all have different roles to play’ (Blue,
2003, pp. 335). Maritime ethnography can help
to examine each of these variables that are
intertwined with culture and can contribute to a
holistic understanding of a boat.
From a practical perspective, the accurate recording of
vessels requires both research and field work. Research
has to take into consideration historical documents and
iconographic data, as well as the environment, social,
economic and historical factors that shaped the cultural
background in which the boats were built.
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7BSJPVTWBSJBCMFTDBOCFSFøFDUFEJOCPBU
CVJMEJOHUSBEJUJPOT BGUFS"EBNT  QQ 
ª6/&4$0.POUBLBSO4VWBOBUBQ

Maritime ethnography consists of systematically taking
measurements, photographs and noting the main features
and specific details regarding a boat. This information is then
complemented by additional interviews with the boat builders and owners about the tools, materials,
use, cargo types, distances, navigation capabilities, design and concepts (McGrail et al., 2003).
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The benefits of maritime ethnography are:
t*UQSPWJEFTNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOUIBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFNBJOTCFDBVTFJUUSFBUTDPNQMFUFSFQSF
TFOUBUJWFTPGTQFDJöDCPBUUZQFTBOE UIFSFGPSF PòFSTBDMFBSFSJEFBPGUIFTIBQF EFUBJMT 
NBUFSJBMTPSUPPMTSFMBUFEUPCPBUVTFBOEQSPEVDUJPO
t*UDSFBUFTBCBTFMJOFGSPNXIJDIUPVOEFSUBLFSFUSPTQFDUJWFTUVEZ QSPWJEJOHUIFLOPXMFEHF
SFRVJSFEUPVOEFSTUBOEPSDPNQBSFFWFOUVBMCPBUöOET
t*UQSFQBSFTVTGPSGVUVSFFYDBWBUJPOTCZJODSFBTJOHUIFLOPXMFEHFPGCPBUUFDIOPMPHZ
OFDFTTBSZUPJEFOUJGZFWFOUVBMTIJQXSFDLTPSCPBUöOETPOMBOEA4VDIBTZTUFNBUJDSFDPSE
XIFOBOBMZTFEBOETZOUIFTJ[FEDBOQSPWJEFBUXFOUJFUIDFOUVSZEBUVNGSPNXIJDIUP
VOEFSUBLFNBSJUJNFIJTUPSJDBMBOEBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTFBSDI #MVFFUBM  QQ 
t*UBEETUPUIFJEFOUJöDBUJPOPGFBSMJFSCPBUUZQFT
t*UFOBCMFTVTUPESBXQBSBMMFMTXJUIQBTUDPODFQUJPOTBOENFUIPETPGDPOTUSVDUJPO BTXFMMBT
DPNQBSJTPOTXJUIOFJHICPVSJOHUSBEJUJPOT

Maritime ethnography can connect through an analogy of human behaviour and material culture by
suggesting relationships that might not be otherwise apparent (Wylie, 1985). By studying living
traditions and compiling present data, it increases the sources of information that we can use to
understand boats as artefacts, therefore, revealing unfamiliar aspects of the community under study
(Kramer, 1979; Wylie, 1985). Such studies also reveal cultural reasons that are not always identifiable
from material culture (Kramer, 1979). This type of research offers a holistic appreciation of boat use and
production and allows researchers to reveal the essence of boat building traditions. As Chilton (1999,
pp. 2) explains, ‘In many ways ethno-archaeology is the mother of all constitutive theories of material
culture. [Ethno-archaeologists] have shown that artefacts reside in a complex web of meanings and
can only be interpreted with respect to their unique historic and cultural context’.
Finally, maritime ethnography is an essential tool for the preservation of maritime cultural heritage and
can contribute to the development of maritime archaeology by building on the existing knowledge
of boat traditions. For example, ethnographic boat recording was conducted in South Asia (India,
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh) by McGrail, Blue, Kentley and Palmer (1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003). They
recorded a vast array of traditional boats that up until then were only known by the local communities
or very few aficionados. Amongst the various traditions they put forward (stitched boats, hide
boats, frame-first plank boats) their work introduced the specific and relatively rare reverse clinker
construction technique of the Patia. This study not only provided detailed information about this
particular technique, but in turn also furthered our knowledge on other boat types and completes, for
example, our understanding of the construction of the medieval Hulk from northern Europe, whose
construction and evolution are still relatively unknown (Greenhill, 2000).
Work conducted in Bangladesh (Greenhill, 1957, 1966, 1971, Jansen et al., 1989, Blue and Palmer, 2010)
which commenced in the 1950s, also documented aspects of water transport which had not been
brought to attention before. These studies provided the most complete record of the boat types that
were in operation at that time.
Gerhard Kapitan (2009) produced a series of remarkable scale drawings (with model building
enthusiasts in mind) and photographs of boats from Sri Lanka. His recordings and classification system
are the most comprehensive body of work on the boats of Sri Lanka. Kapitan’s strong belief in the
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necessity to preserve the craft tradition of the region, also led to the founding of a museum in 1992
(which was unfortunately destroyed during the 2004 tsunami).
Other isolated studies include the work of Tom Vosmer on the coast of Oman (1992, 1997). His work
is so far the most extensive in relation to the traditional boats of the region. The expertise and
understanding of Omani craftsmanship that Vosmer provided, led to the construction of a replica of a
ninth century stitched sailing ship, called the Jewel of Muscat (see: www.jewelofmuscat.tv).
Another notable contributor is Kurt Stenross who spent a number of years during the 1970s in Madura
(Indonesia), recording local boat use and construction. This data formed the basis of a recently
published book that examined the local salt and timber trade, demonstrating how material culture
and maritime history, past and present, feed into each other.
All of this work demonstrates how the accurate recording of boat traditions can help build knowledge
on maritime cultural heritage and create a more complete image of ancient seafaring activities,
abilities and boat construction techniques. Traditional water transport is fast disappearing alongside
related craft traditions and ways of life, so there is an urgency to record them. By doing so, ‘not only
can today’s maritime cultures and technology be documented but also indirectly, the past can be
illuminated’ (McGrail et al., 2003, pp. 8).
Once an overall understanding of the context of boat building is acquired, contemporary boat
construction can be recorded and an interpretation of past use and construction can be suggested.
‘The standard to be aimed at when recording a traditional boat is the same as in a boat excavation:
to compile a record from which a competent model builder could build an accurate model and from
which a detailed account of the boat’s routine uses could be written’ (McGrail, 2001, pp. 18).

A full ethnographical study of boat building tradition should include:
t.FBTVSJOHBOEQSPEVDJOHBDDVSBUFESBXJOHT QMBOWJFX QSPöMFWJFXBOETFDUJPOT
t5BLJOHOPUFTPOUIFNBJOGFBUVSFT
t1IPUPHSBQIJOHUIFGFBUVSFTBOEEFUBJMTPGDPOTUSVDUJPO
t3FDPEJOHUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOTFRVFODF WJEFPBOEOPUFT
t*OUFSWJFXJOHUIFCPBUCVJMEFSBOEUIFCPBUPXOFS EJTDVTTJOHTVCKFDUTTVDIBT


.BUFSJBMT DIPJDFPGNBUFSJBMTBOETVQQMZ



$PTUT NBUFSJBMTBOEXPSLGPSDF
"QQSFOUJDFTIJQ
8PSLUJNF
6TFT DBSHPMPBE EJTUBODFT
0QFSBUJPOBMQFSGPSNBODFT TBJMJOHNFUIPET
5SBEJUJPOTBOEDFSFNPOJFT
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t-JTUJOHUIFTQFDJöDWPDBCVMBSZSFMBUFEUPQBSUJDVMBSCPBUUZQFT DPNQMFNFOUFEXJUIESBXJOHT
BOEQJDUVSFT
t0CTFSWJOHUIFUZQFTPGUPPMTUIBUBSFVTFEJOUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOBOEEFTDSJCJOHIPXUIFZ
BSFCFJOHVTFE
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&UIOPHSBQIJDCPBUSFDPSEJOHJO7JFUOBN.S5PBO)VZFOTCPBUZBSE )VPOH)PDWJMMBHF 2VBOH/JOI1SPWJODF
ª.JDIFM(JSBSE

2 Preparing the Boat Recording Session
The following methodology is based on McGrailFUBM (2003) and is specifically related to ethnographic
boat recording in the field. The methodology is supplemented with information from Steffy’s (1994)
guidelines that are most essentially related to boat excavation.

2.1 Selecting the Boat to Record

There are many variables to consider when selecting which boat to record.
For example, during their project on boats of South India, McGrail et al. chose
to record three distinct boat traditions for the following reasons:
t#FDBVTFUIFZDPOTUJUVUFEBOJNQPSUBOUSFHJPOBMUSBEJUJPO
t#FDBVTFUIFZIBEVOVTVBMGFBUVSFT
t#FDBVTFUIFZBQQFBSFEMJLFMZUPQSPWJEFJOUFSFTUJOHJOTJHIUJOUPNBSJUJNFIJTUPSZBOE
BSDIBFPMPHZ
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Having defined the general boat tradition to be documented, a representative example (an archetype)
has to then be identified. If time allows, variants of one specific type can also be recorded, or at least,
their distinctive features need to be precisely documented.
Scouting to find the best location for work is crucial. The recording can be conducted at a boatyard
(ideal as it simultaneously provides the possibility to observe a construction sequence), at a port or
harbour, at the house or boat shed of a collaborative boat owner or even in a museum where traditional
boats are stored.
It is mandatory to reach an agreement with the owner for the use of a boat for the required period.
McGrail FUBM. (2003, pp. 22) notes that most essentially, it is necessary to ensure that the boat will
not be moved during documentation (this is where photo modelling and other innovative recording
materials have a distinct advantage).
Once it is agreed, the chosen archetype should be positioned at a suitable site for working (above high
water and preferably under shade). Next, the boat must be levelled and the reference lines rigged,
these reference lines (datum lines) should also not be moved during documentation.

2.2 Setting Up: Understanding the Drawing
A measured drawing of a boat’s hull can be compiled in several ways. Offsets from horizontal and
vertical datum lines are needed to produce a plan, alongside several transverse sections and a
longitudinal section. This is the preferred method, as would be found at an archaeological excavation
(McGrail FUBM., 2003, pp. 19).
A minimum of three drawings are necessary, each depicting a different view of the boat:

APPENDIX
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5ISFFCBTJDWJFXTNJEEMFWJFX QMBOWJFX TIFFSQMBO MPOHJUVEJOBMWJFX BOECPEZQMBO DSPTTTFDUJPO ª5PTBLB
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1 Plan View (7JFXGSPNUIF5PQ
Sometimes, only half of the boat is drawn, Steffy (1994, pp. 15) explains,
5IFUPQWJFXJTLOPXOBTUIFIBMGCSFBEUIQMBOCFDBVTFPOMZIBMGPGUIFIVMMJTTIPXO BTJGJUIBE
CFFOTBXOSJHIUEPXOUISPVHIUIFDFOUSFMJOF0OTPNFESBXJOHTUIJTWJFXJTDBMMFEUIFXBUFSMJOF
QMBO PS MFWFMMJOF QMBO 5IJT TIPXT UIF IVMM DPOUPVST BT TFFO GSPN BCPWF PS CFOFBUI POFIBMG PG
UIFIVMM…5PCFHJOXJUI MJOFTESBXJOHTBSFNBEFXJUIUIFBTTVNQUJPOUIBUCPUITJEFTPGUIFIVMM
BSF JEFOUJDBM 5IFZ TFMEPN BSF  CVU UIFZ BSF VTVBMMZ TJNJMBS FOPVHI UIBU UIF MJOFT PG POF TJEF BSF
SFBTPOBCMFJOEJDBUPSTPGUIPTFPOUIFPUIFS
This is useful if apprehending hull remains that are partially preserved. However, in boat ethnography,
considering time constraints and practicalities, a full plan should be drawn.
2 Sheer Plan or Longitudinal View 7JFXGSPNUIF4JEF
Steffy (1994, pp. 15) writes,
5IFTJEFWJFXJTDBMMFEUIFTIFFSQMBO4PNFUJNFTJUJTSFGFSSFEUPBTUIFFMFWBUJPOQMBOPSUIFQSPöMF
QMBO#PUIBSFBDDFQUBCMF BMUIPVHIUIFTIFFSQMBOJTNPSFUSBEJUJPOBMBOEQSBDUJDBMUIFPUIFSUXP
UFSNTDBOCFDPNFDPOGVTJOHJOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMEFTDSJQUJPOT5IFTIFFSQMBOQSFTFOUTUIFCSPBETJEF
WJFXPGUIFHFPNFUSZPGUIFIVMM*UDBOCFBTFMFNFOUBSZPSBTTPQIJTUJDBUFEBTUIFESBGUTNBOEFFNT
OFDFTTBSZUPFYQMBJOUIFEFTJHO
3 Cross Sections 7JFXGSPNUIF#PXPS4UFSO 
5ISPVHIUIF4USVDUVSF
A cross section is, ‘The body plan, sometimes
called the section plan, reveals the crosssectional shapes of the hull as seen from
afore or abaft’ (Steffy, 1994, pp. 15).
A number of cross sections are more informative than one. It is usually recommended
that a minimum of three need to be taken: at
the bow, the midships and the stern.

&YBNQMFPGBQMBOWJFX CPUUPN BOEPGBTIFFSQMBO UPQ 
#PBU/P &ZFNPVUI
ª"MFYBOESF1PVESFU#BSSÏ$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN

2.3 Time Frame: Making the Schedule
It is possible for one person to compile a drawing on site, but such a detailed measured drawing can
take a very long time. Although as Anderson (2004) states, ‘the level of detail to which a drawing
set may go is heavily dependent on what is significant about a vessel and the goals of your project’.
Selected measurements are usually recorded (including at least three transverse sections) that can be
subsequently used off site, in conjunction with notes and photographs.
A team of two to three persons is ideal to record a boat. One person to take the measurements, one to
draw, and a third to take pictures, record vocabulary, inquire about the construction sequence and to
do alternate tasks. This third person can also concentrate on establishing the internal stratigraphy of
the boat, so that the sequence of building can be deduced (McGrail, 2003, pp. 19).
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The construction sequence should be documented or discussed by the three team members in order
to provide the most complete sequence in the final report. With experience and an adapted work
dynamic within the team, a skin boat could be documented in three hours. However, experience
suggests that more time should be allowed to take into account of unavoidable logistical problems,
for example, the lack of shade on the foreshore, the inevitable difficulties of having to work through
an interpreter, missing or breaking equipment, datum line moving, etc. A two person team should
generally allow five days to document an open boat in the tropics, while a three person team might
take three and a half to four days, rather than five.

.D(SBJMFUBMQSPQPTFUIFGPMMPXJOHSFDPSEJOHTDIFEVMF
tDay 1:SFDPOOBJTTBODF
tDay 2:SFDPSEJOHEBZ
tDay 3: SFDPSEJOHEBZ UPDPNQMFUFUIFSFDPSEJOH DPNQJMFUFDIOJDBMOPUFT DPNQMFUFUIF
QIPUPHSBQIJDSFDPSE
tDay 4: ESBXBGBJSWFSTJPOPGQMBOTBOETFDUJPOTUPJEFOUJGZXIBUJTNJTTJOH OPUFBOPNBMJFT 
XSJUFBCSJFGEFTDSJQUJPOPGUIFCPBUBOESFDPSEBOZHBQTJOUIFOBSSBUJWF
tDay 5:SFUVSOUPUIFTJUFUPSFDPSENJTTJOHEBUBBOESFTPMWFBOPNBMJFT

Additional recording activities might be needed to compile a complete record of the boat tradition
under study, such as the sea passage, an interview with the boat’s crew, a visit to a boatyard and an
interview with one builder can take a minimum of one day, even if the team splits in two groups.
Dividing the group is seldom desirable, as extra auditors to an interview provide much needed
crosschecks when an account of what was said is subsequently compiled.
Once all this has been done, the examination of similar and related boats need not take more than
three or four days, depending on how extensive the survey is to be. This wider enquiry is probably
best done in the following season of fieldwork, when the knowledge gained in the first survey has
been assimilated, a draft of the reports has been written and a fair drawing of the archetype boat has
been compiled (McGrail et al. 2003, pp. 23).

Materials Necessary for the Recording
t%SBXJOHCPBSE
t(SBQI.ZMBSQBQFS QPMZFUIZMFOFUFSFQIUIBMBUF #01&5 QPMZFTUFSöMN .ZMBSJTNPJTU
SFTJTUBOUBOEWFSZQSBDUJDBMXIFOXPSLJOHJOUIFöFME*UJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUUSBOTGFSQBQFS 
JTOPUVTFE BTIVNJEJUZXJMMNBLFJUXBWZ

APPENDIX
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t1FODJMT FSBTFSTBOEJOEFMJCMFNBSLFST
t5BQFNFBTVSFT BUMFBTUPOFUIBUJTöYFEEVSJOHUIFXIPMFSFDPSEJOHQSPDFTTBOEJTMPOH
FOPVHIUPFODPNQBTTUIFPWFSBMMMFOHUIPGUIFCPBU NFUSFT "OPUIFSUXPTNBMMFSUBQFT
NFUSFT UPUBLFUSBOTWFSTFNFBTVSFNFOUTBOEIFJHIUT"UMFBTUPOFUBQFTIPVMECFBCMF
UPCFMPDLFE
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t"QMBTUJDTQJSJUMFWFM
t0OFPSUXPMJOFMFWFMT BTNBMMMFWFMUIBUDBOCFIVOHPOBEBUVNMJOF UBQFNFBTVSFPSSPQF 
UPFOTVSFUIBUUIFZBSFNBJOUBJOFEIPSJ[POUBM
t"QMVNCCPCUPNFBTVSFWFSUJDBMPòTFUT
t"TFUTRVBSF
t3VMFST TQFDJöDBMMZNFUSFSJHJESVMFT
t-BSHFDMJQTUPUJFUIFUBQFTBOEMJOFT
t/ZMPOSPQFPSTZOUIFUJDMJOFUIBUDBOCFUJHIUMZFYUFOEFEXJUIPVUTUSFUDIJOHBOETMBDLFOJOH
t4UBOETUPBUUBDIUIFUBQFNFBTVSFTBOESPQFT
t4NBMMQBJOUCSVTIFTUPDMFBOUIFCPBUBOETQFDJöDGFBUVSFTUPCFESBXO
t/PUFCPPLUPSFDPSEDPOTUSVDUJPOTFRVFODF WPDBCVMBSZ FUD
t1SFQSFQBSFESFDPSEJOHGPSNT
t$BNFSB QIPUPHSBQIJDTDBMFBOEQIPUPMPHTIFFU
t7JEFPUPSFDPSEUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOTFRVFODF
t&YBNQMFTPGQSFWJPVTMZNBEFESBXJOHTGPSSFGFSFODFBOEUPTIBSFXJUIUIFCPBUCVJMEFST 
TPUIBUUIFBJNTPGUIFQSFTFOUSFDPSEJOHTFTTJPODBOCFFYQMBJOFE
t$PQJFTPGQJDUVSFT QBJOUJOHT DBSWJOHT ESBXJOHTPSFUIOPHSBQIJDEFTDSJQUJPOTUIBUEFQJDU
UIFCPBUUZQF TPUIBUUIFDVSSFOUNPEFMDBOCFDPNQBSFEXJUINPSFBODJFOUUZQFT
t(MPTTBSZPGUFSNT

&YBNQMFPGBTUBOETTZTUFN
VTFEUPöYBOELFFQMFWFMUIF
CBTFMJOFBSPVOEUIFCPBU
ª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN
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#PBU5VPOHXJUITUBOETBMPOHXIJDINFBTVSFUBQFTBOESFGFSFODFTDBOCFTUSPOHMZöYFE.S5PBO)VZFOTCPBUZBSE 
)VPOH)PDWJMMBHF 2VBOH/JOIQSPWJODFª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN

3 First Steps: Ethnographic Boat Recording Form
It is recommended that before starting the drawing, a ‘reconnaissance’ tour is made to compile general
observations and to begin to formulate how the boat should be recorded.
Next, recording sheets need to be completed, overall dimensions taken and a rough sketch drawn.
Some general and context photographs need to be taken and notes compiled on the main features to
help familiarize the team with the boat.

APPENDIX
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'JSTUTUFQTUIFASFDPOOBJTTBODFUPVSBOEDPNQMFUJOHUIF#PBU3FDPSEJOH'PSNª3BOEBMM4BTBLJ
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The following is an example of a recording form that needs to be partially filled in the field and then
completed with additional data gathered by each of team members. The outlined categories are by
no means exhaustive and are simple aids to remember certain types of information that need to be
complied while in the field. Before starting the practical recording, it is essential to identify the research
questions that will need to be asked, the details that will require specific attention, etc.

4 Drawing and Taking the Measurements
Once the first reconnaissance visit is complete and the recording form is filled in, the drawing can
begin. There are specific differences between a sketch and a drawing:
Sketch: rough outline, may be drawn freehand or with straight edges and is usually not drawn to an
accurate scale. A sketch is usually good enough for small subjects; it can form the basis for a more technical drawing. It is important to provide a quick overall view and to understand the subject under study.
Drawing: picture or likeness of a subject drawn to accurate scale with pencil, ink or computer driven
printer devices. It is useful for conceptual ideas, plans and technical projects. A drawing usually depicts
different perspectives of the same subject.

.BLJOHBMJOFESBXJOHPGBCPBUCBTFEPONFBTVSFNFOUTª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN
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4.1 Preparation of the Recording Paper

Always indicate on the graph paper:
t/BNFPGUIFCPBUJEFOUJöDBUJPOOVNCFSPGUIFBSDIFUZQFSFGFSFODFOBNF
t%BUF
t/BNFPGFBDIPGUIFUFBNNFNCFST JOJUJBMT
t-PDBUJPO
t0WFSBMMEJNFOTJPOT
t4DBMF
t,FZUPGFBUVSFTDPEJOH

It is important to first establish a system to code the different features that will be recorded on the
drawing. All planks, timbers and fittings will need to be identified and given a codename. For example,
strakes may be labelled P1 to Pn to port, and S1 to Sn to starboard, from the keel or foundation plank
outwards. Framing timbers may be similarly labelled F1 to Fn, while beams can be labelled B1 to Bn,
from bow to stern.
These codes then can be related to all photographs, drawings and notes.

4.2 Scale for the Drawing
The whole drawing process needs to be thoroughly planned before starting in order to select the
appropriate size of paper, the appropriate scale and to plan the drawings and the measurements.
For boats up to approximately 12 metres in length, a scale of 1:10 results in a drawing of manageable
size, but still with well defined features (McGrail et al. 2003, pp. 19).
The scale enables the recreation of large objects on paper or computer aided design (CAD) system on
a computer, respecting their relative sizes. Measurements are scaled down to fit on the page and the
scale uses a ratio to show how the size of the real object compares to the size of the same object on the
paper. The ratio is very important to note and there is a specific convention to note it down:

APPENDIX
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Scale of a drawing = drawing length : actual length
&YBNQMFT
t*GDNFRVBMTNJOSFBMJUZ UIFTDBMFJT JF
DNUPN
DNN

DNDN


= 1:100

t*GNNFRVBMTNJOSFBMJUZ UIFTDBMFJT JF
NNUPN NNN

NNDN

NNNN

NNNN
= 1:200
t*GNNFRVBMTNNJOSFBMJUZ UIFTDBMFJT JF
NNUPNN NNNN
= 2:1
5IFESBXJOHJTEPVCMFTJ[F UXPUJNFTMBSHFSUIBOJOSFBMJUZ
t*GDNFRVBMTDNJOSFBMJUZ UIFTDBMFJT JF
DNUPDN
DNDN


= 1:1

5IFESBXJOHJTUIFFYBDUTBNFTJ[FBTJOSFBMJUZ
t*GDNFRVBMTDNJOSFBMJUZ UIFTDBMFJT JF
DNUPDN
DNDN


= 1:2

5IFESBXJOHJTIBMGUIFTJ[FBTJOSFBMJUZ
6TVBMMZ UIFSFJTBTDBMFPGPSPSGPSCPBUTPGBCPVUNFUSFTPO"QBQFS
NFUSFFRVBMTDN
NFUSFFRVBMTDN
NFUSFFRVBMTDN

4.3 Setting the Boat and the Baseline
If possible, the boat should be positioned at a location where it will be easy to work on (preferably in
the shade, in a quiet location and with enough room to manoeuvre around).
Ideally, the boat should be level athwartships, not heeled, tilted to one side or on a slope, and above
all it should not be moved during the whole recording process.
Once the working space is determined and the boat is stable and upright, the baseline (also known
as datum line) needs to be rigged. The closer the line is set to the sheer line, the easier it is to draw.
This baseline is very important since it is the line from which all the measurements will be taken. The
14
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baseline needs to be horizontal and levelled with a line level, as it will become the reference line that
will be plotted on the drawing.
The line has to be extended (as tightly as possible to reduce slack in the line) between the stem and
stern posts. If this is not possible, then the line should be extended between two stands, chairs, poles
or any steady device. Ideally, the main reference line should be attached to the boat, as if it is necessary
to go back to verify measurements, it is less difficult than trying to recreate the same baseline.
Like the vessel, it is imperative that this main reference baseline does not move a centimetre during
the recording process and its position should be checked periodically to ensure it is still level.
A nylon or synthetic line which is pale in colour (so that reference points can be marked on it with a
pen) should be set up between the two fixed points (often called datum or control points). A measuring
tape needs to be pulled tight, (but not stretched) and carefully attached alongside this line. A tape
cannot always be adequately positioned, so should not be used as the main reference line.
Before starting to draw the plan view, the location of the control point (datum point) must be
determined and plotted on the graph paper. Once the baseline has been drawn on the graph at an
appropriate scale, the measuring of the outline of the hull can begin.

APPENDIX

A

5IFCBTFMJOFOFFETUPCFöSNMZöYFEJOQMBDFBOELFQUMFWFM
ª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN
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4.4 Taking Measurements with Offsets
In order to produce the plan view, the longitudinal section, additional cross sections and offsets are
used. From a horizontal baseline the plan view can be created with offsets, while accurate height
measurements taken from a vertical baseline (or plumb bob) can be recorded.
An offset is a measurement at a right angle between a point (significant feature on your boat) and the
baseline. The offset measurement can be taken using a measuring tape or a rigid ruler. The distance
along the baseline (where the offset measurement ‘cuts’ the baseline) from the zero point also needs
to be recorded.
The accuracy of this method relies on judging right angles. The most accurate way is to hold the tape on
the point to be plotted and move the other end along the baseline, until the shortest distance is noted,
thus giving a line perpendicular (90°) to the baseline. To check the right angle, place a recording board
(if it is rectangular) or a set square in the angle created by the offset measurement and the baseline.
Offsets must be taken in the horizontal plane. The horizontal distance is measured at a right angle
from the baseline, to a vertical line that is dropped to the point to be measured. The horizontal offsets
of the sheer line cannot be measured directly from the centre line reference, as it will almost always be
higher, so verticals have to be dropped from it.
When taking a measurement, an easier option than trying to hold a tape in position while taking a
measurement, is to use an indelible marker to mark the baseline.
&YBNQMFPGIPXUP
NFBTVSFPòTFUTGSPNUIF
CBTFMJOF DSFBUJOHUIF
QMBOWJFX5IFNJEEMF
MJOFDPSSFTQPOETUPUIF
NBJOCBTFMJOFBOEUIF
MFGUMJOFIFMQTUPLFFQ
SFGFSFODFXIJMFNFBTVS
JOHBUSJHIUBOHMF.S
5PBO)VZFOTCPBUZBSE 
)VPOH)PDWJMMBHF 
2VBOH/JOIQSPWJODF
ª+VO,JNVSB

To measure heights down to the object to be documented, (e.g. the cross sections), use a plumb bob
and a ruler dropped from the baseline at chosen points along the reference tape. This method will
provide the measurements for the inside of the boat, the sheer line (longitudinal plan) and the hull
shape (cross sections).
By using a plumb bob, a straight line can be followed from the baseline to the point, to gather the
most accurate measurement. It is not recommended to measure heights with a set square due to the
impracticalities of working around the boats fixtures and fittings.
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RECORDING A TRADITIONAL BOAT
SETTING UP CENTRELINE BASELINE OR DATUM LINE

%JBHSBNUPJMMVTUSBUF
UIFTUBOEBSENFUIPEPG
SFDPSEJOHJOGPSNBUJPO
GPSBNFBTVSFEESBXJOH
PGBUSBEJUJPOBMCPBU
ª$PMJO1BMNFS
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4.5 Drawing the Plan View
To start creating the plan view, horizontal offsets are taken from the baseline. When recording the
outline, make sure the distances between the reference line and the points on the sheer, are always
measured using the same side of the tape (i.e. the side of the incremental marks). Measure to the port
side and then, from the same point on the tape to the starboard side. This is to avoid accidentally
increasing the breadth of the boat by at least a centimetre (if the tape is 1 cm wide).
Offsets should be taken every 10 cm when there is rapid change (bow and stern). If there is not a rapid
change, an offset every 30 cm or 50 cm should be adequate.
Start with the outline of the boat (including bow and stern) and then record the transverse elements
(frames, thwarts, cross-beams, etc.). Finally, the remaining elements should be recorded, such as plank
runs, mast step, oar ports, etc.

4.6 Drawing the Longitudinal Section
For the longitudinal section, vertical measurements down to the sheer line and then to the inside of
the hull are taken from the baseline. This allows you to draw the bottom line, as well as the gunwale.
Start by marking out the sheer line, by measuring its height from the baseline, every 30 cm, reducing
to every 10 cm when there is rapid change. As the baseline is situated over the centre of the boat, a
simple way of measuring the heights of the sheer line is to lay a batten across the vessel (transversally)
at regular intervals. Measure from the baseline down to the batten, taking into account, the batten’s
thickness. You can also stretch a string line across the vessel and plot the sheer line by measuring the
distance between it and the baseline.
Next, the bottom line of the hull and the inside curve of the bow and stern are recorded. Measurements
are taken down from the baseline using the plumb bob.
To draw the outer contour of the bow and stern, a measuring tape can be fixed along stands. Longitudinal measurements can then be taken from the stand to the boat, every 10 or 15 cm. The stand
needs to be perfectly vertical and a spirit level needs to be used to make sure the offsets are horizontal.
Heights can also be taken from the ground up. Having a horizontal batten on the ground is helpful to
measure if the ground is uneven.
Internal elements can then be added to the longitudinal plan (i.e. the crossbeams or frames). Sometimes, the surface on which the boat is lying is sloping (such as a slipway or shore) and this can affect
the drawing of the longitudinal plan, as the plumb bob responds to gravity.
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.FBTVSJOHUIFTIFFSMJOFPOBøBUTVSGBDF
ª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN

While in the field, there is no easy practical and efficient solution to this. The simplest approach is
to the set a levelled baseline externally to the boat, to produce a tilted drawing on the graph paper.
Later, by means of rotating the drawing under tracing paper or through computer software, align the
longitudinal plan to the plan view for the final report.
Alternatively, if the boat lies on a substantial slope, the reference line should not be horizontal, but set
in line with the slope itself. The line should be stretched over the boat, between two stands that are at
Option 1.5IFCBTFMJOFJTMFWFMMFEª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN
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the same height or directly attached to stem and sternpost. In that way, the baseline is set according
to the keel (if there is one) or to the plan of the boat itself.
The direct lines taken with the plumb bob will not fall perpendicular to the reference line. Do not be
tempted to use a ruler set at 90 degrees, instead of a plumb bob and the spirit level, as mentioned
previously, this method is not accurate and will inevitably produce errors.

Option 2.8IFOUIFCPBUMJFT
POBTVCTUBOUJBMTMPQF UIFCBTFMJOF
DBOCFTFUQBSBMMFMUPUIFLFFM
ª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN

Once the slope is recorded, the baseline can be drawn on the graph with an accurate gradient. The result
of this method is also a tilted drawing that needs to be realigned with the other views for the final report.
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3FDPSEJOHUIFEBUVN CBTFMJOF BOEUIFTMPQFPOUIFHSBQIQBQFSª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN

4.7 Starting the Drawing: The Cross Sections
To begin to create the cross sections, their location needs to be marked both along the baseline and
on the graph paper.
Vertical heights are then taken from transverse data lines that need to be fixed at these points. Battens,
a solid bar with graduations or a calibrated stick can be laid athwarthips. Measurements are then taken
using a plumb bob.
Some of these points should coincide with frames and some should be located in between frames.
Where the shape of the boat changes rapidly, such as towards the bow, points should be placed closer
together than elsewhere.
Boats are usually symmetrical, so only a little more than half of each section needs to be recorded,
unless asymmetric fittings or features have been identified. If time allows, it is worth recording both
sides of a boat to provide the most accurate form of the hull at different locations.
APPENDIX

A minimum of three cross sections are necessary (near the bow, midship and the stern) and if possible, they can be taken at thwarts, cross-beams or at the mast step to show the relationship between
these elements.
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"EJWFSUBLJOHWFSUJDBMPòTFUT
ª6/&4$08BSSFO'JFME

There are a few rules to respect when planning to draw these three different, yet
On the
graph paper, anviews:
arrow should be placed at the location of the cross section, which indicates the
complementary
direction from which the section is viewed.
t"MMQMBOTTIPXUIFTBNFTJEF
t"MMQMBOTTIPXUIFIVMMTIBQFUPUIFJOTJEFPGUIFQMBOLJOH"TIVMMTDBOWBSZJOUIJDLOFTTBOE
UIFSFDBOCFWBSJPVTFYUFSOBMBUUBDINFOUT JUDBOCFPGUFOEJóDVMU UPFYQSFTTFYUFSOBMIVMM
TIBQFTJOUIFGPSNPGGSFFøPXJOHMJOFT5IFJOTJEFTVSGBDFTPGQMBOLJOHBSFVTVBMMZTNPPUI 
CVUUPöOEUIFFYUSFNFEJNFOTJPOTPGBQPSUJPOPGUIFIVMM UIFQMBOLJOHUIJDLOFTTNVTUCF
BEEFEBUUIBUMPDBUJPO
t"MMQMBOTBSFUPUIFTBNFTDBMF

As Steffy (1994, pp. 17) explains, ‘The beauty of all this is that each plan serves as a check on the accuracy
of the other two’.

4.8 Taking Additional Direct Measurements
Some additional direct measurements for the dimensions of some features and fittings that are
especially important have to be recorded, such as the thickness of planking, moulded and sided
dimensions of key timbers, spacing (centre to centre) of fastenings and of frames.
Scarves, other joints and the details of fastening methods are also best recorded in a diagram which
includes measurements.

4.9 Recording Propulsion and Steering
Certain aspects of the propulsion and steering arrangements should appear on the hull drawing, such
as the mast step or the pivots for the oars. It will also be necessary to draw and photograph the mast,
yard, sail, rudder and oars. Diagrams with measurements should be made of the rowing geometry and
of the rigging.
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5 Inking Up
The US National Park Service’s guidelines for Recording Historic Ships are as
follows (Anderson, 2004):
t0SHBOJ[FBESBXJOHTFUJOUPBQSPHSFTTJPO
PGTJNJMBSWJFXTMJOFQMBOT EFDLQMBOT 
QSPöMFT TFDUJPOT EFUBJMT FYQMPEFEWJFXT 
QSPDFTTEJBHSBNTBOETDIFNBUJDT
t-BZPVUESBXJOHTXJUIEJTUJOHVJTIBCMF
[POFTGPSMJOFXPSL TDBMFT MBCFMTBOE
WFSCBMBOOPUBUJPOT
t6TFQSPQFSMJOFXJEUITUPFNQIBTJ[F
NBKPSDPNQPOFOUTPGUIFWFTTFMBOE
EFMJOFBUFöOFEFUBJMT
t6TFBQQSPQSJBUFSFOEFSJOHTZNCPMTBOE
UFDIOJRVFTUPJOEJDBUFBOEEJTUJOHVJTI
EJòFSFOUNBUFSJBMTJOUIFWFTTFMJOQMBO 
QSPöMFBOETFDUJPO
t6TFESBXJOHTDBMFTBQQSPQSJBUFUPUIFTJ[F
BOETJHOJöDBODFPGWFTTFMCFJOHSFDPSEFE
t6TFMFUUFSJOHTJ[FTBOETUZMFTUIBUBSF
FBTJMZMFHJCMFJOUIFGVMMTJ[FESBXJOHPSJO
SFEVDUJPOUPQFSDFOUPGGVMMTJ[F
t6TFWFSCBMBOOPUBUJPOTUPQSPWJEF
JOGPSNBUJPOOPUSFBEJMZQSFTFOUBCMFPS
EJTDFSOBCMFJOBESBXJOH FHOBNFTPG
TQBDFT QBSUTIJTUPSJDBMEBUBJNQPSUBOUUP

JOUFSQSFUJOHBESBXJOHTJHOJöDBOUöFME
PSEPDVNFOUBSZEBUBBòFDUJOHB
ESBXJOHTDPOUFOUPSBDDVSBDZMBCFMT
GPSNBUDIMJOFT CBTFMJOF FUD
t6TFOVNCFSLFZT PSUBHT XJUI
BSSPXTUPBOOPUBUFGFBUVSFTXIJDI
BSFUPPDMPTFUPHFUIFSPSJOTQBDFTUPP
DPOöOFECZTJHOJöDBOUMJOFXPSLUP
BOOPUBUFEJSFDUMZXJUIMBCFMT
t$JUFBOEFYQMBJOBOZUIJOHJO
ESBXJOHTXIJDIEJòFSTGSPNUIF
DPOEJUJPOPGUIFWFTTFM
t*ODMVEFHSBQIJDTDBMFTUPJOEJDBUFBDUVBM
EJNFOTJPOTPGUIFSFDPSEFEWFTTFM
Lettering
t6TFOFBU QSJOUFEMFUUFSJOH
t6QQFSDBTF
t6TFMJHIUIPSJ[POUBMMFUUFSJOHHVJEFT
USBDFMJOFT UPBTTJTUXJUIMFUUFSJOH

6 Ethnographic Recording
6.1 Documenting the Sequence of Construction
If it is possible, visit a boatyard to observe the boat being constructed. Try to understand the sequence
of construction, identifying the key moments in the process, for example: the setting of the stem and
sternpost, the laying of the first strakes, the fitting of the ribs, the fastening of the planking, caulking
phase, etc.
Take note of all of the different phases of building, identify each essential move and finally, make sure
to compile pictures to illustrate each event for the final report.
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&YBNQMFPGBDPOTUSVDUJPO
TFRVFODFEPDVNFOUFETUFQ
CZTUFQ.S5PBO)VZFOT
CPBUZBSE )VPOH)PDWJMMBHF 
2VBOH/JOIQSPWJODF
ª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN

6.2 Recording the Vocabulary
Anderson (2004) explains,
4IJQ OBVUJDBM UFSNJOPMPHZNBZTFFNUPCFBXPSMEVOUPJUTFMG FTQFDJBMMZXIFOZPVCFHJOUPFODPVO
UFSUIFEFUBJMTPGDPOTUSVDUJPO SJHHJOH FUD*GZPVEPOPULOPXXIBUTPNFUIJOHJTDBMMFE PSJGZPVEP
OPUVOEFSTUBOEXIBUBOFXUFSNSFGFSTUP BTL#FQSFQBSFEGPSMPDBMWBSJBUJPOTJONFBOJOH QSPOVO
DJBUJPO TQFMMJOH FUD BOECFEJMJHFOUBCPVUSFDPSEJOHUIFTFUFSNTJOZPVSöFMEOPUFT&WFOUVBMMZ TFB
UFSNTXJMMDPNFFBTJMZ BOEZPVXJMMOFFEUPLOPXUIFNJOPSEFSUPNBLFTFOTFPGSFDPSET ESBXJOHT 
TIJQXSJHIUTFYQMBOBUJPOT BOEUIFMJLFXJUIPVUXBTUJOHUJNF#FQSFQBSFEUPFODPVOUFSMPDBMWBSJ
BUJPOT BOECFTVSFUPLFFQBNPSFFYUFOTJWFHMPTTBSZIBOEZGPSGVSUIFSEFUBJMT-PDBMUFSNTNVTUCF
TIPXOPOöOBMESBXJOHT BOEXIFSFUIFZWBSZGSPNNPSFHFOFSBMMZVTFEUFSNT UIFHFOFSBMUFSNT
NVTUBMTPCFHJWFOJOQBSFOUIFTFT"&VSPQFBOHMPTTBSZNBZCFOFFEFEGPS&VSPQFBOCVJMUWFTTFMT

6.3 Interviewing the Boat Builder
In comparison to an archaeologist studying an excavated boat, the individual who records traditional
boats has several advantages, not least that the representative nature of a particular boat can be determined, that the boat structure is generally complete and that the uses of the boat can be established.
The greatest advantage is that the owners of the boat and often also the builder can be questioned.

Questions to be asked include:
t)PXEPZPVIBOEMFUIFTBJMTXIFOUBDLJOHXFBSJOH
t)PXEFFQEPZPVMPBEUIFCPBU 
t8IBUUZQFTPGöTIEPZPVDBUDI 
t)PXEPZPVLFFQZPVSSFDLPOJOHXIFOPVUPGTJHIUPGMBOE 
t8IBUJTUIFGVODUJPOPGUIBUOPUDIPOUIFJOOFSGBDFPGUIFTUFN 
t8IZXBTUIJTCPBUHJWFOUIBUTIBQFPGBCPX 
t8IZXBTSFWFSTFDMJOLFSQMBOLJOHVTFEBOEOPUTPNFPUIFSGPSNPGQMBOLJOH 
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%FUBJMPGUIFJOUFSOBM
TUSVDUVSFPGBCBTLFU
CPBUBOEUIFSFMBUFE
WPDBCVMBSZ.S5PBO
)VZFOTCPBUZBSE 
)VPOH)PDWJMMBHF 
2VBOH/JOIQSPWJODF
ª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë
1IBN

An experienced recorder can build up a comprehensive picture of the boat building process, from felling
the trees to launching and her uses and operational performance. This is a picture which archaeologists
working within their own domain perceive only dimly, but this perception can often be improved by
using comparative data derived from traditional rafts and boats (McGrail et al., 2003, pp. 17).
Ideally, several builders involved in the construction of the boat being documented should be interviewed. The aim should be to discuss the design of the boat and the building process, alongside
studying the boatyard for clues, such as the tools and techniques used. Moreover, incomplete boats
will reveal details of hull structures that cannot be seen on a working boat (McGrail et al., 2003, pp. 21).
The features of the landing place from which the boat generally operates should also be discussed and
documented: landward access, nature of beach, aspect, predominant winds, tidal pattern, offshore
hazards, etc.
It is important that a journey on the boat is recorded, so that the way the boat is handled and other
aspects of life on the water can be observed. These observations can then form the basis for an interview
with the crew after returning to the landing place. If a voyage is not possible, then a demonstration by
the builders or owners can be the next best option.
In 1948, Jean Poujade developed an initial questionnaire to address boat traditions. In addition to
sections relative to hull shape (Section 1), propulsion (Section 2) which includes navigation features
and specific recorded vocabulary (Section 5), Poujade suggested two other sections that are worth
outlining here:
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4FDUJPO-JGFBOE1FSTPOBMJUZPGUIF#PBU

Life on board:
t.BUFSJBMMJGFTPDJBMBOEFDPOPNJDTUBUVTPGUIFPXOFS TFUUMJOHPGUIFDSFX XJWFTBOE
DIJMESFOPOCPBSE GBNJMZMJGFPOCPBSE*GUIFWFTTFMJTBCPBUIPVTF UIFLJUDIFO IFBSUI 
XBUFS GPPETUPSBHF UZQFPGOBWJHBUJPO USBKFDUPSJFT NBSJUJNFSPVUFT OJHIUPSEBZ
OBWJHBUJPO MFOHUIPGUSBWFMTTIPVMEBMTPCFFYBNJOFE
t4QJSJUVBMMJGFTVQFSTUJUJPOT DVMUT BMUBS TUBUVFT FUD
At mooring and on land:
t.PPSJOHBOEBODIPSBHFEFWJDFT
t%SZEPDLJOH
t#PBUTIFMUFST
Boatyards:
t#FHJOOJOHPGDPOTUSVDUJPOUPMBVODIJOH
t8PSLDPOEJUJPOT UFNQPSBSZPSöYFETUBò JUJOFSBSZCVJMEFST PSHBOJ[BUJPO TFRVFODFPG
DPOTUSVDUJPO TZTUFNGPSöYJOHUIFöSTUFMFNFOUT UIFPQFOJOHBOEDMPTJOHDFSFNPOJFT
t3FöUUJOHJOUIFESZEPDL
Personality of the boat:
t(FOEFSBOEOBNF
t5 IFFZFTBOEPUIFSEFDPSBUJPOTEFTDSJQUJPOPGTIBQFBOETJ[F EJSFDUJPOPGUIFHB[F 
NBUFSJBM QSPQPSUJPOTJODPNQBSJTPOTXJUIUIFSFTUPGUIFCPBU DPMPVST XIPAPQFOTUIFFZFT
UIFCVJMEFS BTIBNBOPSUIFPXOFS *TUIFFZFSFMBUFEUPBNZUIPMPHJDBMöHVSF

4FDUJPO
3PMFPG#PBUTJOUIF$VMUVSFBOE-JGFPGUIF$PNNVOJUZVOEFS4UVEZ /BVUJDBMBOE4PMBS.ZUIT

Boat representations in art:
t5IJTDBOSFMBUFUPUFNQMFSFMJFGT FUD8IPBSFUIFBSUJTUTXIPEFQJDUUIFN 
8IBUBSFUIFSFMBUFENZUIT
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7 Report Write Up
Based on the papers of Blue, Kentley and McGrail (1997, 1998) we can identify the various sections that
need to be included in a report, so that each of the different aspects of a boat are addressed.
1. Introduction and research background
2. Environmental background (weather, climate, monsoon, currents, winds, etc.)
3. Maritime history of the coast or locality (ancient ports and harbours, boatyards, trade, etc.)
4. Evidences, previous works and references
5. Field work (details, locations, people, duration, etc.)
6. Distribution of the boat
7. Sizes and shapes
8. Building the boat
t%FTJHO
t#VJMEJOHTFRVFODF
t#BDLCPOF


1MBOLJOH



'SBNJOH DSPTTCFBNT UPQTUSBLF



%FDLJOH



0UIFSFRVJQNFOU PVUSJHHFS CBMBODFCPBSE MFFCPBSET FUD



$BVMLJOH

t%FDPSBUJPOBOESJUVBM
9. Other types
10. Boat operation:
t4BJMJOHUIFWFTTFM


5IFDSFX



6OEFSPBST



6OEFSTBJM NBTUT GBTUFOJOHQPJOUT TUBOEJOHSJHHJOH



5PXJOH



4UFFSJOH



.PPSJOH

'JTIJOH
11. Social and technological context


APPENDIX

A

12. Discussion about boat type or construction, potential comparisons or comments about
technological evolution
13. Conclusion, future work, boat recording and maritime archaeology
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8 Example of an Ethnographic Boat Recording Form

Location

(FOFSBM*OGPSNBUJPO
Name of the boat
Identification number
Local name
Type of boat
Condition of boat

Overall dimensions
Length
Max breadth at bow
Max breadth at midships
Max breadth at stern
Depth
Tonnage

Preliminary sketch

28
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(FOFSBM%FTDSJQUJPO

Picture

Boat type (use)

Comments
(Reference to picture/drawing,
small sketch, description, etc.)

Construction type
e.g. shell first/frame first
Fastenings
e.g. iron nails, treenails,
lashings, etc.

Hull shape and
overall hull structure
e.g. V-bottom, sharp
deadrise, round bottom, flat
bottom, flat floored, etc.
Mid-section, horizontal plan,
differences or similarities
between bow and stern.

Longitudinal structure
e.g. keel, bottom plank,
etc. and number of strakes,
dimensions.
Transversal structure
e.g. beam, ribs, bulkheads,
frames (numbers and
spacing, etc.)
Bow and stern
structural information
e.g. how are they fitted, sizes,
decorations, etc.
APPENDIX

Thickness of planking

A

Steering
e.g. type of rudder, location.
Additional anti-leeway
devices?
e.g. centreboard or outriggers,
balance boards, etc
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Propulsion
e.g. oar, paddle, describe their
fittings, shapes and sizes
Rigging
e.g. type and materials

"EEJUJPOBM'FBUVSFT
Picture

Comments

.BUFSJBMT
Material Type
e.g. wood, bamboo, iron, etc.

Hull

Frames

Crossbeams

Fittings

Tree nails

Caulking

30

Material Details
e.g. species, amount of material
required, lengths, quantities, etc.
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*NQPSUBOU2VFTUJPOT"SJTJOH

4VQQPSUJOH%PDVNFOUT
This should include a list of pictures (photographs or drawn images), the storage location of relevant
documents, who did what, etc.

Photographs

Videos

Drawings

Plan
Longitudinal profile
Cross sections

APPENDIX

A
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#PBU)JTUPSZ
Local Name
Date of construction
(if known)

Origin/provenance
e.g. if different from
the present location

Story of that boat
e.g. if relevant, where
it comes from, used
for what, age, number
of repairs.

Informants
Location
'VMMBEESFTTGPS
GVUVSFSFDPOUBDU
Details each individual
involved in the
construction or who
can provide information
about the boat use
and construction
(Name, age, contact
details if possible)
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$POTUSVDUJPO1IBTFT
(Ensure a photograph or video is taken of each single phase of the construction)

Brief name

Brief description

Photo

Video

Phase A
Phase B
Phase C
Phase D
Phase E
Phase F
Phase G
Phase H
Phase I

7PDBCVMBSZBOE%FUBJMT
Word (English)

Word (Local language)

Description
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5ZQFPG&OWJSPONFOUGPS#PBU6TF

4PDJBM"TQFDUT
Ceremonies
Prices
e.g. for selling, for materials, etc.
Life span of the boat
e.g. how and when to replace certain parts,
painting, caulking, etc.
Resale process
e.g. about the boat builder, the boat user,
etc.
Boat uses
Construction time
Construction and distribution
e.g. how many boats are constructed
and sold per year?
Number of workers required to build
the boat and task repartition
Education, passing of knowledge
and tradition. e.g. where did the
builder learn to build the boat?
Conception of the boat
e.g. blue prints, drawings, discussion,
concept and how to apprehend changes.
Tradition in the region
e.g. how long has this tradition been
followed here and why specifically here?
ª$IBSMPUUF.JOI)Ë1IBN
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Appendix Summary
The aim of this practicum is to demonstrate how simple it can be to start building knowledge of
boat traditions, when there is very little preliminary documentation or evidence available. However,
an ethnographic recording is not just about producing a drawing, it also involves further in depth
research and data gathering on not just boat features, but the whole maritime tradition.
Maritime ethnography consists of systematically taking measurements, photographs and noting
the main features and specific details regarding a boat. This information is then complemented by
additional interviews with the boat builders and owners about the tools, materials, use, cargo types,
distances, navigation capabilities, design and concepts (McGrail et al., 2003).
When financial support or specific training is not available to conduct underwater excavations or
surveys, it is still possible to build knowledge of boat traditions and develop an understanding of the
maritime aspects of culture through the practice of maritime ethnography. This approach can be a
stepping stone in the development of maritime archaeology in regions where the discipline is not
yet practiced to its full potential. When done accurately, maritime ethnography can be a powerful
research tool to complement our understanding of the role of boats and boat building in a historical,
political, economical, environmental and cultural context.
In this appendix the definition, potential and advantages of maritime ethnography are discussed, as well
as its practical application and preparation. Although a full record of a boat cannot be conducted during
this practicum (which would include recording a full construction sequence, specific vocabulary or
interviewing the boat builder or boat owner), it addresses the practical aspects of preparing a systematic
recording, and teaches students the essential steps required to produce an accurate drawing.

&YQFSJFODJOHUIFCPBUVTFVOEFSPBSTª/HVZFO5IJ.BJ)VPOH
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Suggested Timetable
%BZ0OF
60 mins

Introducing Maritime Ethnography
Break
Transfer to the location of the practical session

90 mins

Practical session
3FDPOOBJTTBODFUPVSBOEDPNQMFUJOHUIFSFDPSEJOHGPSN
1IPUPHSBQIUIFCPBUBOEDPNQMFUFUIFQIPUPHSBQIJDMPH
4FUVQUIFCPBUBOEöYUIFCBTFMJOF
1SFQBSFGPSUIFESBXJOHUBTL
Break

120 mins

Complete plan view drawing
Start longitudinal view drawing
Break

120 mins

Complete longitudinal view drawing

%BZ5XP
90 mins

Start series of three cross section drawings
Break
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90 mins

Complete three cross section drawings

30 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching Suggestions
It is recommended that trainers schedule one day to prepare for the lecture and practical recording
sessions. Trainers need to select the different boats to be recorded by the students, organize, clean and
position the boats at the chosen location and ensure that all the materials and equipment are ready.
Always brief the location staff (i.e. boat or property owner) regarding the structure of the practical
sessions, prior to the training day.
The introductory lecture should be divided into two, the first half introducing students to maritime
ethnography, its advantages and the scope of an ethnological study and the second, an introduction
to preparing a boat recording session.
Alongside the information covered in the appendix it is important to emphasize to students that
recording sessions can be useful to document boat traditions and maritime culture in their respective
countries. Even using only a small number of recording sessions conducted with tight budget, an
insightful article can be put compiled and submitted to international journals, so bringing the boat
traditions of the student’s country to the maritime archaeology community.
When presenting how to prepare the boat recording session, it is useful to provide example of the
kinds of drawings that will need to be produced and the type of information that could be gathered
during the field work. Trainers should provide a clear idea of time frames required for making a good
recording, the necessary materials and a guide to what to consider before getting into field, e.g.
preparing the interview, choosing the boat, etc.
Trainers should carefully demonstrate how to draw and taking the measurements of each part of a
boat, step by step. Be sure to review with students how to choose the most appropriate scale and how
to measure it.
The accurate completion of the ethnographic boat recording form is the most crucial important step
in the recording process. Not only does it enable to familiarize oneself with the boat to record, but
also to apprehend the whole drawing process and plan the different steps. During the lecture, trainers
should read through each of the different sections that need to be filled in when on site, emphasizing
the importance of conducting interviews and gathering as much data as possible in a short time.

Facilitating the Practical Session
Trainers should ensure that they have all the equipment required to facilitate the practical session,
including A3 white boards, graph paper and print outs of the recording form. It can also be helpful to
have additional print outs of general boat terms to help students identify parts of the boat. A full day
and a half should be sufficient time for students to draw a small (4 metre) boat.
Trainers should divide the students into small groups and ensure that every student take turns with the
tasks. Groups should not exceed four to five students in size. This is the maximum number needed to
produce a clear and accurate drawing and to develop an efficient measurement system. Two persons
can draw simultaneously the same boat, but on two different drawings so to compare the result, while
two other team members (three maximum) take the measurements to be plotted on the drawings.
Ideally working groups should be situated near to each other, so that problems can be discussed and
solutions shared. The boats should be selected carefully so that they present a challenge to the students.
Dugouts, for example, are of simple design and can be too easy to draw. As the students have produced
relatively coherent quality drawings and recording forms, it is suggested that during each training course,
different boats are recorded, so over time it is possible to build a database of regional boat traditions.
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Trainers should emphasize the importance of choosing the appropriate scale for the drawing and
carefully identify location and sizes of the drawings that need to be produced, according to the size of
the boat.
Once each group has been allocated a boat, the students to need to begin their ‘reconnaissance tour.’
Each student must complete their own recording form and take photographs using a photographic
scale (as an exercise for potential report). Trainers should ensure that the photographs provide a clear
image of each section, details and boat as a whole.

Trainers should:
t%JTDVTTUIFTDBMFXJUIUIFTUVEFOUTBOETFMFDUUIFPOFNPTUBQQSPQSJBUF
t)FMQUIFTUVEFOUTTFUVQUIFCBTFMJOF
t4UBSUTUVEFOUTESBXJOHUIFQMBOWJFX öSTUUIFTIBQFBOEUIFOUIFJOUFSOBMFMFNFOUT
t5IFOESBXUIFMPOHJUVEJOBMWJFX0òTFUTGSPNCBTFMJOFUPUIFJOTJEFDPOUPVS UIFOUIFTIFFS
MJOF UIFOTFUUJOHBWFSUJDBMPòTFUMJOFUPUBLFPVUFSDPOUPVS BOEöOBMMZ TFUUJOHBCBTFMJOF
POUIFøPPSUPUBLFUIFPVUTJEFDPOUPVS
t5BDLMFUIFDSPTTTFDUJPOTMBTU3FNFNCFSUPBTLTUVEFOUTBEEUIFEJSFDUJPOPGUIFWJFX
t&OTVSFUIFOBNF MPDBUJPO EBUF FUDBSFDMFBSMZQSJOUFEPOUIFESBXJOH
t0ODFUIFQSBDUJDBMTFTTJPOJTDPNQMFUF FOTVSFUIBUUIFTUVEFOUTIBWFTDBOOFEBOE
EJTUSJCVUFEUIFJSESBXJOHTUPUIFSFTUPGUIFHSPVQ&BDINFNCFSPGFBDIHSPVQTIPVMEIBWF
BDPQZPGUIFJSESBXJOH*UJTVTFGVM IPXFWFS GPSTUVEFOUTUPIBWFBMMUIFESBXJOHTTPUIBUUIFZ
DBODPNQBSFBOEDPOUSBDUUIFEFUBJMTJOFBDI

Equipment Required for Practical Session (per group)
t5XP"QMBTUJDESBXJOHCPBSET
t"HSBQIQBQFS PSTNBMMFSTIFFUTBOETUJDLZUBQF
t"NUBQF UPVTFBTEBUVNMJOF
t3PQF UPVTFBTEBUVNMJOF
t$MJQTUPöYUIFEBUVNMJOF
t"QMVNCCPC
t5XPNFUBMNFBTVSJOHUBQFT
t1FODJMTBOEFSBTFST
t5XPDIBJSTPSOFUQPTUTPSTUBOETUPöYUIFEBUVNMJOF
t1IPUPHSBQIJDTDBMF
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APPENDIX B
Basic Terminology of Shipbuilding

Author Charlotte Minh-Hà L. Pham

(Appendix to Unit 14: Asian Shipbuilding Technology)
Core Knowledge of the Appendix
This appendix provides additional information to support Unit 14: Asian Shipbuilding Technology and to
some extent overlaps and complements, Appendix C: Introduction to Metal Shipbuilding Technology.

On completion of the Basic Terminology of Shipbuilding appendix student will:
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUOBVUJDBMUFSNTBSFBUFDIOJDBMMBOHVBHF
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUFSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGUIFNBJOTUSVDUVSBMDPNQPOFOUT
PGXPPEFOWFTTFMT
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUFSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGUIFCBTJDSJHHJOHFMFNFOUTPGB
TBJMJOHWFTTFM
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUFSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGCPBUBDDFTTPSJFT
t6OEFSTUBOETPNFPGUIFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPG"TJBOCPBUEFTJHOUIBUEJòFSGSPNXFTUFSO
boat building traditions
t6OEFSTUBOEUIBUUIFSFBSFEJòFSFOUTFRVFODFTJOIPXBCPBUJTDPOTUSVDUFE

Introduction to the Appendix
As in any specialized profession, it is mandatory to use the appropriate vocabulary when describing
the various elements of a ship. It is true that there are many good marine dictionaries (see Steffy (1994)
on which this exhaustive list is based), but there are always limitations, and often the available terms do
not always apply to ancient shipbuilding, much less than to South-East Asian constructions, concepts
and local terminology.
Therefore, it is important to take note of any specific terminology used when visiting a boat yard
or meeting a boat builder, in order to attain the most appropriate vocabulary. By describing vessels
using authentic terms we not only help preserve national maritime heritage, but also provide keys for
interpreting ancient written sources or for enabling linguistic connections.
Although it is impossible to standardize nautical vocabulary, there is basic terminology that can be
addressed. It is important to use this terminology and to understand the purpose of each element, so
that boat remains can be described and/or interpreted as accurately as possible.
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1 Direction and Positions
Fore and aft: relative to the ends of the ship; fore is located at the front and aft is located at the back.
Athwartships: across the ship, relative to the sides, perpendicular to the keel.
Amidships: the middle of a vessel, either longitudinally or transversely.

2 Around the Hull
‘In naval ethnography, it is the hull, stable element, which characterises the boat’ (Admiral Pâris cited
in Amos, 1998, pp. 33), indeed, the shape of a boat is the direct expression of the hull design. It is the
main structural component; a watertight body that provides buoyancy to the boat. Its construction
is affected by the extent of technical knowledge, available materials, intended routes, cargoes,
economics, environment, social structure, political influences and a host of other prevalent factors.
There is, therefore, a direct relationship between hull forms and historical periods, even if ships cannot
be dated exclusively on the basis of hull design.
It is important to be able to understand and describe hull forms; to notice how the various curvatures
served a unique purpose, depending on the type of vessel and the period and geographical area
it originated from. Hull form is also directly associated with site distribution of cargo, artefacts, and
timbers (Steffy, 1994, pp. 12).
Bow: refers to the forward section of a hull. The point that is most forward when the vessel is underway,
specifically from the point where the sides curve inwards.
Stern: is the rear or aft part of a hull.
The bows and sterns once formed the ‘hearts and minds’ of ships. This is where the crews lived and the
gear and valuables were stored. Personal artefacts, anchors, cable, tools, money, scales and other items
reflecting ownership and operation are normally found in these areas. Their construction is even more
impressive; it changes constantly, timber after timber set in different sizes and directions to satisfy the
demands of seaworthiness. The best shipwrightry was required here. This is where we can learn about
the disciplines, the economics, the technology and the philosophies of societies, and how each society
approached these problems in different ways (Steffy, 1994, pp. 11).
Sternpost: a vertical or upward curving timber, or assembly of timbers, that are stepped into or scarfed
to the after end of the keel, or heel, at the stern (Steffy, 1994, pp. 280).
Stem or stem post: a vertical or upward curving timber or assembly of timbers, scarfed to the keel or
central plank at its lower end, into which the two sides of the bow are joined (Steffy, 1994, pp. 280).
The prow is also the name given by seamen to the beak or pointed cutwater of large ships. The upper
part of the prow is usually furnished with a grating platform.
Starboard: refers to the right side of a vessel, perceived by a person on board, facing towards the bow.
Port: refers to the left side of a vessel, perceived by a person on board the ship, facing towards the bow.
Bilge: the area of the hull’s bottom on which it would rest if grounded (Steffy, 1994, pp. 267).
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Flat bottom/chine: the bottom of a ship may be round, flat or flat floored, with a single or double chine,
and with a slight or sharp deadrise. The chine is the ‘angular junction of the bottom and side of a vessel’
(Steffy, 1994, pp. 269) and can also refer to the longitudinal timber located just inside the junction.
The deadrise is the angle at which the bottom planking lies to the horizontal. Most flat bottomed
boats, such as most traditional Chinese vessels, have no keel.
Transom: one of the athwartship (transversal) members, fixed to the sternpost that shaped and
strengthened the stern (Steffy, 1994, pp. 281). It is the surface that forms the stern of a vessel. Transoms
may be flat or curved and they may be vertical, raked forward or raked aft. Chinese ships usually have
a flat transom at the stern.
Bowsprit: a spar projecting forward from the bow (Steffy, 1994, pp. 268). Its purpose is to provide an
anchor point for the forestay (a piece of standing rigging which keeps a mast from falling backwards),
allowing the foremast to be stepped farther forward on the hull.

3 Longitudinal Structure
Strakes: single plank or a combination of planks that stretch from one end of the boat to the other.
Plank: components of strakes that are not all constructed in one piece.
Keel/keelson/keel piece: the keel is the main longitudinal timber of most hulls, upon which the
frames, dead woods and ends of the hull are mounted; it is the backbone of the hull. The keel runs
through the middle of the ship, from the bow to the stern and serves as the foundation or spine of the
structure, providing the majority of structural strength for the hull.
A keelson is an internal longitudinal timber, mounted atop of the frames along the centreline of the
keel. It provides additional longitudinal strength to the bottom of the keel, acting as an internal keel.
It is fastened to the keel partly to give additional longitudinal stiffness to it, but principally to bind the
longitudinal members (keel and hog) to the transverse members (frames and floors).
Hog timber (rising wood): a fore-and-aft structural member of the hull fitted over the keel to provide
a fixing for the garboard planks (first strakes, near the keel).
Gunwale: is the upper edge of a vessel’s side. In sixteenth century vessels, the wale is against which
the guns rest (Steffy, 1994, pp. 272). It is a strengthening wale or a structural band added to the design
of the ship, to accommodate the stresses imposed by the use of artillery.
Stringer/side stringers: general term describing the longitudinal timbers along the inside of the
planking. They are usually fixed to the inside surfaces of the frames (Steffy, 1994, pp. 281) to reinforce
the structure.
Bulwark: the extension of the ship’s side above the level of the weather deck.
Freeboard: height of the ship’s sides above the waterline.
Sheer: the upward curve of a vessel’s longitudinal lines as viewed from the side.
Double-ended: a vessel whose bow and stern have approximately the same horizontal shape, such as
rounded, pointed or square ends (Steffy, 1994, pp. 270).
4
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4 Transversal Structure
Frames: transverse members that are made up of more than one piece of timber, usually floor timbers
and pairs of futtocks, set against the planking.
Floor timbers: transverse structural members lying across the keel and tying the frames on either
side of the keel together. They are also the central futtock or futtocks of a sawn frame, lying across the
keel. Floor timbers join both sides of a vessel together and make up the sub-structure for external keel
fastenings, engine beds and mast steps.
Timber: general term to describe any piece of wood used in shipbuilding. One piece of ribs or frames,
especially those steamed or bent into place, are frequently called timbers.
Rib: a small transverse member, often flexible and composed of one or more pieces, that stiffens the
outer skin of a hull (Steffy, 1994, pp. 278). Although often used for frame, rib is more properly applied
to small craft, such as canoes or small boats.
Futtocks: a frame timber (that is not a floor timber, half frame or top timber) that constitutes one of
the middle pieces of a frame. They are pairs of timbers which, with a floor timber, constitute a frame
and essentially support the side planking.
Beam: a timber mounted athwartships to supper decks that provide lateral strength. Large beams are
sometimes called baulks (Steffy, 1994, 267).
The breadth of a ship is the width of a hull, sometimes called beam because it is technically the length
of the main beam.
Thwarts/benches: transverse structural members that support masts, provide lateral stiffness and
that are often used as a seat in small boats.
Bulkheads: a vertical partition that is either fore and aft or athwartships (Steffy, 1994, pp. 268). It usually
applies to every vertical panel aboard, apart from the hull itself. In South-East Asian technology, they
usually refer to the Chinese design of forming watertight compartments.
At some point during the fifteenth century, sailors and builders in Europe realized that walls built
within a vessel would prevent cargo from shifting during passage. The word bulki meant ‘cargo’ in old
Norse and any vertical panel was called a ‘head’. As a result, walls installed abeam (side to side) in a
vessel’s hull came to be known as ‘bulkheads’.
There is evidence of bulkheads in Chinese shipbuilding technology since the Tang Dynasty.

5 Decks & Deck Features
APPENDIX

Deck: is a permanent covering over a compartment or a hull of a ship. The primary deck is the horizontal
structure which forms the ‘roof’ of the hull and both strengthens the hull and serves as the primary
working surface. Vessels often have more than one level within the hull itself.
Poop: is the highest and aftermost deck of a ship (Steffy, 1994, pp. 277). The name originates from
the French word for stern, la poupe. In sailing ships, with the helmsperson at the stern, it is an ideal
elevated position for both navigation and observation of the crew and sails.
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Quarter deck: extends forward from the stern to the main mast. The poop is located at the hind part
of the quarter deck and often serves as roof for the captain’s cabin.
Forecastle: refers to a short, raised foredeck, the forward part of the upper deck, between the foremast
and the stem, or the quarters below the foredeck (Steffy, 1994, pp. 271).

6 Steering and Propulsion
Oar or paddle: the main practical difference between a paddle and an oar is that an oar is attached to the
boat, through an oarlock or rowlock, while a paddle is loose. Oars are also usually longer than paddles.
In rowing, a boat is manoeuvred with an oar, when paddling a paddle is used. A paddle is hence
shorter and broader in the blade than an oar, and is equally employed for rowing and steering.
Sculling oar/steering oar/yuloh: ‘to scull’ is to cause a boat to move forward by operating a single
oar over the boat’s stern. A sculling oar is a kind of short oar, the loom of which is equal in length to
half the breadth of the boat. A steering oar is used to steer a small vessel, either from the side or the
stern. A steering oar should not be confused with a quarter rudder, which is permanently mounted
and turns about a fixed axis.
The yuloh is a Chinese sculling oar. It is a large, heavy sculling oar with a socket on the underside of
its shaft which fits over a stern-mounted pin, creating a pivot which allows the oar to swivel and rock
from side to side. The weight of the oar, often supplemented by a rope lashing, holds the oar in place
on the pivot. The sculler primarily moves the oar by pushing and pulling on this rope, which causes the
oar to rock on its pivot. This system allows multiple rowers to operate one oar, allowing large, heavy
boats to be rowed if necessary.
Rudder: a timber or assembly of timbers that can be rotated about an axis to control the direction of
a vessel (Steffy, 1994, pp. 278). This term is used for any kind of vessel, boat, submarine or aircraft.
Various types of rudders can be seen in South-East Asia, including the Chinese axial rudder, the SouthEast Asian lateral rudder (or quarter rudder), the caisson helm and also some basic types of western
helms.
Chinese axial rudder: Is attached to the hull by means of wooden jaws or sockets, or can be suspended
from above by a rope tackle system so that it can be raised or lowered into the water.
Chinese rudders are sometimes bored with diamond shaped holes (fenestrated rudders), which are
believed to decrease the force of the water on the rudder, easing the task of the helmsperson, without
affecting its efficiency. The Chinese invented these stern mounted rudders almost one millennium
before the pintle and gudgeon rudder appeared in Europe.
Axial caisson helm: this type of rudder is derived from the concept of the suspended sliding rudder,
which slides in a water compartment. It protects the long, narrow rudder from the blows of the sea
and makes it easy to retract. Pegs or crossbars enable the rudder to be fixed at a chosen depth.
South-East Asian lateral rudder: this type of rudder is mounted on the side of the boat at the
quarter aft. The strength of a quarter rudder lays in its combination of effectiveness, adaptability and
simplicity (Burningham, 2000).
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Basic helm with braces: in the western tradition, rudders are hung on the sternpost, supported by
a pintle and gudgeon rather than being suspended like the Chinese types. A pintle is a pin or bolt,
usually inserted into a gudgeon, a circular fitting often made of metal, which is affixed to a surface. It
allows for the pivoting of another fixture.
Tiller: is a wooden or metal lever fitted into the rudder head, by which the rudder can be moved from
side to side (Steffy, 1994, pp. 281).
Helm: is a general term that usually includes the tiller, the steering wheel and the actual rudder.
Guares/centreboards/lee boards/anti-leeway devices: a centreboard, drop keel or sliding keel, is a
wooden or iron plate that can be raised and lowered within a watertight housing called a trunk. The
trunk is built over a slot in the keel or in the hull (Steffy, 1994, pp. 269). The centreboards help direct a
vessel as it increases lateral resistance, therefore, reducing leeway when tacking or sailing off the wind.
Some seagoing rafts from Thanh Hoa (Viet Nam) were fitted with three centreboards. These particular
vessels featured mixed hulls and because the basket hull could not be pierced, the centreboards were
fitted in the grooved stem post, forming the unique feature of a ‘bow board’.
Outrigger: the outrigger float, which could be a simple cylinder of wood or something of much more
complex shape, is held out of the boat (at a distance equivalent to a third of the boat’s length) by
booms fastened to the hull’s framing. These booms and their connectives act as transversal stabilizers.
Outrigger assemblages can vary in innumerable ways and have been studied in some detail by Haddon
and Hornell (1975). Their use in South-East Asia is thought to date as far back as the eighth to ninth
century, as evidence of them can be seen in images found at the temple complex of Borobudur.

7 Rigging
Rigging: is the whole apparatus through which the force of the wind is used to propel sailing boats or
ships forward. This includes masts, yards, sails and cordage.
Masts: the vertical pole or spar that supports the boom and sails. The mast head is located at the top
of the mast.
In a three masted, square sail carrying ship each mast has a specific name. From bow to stern: foremast
(the first mast), mainmast (tallest, usually located near the centre) and the mizzenmast (the shorter, third
mast or the mast immediately aft of the mainmast). There are other names given to masts in ships carrying
other types of rig, for example, the bonaventure mizzen (fourth mast on sixteenth century galleons) or
jigger mast (the shortest, the aft-most mast on vessels with more than three masts).
The mast partners: are the ship’s timbers that are fitted between the deck beams located around
the opening in the deck where the mast passes through. Essentially they are under the deck planking.
When the mast is stepped, it is wedged into place at deck level, the wedges going between the partners
and the mast itself. This serves to stiffen the installation, so that the mast doesn’t move around and
damage itself or the deck.
Maststep: is the fitting in the bottom of the boat, in which the bottom or heel of the mast sits.
Yard: a spar suspended from a mast, from which the head of a square sail is suspended.
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Boom: a spar attached to the foot of a fore-and-aft sail.
Shroud: a rope or wire support used to steady a mast to the side of a hull. They lead from the masthead
to the sides of the vessel, to support the mast athwartships.
Deadeyes, pulley blocks and halyards: halyard is a line used to hoist and lower a yard and sail/
deadeye; a thick disk of hard wood, strapped with rope or iron, through which holes (usually three) are
pierced for the reception of lanyards. They are used as blocks to connect shrouds and chain plates.
Fore-and-aft rigging: sailing rig that consists of sails set along the line of the keel, rather than perpendicular to it. Fore-and-aft rigged sails include stay sails, Bermuda sails, gaff sails, gunter rig, lateen sails
and lug sails.
Evidence from South-East Asia indicated the use of fore-and-aft sails of unspecified form, set on two
or more masts since third century at the latest (McGrail, 2001, pp. 309). The canted rectangular sail first
appeared in the eighth or ninth century and continued to be in use until recent times. From at least the
sixteenth century they were matted or made from woven rattan (Manguin, 1980, pp. 272).
Gaff rigged sails: this kind of sail is four cornered, fore-and-aft rigged and hoisted at the head by a
gaff. The sail’s upper edge is supported is by a spar (pole) called the gaff. The gaff enables the sail to be
four sided, rather than triangular.
Gunter rig: similar to a gaff rig, except that the spar forming the gaff is hoisted up to an almost vertical
position, extending well above the mast.
Lateen sail: triangular sail set on a long yard, mounted at an angle on the mast (very characteristic of
Arabic civilization).
Lugsail: a four sided fore-and-aft sail, supported along the top by a spar and fixed to the mast at a
point some distance from the centre of the spar.
Square sails: primary driving sails that are carried on horizontal spars, which are perpendicular
or square to the keel of the vessel and to the masts.
Battened sail: is a type of sail where rigid members, called battens, span the full width of the sail and
extend the sail forward of the mast. They appear to have been mainly, if not exclusively Chinese, from
the twelfth century onwards.
Canted rectangular sail: one of the most primitive forms of fore-and-aft sail is the rectangular
Indonesian canted (tilted) sail which is rectangular in shape.
Patent reefing gear: is a manoeuvre that facilitates the reefing of the sail (Paris 1942, pp. 395). A cross
handle on the guy enables the crew to roll down the sail. This feature may originate from Indonesia,
where sails made of palm are more easily lowered by a simple turn of the handle, which winds the foot
of the mainsail onto the boom (Pietri, 1943, pp. 7).
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8 Accessories and Other Related Terminology
Balance board: consists of a plank laid athwartships and projecting a considerable distance out
to either side. It can be connected with outrigger boats and can provide stability to crafts that are
otherwise too narrow or unstable, to attempt long voyages.
Anchors: there are three main types of anchors found in South-East Asia, each corresponding to a
different period of time (see Kimura et al, 2011).
Stone weight anchors are often little more than a simple stone weight with a hole for the anchor
line. Compound anchors are made of a wooden body and one or two stone stocks. The compound
anchors can also be sub-divided into two groups: anchors with a single stone stock and anchors with
two separate stone stocks. Both feature a stone stock in the middle of the shank (Kimura et al, 2011,
pp. 365). ‘Compound anchors became prominent during the Song to the Ming Dynasties (960-1644
CE) and compound anchors with both separated and non-separated stocks coexisted throughout the
thirteenth century’. The compound anchor was gradually replaced by anchors with a round wood (or
possibly iron) stock placed lower in the shank. Usually compound stone stock anchors are formed by
a minimum of four elements: the shank (shaft of the anchor), the arms that end with flukes (or palms,
that are pointed or chisel shaped and are designed to dig into the seabed) and by a stock. The stock is
the crossbar at the top of the shank, positioned at right angles to the arms. Evidence for iron grapnel
anchors is also found in Asia and South-East Asia during the same period. It is generally understood
that seafarers along the northern Chinese coast preferred iron grapnel anchors, while wooden variants
were the anchor of choice along the country’s southern coast (Kimura et al, 2011, pp. 370).
Windlass: is a horizontal cylinder supported by bitts or brackets, used to haul anchors and hawsers.
Length Overall: often abbreviated as (LOA, o/a, o.a. or oa). This measurement refers to the maximum
length of a vessel from two points on the hull, measured perpendicular to the waterline.
Overall lengths can vary enormously depending on the type of vessel. A small coaster or fishing vessel
from the coast of Viet Nam reaches a length of between 10 to 25 meters, while the Javanese jongs of
the sixteenth century had a length of about 50 meters. In comparison, the treasure fleet of Zeng He
had a length that supposedly reached 125 meters.
Loaded Waterline Length (LWL): or the waterline length, is a measurement that denotes the length
of the vessel at the point where it sits in the water. It isn’t equal to the total length of the boat as it
excludes various parts of the vessel, such as features that are out of the water. Most boats rise outwards
at the bow and stern, so a boat may be quite a bit longer than its waterline length. This measurement
is essential in determining many of the vessel’s properties, such as how much water it displaces, where
the bow and stern waves are, hull speed, amount of bottom-paint needed, etc.
Breadth or beam: the width at the widest point. This can also vary depending on the type of vessel.
A small boat has a beam of 5 meters, while the treasure fleet of Zeng He supposedly had a beam that
reached up to 50 meters.
Displacement: refers to the ship’s mass when it is loaded to its maximum capacity. A ship’s displacement is its mass, generally expressed in metric tonnes or long tons. Using the same examples,
a small boat has a tonnage of 25 to 100 tons, while the Javanese jongs of the sixteenth century had
an average burthen of about 300 to 500 tons. In comparison Zeng He’s ships had a displacement that
could supposedly reach 1,500 tons.
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Net tonnage: often abbreviated as NT, N.T. or nt. Is a calculated representation of the internal volume
of a ship’s cargo hold. It is expressed in tons, which are units of volume defined as 100 cubic feet.
Draft (draught) and drag: the draft is the depth to which the hull is immersed (the vertical distance
between the waterline and the lowest point of the hull), while the drag is the difference between the
draft of a vessel’s stern and it’s bow.
Expressing distances and speed: Distance at sea is always measured in nautical miles. Speed at sea
is measured in nautical miles per hour called knots.

OBVUJDBMNJMFLN
OBVUJDBMNJMFGBUIPNTZBSET
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9 Boat Constructions
Boats are built using different construction sequences which vary from region to region. Often boats
in Europe are built frame first, while in South-East Asia, boats are often built shell first. It is, however,
not possible to generalize from region to region.
Frame first/skeleton built: as the name suggests, the skeleton of the vessel is built first, which means
the framework of keel, posts, and frames is set up and fastened before the planking is fashioned.
Shell first/plank first: process by which all or part of the outer hull planking is erected before the
frames are attached to it. In pure shell built hulls, outer planking is self-supporting and forms the
primary structure; the framework fastened to it forms the secondary or stiffening structure.
It seems that in South-East Asia, there is a predominance of shell first constructions over frame first,
despite shell first being more difficult to achieve as it requires advanced skills, due to the finer tolerances
that need to be maintained.
Clinker/reverse clinker: a way of setting the planks so that the outer planking overlaps and is fastened
to the plank immediately below it. When planks overlap with the ones above them the procedure is
known as reverse clinker. This method is seen notably in Bangladesh (McGrail et al, 1999).
Carvel planking: means that the seams are smooth or aligned, as opposed to clinker built.
Northern European scholars reserve ‘carvel built’ for frame first forms of constructions. Note that this
term is confusing and best avoided, as it is sometimes taken to be synonymous with frame first building
using flush-laid strakes (McGrail, 2001, pp. 467).
Flush-laid: planking in which adjoining strakes are butted edge-to-edge without overlap.
To caulk: is an essential phase in boat construction. It consists of inserting material between two
members and rendering the junction watertight. Whether this is done before or after planking is
fastened, may be an important diagnostic trait (McGrail, 2001, pp. 467). Caulking materials and recipes
are essential in identifying the available materials to a shipbuilder.
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10 Joining Methods
Iron nails: are used to fasten the planks, edge to edge. The use of iron nails for fastening the planking
is a major difference between the Chinese and the South-East Asian shipbuilding traditions. Nails
appear with the Portuguese in Indian traditions (late fifteenth century).
Bolt: a cylindrical metal pin used to fasten ships timbers together.
Treenails: (pronounced ‘trunnels’) are round or multisided pieces of hardwood, driven through
planks and timbers to connect them. They are used in a variety of forms: with expanding wedges or
nails in their ends, with tapered or square heads on their exterior ends, or completely unwedged and
unheaded. When immersed, treenails swell to make a fit.
Tenon and mortise: a tenon is a wooden projection cut from the end of a timber or a separate
wooden piece that is shaped to fit into a corresponding mortise (a cavity cut into a timber designed
to receive a tenon).
Pegs: are tapered wooden pins driven into a pre-drilled hole to fasten two members or lock a joint.
Pegs come in a variety of sizes and tapers: square, round or multisided cross sections. The important
difference between dowels and pegs in ancient construction is that the former were of constant
diameter and lightly set, while the latter were tapered and driven with appreciable force. The most
common use of pegs in ancient construction was to lock mortise and tenon joints.
Wooden dowels: are cylindrical pieces of wood (of constant diameter) used to align two members by
being sunk into each. Unlike treenails and pegs, dowels served an alignment function only, additional
fastenings being necessary to prevent separation from the joint.
Scarf: an overlapping joint used to connect two timbers or planks without increasing their dimensions.
Lashed lugs and stitching method: there is a difference between stitched boats and sewn boats. Many
examples of stitching can be found in South-East Asia. For example, in Viet Nam three techniques are
described in the written accounts, yet the main principle remains the same. Essentially, holes are drilled
in the planks through which threads pass to lash the planks together. A pad is placed on the seams,
ensuring that the hull is water tight. Bamboo laths are then laid longitudinally over the pads. Flat wedges
are inserted between them and the straps, overlapping each other like tiles, in order to compress the pad.
The gaps are then sealed with a mix of tree bark and coal tar or mangrove bark, or a compound of resin
and ground bamboo. The holes can be made in different ways (see Manguin, 1985).
The most common South-East Asian ship building technique is known as the ‘lash-lug tradition’, which
is when lugs or cleats protrude and the lashing is fastened around them. Treenails support the fastening
by maintaining the strakes edges to edge (see the Pontian boat, dated to between the third and fifth
century). This technique evolved towards the later typical South-East Asian technology, where only
wooden pegs maintain the strakes together, fully dowelled.
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Core Knowledge of the Appendix
On completion of the Introduction to Metal Shipbuilding Technology appendix
students will:
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFWBSJPVTGBDUPSTUIBUJOøVFODFUIFEFTJHOPGWFTTFMT
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXWFTTFMTHSBEVBMMZFWPMWFEGSPNXPPEUPNFUBMBOEGSPNTBJMUPTUFBNJO
EJòFSFOUHFPHSBQIJDSFHJPOT
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUFSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGUIFNBJOTUSVDUVSBMDPNQPOFOUTPG
NFUBMTIJQT
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUFSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGUIFQSPQVMTJPOTZTUFNPGBNFUBMTUFBNTIJQ
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUFSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGEFDLöYUVSFTBOEöUUJOHT
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXOBVUJDBMUFSNTBSFBUFDIOJDBMMBOHVBHF
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXBTIJQXSFDLDBOCFJEFOUJöFECZUIFTUVEZPGJUTTUSVDUVSF
t6OEFSTUBOEIPXBNFUBMTIJQXSFDLTTUSVDUVSBMJOUFHSJUZXJMMEFUFSJPSBUFBUWBSZJOHSBUFT
BDDPSEJOHUPUIFTJUFTFOWJSPONFOUBMDPOEJUJPOT
t)BWFLOPXMFEHFPGXIFSFBOEJOXIBUDPOEJUJPO TUSVDUVSBMDPNQPOFOUT öYUVSFTBOE
öUUJOHTBSFDPNNPOMZGPVOEPOXSFDLTJUFT

Introduction to the Appendix
This appendix provides students with sufficient knowledge of metal shipbuilding technology to enable
an assessment of the Mannok shipwrecksite TFF"EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO and is in addition to Unit 14:
"TJBO4IJQCVJMEJOH5FDIOPMPHZ

1MBOPGUIF.BOOPL*TMBOETIJQXSFDL
ª6/&4$0
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This appendix assumes that students have a low level of prior knowledge of the subject and is therefore aimed at providing an introduction
to metal ship construction, propulsion, fixtures and fittings.
Although some components referred to, such as the lower structural
features, (keel, keelson, floors and the propeller) are not currently
visible on the Mannok wreck site they are fundamental parts of a
metal steam powered vessel and so are included.

1 Metal Ship Construction
For the purposes of the Foundation Course, students
require the knowledge to:
t*EFOUJGZ JOUFSQSFUBOEBTTFTTUIFDPOEJUJPOPGUIFNBJO
TUSVDUVSBMDPNQPOFOUTPGUIF.BOOPLTIJQXSFDLJODMVEJOH
QBSUTPGUIFQSPQVMTJPOTZTUFNBOEPUIFSöYUVSFTBOEöUUJOHT
t3FDPHOJ[FBOEJOUFSQSFUUIFDVMUVSBMPCKFDUTUIBUGPSN
QBSUPGUIFTJUF QMVTPUIFSNBUFSJBMUIBUBMUIPVHIGPSNT
QBSUPGUIFXSFDLTJUF JTOPUBOPSJHJOBMQBSUPGUIFTJUF
(See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO)
To place the content in a cultural heritage/
archaeological context, and although Unit 14 has
covered these topics, this lecture also reminds students
that the same relationships apply to metal shipwrecks:
t)PXUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFOGBDUPSTTVDIBTJEFPMPHZ 
UFDIOPMPHZ USBEJUJPO FDPOPNZ VTF DMJNBUFBOENBUFSJBMT 
JOøVFODFUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPG NFUBM WFTTFMT
t5IFJNQPSUBODFPGTUVEZJOHNBUFSJBMDVMUVSBMSFNBJOTGSPN
EJòFSFOUQFSTQFDUJWFT JODMVEJOHIJTUPSJDBM UFDIOPMPHJDBM
BOETPDJBM
t5IFUSBOTJUJPOGSPNXPPEFOUPNFUBMWFTTFMTJTOPUUIF
TBNFJOBMMHFPHSBQIJDSFHJPOT
(See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO)
t*ODPNNPOXJUIXPPEFOWFTTFMT NFUBMWFTTFMTBSF
EFTJHOFEGPSTQFDJöDQVSQPTFT GPSFYBNQMF XBSBOE
USBEFBOEöTIJOH CVUXJUIJOUIFTFDBUFHPSJFTUIFSFJTB
MBSHFWBSJFUZPGTIBQF TJ[FBOEEFTJHO

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1 The assessment forms
part of the development
of a management plan for
the wreck site, as well as
providing information for
the storyboards in Unit 16:
.VTFPMPHZ
2 Within the wreck site
there are numerous objects
associated with fishing,
including small clusters of
rocks roped together or in
small nets to form anchors
or net weights, larger fish
traps, as well as detritus such
as bottles, cans, plastics, etc.
3 Transition from wood
to metal and from sail to
steam. These factors are
particularly important for
courses in other geographic
regions where there might
be different traditions.
This is illustrated using the
example of copper nails
in the Bronze Age wreck
Kyrenia and the use of iron
fastenings in predominantly
wooden constructed
European vessels, dating
from the fifth century AD.
(See Suggested Reading:
Milne, G. McKewan. C.
and Goodburn, D. (1998).
This then evolves into the
use of more substantial
structural ship components,
such as iron knees from
the seventeenth century
(See Suggested Reading:
Goodwin, P. 1997), iron-clad
steam powered vessels in
the mid-nineteenth century,
to the metal steam powered
vessels characteristic of the
late nineteenth and early
twentieth century.
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As this appendix is part of the preparation for the fieldwork, it is important
that trainers explain and illustrate to what extent components can be
expected to survive in a typical wreck site. (See "EEJUJPOBM*OGPSNBUJPO 
Suggested Reading
Ad
Adams,
J. 2001. Ships and Boats as Archaeological Source Material.
8PSME"SDIBFPMPHZ, Vol. 32(3). Taylor and Francis Ltd, pp. 292-310.
Conlin, L. D. 1998. Ship Evolution, Ship ‘Ecology’ and the ‘Masked Value
Hypothesis’. 5IF *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZNo.27, pp. 3-15.
Delgado, J.P. (ed.). 1997. &ODZDMPQBFEJBPG6OEFSXBUFSBOE.BSJUJNF
"SDIBFPMPHZLondon, British Museum Press.
Westerdahl, C. 1994.Maritime Cultures and Ship Types: Brief Comments
on the Significance of Maritime Archaeology. The *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG
/BVUJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ Vol. 23.4, pp. 265-210.

2 Description of the Main Structural
Features
In relatively simple terms a ship can be considered a box that is strengthened by numerous parts that join, brace or provide support. The strength
of the box is dependent on each of these individual components, noting
that some parts are more important than others in keeping the vessel
afloat and is only as strong as its weakest component. (See "EEJUJPOBM
*OGPSNBUJPO 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4 Deterioration of wreck
material. The survival and
rate of change is dependent
on a number of factors:
t5IFMFOHUIPGUJNF
underwater
t%ZOBNJDOBUVSFPGUIF
sinking
t)VNBOJNQBDUTUPUIFTJUF 
such as salvage and fishing
Combined with the site’s
specific environmental
characteristics, such as:
t4BMJOJUZ
t5FNQFSBUVSF
t0YZHFOBUJPO
t-JHIU
t.BSJOFHSPXUI
t8BUFSNPWFNFOU
t#VSJBMCZTFEJNFOUT
NB. This description is aimed
at stating that ferrous metal
objects will usually be more
corroded and, therefore,
are less easily recognizable
than non-ferrous objects. It
is not a detailed explanation
of the physical, biological or
chemical processes, which
are covered in considerable
depth in Unit 11: 'JOET
)BOEMJOHBOE$POTFSWBUJPO.
5 The aim of a nautical
architect is to design a vessel
that is ‘fit for purpose’ and to
be economical in the use of
materials in its construction
and conform to regulations.

-&'55IFCBEMZFSPEFECPX
TFDUJPOPGUIF.BOOPL*TMBOE
TIJQXSFDLª6"% 5IBJMBOE
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"MUIPVHIUIFDIBJOMPDLFSJTCFMPX
UIFEFDL BDBQTUBO NPPSJOHCPMMBSE
EPVCMFCJUU BODIPSEFSSJDLBOEBODIPS
DBOBMMCFTFFOPOUIFGPSFEFDL
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

Bow: the forward part of a vessel’s hull.
Other ancillary parts of the ship and equipment associated with the bow include: the chain locker, anchors,
anchor chain, hawse pipe(s), cargo derrick, capstan(s),
windlass, and mooring bitts.
Forecastle: is often where the crew’s cabins are located
and can be defined as the section of the deck that is
forward of the foremast (if one is present).
Stem: the leading part of the bow. It is joined to the
keel and rises to the forecastle.
Stern: the rear part of a nineteenth century vessel’s
hull that includes the stern frame, steering gear, rudder
and propeller.
Stern frame: consists of the rudder post, body post and
connecting arch, with an extension for the connection
to the keel.
5013*()55IFCPXTFDUJPOPGBMBUFOJOFUFFOUIDFOUVSZWFTTFMT
IVMMª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
.*%%-&3*()54UFSOPGBOJOFUFFOUIDFOUVSZWFTTFMTIPXJOH
UIFTUFSOGSBNFBSDIBOEUPQPGUIFSVEEFS
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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'SPNMFGUUPSJHIU TIJQTOBWJHBUJPODPNQBTT TIJQTXIFFM
BOEUFMFHSBQIª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

Other parts of the vessel and equipment associated with stern include: the steering gear, propeller, capstan(s), windlass and mooring bitts.
Rudder: hangs on the stern frame by hinges
which are formed by two parts, pintles and
gudgeons. The weight of the rudder is normally
supported by the lower gudgeon.
Gudgeons: attached to the stern frame or can
be cast or forged as an integral part of it.
Pintles: part of the rudder assembly.
Middle or midship: the remaining portion
of the hull between the bow and stern sections. Usually a more rectangular box shape
containing components such as the cargo
holds, fuel and water tanks, boilers, engine
room. On the upper deck are located the cargo
hatches, cargo winches, bridge and smaller
fitings, such as scuppers (fittings that allow
excess water to run off the decks) that often
survive on shipwrecks.

4IJQTCSJEHFª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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Keel: is located along the exterior centre line
of a vessel’s hull between the stem and stern
frame. The keel can have a flat profile known as
a flat keel plate or it can be a distinct rectangular
shaped section, known as a bar keel.
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Keelson: the corresponding
reinforcement plate or beam
that is located down the
interior centreline of the vessel between the stem and
stern. The keelson is fixed
to the transverse structural
components, such as floors.
Floor(s): vertical plates that
extend laterally across the
vessel from the keelson to
where the ship’s hull begins
to form the side of the vessel,
providing latitudinal strength
to the structure.
Frame(s): formed from angle bars that rise
upwards from the floors to the gunwhale
(normally the upper edge of the side of the
vessel, on the upper deck). Frames are located
along both sides of the vessel from stem to
stern and are also commonly known as the
‘ribs’ of a vessel.
Side keelson(s): perform a similar function to
the keelson, but are located parallel to the centre keelson.
Bilge keelson(s): similar to side keelsons, but
they curve upwards and inwards following the
shape of the bow and stern.
Stringer(s): angle bar fixed along the interior
longitudinal axis of the vessel’s hull, usually
riveted or welded to the frames.
501'MPPSTFDUJPOPGBTUFBNTIJQXSFDL

ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
.*%%-&'SBNFTBOEEFDLCFBNT
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
-&'5ª'SBNFTPGUIF.BOOPL*TMBOE

4IJQXSFDLTJUFª6"% 5IBJMBOE
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Deck beams.
© Christopher J. Underwood

Deck beam end and beam plate on
the Mannok Island shipwreck.
© UAD, Thailand

Deck.
© Christopher J. Underwood

Deck beam(s): placed transversally across the
vessel, they prevent the frames spreading outwards and also support the decks. They are
riveted or welded to the ship’s frames on the
side of the vessel.
Beam knee(s): end section of a beam that allows
it to be attached to the frame. They can be an
integral part of the beam or as is the most common method, a separate piece (built knee) that is
riveted or welded to the beam and frame.
Deck(s): constructed from flat metal plates (or
wooden planking) that lay over the beams. There
can be one or more decks depending on the size
and purpose of the vessel.

Pillars supporting the main deck of the
SS Sarmiento. © Christopher J. Underwood

Pillar(s): hollow or solid vertical posts that provide support for the deck(s). Where a central
pillar is fitted, it will significantly increase the
load capacity of the deck.

Small section of a deck or walkway in the engine room of the Mannok Island shipwreck. © UAD, Thailand
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Bulkhead(s): longitudinal or transverse partitions
that divide the vessel into compartments and
can be made watertight to prevent flooding
from spreading throughout a vessel.
Plating: forms the exterior shell of the hull, cabins
partitions, decks and bulkheads. The plating is
riveted or welded to structural components,
such as frames and beams.
Riveting: the traditional method for joining
the various components of metal ships prior to
welding. Most joints are made by overlapping
plates to form a lap joint.
There is archaeological evidence of riveting that
dates to the Bronze Age in the construction of
daggers (See Useful Websites: Portable Antiquities Scheme 2011).
Watertight bulkhead (across the beam of the vessel).
© Christopher J. Underwood

"#07&-&'53JWFUFEIVMMDPOTUSVDUJPO

ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
"#07&.*%%-&3JWFUJOHQBUUFSOPG
BOPWFSMBQQJOHIVMMQMBUFKPJOU
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
"#07&3*()5#VUUTUSBQSJWFUFEKPJOU
PGOPOPWFSMBQQJOHIVMMQMBUFT
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
3*()5)VMMQMBUJOHPGUIF.BOOPL
*TMBOETIJQXSFDLª6"% 5IBJMBOE
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Welding: a heat process that joins
two pieces of metal together.
Welding was increasingly used
during the First World War and
became the predominant construction method as the twentieth
century progressed. The 'VMFHBS 
built by the British shipbuilder
Cammell Laird in 1920, was the
first vessel with an entirely welded
hull, and more than 2,700 Liberty
ships of the Second World War
were constructed fully utilising the
process. As the riveting process
absorbed a third of a vessel’s production budget, replacing riveting
with welding significantly accele- "#07&"/%#&-08'SPOUBOETUBSCPBSETJEFWJFXTPGBTUFBN 4DPUDI CPJMFS
rated the construction process and ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
reduced labour costs.
Propulsion: Themajorcomponents
of a steam vessel’s propulsion are
found in the following order from
bow to stern: boiler, engine, drive
shaft, propeller and rudder.
NB. The engine and boiler can be
positioned in the midship or stern
sections depending on the size
and function of the vessel.
Boiler(s): generate steam power
that drives the engine(s). There can
be single or multiple boiler units.
Although boilers with a similar
design to the Scotch boiler appeared
around 1830, it was the Scotch boiler
that became the most common
from the 1850s to the 1920s and can
still be found in use today.
Steam engines: suitable for commercial (industrial) use and were
first produced in 1712 by Thomas
Newcomen. The original design
was improved by James Watt
between 1763 and 1775, but it was
the emergence of the high pressure
steam engine in the early 1900s
that resulted in a rapid expansion
of the use of steam power.
10
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%BNBHFECPJMFSPOUIF.BOOPL*TMBOETIJQXSFDLª6"% 5IBJMBOE

Trunk engines: were common in warships as they could be installed horizontally below the waterline
and therefore, be protected from gunfire.
HMS 8BSSJPS (1860), for example, is a single large capacity piston, mounted transversally across the
vessel. It provided 1250 nhp (nominal horse power) giving 14.3 knots, with a maximum of 17.5 knots
combining wind and steam.
A high powered version of the trunk engine was recovered in 1985 from the wreck of 9BOUIP (1872)
discovered in Australia. The engine had originally been designed for use in Crimean gunboats and
was installed in the 9BOUIPin 1871. The use of trunk engines began to decline with the introduction of
higher pressure expansion engines in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Compound engine: the design was originally patented by Arthur Wolf in 1804. There are various claims
about the invention of the marine compound engine and its first use that range between 1824 and 1850.
Double expansion or compound engines reduce the steam pressure in two stages, making them more
powerful than earlier engines that only utilized the steam once. Although the name implies that they
have two cylinders, these engines can have more than one operating at the same pressure, reducing
to one or more at a lower pressure.
Triple expansion engine: is a compound engine that reduces the steam pressure in three stages.
Each stage can have multiple cylinders.
The first multiple expansion engine was patented by Daniel Adamson in 1861. Triple expansion engines
remained in widespread use from the 1880s until the middle of the twentieth century. These engines
powered more than 2,700 Liberty shipsduring the Second World War and there are examples of working
historical vessels continuing to be powered by the triple expansion engines, such as the SS 4IJFMEIBMM.
11
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The triple expansion engine of
the 'SBHBUB 4BSNJFOUP (1893) produced 1800 horse power at 100
revolutions per minute, giving a
maximum speed of 13 knots
Other engine room components
include the condenser, pumps,
valves, auxiliary engines, gauges
and many sections of steam pipe
that join various components of
the propulsion system.
Drive shaft (or propeller shaft):
a cylindrical tube linking the
engine to the propeller. The shaft
passes through a watertight
gland between the internal to the
external part of the hull.

5ISVTUCMPDL CPY ª$+6OEFSXPPE

%SJWF QSPQFMMFS TIBGUª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

Thrust block or box: is a substantial
metal component that is located
on the drive shaft. The thrust block
transfers the power of the propeller
to the hull to prevent damage to
the drive shaft.
Propeller(s): the origin of which is
credited to Archimedes, is located
at the end of the drive shaft and
changes the rotational movement
of the shaft that propels the
vessel forwards, or backwards (if
the movement of the drive shaft
is reversed). They can have two,
three, four or sometimes even
more blades, which can be made
from cast iron or bronze.

5ISVTUCMPDL CPY ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

Steering gear: equipment for moving the rudder.

5XPCMBEFCSPO[FQSPQFMMFSª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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#&-08#PBUEBWJUTª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

Davit(s): used to lower or raise a
ship’s lifeboats.
Derrick(s): located on the upper
deck. Used for loading and unloading cargo from the cargo holds
or moving equipment.
Pump(s): used to remove unwanted water from a ship’s hull and to
improve stability by transferring
water from one part of a vessel to
another.
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Appendix Summary
It is important to recognize that this appendix is aimed at providing sufficient information to enable
students to carry out an assessment of the wreck site that is then used in the development of a
management plan. The additional information is provided to place the content in an archaeological or
historical perspective and is not intended to be a detailed study of naval architecture.
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Suggested Timetable
The information provided by this appendix can be presented in three parts; two in the classroom prior
to the diving project, with the third part during the fieldwork.

Introduction to Metal Shipbuilding Technology
10 mins

5IFWBSJPVTGBDUPSTUIBUJOøVFODFUIFEFTJHOPGWFTTFMT
)PXWFTTFMTHSBEVBMMZFWPMWFEGSPNXPPEUPNFUBMBOEGSPNTBJMUPTUFBNJOEJòFSFOU
HFPHSBQIJDSFHJPOT
Part 1: Lecture
5FSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGUIFNBJOTUSVDUVSBMDPNQPOFOUTPGNFUBMTIJQT
5FSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGUIFQSPQVMTJPOTZTUFNPGBNFUBMTUFBNTIJQ
5FSNJOPMPHZBOEGVODUJPOPGEFDLöYUVSFTBOEöUUJOHT

40 mins

5FDIOJDBMMBOHVBHFDPODFSOJOHOBVUJDBMUFSNJOPMPHZ
%FNPOTUSBUJPOPGIPXBTIJQXSFDLDBOCFJEFOUJöFECZUIFTUVEZPGJUTTUSVDUVSF
%JTDVTTJPOPGIPXBNFUBMTIJQXSFDLTTUSVDUVSBMJOUFHSJUZXJMMEFUFSJPSBUFBUWBSZJOHSBUFT
BDDPSEJOHUPUIFTJUFTFOWJSPONFOUBMDPOEJUJPOT
*MMVTUSBUJPOPGUIFDPOEJUJPOPGTUSVDUVSBMDPNQPOFOUT öYUVSFTBOEöUUJOHTUIBUBSFDPNNPOMZ
GPVOEPOXSFDLTJUFT

30 mins

Part 2: Knowledge Review
$MBTTQBSUJDJQBUJPOTFTTJPOVTJOHBOFYJTUJOHFYBNQMFESBXJOHPGBUZQJDBMTUFBNTIJQ
4UVEFOUTXJMMCFBTLFEUPMJTUPVUNBJOGFBUVSFTPGUIFWFTTFMGSPNUIFESBXJOH

10 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure

Part 3: Practical Assistance to help students understand and interpret the various features found on
the wreck site, provided as required during the field project.
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Teaching Suggestions
The information on ship construction is kept at a generic level to avoid students becoming overwhelmed
with the nautical terms and complexities of metal ship design.
Due to the commonality of many metal and wooden ship component names, trainers should highlight
those parts of metal ships where there is overlap with wooden vessels introduced in Unit 14:"TJBO
4IJQCVJMEJOH5FDIOPMPHZ and its appendices

Useful Websites
t).4Victorywww.hms-victory.com "DDFTTFE/PWFNCFS 
t).4Warriorwww.hmswarrior.org "DDFTTFE/PWFNCFS 
t-JCFSUZ4IJQJeromiah O’Brienwww.ssjeremiahobrien.org "DDFTTFE/PWFNCFS 
t1PSUBCMF"OUJRVJUJFT4DIFNFVTFPGSJWFUJOHEVSJOHUIF#SPO[F"HF
finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/276077 "DDFTTFE/PWFNCFS 
t44 Xantho:museum.wa.gov.au/broadhurst/xantho-Shipwreck 
"DDFTTFE/PWFNCFS 
t44 Shieldhall: www.ss-shieldhall.co.uk/Shieldhall/Technical.html 
"DDFTTFE/PWFNCFS 
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Core Knowledge of the Appendix
This appendix introduces students to using Site Recorder in preparation for the practical dive session
in Unit 12.

Upon completion of the How to Use Site Recorder appendix student will:
t#FBCMFUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFTDPQFPG4JUF3FDPSEFS
t#FBCMFUPVTF4JUF3FDPSEFSUPDPNQMFUFBTJUFTVSWFZQSPKFDU

Introduction to the Appendix
Although Site Recorder is a multi-featured and versatile Geographic Information System (GIS) specifically designed for use in underwater and coastal archaeology, it was chosen for the Foundation Course
to primarily fulfil its function as a tool for processing, storing and displaying survey data.
During Unit 2: #BDL UP #BTJDT *OUSPEVDUJPO UP UIF 1SJODJQMFT BOE 1SBDUJDF PG 'PSFTIPSF BOE 6OEFSXBUFS
"SDIBFPMPHZ  students have the opportunity to practice 2-dimensional survey techniques and are
shown how to transfer the results to paper by using scale rules, drawing compasses and pencils.
Following this, students are instructed in the use of the Site Recorder and shown how the same tasks
(and much more) can be achieved using an alternative ‘computer’ method.
Students can practice using the software by downloading the demo version from 3H’s website, which
enables most of the tools to be used or by utilizing the licensed copy held by the training centre.
During the practical diving session students have the option to use the application for storing site
information, dive logs and survey results that contribute to the development of the management plan
and site plan.
The following appendix, which should be read in conjunction with Unit 7: %BUB.BOBHFNFOUJO.BSJUJNF
BOE6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ, has been included as a teaching resource so that trainers can familiarize
themselves with the software. However, trainers should note that there are other options and the
ultimate choice of which to use is their own decision.
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1 Site Recorder
Site Recorder can store and manipulate different categories of data collected on site and is an ideal
practical tool for supporting the dive teams working on the Mannok wreck site. All of the captured
data can be processed, stored and used to support the development of the management plan and the
site plan during the practical dive session.

The typical applications for Site Recorder include:
t3FTPVSDFFWBMVBUJPOBOENBOBHFNFOU
t4JUFTVSWFZQMBOOJOHBOESFDPSEJOH
t(FPQIZTJDBMTVSWFZQPTUQSPDFTTJOH
t4FBSDIQMBOOJOHBOEQPTUQSPDFTTJOH
t&YDBWBUJPOQMBOOJOHBOESFDPSEJOH
t"SDIJWJOHTJUFEBUB
t4JUFQVCMJDBUJPOBOESFQPSUJOH

Once all of the information about a site is captured in a ‘site file’ it can be used as a basis for creating
reports or exported for further processing in other programs. Complete sites and associated image
and source files can be published on CD or DVD, along with a free reader program called Site Reader.
As the entire site information can be held in one place and linked together, this also forms an ideal
method for archiving site data.
"UZQJDBMTDSFFOTIPU
GSPN4JUF3FDPSEFS
TIPXTUIFTJUFPGUIF
.BSZ3PTF XJUIUIF
NBJOTFDUJPOPGUIFIVMM
TIPXOJOUIFMPXFSQBSU
PGUIFJNBHF
5IFNPSFSFDFOU
EJTDPWFSJFTBTTPDJBUFE
XJUIUIFCPXTFDUJPOT
BSFTIPXOJOUIFVQQFS
QBSUPGUIFJNBHF
ª1FUFS3)PMU

Suggested Reading
Bowens, A. (ed.). 2009. 6OEFSXBUFS"SDIBFPMPHZ5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF. Second Edition.
Blackwell Publishing.
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2 Object Types
Artefact: the Artefact object is used to record information about a single
artefact or find. All of the information about that one find is recorded
within one single object.
Feature: Feature objects are used to record features and contexts found
on the site. Features are commonly used to record information about
concretions that contain other Artefact objects.
Sector: Sector objects are used for defining an area of the site, such as a
trench.
Sample: Sample objects are used to record information about samples taken
for environmental evidence or type identification. Environmental samples
can give clues about the potential survival of artefacts and the detail of an
object’s burial environment can give clues to the conservation required.
Survey Point: Survey Point objects are used to represent the control
survey points and detail survey points used for positioning on site.
Measurement: individual measurements made between survey points
are recorded in separate Measurement objects. Supported measurement
types include distance, depth, offset, ties, radial and position.
Image: Image objects are used to record information about any object
including photographs, drawings and video clips.
Image Basemap: Image Basemap objects are used to record information
about base map pictures such as side scan sonar traces, georeferenced
multibeam echo sounder (MBES) images, scanned site plans or photomosaics.
Dive Log: dive logs are used to record information about dives. They are
often used to tie together objects that have been recovered with location
information.
Contact: Information about people associated with the site, such as
archaeologists and divers can be recorded in Contact objects
Event: Event objects are used to record things that have happened on
site or to the site, such as survey work, excavations and site assessments.
Source: Sources such as documents, reports and letters can be recorded,
along with a link to the source if available in a digital form.
Target: Target objects are used to record positions and information about
items found during a geophysical survey.
Wreck: information about known shipwrecks and reported wrecks can
be recorded in a Wreck object.
Logbook: logbooks can used to record day to day events, ideas, interpretation and thoughts as text documents.
Drawing Object: Drawing objects include points, lines (polylines),
rectangles, circles and text. Drawing objects can be used to draw such
things as maps, trench outlines, contours and artefacts.
4
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3 Object Hierarchy and Metadata
As well as recording information about objects encountered in a site archive, the schema also specifies
ways of grouping objects into hierarchies and ways of defining relationships between objects. This
allows the data to be ordered in a structured manner, making it easier to evaluate and navigate through
the archive. Generally the grouping is ordered by object type. Stratigraphic grouping is made feasible
with all georeferenced objects by the specification of position and orientation for each object.
The schema objects that define hierarchy include the Site, Project and Layer. A Site can contain a
number of Projects and each Project can contain a number of Layers. The Layers are used to contain
georeferenced objects, such as Artefacts and Survey Points.

Site


1SPKFDU





-BZFS





-BZFS



1SPKFDU





-BZFS





-BZFS





-BZFS

The Site is the main object that represents the ship, monument
or structure being recorded. The Site contains one or more
Project objects which are usually used to group together data
from individual seasons, or from self-contained sets of work,
such as a geophysical survey. Each Project can contain one or
more Layers. The Layers are used to collect together objects that
are associated with each other, most usually by type.
The objects are brought together into collections or families
which can be ‘owned’ by another object. This grouping is a useful
way of collecting together similar objects or ones related to each
other. The hierarchy of objects forms a ‘tree’ shape, with the Site
at the root of the tree and all the many other objects branching
out from it.

Information relating to the site as a whole is also contained within the site object. This includes archive
version metadata based on the Dublin Core and geodetic information.

4 Data Management Using Site Recorder
It is necessary to identify the tasks that need to be completed at each phase of the
project. From a data management perspective, the project phases include:
t1SPKFDUTUBSUVQ
t1SFöFMEXPSLQMBOOJOH
t'JFMEXPSL
t&OEPGöFMEXPSL
t1PTUöFMEXPSL
t&OEPGQSPKFDU

The planning of the project is done before the fieldwork season has started.
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4.1 Project Name
The first step is to give the project a name. Try to avoid names that have been used before, those that
are supposed to be humorous or are just too long.

4.2 Location
The next step is to decide on the coordinates of a central location for the work and the extents of the
area to be investigated. When the project is centred on a known site this is relatively straightforward,
as the position of the site will be known and an estimate of the size can be made. For a project that
involves searching for a site, a planned search area has to be defined.
At this point it is important to decide on the coordinates to be used for mapping. Positions can be
recorded using your own coordinates local to that site or in real-world coordinates taken from a Global
Positioning System (GPS). In the short term it may seem easier to set up your own local grid coordinate
system, but this becomes a problem if you want to integrate charts, aerial photographs or geophysical
survey data.
Unless this has already been defined for you by the client, the next step is to decide which real world
coordinate system to use. In general, it is better to utilize a commonly used coordinate system than
something specific, defined for the local area. Often, mapping should be done using the WGS84
datum, as it is a common standard used by GPS receivers and the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
projection.
If the site to be recorded is a shipwreck, then it should be possible to add a Wreck object at the best
estimate of position for the site. Information about the wreck can then be added to the Wreck object.
For other site types a simple Point object can be used to mark its position.

4.3 Site Code
Although not essential at this stage, it is useful to define a code for the site; a unique identifier that is
used to distinguish the site you are working on.

4.4 Sharing and Archiving
As soon as the Site file has been created for a project it is important to consider how and where the
files will be archived, and the ownership of the information.
Archiving may not seem important in the early stages of a project, but as the information contained
within the Site file grows, it becomes essential. Ensure that the archive is backed up on DVD or external
hard drive and that copies are made after each significant addition to the archive.
Ownership of the information needs to be decided. Allocate who is to get a copy of the archive and
ensure that they get an updated copy after each significant addition to the archive.
Also ensure that the metadata is set correctly before passing on any copies, as this will identify the
version of the archive as well as ownership.

4.5 Pre-Fieldwork Planning
*OUSPEVDUJPO
With the Site file created, information about the site can be added and the fieldwork can be planned.
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*NQPSUJOH&YJTUJOH*OGPSNBUJPO
If a position for the site is known, then charts and maps of the area can be added to the Site file. Charts
and maps help to put the site into context and may give clues about how the site formed and where
other parts of the same site may lie. Previous results from geophysical surveys can be included; this may
establish a more accurate position for the site or may help define the site extents.
Typically coastline information in vector form can be imported and appears as a collection of Drawing
objects on one or more Layers.
Charts can be scanned and added to the site plan as Image Basemap objects.
Targets or anomalies detected during geophysical surveys can be imported as Target objects or added
by hand. Side scan sonar mosaics and multibeam (MBES) images can be added as Image Basemaps.
Previous site plans or sketches can be scanned and added to the plan. In some cases, the plans can be
digitized and used as the starting point for the main site plan.
Documents relating to the project and site can be added as Sources.
Located or recorded shipwrecks can be added as Wreck objects.
A timeline of important events relating to the site can be created using Event objects.
In general, each dataset or image should be added to its own Layer, with image basemap Layers added
to the last or lowest Project, so that they always appear under other objects on the chart.
Permission to use any images or chart data must be obtained before they are added to the dataset.
Additional permissions may also need to be sought when publishing or archiving the dataset.

4FUUJOHVQUIF-BZFSTBOE1SPKFDUT
At the beginning of any project it is advisable to create a set of Layers and Projects. The reason for this
is that the lifetime of the project is often not known at the outset and small projects can turn into larger
ones. If the Layers and Projects are correct from the start, then they will not have to be changed if the
project evolves.
In general, there should be a separate project for each season’s work. The name of the Project should
include the year and a description, such as ‘2012 Season’. Within each Project, Layers can be added for
each object type as required.

For example, the Layers needed on a typical project in 2012 include:
t(FOFSBM GPSESBXJOHT
t$POUSPM1PJOUT GPSTVSWFZDPOUSPM
t%FUBJM1PJOUT GPSTVSWFZEFUBJMQPJOUT
t"SUFGBDUT
t'FBUVSFT
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4FUUJOHVQUIFQSPKFDUMBZFSTª1FUFS3)PMU

A separate Layer should also be used for each set of
geophysical targets or raw data. In practice, a Site file
will contain many Layers within each season’s project,
each containing a separate type or category of object.

4VSWFZ.FUIPEPMPHZ
It is necessary to agree the survey methodology
before any fieldwork starts, so the correct equipment
and tools can be sourced and the team trained in the
methods to be used.
The task of survey processing can often become the responsibility of the project’s data manager, not
because of any inherent skill in surveying, but simply because it’s a job to be done on the computer.
Site Recorder contains the tools needed to process all type of survey measurements underwater,
making this task relatively straightforward.

0CKFDU/BNFT
The object naming policy to be used on the project should be agreed in advance and documented.
Anyone who will be adding data to the system should be trained in its use.

8PSEMJTUT
Wordlists and thesauri are used to help maintain consistency within the recording system so need to
be set up in advance of fieldwork. The standard wordlists used in Site Recorder can be adapted to suit
a particular project.

"EEJOH$POUBDUT
At this stage an interim list of people involved in the project can be added as a list of Contacts.
Suggested Reading
Holt, P. 2007a. %FWFMPQNFOUPGBO0CKFDU0SJFOUFE(*4GPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ.PUJWBUJPO *NQMFNFOUBUJPO
BOE3FTVMUT CAA2007. Southampton
Holt, P. 2007b. 5IF4JUF3FDPSEFS%BUBCBTF4DIFNB http://www.3hConsulting.com/Research/research_
schema.htm (Accessed October 2011.)
Lledo B. 2004, Field Example of a Database System Applied to Underwater Archaeology, the FileMaker Pro
Approach. 5"3"6%456"$POGFSFODF Bodrum.
Madsen T. 1998.%FTJHO$POTJEFSBUJPOTGPSBO&YDBWBUJPO3FDPSEJOH4ZTUFN %FTJHOBOEVTFPG'JFME*OGPSNBUJPO
4ZTUFNTCAA-NL98.
Nickerson, S. 1994. A Site Information System (SIS): CADD/Database Integration for Field Use. "15#VMMFUJO
24(1), pp. 56-62
Quinn, R. 2001. The Assimilation of Marine Geophysical Data into the Maritime Sites and Monuments
Record, Northern Ireland. )JTUPSJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ
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5 Fieldwork
5.1 Introduction
Before the fieldwork starts, the Site file for the project should contain all of the information known about
the site at that time. In the field, the recording system is used as the repository for all of the information
gathered during each dive, but it is also used for day to day planning and decision support.

5.2 Adding Artefacts, Features, Sectors and Samples
Each Artefact is added to the site plan in a position derived from the survey work as it occurs. *OTJUVor
registration photographs can be imported into SR then digitized to scale, so a 2-dimensional drawing
of each find can be added to the site plan. Other photographs and video clips can also be linked to
each Artefact.

5.3 Adding Dive Logs
Dive logs should be added on the same day that the dive was completed and any backlog should be
avoided.

5.4 Survey Processing
A backlog in survey processing should also be avoided, as the positioning of Artefacts will be dependent
on the timely processing of detail survey point positions.

5.4 Data Security
With large quantities of information being added to the recording system as fieldwork progresses, the
importance of backing up cannot be stressed enough. Version control is also of paramount importance,
especially if the main site file is being copied and shared regularly.
It is essential that the archive is kept free from viruses and other malware. All copies of the archive
should be separately checked for viruses when they are created. Copies of the entire Site archive
should be copied to an external hard drive or CD at the end of each day. Ensure all copies are clearly
marked with their contents, version and date of creation using permanent ink.
Where possible, a separate external hard drive should be used for the online backup so if the main
computer hard drive fails, the online backup should survive. The data recovery procedure (to be used
after data loss) should be tested periodically to ensure that it works in practice.
File archiving should be used for all important projects. The Site file version should be updated each
time the file is backed up. All computers being used to add to the archive must have up-to-date
antivirus software installed.

5.5 Large Project Operation
When working on large projects, it may become necessary for more than one person to add information
to the recording system at the same time. Fortunately, this can be done by using the merge tool
available within Site Recorder.
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6 End of Fieldwork
At the end of a season or project, the information should be verified, published and archived. All
metadata should be checked and updated. Copies of the dataset should be given to the recipients
agreed at the start of the project. A copy of the archive should be placed in long term secure storage
and a separate copy kept by the project team.
Suggested Reading
Holt, P. 2010. 4JUF3FDPSEFS&YFSDJTF#PPL. http://www.3hconsulting.com/Downloads/SiteRecorder4
ExerciseBook.pdf (Accessed February 2012.)

Appendix Summary
Site Recorder was chosen to support the dive teams in their work underwater. The working of the
system is explained in early units of the course and additional help from the trainers is given during
the practical dive session. Like most applications, it is important get ‘hands on’ experience to begin
to understand how to use them. Site Recorder is no different. Experience during the field schools
has shown that some of those students with a good level of computing knowledge progress quickly,
others more slowly. This appendix on Side Recorder has, therefore, been written to support trainers
and students while working with it.
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Suggested Timetables

90 mins

Review of 2-Dimensional Survey Techniques and Introduction to
3-Dimensional Survey Techniques (NAS)
Break

30 mins

Introduction to Site Recorder (3H) – Theory

60 mins

Site Recorder Practical Exercises (Using the SR Workbook)
Break

90 mins

3-Dimensional Site Survey Practical Exercise
Break

30 mins

Continue 3-Dimensional Site Survey Practical Excercise

60 mins

Process the Results of the 3-Dimensional Site Survey
Break

90 mins

Continue Processing the Results of the 3-D Site Survey
Break

60 mins

Student Group Presentations of the Results and Discussion

20 mins

Concluding Remarks and Closure
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Teaching suggestions
This appendix introduces students to using Site Recorder in preparation for the practical dive session
in Unit 12. Trainers should use a series of lectures and training exercises, before asking the students to
apply their knowledge in a practical task. It is expected that trainers will use the generic presentations
found on the NAS Teaching Pack Tutor CD. Included below are the file source codes for each of the
teaching units that can be found on the NAS Teaching Pack Tutor CD.
Additional information on Site Recorder can be found at 3H’s website. From here, trainers can download
a variety of resources including a demonstration version of the software, presentations, work books
and training exercises.

Introduction to 3-Dimensional Site Survey Techniques (NAS): What to Use
t1PXFS1PJOUQSFTFOUBUJPO14FTTJPO%4VSWFZ
t5SBJOFSTOPUFTöMF'QBSU@QPXFSQPJOUTIUNM
t1PXFS1PJOUQSFTFOUBUJPO14FTTJPO$SFBUJOHB%1MBO4UBSUJOHUP1MBOB4JUF
t5SBJOFSTOPUFTöMF'1BSU@1*4FTTJPO@QEG

Introduction to Site Recorder: What to use
t1PXFS1PJOUQSFTFOUBUJPO14FTTJPO$SFBUJOHB%1MBO4UBSUJOHUP1MBOB4JUF
t5SBJOFSTOPUFTöMF'1BSU@1*4FTTJPO@QEG
t5FDIOJDBMOPUFTBCPVUTVSWFZQSJODJQMFTDBOCFGPVOEBU
IUUQXXXIDPOTVMUJOHDPNUFDIOJRVFTIUNM "DDFTTFE'FCSVBSZ 

Preparing for Practical Sessions
Site Recorder (demo mode) can be downloaded from: http://www.3hconsulting.com/index.htm
(Accessed March 2012.)
The 4JUF3FDPSEFS&YFSDJTF#PPL is located in the file C:\Program Files (x86)\3H Consulting\Site Recorder\
Documents created during the installation of the software application or can be downloaded from:
http://www.3hconsulting.com/downloads.html (Accessed March 2012.)
For the Using Site Recorder practical sessions it is preferable to use hard copies of the 4JUF3FDPSEFS&YFSDJTF
#PPLIdeally two students will share one computer, so one copy per pair of students is required.
NB. Although it is possible that every student will have a personal computer and perhaps prefer to work
alone, an already challenging session is likely to get even more complicated with everyone working at
slightly different speeds.
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Practical Sessions
There are two options for trainers to teach students how to use Site Recorder. Which they choose will
depend on an assessment of the average level of computing skills of the students and the availability of
sufficient notebook PC’s to enable students to follow the exercises.

Option 1
The most straightforward way to teach the use of Site Recorder (particularly with a group of twelve or
more students), is to demonstrate each of the selected exercises from the 3H Site Recorder Exercise
Book and verbally explain each step of the process, projecting the steps onto the screen. Trainers can
use either the UNESCO licensed copy of Site Recorder or Site Recorder (demo mode), which does not
require a USB key.

Suggested exercises:
"EEBOPCKFDU QQ
1SPKFDUTBOEMBZFST QQ
B.PEJGZUIFMBZFST
C4IPXJOHBOEIJEJOHMBZFSTPOUIFDIBSU
D4FUUJOHUIFMBZFSGPSBOPCKFDU
E-PDLJOHMBZFST
4FUUJOHVQUIFTJUF QQ
B.PEJGZUIFTJUF
6TJOHUIFöOEUPPM QQ
"EEJOHTVSWFZQPJOUTBOENFBTVSFNFOUT QQ
B$SFBUFBOFXTJUF
C"EEGPVSTVSWFZQPJOUT
D"EETJYEJTUBODFNFBTVSFNFOUT
#BTJDBEKVTUNFOU QQ
'JOEJOHNJTUBLFT QQ
3BEJBMNFBTVSFNFOUT QQ
0òTFUTBOEUJFT QQ

Additional exercises if time is available:
"EEJOHBESBXJOHGSBNF QQ
"EEJOHBQSFMJNJOBSZTLFUDI QQ
.PSFBCPVUESBXJOH QQ
"EEJOHBCBTFNBQ QQ
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Option 2
An alternative option is to demonstrate each of the selected exercises, with the students following each
step on their own computer. Although this is more challenging for the trainer, there is the significant
benefit that everyone has the opportunity to begin to get practical experience.
Some students will be competent enough to proceed through the exercises at their own speed with
little or no assistance from the trainer, the average will cope quite well with help from the trainer or the
most skilled students, but some will find the exercises difficult. The trainer should be ready to assist
those who are unable to follow the instructions.
Each of the students wanting to use their own computer will need to download the software application
from 3H’s website. This download is actually the full version of the software, but without the key
supplied with each license it will only work in demonstration mode, which reduces its functionality,
but allows all of the exercises to be completed. Trainers should note that once the software has been
installed, copies of the Manual and 4JUF 3FDPSEFS &YFSDJTF #PPL are located in the computer folder:
C:\Program Files (x86)\3H Consulting\Site Recorder\Documents.
To avoid delays during the allotted teaching time, trainers should remind students a day or two before
that they need to download the software and check that it is installed and will open.
This is the preferred option, but the trainer needs to be flexible in terms of what can be achieved and
to expect periodic interruptions, as students will inevitably not follow the exercises at the same speed
or will inadvertently use the wrong computer keyboard command.

4UVEFOUTQSBDUJDFVTJOH4JUF3FDPSEFSª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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Dry 3-Dimensional Survey Practical Exercise
Once the students have mastered the use of Site Recorder it is important to put their skills to use
in a survey practical exercise. The objectives of this exercise are for students to plan and carry out a
3-dimensional survey and process the results using Site Recorder.
The students are divided into teams with each team working on an artificial 3-dimensional site. Six
students in each team is an ideal number, as it allows three pairs to work simultaneously.

For each site the following is required:
t0CKFDUTTVDIBTUBCMFTBOEDIBJSTDBOCFVTFEUPSFQSFTFOUMBSHFEJNFOTJPOBMBSUFGBDUT
PSTUSVDUVSFT
t"NJOJNVNPGUXFMWFBEEJUJPOBMBSUFGBDUT

"#07&EJNFOTJPOBM

TVSWFZQSBDUJDBMTFUVQ
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
-&'5$POUSPMQPJOUTTIPVME
CFQMBDFEBCPWFBOEBSPVOE
UIFTJUFUPQSPWJEFBCFUUFSAMJOF
PGTJHIUGPSNFBTVSFNFOUT
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
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-&'55BLJOHBEJSFDUTVSWFZNFBTVSFNFOU
GSPNBDPOUSPMQPJOUUPBEFUBJMQPJOUPO
BOBSUFGBDUª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE
#&-08&BDIUFBNQSFTFOUUIFSFTVMUTPG
UIFJSEJNFOTJPOBMTVSWFZ
ª$ISJTUPQIFS+6OEFSXPPE

Alternatively a real site can be used, but the logistics are likely to be more complicated and it will not
necessarily improve the teaching environment or the results of the exercise.

Equipment required for each team
tYNFUSFUBQFNFBTVSFT BMMPXJOHQBJSTUPUBLFNFBTVSFNFOUT
tYDPOUSPMQPJOUT UPCFöYFEJOQPTJUJPOBSPVOEBOEIJHIFSUIBOUIFPCKFDUTUPCFTVSWFZFE
5BQF DBCMFUJFTPSMJHIUSPQFDBOCFVTFE
tY"CPBSET
tYQFODJMTBOEFSBTFST
t%SBXJOHHSJEQMBOOJOHGSBNF
t3FDPSEJOHGPSNTGPSUIFTVSWFZ

Site Recorder recording forms are located in:
$=1SPHSBN'JMFT Y =)$POTVMUJOH=4JUF3FDPSEFS=%PDVNFOUT5IFZDBOBMTPCFEPXO
MPBEFEGSPNIUUQXXXIDPOTVMUJOHDPNGPSNTIUNM "DDFTTFE.BSDI
Alternatively NAS recording forms are located on the NAS Teaching Pack Tutor CD.
5SBJOFSTOPUFTöMF'JOUSPEVDUJPO@DPVSTF1SPGPSNB@QMBOOJOHGSBNFQEG
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Plotting the Results of 3-Dimensional Survey: What to use
Trainers should use Site Recorder (demo mode) to facilitate this practical session.

Student objectives:
t5SBOTGFSUIFTVSWFZSFTVMUTUP4JUF3FDPSEFS
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFSFBTPOTGPSBOEDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUZQJDBMFSSPST
t6OEFSTUBOEUIFOFFEUPQMBOBTVSWFZ
t1SFTFOUFBDIPGUIFUFBNTSFTVMUTUPUIFDMBTT

Trainers should expect varying levels of achievement. It is also possible that the teams may not complete
the processing within the available time.

To follow up the teams can be encouraged to:
t$PNQMFUFUIFEBUBFOUSZGSPNEJNFOTJPOBMTVSWFZ
t&OUFSUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFEJNFOTJPOBMTVSWFZTDBSSJFEPVUFBSMJFSJOUIFXFFL
t$POUJOVFUPXPSLUISPVHIUIFSFNBJOJOHFYFSDJTFTJOUIF4JUF3FDPSEFS
&YFSDJTF#PPL
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Suggested Reading: Full list
Bowens, A (ed.). 2009. Underwater Archaeology - 5IF/"4(VJEFUP1SJODJQMFTBOE1SBDUJDF
Second Edition. Blackwell Publishing
Holt, P. 2007B. %FWFMPQNFOUPGBO0CKFDU0SJFOUFE(*4GPS.BSJUJNF"SDIBFPMPHZ.PUJWBUJPO *NQMFNFOUBUJPO
BOE3FTVMUT CAA2007. Southampton
Holt, P. 2007C. 5IF4JUF3FDPSEFS%BUBCBTF4DIFNB http://www.3hConsulting.com/Research/research_
schema.htm (Accessed March 2012.)
Holt, P. (2010). 4JUF3FDPSEFS&YFSDJTF#PPL .http://www.3hconsulting.com/Downloads/
SiteRecorder4ExerciseBook.pdf (Accessed March 2012.)
Lledo, B. 2004. Field Example of a Database System Applied to Underwater Archaeology, the FileMaker Pro
Approach.5"3"6%456"$POGFSFODFBodrum.
Madsen, T. 1998. %FTJHO$POTJEFSBUJPOTGPSBO&YDBWBUJPO3FDPSEJOH4ZTUFN %FTJHOBOEVTFPG'JFME
*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNT CAA-NL98
Nickerson, S. 1994. A Site Information System (SIS): CADD/Database Integration for Field Use.
"15#VMMFUJO 24(1), pp. 56-62.
Quinn, R. 2001. The Assimilation of Marine Geophysical Data into the Maritime Sites and Monuments
Record, Northern Ireland. )JTUPSJDBM"SDIBFPMPHZ
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Management Plan

Author Martijn R. Manders

Part I: Format of the Management Plan
Title
Management Plan of the [Name], Shipwreck site
0 Administrative details

0.1 Date
0.2 Client
(The name of the sponsor, e.g. private client or State)

0.3 Executed by (contractor)
(The name of the team facilitating the project)

0.4 Approved authorities
(The name of the authority responsible for the site)

0.5 Central registration number
(The registration number/database for the site)

0.6 Location research area
(Description of where it is, for example province, district, place, etc.)

0.7 Coordinates coordinated from Global Positioning System (GPS)

2
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0.8 Environmental context
0.8.1 Coastal geology
0.8.2 Climate
0.8.3 Flora and fauna
0.8.4 Human impact

0.9 Size of research area
(Total area measurement in square metres)

0.10 Depth
(Depth in metres taking into account tidal differences)

0.11 Owner terrain
(The owner of the area the site is situated in, e.g. the State)

0.12 Reported by
(The name of the individual who first reported the site)

0.13 Periods of research
(Dates of fieldwork)

0.14 Site definition
(Short description of what the site is)

0.15 Deposition of archives
(Where are they deposited)

0.16 Legal status
(Protected or non-protected site)

0.17 Recognized threats
(Short summary of major threats)

0.18 Date of re-assessment/re-evaluation
(To be confirmed once the research is complete)
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1 Introduction

1.1 Previous studies
(Note any previous studies)

1.2 Historical context
(Note any significant historical context)

2. Assessment of the site
2.1 Description of research assignment
(Summary of why the research is being undertaken)

2.1.1 Reference to working standards
(Outline working standards, e.g. national standards)

2.1.2 Research objectives
(Summary of primary objectives)

2.1.3 Expected results
(Summary of expected outcomes)

2.1.4 Aims/wishes of the client
(Note any specific wishes or aims of the client)

2.1.5 Imposed research conditions
(Note any limitations or guidelines that need to be followed)

2.1.6 Evaluations in between
(Note the evaluation dates during fieldwork)
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2.2 Working procedure

2.2.1 Research methods
(Overview of proposed research methods)

2.2.2 Imposed work conditions
(Note any constricting limitations or guidelines)

2.2.3 Modus operandi
(Density or perception of the grid. Note any limitations of observation due to any environmental
factors)

2.2.4 Natural sciences, applied sciences and other research
(Note any other related field of study that can be incorporated in order to complete the
investigation)

2.3 Research results
2.3.1 Environmental research
2.3.2 Physical condition
2.3.2.1 Finds visible on surface
2.3.2.2 Completeness
(Note how much the site resembles its original state, e.g. quantity)
2.3.2.2.1 Completeness of wreck parts
2.3.2.2.2 Stratigraphy intact
2.3.2.2.3 Mobile artefacts in situ
(Note any artefacts that can be moved in or near the wreck itself)
2.3.2.2.4 Relation between mobile artefacts and wreck parts
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2.3.2.2.5 Relation between mobile artefacts
(Note any relationship between the artefacts and how it can be distinguished)
2.3.2.2.6 Stability natural environment

2.3.3 State of preservation

2.3.3.1 Organic wreck parts
(Either indication or scientific analyses)

2.3.3.2 Metal wreck parts
(Either indication or scientific analyses)

2.3.3.3 Organic mobilia
(Either indication or scientific analyses)

2.3.3.4 Metal mobilia
(Either indication or scientific analyses)

2.3.4 Cultural-historic and archaeological data
2.3.4.1 Identification
2.3.4.1.1 Cultural context
(A specific period or culture with which the site can be associated)

2.3.4.1.2 Century
(The century from which the ship dates)

2.3.4.1.3 Exact dating
(The year and/or date that the ship set sail or sank, e.g. 1465, 15 December 1783)

2.3.4.1.4 Function
(The function of the ship, e.g. trader or warship).

2.3.4.1.5 Type
(The type of ship, e.g. yacht or galleon)
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2.3.4.1.6 Operating area
(The area in which the ship sailed)

2.3.4.1.7 Propulsion
(The method of propulsion, e.g. sail or motor)

2.3.4.1.8 Size
(Size of the ship in metres)

2.3.4.1.9 Material
(Construction materials, e.g. wood, iron or paper)

2.3.4.1.10 Building tradition
(The building tradition, e.g. Asian, Thai or European)

2.3.4.1.11 Inventory
(The artefacts found belonging to the ship)

2.3.4.1.12 Cargo
(The cargo carried by the ship)

2.3.4.1.13 Personal belongings
(Note any personal belongings aboard the ship).

2.3.4.2 Constructional features
(Note any specific construction elements specific to the ship)

2.4 Risk assessment
2.4.1 Natural impact
(Note any natural risks to the site)

2.4.2 Human impact
(Note any human risks/threats to the site)
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3 Cultural valuation of the [Name] shipwreck

3.1 Experience aspects (quality)

3.1.1 Aesthetic values
3.1.1.1 Visible
3.1.1.1.1 Visible as landscape element
(Note if the site is visible in the landscape and, therefore, can be enjoyed by others)

3.1.1.1.2 Visible as exhibition element
(Note is the wreck site has the potential to be used as an underwater trail or museum)

3.1.2 Memory value
3.1.2.1 Historic value
(Note any ‘collective’ memory that the site holds for people)

3.2 Physical quality
3.2.1 Structural integrity
3.2.1.1 Presence of ship construction
(Note approximately how much of the ship remains)

3.2.1.2 Completeness of the wreck parts
(Note which of parts of the wreck are missing or still intact)

3.2.1.3 Stratigraphical conditions
(Note the stratigraphic conditions, e.g mixed sediments)

3.2.1.4 In situ portable antiquities
(Note the presence and quality of artefacts)
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3.2.1.4.1 Relation between portable objects and ship parts
(Note any clear relation between the objects and the place where they are lying)

3.2.1.4.2 Relation between portable objects Note any clear relation between the different objects
(Note any clear relation between the different objects)

3.2.1.5 Stability of the natural environment
(Note the stability of the natural environment)

3.2.2 State of preservation
3.2.2.1 Wreck parts
3.2.2.1.1 Metal
3.2.2.1.2 Composite
(Note any parts of the wreck that comprise of different materials, such as iron and wood)

3.2.2.2 Artefacts
3.2.2.2.1 Organic material
3.2.2.2.2 Inorganic
3.2.2.2.3 Composite
(Note any parts of the wreck that comprise of different materials, such as iron and wood)

3.3 Quality of archaeological information
3.3.1 Representative value
(Note how representative the information is for the period or culture)

3.3.1.1 Chronological
(Note how representative the information is for the time period and/or how much can it add to
the understanding of the era)

3.3.1.2 Regional
(Note how representative the site is for the region or how much can it add to the
understanding of it)
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3.3.2 Significance of information
(See Unit 6: Significance Assessment)

3.3.2.1 Geographical significance
3.3.2.2 Historical or archaeological significance

3.4 Conclusion

4 Site management

4.1 Cost-benefit analysis and general conclusion
(Summary of the estimated costs associated with the management of the site (in situ preservation, excavation, monitoring, etc.). Note the importance or significance of the site.

4.2 Site management agenda Summary of panned activities in the (near) future
(Summary of panned activities in the (near) future.)

4.2.1 Safeguarding
4.2.1.1 Legal
(Note what kind of legal actions are going to be taken)

4.2.1.2 Physical
(Note what kind of physical protection methods are going to be taken.)

4.2.2 Monitoring
(Outline how often, when, by whom and with what, the site is going to be monitored in the
future. Note planned actions.)

4.2.3 Visualizing
(Outline how the site is going to be visualized, by whom and when. Note planned actions.)
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4.2.4 Finance
(Summarize what budget is available, the costs associated with planned actions, the amount of
budget spent so far, etc.)

4.3 Date of re-assessments/re-evaluation
(Note the date of the next re-assessment/re-evaluation, taking into account if time and money
spent allow for it and if actions taken are effective.)

Attachments
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Map of research area
Planning
Dive logs
First sketch of all team members
Measuring plan
All the individual sketches
A site plan
Photographs

This format has been originally developed under the MoSS-Project (2002-2004), sponsored by the
European Union.
For more information, see: Manders, M. 2004.
Safeguarding a Site: The Master Management Plan. MoSS Newsletter, 3/2004, pp. 16-19.
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APPENDIX E
Management Plan
Part II: Example Management Plan
Prepared by Team B (alphabetically ordered by last names):
Sothea An (Cambodia), Sheldon Clyde B. Jago-on (Philippines),
Palitha Weerasingha Kalu Dewalage (Sri Lanka),
Nandadasa Samaraweera (Sri Lanka),
Cyril Santos (Philippines), Sam Ol Thoam (Cambodia)

Title
Management Plan of the Mannok Shipwreck Site,
the Gulf of Thailand, Rayong Province, Thailand
0 Administrative details

0.1 Date
1st March 2011

0.2 Client
Underwater Archaeology Division, Fine Arts Department of Thailand

0.3 Executed by (contractor)
UNESCO regional trainees participating in the Third Foundation Course,
Chanthaburi province, Thailand

0.4 Approved authorities
Underwater Archaeology Division, Fine Arts Department of Thailand

0.5 Central registration number
No registration number yet
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0.6 Location research area
Province: Rayong, Thailand; District: Kram, Klaeng;
Place: Mannok Island; Site Name: Mannok Shipwreck

0.7 Coordinates
N12 30 20.2 E101 42 2X.X (WGS 84)

0.8 Environmental context
The Mannok shipwreck lies at a depth of approximately 20 metres on the seabed, surrounded
by sand and silt. There is obvious evidence of environmental impacts, such as physical decay
especially on the upper part of the ship’s structure.

0.8.1 Coastal geology
The Mannok Island has a low promontory, with beaches along its coasts, some of which have
resorts. The interior sediments maybe composed of clays rich with iron.

0.8.2 Climate
N/A

0.8.3 Flora and fauna
The Mannok shipwreck site is rich with flora and fauna. Various species of fish can be seen in
the area, such as groupers, eels, crabs, urchin, barracuda, stone fish and sea worms.

0.8.4 Human impact
There is widespread commercial fishing activity in the area. As a result of these activities fishing paraphernalia, such as fishing nets, stone sinkers, hooks and fish traps can be seen on and
around the site.

0.9 Size of research area
The designated research area is approximately 50 x 20 square metres and encompasses the
shipwreck and its close vicinity.

0.10 Depth
19 to 20 metres

0.11 Owner terrain
Government of Thailand

0.12 Reported by
Mr Vichien Singmatorthone
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0.13 Periods of research
14 day field work period from 28 February to 13 March 2011

0.14 Site definition
Medium size (42 m x 6.5 m) iron steam shipwreck, around 15 per cent of the wreck remains
are preserved on the sea bed. Total length of the wreck is approximately 42 metres from bow
to stern. The width of the amidships is approximately 6.5 metres. The shipwreck lies in a North
South direction. The site is located 1 nautical mile southwest of Mannok Island and appoximately10 nautical miles from the port of Rayong.

0.15 Deposition of archives
No archival data of the Mannok shipwreck has yet been found. The Mannok shipwreck is
situated in the territorial waters of Thailand and as such, is protected by the law of ‘Ancient
Monuments, Antiques Objects of Arts and National Museums, B.E. 2504 (1961)’

0.16 Legal status
N/A

0.17 Recognized threats
N/A

0.18 Date of re-assessment/re-evaluation
28 February to 13 March 2011. This research will determine when the next monitoring of the
site will be.

1 Introduction
1.1 Previous studies
Previously used as the training site during the First and Second Foundation Courses on
Underwater Cultural Heritage.

1.2 Historical context
Thai, South-East Asian, French Indo-China
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2. Assessment of the site
2.1 Description of research assignment
To complete a non-intrusive survey and photo documentation as part of the Third Foundation
Course on Underwater Cultural Heritage.

2.1.1 Reference to working standards
All research is carried out under the guidelines of the 2001 UNESCO Convention and
Underwater Archaeological Division of the Fine Arts Department of Thailand.

2.1.2 Research objectives
The training serves as a practical application of techniques (offsets and other measurement
methods, using Site Recorder, planning frames) for surveying an underwater archaeological site. The aim of the training is for students to produce a management plan for the Mannok shipwreck site, alongside identifying the threats and the possible mitigating measures
required to conserve the site.

2.1.3 Expected results
A. A site survey and a management plan
B. A series of storyboards to be used for a public exhibition

2.1.4 Aims/wishes of the client
To enable South-East Asian underwater archaeologists to survey and make a management
plan according to the 2001 UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage.

2.1.5 Imposed research conditions
Non-intrusive survey techniques

2.1.6 Evaluations in between
During the two weeks diving on the site, each night the research group will come together to
discuss and evaluate the work don

2.2 Working procedure

2.2.1 Research methods
Non-disturbing survey using ties (tri-lateration), offsets, and grids or frames.
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2.2.2 Imposed work conditions
Safety is the priority. Safety measures are enforced by the UAD.

2.2.3 Modus operandi
N/A

2.2.4 Natural sciences, applied sciences and other research
Marine biologists can study marine animals and organisms that live on the wreck site.
Geologists can assess the dynamics of sedimentation on the seabed and make predictions
regarding possible future impacts to the site.

2.3 Research results

2.3.1 Environmental research
Attention was given to identifying the immediate environmental conditions and factors
that could be directly affecting the site, as well as the threats from fishing communities
and recreational divers.

2.3.2 Physical condition
Approximately 10 to 15 per cent of the shipwreck is visible. The ship is constructed from iron,
has one boiler and some parts of the hull is missing. The hull was reinforced with concrete and
some wood portions that form part of the deck construction were also documented.

2.3.2.1 Finds visible on surface
Large metal parts, ceramics, bricks, charcoal, pipes and glass bottles

2.3.2.2 Completeness
Approximately 10 to15 per cent of the shipwreck is visible. Stern and bow and some
parts of the boiler in the amidships area is clearly intact.

2.3.2.2.1 Completeness of wreck parts
Upper structure, deck and other parts are missing.

2.3.2.2.2 Stratigraphy intact
Only one type of sediment was documented on the seabed: silty-sand.

2.3.2.2.3 Mobile artefacts in situ
Ceramics, bottles, charcoal and stonewares.
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2.3.2.2.4 Relation between mobile artefacts and wreck parts
The ceramics, bottles and stoneware may have been part of the ship’s cargo or among the
things used by the crew and/or passengers. The charcoal may have been the fuel to the boiler.

2.3.2.2.5 Relation between mobile artefacts
It is possible that most of the artefacts found were part of the cargo.

2.3.2.2.6 Stability natural environment
Presently, the natural environment looks stable.

2.3.3 State of preservation
2.3.3.1 Organic wreck parts
Deteriorating

2.3.3.2 Metal wreck parts
Corroding

2.3.3.3 Organic mobilia
Deteriorating

2.3.3.4 Metal mobilia
N/A

2.3.4 Cultural-historic and archaeological data
2.3.4.1 Identification
2.3.4.1.1 Cultural context
Available evidence reveals that this shipwreck dates back to early twentieth century, during
the time of France’s attempt to dominate Thailand. As a result, there is much value in the
shipwreck’s cultural context.

2.3.4.1.2 Century
Coins found on the wreck site were minted in 1917, dating the ship to the early
twentieth century.
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2.3.4.1.3 Exact dating
Sinking date is estimated to be some time after 1917.

2.3.4.1.4 Function
Most likely the wreck was a trade or passenger transport ship.

2.3.4.1.5 Type
Steam ship.

2.3.4.1.6 Operating area
Within the Gulf of Thailand.

2.3.4.1.7 Propulsion
Steam

2.3.4.1.8 Size
41 metres long and 6.5 metres wide.)

2.3.4.1.9 Material
Metal hull, probably wooden deck.

2.3.4.1.10 Building tradition
Mixed European and South Asian traditions.

2.3.4.1.11 Inventory
Metal objects, ceramics, wood and charcoal.

2.3.4.1.12 Cargo
Ceramics, glass bottles and possibly wood.

2.3.4.1.13 Personal belongings
Coins, ceramics, and wearing as buttons pocket watch have been found.

2.3.4.2 Constructional features
Metal hull (probably reinforced later with concrete), rudder and boiler.
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2.4 Risk assessment
2.4.1 Natural impact
Saturated warm sea water and strong currents cause harm to the metal parts of the ship.

2.4.2 Human impact
Note any human risks/threats to the site

3 Cultural valuation of the [Name] shipwreck

3.1 Experience aspects (quality)

3.1.1 Aesthetic values
As some prominent parts of the wreck are still visible on the seabed, the wreck could be
attractive to recreational divers.

3.1.1.1 Visible

3.1.1.1.1 Visible as landscape element
Yes. The Mannok site lies at a depth of 20 metres with parts of the ship still clearly visible.

3.1.1.1.2 Visible as exhibition element
The site is situated far from the shore, at 20 m depth and is therefore barely visible. Only recreational divers may be able to enjoy the site, but the state of the site will probably not allow it to
be raised and put on display in an exhibition. The finds, however, can be well presented and are
a fine illustration of coastal trade and human transport in early twentieth century Indo-China.

3.1.2 Memory value
3.1.2.1 Historic value
Collective memory may be obtained through research and survey.
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3.2 Physical quality

3.2.1 Structural integrity

3.2.1.1 Presence of ship construction
Approximately 10 to 20 per cent of the total structure of the shipwreck is intact.

3.2.1.2 Completeness of the wreck parts
Approximately round 10 per cent is visible but the rest may be buried under the sediments.

3.2.1.3 Stratigraphical conditions
N/A

3.2.1.4 In situ portable antiquities
In situ mobilia, such as ceramics, bolts, nuts, lantern and rope coil are scattered over the shipwreck. Some of them are in fairly good condition and would be attractive to antique collectors.

3.2.1.4.1 Relation between portable objects and ship parts
The mobilia has a relationship with the functions of a ship. Ceramics are abundantly distributed
in galley area.

3.2.1.4.2 Relation between portable objects Note any clear relation between the different objects
Part of the cargo or materials used in the ship by the crew or passengers.

3.2.1.5 Stability of the natural environment
Relatively stable at the moment.

3.2.2 State of preservation
3.2.2.1 Wreck parts
It is badly weathered; most of the strong hull parts are decayed.

3.2.2.1.1 Organic material
Some of the organic materials seen over the wreck, such as rope coil and wood planks
charcoal, are in a highly fragile condition. Marine animals as marine bores and worms are
actively damaging the materials.
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3.2.2.1.2 Composite
Some parts of the structure of the ship are made of wood and connecting metal plates.
Both wood and metal parts are in very fragile condition.

3.2.2.2 Artefacts

3.2.2.2.1 Organic material
There is little remaining of organic materials (wood and coil ropes) that made up rigging parts.
Other organic materials that can be identified are in very bad condition.
3.2.2.2.2 Inorganic
Ceramics, bricks, and other inorganic artefacts seen on the wrecks site are in a fairly well
preserved condition and some are still intact.

3.2.2.2.3 Composite
No composite objects were found during this research.

3.3 Quality of archaeological information

3.3.1 Representative value
The Mannok wreck site adds much value to the list of the shipwrecks in Thailand. As a steam
ship with one boiler and a variety of artefacts, it provides an abundance of information
regarding shipbuilding in the South Asia.

3.3.1.1 Chronological
Unique shipwreck for understanding technology of the constructed period.

3.3.1.2 Regional
The Mannok shipwreck is comparatively important among the other iron wrecks found in
the region, belonging to the same period.

3.3.2 Significance of information
3.3.2.1 Geographical significance
The Mannok shipwreck has notable significance geographically, particularly for the
information it provides regarding the shipbuilding technology of Thailand.
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3.3.2.2 Historical or archaeological significance
The Mannok shipwreck is has high historical significance for Thailand. Given the historical
backdrop, the sinking may have been caused by French forces who attempted to occupy
Thailand. All these things if verified can add to its archaeological and historical significance.

3.4 Conclusion
The Mannok site is a fine example of coastal trade and human transport in early twentieth century
Indo-China era. This early steamship is an interesting dive site that contains a lot of history. Objects
may be raised for exhibition, but to raise the site itself will prove to be too difficult or expensive.
The site therefore has a high archaeological significance for its specific period of history in this
area, which provides it with local, national and regional significance.

4 Site management

4.1 Cost-benefit analysis and general conclusion
Further research can provide additional information about the wreck which may contribute to
its significance. Purposive excavation could be done to answer particular questions or alternatively the site can be protected in situ.

4.2 Site management agenda Summary of panned activities in the (near) future

4.2.1 Safeguarding

4.2.1.1 Legal
The wreck is lying on the seabed within Thai territorial waters and is protected under the law
of ‘Ancient monuments, Antiques, Objects of Arts and National Museums B.E.2504 (1961)’.

4.2.1.2 Physical
The Mannok wrecksite is vulnerable to natural environmental forces and human impacts.

4.2.2 Monitoring
Once identified, the first site survey was conducted in 2008. Subsequently in 2009 and 2010
the shipwreck became used as a training ground for South Asian underwater archaeologists
under the UNESCO 2001 Convention. The site has been monitored at least once every six
month, since being identified. [actions planned]
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4.2.3 Visualizing
A scale map layout was prepared that covered the bow, amidships and stern, illustrated by
both photographs and video. [actions planned]

4.2.4 Finance
N/A

4.3 Date of re-assessments/re-evaluation
To be confirmed.

Attachments
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Map of research area
Planning
Dive logs
First sketch of all team members
Measuring plan
All the individual sketches
A site plan
Photographs
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APPENDIX F
Suggested Timetable for the
Foundation Course

Author Christopher J. Underwood

Introduction to the Appendix
This appendix provides a suggested timetable for the six-week Foundation Course. The timetable is
structured in such a way that each topic builds upon the knowledge learnt from previous units. This
enables the students to expand their knowledge and skills on underwater archaeology in a progressive
manner, within the limited duration of the training course. Changes to the sequence of the units may
disrupt the logical flow of learning and be disadvantageous to the students.
Considering that the students may come from different academic backgrounds and have varying levels
of experience, the first two weeks are devoted to the basics of maritime archaeology. The lectures and
practical sessions are intended to prepare the students for the field diving exercises that take place
during the third and fourth weeks of the training period. During the field diving exercises on an actual
shipwreck, students are taught how to assess and survey the site and plan how the archaeological site
can be sustainably managed and safeguarded. The final two weeks are focused on the preparation
of a management plan for the shipwreck and how to present findings to both professionals and the
general public.
Considering that the timetable may change according to the availability of the selected trainers, the
organizers should inform the trainers as early as possible, so that they have adequate time to plan and
ensure their availability during the dates of the units assigned to them.

2

Duration

Monday

Tuesday

90 mins

Introduction of
Students, Trainers
and Support
Team and Tour of
National Maritime
Museum or Office
of the Host
Organization

UNIT 2
Back To Basics
(The Scope of
Underwater and
Foreshore
Archaeology)

Break

Break

30 mins

90 mins

Arrival of
students
and trainers
and transfer to
Chanthaburi
before Monday

60 mins

90 mins

30 mins

90 mins

30 mins

Opening
Ceremony

UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(Underwater and
on the Foreshore
Site Types,
Introduction
to Dating
Archaeological
Material)

Wednesday

UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(2-D Survey
Wet Practical
Session)

Break
UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(2-D Survey
Wet Practical
Session)

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

UNIT 7
Data
Management
in Maritime and
Underwater
Archaeology
(3-D Survey
Dry Practical

APPENDIX D
How to Use
Site Recorder
(Presentations
of the Results
of the 3-D
Survey Practical)

Break

Break

Break

UNIT 7
Data
Management
in Maritime and
Underwater
Archaeology
(Introduction)

UNIT 7
Data
Management
in Maritime and
Underwater
Archaeology
(3-D Survey
Dry Practical
Session)

APPENDIX D
How to Use
Site Recorder
(More Advanced
Practical
Exercises)

Lunch

UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(Project
Planning and
Safety)

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

UNIT 1
Introduction to
the 2001 UNESCO
Convention on
the Protection of
the Underwater
Cultural Heritage
and its Annex

UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(Introduction to
2-D Survey
Techniques)

UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(Project Designs)

UNIT 7
Data
Management
in Maritime and
Underwater
Archaeology
(Review of
2-D Survey
Techniques &
Introduction

APPENDIX D
How to Use
Site Recorder
(Continue 3-D
Survey Practical
and Start
Processing the
Results of
3-D Survey
Exercise)

Informal Review
and Discussions
of the Units
Covered in
Week 1

Break

Break

Break

Break

Break

Break

UNIT 1
Introduction to
the 2001 UNESCO
Convention on
the Protection of
the Underwater
Cultural Heritage
and its Annex

UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(2-D Survey Dry
Practical and
Analysis of
Results)

UNIT 2
Back to Basics
(Diver and
Remote Sensing
Area Search,
Survey and
Position Fixing)

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

APPENDIX D
How to Use
Site Recorder
(Practical
Exercises)

Discussion

3

Total hours per day = 8 hours 30 minutes

APPENDIX D
How to Use
Site Recorder
(Continuing
Processing the
Results of the
3-D Survey
Exercise)
Discussion

Sunday

WEEK 1
UNITS 1, 2, 7
and
Appendix D

Free Day and
Report Writing

Informal Review
and Discussions
of the Units
Covered in
Week 1

Summary
of units
covered
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WEEK 1

F
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WEEK 2

Duration

90 mins

UNIT 3
Management
of Underwater
Cultural Heritage

Break
UNIT 3
Management
of Underwater
Cultural Heritage

Tuesday

UNIT 4
Underwater
Archaeological
Resources

Break
UNIT 4
Underwater
Archaeological
Resources

Wednesday

UNIT 5
Desk-based
Assessment

Thursday

UNIT 6
Significance
Assessment

Break

Break

UNIT 5
Desk-based
Assessment

UNIT 6
Significance
Assessment

Friday

UNIT
11
Finds
Handling and
Conservation

Lunch

Lunch

UNIT 3
Management
of Underwater
Cultural Heritage

UNIT 4
Underwater
Archaeological
Resources

Break

Break

Lunch
UNIT 6
Significance
Assessment

90 mins

30 mins

90 mins

30 mins

UNIT 3
Management
of Underwater
Cultural Heritage

Discussion

UNIT 4
Underwater
Archaeological
Resources

Discussion

Break
UNIT 6
Significance
Assessment

Discussion

Lunch

Break

UNIT 11
Finds Handling
and Conservation

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Introduction to
the Management
Plan, Storyboards,
Site Assessment
and Management
of the Project
Archive)

UNIT 10
Intrusive
Techniques in
Underwater
Archaeology

Break
UNIT 10
Intrusive
Techniques in
Underwater
Archaeology

Discussion

Total hours per day = 8 hours 30 minutes

Lunch

Lunch

UNIT 11
Finds
Handling and
Conservation

Break
UNIT 11
Finds Handling
and Conservation
(Visit the
Archaeology
Unit's Finds
Storage and
Conservation

Discussion

Sunday

APPENDIX C
Introduction
to Metal
Shipbuilding
Technology

Break

90 mins

60 mins

Saturday

Relocation to
Rayong Province
for the Practical
Dive Session

Summary
of units
covered

WEEK 2
UNITS 3, 4, 5, 6,
10, 11, 12 and
Appendix C

Free Day or
the First Practical
Dive Session
OR
UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing,
Dive Equipment
and Site
Familiarization
and Debrief)
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30 mins

Monday

Duration

30 mins

All day

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

Dive Equipment
and Site
Familiarization

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Thursday

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Free Day and
Report Writing
30 mins

Evening

Debrief

Debrief

Debrief

Debrief

Debrief

Debrief

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

Summary
of units
covered

WEEK 3
UNIT 12 and
Appendix E
(Management
Plan) as well as
Storyboards,
Wreck
Assessment
and Country
Presentations
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WEEK 3

F
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WEEK 4

Duration

30 mins

Tuesday

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Wednesday

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

UNIT 12
Practical Dive
Session, Mannok
Shipwreck Site
(Project Briefing)

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Evening

Relocation to
Chanthaburi

Debrief

Debrief

Debrief

Debrief

Debrief

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

UNIT 12 and
APPENDIX E
(Complete
Dive Logs,
Task Planning,
Management
Plans
and Country
Presentations)

Summary
of units
covered

WEEK 4
UNIT 12 and
Appendix E
(Management
Plan) as well as
Storyboards,
Wreck
Assessment and
Country
Presentations

Site Tasks, Site
Assessment,
Survey Skills,
Management
Plan and
Storyboards

Free Day and
Report Writing
30 mins

Sunday
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All day

Monday

Duration

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
UNIT 17
Public Archaeology, Raising
Awareness and
Public Participation
Projects in
Underwater
and Maritime
Archaeology

UNIT 14
Asian
Shipbuilding
Technology
and
APPENDIX B
Basic Terminology
of Shipbuilding

APPENDIX A
(Appendix
to Unit 14)
Ethnographic
Boat Recording
Practicum

30 mins

Break

Break

Break

Break

Break

Break

APPENDIX A
(Appendix
to Unit 14)
Ethnographic
Boat Recording
Practicum

APPENDIX A
(Appendix
to Unit 14)
Ethnographic
Boat Recording
Practicum

UNIT 16
Museology
(Introduction to
the Storyboards)

90 mins

UNIT 14
Asian
Shipbuilding
Technology
and
APPENDIX B
Basic Terminology
of Shipbuilding

UNIT 16
Museology
(Final
Preparation of
the
Storyboards)

UNIT 17
Public Archaeology, Raising
Awareness and
Public Participation
Projects in
Underwater
and Maritime

60 mins

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

UNIT 14
Asian Shipbuilding
Technology
and
APPENDIX B
Basic Terminology
of Shipbuilding

APPENDIX A
(Appendix
to Unit 14)
Ethnographic
Boat Recording
Practicum

Break

Break

90 mins

90 mins

30 mins

90 mins

7

30 mins

APPENDIX A
(Appendix
to Unit 14)
Ethnographic
Boat Recording
Practicum

UNIT 13
Asian Ceramics

Break

UNIT 16
Museology
(Introduction to
the Storyboards)

UNIT 16
Museology
(Introduction to
the Storyboards)

Break

UNIT 16
Museology
(Final
Preparation of
the
Storyboards)

UNIT 18
Archaeological
Publication

Break
UNIT 17
Public Archaeology, Raising
Awareness and
Public Participation
Projects
in Underwater
and Maritime
Archaeology

APPENDIX A
(Appendix
to Unit 14)
Ethnographic
Boat Recording
Practicum

UNIT 13
Asian Ceramics
(Visit to the
National
Maritime
Museum’s
Ceramics
Collection)

UNIT 16
Museology
(Introduction to
the Storyboards)

UNIT 18
Archaeological
Publication

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

F

APPENDIX

Total hours per day = 8 hours 30 minutes

UNIT 17
Public Archaeology,
Raising Awareness
and Public Participation Projects
in Underwater
and Maritime
Archaeology

Break

UNIT 14
Asian
Shipbuilding
Technology
and
APPENDIX B
Basic Terminology
of Shipbuilding

Sunday

Discussion

Summary
of units
covered

WEEK 5
UNIT 13, 14, 16, 17,
18, Appendix A and
Appendix B

Free Day and
Report Writing

A P P E N D I X F E X A M P L E T I M E TA B L E F O R T H E F O U N D AT I O N C O U R S E O N U N D E R WAT E R H E R I TA G E

WEEK 5

8
WEEK 6

Duration

90 mins

90 mins

60 mins

UNIT 8
Geographic
Information
Systems (GIS)
in Underwater
Archaeology

Break
UNIT 8
Geographic
Information
Systems (GIS)
in Underwater
Archaeology

Lunch

Tuesday

UNIT 9
In Situ
Preservation

Break
UNIT 9
In Situ
Preservation

Lunch

Wednesday

UNIT 15
Material
Cultural
Analysis

Break
UNIT 15
Material
Cultural
Analysis

Lunch

Thursday

Preparation
of Student
Presentations

Break

Relocation to
Bangkok

Lunch

Friday

Saturday

Conference:
Student
Presentations
and Exhibition of
the Storyboards
for Visitors

90 mins

30 mins

90 mins

30 mins

Break
UNIT 8
Geographic
Information
Systems (GIS)
in Underwater
Archaeology

Discussion

UNIT 9
In Situ
Preservation

Break
Conference:
Student
Presentations
and Exhibition of
the Storyboards
for Visitors

Lunch

Break
UNIT 9
In Situ
Preservation

Discussion

APPENDIX E
Management
Plan for Mannok
Shipwreck Site

Break

Preparation
of Student
Presentations

Installation of
Storyboards at
the Venue and
Final Preparation
of Presentations
and Closing
Ceremony

Discussion
Total hours per day = 8 hours 30 minutes

Closing Ceremony
at UNESCO Field
Office in Bangkok

Summary
of units
covered

WEEK 6
UNITS 8, 9, 15
and Appendix E

Free Day
UNIT 8
Geographic
Information
Systems (GIS)
in Underwater
Archaeology

Sunday

Departure of
Students and
Trainers
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30 mins

Monday
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